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Prefoce
Sour six years ago a group of child psychiatrists felt the need for the establishment of an Association of Child Psychiatrists and those who were
necessary co-workers coming from cognate fields. It soon became clear
that the medium for the publication of researches and clinical experience
was a necessary instrument of communication. Today both the Association
and the Journal of Child Psychology and Psychiatry have succeeded in being
important vehicles for the discussion of the rapidly developing specialty.
Pergamon Press saw that the success of the journal gave grounds for the

shaping of a composite volume embodying the theories, methods and clinical
problems up to date. It was at first suggested that an Encyclopaedia of Child
Psychiatry was called for, or at least a handbook of reference for the growing
number of workers in the field. When the Editor was approached to consider
this proposal it was felt that both these suggestions were not only premature
but far too ambitious for so nascent a subject with so many affiliated disciplines. In accepting the invitation (with some trepidation) the Press and the
Editor came to the conclusion that there were reasonable grounds for designing a joint endeavour which would mobilize the present attitudes to
theory, method, and the basic clinical manifestations and such social issues
which seemed to play so important a part in the lives of parents and
children. The passage of time, in the editor's forty years of child psychiatric
experience, has begun to show that the subject seemed to disclose certain
basic theories and methods which were being employed, sometimes not
clearly expressed, which influenced the subsequent edifice of clinical observations and the therapeutic endeavours which urgent chitd problems
confronted the psychiatrist and his associates. The title Foundattons of Chitd
Psychiatry seemed to fall in with the existing state of the subject, that is
that there were basic principles about which there was some measure of
agreement and which seemed to be a safe substrate area on which the edifice
of thinking and practice could be based. The demonstrative article " the "
has been carefully omitted as it might well imply that these were certain
incontravertible foundation stones. These foundations are not all laid bare
but such as have been disclosed by a number of thinkers and workers are
a good basis for operational work. The superstructure of clinical work and
therapy can be altered as time enriches our data and gives ground for change.
It was obvious that no person could dare embrace the whole of a growing
discipline and therefore the co-operation of specialists was a prime necessity.
That such a collective was possible does, the editor claims, show that the
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many collaborators have a common interest, and can work together. The
tabli of contents will show that there are some serious omissions, that is,
subjects of growing clinical import receive scant attention. It was hoped to
have an authoritative chapter on the growing interest in the effects of minimal
brain injuries at the peri-natal period. This contribution was not forthcoming.
Further, and associated with this subject, was the important field of the
epilepsies and the episodic disorders of a like kind which present interesting
clnical and theoritical problems. There are other problems too which
biochemical advances throw up which psychiatrists cannot ignore, and the
sequelae of glandular dysfunctions which have grave mental consequenc€s.
But these are io maoy respects the province of paediatric thought and practice which is becoming, as this volume shows, closer and closer linked with
child psychiatry. In other words, these issues are not ignored but may be
left to the pediatric field. This field of the close relations between paediatrics
and psychiatry has, we feel, been recognized by the inclusion of two chapters
and British views.
representing
-Equally American
growing
interest in, and the striking new insights into the
ihe
justifies the considerable space allotted this
subnormality
geneii"t of mental
regarded as a study in its own right, and
be
to
tended
iubject which has
But in a study of foundations as in
textbooks.
special
proierly left to
be woven into child psychiatric theory
it
should
that
it
felt
was
ihls votume,
and practice. Social studies have also been given special weight in order to
stress the part that the family and tle social situation play in the emergence
of psychological disorders and the need for a social orientation in therapy.
ihe editor expresses his indebtedness to the Directors of Pergamon Press
for having suggisted the creation of this book and stimulated its production
as a composite work by prominent thinkers and workers in this field.

Introduction
owINc to the prominence that has been given in recent years to the child
Guidance clinic many are left with the impression that the overall study
and treatment of the psychological disorders of childhood stem from this

establishment. This had its origin in the United States where the munificence
of the Commonwealth Fund gave prominence to the new and novel approach, indeed it standardized a type ofteam endeavour which has perhaps
had its good and its limiting effects. The very term "child guidance"lmpriid
that we had an instrument, efficient as well as insightful, for the guidance
of parents and teachers in their management of disturbed children. To guide,
means to have the necessary knowledge for prescribing remedies. Although
the clinic used the services and expertise of psychiatrist, psychologist and
social worker it gave an air of omniscience and omnipotence. The team
acted as a unity and therefore its decisions had some measure of finality.
This team structure did have an organic quality which impried, and rightly,
that t.he three basic disciplines were interconnected and disclosed the many

facets which made understanding aLnost complete. It is true that with
the progress of modern medicine a growing number of sciences were
co-opted to make diagnosis more comprehensive. Nevertheless the working
together has not achieved the unity that the child Guidance clinic appeared
to claim. Historically viewed, however, the approach to child disoiders of
conduct and character had roots in many discrete fields. Naturally paediatrics had the first entry into the field of study because the very structure of
medicine concentrated the physician's attention on the vicissitudes of a
child's health seen as the outcome of bodily disturbances which clearly did
have psychological consequenc€s. Anatomy and physiology and the growing
interest in the organic roots of emotional expression established a bias
which dominated all aspects of child disorder. The turning point in the study
appears to have been the emergence ofthe psychodynamic theories ofconduct initiated largely by Freud and some of the French school. The delinquency studies of Healey and Bronner in America, and of Aichornin vienna,
well before the emergence of the clinic team were the beginnings of the
practical application of psychodynamics to child disorders of behaviour.
It would be shortsighted and unhistorical to deny to earlier physicians and
laymen conc€rn about the health both physical and mental, of children.
Dr. Alexander walk has recently surveyed what he caled the prehistory of
child psychiatry, disclosing that over the centuries child distuibances were
viewed at times with surprising insight. Alienists were prone to apply the
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concepts of adult mental disorders to children, but their knowledge was
largely based upon similarity of appearances rather than to the operation
of similar causal agencies. Yet even in the Renaissance the great families were

concerned with the proper upbringing of children. Phillipe Aries has disclosed in his book The Centuries of Childhood that the attitude to children
in our Western culture was profoundly influenced by the religious structure
of the community and its social hierarchical unfolding and changes. All these
contributed to the pressures on the growing child and on parental attitudes
towards them. The Age of Enlightenment to which Rousseau made the most
striking contribution as far as child upbringing was concerned, might well be
regarded as a catalytic agent which accelerated the interest in the specific
problems of the child as well as by encouraging profound social changes.
Alongside the advances in medicine went the psychological approach to

education as something more than the application of discipline and rote
learning to child growth on the mental side. Later the designing of tests of
abilities and the overall cognitive endowment became a cornerstone in the
edifice; further, the rapid growth of sociology and social anthropology made
of the family and its social relations a special study of the child and its
destiny a special concern. Genetics and biochemistry were to make fundamental contributions to the organic roots of the mental life, and finally
psychoanalysis with its individual approach to the growth of the mind
made of childhood experiences one of the foundations of the character of
the adult. The aphorism that the child is the father of the man became more
than a poet's insight.
These considerations bring into relief the many foundation stones upon
which a scientific study of the child is possible.
Those who are to enter this expanding field of child study ought to be
acquainted not only with the case material which is presented to them in
bewildering complexity but with the theoretical constructs which tend to
shape the collected data and for good or ill determine the therapeutic measures applied. A detached examination of these theories and clinical
issues is the scientific intention of this book. There will be much inevitable
overlap in such a volume but there is no need to apologize for this because
on such issues as paediatric relations which may vary in different countries,
developing sciences do not always follow similar lines. In the social field
there will be and must be differences in approach, and not alone in the varieties ofclinical experiences, but, in the evaluative judgements which inevitably
enter into the normative and still young sciences. This is not a confession
that child psychiatry remains wholly within the confines of scientific method,
but an indication of the intellectual adventure which should attract all
those who enter a developing field of such vital import to the community.

SECTION

1

THEORIES AND METHODS

CHAPTER 1

Chtld Psychiatry and the World Health Organization
by DoNALD F. BUcKLE
Trm explicit aim of the World Health Organization is to promote and protect the health of all peoples, health being a state of complete physical,
mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.(l) In practice, the Organization deals in ideas, education and &ssistance.(2)

Within a year of the establishment of the World Health Organization
September 1948, it had convened a meeting of an expert committee

in

to advise on its future programme in mental health.(3) This expert committee
made two important recommendations, the first that " the most important
single long-term principle for the future work of WHO in the fostering of
mental health is the encouragement of the incorporation into public-health
work of the responsibility for promoting the mental as well as the physical
health of the community", and the second "the desirability of concentrating
especially on the therapeutic and preventive psychiatry of childhood".
Within a short space of time, two monographs were published, both based
on surveys of situations as they existed in the Member States. The first mono-

graph was by Bovet (a) on Psychiatric aspects of juuenile deltnquency; ten
years later, there appeared, also as a contribution to the United Nations
programme on the prevention of crima, d study on juvenile delinquency by
Gibbens.(7)
The second monograph was by Bowlby(e) on Maternal care and mental

It had a tremendous impact and aroused world-wide attention to
the unfavourable effects of separating sick children from their parents,
with consequent improvements in practices. A later follow-up in this field
was the establishment of a European WHO study group on the child in
hospital which specified ways of avoiding a sick child having the anxieties
of separation added to those of his physical illness.(lo) Various researches
in this subject were sponsored by WHO.(11-14)
The provision of more detailed help to the Member States of WHO is
organized through its six regional offices in AJexandria, Brazzaville, New
Delhi, Manila, Washington and Copenhagen. Naturally, problems of ill

health.
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health brought about by infectious diseases have received priority in Asia,
Africa and Latin America, although nutritional problems sometimes cornplicate mental health .(4r' a2) llEurope, where the presenting health problems
are different, and where the need to tackle mental health questions is more
urgent, the Organization has been most active in implementing the recommendations of its first expert committee. European countries possess a
reasonably well-structured organization for the treatment of adult psychoses,
but there are serious gaps in the health services for the psychiatric disorders
of children. The Regional Office for Europe has endeavoured to improve
this position in two principal ways, through providing training by means
of consultations, courses and fellowships, and through the setting up of a
series of small highly-organized international seminars for the discussion
of key problems in this field. These seminars usually contain about fifty
participants, most of whom are nominated by Member States. Three such
seminars on child guidance have been held in 1952, 1956 and 1960,(16' 17, 20)
and two have been held on problems of subnormal children, in 1957 and
1959.e3' 24) In 1962 a seminar was held on mental health and the family,Qe)
and in 1963 a seminar was held on the in-patient psychiatric treatment of
children.(43) The aims of all these meetings have been to provide, through
discussion, a kind of mutual education for the participants through the
appreciation of one another's work and points of view. fn a[ more than
400 persons have been involved in these seminars, including eighty consultants and lecturers; all the countries in the European Region have been represented. The United Nations and UNESCO have collaborated. Arising from
the' European meeting in 1956, a third WHO monograph in the field of
child psychiatry was published on the subject of child guidance centres,
under the joint authorship of Buckle and Lebovici.(17)
The foster care of children was the subject of three United Nations
seminars in which WHO participated.
WHO has also sponsoredtwo important seminars conducted by the World
Federation for Mental Health, the one on mental health and infant development, held in the United Kingdom in 1952,(33) and the other on mental
health and family life, held in the Philippines in 1958.(31) A WHO seminar on
mental health in childhood was held in 1953 in Australia.(34) A UNESCO conference on education and the mental health of children in Europe was held
in Paris in 1952'(371 WHO was represented at this meeting, which based
part of its discussions on a joint UNESCO-WHO report on mental hygiene
in the nursery school.(36)
More direct training activities have included the provision of numerous
fellowships for study abroad for short and long periods of up to 2 years or
more, and a systematic course in child psychotherapy arranged by WHO
was given in Barcelona from 1957 to 1960. On many occasions WHO has
sponsored and financed lectureships in different countries. Its expert committees have advised on education and training in mental health.(44, 4s ' 46)
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Although at the beginning of its work it was crear that the main needs in
the more developed countries lay in increasing the amount of services in
child psychiatry-particularly in child guidance-and in the solution of
certain inter-professional problems which arise through the demands of
teamwork in this complex field, two currently important lines of develop-

ment now require attention.
The first of these is the application of scientific methods of assessment,
recording and statistics to the evaluation of child psychiatric work.(re)
This can only be done through the establishment of regular, operational,
recording systems which include prognostic assessments. Thus, through
classification of methods of treatment-psychotherapy, medication, socLl
work, counselling, and combinations of these methods, and through regular,
periodic assessments of the children and families under treatment, one may
learn something of the effects of the different forms of therapy offered by
child psychiatric teams. These studies can be commenced on a relatively
short-term basis, but need to be continued over a long period, with longterm catamnestic studies, before findings of permanent value can be adduced. This type of operational research is already under way in some countries. The methodology of surveys of child mental ill-health, necessary to
zsl
provide information for planning services, has been ofrecent
"oo""rn.tzo,
Briefly, the need for treatment of children is such that about
one-sixth of
children in a European community require professional attention at one
time. However, such a loose statement is of little value to an administrator
who is planning a therapeutic service; accurate assessments of the terrain
are required, and such complicated subjects as the relation of incidence
rates to changing public appreciation of mental health services must be
dealt with in a realistic manner. This epidemiorogical problem is being
faced in several projects with which WHO is closely concerned.
The second current problem in the field ofthe child psychiatry arises from an
ever increasing and deeper appreciation of the importance of the family to the
child's psychological state and the need for a more highly-integrated treatment of the family as a unit than has hitherto been the case. A book on this
subject, dealing with questions of group therapy with families, the relation
of marital problems to child development, the changing roles of women in
our societies, and research in parent-child simultaneous therapy has been
prepared.(32) Although child psychiatry has always recognized the importance of parents, the psychiatry of the future will expose more intimate relationships in family transmission and family learning and, consequently, new
therapeutic techniques based on ideas deriving from milieu therapy, and
new educational procedures usingrole-playing games, transactional analysis
and psychodrama will evolve.
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The Relationship of Pediatrics to Child Psychiatry
U.S.A, View by MruToN J. E.

HrstoRrcer EvorutroN oF

SETIN

THE RrrArror.rsHrp

That there is an established relationship between the disciplines of
pediatrics and child psychiatry is today generally acknowledged. The depth
and scope of the liaison, and its practical utilization in everyday activity is
yet to be fully realized-but that a relationship exists is no longer questioned.
It was not always so. It took several decades to establish the groundwork
and prove the premises for such a relationship before it could undertake to
assume its valid role in the gestalt picture of the child-physiologically,
psychologically, sociologically, and culturally.
Hence, one may view the relationship of pediatrics to child psychiatry,
and their importance to each other, in terms of what they have been, what
they are now and what the potential seems to be for the future.
There are some who feel that pediatrics failed as a precursor for child
psychiatry, yet they would like to believe that pediatrics can still redeem
itselfas a significant contributor to the training services ofchild psychi atrists.
Looking at the past, there is evidence of very early interest on the part of
pediatrics in what today is called child psychiatry. It is also clear that such
interest waxed and waned over the years and was implemented too infrequently with appropriate changes in the diagnosis and treatment of patients
and in training pediatricians. But what is more important and encouraging
is that it engaged the attention of a few leading American and British piactitioners of pediatrics in the behavior of children. This attention persisted
and culminated in profound changes in pediatric education in th; u.s.A.
and in fostering within psychiatry an awareness of the unique nature of
infants and children and the family.
Although no body of knowledge or of clinical practice was sufficiently
integrated to constitute an organized speciality called "child psychiatry;,
until the nineteen-twenties, the roots of that development in medicine rn:ay
be clearly traced to concepts held by a few unusual pediatricians as early
as the end of the preceding century.
Such writers as Jacobi and Rachford in the u.s.A., Guthrie in Great
Britain, and czerny in GermanS were pioneers not only in fostering
9
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speciali zationin medicine of a profession dealing with the diseases ofchildren,
but in emphasizing that the pediatrician's scope of concern must be broad

and comprehensive. " Pediatrics deals with the entire organism ", wrote
Jacobi in 1889.(1) The natural tie of pediatrics with psychiatry was envisioned
when in the same paper on The Relations of Pediatrics to General Medicine
Jacobi said, " Psychiatry, too, has learned from the mental aberrations
occurring at an early age."
Those medical writers among the American and British pediatricians
who early foresaw the emergence of a changing pediatrics did little realize
that they were fostering child psychiatry. They thought of behaviour principally as resulting from physiological functions of various parts of the body.
Their interest in organic pathology naturally led them to think of psychopathology in terms of neurologic mechanisms, especially functions of the brain.
Rachford (2) followed Setchenow, the Russian physiologist, in linking
neuroses of childhood with action in involuntary inhibitory centers of the
brain. Faulty nervous systeffis, especially structural deficiencies of the cortex
of the brain, were believed responsible for a variety of behavioral disorders
which included epilepsy, hysteria, enuresis, neurasthenia and many others.
The general immaturity of the young human organism made it particularly

susceptible to influences of heredity and environment. Intoxications of
various kinds were believed to affect the central nervous system. These
could be the products of autointoxication as in diseases of the biliary
system, or of the glands of internal secretion, such as toxins from the thyroid
gland.

Although thyrotoxicosis of the variety seen in adulthood was not recog-

nized in infancy and early chitdhood, nervous babies with general irritability
and rapid heart action were recognized frequently in clinical practice. Their
symptoms were believed due to thyroid gland malfunction which produced
intoxication. Cretinism and myxoedema were recognized as distinct clinical
entities produced by a perversion of the normal chemistry of the body re-

sulting from a deficiency of thyroid secretion. Excess of thyroid gland secretion was also considered as a cause of neurotic disease, the behavioral
pathology being the result of a speed-up in the growth and development of

the nervous system.

The American pediatrician Rachford had been trained in chemistry as
well as in clinical medicine and so it was natural for him to think of disease
in terms of physiological and chemical mechanisms. Practicing at a time
when there was much interest in nutrition and in infant feeding, Rachford
used the model which explained the etiology of malnutrition to explain the
genesis of hysteria. Rachford reasoned that if there was not enough food
to nourish muscle cells and this produced poor nutrition and a failure to
thrive, why could there not also be a lack of nutriment in the nerve cells,
thus producing a malfunctioning central nervous system? Poor blood, intestinal toxemias, as well as bacterial intoxications from infectious diseases
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such as tuberculosis, often seemed combined in producing the "hysterical
personality ".
Present-day concerns about the ill effects of rapid and extreme changes in
our society especially urbanization andindustrialization, wereevenat thattime
advanced by Rachford in connection with those forces and neurotic illness.
In the early nineteen hundreds the impure air and the noises of the city, the
strain of school life and of school examinations, were already given a promi-

nent place in the list of etiological agents making children emotionally
disturbed. Many of the same behavioral traits which are considered as
symptoms of neurotic difficulties today, such as sleep disturbances, habit
spasms, finger sucking, and masturbation were described in Rachford's
book in 1905. One difference is that sexuality was dealt with sparingly,
but its relationship to neurotic disorders was expressed unequivocally:
masturbation caused insanity !
A book even more remarkable than Rachford's was printed in London
in 1907.(3) Although its author's interest in pediatrics was as broad as that
of his American counterpart, he dealt more deeply with his subject as if he
were, in fact, a child psychiatrist. Leonard Guthrie must have been an
unusual person because his book is so unusual. The extent to which he and
his writings influenced and excited interest in the neurotic child of the
twentieth century is not known. Unfortunately for pediatrics and for child
psychiatry, his premature and tragic death deprived us of what might have
been an especially rich blending of clinical pediatric insight with that of
dynamic psychology.
Like others of his time, Guthrie listed as basic causes of neuroses the
instability of the nervous system in early life, the imperfect development
ofthe higher brain centers, defects in the inhibitory function by the higher
over the lower centers along with other imperfections in the pathways of the
various nerve impulses. Like Rachford and medical scientists everywhere,
he also believedthatautointoxication, gastrointestinal disease and parasites
were agents commonly producing neurotic illness.
Yet Guthrie was not satisfied that these theories explained all the behavioral problems he encountered in pediatric practice. Although he had no
theory of emotional development, his intuition, erudition and extensive
reading of the best in literature, as well as clinical experience, gave him
psychological insights into some of the mental mechanisms accepted today
by psychiatrists as being basic forces in the production of many behavioral
traits. Coinciding too with some current concepts of personality development derived from many present-day studies, are Guthrie's ideas about the
influence of heredity as a determinant of neuroses; neurotic children invariably were the products of neurotic parents; an unstable emotional temperament was passed on from parent to child.
But Guthrie was interested not only in tracing the causative relationships
of emotional disorders such as neurasthenia, hysteria, and various psycho-
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somatic conditions (particularly the allergies), but he also attempted to
help parents and children to overcome their difficulties. With this in mind
he admonished them not to view themselves as sinners and warned against
the psychi c hazard of excessive guilt feelings. " The forces of heredity are
mysterious, complex and little understood. It is therefore unjust to parents

and to children alike to exaggerate the scanty knowledge we possess.
'Neither hath this man sinned nor his parents, that he was born blind', is
a statement which might be remembered with advantage."
The high incidence of communicable diseases and the high infant mortality
in the first quarter of this century focused interest of pediatricians on bacterial diseases and their prophylaxis. Yet the pediatric horizon was ever
widening in a measurable fashion. Practices in public health and preventive
medicine proved successful in controlling infectious diseases. These results
stimulated some pediatricians to think of the possibility of combating the
harmful influences of social deprivation. It opened the door to a view that
this was not the " best of all possible worlds " and that many disorders
stemmed directly from inadequacies of the social system. In 1915, Chapint+r
advocated the selective boarding out of infants who were being reared in
poor physical surroundings so they might receive individual care, better
food, and affection.
Behavioral disorders were increasingly given more attention in pediatric
practice because they frustrated physicians who did not have scientific techniques for correcting them, as they did for the management of physical
diseases. Psychopathology continued to be explained primarily as neuropathology. This point of view was held by both pedi afiicians and psychiatrists, and methods of treatment were those of the neurologist, that is
primarily by drugs, re-education by conditioning or persuasion. With a
rise of interest by American psychologists in psycho-metric testing, pediatrics

became aware of the value of intelligence testing.
In 1911 at Yale, Gesell, working as a psychologist, began his systematic
studies on the problems of mental retardation leading to extensive investigations of normative behavior of infants and children. The work of Gesell
gave pediatricians some maturational landmarks of development to identify
in their growing child-patients. However, his research had little influence in
basically changing the concepts held by psychiatrists about behavior and
personality development. Only recently has his technique of developmental
diagnosis been found practical and useful to pediatric neurologists.(s) In
Great Britain, Hector C. Cameron(6) in l9L9 reminded physicians and others
of the emotional features of parent-child relationships, &tr aspect of human
relations too often neglected in pediatric practice and only now re-discovered
by child guidance clinics.
Beginning about 1930, strong voices were heard in Great Britain and in
the IJ.S.A., provoking pediatricians and psychiatrists to consider the value
which might come to such practitioners if they converged their interests,
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for so long had maintained only sporadic and tenuous contacts.
In 1930, Kanner was assigned by Adolf Meyer, Chairman of the Department
of Psychiatry at Johns Hopkins, to a position in the pediatric division of
that School of Medicine. At the invitation of the Professor of Pediatrics,

which

Edwards Park, an arrangement had been made which permitted Kanner to
study children and their problems in an environment which brought together a number of medical scientists with a common aim to study the
diseases of children. Kanner (7) found the recorded observations of his
medical colleagues valuable in his studies and in turn he was able to point
up the psychological, educational, social and cultural ramifications of
illness.

Of his work Kanner likes to say that his appointment was, " the first
pseudopodium stretching out into pediatrics from the psychiatric amoeb a" .
But his appointment was much more than an excrescence. It was an act
having great influence in the rapprochement between pediatrics and psychiatry locally and nationally. The appointment of Kanner was tangible evidence
of the interest in mental hygiene and child guidance held by Meyer, whose
theory of psychobiology stressed the importance of the patient as a person
whose entire life history must be studied in order to understand his problems
as well as his mental and physical capacities.
Following Meyer's precepts and examples, Kanner used social workers,
schools and other agencies to provide information about the patient and to
help him in his life's adjustment. These practical suggestions not only became basic principles in child psychiatry but influenced both pediatric
education and practice to think of mental health as a part of physical growth.
The pediatric and child psychiatry alliance developed by Kanner not only
helped to dispel the criticism of such prominent American pediatricians as
Brennemann (8) who accused psychiatry of viewing ernotional disorders unscientifically, but it helped to do away with a conception of neurotic behavior
as being caused by either organi c or non-organic conditions. Multiple causality as well as eclecticism in the treatment of emotional disorders were
demonstrated by Kanner.
The community child guidance clinics which had started in the IJ.S.A. about
1920 had little direct relationship with pediatrics except through the use of
a pediatrician to help assess physical health of patients presenting emotional
problems. Nor did pediatrics have more to offer to psychi atry at that time,
and it was not until late in the nineteen-thirties that child psychiatrists and
pediatricians in child guidance clinics began to teach each other about the
development of infants and children, and to assess critically the relationship
between physical illness and behavior. A small number of pediatricians who
had become active partners in the work of the child guidance clinic became
restless and dissatisfied with the narrowness of their roles andwere stimulated
to learn more about personality development and human behavior. As a
result some left pediatrics, sought training in psychiatry and psychoanalysis,

14
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and themselves became directors of clinics or practitioners of child psychi'

atry.

in the U.S.A. had contact with
psychoanalytically oriented psychiatrists, the influence of psychoanalytic
iniory and practice became manifest in pediatrics. Psychoanalysts urged

in the nineteen-thirties,

as pediatricians

pedia-tricians to view child development through their concepts of personality
Sevelopment, as well as the pediatric concepts and techniques used in the

car" of physically sick children. Many pediatricians were made uncomfortable, even LagI{:!., by such an approach and found a champion in Brennemann(E) who challenged psychiatrists to forsake an attitude of absolutism
in viewing emotional disorders and urged them to become more objective,
self-scrutinizing, pluralistic and relativistic.
Other pediatric leaders such as Powers and Aldrich were more sympathetic to ihe psychoanalytic point of view. Although not endorsing Freud's
theories entirely and without reservation, they found that many child-care
practices were too rigid and impersonally treated and recommended the
more humane and psychologic approach derived in part from dynamic

-

psychologa.
The British pediatrician and psychoanalyst Winnicott, in 1931(e) published

a book of clinical notes on disorders of childhood which was read with
interest and benefit by those pediatricians who were more accepting of
psychoanalytic theory. Winnicott was not only a worthy successor to Guthrie
at th" paddington Green Childrens' Hospital, but his book was in a way an
extension of Guthrie's efforts. Contrary to the more ready acceptance of
winnicott,s views in the u.S.A., one reviewer in Britain not only damned
the book but called its author dangerous. In 1939, Crothers(lo) a pediatrician
at Harvard, with neurological training, described the quest of "the pediatrician in search of mental hygiene", and pointed out the usefulness
of educators, social workers and psychologists in pediatric practice.
Crothers presented a broad view ofpediatrics and redefined the field as one
to include behavior, without making the pediatric practitioner a child
psychiatrist.
- 'By

that time the Commonwealth Fund had established fellowships in
in pediatrics. It provided training for a
irrb-y.ut p"riod to prepare them as teachers in centres where pediatricians
and nurses might be given a working knowledge of medical psychologa.
Thus medical psychology could then be incorporated into the practice
of pediatrics within hospital settings, both in-patient and out-patient serpsychiatry for persons qualified

vices.

Kanner at Hopkins, Allen at the Philadelphia child Guidance clinic,
Putnam and Jackson at Yale, and Senn(lr'12) al Cornell and Yale, took
prominent parts in training pediatricians in this fellowship program. From
lhis progra- emerged a group who sought further training in psychiatry
and ultimately became child psychiatrists. Others remained psychologically
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oriented pediatricians whose aim was to assist the integration of psychiatry
with other branches of medicine.
Although pediatrics by tradition and practice has had an interest in physical growth and development for many years, pediatricians like Washburn
at Colorado, Stuart at Harvard and Sontag at the Fels Research Institute
in Ohio, increasingly incorporated studies of personality development with
their observations of physical growth and change. At first using only tests
of intelligence, these workers then turned to personality tests, to psychoanalytic theory, theories of cognition and learning to judge and measure
behavioral changes of children in their study populations. Psychoanalysts,
especially Kris in New York and Anna Freud in London, increasingly urged
pediatricians to interest themselves in infant and child behavior and to make
long-term observations of children beginning in the neonatal period and
extending through adolescence. The prime reason was to learn directly
about the many facets of human personality with the aim of filling gaps in
existing knowledge. In a few centers such as the Yale Child Study Center,
the University of Colorado, the Mayo Clinic, the New York Medical College,
and the Fels Institute in Ohio, pediatricians joined childpsychiatrists, psychologists, educators and sociologists in programs of prospective research in
child development which, with the study of retrospective psychoanalysis,
was hoped would yield information from which basic principles of child
rearing, child education and child care in health and in sickness would be
evolved.

Although in theory, pediatricians have always had an opportunity to
study infants and children in a longitudinal fashion beginning from birth,
and physicians treating children have made many observations of growing
infants and children, yet American pediatric literature contains few data
of this kind. Most often such perceptions were incidental to patient care,
made in the course of treating sick children, and frequently were not recorded. The merits of assessing physical growth and development of individuals longitudinally, instead of sporadically, were recognized only recently
by pediatricians, as it became apparent that fluctuations and wide limits of
difference in normal growth were easily mistaken for pathology if viewed
only at various time intervals. When similar recognition is accorded to the
merits of longitudinal studies of emotional growth and development, it is
seen that these processes also proceed regularly but with individual variations, and have a wide range of normality. Interest in longitudinal research
of growing infants and children has led to the belief by many pediatricians
today, as well as by psychiatrists, that there are advantages to viewing
human behavior and personality deuelopmentally in clinic work as well as
in the research laboratory. The result of such thinking has been a change of

philosophy about the nature of children, their physical, psychological,
social, and intellectual selves, as well as a change of attitude about the
fundamental education and training of pediatricians and psychiatrists.
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A definition of modern pediatrics may help one understand the nature
of the contributions which are possible from that discipline in medicine to
general and child psychiatry.
Today pediatrics is considered that sector of medical science concerned
with growth and development of the child from conception through adolescence, with prevention and correction of conditions interfering with his
health and his performance as a human being. This includes prevention of
all diseases, whether physical or mental, accurate and prompt diagnosis and
treatment of all pathological conditions, guidance of the child and his
parents, and association with all other persons, medical and non-medical,
required to help each child develop fully his potential capacities. In order
to practice pediatrics in such a comprehensive manner, the pediatrician requires knowledge and skill to deal with alarge spectrum of physical, psychological and social probleffis, and to use methods of public health, preventive
medicine, clinical psychology and education. To do this adequately and
successfully necessitates collaboration with persons in other disciplines,
particularly psychiatrists, clinical psychologists, social workers, educators
and sociologists. All these individuals with mutual concern and interest in
children have contributed to each other.
The particular contributions of pediatrics stem from its traditional
interest in physical disease (diagnosis, treatment and prevention), growth
and development and genetics, and from its research which has been based
primarily in biology, biochemistry, physiology, pathology, and epidemiology. It is from each of these segments within pediatrics that have come concepts and facts about the nature of infants, children and families, and of
practices in their care which have applicability to child psychiatry, and the
training of child psychiatrists.
It is recognized that the breadth of interrelation envisioned above is
the goal towards which practitioners of both sciences would do well to
aspire. It is also recognized that this ultimate blending of effort is fraught
with many practical difficulties, especially in private practice. But if the
guide-posts and directional motivation exist, and are well established in
the educational program, there is every reason to believe that they will
permeate and influence the entire practicing body of pediatrics and child
psychiatry.
No attempt will be made in this paper to describe or even to name the
various excellent programs of pediatric education and patient care which
are today being carried forward in Great Britain and the IJ.S.A. Instead
an attempt will be made to present a composite picture of the best of these
endeavors, especially those which have been experimenting for several years
in improving their work and in attempting to make contributions to child
psychiatry.
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1. Pediatrics offers an opportunity
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for child psychiatrists to obserue com-

prehensiuely the processes of physical and behauioral deuelopment, and
recognition of the phystcal and behauioral traits whiclt ensue.

fo,

Increasingly the pediatrician in the IJ.S.A. is beginning his service as
guardian of the health of the infant before its birth. He serves as a consultant to the obstetrician and provides anticipatory guidance to parents as
they early plan care and feeding of their babies.
The first opportunities for actually witnessing the behavior of the infant
comes post-natally, when the newborn's reactions to birth stress and to
extra-uterine life are observed by the medical and nursing team and when
he is given the usual physical examination. fn order to record in detail and
with precision those developmental characteristics which in the future may
serve as reference points against which to measure progress, the pediatrician
does well to give each newborn a Gesell developmental examination. That
technique has proved meritorious because it is structured and comprehensive in its approach. If the examination is made regularly by the same
competent examiner for stated periods in the first two years of the baby's
life, much will be learned about both the neurological as well as the psychological development, and any aberrations may be detected very early.
The newborn nurseries serve as places for observing the baby's first
reactions to feeding and to sensory stimulation. It is not uncommon for
nurses to suspect mental retardation in babies before there are any demonstrable signs of pathology. Such " sixth sense " intuition of experienced
nurses may be checked out and then more precisely diagnosed by the developmental examination.
Early sociali zation responses of babies, reacting to their mothers, may
be identified by watching the nursing-couple interact. In those hospitals
where rooming-in arrangements are provided for mother and newborn, it
is not uncommon that such women make cogent observations about many
aspects of their baby's behavior. These, too, provide clues about normal
and abnormal behavior which become more apparent with further growth
and development of the child.
Maturational phenomena such as the onset of smiling, talking, walking
and bowel and bladder control are best witnessed by parents in the home.
When reported to the attending pediatrician in the regular well-child conferences and accurately recorded and arranged by him in a linear fashion,
they become important data in gauging the nature of the baby's development. Such vital statistics provide clues about the nature of the maternal
and child relationships, particularly the amount and kind of stimulation
being provided, and the kind of discipline being invoked. The acceptance
or non-acceptance of an infant's particular pattern of development and
behavior tells much about parental behavior and personality. Although the
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entrie to the pediatrician is predicated on specific immediate concerns about
the baby or child, other concerns which are not quite so obvious may be
inherent in the visit. The mother may be seeking help for herself. There
may be stressful environmental problems, or serious health and emotional
problems affecting members of the family.The pediatrician sees himself as being
responsible for the child's care yet there is also an associated responsibility
in terms of the entire family. ft opens the door to unlimited opportunities
for learning about families, their intra-member relationships, and what these
mean for the development and health of all the members. For example,
the spread of anxiety, as if by contagion, ffi&y be seen to spread from one
person to another in a family, particularly from parent to child.

In their

day-by-day practice pediatricians are epidemiologists

of sorts.

They become expert important members of the public health team when they
deliberately search for diseases or other afflictions common at the same time
to many individuals in their communities. Whenever a pediatrician records
in detail an accurate family history he is making an epidemiological survey,
whether the disorder is the common cold or a compulsion neurosis. As he
elaborates his history to include family collaterals and other members of the
community, he assumes as well the role of a social psychiatrist. Today pediatricians and child psychiatrists are concerned not only with the spread

of infectious diseases in poverty ridden communities, but also with delinquency, school failures and racial antagonisms resulting from inequities
of social, economic and political practices.
Narrowing the focus of inquiry to the family group permits also a precise formulation of the influence of heredity on physical disease and behavior. An accurate and detailed genetic family history has now become
an essential part of every pediatric history. With a break-through in research
on the causes of mental retardation have come important advances in understanding about the inborn errors of metabolism and their affects in the
production of mental deficieDcy, as well as important clues about the
relationship between other genetic errors and aberrations and mental illness.
A variety of projects are now being studied jointly by geneticists, biochemists, physiologists, pediatricians and psychiatrists to establish the
nature of the relationship of defects in the human germ-plasm, whether
genetically or environmentally produced, and the production of off-spring
who are physically or mentally damaged Studies of the effects of irradiation are examples of such detailed and longitudinal investigations being
attempted.
Extensive investigations of intra-uterine environmental factors such as
virus diseases of the mother, nutritional deficiencies, and various immunological reactions reveal interesting associations between the production of
organic neuropsychiatric conditions and such toxic elements. Many in'
vestigations by pediatric groups joining with experts in obstetrics, epidemiology and neuropsychiatry demonstrate numerous sequelae of neuro-
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logical and behavioral disorders in children born prematurely. Attempts
to improve maternal care during the pregnancy period, to provide better
obstetrical practices, as well as to obtain more prompt and adequate pediatric
care for the newborn are aimed at reducing the frequency of brain damage
which is responsible for many behavior disorders. Such steps constitute
important and effective measures of primary and secondary prevention.
A number of physical variants such as prematurity, nutritional deficiency
and some infections are found in association with mental disorders more
frequently in the lower than in the higher social economic groups. Various
possibilities may be considered in the interpretation of these relationships.
Social psychiatrists in child psychiatry as well as pediatricians are offered
a tempting fare of research material in this area.
Varieties of physique and of temperament are already quite distinguishable
in early infancy, and the implications of constitutional differences for susceptibility to illness, as for the promotion of good health, are often suggested. Somato-typing has never become scientific enough to be used for
specific forecasting of physical health, of growth and maturation or personality development. However, a few good studies have demonstrated that
temperament of later childhood, and possibly longer, is set early in life and
its anlagen may be perceived in the baby's pattern of reaction throughout
the frst several months of life. Psychiatrists as well as pediatricians interested in the etiologies of individual difference in behavioral style are combining forces in examining the genetic, familial, pre-natal, para-natal and
early life experiences as well as the physical typologies.
On the basis of data available now, no single determinant is recognized
as being more powerful than any other. Left with the realization that a
variety of environmental mechanisms affect initial behavioral reactivity and

contribute to its final product, students of behavior find it imperative to
study the infant and young child not only within the framework of the
hospital, clinic and office, but within other milieu such as foster homes,larger
institutions, day care centers, and nursery schools. In all of these, it is
possible to see changes in behavior which follow progressively day after
day, and the developmental crises which are part of human development.
poi s)emple, the early separation anxiety which normally appears towards
the end of the first year of life, may be seen in a doctor's office as an infant
clings to the arms of the mother at the time of an attempted examination.
But it will already have been reported by mothers when their babies in the
home were unwilling to be out of their view even for a few minutes at a
time; and it may be witnessed again later at the time of starting school.
The conflict of independence and dependence, which remains for so many
years in each child's life, manifests itself early around such things as feeding

relationships. From then on it repeats itself at every opportunity which the
child has for striking out on his own, and yet is held back by his own
ambivalence. The specific original pattern of reactionwhicheachchildfollows
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in coping with his conflict of independence versus dependence tends to
repeat itself, but in turn is reacted to by his environment.
Each environment responds selectively in showing distinct preferences
thus reinforcing these basic patterns. Long-term observations of infants,
children and their parents provide the psychologically oriented pediatrician
and the child psychiatrist with opportunities for analyzing the psychological
characteristics of his patients within the framework of whatever theory he
finds congenial. For example, the psychoanalytically inclined may focus
on the constancy of drive characteristics at different ages, document his
observations by long-term studies, and test the correctness of predictions
made from one period of time to the next.
2. Pediatrics offers opportunities for child psychiatrists lo obserue the
psychological concomitants of physical disease and to study in detail emotional
disturbances which are secondary to physical illness.
Pediatric wards of hospitals, clinics for ambulatory patients, offices of
physicians and the family home bring the pediatrician in contact with many
children suffering acute and chronic illnesses, with emergencies, with situations ofdeath and near death. To all ofthese crises, people react with a host
of emotions, many of them easily observed but some less overt and even
disguised. Today hospitalization continues to be a threatening experience
for many people, not only for the uninformed but for those who have some
knowledge of what these institutions are and how life goes on there. It may
be assumed that every child and his parents enter the hospital, if conscious,
with feelings of apprehension, anxiety, resentment as well as with more
positive emotions of hope and trust.
Much has been written in child psychiatry, particularly psychoanalysis,
about the vulnerability of the pre-school child to surgery and body manipulations ofevery kind. The observant pediatrician as well as the psychiatrist collecting data may find in every pre-school child who has undergone
surgery some evidence of his conoern about body change and of fantasy
about the nature of the operation. The adolescent who appears more courageous, less tearful and less overtly anxious, nevertheless demonstrates his
underlying feelings by his behavior which may be a withdrawnness, noncommunicability, complete submission or chronic complaintiveness and
excessive demanding of attention. Acute deliria, hallucinations, delusions
as well as acting-out aggression are common behavioral characteristics
observed in children in hospitals whether facing extensive and serious
sugical operations or such ordinary and routine procedures as venipuncture and removal of cerebrospinal fluid.
chronic illnesses such as diabetes mellitus, nephrosis, or birth defects
have their own psychological concomitants, their quality and extent depending on the age of the child, the psychological state of his family, the attitudes
and actions of the nursing and medical teams, the nature of the ward popu'
lations, and many others. They tell the physicians much about the personality
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of the patient and his family members, and such knowledge may be used in
predicting the character of ttre behavioral reactions which possibly may
appear after the child has returned to his home and whether he may require
psychiatric assistance. Here are opportunities for primary and secondary
prevention, not only of neurotic symptoms such as fear of separation from
parent, enuresis, night terrors, but probably also of major neuroses as
phobic reactions, depressions, and obsessive-compulsive behavior.
Mourning, grief and other reactions to death have been topics of interest to psychiatrists for a long time. As a rule these physicians are not in
positions to see the development of grief at its very beginning, because they
are not attending physicians to the dying. The family physician and the
pediatrician are invariably involved in these matters, and with repeated
experience develop ideas about how to deal with a person who is dying and
with ttrose sharing grief because of the death of a loved one. As a result,
these physicians, unconsciously more than consciously, develop their orm
particular patterns of coping with such people, the pattern sometimes being
not as beneficial or therapeutic as psychiatrists would like. within the last
few years, child psychiatrists with colleagues in a few departments of
pediatrics have selected grief and mourning reactions as topics for study and
discussion. The goals have been to understand the psychologic mechanisms
involved, and to make the medical and nursery personnel more insightful
in facing an unpleasant and uncomfortable task and in helping the patient
and those bereaved.
The hospital pavilions and clinics also provide repeated opportunities for
pediatricians and child psychiatrists to witness behavior secondary to disorders of ttre organic central nervous system. Encephalitis with its particular
behavioral syndromes is a good example. It is possible ttrat fewer mistakes
in diagnosis might be made as when ttre organic cause of an emotional

illness

is not

recognized,

if

psychiatrists participated

in the

diagnostic

studies of children with brain tumors, becoming better informed about the
relationship of specific lesions in the brain and behavioral aberrations.
3. Pediatrics offers opportunities for child psychiatrists to obseroe how
modern pediatrics diagnoses illness and cares for sick children.
In a symposium published recently in the Journal of Child Psychology and
Psychiafiy, (13' 14) two psychiatrists with different points of view about the
training of child psychiatrists, were in agreement thatagoodknowledgeof

pediatrics is invaluable for the training of the child psychiatrist. Although
many pediatricians believe that no child psychiatrist should be so trained
before he has been in pediatric training for at least a year, even a majority
of child psychiatrists would agree that a closely supervised training for some
period, optimally six months or more, should be within a pediatric department. It is obvious that where such contact with pediatrics is to be meaningful, it should not be cursory, unsupervised or deficient in other ways. For
child psychiatrists who have been trained in their specialty without an
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educational experience in pediatrics beyond medical undergraduate teachiog, an association with a department of pediatrics while in child psychiatric
training, or even later when in practice, could offer much. Especially those
psychiatrists who have not had close contact with a modern department of
pediatrics for a few years would do well to assume a relationship for even
a brief period of time in order to get a review of the newer advances in the
field of diagnosis and management of childhood illnesses. Such an association would demonstrate the prevalent problems which bring parents and
children to pediatricians and family physicians. They would probably be
amazed at the decrease in the number of diseases which formerly took so
much of the physician's time in home and hospital, and even more so at
the great amount of behavioral disturbances and of health and child rearing
problems which now replace them. The decline in prevalence and in complications of communicable and infectious diseases are surprising to the
child psychiatrist who has not been aware of them. Facts about the large
numbers of new drugs (anti-biotic, anti-cancer, psychopharmacological),

constitute medical information with which the psychiatrists should be
almost as well informed as the pediatrician. Furthermore, the dramatic new
techniques in surg€ry, such as open heart repair, organ transplantations and
limb reattachment, all carry with them not only the potential for saving and
prolonging lives, but a constellation of emotions, as despair gives way to
hope and the near-dead are restored to life as if by magic. These crucibles
of human trauma generate the need to talk with physicians and nurses about
their feelings; to express gratitude, relief, and great joy. But also new
anxieties can develop about what the future may hold. For example, there

may be many questions about the future of the child whose congenitally
damaged heart has been repaired, the probability of tissue breakdown, the
possibility of assuming a more active life physically, the advisability of
marrying and having children. The parent of the child with a transplanted
organ, asks what influence this may have in changing his body function,
lifespan, personality, sex, and his life as an adult. Too frequently the pediatrician plays his role as counselor by intuition rather than with knowledge
gained from experience or accurate information learned from those who
have worked with such patients over long periods of time. Here is a situation where it is logical for psychiatrists to join with pediatricians not only
in research, but once facts are determined, in the counseling and in providing

of psychotherapy.
4. Pediatrics offers an opportunity

for child

psychiatrists

to

obserae

abbreaiated interaiewing techntques and study of biographtcal family htstory
patterns.

The psychiatrist by training is the most skilled of all the medical proin the art and science of taking medical histories, of interviewing
patients and families. He has taught much to non-psychiatric physicians
about the medical anamnesis and the techniques of establishing relationhips
fessions
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with patients through interviewing. This is pertinent not only for the collection
of accurate and valid data but for serving as instruments ofpsychotherapy.
The pediatrician because of the limitations set by the reality of practice is not
inclined to take the detailed history of the psychiatrist. The more conscientious
pediatrician nevertheless tries to demonstrate the value of his shorter method
of interviewing in which he is able to get pertinent facts which help him
elucidate family patterns, note onset of behavior disorders in the children
and in other family members. This enables him to cope with many minor
disorders like feeding and sleep irregularities in infancy, finger sucking, nail
biting, enuresis, soiling and masturbation.
The child psychiatrist who by training in psychiatry has felt safe only in
studying patients in great detail, in depth and for long periods of time, has
increasingly been forced to look to transitory methods, and abbreviated
techniques because of the great number of people who need his help. He
has not come to this change of practice with great confidence, continuing to
feel that short cuts invariably are poor substitutes for sound management.

Horvever, briefer methods

of therapy and short-term relationships

as

opposed to long-term and depth analysis are methods which the psychiatrically oriented pediatrician has been testing for many years. He is now in
the position to demonstrate to his colleagues in psychiatry, that many
of the so-called brief methods may have merit in helping children and parents
with emotional difficulties and do not necessarily imply superficiality.
This is not to say that the time has come when one may be complacent
about any method, whether brief or long-term, or to feel with confidence

that brief and long-term methods are interchangeable in treating children
with psychological problems. However, pediatric departments afford child
psychiatrists a laboratory where further experimentation may be carried
on, and where new methods may be tried with safety and new drugs administered under properly controlled conditions.
5. Pediatrics offers opportunities for child psychiatrists to deal with acltte
situations in which the behaaior brings the child patient and his fomily for
emergency care andfirst aid treatment.
Mention has already been made of the value of emefgency room experience for pediatrician and for child psychiatrist in observing behavior
which has suddenly and unexpectedly appeared and requires medical
attention. There are many conditions of this kind which demand prompt
first-aid care and which are primarily psychological in nature. Attempts
at suicide are probably t.he most frequent. Not only are physicians called
upon to save the life of the patient, but when that is done, to protect him
from other attempts at self-injury; to relieve his guilt, to assuage the apprehension of relatives and to deal with the episode in ways which are neither
disturbing to the community or falsely reassuring to anyone.
What the pediatrician does in saving tle life of the patient, not only has
an effect subsequently on the physical condition of the patient but also on
Ott
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his sensorium and behavior. For example, a brain may be spared trauma,
like anoxia, by prompt and correct use of techniques and methods in resus'
citating a patient. Furthermore, what the physician does psychologically

will have a long-term influence. Punitive moralizing, as well as the deliberate
use of fear, may arouse further feelings of depression, guilt, resentment or
anxiety, and propel the patient into further thoughts of self-destruction.
The psychiatrist with his skill and knowledge could be brought into a program of patient management as soon as possible if it were usual practice
to have him in the emergency room. The contribution of pediatrics to psychiatry lies in part in his early sharing with the child psychiatrist of the
responsibility for the care of these patients.
The list of psychological emergencies facing pediatricians are many, and
include in addition to suicide attempts, child abuse (at the hands of deranged
parents or others), rape, overt disorders such as hysteria, acute schizophrenic

reactions, and anti-social behaviour such as fighting. Each ofthese requires of
the pediatrician quick and accurate diagnosis and emergency management.

His direct observations provide child psychiatrists with information about
the nature of the behavioral reaction, and even something about the defences and mechanisms which are brought into play, consciously and unconsciously, by the patient and others as they attempt to deal with the crisis.
In the case of a rape, for example, a pediatrician is not only in a position
to witness the acute emotional reactions in the child, but those of his
parents, neighbors, civil authorities and sometimes the clergy. Regardless
of his inclinations, he plays many roles. He is a combination of pediatrician,
psychiatrist, policeman, psychotherapist. The information he collects is
naturally of help to the psychiatrist interested in psychic trauma, in preventive psychiatry, and social psychiatry. The emergency room of a city hospital is a microcosm of a special kind, often serving as a laboratory for
studying sociological trends in a community, cultural changes, economic
conditions-all of which are reflected in the physical and emotional conditions of patients brought to it for immediate assistance.
6. Pediatrics provides an opportunity for child psychiatrists lo collaborate
in patimt study and care, and to test hypotheses and techniques in a controlled
enuironment.

One of the trends in pediatric practice is the increase in numbers of
children admitted to hospitals because of what are called "psychosomatic
disorders". Ulcerative colitis, anorexia nervosa, diarrheas, allergies, and
many other conditions now constitute a large segment of the pediatrician's
practice. Very often he is skilled in sensing early the relationship between
psyche and soma, and in knowing that one does not hurriedly attempt to
deal with one or the other aspect of the patient's problem before grving
consideration to all the elements involved.
Fixation of attention to one aspect of the problem only, as in a hurried
attempt to rid the patient of his physical symptoms, may give temporary
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relief but may very soon lead to an exa@rbation and even a worsening of
the patient's condition. or, unduly emphasizing the psychological side may
give the impression to the patient and his family tt at tt e pediatrician is
not competent to deal with the physical illness, or worse, is careless and
without understanding of suffering. Neither approach facilitates the efforts
of the psychiatrist who sooner or later joins the pediatrician as a diagnostician and therapist. Granted that it is not always immediately possible to
engage the help of this colleague because of the unavailabiliiy of a child
psychiatrist, or because ofthe reluctance on the part ofthe parent and the
patient to have him attendance, yet there is merit in an early sharing by
in
the pediatrician of information and plan of study procedure.
The pediatrician like the psychiatrist will have theories about the etiology
of the psychosomatic disturbance and these may be tested within a hospital
setting, particularly where a milieu is provided which removes some of the
variables which must play a part in the causation of the illness. selective
restriction of visitors and protection from other stress may serve as therapeutic tests. The administration of special tests and of pajicular drugs may
be easier in the hospital. After the patient and his life situation have been
studied and understood as well as possible, the hospital milieu may be
gradually changed to somewhat resemble life outsidi of the hospitil, a
decompression experience if you will, in order to prepare the patient to
cope more successfully with the ordinary exigencies of life.
7. Pediatrics offers child psychiatrists a setting in a teamwork milieu
for
psychiatric training.
up to now, mention has been made of pediatrics as a place where the
child psychiatrist may renew his knowredgC about modern pediatric work
and where he might try out some of his special skills as a trained psychiatrist. consideration may also be given to the concept of using a pediatric
service for training a child psychiatrist in psychiatry, by having him serve
as a trainee consultant to the pediatrician in the hospitai wards,-clinics and
in agencies outside the hospital.
rn those hospitals with university affiliation where trained child psychiatrists have worked as consultants, they have often felt that they have
been called in too late to help hospital professional persons cope in their
own way with emotionally disturbed and mentally sici people. But this has
changed as pediatricians have found child psychiatrists valuable colleagues,
non-threatening and helpful associates, with mutual interest in the care of
child patients. As a consequence they have sought psychiatric consultation
earlier and more readily even in instances whercno psychological problems
were yet very evident.
At cornell and at Yale, for example, child psychiatrists and trainees in
that field have quite regularly made ward rouodr with the pediatric staff,
not because they expected to be or were sought as consultants each time,"
but where along with other medical colleagues and associates from other
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joining together in thinking about children who
for one reason or another had been admitted to hospital.
out of such mass ward rounds have come some unusual suggestions
from even the non-medical participants which have been helpful in better
understanding tle processes in the child, reasons for his illness, and methods
of helping him and his family. The social scientist and the geneticist, for
example, have pointed out clues showing ttre familial nature of a difficulty;
the child psychiatrist like the pediatrician has been helped to see the comprehensiveness of the problem, the variety of etiological influences, as well as
the continuum of their effects, and the manifold steps to be considered in
helping the patient resolve his problem whether it be one of physical illness
or imotional disequilibrium. The old fashioned pediatric ward-rounds, like
those of other medical rounds, whereby the Chief or the Professor was the
sole leader, is no longer realistic.
Medicine has become much too complex for any single person, however
scholarly and skilled in his particular discipline, to be the sole interpreter
of the phenomena in a patient, and the only one capable ofteaching other
professional persons. combined and integrated staff ward-rounds have
proved successful as a modern teaching device, particularly when it has
grown up naturally so that the participants have a mutual respect for each
other and enjoy an association in teaching.
8. Pediatrics serues as the " source of origin" for child psychiatrists in
sciences, there might be a

recogdizing special mental healthneeds ofpatients and the disorders requiring

psychiatric help.

-

Although modern pediatrics feels more competent and has been more
successful than ever in dealing with some of the behavioral disorders in
infants and children and in modifying pediatric cafe so as to prevent some
of the so-called minor psychologic problems, there are still too many failures
in management of even that group of disturbances. But when one looks at
severe mental illnesses such as schizophrenia, autism, the depressions, one
is impressed with the lack of skill, especially in pediatricians and others
dsaliig with young children, in warding off and preventing them. The
pediatrician does not have the tools, the skills, the insights to dealeffectively
in a prophylactic manner with severe mental illness. His contribution to
child psychiatry then, in this sense' is a negative one.
However, there are elements of a positive nature in a pediatric approach
when child psychiatrists are given opportunities to examine and to work
with those children, and particularly those parents, where the pediatrician
feels tlat he is unskilled in more than intuitively recognizing what lies ahead
emotionally for his patients. Early referral to a child psychiatrist may not
always assure prevention of a nervous disorder. On the other hand, it has
been demonstrated many times that timely referral permits earlier and better

of symptoms. The pedia"psychotherapeutic assistance and amelioration
how to maintain a suprefer
and
irician has learned how to refer, \f,hen to
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portive role to those patients and their families when child psychiatrists
have become physicians in charge.
CoNcr,usroN

The goal of pediatrics continues to be the development of a profession
in medicine which promotes mental and physicar health and well-being of
children. To attain this aim, modern pediatrics is attempting to combine
new skills and insights from the biological sciences and the social sciences
with old abilities of child study and patient care. This involves a synthesis of
many disciplines, both within and without medicine. Attempts to do this
vary from one institution to another.
The most effective methods of integration have been those in pediatric
education at the graduate level where pediatricians in training
theit
pediatric teachers have opportunities to work with colleagues in psychiatry,
"od

social work, biological and social science and education. In its deveiopment,
modern pediatrics has attempted to broaden its scope of interest and medical

involvement without sacrificing proficiency and knowledgeability in the
diagnosis and treatment of children who are ill with physical disorders
and without diluting efforts to protect the physical health of the child. It is
believed that pediatrics has fashioned itself into an important therapeutic
instrument; but more, it has become an important component of preventive
psychiatry and in this, it is closely related to both general and ihild psychiatry.

From a recognition and acceptance by both pediatricians and child psychiatrists that theirs is indeed an "indissolubre union" will come an
acceleration to both sciences in their dynamic and essential trends ofprogress.
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Paedtatrics and Child Psychiatry in Great Britain
by Jornr Aprny
SprcnuzATroN
Specialization increases knowledge, but at the same time fragments it.
In medicine the disadvantages of fragmentation are greatest in specialities

which are predominantly concerned with a part of the patient, & system or
organ, or which rely on special techniques. The disadvantages should be less

in those branches of medicine which focus on an age group.
When white light is resolved by a prism the colours of the spectrum can be
observed in detail; but to see whiteness the colours must be fused again.
There is no denying the need for intensive specializationin restricted fields;
paediatric haematology and paediatric cardiology have essential contributions to make, and paediatric surgery and child psychi atry are now
recognized disciplines in their own right. While they amply justify specialization, at the same time they provide reasons for integration, if the welfare
of the whole child is to be paramount. It is, of course, a natural role of the
general or family practitioner to integrate and co-ordinate; but his interests
are inevitably dispersed, and for integration in depth, as well as for the
promotion of knowledge, a concentration on age-groups is contributing
much of value in the medicine of today.
What distinguishes childhood from all other ages is, in a word, growth.
Growth occurs concturently, though at different rates, in several dimensions-physical, intellectual, emotional, social-which to some extent overlap and influence each other. When any one of these is considered in isolation their associations and their reciprocal interactions may not be appreciated. Moreover, when a deviation of one becomes manifest clinically
in terms of another, its significance may remain hidden.
When we apply these arguments to the medicine of childhood some relevant conclusions are reached. Child psychi atry and paediatrics might both
be termed specialties, but this is to use the word in different senses. The
child psychiatrist specializes in behaviour and social adaptation and he uses
special techniques: the paediatrician is a generalist or consultant in an agegroup who integrates all its aspects. The distinction is not between a childmind specialist and a child-body specialist. The two disciplines of child
2a cP
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psychiatry and paediatrics are not competitive but complementary.I believe
that they should be much more closely linked than they are at present.
There has been a long and desultory flirtation between them, but it is high
time they were married-if only for the sake of the children !
The benefits such a union can confer are certainly not restricted either
to psychiatry or to paediatrics. I shall discuss them with some diffidence, as
one who was trained first in general medicine, then in paediatrics, and has
felt impelled to broaden his views, despite the lack of a formal training
in psychiatry, to embrace the whole child.

PlronrRIC PnacucE
The picture of paediatric practice which I attempt to outline is that which
is seen in Britain, though it applies also to a varying extent in other countries. Even in this country there are considerable differences in individual
practice, but the trend is in one directioll.
Paediatrics is a recently developed branch of general medicine and is still
evolving and adapting. In the early decades of this century malnutrition,
infection and other physical aspects of illness absorbed almost all the energies of children's doctors, as they do still in the hungry and under-developed
countries of the world. But as nutrition has improved, and as the threat
of acute physical disease has lessened, paediatricians are increasingly collfronted with childhood problems that were previously concealed and often
unsuspected, or are becoming more common. Moreover, they and parents

are setting continually advancing standards of all-round health. That the
developmental problems of the whole child, which embrace disturbances
of intellect, emotion and social adaptation, are forming an increasing part
of paediatricians' work is due not only to their own broadening interests,
but also to the expectations and, indeed, demands of the public and of the
medical profession.
Children Referred to Paediatriciaru

There are regrettably few " prevalence studies ", and the cases referred to
consultant paediatricians obviously reflect in varying degrees the preferences
of parents and their doctors, the special interests of individual paediatricians, and the availability (or lack of it) of child psychiatrists. A fairly consistent picture can, however, be drawn.
When 14 consultant paediatricians in Britain were asked about the types

of cases they saw (Apley,

1962) they replied unanimously

that " a con-

siderable proportion " of children with emotional problems were referred
to their clinics. These fell into three groups: group (a) children with a primary physical disorder (such as congenital heart disease) and an emotional
overlay; group (D) children with psychosomatic problems ; group (c) children
with emotional and behavioural disturbances as such. In a survey carried
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out in Bristol by a colleague with psychiatric and paediatric training (Fairburn, 1962) it was shown that " one third of paediatric referrals are precipitated by psychiatric disorder ". At a paediatric out-patient clinic in
another large city, while 19 per cent of the cases in 1947 had been referred
on account of emotional problemS, ten years later the proportion referred
for emotional problems had increased to 36 per cent (Craig, 1959).
Personal Series

An analysis of 100 consecutive new cases referred to a paediatric outpatient clinic in Bristol during three winter months is shown in Table l. It
is not intended to perpetuate, still less to approve, an artificial separation
between body and mind, but to illustrate that in many children referred
by general practitioners to paediatricians the symptoms are not attri-

butable to " an organic disease

".

T.lgrg 1. 100 CoNsnctrrrtvr NEw
Age when first seen

fl
l-2
2-3
34
fS
5-6
F7
7-8
8-9

years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
9--I0 years
1G-11 years
ll-12 years
12-13 years
13 years

Group

I. Primary Organic

cAsEsl REFERRED To A pAEDTATRTc

Organic disease

No orgianic

disease

ct,rmc

Total

t4

2

6

3

9

4

6

10

8

4

t2

3

6

3

I

4
4

9
7

2

2

16

5

4

3

I

3

0

2
6
2

I
4

I

3

10
5

2

3

58

42

100

4
3
3

Disease

The proportion with organic disease was slightly lower than had been
found in a similar survey carried out at the same clinic eight years earlier.
This group contains an unduly high proportion of children with congenital
heart disease (14), in which I have a special interest, and of children with
respiratory disease (14) because the survey was carried out in the winter.

In many of the children with serious organic
considerable emotional disturbanoe.
2a*

disease there was evidence

of
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Group

II. No Organic

Disease

The proportion of boys to girls was

3

:

l,

&s compared

with 2:

I in the

whole series.
Tenr,n 2.

No oRGAMc

asthma
enuresis

DIIIEASE

9
6

r@urrent abdominal pain
8
reclurent limb pain
1
recurrent headaches, migraine 2
periodic syndrome
3

sleeplessness
2
problems
2
diarrhoea
1
feeding problem
1
faintness
I
underdevelopment I
screaming attacks
I
slow speerh development I
1
emotional instability
normal child
2

behaviour

I

is "loaded" because of my special interest in heart
is probably loaded with psychosomatic problems.
Nine children with asthma have been tentatively included in this group
Just as Group

disease, so Group

II

because, in this multifactorial disorder, causative organic factors were not
demonstrated while causative or precipitating emotional disturbanoes were
prominent. Among the enuretic children were some with so-called "maturational delay" and no evidence of emotional disorder. The symptoms of
many children reflected excessive parental anxiety. It was considered necessary to rcfer 7 of the 42 cases from the paediatric clinic to a psychiatrist.
Attention is particularly drawn to the fact that half the cases with no
organic disorder were referred for a consultant opinion before they had
reached school age or the age at which referrals to child guidance clinics are
usually made.
The Paediatrician's Decision

Not only are emotional and behavioural disturbances common in children
who suffer from an organic disorder, but many ofthe children referred to
paediatricians have such disturbances without any organic disorder. Clearly,
then, paediatrics demands an understanding of the whole child. An expertise
restricted either to the body or the mind-somatectomy or psychectomyis insufficient for more than limited purposes.
If the paediatrician is to recognize the diverse psychological aspects of
childhood disorder he must obtain and maintain experience in them. He
must continually develop and repeatedly check his experience, if only to
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enable him to decide which of the patients that have been referred to
him
are in need of specialized psychiatric care. Even if it were desirable, it
would manifestly be impossible to refer every child with an emotional or

behavioural aberration to a psychiatrist.
The paediatrician is forced, then, to make a decision. Shall he refuse consciously to have anything to do with the psychical aspects of his patients?_
or shall he attempt to make himself competent to deal adequately with some
at least of them? The paediatrician who decides on the iatter-may be influenced by the impossibility in many instances of separating diagnosis
from treatment; for, whatever the compraint, the proper treatirent of the
patient begins with the first words spoken at the firsi diagnostic consul-

tation.
The paediatrician's decision is usually based on more obvious factors.
on the demands made of him by patients and family doctors; on his personal views regarding the unity of the patient; on his willingness to expand
his interests and continue to learn; on his assessment of his ability to deal
with psychological problems; on the adequacy and the acc€ptabilily of the
specialized psychiatric services that are available.
The decision may be largely moulded by the attitude of the paediatrician,s

psychiatric colleagues. The encouragement that he receives from critical
yet co-operative colleagues can provide a constant stimulus in his attempts

to understand the whole patient.
If he attempts to provide comprehensive care the paediatrician will constantly have to weigh its many advantages against its potential hazards.
will his efforts result in the harmful postponement of psychiatric treatment? will disorders be irretrievably mishandled? will his management
create or bring to light new problems? Experience has shown tliat the
hazards can be avoided or minimized and, indeed, in many instances the
child who needs expert psychiatric treatment is likely to o-btain it earlier
if he is first referred to a paediatrician. The upshot will depend not on the
paediatrician alone but also on his psychiatric colleaguesfand the degree
to which between them they can cultivate and maintain a mutually .atir-

factory liaison.

SncREp INrEREsrs

Psychiatrists and paediatricians may share patients, particularly in
_
children's hospitals with a modern approach, but they
-uy rnor. ."uaity
share an interest in professional spheres. Some of these will be discussed
because of their importance in bringing together the two disciplines.
The Psychosomatic or Comprehensiue Approach
Somatopsychic Disturbances
The term somatopsychic is often, and understandably, used in a pejorative
sense. we should need no reminding that disorders primarily affectini
bodily

A.
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function may disturb the whole person. The fact that the presenting symp-

tom can be psychic serves to emphasize the need for a comprehensive
approach.
-

Hallucinations or delirium may signal the onset of pneumonia or meningitis, and depression may characterize infective hepatitis or follow influenzal
infection. More likely to be misinterpreted are the fatiguability that may be
associated with chronic renal infection; the emotional instability often pronounced in untreated coeliac disease; the hysteria that occurs in amyotonia congenita; the disturbed behaviour seen with lead poisoning, intracranial neoplasms and degenerative nervous system disorders. Delay in
diagnosis due to overlooking such associations may be as serious as that due
to neglecting the influence of emotional disturbances in epilepsy or diabetes
mellitus.

B. Psychosomatic Disturbqtces
No disorder could be more "physical" than congenital heart disease.
Yet a considerable proportion of children with a cardiac malformation
develop emotional problems, associated with anxiety and over-protection,
and thi disturbances may reverberate through the family. From the opposite
point of view, an anxious child with a healthy heart may develop cardiac
..The diagnosis and management of a child with leukaemia or a
iymptoms.
fractured arm will incorporate both physical and emotional aspects, just as
for the child with a tic or bedwetting" (Apley and MacKeith, L962).
These simple illustrations of what is termed the comprehensive or psychosomatic approach are reminders, which should not be necessary but in
practice often are, tlat in ill health the whole patient needs to be considered.
Such an approach can be equated with good medicine, and if all medicine

were good and comprehensive the term "psychosomatic" would be redundant.
Meanwhile it may serYe as an indication both of the multifactorial aspects
of some common childhood disorders and of the many interests common to
psychiatry and paediatrics. I shall discuss three topics to illustrate how the

comprehensive approach can draw from both disciplines and,
contribute to both.

in return'

C. Reatrrent Pains in Childhood
Pains that recur over a period of months or years are among the commonest disorders of childhood. Recurrent limb pains, miscalled "growing
pains", occur in I of every 25 children (Apley and Naish, 1955); recurent
headaches in I of every 7 (Hughes and Cooper, 195Q; and recurrent abdominal pains in 1 of every 9 unselected schoolchildren (Apley and Naish,

1959). But, though the pains may predominate at one site, often they occur
at more than one, or they may migrate with time from one to another. As
one child said: "sometimes I get my tummy-ache in my head." Bouts of
pain may be associated with pallor, vomiting and fever.
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Because the main ssmplaint is pain, investigations are often focused on
bodily functions; so much so that the doctor himself may become "a pathogenic agent in perpetuating the illness by his well-meaning but never-ending
eforts to find a physical cause" (Weiss, 1947). Misunderstood and unrelieved, pain-like enuresis or asthma-may itself provoke emotional disturbances. when, however, ttre results of controlled studies based on the
whole child are applied, not only do the contributory aetiological factors
become clear but treatment becomes rational and, as a rule, effective.
In a large series of children with recurrent pains investigation will reveal
causative organic disorders of great interest and diversity; but together
they explain only about 5 per cent of cases (Apley and MacKeith, 1962).

In the remaining 95 per cent a causative organic disorder cannot be demonstrated, and in ttre large majority of this group the symptom is an expression
of a reaction pattern to emotional stress (a pattern that is commonly familial). A comprehensive approach is essential in diagnosis, for confirrring or
ruling out organic disorder without harmful over-investigation, for eliciting

the essential evidence of significant emotional disturbance, and for the understanding of the child and his disturbance. Acomprehensive approach is equally
essential for rational and successful management of the child (and the

family).
Among the children in whom the symptoms are not due to a primary
organic disorder, specialized psychiatric treatment is necessary for about I

in 5. In the remainder good results can be achieved by the doctor who takes
advantage of both physical and psychological methods.
In practice, it is usually the paediatrician who has to assess and sort the
cases, and it is he who refers them when appropriate to a surgeon or a
psychiatrist. If he learns both from surgery and from psychiatry he will be
successful in the large majority of instances; and, in return, he is in the best
position to pass on the accumulated experience to family doctors, to surgeons and to psychiatrists.

D.

Infections

An impression that there may be an association

between emotional

disturbances and the onset and course of infections, such as the common
cold or tuberculosis, has long been cturent. The factors that may influence
individual susceptibility to streptococcal infection have recently been studied
in some detail (Meyer and Haggerty, 1962). For a yea6 100 members of
16 families were kept under observation, with clinical evaluation of all the
illnesses that occurred and periodic throat cultures and measurements of

antistreptolysin 0 titres in the blood. Among the factors that proved important were, &s would be expected, the individual's age and the closeness
of contact with a source of infection. In addition, the onset of illness, and
even a significant increase in antistreptolysin titres, was frequently related
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to acute family crises (such as accidents, illness or death in the family, the
father losing his job), or to chronic emotional stress situations.
E. Retardation of Growth
The physical growth of the child may be retarded as a result of undernutritiop, chronic infection, disorders of bone, metabolism, endocrines and
others that are well recognized. But mental and emotional growth may be
impaired together. Why are children with Down's syndrome (mongolism)
stunted physically?-and why may institutionalized children receiving an
adequate diet be short in stature?
Even in children living at home, a retardation of physical growth and,
even more pronounced, of skeletal maturation, in association with impaired
development of personality and intellect, may be attributable to grossly disordered family organization and severe emotional disturbances in the parents.
" The biological pathways by which environmental circumstances influence
basic processes such as growth remain matters for further investigation "
writes J. B. Richmond in the preface to " Growth failure in Maternal Deprivation " (Patton and Gardner, 1963), and goes on to make the point that
" Elucidation (will) . . . shed further light on the early development of mindbody relationships." This is of the utmost relevance to the present discussion.
Intelle ctual Deaelopment

In the dark dungeons of mental deficiency and mental retardation gleams
of light are beginning to penetrate. They emanate from studies both of the
physical and of the psychological aspects.
Advances in chromosome research are revealing genetic causes of mental
retardation, and the literature on Down's syndrome (mongolism) alone is
expanding so fast that frequent reviews are necessary to bring reports together (Richards, 1964). Even more promising are the continual discoveries
of biochemical aberrations which are genetically determined. Twenty or
more recognizedinborn errors of metabolism are already known to be associated with mental retardation, and the number is continually increasing.
Intellectual development may also be impaired by severe physical malnutrition in the early years of life (Stoch and Smythe, 1963).
In the majority of mentally retarded children, however, physical and biochemical abnormalities, and pathological changes in the brain, have not been

found and probably do not occur; and the importance of environmental
factors (familial, social and cultural) is becoming increasingly apparent. The
harmful effects of emotional and intellectual " malnutrition " are being
revealed and ilBy, indeed, be widespread in Western civilization. There is
evidence that severe mental defect can result from " grossly perverted
rearing" (Bourne, 1955) or from insufficient protection against emotional
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stresses (Clarke and Davis, 1963), while milder forms of mental retardation
from similar causes are not uncommon in practice.
The aetiology of intellectual impairment embraces such a multitude of
factors that its further study clearly calls for increasing liaison between
psychiatry and paediatrics, and between these and many potential allies.

Preuention of Mental Disorders
Once it is agreed that the unique feature of childhood is growth, and that
bodily, emotional and intellectual threads are interwoven, the necessity for
a comprehensive approach to childhood disorders must be granted. In no
field is it more likely to be contributory than in the prevention of mental

disorders.

The " Prevention of mental disorders in children " was the stimulating
of the Fifth International Congress of Child Psychi atry in 1962.
I need refer to only a few of the many important contributions that were
reported in Acta Paedopsychiatrica (1962), and from this forum the reader
may refer to the fuller original sources.
In A Foundation fo, Preuentiue Practice in Child Psychtatry (p. I 96)
E. Lindemann presented recent evidence concerning maturation, developmental stages and critical periods of growth. Dr. J. Caplan, discussing the
public health approach (p. 197) considered the phenomenon of crisis as a
focus for preventive intervention. Dr. J. Tarjan (p. 205) reviewed many somatic aetiological factors, emphasizing inter alta, first, that somatic organitheme

zation of the brain influences the child's psychological responses and, second,

that social factors intertwine with somatic variables.
Dr. B. Pasamanick (p. 207) summarized his well-known contributions on
" the continuum of reproductive casualty ", i.e. the pathological sequelae of
pregnatrcY, described as a spectrum or continuum. The sequelae range from
death through major disabilities to minor handicaps; they are not restricted
either to bodily or mental function and are often multiple.
In these and many other aspects of primary prevention the paediatrician
is intimately concerned. The part he can play is all the more important
because of his influence with parents in their children's upbringlng, and
because of his opportunities to modify potentially harmful experiences such
as hospitalization, bereavement, and chronic illness. fn secondary preyention
he is often in a position to recognize the earliest manifestations of behavioural and adaptational disturbances, at a time when they should be most
amenable to management.
In both prim ary and second ary prevention the paedatrician often carries
the responsibility for implementing what is known. If prevention is to be
widely practised, and if knowledge of it is to be advanced and promoted,
there is a clear need for active co-operation between paediatrics and child

psychi atry.
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"MENTAL Hnnmu ts EvrnvBopy's Busmnss"

In our times, it is claimed, there is more mental ill-health than ever before,
though the evidence is not conclusive or entirely agreed. What is agreed is
that there is more concern about it, more time to think about it, and a greater
desire that something should be done about it. As the conquest of physical
disease achieves new triumphs people are no longer content merely to be
kept alive; they expect to enjoy living, and turn increasingly to doctors to
help them. For the medical profession this revolutionary change of attitude
raises problems as vast as those of " the population explosion ".
Although medicine is perforce sharing some of its functions in the mental
health field with allied professions, much of the territory remains uncharted
or unexplored. Many people, probably the majority, with mental illness do
not enlist medical help; and, as Taylor and Chave have shown in Mental
Health and Enuironment (1964), only a small proportion of the psychiatric
cases which have been diagnosed by general practitioners are referred by
them for specialist care. If only severe forms of mental illness are considered,
the psychiatric services are reaching no more than a small proportion of the
affected members of the population, as a prevalence survey in Anglesey
shows (Jones and Miles, 1964). As regards children, it was agreed at a WHO
Seminar on Child Guidance in 1960 that one in every six or seven children
can be expected to develop disturbances of adjustment, and could benefit
from expert advice, even though only a small proportion of them are in
need of intensive treatment.
The span and burden of mental illness become increasingly evident in
Western civilization, even though it does not attract nearly as much research
as its importance would justify. There are not enough trained psychiatrists
to deal even with the people who desire treatment, and probably never will
be; and with a problem of such magnitude all sorts of expedients are attempted, either deliberately or faute de mteux. Patients known to have mental
disorders may be looked after by medical auxiliaries, who are not always
professionally trained (Rehin, Houghton and Martin, 1964} fn a sector of
Paris a pioneering scheme, organized by Dr. S. Lebovici, brings together
child guidance teams and schoolteachers. Doctors who have no formal psychiatric training may themselves take the initiative by extending their prac-

tice to embrace psychological problems. One such experiment has been
mentioned (Craig, 1959, see p. 4l) and another will be briefly described.
The essence of the scheme (Apley, Philips and Westmacott, 1960) was direct cooperation in an out-patient clinic between paediatrician and psychiatric social
worker, with reference to a psychiatrist only in exceptional instances. The patients
were children with psychosomatic or emotional disorders. The methods used were
"informal psychotherapy", resting on the exclusion of organic disorder, the evidence of emotional disturbance, and reassurance accompanied by discussion and
explanations. In the largest group of cases the child and parents were helped to
adapt, and factors playing a part in emotional stresses were modified. In a small
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proportion (one in five) the child or parent needed help in his or her own right, or
the reaction pattern seemed unalterable, and the case was referred to a psychiatric
consultant. In one tenth of the cases the parents discontinued attendance.
In the series of 150 cases reported the short term results appeared satisfactory :
in two thirds symptoms were relieved or abolished and the general attitude of
the patient (and often of the parents) improved. No long-term follow-up observations were made, nor did they appear to be indicate d because in a restricted community failures would be expected to be recognized and referred back.

With the methods used no serious disadvantages, arising through mishandling or delay, became apparent. Some clear advantages could, however,
be demonstrated. First, most children referred to a paediatric clinic with
psychosomatic or emotional disorders can be benefited without recourse to
a psychiatrist. Secotrd, the age of referral to a paediatric clinic is often lower
than to a psychiatric or guidance clinic (see also Table l), and a better response to treatment would be expected. Third, many of the children referred
would never reach a psychiatrist, presumably because of an unfortunate
bias in the minds of the lay public and some family doctors.
Psycruerruc AI.rD PenpnrRrc LmrsoN

That some such bias exists, against both adult and child psychiatry, witl
hardly be disputed. It is, of course, to a considerable extent based on out-ofdate conceptions of what psychi atry is and does. Many members of the
public and of the medical profession see it as it was fifty ye:rs or more ogo,
when, as a child psychiatrist has said, " In the beginning of this century,
child psychi atry was limited to a sort of mental teratology without therapeutic consequences " (Michaux, 1962).
The unfortunate prejudice among some doctors, which was probably
implanted during their own medical training, may blind them to the emancipation of psychiatry from taxonomy and institutions, and to the real advances in diagnosis and therapy (which in some instances are associated
with the incorporation of physical methods). The prejudice is reinforced by
a lack, still apparent in psychiatry, of scientific method in assessing both
diagnosis and treatment, and perpetuated by a distrust of psychiatric
jargon-though general medicine itself can to some extent be condemned
for the same reasons. A prejudice against child psychiatry in particular is
often justified on the grounds that it may be practised by psychiatrists who
have not studied or worked with children.
The faults are not, however, all on one side. In a Harveian Oration on
" Medicine and the affections of the mind " (1963) Sir Aubrey Lewis stated:
" fn spite of all the differences in approach and subject-matter, the study
and care of psychological ills are as much a medical concern as is somatic
disease. This seems obvious to us, but it has not always been obvious, nor
outside this College is it everywhere conceded." Having disarmed his
audience, he went on to say: " Cartesian dualism is disavowed, yot perforce
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implied by nearly all psychiatrists." When Lewis remarked that " Psychiatrists, like other people, used to look for single causes for single diseases;
ideas about aetiology were therefore simple, one-eyed, and usually wrong"
he was in effect inferring the need for integration. With his special interest

in, and knowledge of, the all-pervading factor of groffih, the paediatrician
appears to be the natural integrator in the broad field of child health.
Entrenched positions have been taken up on both sides of the Cartesian
fence, and on the psychiatric side there is also some disagreement about the
position of child psychiatry in relation to adult psychiatry (Winnicott, 1963)
which is of concern to all those who are responsible for children. It is not
disputed that the child psychiatrist should understand adults: not only has
he to know what children will grow up to be, but he has to do his work with
the help of parents and he has to appreciate that childhood symptoms may
reflect or be provoked by parental factors. But it has not everywhere been
agreed that the child psychiatrist or psychologist needs to know more about
childhood than can be acquired merely by extrapolating backwards in time
from adult life.
Just as psychological and psychiatric knowledge and experience are essential for the paediatrician, so paediatric knowledge and experience are essential
for the child psychiatrist. I see no reason why the interested child psychiatrist
should not recognize and treat anaemia or rickets: in good psychiatric
practice bodily disorders are neither ignored nor overlooked, nor are they
automatically referred to "organic doctors". I see no reason, similarly,
why the paediatrician should not recognize and treat both psychosomatic
and emotional disorders, within the limitations which he himself can r€cognize. It should be unnecessary to have to say, as a Senior Medical Officer
of the Ministry of Health had to do: " Indeed, there are still one or two
psychiatrists who consider that they only are capable of dealing with the
emotional problems of children" (Alford, 1959). But both the confidence
and efficacy of psychiatrist and paediatrician will be enhanced if his colleague is readily available.
There is an increasing acceptance of the need, after qualifying, for some
continued training in psychiatry for paediatricians, and in paediatrics for
psychiatrists. There is also a need for reciprocal education between both.
This may be achieved informally during day to day work, in joint clinics,
ward rounds, discussion groups and research projects. It may be attempted
more formally by the mutual membership of professional societies. Thus
the British Paediatric Association includes in its membership some child
psychiatrists, and the International Association for Child Psychi atry and
Allied Professions includes some paediatricians. But the extent of such
co-operation is small and often appears to be grudging.
Some of the research activities which paediatricians and psychiatrists
share have been indicated. Among others which they might profitably undertake together are the interactions of mothers and babies in the first weeks
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of life; the correlation of physical and psychological reactions and measurements; the reverberations between the emotional and physical aspects of
illness in different members ofthefamily; the hazards of critical or vulnerable
growth periods, including puberty and adolescence. These are, however,
examples of tactical exercises: there is an over-riding need for strategic
planning, to explore and promote more complete and extensive co-operation
between the two disciplines.
Traffic, not only in patients but in staff and in ideas, should be encouraged
in both directions. That some paediatricians still do not even attempt to
learn or practise the comprehensive approach, or feel themselves threatened

by the infiltration of psychology in what they have accepted as purely
mechanistic probleffis, is unfortunately true, but the position is improving.
Yet it is disturbing that an eminent child psychiatrist still finds it necessary to
comment on ". . . the frequency with which psychiatrists are asked to advise
paediatricians, and the relative rarity of the converse. A curious state of
affairs, indeed, unless one were to assume that the psychiatrist knows all
that the paediatrician does, plus something more-or that what the paediatrician knows is of no consequence to the psychiatrist" (Eisenberg, 1962).
Between them the child psychiatrist and paediatrician have to work out not
so much how one may manage without the other, but how best to learn
from and use the expert knowledge of the other for the benefit of their
patients. In the attempts at rapprochemenr it is regrettable, though I believe
it is true, that most of the advances have been made by paediatricians. There
should be no barriers between psychi atry and paediatrics; they will be
eroded from both sides if we continually remind ourselves that a large part
of paediatrics is psychiatry, that a large part of preventive psychiatry is
paediatrics and, above all, that the child is a whole person rather than a
collection of parts.
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CHAPTER 4

Assessment

of Childhood Disturbancesf
Dy

ANNI Fnnup

WtmN diagnosing the mental disturbances of children, the child analyst is
confronted with difficulties which are due to the shifting internal scene in
a developing individual and which are not met with in adult psychiatry.
One of these difficulties concerns the fact that, during development, symptoms, inhibitions, and anxieties do not nec€ssarily carry the same significance which they assume at a later date. Although in some cases they may
be lastirg, and thus the first signs of permanent pathology, in other cases
they need be no more than transient appearances of stress which emerge
whenever a particular phase of development makes specially high demands
on a child's personality. After adaptation to that particular phase has been
achieved, or when its peak has passed, these seemingly pathological appearances either may disappear again without leaving much trace, or make
way for others. In either case, what is left behind may be no more than an
atea of heightened vulnerability. These semblances of " spontaneous cures

"

are the equivalent of what used to be called "outgrowing" of difficulties,
a phrase which, though outmoded, is in reality still quite appropriate.
Another difficulty for the diagnostician is bound up with the well-known
fact that there are no childhood alternatives to the adult's efficiency or
failure in sex and work, vital factors which are used in adult psychiatry as
indications of intactness or disturbance. Although in what follows efforts

I The Psychoanalytic

Study of the Child, vol. XVII, 1962, by permission of the editors.
This short article is a preliminary communication, extracted from an extensive study
of normal and abnormal child development, the publication of which is in preparation
by the author. The "Diagnostic Profile" contained in it has to be considered as a tentative
draft, open to amendment and revision of all its parts, after their usefulness has been
tested against clinical material over a prolonged period.
The case matetial on which the considerations are based is that of the Hampstead
Child-Therapy Clinic, an institution maintained by The Field Foundation, Inc., New
York; The Ford Foundation, New York; The Foundations' Fund for Research in Psychiatry, New Haven, Connecticut; The Anna Freud Foundation, New York; The Grant
Foundation, Inc., New York; The Estate of Flora Haas, New York; The Old Dominion
Foundation, IJ.S.A.; The Psychoanalytic Research and Development Fund, Inc., New
York; The Taconic Foundation, Inc., New york.
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will be made to outline some " age-adequate tasks " for children, these are
by no means of similar diagnostic significance.
Since, thus, neither symptomatology nor life tasks can be taken as reliable
to the assessment of mental health or illness in childhood, we are

guides

left with the alternative ideatr) 1font the capacity to develop progressively,
or respectively the damage to that capacity, are the most significant factors
in determining a child's mental future. Accordingly, it becomes the diagnostician's task to ascertain where a given child stands on the developmental
scale, whether his position is age adequate, retarded or precocious, and in
what respect; and to what extent the observable internal and external circumstances and existent symptoms are interfering with the possibilities of
future growth.
But even this more circumscribed task, namely, to place the case of a
given child in the correct position on the scale of normal or pathological
development, is admittedly difficult, all the more so since, besides psychoanalysis, several other disciplines such as descriptive and dynamic psychiatry,
psychology, and the social sciences have a stake in it. For the child analyst the
appraisal of the child serves not only practical but also theoretical aims.
To the first category belong the decision for and against treatment and the
choice of therapeutic method; to the second, the attempts to formulate clearer
pictures of the initial phases of those mental disorders which are known
now principally in their later stages; to distinguish transitory from permanent pathology: and in general to increase insight into the developmental
processes themselves.

The analyst's requirement for the latter purposes is a comprehensive metapsychological picture of the child (i.e., one containing structural, dynamic,
economic, genetic, and adaptive data). This order cannot be filled with the
comparatively meagre facts elicited from the children or their parents at
their first contact with the Clinic. Therefore, the task of assessment, which
begins with the diagnostic team, is continued by the child analyst, i.e., it
passes from the stage of initial diagnostic procedure into the stage of therapy.
Since in analysis the method of therapy coincides with the method of exploration, the whole bulk of analytic material can be utilized for the latter purpose or, as happens in analytic teamwork in the Clinic, be handed back
to the diagnostician to confirm, correct, and expand his first impressions of
the case.
In what follows we attempt to outline the setting up of a metapsychological framework of this kind, i.e., of a "deuelopmental profile" in which
the result of the analyst's diagnostic thinking is broken up into its component parts. Profiles of this kind can be drawn up at various junctures,
namely, afterthefirst contact between child and Clinic(preliminarydiagnostic
stage), during analysis (treatment stage), and after the end of analysis or
follow-up (terminal stage). If this is done, the profile serves not only as a
tool for the completion and verification of diagnosis but also as an instru-
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ment to measure treatment results, i.e., as a check on the efficacy of psychoanalytic treatment.
At the diagnostic stage the profile for each case should be initiated by the
referral symptoms of the child, his description, his family background and
history, and an enumeration of the possibly significant environmental influences. From these it proceeds to the internal picture of the child which
contains information about the structure of his personality; the dynamic
interplay within the structure; som e economtc factors concerning drive activity and the relative strength of id and ego forces; his adaptation to reality;
and some genetic assumptions (to be verified during and after treatment).
Thus, broken up into items, an individual profile may look as follows:

Dnarr or DncNosrrc PRonrr

I.

II.

RE^e,soN FoR RETEnRAL (Arrests in Development, Behavior Problems,
Anxieties, Inhibitions, Symptoms, etc.)
DnscRIPTIoN oF Crurp (Personal Appearance, Moods, Manner, etc.)

UI. Fauny BIcKGRoUND AND PnnsoN^q.r HlsroRy
IV. Possrsrv SrcNrFrcANr ENvTRoNMENTAL IurruENCEs
V.

AssEssMENTs oF DEvTToPMENT

A. Driue Deuelopment

l. Libido-Examine

and state

(a) with regard to phase deuelopment:

in the sequence of libidinal phases (oral, anal, phallic;
latency; preadolescence, adolescence) the child has ever proceeded
to his age-adequate stage, and especially beyond the anal to the
phallic level;
whether he has achieved phase dominance on it;
whether, at the time of assessment, this highest level is being maintained or has been abandoned regressively for an earlier one;
(b) with regard to libtdo distribution:
whether the self is cathected as well as the object world, and whether
there is sufficient narcissism (primary and secondtty, invested in
the body, the ego, or the super-ego) to promote self-regard, selfesteem, a sense of well-being, without leading to overestimation
of the self, undue independence of the objects, etc.; state degree
of dependence of self-regard on object relations;
(c) with regard to object libido:
whether in the level and quality of object relationships (narcissistic,
whether

anaclitic, object constatrcy, preoedipal, oedipal, postoedipal,
adolescent) the child has proceeded according to age;
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whether, at the time of assessment, the highest level reached is
being maintained or has been abandoned regressively;
whether or not the existent object relationships correspond with the
maintained or regressed level of phase development.

2. Aggression.-f1amine the aggressive expressions at the disposal of
the child:
(a) according to their quantity, i.e., presence or absence in the manifest
picture;
(b) according to their quality, i.e., correspondence with the level of

libido development;
(c) according to their direction toward either the object world or the
self.

B. Ego and Superego Deaelopment
(a) Examine and state the intactness or defects of ego apparatus, serving
perception, memory, motility, etc. ;
(b) Examine and state in detail the intactness or otherwise of ego functions
(memory, reality testing, synthesis, control of motility, speech, second-

aty thought processes. Look out for primary deficiencies. Note urrin the levels reached. Include results of Intelligence Tests);
(c) Examine in detail the status of the defense orgontzation and consider:
whether defense is employed specifically against indiuidual driues (to
be identified here) or, more generally, against drive activity and
evennesses

instinctual pleasure as such;
whether defenses are age adequate, too primitive, or too precocious;
whether defense is balanced, i.e., whether the ego has at its disposal
the use of many of the important mechanisms or is restricted to the
excessive use

of single ones;

whether defense is effectiue, especially in its dealing with anxiety,
whether it results in equilibrium or disequilibrium, lability, mobility
or deadlock within the structure;
whether and how far the child's defense against the drives is dependent
on the object world or independent of it (superego development);
(d) Note any secondary interference of defense activity with ego achievements, i.e., the price paid by the individual for the upkeep of the
defense organization.

C. Deaelopment of the Total Personaltty
(Lines of Development and Mastery of Tasks)
While drive and ego development are viewed separately for purposes of
dissection, their action is seen as combined in the lines of deuelopmenr which
lead from the individual's state of infantile immaturity and dependence to
the gradual mastery of his own body and its functions, to adaptation to
the object world, reality and the social community, as well as to the building
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up of an inner structure. Whatever level has been reached by a given child
these respects represents the end point of a historical sequence
which can be traced, reconstructed, scrutinizedfor defects (this to be done
during and after treatment), and in which ego, superego, as well as drive
development have played their part. Under the influence of external and
internal factors these lines of development may proceed at a fairly equal
rate, i.e., harmoniously, or with wide divergences of speed, which lead to
the many existent imbalances, variations, and incongruities in personality
development. (See, for example, excessive speech and thought development
combined with infantilism of needs, fantasies and wishes; good achievement
of object constancy combined with low frustration tolerance and primitive
defense system; or complete dependence for feeding, defecation, etc., combined with fairly mature intellectual and moral standards.)
At the time of diagnosis, the status of these developmental lines can be
investigated by using for the purpose of examination any one of the many
situations in life which pose for the child an immediate problem of mastery.
Although such tasks may seem simple and harmless when viewed from the
outside, the demands made by them on the personality show up clearly
when they are translated into terms of psychic reality. Such translations are
the indispensable prerequisites for assessing the meaning of successful
mastery as well as for understanding failure and for alloting it correctly to
the right sources in either the drives or the ego agencies.
Examples of such situations as they may o@ur in the life of every child
are the following:

in any of

separation from the mother;
birth of siblirg;
illness and surgical intervention'

hospitalization;

entry into nursery school;
school entry;
the step from the triangular oedipal situation

into a community of

peers;
the step from play to work;
the arousal of new genital strivings in adolescence;
the step from the infantile objects within the family to new love objects

outside the family;

(For one particular situation of this kind, namely, " Entry into Nursery
School," the psychological significance of the event has been traced in
detail, taking into account the demands made on all parts of the personality.)

VI. Grlrertc

AssEssl\mNrs (Regression and Fixation Points)

Since we assume that all infantile neuroses (and some psychotic disturbances of children) are initiated by libido regressions to fixation points at
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various early levels, the location of these trouble spots in the history of the
chitd is one of the vital concerns of the diagnostician. At the time of initial
diagnosis such areas are betrayed:

(a) by certain forms of manifest behauior which are characteristis for the
given child and allow conclusions as to the underlying id processes
which have undergone repression and modification but have left an
unmistakable imprint. The best example is the overt obsessional character where cleanliness, orderliness, punctuality, hoarding, doubt,
indecision, slowing up, etc., betray the special difficulty experienced
by the child when coping with the impulses of the anal-sadistic phase,
i.e., a fixation to that phase. Similarly, other character formations or
attitudes betray fixation points at other levels, or in other areas. (Concern for health, safety of parents and siblings show a special difficulty
of coping with the death wishes of infancy; fear of medicines, food

fads, etc., point to defense against oral fantasies; shyness to that
against exhibitionism; homesickness to unsolved ambivalence, etc.):
(b) bV the child's fantasy activity, sometimes betrayed accidentally in the
diagnostic procedure, usually only available through personality tests.
(During analysis, the child's conscious and unconscious fantasies
provide, of course, the fullest information about the pathogenically
important parts of his developmental history);
(c) by those items in the symptomatology where the relations between
surface and depth are firmly established, not open to variatiotr, and
well known to the diagnostician as are the symptoms of the obsessional
neurosis with their known fixation points. In contrast, symptoms such
as lying, stealing, bed wetting, etc., with their multiple causation,
convey no genetic information at the diagnostic stage.

For the diagnostician trained in the assessment of adult disturbances, it
is important to note that infantile regression differs various in respects from
regression in the adult; it does not always require fixation points and it does
not need to be permanent. As "temporary regression" it takes place along
the developmental lines mentioned before, and forms part of normal development as an attempt at adaptation and response to frustration. Such temporary
regression may give rise to pathology, but the latter will be shortlived and
reversible. For purposes of assessment the two types of regression (temporary
or permanent, spontaneously reversible or irreversible) have to be distinguished from each other, only the latter type justifying therapy.

VII. DvN^q,L{rc AND STnUcTURAL

AssEssMENTs (Conflicts)

Behavior is governed by the interplay of internal with external forces, or
of internal forces (conscious or unconscious) with each other, i.e., by the
outcome of conflicts. Examine the conflicts in the given case and classify
them as:
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(a) external conflicts between the id-ego agencies and the
object world
(arousing fear of the object world);
(b) int ernalized conflicts between ego-superego and id after
the ego agencies have taken over and represent to the id the demands
of the object
world (arousing guilt);
(c) internal conflicts between insufficiently fused or incompatible
drive
representatives (such as unsolved ambivalence, activity verius passivity,
masculinity versus femininity, etc.).
According to the predominance of any one of the three types it
may be
possible to arrive at assessments of:

(l) the level of maturity, i.e., the relative

personality structure ;
(2) the severity of his disturbance;
(3) the intensity of therapy needed
disturbance.

VIII.

AssrssMENT

or

Sonar

for

independence

alleviation

of the

child,s

or removal of

the

Gnurrulr CHanrq,cTERrsrrcs

The whole personality of the chitd should be scrutinized also for
certain
general characteristics which are of possible significance for predicting
the
chances for spontaneous recovery and reaction to treatment.
Examine in
this connection the following areas:
(a) the child's frustration tolerance. Where (in respect of
developmental
age) the tolerance for tension and frustration is unusually low,
more
anxiety will be generated than can be coped with, and the
iathological
sequence of regression, defense activity, and symptom formation
will
be more easily set in motion. Where frustraiion tolerance is high,
equilibrium will be maintained, or regained, more successfully;
(b) the child's sublimation potential. Individuals differ widely
in the degree to which displaced, aim-inhibited, and neutralized
iratification
can recompense them for frustrated drive fulfillment. Acceptance
of
these former types of gratification (or freeing of the sublimatiln potential in treatment) may reduce the need foi pathological solutions;
(c) the child's over-all attitude to anxiety. Examine how far
the child,s
defense against fear of the external world and anxiety caused
by the
internal world is based exclusively on phobic measures and countercathexes which are in themselves closely related to pathology;
and
how far there is a tendency actively to master external and internal
danger situations, the latter being a sign of a basically healthy,
wellbalanced ego structure;
(d) progressive developmental forces versus regressive tendencies.
Both
are, normally, present in the immature personality. Where
the former
outweigh the latter, the chances for normality and spontaneous
recoveries are increased; symptom formation is more transitory
since
strong forward moves to the next developmental level alter the
inner
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balance of forces. Where the latter, i.e., regression, predominate, the
resistan@s against treatment and the stubbornness of pathological
solutions will be more formidable. The economic relations between
the two tendencies can be deduced from watching the child's struggle
between the active wish to grow up and his reluctance to renounce
the passive pleasures of infancy.

IX.

Dle.cNosls

Finally, it is the diagnostician's task to reassemble the items mentioned
above and to combine them in a clinically meaningful assessment. He will
have to decide between a number of categofizations such as the following:
(1) that, in spite of current manifest behavior disturbances, the personality
growth of the child is essentially healthy and falls within the wide
range of " variations of normality " ;
(2) that existent pathological formations (symptoms) are of a transitory
nature and can be classed as by-products of developmental strain;
(3) that there are permanent regressions which, on the one hand, cause
more permanent symptom formation and, on the other hand, have
impoverishing effects on libido progression and crippling effects on
ego growth. According to the location of the fixation points and the
amount of ego-superego damage, the character structure or symptoms
produced will be of a neurotic, psychotic, or delinquent nature;
(4) that there are primary deficiencies of an organic nature or early deprivations which distort development and structuralization and produce retarded, defective, and nontypical personalities ;
(5) that there are destructive processes at work (of organic, toxic, or
psychic, known or unknown origin) which have effected, or are on the
point of effecting, a disruption of mental growth.
RrrunBNcn
Fn31n, A. Indication for child analysis. Psych. anat. Study of Child, vol.
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The Psychoanalytic Theory of Child Development
byW. H. GrcLEsprE

INrnoouctroN

It must be made clear at the outset that this chapter will amount to no
more than a discussion of some aspects of the pJychoanalytic theory of
child development; any attempt at a true expositi,on of the iheory, even a
condensed one, would be much too ambitious, and would require a volume
rather than a chapter. It is easy to see why this is so, for the r,.rL;."t is almost

synonymous with psychoanalytic psychology in general. ttris is because
ofthe most characteristic features of Freud's approach to psychology
is the genetic point of view, which seeks to understand current-manifestations and problems as the outcome of earlier circumstances or determinants.
The genetic principle was inherent in the early work of Breuer and Freud
(1895), summarized in the aphorism that "hysterics suffer from reminisc€nces". As psychoanalytic experience and knowledge progressed it became
increasingly evident that this principle was very extensivi; the origins of
neurosis, seen at first in the recent past ofthe patient, had to be pursued first
to adolescence, then to early childhood.
For some time Freud was misled into the belief that most, if not all, of
his neurotic patients had been exposed in childhood to some sexual experience of a traumatic kind; eventually he recognized that in general
what
he had unearthed were childhood fantasies rather than memor-ies of actual
events, and this broughl about an extremely far-reaching change in his
views, for it led to the discovery of what he called ..infanti-I" ."*u-"lity"
a normal spontaneous part of human development, something independent
",
of any chance or abnormal traumatic experience, since it dipends fundamentally on innate instinctual drives. By 1905, when he published the ..Three
Essays on ttre Theory of sexuality", hehad already formulated the idea
that
this infantile sexuality has to be regarded as thl foundation upon which
much of later psychologicat life is built; depending on its later dcissitudes,
and particularly on the transformations that occurat puberty, the outcome
may be normal deyelopment, or neurosis, or sexual perversion. This masterly
piece of theoretical and clinical condensation snouta be studied
by anyone
5l
one
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wishing to understand the historical background as well as much of the
current content of the psychoanalytic theory of child development.
Freud's researches were for many years directed mainly at the uncovering
of unconscious mental processes seen primarily as the outcome of instinctual
drives. During his later years, and since his death in 1939, much psychoanalytic effort has been aimed at the better understanding of mental processes of other kinds, many of them likewise unconscious, it is true, but
processes directed towards the understanding and control of the environment as well as towards knowledge and management of the other, driveimpelled processes. I refer, ofcourse, to the processes described as activities
of the ego. In this way an elaborate ego psychology has grown up and is
still expanding vigorously. Clearly the ego too has a vitally important
developmental history, paralleling the instinctual development described in
the "Three Essays".
The ttreory of child development was inevitably influenced profoundly
by the actual psychoanalysis of children so soon as technical methods were
devised whereby this became practicable. The fact that thisworkwithchildren
soon led to sharp differences of opinion both on technique and on theory
introduces a further complication. There are in fact at this time psychoanalytic theories of child development rather than a single all-embracing
theory.
In view of ttrese and other complications

it seems best in this chapter to
relatively clear and integrated rattrer than
systematic and comprehensive. I intend, therefore, to treat child develop
ment in the chronological manner which seems natural in view of the subject matter.
present an a@ount which

is

PnBNernr, DnvnLoPMENT

We assume that most of those qualities which the human child has in
common with the young of other mammals, as well as those which are
specifically human, are the outcome of his hereditary endowment interacting with a prenatal and postnatal environment which is reasonably close
to average. But we go further than this and suppose that many of the differences which distinguish one human child from another owe their existence
in large part to inherited constitutional factors. Psychoanalysis does not
take all knowledge for its province; the study of these constitutional, hereditary factors is outside its field of investigation, and it is a vulgar error to
suppose that because a psychoanalyst, as such, is not qualified to study
certain aspects of child development this means that he denies their importance. It is astonishing to discover how many apparently well-informed
people hold the grossly erroneous belief that Freud tended to deny the importance of the constitutional, hereditary factor in determining individual
development.
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The unicellular fertilized ovum is evidenfly the first beginning of any
individual, whose original quatities are given by the usually-uniqui endowment received at conception. The development from ttris beginning up to
a full-term newborn baby is a vastly more revolutionary prols than that
of growth from earliest babyhood up to maturity, staggering thorrgh these
latter changes certainly are. And although we are learning riore and more
about the noxious influences that may affect embryonic and foetal development, it seems reasonable to assume ttrat most of what happens during the

intrauterine period is determined genetically rather than bytle environment
provided by the mother's body. Indeed, a leading characieristic of
the prenatal environment, it seems fair to assume, is its ielative uniformity and the
fact that it does not demand reactive adaptations on the part ofthe foetus.
Nevertheless, a complete metamorphosis occurs during tlese nine months,
thc changes being presumably governed essentially by some kind sf sqds
of instructions inherent in the fertilized onrm. whettrer this vast process
of maturation that occurs before birth is accompanied by anything that can
usefully be called mental activity is, I think, stili an open questioifo,
-ort
psychoanalysts, who are so well aware that " mental " ii far fiom synonymous
with "conscious". A few have convinced themselves that important piychological proc€sses do occur in utero, but the majority r"."io sceptical.
NeoNA,rAL

Csl,xcrs

Let us leave this interesting but highly speculative field and assume that
the child has been born. In doing so, we are passing over another area of
controversy, namely the psychological significance of the birth process.
At one time otto Rank (1924) attributed the utmost imFortance to this as
the ultimate origin of human anxiety and neurotic sriffering; and for a
while Freud was inclined to agree with him, because he had long been
impressed with the similarity between certain somatic manifeshlieng
sf
anxiety and the physiological effects of the birth process. However, Freud
soon perceived that Rank was carrying this idea to excessive lengths and
dissociated hims6lf flsm it; nevertheless he continued to hold that ihe birth
process is significant in relation to the bodily changes in anxiety.
It is when we come to consider the postnatal de-velopment oi tn. infant
that we enter the area where it is generally agreed that at least the first

glimmerings of psychological processes can be discerned, or at least inferred.

It is now that the newborn child is inevitably exposed to situations which are
not exactly geared to his momentary needs
the existence of such situations is perhaps the precondition for the -and
development of mental ac,tivity,
in all its aspects, cognitive, affective and conative. we must ttrerefore consider what are the needs of the newborn, and what are the factors that
decide whether or not they will be met satisfactorily. clearly, his immediate
needs correspond to those elements of the intrauterine situation of which

3

c,P
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birth, and the most obvious and pressing
one is oxygen. The successful replacement of placental supply by respiratory
activity no doubt depends on the fact that the necessary physiological
mechanisms are already at full term long since matured; and it is only
under very rare conditions that there is any failure of the environment to
prevensupply th; amount of oxygen needed. The provision of warmth and
which
requisite
environmental
is
another
tion of excessive loss of body heat
in
nonthat
noted
be
will
it
here
though
is nearly always forthcoming,
for
the
intervention
human
on
dependent
is
baby
the
tropical- condiiions
need.
this
satisfaction of

he has been deprived by the event of

Trrs Nur*stNc CoUPLE

Finally, we come to t]re baby's nutritive needs, and here we enter unmistakabiy into the area of psychoanalytic discourse-the area of instinctual
defence
drives, object relationshipJ and identifications, ego development,
the
point
is
this-in
crucial
most
the
Perhaps
fort[.
mechanisms and so
becomes
development
infant's
the
time,
first
the
for
context of infant feeding,
unavoidably involved with one or more other human beings and with the
(1941)
appropri"t""ess and adequacy of their activities. Merell Middlemore
couple";
u"ry prop.rv called her study of breast feeding "The Nursing
tn'plini heie is that whatever may be the infant's subjective experience
andirrespective of questions as to what is the age when fantasy can be attriwe
buted toiim, or at which he can conceive of an external mother figate,
that
and
involved,
being
human
know objectively that there is another
is
there are-varyini d.gre". of adequacy with which the maternal function
carried out.

Although this is a fact obvious to everyone, a fact acknowledged by every
onwards, it is mainly in more recent
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-thefrom Sigmund Freud
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to supply. serious difficulties will arise where this is for any reason not
forthcoming. It should be noted that winnicott speaks of "mothering",
and of thelnfant's need to be "held" by the mother, rather than of the
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feeding situation as such; and in this respect, despite a very different
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observation of infants nevertheless strongly suggests that if it be admitted
that they have a psychological life at all, then it is certainly focused for at
least some weeks, if not several months, upon the feeding situation; and
the satisfied young infant spends much of the remainder of his time sleeping,
and even then gives some evidence of dreaming of or hallucinating tfe
suckling experience. Although it is well known that a period of mutual
adaptation and learning is commonly necessary for the nursing couple before they settle down completely efficiently to their roles, nonetheless it
cannot be doubted that the average healthy infant comes into the world
endowed with a breast-seeking tendency and a sucking reflex which can be
reasonably described as a part of the human instinctual endowment. The
eagerness with which this activity is pursued, ttre apparently angry reaction
when it is interrupted, the ecstatic satiety followed by sleep when it is
completed, the sucking on substitute objects even at times when the nipple
is available-all these impressed others before Freud with the sexnal element
in the infant's sucking activities; but Freud was the first to pursue this idea
systematically and relentlessly. He came to see the mouth, lips, tongue, etc.
not simply as an apparatus for ingesting food, but as the first important
erotogenic zone, as important to the infant for his sexual satisfaction as
the genital erotogenic zones are for the healthy adult.
Not only does the feeding experience represent the earliest form ofsexual
satisfaction-it is commonly also the occasion for the first aggressive manifestations, associated as these commonly are with frustrations in t}is area,
either for external or internal reasons. It is easy to conceive of these teleoIogically, or if you will from the point of view of survival value, as reactions
likely to bring about a modifcation of the situation favourable to the infants' oral and nutritive needs. Particularly in later infancn with the develop.
ment of teeth, biting impulses play a very important part in these aggressive
manifestations.
Llnn AND Dn^tur INsuNcrs
As is well known, Freud (1920) eventually formulated the polarity of the
primary instincts in terms of sexual instincts in the widest sense, and aggressive instincts-usually, it is true, fused in varying proportions, but
essentially opposites rather than adjuvants. This was finally expressed by
him as the opposition between Eros and Thanatos, the life instinct and the
death instinct. This is certainly not the place to discuss these very difficult
and obscure matters, and it is mentioned here only because Melanie Klein
and many of her followers have taken these somewhat metaphysical forrrrulations of Freud very literally and applied them clinically and in the theory
of child development. According to this view the infant is exposed from the
beginning to his own death instinct, whose aim is his own death; by a pro-

cess of projection the danger is apprehended as coming from a persecuting
outside world, which he then attacks, at least in his fantasy. [t wi1 be seen
3*
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that there is little in common between this approach to the understanding
of aggression and the view that aggression represents an essentially innate
technique (however much leaming plays a part later) for attaining instinctual
aims which in themselves are not aggressive; and as both these views are
held by important groups of analysts the truth of my statement that there
is no one psychoanalytic theory of child development will be appreciated.
Melanie Klein's Views

The fact that Melanie Klein (L932, 1948) not only accepted Freud's
theory of an innate death instinct originally threatening to end the individual's own life, but adapted it to clinical uses (that is, to the understanding
of the problems of patients, both children and adults) is in at least ohe way
unfortunate; for the opposition and criticism directed against what many
analysts regard as a misuse of Freud's last instinct theory has often led to a
failure to appreciate the value of her contribution to the psychoanalytic
picture of the early stages of human development which we are now considering. This contribution, as she reasonably claimed, was based firmly on
the work of Freud, andmuch influenced by Abraham and Ferenczi, her two
principal teachers. By applying psychoanalytic knowledge to very young
children, using the play technique which she developed, Melanie Klein
brought early childhood to life in a way analogous to what Sigmund Freud
had done for the oedipal period-in other words, she endowed it with a
mental content, and described it as filled with fantasies. She described
these in great detail, with special emphasis on highly aggressive fantasies
related to attacks on the frustrating mother and her inside, conceived as
containing all those desirable things of which the child feels deprived.
Another direction taken by such fantasies is seen when, disillusioned with
the mother as a solrce of alt good things, the infant turns hopefully to the
father for a better breast, which becomes equated with his penis. A bridge
is thus formed at an early stage between oral and genital fantasies.
However, it must be recognized that there has always been much controversy among psychoanalysts as to the status and significance of these
fantasies which her child patients revealed to Melanie Klein in their play.
It has to be remembered that the children concerned were not at the time
of treatment in the frst year of life, and most of them were much older;
yet it was the events and developments of the first year that Klein maintained were the ones of vital importance for all subsequent development;
eventually, indeed, she seemed to hold that the individual's psychological
fate was to a large extent decided by the age of 5 or 6 months. It was therefore possible for her critics to argue ttrat, even admitting that tle evidence
showed the children did indeed have fantasies such as she attributed to
them, she had failed to prove that these fantasies really originated, as she
supposed, in the earliest stages of development; were they not rather fan'
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tasies developed in later childhood, when the capacity for imagery and even
verbalization is certainly present-fantasies that were then falsely attributed
to an earlier period-fantasies about rather than fantasies accompanying
the earliest experiences? These critics suggested furthermore that the
" Kleinian " fantasies of the early suckling about the breast were intrinsically
unlikely if not impossible, in that fantasy cannot be supposed to occur until
a certain amount of postnatal development has taken place, even if it is
difficult to say just when this stage is reached. Susan Isaacs (1943) in her
classical paper on fantasy, followed Freud in treating fantasy as the mental
representative of an instinctual drive, and she appeared to argue that since
we assume the drives to be present from birth, fantasy must also begin then.
However, there is an obvious logical fallacy here; we may agree that fantasy is always based ultimately on instinctual drives, but it does not follow
from this that every time an instinctual drive is active it must be accompanied by fantasy.

NON.DIFFERENTIATIoN

Let us consider, then, what are some of the less equivocal things that
psychoanalysis can tell us about the mental processes and development of
the suckling. Observation of healthy babies leaves no doubt, I think, that
the experience of successful feeding, whether from breast or bottle, is for
them the acme of pleasurable, satisfying emotional experience. At the
earliest stage, &S Anna Freud put it, the infant loves the experience of feeding. To say that he loves the breast or bottle, let alone the feeding mother,
is to make a statement that is unprovable and intrinsically unlikely, for we
assume that to begin with the infant is in an undifferentiated state and only
later learns to make a distinction between himself and outer objects, between
me and not-me. This is the primitive stage that has been described in psychoanalytic theory as the stage of prim ary narcissism (before object-love exists)
and primary identification (before objects are recognized as external to the
self). There are theoretically comprehensible reasons for the use of these
terms, but it may avoid confusion if we remember that what we have in
mind here is a state of primary non-differentiation. We must, I think,
assume that in spite of the great changes brought about by birth, there is a
certain continuity from the prenatal to the postnatal state. The non-dif-

ferentiated state would seem natural and biologically perfectly adequate to
the intrauterine situation. It is also adequate to the postnatal state insofar
as every need of the child is instantly met as it arises by an infallible mother.
If this were possible in practice, and if we could imagine such a state of
affairs continuing indefinitely, it is interesting to speculate what the end
result of such a development might be-certainly not an adult human being
as we understand it.
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PmurrrvE H^ITLUCTNATIoN
Every infant experiences a certain amount of frustration of his instinctual
demands, including, of course, the oral ones which we are considering. The
prototype is the hungry baby who has to wait for a feed. Such frustrations

are regarded by psychoanalysts as contributing vitally to further mental
development. They open the way in two different directions. Freud (1900)
supposed that the infant's primary response when the feed fails to materialize
is to hallucinate the feeding experience, that is, to fall back on a hallucinatory memory of previous satisfying experience. This may fairly be regarded
as the most primitive form or forerunner of fant&sy, and one in which the
close relation to an instinctual drive, as well as to the dominance of the
pleasure principle is unmistakable. From this simple beginning one may well
imagine that the vast world of subsequent, more sophisticated fantasy takes
its origin.
orvrNrporENcn aiqn

Mecrc

Such primitive hallucination of the desired but missing experience gives
momentary relief, but it brings about no permanent alteration in the
situation; that requires some intervention from outside on the part of the
mother figure. This intervention, however, may well be initiated by the
infant through his cries and other psychomotor manifestations of distress.
We speak of an initial stage of unconditional omnipotence, passing into one
of conditional omnipotence (the terms refer, of course, to subjective oxperience). The " condition " is the carrying out of some activity, such as
crying, whose mode of action, by calling the mother's attention to the child's
need, is of course not apprehended by him, so that the happy outcome can
be attributed by the infant only to some " magical " efficacy of his activities-thus he still retains the illusion of omnipotence.

RrcocNrrroN or ExTERNAL Onrncrs
These manoeuvres, however, have their limitations, and every infant is
inevitably exposed sooner or later to experiences of frustration which they
cannot immediately resolve. Such experiences lead to a gradual enforced
recognition of the distinction between two worlds, that of the re, and that
of the not-me on which the me depends for many of its satisfactions. Thus
the first glimmerings of an awareness of an external world of reality appear
in relation to unpleasant experiences of non-satisfaction, so that there is a
deeply based tendency to feel the outer world as something hostile and
dangerous. Its capacity to afford satisfactions is at first ignored, for when it
does this it is not distinguished as something external, but conceived as part
of the omnipotent self. What we are considering now is the first develop-
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ment of the infant's relationship to objects, and at the same time of the
"reality principle " gradually modifyiog, though never supplanting, the
original " pleasure principle ".
It is important to make a clear distinction between the technical and the
everyday sense of the word "object".'When we speak of an infant's objectrelationship we refer to his psychological relationship to something which
he conceives of (however dimly) as not-himself, something-out-there. Thus
when an infant is at the breast he may or may not have an object-relationship to the breast. Hence, the fact that in a commonsense way we may say
that " obviously nn the breast is the suckling's first object does not justify us
in saying that " objects " in the technical sense are there from the beginning-rather are they things that have to be discovered after a period of
non-recognition. Nevertheless, the breast or bottle is no doubt usually the

first " object " also in the psychoanalytic sense, because experiences of
frustration are commonly first encountered in the setting of the feeding
situation, forcing the recognition that there is something outside the control
of the me that the me wants, namely the object of an instinctual drive. This
primitive object-relationship, often described as relationship to a partobject, develops considerably later into the formation of relationships to
whole persons as such, first the mother figure, then other people.
AMnryN,gNcg

It will be apparent from what has been said that if object-relationships
are developed in this painful woy, the primitive attitude of the infant to
his new-found objects is bound to be a very mixed or ambivalent one. This
is expressed by many child analysts, following the lead of Klein, by speaking
of a good breast and a bad breast, a good and a bad mother, a@ording as
they are satisfying or frustrating. Insofar as this division or split is made,
it means that the infant does not recognize that he is dealing with one and
the same breast or mother, treating him differently at different times; and the
ability to make this synthesis is regarded as coming only later and signifying
a vitally important turning-point in development, & point when the child
begins to come to terms with the fact that he can love and hate the same
thing, so that he begins to appreciate the danger that he may destroy what
he loves by his own aggressive activity or fantasy, and may feel that he has
already done so; this in turn leads to efforts to make good the damaged

object by constructive, reparative activities. This is the essence of what
Klein (1934) called the "depressive position"; its attainment was to be
regarded as evidence of a great advance in maturity as compared with the
more primitive paranoid and schizoid positions. A discussion of this theory,
perhaps the most central in the Kleinian system, would necessitate, amongst
other things, a full account of the mental mechanisms of projection and
introjection and of the concept of internal objects; such a theoretical discussion is therefore outside the scope of this chapter.
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It is important to grasp the fact that we are now considering not the
finding of an object, but its loss, and hence the experiences of grief and
mourning. The period of development we are dealing with is closely connected with that of weaning, that is, with the loss of the first object, the
breast or bottle, and references to weaning will often be found in psychoanalytic writings. However, just as mothering is much more than breast
feeding so weaning, in this wide analytic sense, is much more than the loss
of the breast or bottle-it is the loss of a whole way of life, a banishment
from Eden, a departure in the spirit of partir c'est un peu mourtr. And just
as with Eden, the bitterest part of it all is the feeling of being responsible
for the loss through one's own destructive greed.
The child who is losing what he has come to value so highly and to regard
as his own exclusive prerogative-the position of His Majesty the Babyis subject also to the pangs of jealousy, and this is an important component
in the sibling rivalry which is likely to develop later if there is a subsequent
baby; indeed the child who is being weaned is very apt to feel that someone
else, maybe the father, is benefiting from his deprivation. Many other factors are commonly involved in these intense feelings of family jealousy, as
we shall see for example in connection with the oedipal period.
IurnorrcrroN AND PnomcrroN

In the earlier stages of development psychic life is much under the sway
of the pleasure-pain principle; in accordance with this, whatever is frustrating
and painful is not only regarded as bad, but also as being outside the self
(i.e. it may be projected), whereas pleasure-giving objects or experiences
are felt as part of the self, being introjected.
These primitive psychological mechanisms of introjection and projection
are modelled on the physiological functions of ingestion and excretion. We
have considered some of the psychological concomitants of the nutritional
process. In later infancy the processes of excretion come to have increasing
emotional significance for the child; there are various reasons for this.
First, there are the pleasurable sensations (anal and urethral erotism)
associated with the functions. Secondly, much aggressive fantasy goes along
with these processes, so that the excretory products may be regarded not
only as precious gifts to the mother, but as destructive, poisonous weapons,
bad parts of the self which are got rid of and forced into someone efse.
Thirdly, the excreta are something intermediate between self and objectbeginning as something internal, they become something external, and serve
as a sample of the mysterious inside of the body and of the fantasied inner
objects contained there. Another vitally important point is that here too,
as in the feeding situatior, the child is involved in an interaction with the
mother who attends to these functions by way of changing napkins, etc.,
and at a certain stage intervenes with some form of toilet training, thus
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invading an area where up to then the child has been his own master. Accordingly, this may become a battle ground between a self-willed child and his
mother, and in this manner the foundations may be laid for later difficulties
(" anal " traits, obsessional character, etc.).
PREcnNTTAL SBxua,LrrY

One of Freud's fundamental contributions to developmental psychology
was his discovery and insistence upon the normal sexuality of early childhood (Freud, 1905). Before him it was commonly supposed that sexual
feelings, fantasies and activities began with puberty, and that cases where
they manifested themselves earlier were pathological, " degenerate ", etc.
Now it is true that a large part of the " infantile sexuality " of which Freud
spoke consists of the kind of psychic activities we have been considering, i.e.
associated with oral, anal and urethral erotism, and that these activities are
not universally acknowledged to be truly sexual. This objection, which cannot be successfully sustained even in relation to pregenital activities, certainly cannot be raised against the genital aspects of infantile sexuality.
Oedipus Complex

These genital phenomena often manifest themselves at a much earlier
age, but usually become prominent at around two or three years of age
and continue so till about six (there are, of course, great individual variations). This stage of psychosexual development is characterized by erections
in the boy and genital masturbation in both sexes, though it is more often
noticed in boys : and in a period ofvery active curiosity and " sexual research ".
The two outstanding intellectual problems relate to the difference between
the sexes, and to the origin of babies. At the centre of interest is the relation
between the parents, the mystery of their sexual life ("primal scene" fantasies, which occur even where there seems to have been no possibility of
witnessing parental intercourse and generally take a sado-masochistic form).
There is a strong feeling of deprivation and resentment at being excluded
from all this, with the wishful fantasy of taking the place and getting rid
of one of the parents and "marrying" the other and so producing a baby.
Such fantasies are inevitably doomed to bitter disappointment. Sometimes
this is brought home to the child very painfully when the parents give him
the most cogent proof of their "unfaithfulness" to him by producing
another baby themselves. In such cases the older child may not show much
of the overt sibling rivalry which is commonly seen, but may tend rather to
"adopt" the new baby as his own and to turn his resentment against one or
other of the parents.
What we have been discussing constitutes one or other variety of the
oedipus complex, an early flowering of genital sexuality and another of
3a
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Freud's fundamental discoveries. It will be noted that in these oedipal
fantasies the child may choose either parent for his partner, so that it may
be a heterosexual or a homosexual choice, and indeed a child often vacillates
between one and the other. Normal development involves an ultimate
heterosexual choice, and the relationship with the parent of the same sex
results in an identification with him or her. In the case of a girl, however,
it is more difficult and often takes longer for the heterosexual choice to be
made, doubtless because in her case, no less than in the boy's, the mother
was the original object of love and the most important personal object.
Conflict
Before discussing more fully the oedipal phase of development and what

follows it we must take account of certain phenomena such as mental conflict and anxiety. Intrapsychic conflict is one of the most fundamental of

Freud's concepts, and it must not be regarded as necessarily pathological.
Indeed his bipolar view of instinctual drives, first seen as ego instincts versus
sexual instincts, finally as life instinct versus death instinct, implies that conflict is inherent in life. The existence side by side of incompatible impulses
and tendencies is characteristic of primitive states and of what Freud
described as the primary process which dominates unconscious mental
functioning; and perhaps the term " conflict " first begins to have real
psychological meaning after a certain amount of mental organization has
taken place. It is clearly an essential element in Klein's " depressive position ", where the conflict between loving and destructive iinpulses directed
towards the same object is felt acutely by the child; attempts at reparation
aim to resolve the conflict. Here the conflict is one between opposing drives.
In other cases it may be more usefully conceptualized as conflict between
different parts of the mind, e.g. between the instinctual part (the id) and the
part that takes cognizance also of external reality (the ego).

ANxErv
Anxiety is likewise a basic concept. It is, of course, closely related to
feat, but is a wider, more diffuse concept. Fear is the emotion felt in the
presence of an obviously threatening object or situation and is associated
with the impulse to flee. In the case of anxiety there may be no obviously
frightening situation, and the child may not know what he is afraid of, or
the object of his fear may not appear to justify it. Freud's (1926) later view
of the problem of anxiety was, in essence, as follows. The young child
automatically develops anxiety when exposed to what Freud called a
" traumatic situation ". By this term he meant a situation of overwhelming
stimulation which the infant is unable to do anything about, so that he is
helplessly overwhelmed by it. The paradigm would be an abandoned,
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hungry baby with no one to tend it. As ego development proceeds, with
increasing experience and maturation, a mechanism is evolved whereby the
eBo, when it perceives signs suggesting that a traumatic situation is threatentng to arise, mobilizes in advance some of the emotional reaction appropriate to an actual traumatic situation (i.e.anxiety feelings); this is then used,
as it were, as a threat to induce the instinctual id side to give up its dangerous

impulses and so avoid the full traumatic situation. Anxiety produced in
this way was called by Freud " signal anxiety ".
When the child has developed sufficiently to distinguish the mother
figure as a person outside himself, on whom he depends for the satisfaction
of his needs (including not only physical needs but also the very important
emotional ones) he will soon learn that her presence is necessary in order
to avoid traumatic situations. His " signal anxiety" at this stage accordingly
manifests itself largely as " separation anxiety " and occurs whenever he
cannot be assured of her presence. Somewhat later he learns that not only
her presence but also her goodwill is necess ary to him, and his anxiety
tends to show itself as fear of loss of her love. Later still, these anxieties
develop further into various forms of social anxiety; and into the need to
preserve good relations with those parts of himself (technically known as his
superego) which have identified themselves with the loving and authoritative
aspects of his parents. This last and most sophisticated form of anxiety which
arises when the child is at odds with his int ernalized parents or conscience is
what we know as feelings of guilt.

SupEnrco DevELopMENT AND c^q,srRArroN conaprEx

The tendency to take over parental injunctions and make them one's
own certainly begins quite early, based as it is on the primitive mechanism
of introjection; it is perhaps first clearly obvious in connection with toilet
training-this has been referred to as " sphincter morality ". However, the
full development of superego functioning is achieved later, and is closely
connected with the oedipus complex and with the severe conflicts and
anxieties which characterize it. The picture is clearer in the boy, whose
sexual feelings have by this time become centred in the genital erotogenic
zone, i.e. in the penis. However vague and incomplete may be his notions
of what constitutes adult sexual activity, his own genital sensations glve him
an unmistakable clue to the essential role of the penis. When his oedipal
strivings meet with inevitable difficulties, frustrations and prohibitions,
the last commonly directed against his masturbatory activities, it is therefore not surprising that he develops anxiety and feels that the central instrument of his feelings and fantasies is threatened. Thus he becomes exposed
to castration anxiety, which is generally the characteristic anxiety of the
male. Many other elements contribute to it, notably the tendency to submit passively to the father in a feminine woy, and to identify with the
3a*
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mother, which constitutes an internal castration threat; but a full discussion
of castration anxiety is clearly impossible here. When such problems prove
intractable, a foundation is laid for later pathological developments such
as perversion and neurosis.

Latency

Castration anxiety is ofthe utmost importance in initiating the next stage
in the boy's development. In order to save the threatened penis, he gives
up his oedipal demands, and instead identifies with his father, develops a
fully formed superego, and enters upon the latency period, which will continue until the onset of puberty; it is distinguished by a lessening in the press
of the instinctual drives, both sexual and aggressive, and tends to be dominated by the various ways in which the maturing ego, influenced by the superego, defends itself against the instincts and keeps them in check (see Anna
Freud, L937). This latency period, beginning about the sixth year, is the
period of maximum tractability and educatability, a fact taken advantage of
by most educational systems. It is the time when the child's interests and
attachments grow out from the family group to persons outside the family;
parents are supplemented by teachers, siblings by schoolfellows and friends.
The latency period is accordingly of great importance in converting the

child into a social being rather than merely a member of a family group.
Many valuable lessons not in the school curriculum are learned by a child
from contact with his peers, and a maturer, less egocentric concept of the
self gradually emerges. All this may be expressed in terms of the development and strengthening of the ego-usually an ego that has accepted a
large measure of conformity both with the principles of conduct enjoined
by the adults and with the mores of peer groups.
Opplpus CouPLEx IN THE

Gnr

We must now consider the development of the girl-does she go through
an oedipus complex strictly analogous to the boy's? It is clear that even if
the broad outline is similar there must be very important differences. First,
she arrives at the genital stage following a prim ary attachment to a motherfigure, just like the boy, and therefore quite opposite to him in another
sense, for this means that her first, pregenital love object was of her own
sex, whereas the boy's was of the opposite sex. And secondly, although her
genital sensations may well be felt mainly in the female analogue of the
penis, the clitoris, rather in the vaginal region, she has no visible organ,
obvious erections, etc. around which to develop the type of fantasies and
anxieties which we have seen to be so characteristic of the boy. She may
become just as much engrossed as the oedipal boy in the mysteries of sex,
the origin of babies, the sexual differences, etc., and is certainly at least as
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apt to cherish the ambition to have babies of her own with the parent of
her choice; but insofar as the penis becomes a central theme for her the
essential point is, not that she feels threatened with its loss like the boy, but
that she feels deprived of it, cheated of something valuable. The relation
to the mother, which tends to be close and persistent, is impaired by this
feeling of deprivation, for she regularly blames her mother for having failed
to equip her properly in this respect. The little girl, therefore, may have
a very lively castration complex, in the sense of feeling she has been castrated,
but she does not suffer from castration anxiety in the same sense as the boy.
This castration complex of the girl no doubt depends for its existence on her
inability to be assured of her completeness as o female-an assurance which
is rarely completely attained before the actual proof when she produces a

live healthy baby in adult womanhood. Were it not for this uncertainty
about herself she would not find it so necessary to compete with boys on

their ground rather than her own.
The sense of grievance against her mother, which goes back at least to the
time of weaning, and the feeling of incompleteness impels the little girl towards
her father, so that finally, although by a different route, she develops an
oedipus complex analogous to the boy's. Subsequent events, i.e. abandonment of oedipal strivings, development of superego, and passage into the
latency period, conform to the same general pattern as in the boy, though
here again one must not expect complete parallelism.
DEvmoPMENT oF CHenq.cTER

The term " character " is generally used by psychoanalysts in a rather
wide sense, sometimes almost as the equivalent of " personality." It refers
to modes of existence, of acting and reacting, of feeling and thinking, which
are characteristic and habitual in a given individual. Such relatively unchanging qualities imply some stable underlying mental " structure." The
ability to develop a structure of this kind is one of the qualities we attribute
to the ego; hence we may say that character is one of the products of ego
development. It must be borne in mind that much ego activity takes place
unconsciously; and this is true also of many of the ways in which a person's
character manifests itself.
Although the character is so closely bound up with ego development,
the kind of character an individual has depends to a very important extent
on his innate instinctual endowment, perhaps largely on the relative strengths
of its various components. The character may be looked upon as embodying
the habitual ways in which the individual learns to handle on the one hand
these instinctual forces, on the other hand the external environment,
especially the human one, which he comes gradually to understand. Much
of this development can be regarded as reflecting a progressively improving
capacity to reconcile these often conflicting demands, representing infantile
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wishes on the one hand, reality and the standards ofhis parents and educators on the other. Faced with this problem, the ego has recourse to a
number of defence mechanisms. Two of these are particularly relevant to
character formation.
The first is introjection combined with identification. This means that
certain qualities or aspects of another person are, as it were, taken inside
the self and then regarded as qualities of, or a part of, the self; but much
more than this, an actual modification of the ego comes about in this way,
in that the ego models itself in these respects on the other person. Many of
the resemblances in character between children and their parents undoubtedly come about thus rather than in any truly hereditary way.
The second mental mechanism which has a special relation to character
is that known as reaction-formation. This refers to the development of
characterological qualities which are the direct opposite of the type of
instinctual impulse which the individual apprehends as particularly dangerous and in need of special control. Qualities of character developed according to this pattern are therefore closely dependent on underlying id or
instinctual qualities; but the actual character manifestations will be the
antithesis of those underlying qualities. Thus, a strong innate aggressive
tendency may appear in the form of a demure, inoffensive exterior; and an
exhibitionistic drive to self-display may lead by reaction-formation to a
self-effacing, modest character. A number of special character types have
been described byFreud and other analysts; the bestknown of these is the
anal or obsessional character, based on a reaction against the anal-sadistic
components of infantile sexuality. The unmodified impulses show themselves in delight in dirt, disorder, destruction and the infliction ofpain and
oppression on the sexual object. After reaction-formation the resultant
character traits include great orderliness and love of cleanliness, an avoidance or horror of overtly aggressive behaviour, much carefulness about
money and other possessions, and other signs of defence against the primary anal tendencies, even though these may show through in various
characteristics such as obstinacy and self-will.
Much building up of character takes place during the latency period, as

is natural in view of the ego growth and defensive activities which are
typical of this phase. The character of the latency child is still, of course,

more or less childish in nature, not yet adequate to adult life, too dependent
on its immediate origins such as identifications and reaction-formations.
As we shall see, at puberty the entire arrangements laboriously built up
during latency are threatened with upheaval; the ultimate adult character
normally emerges gradually as the stresses of puberty are passed and maturity is reached; but in less fortunate cases this development may miscarry
and the childJike character may be retained into adult years, or, at the opposite extreme, it may be too violently repudiated, and this may lead to antisocial developments.
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The end of childhood is announced by the striking changes and developments associated with puberty and adolescence. As we have seen,
latency is a period of relative calm, stability and equilibrium, during which
fairly competent ego functions have been built up which are generatly fully
capable of holding the instinctual impulses in check and maintaining a
degree of control such that there is not too much conflict either with external authority or with superego standards (i.e. internalized authority). A
balance of forces has been struck.
Now what we refer to as instinctual impulses or drives, although conceived

of psychologically, are unmistakably closely related to biological processes.
They were defined by Freud (1915) as "the psychical representative of the
stimuli originating from within the organism and reaching the mind, as a
measure of the demand made upon the mind for work in consequence of
its connection with the body."
Puberty, and the period leading up to it, are as we know characterized by
marked changes in the endocrine balance; there is good biological evidence

(Talbot, 1952) that during the latency period the development of the organs
producing sexual hormones is actively inhibited by brain mechanisms, and
that the onset of puberty comes about as a result of the removal of this
inhibition-an interesting corroboration of Freud's concept of a latency
period. The psychological effect is to upset drastically the balance of forces
achieved during latency by greatly increasing the force of the instinctual
drives-and, whatever may be the explanation, there is no doubt that aggressive drives are strengthened as well as sexual (i.e. tibidinal) ones.
A situation is thus brought about which has features in common with the
earlier one before the onset of latetrcy, i.e. with the period of the oedipus
complex; for now as then a relatively weak ego finds itself trying to cope
with powerful instinctual forces that threaten to overwhelm it. In the early
period this relative weakness is due to the ego's immaturity and inexperience:' at puberty the cause is different, namely the sudden accession of
strength on the part of the instinctual impulses. Accordingly we find at
puberty a kind of recapitulation of the oedipal struggle; but of course it is
by no means identical and indeed in many ways is vastly different. The
differences are mainly due to the much greater maturity and subtlety of the
ego in the pubertal child. This results in a mighty struggle between the two
sides and the mobilization by the ego of all the techniques of defence it has
learned and practised during the latency period. Sometimes one side is in

the ascendant, sometimes the other as the to-and-fro battle proceeds;

hence the astonishing contrasts and contradictions which are so characteristic of adolescence and produce so strong an impression of instability as to

lead sometimes to a mistaken suspicion of a schizophrenic illness. Every
kind of instinctual impulse is liable to be activated, so that pregenital types
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of activity may appear, such as greedy eating or a falling back into dirty

personal habits, as well as genital activities, which may take overt heterosexual or homosexual forms, but are often expressed chiefly in masturbatory fantasies or acts; aggressive impulses, however, are also greatly strengthened at this time. Simultaneously massive defensive efforts are put forth by
the ego, so that the manifest behaviour at any given time may be the exact

opposite-hence the characteristic asceticism, cleanliness and perfectionism, idealism and tendency to stress intellectual interests.
Self-awareness and sensitiveness to the attitudes of others go along with
this ego development, of which an important aspect is the search for an
identity. This is often closely related to the problem with whom to identify
oneself, and with a tendency to repudiate the parents and other members
of the family (and the kind of values they stand for), not merely as sexual
objects (the incest barrier) but also as admirable figures suitable for identification. The objects actually selected may often at first be fairly obvious
parent substitutes-older persons who are idealized and loved in the passionate way unkindly referred to as " calf love." In other cases, however, the
adolescent turns rather to groups or individuals of his own age with equally
passionate attachment.
Puberty, of course, is the beginning and so only a part of psychological
adolescence, and much further development must occur before full maturity
is attained; but it seems reasonable to bring to an end at this point our discussion of child development. Adolescence, the end of childhood, is a very
large subject; readers who wish to pursue further the psychoanalytic study
of adolescence are referred to the third of Freud's (1905) "Three Essays on

the Theory of Sexuality", and
Freud (1937, 1958).

to various writings on the subject by Anna
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On Observing Children
by E. Jlmps ANrHoNy
OnsEnvING children is almost our main business in child psychi atry. We
observe them diagnostically and therapeutically, we observe them at different stages of development, w€ observe them directly as we interview
them or play with them, or indirectly through the eyes of their parents,
and we observe them individually and in groups. After several years of
daily observation, we accumulate a vast store of observational knowledge
which we treasure as clinical experience and which, in some undefinable
w&Y, establishes our worth as clinicians. Most of this data lies about in the
repository of our minds gathering dust, unanalyzed and unanalyzable, but,
every now and then, under the stimulus of a fresh observation, some form
of sorting occurs resulting in the mysterious emergence of a clinical intuition.
This is where most of us are content to leave the matter. The word " observation " has a matter-of-fact quality to it that inveigles our common sense
into accepting it without further question at its face value as one of the give-

ins of life. For everyday purposes, this raises no problem, but when we
need to put our observations to more disciplined use, as in a scientific
inquiry, it behoves us to consider this " instrument " with more circumspection. On so doing, the process loses its apparent simplicity and undergoes a surprising increase in complexity. This is because we take the everyduy, bread-and-butter world very much for granted and, with almost pri-

mitive obtuseness, disregard the fact that the outside world exists in our minds
and that our minds have functions other than storing data. The mind,
therefore, adds complexity to the observation.
As one ascends the scale from the physical to the psychological, there is
likewise an increase in complexity. The first transition from inorganic to
organic makes observation more difficult because of the interdependent
parts that go to make up an organism. The second transition from organic
to psychological adds to the problem since many of the processes become
inaccessible to direct observation. Such factors as motivation, feelings and
cognitions can only be observed inferentially.
It might be supposed that the child with its apparent psychological
simplicity would' be easier to observe, but this is far from being the case.
7t
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The lack of continuity, consistency and patterning in behavior and the
amorphous poorly-developed nature of the affects and cognitions tends to
render the action less intelligible, and when immaturity is coupled with
emotional disturbance, the distortions are enhanced. Speaking from experience, Beller has this to say: " One can easily understand why the bulk of
research employing direct observation and objective measurement has been
carried out with normal children and has been concentrated on nonmoti-

vational and nonaffective aspects of overt behavior" (Beller, 1959).
The complexity of the observational field when both direct and indirect
sources of observational data are considered (see Figure l) would seem to
pose too many probleffiS, and it is perhaps a good thing that perception
is so automatic and immediate or else we might have given up observirg,
at least in the psychological field.
The first great discipline for the scientific observer is to curb his tendency
to see more than is there; that is, to add his inferences. This makes for richer
observations and a richer observational experience, but it brings in the
human mind with its grand array of distorting mechanisms. The problem
has confronted us ever since science first began to take a hand in human
affairs, and almost every generation has had to face the same set of dilemmas.
Shakow (1959) has speculated on the cross-roads of decision as they occurred in history. " I have speculated about how much further advanced psychology as a science might now be if it had in the latter part of the last century
permitted itself to be influenced primarily by the French hospital tradition
of Charcot rather than by the physical-physiological laboratory tradition
of Helmholtz. My thought was that because of the choice which academic
psychology made in favor of the latter, the area of personality was passed
over and the observational naturalistic stage of the development of science
was skipped. This resulted in a predominant-and I think prematureemphasis on the experimental, the segmental, the rigorous and the molecular, with a parallel neglect of the molar and the less rigorously definable
but more " meaningful " behavior. It is of interest that Freud was faced
with essentially the same choice, between the Helmh oltz school on the one
hand, with which he was identified until approximately 1885, and the Charcot influence on the other. His fellow-ship at the Salpetridre in 1885-1886
in considerable part led to his preference for the latter-with such momentous gains for the field of psychology."
Here we have the first of a series of dilemmas that have confronted the
observer. It can be stated as follows: How can one observe objectively
without losing the richness of subjective observations, and, uice uersa, how
can one observe subjectively and maintain a standard of scientific rigor?
We can call this the subjectivity-objectivity dilemma.
The second dilemma, as stated by Shakow (1959) runs as follows: How
can one study human psychological phenomenon scientifically-with a
minimum of distortion-and ethically-with a minimum of inevitable tres-
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pass? There are two parts to this dilemma as stated. The first has to
do
with distortion which results from "projection" and can be included under
the general problem of what william James called "the psychologist's
fallacy" (James, 1890), that is, the error of method and intirfretation in
which the psychologist confuses his own knowledge about the process with
what the subject directly experiences in the process. Shakow regards this as
a peculiar hazard of the psychologist-observer. The second aspect concerns
observation as an invasion ofprivacy. one has to observe in order to help,
but at what point do the rights of the individual intervene to limit observation. Goodrich (1959) has rightly pointed out that in order to understand
the observational process, one has to study the significance of the observer
for the observed and the way in which he is perceived. Depending on the
situation, on the way in which he blends with the environment or thi degree
to which he is accepted, the observer will be regarded at times as an intruder
and at times as a threat. He may become a scapegoat for the reactions of the
individual or the group when regarded negatively but he may also be perceived as an ally. The implicit voyeurism involved may stimulate the observed one to "show off". Involved in the ethical considerations, is the
question of the hidden observer behind a one-way screen or mirror. It is

now generally agreed that the scientific gain from having the observer secreted
without the knowledge of the observed is comparatively slight compared

with the ethical loss incurred from the invasion of privacy. childrin, in
particular, are quite unable to maintain ego-alien modes of behavior for
any length of time even when informed that they are under continuous
observation by an invisible observer.
The third dilemma in observation has been termed the anthropological
dilemma and can be expressed thus: How can man as a person make man
as a person the object of an empirical inquiry-how can he describe a
human condition with empirical exactness when he himself is involved in the

condition? (strasser, 1963). As a global statement, this has philosophical
importance, but it also carries a wealth of meaning for the local situation of
observation. How can a participant-observer be both a participant and an
observer? To what extent does his involvement in the situation with the
observed person limit the accuracy of his observations? The dilemma is a
real one in another sense. In the interaction between observer and observed,
the participant-observer has immediate cues arising from the effect of his
participation that are denied to the non-participant observer. He would have
his own reactions to fall back on insomuch as the observed individual made
him feel accepted or cautious or protective or angry.
The fourth and last dilemma has to do with the study of the observational
process: To what extent can one observe the observer withoutjeopardizing
his position by transforming him from an observer into an object of observation? The implication here is that the instant the observer knows himself
to be observed, he ceases to become purely and simply an observer and
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" degenerates " into an object of observation. The word " degenerates "
is used with reference to a famous essay by Sartre (1950) entitled The
Dialectics of the StAre. Sartre discusses the situation of a man who is
caught staring through a keyhole into a room and who is thereby transformed from observer to observed. According to Sartre he " degenerates "

into an object and in so doing his whole world is turned upside down. There
is an implicit assumption here that the observer is in a superior position to
the one observed and that the change of role involves a reduction in status.
The dilemmas, in their several ways, all point to the inherent difficulty
of keeping subject and object and the subjective and objective comfortably
within the same continuum of experience. Some of the antitheses may be
resolved by considering the purpose of the observation whether this is
directed towards research, clinical assistance or training in observation.
Basically, one has to accept the fact that the viewpoint will alter with the
circumstance, a point that can be summed up in the truism that it takes all
sorts of observations to make a world and that while we should strive
towards a common perspective for the sake of synthesizing our different
experiences, we should not be too disappointed il in the ultimate analysis,
"we see things differently". Loomis and Meyer (1959) make this a point
of departure in their observations : " The scientist, the artist, and the ordinary human being are each observers of their own worlds. Even when they
observe the same world, it appears differently, depending upon the point of
view of the beholder. The observation of children continues to be conducted
on numerous levels: from the causal to the romantic to the superscientific.
Each approach has something to offer; none is comprehensive-perhaps
none ever will be."
PRonrEMs

or

OssERvATIoNAL Rnspencn

The observational techniques for collecting data require to be as carefully delineated as any instrumental method used in research and should
logically reflect the circumstances of the study, the sample involved, the
theoretical context and the goals of the investigators.
Several preliminary decisions must be reached for the subsequent flow

of observations to proceed systematically.
The first decision we have to make is whether we undertake our own
observations or accept those offered by " reliable informants". The problem
of direct versus indirect observation is a crucial one for researchers in the
behavioral sciences who, for want of time and personnel, often have to fall
back on secondhand observational data. Among the commonest of the
indirect sources of observation in child psychi atry are the parents despite
reflections on their unreliable memories, their limited skills in reporting and
their liability to distort as a result of emotional pressures or cultural expectancies. If such criticisms were demonstrated to have much truth, it could
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have embarrassing repercussions on much of our clinical practice and r€search since we have come to depend on these long-terrn, on-the-spot,
living-in observers with their twenty-four hour a day observational schedules.

Several attempts have been made to rehabilitate the reputation of the
parent as an observer. In the Thomas Study (1963), agreement between
direct observations and parental reports was reliable to between the 0.05
and the 0'01 level of confidence, and in the investigation carried out by
Miller (1964) based on a " blind " Q-sort of eighty statements regarding
manifest behavior, half healthy and half unhealthy in their connotation,
by five types of observers-fathers, mothers, teachers, psychologists and
psychiatrists, it was found that the parents were the only judgemental pairs
who showed consistent agreement. The clinicians showed least consensus.
Tagrn

l.

AvrnAGE CoRRELATToN AMoNG TypEs oF oBsERVERs FoR REFERRED,
AND TorAL GRoup or 36 cHTLDREN

NoNREFERRED,

(Adapted from Miller, 1964)
Observers

l. Parent-parent
2. Parents+linicians
3. Parents-teachers
4. Clinician<linician
5. Clinicians-teachers
Mean

Referred

Nonreferred

Total

0.53

0.69

0.2t

0-51

o.26
0.26

0.43

0.60
0.37
0.35
0.35
0.24
0.39

o.t2
0.29

0.43
0.36
o-49

The data indicates that the interjudge Q-sort agreement on the manifest
personality of the children is low (a correlation of 0.28 between any two
sorts is significant at the 0'01 level and 37 per cent of the judgements fell
below this level). The intriguing finding in this study is the difference between

the observation of referred (that is, the clinic child) and the nonreferred,
suggesting that the type of child determines the reliability of the observation. The fact that the healthy child showed a higher degree of agreement among judges might mean that he tends on the whole to behave more
consistently or that he was more expressive and communicative, giving the
judges the maximum information. To test this latter hypothesis, the children
were rated on an introversion-extroversion scale and a high correlation
between the scale and interjudge agreement was found indicating that when
judges lacked behavioral information, they relied more heavily on inference. The difference could also relate to the degree of disturbance in the
referred children. In the Midtown Manhattan Study (Srole, 1962), two
psychiatrists, rating descriptions by social workers, were able to agree on the
behavior of persons who were markedly disturbed or markedly healthy, but
could not agree on pathology in the mild and moderate disturbance levels.
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Miller thoughtfully concluded that an observation could not be commumcated with any confidence beyond the person making the observation, and
that if this conclusion was at all valid, it also meant that our practices were
built on the existence of phenomena that were either defined as so ambiguous
as to limit communication between observers or else were so illusive as to
appear and disappear without predictable regularity.
A further drawback to the indirect observation lies in the fact that the
observational report generally follows some time after the actual observation. The reliability of the report has been shown to bear a rough inverse
relationship to the passage of time involved.
It has also been found that parents tend to "specialize" in certain types
of observation and to be singularly blind to others (Wenar). The "scotomata" (as demonstrated by a "re-test") on historical data involved certain
emotional areas around which the parents felt uncomfortable.
On the other hand, there are many obvious advantages to making direct
observations for ourselves rather than relying on poorly-contrived techniques or unscientific witnesses. The "observation of an observation"
necessarily compounds an already elaborate system ofdistortions and biases.
Nevertheless, direct observations also have certain disadvantages to be
reckoned with. They are necessarily limited in time, which, at once, raises

the question as to the extent to which the observations are representative.
Furthermore, the presence of the observer, even when rigorously nonparticipant, may lead to some degree of self-conscious inhibition and deviation from normal behavior, although this may be expected to correct itself
over a period of time. In addition, important but infrequent events may
fail to occur during a particular span of observation and therefore find
themselves excluded from the list of significant variables influencing behavior.

The advantages, however, of direct observation are great enough to
make it the preferred method whenever it is available. Moss (1964) sums up
its usefulness in the following illustration. The new mother rematks, as she
places her two-month baby in the tub containing two inches of water, that
he is "terribly frightened of water". The baby remains placid throughout
the bath, but the mother is tense, awkward and apprehensive. If the situation
had not been observed directly, the observational data gained from the
mother would have been erroneous.
In place of the unreliable human informant, the investigator may install
a tape recorder, but unlike the situation with the human witness where the
problem is one of selectivity, the trouble with the machine is the absolute
lack of selectivity and the massive distortion created through channeling
everything through one perceptual modality. With children, it is especially
important to have both visual and auditory observations simultaneously.
Prall (1959) cites the example of a tape-recorded session in which one can
hear a child say, "I love my little brother." As he makes the statement, he
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may be ringing the neck of a toy doll so that his body language may indicate
that the statement has an entirely different meaning whicl
9o6 u*rrorded.
Having made the case for direct observation, we can now turn our attention to the research requirements involved in observation. First and foremost, it is important that the members of the observational team share a
common theoretical frame of reference and, moreover, that the focus of
observation, what they are looking for, is well understood and clearly
defined. Next, the impossibility of observing the entire universe leads inevitably to a sampling of experience, either of behavior or of situations or of
persons, or of time or of the different viewpoints of multiple observers.
In this respect, the situation and its special nature has not received the careful consideration it deserves. Brunswik (1956) rightly pointed out ..the
limited generalizability of experimental studies because of their failure to
give as much attention to the sampling of situations as they did to the sampling of persons". Other important factors have to do with the relationship of the observer to the observational situatiotr, his placement in the
field and his degree of participation (all of which involvis the observer,s
role), the degree of structuring of the observational situation, and, finally,
the observer's task in recording and reporting what he observes. We will
consider these in turn.

Tnn OssERvfiroNAL SrruruoN

In making direct observations, one has the choice of making them under
naturalistic or controlled conditions. Naturalistic observations, by definition, lack standardization. The subjects may be observed in the familiar
setting of their homes where the conditions of space, light, temperature,
n_ors9,-etc., may vary considerably from one setting to thJnext. Since physical factors of this kind are often important if
loorly recognized determinants of behavior, it becomes difficult to make valid comparisons.
However, the lack of standardization, togettrer with the real-life siiuations,
introduce a variety offactors that enhance the richness, the complexity and
the meaningfulness of the data but diminish the clarity of the finiings,
especially when compared with the carefully-controlled Lxperimental situations in which only one or more variables are allowed to vary whilst the

remainder are held constant.
whatever the situation, a certain amount of preparation is a prerequisite
for good observation. For very small children, for examplej it m;y be
important for the mother to be present and relaxed. For oldir children, the
matter should be discussed beforehand unless response to stress or surprise
is being investigated. At the termination of the observational period, some
of the young subjects may need a measure of support, especially if they
have been disturbed by the intrusion. The age, social class andpsychopathology of the subjects likewise governs how much or how little can be
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by the observer. Where the children are suspicious, belligerent, acting out or phobic, direct observation may be contraindicated
accomptished

(Goodrich,

1959).

The nature of the situation may also determine how far the observer can
play his role unobtrusively without creating a disturbance. For example,
in some situations where games are being played, he may fit easily and
naturalty as another spectator. At the other extreme, it would be impossible
for him to intrude on the therapeutic interview without making his presence
felt acutely. In the intermediate situations, he may be able to sit in with
a group of children in a dining room as long as he is accepted by the caretakers.

Knowing the nature of the situation may prepare us for certain observations so that they do not take us altogether by surprise. The ability to
anticipate is an important skill for the observer to develop. It certainly
helps to lighten his observational task.
In the following table adapted from Goodrich (1959), examples are given
of this " situational analysis " as a preparation for observation.

T$rs

2. SmremoN AND BEHAvIoR
(Adapted from Goodrich, 1959)

Type of
Setting

Residential
Treatment

Situation
Mealtime

Type of Children
Preadolescent

Hyperactive
Hyperaggressive
Acting out Boys

Center

Nature of

Predicted

Stimulus

Behavior

of

Waiting for
food to be

pregenital hu-

served

mor with

Emergence

re

duction in

hostility
Residential
Treatment
Center

Bedtime

Same

bed by female

Emergence of
chaotic dis-

attendant

ruptive behavior

Being put to

THs OssnnvATIoNAr LanoRAToRY
Whereas behavioral scientists (anthropologists, sociologists) prefer to
capture their observations in a natural setting, the experimental psychologist,

as a rule, remains in the structured setting of his laboratory where he is
able to control the stimuli to which the child is exposed as well as the choice
of response behavior open to it. This is important from the point of view
of research design. Instead of waiting for something to hapPetr, he can bring
about its occurrence by artificial means and thereby save himself a great
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amount of time and trouble. Another advant age of the laboratory situation
is the ease with which observations can be recorded and measured.
The disadvantage to a controlled, standardized environment is the small
range of situations that can be explored. It is difficult, for example, to get an
overall irnpression of social adjustment or the adaptive capacity of children
with minimal psychopathology. A more serious drawback is the way in
which the laboratory is perceived by the child, even when the gadgets are
skillfully concealed. The psychological " climate " is in itself stressful and
the child's unfamiliarity with the setting may make him unduly apprehensive
and so distort his responses.

Holrs OssER,vlrroNs
Many of these last-named difficulties may be avoided by selecting the
home as an observational situation. The home would appear to be an ideal
setting for studying family interaction. It is a familiar setting for the participants and they are therefore more likely to appreciate behavior and react
spontaneously. The methods of observing and the observer's role must be
adapted to the requirements of the home situation. The observer himself
must be a trained person who can fit himself into a variety of situations,
interact with the family members in ways that might be foreign to his
personality and see the family as they see themselves (Behrens and Sherman,
1es9).

The observer's participation puts the family at their ease and so encourages
spontaneous, natural behavior. He may find himself included or excluded
from the family group but any attempt to exclude himself would be fatal
to the climate of observation. His subjective feelings and reactions are important clues to the understanding of what he is observing.
Informative observation is also difficult because of intrinsic differences

among families, such as socio-economic status, size of family or age of
children. Home observation in upper middle class homes where there is

more room and greater opportunities for privacy and, perhaps, the presence of
several servants is a different matter from observation among lower class

families where there is more interaction in smaller crowded homes. In the
former setting, the modes of behavior are more guarded whereas in the
latter, the observer is accepted more readily. The best time for observation
is undoubtedly the dinner hour when most of the family members are

gathered together, and the situation also allows the observer to participate
in a more natural way.
The presence of children makes a great difference to the situation. In the
larger families, the impact of the observer may be less and the parents may
be less inclined to focus on the child who has been referred to the clinic.
Younger children also help to promote spontaneity and natural behavior
and the younger the child the less suspicious and selfconscious he is with the
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observer. According to Behrens and Sherman (1959) the effect of the child's

pathology on the observation is similar to that of age. A very severely
disturbed child often appears less aware of the observer and he is less apt
to modify his behavior for the visitor. The less disturbed child is more
likely to be influenced by his parents' reaction to the observation and will
take his cues from them. A child currently receiving psychotherapy may
reflect his treatment relationship and view the stranger as a threat or ally.
The behavior of the children is sometimes explicable in terms of the amount

of preparation received for the observation.
This is clearly a complex situation and the participant observation both
enriches and limits the data collected. Such data are relatively inexact since the
situation is not controlled; more systematic observation would be difficult
in this setting without sacrificing the rich qualitative material which spon-

taneously emerges.

Tnr OssrnvER's Rors
The observer can be placed at different distan@s to the observed situation.

He can be in close interactive relationship with the participants as a participant-observer, and, in the previous section, we have discussed some of
the advantages of participation. A big disadvantage is that participation
and observation do not as a rule work well together and the more involved
the observer is in the situatiotr, the more impressionistic and nebulous are
his observations likely to become. Nevertheless, through participation, he
is able to offer a further dimension of observation, but he very much needs

to be observed himself.
Next, we can include the observer in the same living space but detach
him from the situation as a nonparticipant-observer. His observational
reliability will go up but he is likely to be confronted, in sometimes embarrassing ways, with provocations from the participants. The individual or
individuals to be observed have to be especially prepared for the appearance
of the nonparticipant-observer, since his " neutrality " may be found alarming.
Children, being less self-conscious than adults, are easy to observe in this
w&y, since they are more likely to take the presence of extraadultsforgranted.
In every case, however, a period of acclimatization is generally necessary.

In this "potted palm" position, a phrase coined by Dittmatrtr, the observer
can devote himself to observing and memorizing his observations for later
recording. With certain children, he often has to be protected as his passivity
makes him a fine scapegoat for displacement of aggression. It is sometimes
difficult for the nonparticipant-observer to maintain his role without
seeming to rebuff the child. This can be done least traumatically through a
neutralnon-threatening response and a referral back to the group or attendant.
Haeberle (1959) stated the observer was concerned " not only with preventing
development of relationships between child and observers but also with
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preventing anxiety or anger on the part of the chitd resulting from lack

8l

of

observer response".

If this amount of contact is found disturbing and distortiog, the observer
can be screened behind a one-way mirror in a room or both separated from

the observational chamber. For certain children with a high degree of
" perceptual orientation " (Beller's term for the child's awareness of his surroundings in a social situation), even a screened observer may prove too
distracting, and the investigator may have to fall back on indirect modes of
observation by way of information.

Tsr

OnsERve.uoNAL Rnponr

The observer's task does not end with making observations. In most instances, he has to transform his accumulated observations into a report,
but before he gets to his repoft, he needs some form of record. The record
may be in his own mind, and he later reports from memory, from notes dic-

tated or written at the time of the observation, or from an instrumental
record.

The observational report can take various forms. The problem for the
observer lies in the amount of data he is expected to extract from any given

situation over a given period of time. The observational task may become
burdensome when he is confronted with too much information for his
" channel capacity ". As a result, he may become randomly selective and
produce a record that is patchy and inconsistent. The naturalistic observer
is under less pressure. He can vary his approach to suit the needs of the
situation. He can allow himself a generous amount of participation. He
can take notes at leisure and later prepare a narrative report based on records
made at the time and observations "recollected in tranquility". All this is,
of course, highly subjective and maximizes opportunities for observer bias.

In addition, during periods of making notes, he may lose contact with the
situation under observation, and important transactions may thus be
missed. The naturalist, however, is looking for the significant event. He
has a good idea what he is searching for, and he is prepared to wait around
interminably until he captures it, like the lepidopterist in pursuit of a rare
species of butterfly. At times he may live-in with his subject in an attempt
to blend with the surroundings and camouflage his observational activities.
The prolongation of the observational period has the additional advant age
of reducing observational inhibitions, since it has been shown that subjects
under such circumstances tend to resume their everyday attitudes and behavior after a certain interval of " stranger reaction ". The average subject,
under observation, experiences increasing tension if he attempts to maintain
a facade contradictory to his prepotent behavioral tendencies. As a consequence of such observational experiences, the naturalistic report has a
quality of depth, complexity, and richness about it, and sounds " true to
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life". What is less certain is how true it is to the particular "life" under
observation. In many instances, it may be even more revealing of the observer than the observed.
The observer in the controlled, standardized, " laboratory " situation has
altogether a different task and approaches it in a different way. In place of
the significant event, he is in search of a representative period of observation
that offers an average portrayal of behavior. He can, if he so wishes, manipulate the situation in a systematic way to encourage the emergence of
certain patterns of response required for his study; that is, he does not need
to wait around for them to occur. His assigRment has usually been more
precisely delineated, and he has been vigorously trained to do no more and
no less than he has been instructed to do. He is forbidden by the rules to
pursue the unexpected butterfly, however exotic. After a period of training,
his observations are required to match reliably the observations of a fellow
obseryer. There is an increasing tendency for sophisticated investigators
to use " lay " observers who are naive with respect to theory and theoretical

expectation and are required to function in the manner of simple box
cameras, doing nothing more than "snap" what they see.
In the past, the schedule for the laboratory observer has tended to be
heavy. He was often asked to record a wide field of activity by means of a
verbatim account made in longhand. The pressure created by this observational task-the need to select observational items, the loss of attention
during writing, the panic at lagging behind the flux of events, sfs.-led to

several modifications in the observational procedure.
In the first place, it was acknowledged that the observer had to be selective
and that the observations he made required slanting in the direction of his
interest. Secondly, it had to be realized that the observational material did
not constitute a picture of reality but simply a slice of data concerning the
problem under study. This diminished the pressure " to get everything down ".
Next, there was a reduction in the time component by the technique of time
sampling, so that the observer did not have to be " on the ball " all the time.
There was also a reduction in the number of events to be observed in any
given observational period; only precoded categories, relevant to the investigation, were checked as they occurred. The screening of the observer
was not only a device to protect those being observed, but also an attempt
to reduce the pressures of participation allowing him to concentrate solely
on observing. On an abstract level, the decision was sometimes made to
exclude the observer from the theoretical discussions and maintaining him

in a state of relative naivete was also made in order to shield his focus of
attention and keep his viewpoint as unadulterated as possible. The urge to
interpret in sophisticated observers is high, and their reliability as observers
is consequently low.
The final effort to lessen the observational task was made in terms of a
recordirg, first by the use of a symbolic shorthand (see Table 3) and then
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by use of specialized equipment. In the latter instance, the observer sits in
operates in conjunction with a 2}-channel event
recorder. Each of the 30 keys reports a behavioral item, and when a key is
depressed, it activates one or a combination of pins in the recorder leaving
a trace that shows the total duration of the behavior observed. As many

front of a keyboard that

as l0 behavioral items can be recorded simultaneously and give a continuous
record indicating total time, patternirg, and sequencing. The observational
report is reduced to a series of tracings, and the total situation approximates
more closely to the model of physical science.
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The observational report may, therefore, be a set of symbols distributed
chronologically, markings on a revolving drum, a checklist of categories, a
descriptive account in anecdotal style, or a running commentary made
verbatim. It can be made out by the participant observer, the non-participant observer, the screened observer, or a " blind " observer listening to
or watching an instrumental recording.
In recent years, investigators have shown dissatisfaction with either/or
choices and have tried to obtain the best of different worlds. This represents

an attempt to synthesize the naturalistic and laboratory approaches, the

subjective and objective viewpoints, using the one, in a sense, to check on

the other.
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There are various ways in which these multiple observations can be made.
One can either use the same observer to function at lower or higher levels
of abstraction of the data, or one can employ different observers making
different types of reports at different distanc,es from the observational scene.
The former approach can also be carried out in two ways, one the reverse
of the other. As illustrated by Thomas and his group of workers (1964), the
observer writes or dictates a running commentary of the scene before him,

either in terms of individual activity or interaction or both. Following this,
he rates his protocols according to certain precoded categories, such as

activity, rhythmicity, adaptability, approach, withdrawal, distractibility,
mood quality, reaction intensity, response threshold, as the child engages in
certain types of interaction that provide a satisfactory range of significant
interpersonal behavior. These direct observations are then subsidized by
observational data obtained from "deputized observers", such as teachers
and parents, who are asked to give a step-by-step description of both
typical and atypical incidents of action, reaction, and interaction (Bloch,
1962).

Wenar prefers to move from the molecular to the molar. In his
schedule, the observer begins with a detailed scoring sheet which offers all

the advantages of objectivity, communicability and replicability. This is
admittedly tedious in checking, but it is a gteat time-saver in the long run,
since no judge could possibly make the many comparisons between observ&-

tion periods and between children which can be made by inspection or
statistical analysis of the detailed scores. (One of the troubles about such
categorical systems is that many of the dimensions involved are often purely
subjective and can be defined only with difficulty in terms of units or patterns
of individual behavior.) Furthermore, there is no doubt that numbers lack

subtlety and flexibility in expressing nuances of interaction. For these
reasons, Wenar arranges for his observer to "take a break" from category
reporting. He can then sit back and view an entire 15 minutes as a unit,
so that he can go through the process of selecting, combining and weighing
the situation in categorical terms, and come up with an overall rating. At
this point, he has obtained correlations between the overall ratings and the
sum of individual scores. At the third level of evaluation, the observer makes
a " narrative summary" when he attempts to extract meaning from complex data; the pitfalls of this last procedure can be traced to its subjectivity
and absence of rules. However, the objective scores from the first two levels
provide important correctives, and one can, therefore, test statements in
the narrative summary and correct for any tendency to strain consistency.
An alternative to " stretching" the observer is the strategic deployment
of different observers, arranged hierarchically with a division of function.
Included in the schem a are participant observers, giving their own subjective feelings about being involved in interactions, non-participant observers
engaged in objective commentaries, categorizing observers making ratings
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on their scales, photographic observers storing observations that can be
played back over and over again, and finally, interpretative observers speculating on the meaning of the situations being observed. Mahler (1964)
has made excellent use of such a concerted system in her study of symbiosis
and nonnal individuation. Haeberle (1959), making use of focused observation (as compared to non-directed, or free observation where the observer
is looking at the total field, supposedly unselectively, but nevertheless, stilt
selecting since no two observers see the same sequence of events in exactly
the same way) has described her method of observing a facet of behavior.

The problem of superimposing categories for analysis on data collected
without structuring can be as troublesome as utilizing precoded categories,
since much of the data may be unusable or the collection may be unbalanced,
sufficient in some areas but insufficient in others.

In her observational set-up, Haeberle placed an observer behind the
mirror rating only precoded categories; another two observers behind the
mirror took detailed notes on the child's behavior and verbalizations using
directed but non-quantified observation. The purpose of this was to provide
clinical material as a framework in which to view the various quantified
behaviors of the children. By using two such observers, working independently, a control was instituted on this directed but nonquantified observation technique, giving more valid and comprehensive clinical material; and,
finally, one observer participating directly with the children, who, after each
session, made impressionistic notes on her interactions with the children.
Here, use was made of clinical insight to obtain subtle information observable only in direct interaction.
The method clearly allows for a great deal of flexibility, the nuclear observation being the detailed account of overt behavior and verbalization
and the sequence of events in which they occur, with the ancilliary observations adding weight to the inferences. Here is an example of one of the
recordings done with four- and five-year-olds:
Tommy, a four-year-old, started to play house with the girls, all five-years-olds, at
Carol's invitation. Carol said, "Tommy is the big brother, Betty and Ruth are the
sisters, and I am the mother. " Then she laughed and said, " No, Tommy will be the
baby." Tommy's face fell, and he shook bis head, and Carol said, " What do you
want to be?" Tommy, hesitantly and in a quiet voice, said, "The big...the big..."
Carol broke inn "The big brother?" Tommy nodded. After a moment he said, "[
want to be as big as you."

In view of Tommy's obvious need to be a big boy and in the light of Carol's
treatment of him, this was classified as an incidence of aggression on Carol's
part, although no overt physical destruction or verbal taunts were present
(Haeberle, 1959).
In many respects, one of the most interesting attempts at recording observations was made by Loomis and Meyer working with nonverbal children
(1959). Their observers talked about what they saw in front of them, whilst
4CP
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it was going otr, and in so doing reflected their affective responses to these
events through their vocalizations. The authors conceded that this was
" a primitive means for studying primitive children ", but it clearly has more
significance than that, because in giving the observer a highly dramatic
role, they are breaking radically with the general tendency towards increasing unobtrusiveness.

In their view, they felt that the freedom derived from using the voice, in
contrast with the restriction imposed upon one's petr, contributed to the
affective spontaneity of the observer in reflectirg, in his descriptions, the
subtle, changing, or confusing feeling states of the child. Only by this means
was the observer able to keep pace with the fluctuations demonstrated by
these children. In addition, the authors abandoned the use of scientific
jargon which they felt prematurely codified the responses of the children.
Instead they made use of natural, everyday, graphic, and picturesque language which included slang, neologisms, illogicalities, half-sentences, interjections, allusions, noises, imitations, etc. At the same time the observer is
encouraged to respond emotionally to the situatiotr, as well as intellectually,

and to talk " off the top of his head ", anticipating, negating, or retracting
statements as necessary. Here is an example of an episode:
Irnny

is

flicking and flexing the nipple of the bottle. Then he looks at the examiner

for a second and goes back over to the shelf and sits down. fle is feeling either the
doll's mouth or lips; and I thought for a second that he was going to feed the doll
with the bottle, but he doesn't. He turns to squeezng the bottle.

The authors describe their technique in the following way: " LJnderlying
the whole procedure of ad hoc hypothesis formation and prediction is an
attitude of openness to the unexpected and sort of 'evenly hovering attention '. While from the standpoint of affect we have been interested in momentby-moment fluctuationn in the cognitive area our attention has focused more
upon patterns or Gestalts." They feel that they have made a beginning in
the quest for the combination of the advantages of the viewpoint of the
scientist, the artist, and the ordinary human being in the field of observation
" through the convergence of the binocular insights of the participant examiner and the empathic observer".
Trrn TTuNING oF THE Rnrtasrr OnSERvER

It is obvious

that the type of observer required for naturalistic observations will be radically different from the type of observer made use of in the
controlled, standardized, laboratory setting. The former, in general, gains
from his rich, extrinsic experiences that permit him to detect significant
events and set them within the framework of theory. For the latter, extrinsic
experience acts as a distraction since, ideally, they are asked to do no more
than function as cameras. Even the naive observer approaches the observational situation with some preconceptions that govern his anxiety, and he
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must learn to disregard these " assumptive worlds " during his period of
training, and the more he can do so, the more reliable an observer he will
become. As Abercrombie has demonstrated in the training of medical
students so convincingly, preconceptions tend to breed misperceptions.
Attempts to cure such observational " fixations " ate currently attempted
during the training period by methods of " observing the observsl "-filming
or tape-recording his activities or putting him in the position of being observed himself.
Shapiro (1964) has evolved a technique for teaching observational skills
in child psychiatry in six sessions of watching family interactions. The
teaching materials consist of tape-recorded interviews with an entire family
followed by an assigned task performed by the family alone in which they
discuss together an open-ended, 2O-item questionnaire. From the original
complete tape-recording, a 2O-minute edited tape was made by selecting
critical incidents which most clearly revealed the family personalities and

interactions.
In the observational class, &try observations made by a student must be
supported by evidence which is available to everyone. The students are
expected to describe what is going on before they explain why it is happening
or what it means. Group consensus is used to confirm observations made by
one student. Completed clinical case records, original tape-recordings and
treatment notes serve as additional checks and help the students distinguish
valid observations from unconfirmed speculations.
The following is a vignette from the tape. The students only know that
the family is comprised of a father, mother, and ll-year-old daughter.

Father: " Well, Peg, that reminds oe, you seem to be concerned about,
you mentioned that to me several times about her lack of ability
to get along with her playmates there in the neighborhood."
Mother: " She doesn't get along with any of the children of her own age."
Child: " They don't get along with me!"
Mother: " They don't get along with her." (Sarcastically)
Doctor: " fn what way? "
Child: " Well, when I want to go out and play with them, then they all
send the boys down on me. The girls that I play with, the other
ones. Sometimes the boys don't bother De, and we do get to play
for a while. And this one girl, Marjorie, when I get to her first before anyone else, then we can play nice. But if Chris, or Roy, or
Sue is along, well, that breaks up ever5rthing."

Doctor: "What do they do?"
Child: " Well, they, if they have a crowd, if they already have a couple of
kids, they don't want any more."
4.
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Father

oo

Well, do they tell you they don't, do they tell you you can't go

along or something like that, and . . .? In other words, you'1s

psf-

Mother (interrupting): "They-. She just doesn't get along like she says.
If she happens to start playing with this one little girl and they play
alone down at our house, everything is fine. They get along real
good. But if any of the other children come along, this child will
desert Mary Ann, and the group won't take her in."
The analysis of the tapes is carried out in sections. Having heard this,
the students volunteer their observations of the irritation in the mother's
voice, the detachment of the father, the support given by the doctor, and the
odd-play pattern of " three is a crowd ". A student may report his feelings
of anger at the mother's critical attitude towards the daughter. As the tape
unwinds, the picture of the family and of its special patterns and problems
emerges. This is a second marriage for both parents. They are deeply involved with each other and continuously exclude the child from their own
close relationship. The mother is highly critical of her neighbors who leave
their children in the care of baby sitters. Whilst the mother says she cannot
understand why her child acts as if she were starved for attention, the students can directly witness how both parents unwittingly act out the theme
of " three is a crowd ", the problem which the girl has described with her
peer group. Other significant themes begin to show themselves, such as the
mother's preoccupation with sex, and the mis-identification of her daughter
with the hated twin sister, and these help the students to understand the
dynamics of the mother's apparent rejection of the girl. Some of the students
cannot at first perceive the mother's anger as readily as others, and arguments may arise on this and other points. Further listening to the tape helps
to resolve the disagreement.
The above is an example of clinical training in observation. Observer
training in research takes a different course. fn the latter situatiotr, the
observers are carefully instructed on making reports, recognizing categories,
and eschewing interpretations and inferences as much as possible (depend-

iog, again, on what role they are fulfilling in the observational schema).
The observers who " get the hang of it " quickly show high agreement, but
most observers improve with training and experience, and eventually become operationally reliable.
Observer reliability depends first of all on the observer and on his ability
to gain and maintain an objective attitude. Next it depends on the clarity
of the definitions given to the observational categories, or, in the case of
inferential observation, to the extent to which inferences are tied consistently to specific behavior. Certain observers show high agreement, even
with poorly defined categories, from the fact of working together over a
long period of time. The simpler, shorter, and more concrete the observer's
task, the more likely he is to achieve good reliability.
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Tns coNrucr or ossERvATroNAL AruruDEs
So far we have been avoiding some of the issues raised in the first section
by confining ourselves to the activities rather than the attitudes of the observer. The focus has been on the observational situation-whether the
observations are carried out in a familiar or unfamiliar setting, whether the
observers are visible or invisible, participant or non-participant, whether
the observed individuals are engaged in specific or non-specific activities,
whether the recordings are anecdotal, categorical or instrumental, and
whether the observations are being made for the sake of collecting data or
whether a particular theory is at stake.
In turning our attention to the attitudes of the observer and the genesis
of these attitudes, we find ourselves rapidly approaching a point of conflict
in which we are asked to take sides. In this controversy, the universe of
observers has been dichotomized into objectivistic and subjectivistic sections.
The two sides are alleged to be irreconcilable and incompatible with each
other. It is possible to hold one view or the other, but not both.

Tue OnrEcrlvn

OnsERVER AS THE

"

DTsTNTERESTTo SpECTAToR

"

It would seem as if the observer who aspires to the " science of observation "
is thereby committed to an " objectivistic reduction " for which the ultimate
model is the objectivity of the physical sciences. The physicist is regarded

as the perfect example of "the disinterested spectator" (Husserl, 1950)
whose attitude is characterized by non-participation (Nicht-Mitmachen)

and whose observational apparatus comprises a pair of sharp eyes connected

with a powerful brain. This type of observer makes use of a " reduction "
that retains nothing but the bare minimum of the observer's existence.
The sounding board of his personality is muted to as silent a level as possible. He functions like the pointer of a recording instrument (Eddington,
1949). The objectivistic observer does not doubt the reality of freedom,
motivation, value systems or purpose, since this constitutes the basis of
his " personal " life, but he refrains from making use of this reality in his
scientific descriptions. He puts it " between brackets " to use Husserl's
expression, and suspends all judgment with reference to it.
This is the sort of observer that some behavioral scientists attempt to

simulate, overlooking the fact that the physicist today is as much preoccupied with the way in which the presence of the observer alters the field of
observation. It is even more difficult to exclude the observer from an observational event or to "depersonalize" him for the period, but attempts
are constantly made to do so with claims that the authors have obtained
"prim?rY, raw behavioral data, factual and objective, and with a minimum
of contamination by interpretation" [src.J.
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THe OsJEcrrvE

Cumcl,

OssER,vER

psychiatry, there has been a recent trend towards the purely
factual objective. Thi facts are defined as observations made by a plurality
of observJrs who reach agreement on the basis oftheir objective attitudes'
(There is some circularity in this reasoning since the attitudes may be ob-

In child

jictive because they enable the observers to observe the facts in such a way
that they are in agreement.) The first duty of the clinical observer, in this
is to record the facts as they occllf, not retrospectively, and
"pprou"L,
pii".ea in the simplest, most concrete language with a minimum_ of adjeciival embellishments or qualifying clauses. The observer should put not
only his feelings but his theories "between brackets" and treat each observation with the freshness of a first observation shorn of the influences
of past experience. The behavior to be observed should be characteristic
of t^he overall functioning of the child and obtained from activities in routine,
day-by-day situations. The sequence of events should be allowed to speak
for itself without influence.
The protocols are deliberately maintained at a factual level and are
descriptlve of visible and audible behavior. They seem specially appropriate
for children still predominantly in the sensori-motor stage of development'
Here is an example from the records of a psychotic child who is mute:

Mary picks up the ball from the floor. She puts the ball to her mouth.
sne ucks the ball. She lets the ball fall on the floor. She goes to the
chair and sits down. She drums on the table with her fingers. She looks
at the mirror on the wall and smiles. she gets up and goes to the mirror.
She puts her face close to the mirror and licks it. She goes to the table.
she iooks at the picture on the table. The picture is of a child sitting

on a chair blowing bubbles through a pipe. She makes a sucking movement of her mouth. She puts her finger in her mouth and sucks on it.

Etc., etc.
description that is chaand meaning
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ments. She nonnally fails to make use of her mouth in the way that a speaking child makes use of her mouth, and we begin to wonder if she understands the various uses of the mouth for sucHng, blowing bubbles and speaking. We also wonder what her reaction would have been if real bubbles had
begun to emerge from the pipe in the picture. How would our objective
observer have recorded something so unusual? Would a touch of subjectivity have crept in? According to Aristotle, the growth of knowledge
begins with wonder. How does one curb one's wonder?

Tsa OsrEcrtvn

OnsERVER

rN CorlrEMpoRARy LrrEuruRE

The exclusion of the participant observer from the observational situation
has had its most articulate expression in contemporary literature with the
appearance of the so-called antipsychological novel. The proponents of this
approach likewise envisage the novelist as a "disinterested spectator" and
repudiate any attempt at making him into an intermediary between the
characters and the reader. They do not " psychologize " or attempt to analyze their creations; they refrain from telling a story suggestive of some
pre-established order, and they refuse all complicity with the world of objects, in the way of animism or anthropomorphism. They regard themselves
as cameras, limited to a surface view of people as directly apprehensible in
details of gesture, speech, sounds and distance. They admit to no omnipotent knowledge of what goes on inside the minds of their characters, beyond descriptions of their behavior, nor do they allow themselves to pass
judgment on the rightness and wrongness of particular actions. They confine themselves to describing, measuring and defining objects as they appear,
without projecting themselves into them. The surface of things is a cover

for reality but is the only reality. The authors are conspicuous by their
absence and offer no interpretations, no clarifications; only a rigorous,

systematic description of the external environment. By sticking to externals
in this w&y, they believe that they present an authentic version of things-asthey-are so that every reader can re-experience the same situation for himself without ambiguity.
An example of the method will convey its purpose better than any description that can be given. The following passage is taken from a novel
entitled In the Labyrinth by Robbe-Grillet (1960):

The child is where he was sitting on the floor with his legs folded under

him; it looks as if he wants to slide all the way under the bench. He
continues to stare straight ahead, his attention indicated, for want
of anything else, by his wide-open eyes. This sign, of course, is not
infallible. If the artist had meant the child to be lookin g at nothing in
particular, if he had imagined no specific feature for the fourth wall of
this rectangular room where only three are showo, it could be said that
the child is merely staring into space. But in that case, it was not logical
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to represent him staring at the only one of the four walls that apparently
looks out onto something. The three walls shown in the print had, as
a matter of fact, no visible opening in them. Even if there is an exit at
the left, behind the coat racks, it is certainly not the main entrance to
the tavern, whose interior arrangement would then be too out of the
ordinary. The main entrance, with white enamel letters spelling out
the word " Cafe " and the proprietor's name in two curved lines pasted
on the glass in an oval, and below this a pleated curtain of thin, translucent material, obliging anyone who wants to look over it to stand
close against the door-this main entrance can be nowhere else but
in the wall not shown in the print, the rest of this wall being occupied
by a large window, also with a long curtain covering its lower half,
and decorated in the rniddle by three spheres attached to the glassone red one and two white ones-certainly suggesting that the exit
behind the coat racks leads to a poolroom. The child holding the box
in his arms would therefore be looking toward the door. But he is
sitting almost at floor level and obviously cannot see the street over
the curtain. He is not looking up to see some pale face pressed against
the glass, cut off at the level of the neck by the curtain. His gaze is
virtually horizontaL Has the door just opened to let in a newcomer who
would attract the boy's attention by his unusual attire: a soldier, for
instance? This solution seems unlikely, for ordinarily the main entrance
is placed next to the bar, that is, in this case, on the far left, where there
is a small clear space in front of the men standing dressed in middleclass clothes. The child, though, is sitting in the right-hand side of the
picture, where no passage among the jumble of benches and tables
would permit access to the rest of the room.

This passage has been selected for a number of reasons. First of all, it
has to do with the observation of a child; secondly, it is purely descriptive
without a hint of " psychologizing " any where in the passage ; thirdly, &s
in the clinical protocol given previously, it is difficult to tell any difference
between the behavior of the boy in the picture and the boy in real life.
Both are"out there" and both are staring at something, the nature of which
the observer, in his fixed position, is only able to deduce. He offers himself no
vantage point in this respect. Despite the language skills of the author, the
effect, as with the clinical protocol, is flat, dull, and monotonous, and the
reader is fatigued by the punctilious attention to detail. Moreover, he is left

with the uncomfortable feeling that whatever this is, it is not like life as he
himself knows and experiences it (or perhaps likes to imagine it).
A number of criticisms have been made about this objective approach in
literature which is highly pertinent to our present discussion. First of al[,
it is obvious that the author has not got rid of himself; he is very much present and participant. He constantly by his selection of items from the com-
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plex environment around him. He includes and excludes from the act of
observation in order to create a certain asthetic effect. without such sampling of experience, the product would be artogether intolerable, even if it
were possible. For example, if someone moved an arm, there would have

to be statements about how many degrees he did so, in what direction,
with what speed, to what height above the gxound, with what disturbance
to his clothes, etc., etc. Followed to its logical absurdity, the author would
find himself involved in an item-by-item, second-by-second description of
the entire universe. Instead of being about to choose the particular theme or
a particular set of characters or a particular period of tima, he would become,
by following this regime, involved in an infnite series in every dimension.
His selective activity also imposes itself in other areas. Fbr example, he
describes the environment predominantry in visual terms and payJ lesser
attention to the "inferior" senses of touch, taste, and smell
finii is true,
also, of clinical protocols.) His observations, therefore, are skewed in a
particular direction and convey a particular impression of the surroundings.
The third problem is one especially troublesome to the scientific observer.
He has to make use of language, which, with its use of universals, brings
about further depletions in his empiricism. when one of the characters, for
example, "sees a cat", the author cannot avoid the use of the substantive
"cat", which is a universal, and replace it by an infinite series of ..cat-

tish" images. This would again make literature impossible.
To sum up: the "objectivistic reduction" may oversimplify the field of

observation and may create artificial barriers between the obsirver and the
observed, but it does offer the investigator a means of obtaining data which
can be categorized, communicated, replicated and enumerated. This fulfifls
the rules of scientific evidence. The objective method, therefore, carries
conviction through its evidential strength.
what one gains on precision, nevertheless, in the objectivistic observation,
one loses in richness. The record reduces the most dramatic encounters to
bald, pedestrian descriptions and the use of observational categories have
an even more "flattening" effect. It shows itself to its best advantage when
reporting non-verbal conduct, and the behaviorist psychologist is inclined
to limit himself to such situations and to distrust inter-human verbal interaction as a source of scientific knowledge. For the same reason, they frequently prefer to observe animal rather than human subjects. The experimental psychologist, E. c. Tolman, stated openly that he was suspiclous
of verbal reports. "I prefer to try to work out psychology with the aid of
more gross forms of behavior. My motto for the present is: rats no men,'
(1936). (He dedicated one of his best known worki to the white rat!)
It will be observed that a twofold reduction occurs with the ..objectivistic
reduction". The observer is reduced through the exclusion of his subjective reactions and the individual being observed is reduced through the
inclusion only of observable, surface behavior.
4a
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The objective researcher behaves as if the field of observation had certain
inherent dangers besetting it, against which he was supposed to exercise
" eternal vigilance " : his observer could contaminate the situation in a
variety of ways by his mere presence should he permit himself to become a
" presence ", and the subjects under observation could tempt the observer
into unhealthy (that is, subjectivistic) observational attitudes, were he to get
too close to them. The " Noli me tangere " attitude is not easy to maintain
in the company of children.
THs SunrEcrtvn

OnSERvER

Kluckhohn has pointed out that " the scientist of human affairs needs

to know as much about the eye that sees as the object seen" (1949).
The human eye, unlike the camera, is "wired up" to a complex mental
apparatus that causes the individual to react predictably and unpredictably
to visual stimuli. It is true that the human eye during development is trained
to see what other human eyes in its environment see, but it cannot be absolutely relied upon to do so. Idiosyncratic factors creep into almost every act

of observation.
The subjectivists have carried the battle right into the camp of their

objectivistic "enemies". For them, the question is not whether the observer
can be excluded successfully from the field of observation but whether he
shoutd be so excluded: not whether he detracts from the scientific rigor of
the situatiotr, but whether he adds something inestimable to it. Again, the
objective observer has often assumed that the subjective approach represented
an all-too-human natural tendency and that the objective attitude required

training, tenacity of purpose, and a constant battle against subjective
encroachments.

The great subjectivist, Kierke gaard, took issue with this when he talked
of "the task of becoming subjective" (1946). "It is commonly assumed that
no art or skill is required in order to be subjective. To be sure, every human
being is a bit of a subject, in a sense. To strive to become what one already
is: who would take the pains to waste his time in such a task, involving the
greatest imaginable degree of resignation? But for this very reason alone,
it is a very difficult task, the most difficult of all tasks, in fact, precisely
because every human being has a strong natural bent and passion to become
something more and different . . . objectively, we consider only the matter
at issue, subjectively we have to regard the subject and his subjectivit! . . .
the objectiue tendency, whtch proposes to make eaeryone an obseruer, and at
its maximum to transform him into so objectiue an obseruer that he becomes
almost a ghosf-this tendency naturally refuses to know or listen to anything
except what stands in relationship to itself."
Kierkegaard has no doubt, and repeats this often, that subjectivity offers
a greater approximation to the truth than objectivity, and that in order
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to develop one's subjectivity one has to eliminate the so-called objective
attitude which he sees as a defense against the more troublesome decisions

involved in subjectivity.
Among the latter day subjectivists, mostly phenomenologists, there are
several who have pleaded the subjectivistic case cogently and lucidly with
the use of charming analogies. Jeanson asks us to take a look at an automobile. It is clearly, he says, a material thing with a certain mass, weight,
volume, etc. It is, moreover, a car of a certain make, say a 4 CV Renault.
As far as these points are concerned, there can be no difference of opinion.
Nevertheless, he points out, they do not tell us at all how the individual
sees the car. Let us assume, for example, that its owner suffers from ideas
of inferiority and is under the domineering influence of his wife. The only
thing that allows him some superiority is the fact that he alone in the whole
family knows how to drive. What, then, asks Jeanson, is this car really?
A 4 CV Renault or a means to escape a woman's domineering influence?
Everyone would agree that it is a 4 CV Renault, but precisely this objective
truth is wholly unimportant and without value; it has no .,validity', for
anybody. This is, of course, what Husserl would have referred to as a
"skeptical argument" in that it presupposes as a validating condition precisely what is denied in the assertions.
The sociologist, Maclver, offers the following illustration. There is, he
says, an essential difference between a paper flying before the wind and a
man flying from a pursuing crowd. The paper knows no fear and the wind
knows no hate, but without fear and hate, the man would not fly nor would
the crowd pursue. There is an explicit assumption here of emotional purposes involving an anxious flight towards safety and a hateful pursuit for
vengeance. According to Mclver, it is clear that the terrified attitude of the
fleeing man and the terrifying attitude of the pursuing crowd are .,seen"
and "understood", whereas a piece of paper on the other hand, whirled
around by the wind, does not manifest any expression. Anyone, who fails
to make use of such intuitive data, does not speak the language in which
he can describe human beings and human events, since the most elementary
relationships between man and man are based on the mutual understanding
of attitude and expression. (It is important to differentiate here between the
immediate intuitive understanding of flight, pursuit, fear, and hatred, and
interpretation that is made on the basis of knowledge, experience and theory.
The latter will be discussed in the next section.)

Another sociologist, Lundberg (1956) took exception

to

Maclver's

argument. He objected to the use of the terms "fear" and "hatred', as
subjective terms. He was of the opinion that only externally observable
behavior led to objective observations and that if one used the methods of
physical science, all the perceptible "facts" could be described in the same
way by all the observers. He, therefore, preferred to describe the situation
in operationally defined terms. It was an objectively observable fact that
4ar
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the man had gone from point
increased from

A to point B and the velocity of the crowd

Vl to Y2, More than that it was not possible to determine

through the methods of physical science. The terms "fleeing" and "pursuing" were too subjective for scientific use. Lundberg emphasized that he
did not consider Maclver's analysis false. However, it could not be proved
to be false, and according to Popper (1960), a statement is scientific to the
extent to which it is empirically refutable, especially by observation.
The "reduction" ofthe observer has also brought an agonized reappraisal
from the subjectivists. The observer, like the individual observed was not
merely a "thing" that passively underwent experiences. Strasser's indignant

rejection of this viewpoint is worth quoting:
"I, this individual human being, who is looking out of the window, am
constantly involved in the conservation and modification of this specifically
human world, and this involvement is an essential feature of me as an
economic, social, and cultural being. By doing my professional duties, by
pursuing research, by writing, I am busily engaged in changing the surrounding world. Accordingly, this world is not at all a complex of stimuli
undergone in a purely passive way." (1963.)
He, therefore, concludes that he cannot conceive of himself as a record'
ing instrument with a simple pointer device. He is an active observer, fully
engaged in the act of observation and making complex use of all his faculties and functions in order to enhance his observations.
Because the subjective observers cannot appeal to primary evidence whose
truth imposes itself, that is, becomes self-evident, they have to find their
convincingpower elsewhere, generally in verbal conviction, or "the magic
torrent of words". Implicit in this approach is a manipulation of suggestibility, an influencing of mind by mind. A great deal of clinical data is convincing in just this way, in the manner of D. H. Lawrence's passionate
declaration: "It's true; I feel it in my belly" (1932). Clinical observers vary
considerably in the extent to which they can convince their professional
"
audience by arguments based on their clinical observations. The more

linguistically skillful they are, the more realistically they can bring the
scene to life, the more conviction they will often carry. When the clinical
impressions are coupled to an interpretative framework, arguments often
seem to carry increasing weight. Nevertheless, it is in this area that the subjectivists are at their most vulnerable to the attacks of the objective school.
They are currently living through a "crisis of evidence" which has set them
looking for ways and means to represent their cause more convincingly.
TsE INTnRpRETATIvn

OnsERvER.s

Whereas the objectivists are concerned with the reality of the external
environment, and the subjectivists with the reality of their own feelings with
regard to the environment, the interpretative observers are preoccupied with
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the hidden meaning of things. They are interested in the latent as opposed
to the manifest and they have a predilection for theory-making and speculation. Whether subjective or objective in their outlook, they like to go
beyond the facts and have a special urge to translate symbols. In an extreme
representative of this group, there is often a gross imbalance between the
observational data available and the massive interpretations gained from
them.

It is interesting to note in this connection that Farber and Fisher (1943)
working on dream translation in subjects under hypnosis found that about
twenty per cent proved to be able translators of their own dreams. The explanation for the failure of the remainder of the group was not clear, but
compared to the translators, they appeared to be inhibited and rigid characters. These " natural " translators are easy to detect among one's patients,
since they so readily translate their observations, whether of dreams or real
life situations, for the benefit of the clinician. Among observers in training,
there also appears to be a group highly predisposed to translation (only in
part attributable to professional experience and training) and it is this that
makes them into poor observers.
Trrn Gnunsrs oF THE OssrRvEn
We have been speaking so far as if we were dealing with innate tendencies
of objectivity and subjectivity, similar to the personality polarities of extroversion and introversion, outer-directedness and inner-directedness. As

good developmental psychologists, however, we cannot take the innate for
granted, until we have followed it over time.
From the very beginning, the individual is immersed in a world clamoring
for his attention. To survive psychologically in such a bedlam of perceptions, he rapidly has to learn how to perceive and how not to perceive, how
to discriminate between meaningful and meaningless stimuli and how to
focus attention on a small part of the total environment, casting the rest of
it transiently into outer darkness. The child passes from merely looking to
seeing and from seeing to understanding; his perceptions grow into apperceptions and form the basis of conceptions. The ability to concentrate his
attention is at first a largely physiological task, but his later observations,
under the constant tutelage of his mother, are in large part governed by
psychological factors. A liberal-minded parent may set no limits at all to
his observational horizons. His enjoyment of the sensory world is enhanced
by his pleasure in his restless explorations and discoveries. The geography

of his body, and of other

bodies, is open

to investigation, and bodily

sounds are acknowledged with interest.
By contrast, a child may be reared under strong injunctions against certain orders of observation : " ft's rude to stare at people"; "You mustn't
look at your sister when she's undressing"; "You mustn't pay attention
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to dirty noises like that, it's impolite," etc. It is in this setting that inhibitions
and interests are born and give rise to the neurotic inhibitions and voyeurisms
of later life. It is probably at this early stage that the haptic observer develops his psychological shortsightedness and his profound indifference to his
visual environment.
When we come to consider the basic observational attitude that determines the subjective or objective approach, we are confronted with what
appears to be a fundamental orientation towards the " self ". The objectivistic observer seems mistrustful of the " self ", regarding it as a real handicap in the field of observation. He would like to ignore it or place it safely
" between brackets ", but there is always a chance that it might escape and
interfere with objectivity. As Kierke gaard (1946) hinted, the objectivists
seem afraid of the " self " and have difficulty in accommodating it within
themselves. Even in their ordinary lives, they do not accord it too much
recognition and tend, on the whole, to be outerdirected and extroversive,
disinclined to discuss self-feelings and self-problems.
The subjectivistic observer, when we trace his path clinically, also makes
his appearance fairly early in childhood as manifested by inner-directedness, introversion, self-centeredness, and an over-concern for the internal
environment of thoughts, dreams, and fantasies. His approach to the external world is mediated through his own personal frame of reference.
A developmental viewpoint furnishes a better understanding of the two
attitudes. According to Piaget, we all change worlds during development.
In the first seven years of life, we live in a pre-scientific era, when ideas of
time and space are subjective and nebulous, causality determined by magic
or phenomenistic factors, and the observational attitude highly egocentric.
The child at this stage cannot look out empathetically through the eyes
of another. His perspective remains subjective and ego-bound. In a small
test in which he is instructed to follow the progress of a miniature cameraman over a series of mountains, the smaller child (below the age of 7) is
unable to relinquish his personal viewpoint and project himself imaginatively
into the little mountaineer. (See Fig. 2.)
A subjectivistic-objectivistic revolution occurs round about the age of
seven, from which point onward, the child develops an increasing capacity
to regard his environment objectively, relatively, and scientifically. We can
speculate that this change-over may take place in lesser degree in some rather
than in others and that the average adult will achieve a workable balance
between the two attitudes.
In our everyday lives, we also live in two worlds. There is the " everyday
world " (Husserl's Lebenswelt) with its prescientific orientation and its
pregiven quality which is always accepted in advance as being. The prescientific experience refers to a certain level of our personal, cognitive
life which is subjective and apperceptive. Strasser (1963) has compared
it to the soil in which scientific life grounds itself, developing its critical,
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systematic and objective approach to knowledge. Not only is there no sharp

boundary between prescientific and scientific life, but there is a dynamic
relationship between the two levels.
We have, therefore, two sets of relationships between the subjective and
objective: one, between an earlier and later stage of development, and the
other between one type of "world" and another. The issue has been and
still is with us and continues to remain critical in both our everyday and
scientific lives. We may also assume that the two elements are present in
every observer, however dominant one ofthe attitudes happens to be, and
it is probably true that no single observation is conducted without some
intervention from both. The conflict is not simply between subjective and
objective observers, but between subjectivity and objectivity in each observer.
It has been speculated that the growth of the objective attitude resulted
from social interaction and association with other observers (Piaget, 1956).

Accordingly, an observer, who hypothetically developed outside human
society, would not develop an objective component to his mode of obser-

vation, because of this absence of a "corrective perceptual experience".
His ontogenesis as an observer is, therefore, dependent on his submersion
in a world of observers with whom he can identify and develop an "otherthan-own" perspective.
With the repeated impact of the "corrective perceptual experienc€", the
egocentric perspective diminishes, objectivity increases and the qualities of
intuition, empathy, sympathy gradually develop. The two capacities, for
seeing the other person objectively and being able to put oneselfin his shoes
sympathetically and empathetically, form a matrix from which a total observational experience of the other person eventually emerges.
The truly empathetic observer (Loomis and Meyer, 1959) has auxiliary
observers stationed'in others with whom he associates and through whom
he increases his total understanding of the environment. Allied to these,
the individual, in the course of development, develops "imaginary observers" who are located on the other side ofthings and feed him observational
information which he no longer needs to verify directly for himself. This
cohort of "imaginary observers" helps in the creation of our three-dimensional world, and makes it unnecessary for us to constantly go in search
of "the other side of the moon".
As development proceeds, the ability to accept the other person's observations, to communicate with other observers, and to record observations
with an acceptable degree of verbal accuracy transforms the child observer
into the adult observer with his characteristic greater objectivity of observation, and eventually into the scientific observer.
The extent to which differences in perceptual equipment, either as a result
of constitutional factors or post-natal organic changes, affect our basic
observational attitudes is difficult to determine, but one would expect them
to play some part, if only to fix "thresholds" and "ceilings" of experience.
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The objectification of the external environment gradually comes about
as a result of three important observational mechanisms. The first isolates
the object, differentiating it from other objects; the second identifies the
qualities that make it a different object; and the third, by giving it a name,
and always indicating it thereafter by the same name, pushes it further into
the open community so that others can share in the process of differentiation
and identification. Name-giving is the apex and crown of experience during
early development since

it

confirms and ratifies the reality

of the thing

named.

Having used the words " subjective " and " objective " in such a categorical fashiotr, it seems necessary to say something in terms of definition.
Like almost all other words in the language, they arc ambiguous. The term
" objective " is used to define an attitude which makes no attempt to appeal
to the self-experience of the subject, but it is also applied when the subject
is transformed into the object of empirical research. It is also used to
designate someone whose observational attitudes are carried out without
bias and whose judgments are determined by the reality that presents itself
to him.
The term " subjective " is used to describe an attitude that is regarded as
being governed by moods and impressions. The judgment of the subjective
observer is not submitted to a comparison with norms imposed by reality
so that his theories appear to result from emotional need rather than reason.
Looked at in its worst light, subjectivism is seen as the tendency of the individual to lock himself up in his own ideas and feelings, thereby precluding
considerations from the objective viewpoint.
OnsnnvATroNer

DTFENSES

The attitudes that we have been describing with respect to the mode of
observation are extreme instances of what in lesser form are encountered
quite frequently. It indicates the presence of a gap in what would ordinarily
be a continuum from subjective to objective and from observer to object.
If we look at this in the light of evolutionary history, we can observe that
in the first phase of man's evolution, the appearance of speech made communication possible and put him in touch with his fellow men (and other primitive investigators), at the same time emancipating him from the concrete.
In the second phase, the construction of universal, scientific theories freed
him from the limitations of prescientific discourse with its everyday, local,
national, mythical, and cultural horizons. Then came the third phase in
which an artificial restriction of experience to objective experience led to
new possibilities in developing scientific evidence of a compelling character.
However) a sad consequence of this artificial restriction led to the establishment of scientific hierarchies with objectivity achieving a higher status than
subjectivity and the objective scientist more confident of his own position
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" lower down on the scale. Inevitably,

the dialogue between various searchers after truth became very difficult.

At the same time, a rift appeared between the observer and the object of
observation that outlawed natural participation, permitting it under certain
artificial conditions to which apologies were always attached.
In discussing the objective attitude, it seemed to us that the pressure to
" get rid of the 'self'" represented, to some extent, a defense against the
emergence of an infantile component of the personality with its unruly,
primitive, undisciplined qualities. It suggested a need to keep the voyeuristic
impulses under control. One could look, but only after the situation had
been carefully structured.
On the other hand, Strasser's insistence on his rights as an active observer
would seem to suggest some concern about being turned into an object.
Can we assume that too much subjectivity makes it difficult for the individual to function as an object of observation? In Piaget's psychological
theory, it certainly takes a developmental revolution to transform the
attitude of the child observer from subjective to objective and to give the
child the capacity to see himself as an object among other objects. The professional observer, more than the average observer, may have latent fears
about undergoing such a transformation. The discussion by Sartre, rnertioned earlier, is pertinent here. At the time of the metamorphosis from observed, the person experiences a radical change in the structure of his consciousness. The other person's stare takes away something from him that
he conceived of as being peculiarly his own-his observational tools. He
has entered into a new world in which he has undergone a degradation from
subject into object.

The defenses, therefore, are directed towards preventing the transforma-

tion of subject into object or the emergence of subjectivity in the subject.
They have brought about a gap in the continuum of experience and have
established hostile camps at the two poles of subjectivity and objectivity.
Representatives of both sides have argued against each other and with each
threat have withdrawn defensively to their respective poles. Such a dichotomy of subject and object is another example of what Whitehead referred
to as a " bifurcation of nature " that led inevitably to untenable, extreme

scientific positions that impeded further scientific developments.

If

we are

to avoid this kind of outcome, it would seem imperative to resolve such differences and defenses that beset us with as much expedition as we can muster.
We must search for methods to bridge the gap.

A

SvlrruEsrs

When the observational experience is considered in terms of experiental
events and experiental properties, two things become evident: the complexity
of the processes involved and their continuity. (See Table 4.)
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It is frequently asserted that all the sciences, from physics to psychology,
are in the same position epistemologically in that they are dependent on
reports ofdirect experience for their raw data, and that there is no essential
difference between the raw data of physics and that of psychology. As Kohler
(1947) has argued: "It does not matter at all whether I call myself a physicist or a psychologist when I observe a galvanometer. In both cases my
observation is directed towards the same objective experience." In the
situation he cites, it is a fact that both investigators proceed from an experiential, perceptual, observational act and that the actual report is generally
a cognitive, not a phenomenal one. The difference lies in the fact that practically always the particular experiential character is irrelevant for the physicist, but in many significant situations it is central for the psychologist.
If this is true, accordingto Zener (1962), it would be important to develop
a much more adequate descriptive terminology and analysis of the perceptual processes of observation and the linguistic processes of report required to achieve sufficient objectivity, and a much more detailed determination of the role played by experiential properties in the causal context
of the behavioral aspects of organism-environment interaction. What is
wanted, therefore, is a searching analysis of the total perceptual-behavioral
event. An understanding of events also requires a careful documentation
of the properties that compose it. Is it possible to report this in radically
non-phenomenal terms without using direct experiential references? As
Zener put

"It

it:

is not technically possible to characterize in radically non-phenomenal terms the perceiving of a colorful and fragrant flower; the wearing
noise of traffic, the movement of a melody; the uneven ground on which
one walks; the careening approach of a truck out of control; a pattern,
textured terrain viewed from an airplane; the multimodally experienced
woods on an autumnal walk, the upturned trusting face of a young child;
the pain of a toothache; resistances to an act of courage; of self determination; the joy, the suffering of another person, the painful fact of noncommunication; the charm of a human gesture or expression, painted or
real."
(This is a curiously poetical statement from a scientific mind!)
Zener starts with the assumption that human perception of external
objects and situations occurs in a context of ongoing interaction between an
organism and its environment. His analysis, tabulated in the previous
table, accepts as fundamental the following components: the experiencing,
behaving organism-person and his internal mediating processes; the external environment (the immediately surrounding medium of energy flux and
the generally more remote one of external objects and events); a process
of changing relationships between these two major components of the
situation during the course of the ongoing perceptual interaction itself.
It is the peculiar role of experience-the experiential properties of the per-
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ceptual interaction-that Zener emphasizes. He goes on to describe his
seven phases and the interrelations among the phases, claiming that this
paradigm constituted the only meaningful answer to the problem of relations between perception and behavior. (In this context, behavior is defined
as a publicly observable activity of muscles or glands of external secretion;
mental activity, on the other hand, is inferred from behavior rather than
being obtained directly from self observation, and knowledge of it is chiefly
theoretical. The subject's experience in terms of its phenomenal properties
is not publicly observable but is an " intervening variable".)
Zener considers

it anachronistic in the present

age

of physics to insist

upon direct observability of manifest behavior as a criterion of the subject
matter of the psychological sciences, especially as there is as yet no clear
definition of what is " directly " observable, or what is " behavior." As he
points out, in no other science is there a single unqualified noun referring
to the totality of events studied by that science, nor are there any biological,
physical or chemical laws comparable in generality to stimulus-response
laws. " No other science handicaps itself with the incubus of a term which
so discourages analysis and encourages over-generality of interpretation of
obtained functional relationships."
Observation does not occur in a vacuum; there is always an activity of
some organism (O) in reference to some object, event, relation, or situation
(X), and there are multiple meanings to the statement (O observes X).
This could mean that O discriminates X, differentiating X from Y; or that
O comprehends X in a cognitive fashion; or that O recognizes experiential
properties of X as they occur in himself; or that some specific kind of
behavior has resulted from stimulation by an external object or event; or
a compound of all these meanings. Compound usage is disadvantageous

for research.
In reporting on observations, goes on Zenet, there is a choice between
cognitive versus phenomenal reporting. The so-called physicist's report achieves a pragmatic, public characteristic, but a simple pointer reading is insufficient for psychological observation. On the other hand, phenomenal observations are scientifically valid only if all literate, moral, and sensorily well
equipped observers agree each with each other, and there are multiple simultaneous observations of a single common external situation. Stated in a revised
version, the latter would run as follows: different individuals repeatedly and
independently realize specific conditions and independently and repeatedly,
under these conditions, report similar experiences. A phenomenological
description is not, in itself, fully developed science, but becomes so to the
degree that the adequate specification of the conditions of the experience
become possible.

With increasing descriptive adequacy, it should become easy to identify
more completely the conditions of given experiential properties. With resulting increased control over these conditions, clearer inter-observer communi-
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cation and explicit specification of experiential properties should all become
possible. Therefore, a basic proposition is that experiential events occur
and are of central significance for psychology; that experiential properties
are real, identifiable, specifiable and capable, within limits, of being reliably
reported by experiencing persons. Although these experiential properties
are private to the individual, nevertheless they constitute the ultimate data
of psychology in the area of experiential perception. In making reports,
the psychological investigator has direct access to his own experience and
three sorts of access to the experience of others all of which are indirect.
These are perceptual access, the phenomenal report, and the behavioral
indicator. In the past it has been fashionable to express skepticism about

the experiential properties of another's perception ever being available.
However, if experience is accepted as a reality, and if the universe is accepted as orderly, and where the conditions, internal and contingent, are
similar, the experiences of two comparable individuals under similar conditions should be similar. Behavior represents one other indicator of experience.

Individuals who observe can communicate within limits a report on the
experiential properties of the perceptual events. An indication of experience
cannot be certain in single instances but where there is a sufficient series of
past agreements in reporting experiences of the same events or of similar
events perceived under similar specified conditions, there is a general basis
of confidence in reporting, especially where there is a capacity to specify,
ascertain and control.
In order to be a good observer, one should have a genuine interest in the
observational experience, the capacity to maintain curiosity with reference
to it, some sensitivity to the connotational nuances as well as to the denoted
meanings of words describing experiences, combined with the constant
awareness of possible discrepancies between descriptive terms and present
experience. The observer-experiencer should have confidence in the reality
of his own experience. Where there is disagreement between observers, one
has to decide whether this results from genuine differences in the perceptual processes occurring within the individuals as well as from discrepancies
arising from ambiguity in phenomenal terminology, substitutions of cognitive judgments for phenomenal ones, associative or influential comments and
interpretations, utili zation of the language of physics rather than of phenomenology, and reversion to an habitual use of categories instead of a
fresh determination of each report by each actual experience, and, finally,
sheer insensitivity or even carelessness in reporting. In order to ensure that
the observer's reports remain genuinely experiential, it is important not to
simply pass on a set of general instructions. Diversities in observational
reports when they occur among good observers are not another reason for
abandoning the introspective method; rather they provide occasions for
inquiring seriously into the multiplicity of kinds of perceptual organi-
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zations a s well as into individual differences. Zener feels that it is highly
desirable that in any descriptions of observational research more explicit
specifications of subjects are routinely included.

In observational reports, one can include an unrestricted phenomenal
description of what occurs together with an indication of the presence or
absence (or level on a rating scale) of a specified experiential property.
A FouR-CoLUMN ANarysrs

oF

^q,'

GAME By

Fnruo (1920)

In addition to having his mind inwardly directed and engrossed with the
internal, subjective world, Freud gave numerous indications that he possessed an acutely observing eye. He was thus able to range freely across the
objective-subjective spectrum, apparently unaware of the gap. It was true
that as he grew older, he spent more time at the subjective end, but he was
never averse to crossing when the occasion demanded.

One explanation for his flexibility lay in the fact of his training. He
started his professional life very near to the objective pole as a neuroanatomist and neuropathologist; he moved towards the center as he practised as a clinical neurologist; and, eventually, he shifted over to the right
as his psychological interests deepened.
Many of his observations are not only masterpieces of a micro-technique
but seemed to reflect his line of development during his training. For
example, he would start his observations with a meticulous and detailed
description of an external event, build up evidence regarding its internal
significance, construct tentative hypotheses and then look for external
confirmation.
His account of an observation made on an l8-month-old boy who played

with a cotton reel and string in the absence of his mother could not

be

bettered by any of the observational vignettes we have so far included in this
paper.
That it remains a four-column analysis signifies that Freud showed not
too much interest in the phenomenological sphere but tended to jump into
the interpretative as soon as he was able to do so.

Here, first of all, is a clinical portrait of the child which is full of deft
observations, condensed into a paragraph. The boy is " brought to life "

for us.
The child was in no respect forward in his intellectual development;
. . . but he made himself understood by his parents and the maidservant, and had a good reputation for behaving " properly". He did
not disturb his parents at night; he scrupulously obeyed orders about
not touching various o bjects and not going into certain rooms;

and above all he never cried when his mother went out and left
him for hours together, although the tie to his mother was a very close
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one: she had not only nourished him herself, but had cared for him
and brought him up without any outside help.
He then goes on to the observed event that caught his interest:
Occasionally, however, this well-behaved child evinced the troublesome habit of flinging into the corner of the room or under the bed all
the little things he could lay his hands otr, so that to gather up his
toys was often no light task. He accompanied this by an expression of
interest and gratification, emitting a loud long-drawn-out "o-o-o-oh"
which in the judgment of the mother (one that coincided with my
own) was not an interjection but meant " go away " (fort). I saw at last
that this was a game, and that the child used all his toys only to play
" being gone " (fortsetn) with them.
Then came the first confirmation:
One day I made an observation that confirmed my view. The child had
a wooden reel with a piece of string wound round it. It never occurred
to him, for example, to drag this after him on the floor and so play
horse and cart with it, but he kept throwing it with considerable skill,
held by the string, over the side of his little draped cot, so that the reel
disappeared into it, then said his significant "o-o-o-oh" and drew the
reel by the string out of the cot again, greeting its reappearance with a

joyful " Do" (there).

He then interprets the meaning of the play:
The meaning of the game was then not far to seek. It was connected
with the child's remarkable cultural achievement-the forgoing of the

satisfaction

of an instinct-as the result of which he could let his

mother go away without making any fuss. He made it right with himself, so to speak, by dramatizing the same disappearance and return
with the objects he had at hand.
Finally, the interpretation is fully established by a further observation:
One day when the mother had been out for some hours she was greeted

on her return by the information " Baby o-o-o-o

"

which at first re-

mained unintelligible. It soon proved that during his long lonely hours
he had found a method of bringing about his own disappearance. He
had discovered his reflection in the long mirror which nearly reached
to the ground and had then crouched down in front of it, so that the
reflection was "fort."
The stages are tabulated in Table 5.

Tur FIvE-CoLUMN Ar{,q.rysrs

oF

a GenaE By ErursoN

Like Freud, Erikson (1940) has been engrossed in the analysis of the
total observational process from the objective to the interpretative end.
Being a clinician, his picture of it is largely psychodynamic, but he is
shrewdly aware of the amount of distortion that can and does occur.
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Tlslg

5.

A ForrR-colt

MN ANALYs$

(Adapted from Freud)

Column I

Column 2

Pre-observational
data

The behavioral
item

A "model"

boy-well

18

month

behaved,

obedient-close tie
to mother-yet
never cried when she
left him. Threw his

toys about emitting

a

gratified 6'6-9-9-

(:

gone away !
oh !"
according to mother)

Repeatedly threw
wooden reel with
string attached over
side of cot. On its
disappearance " oo-o-oh !" On its reappearance, joyful

"Da". More pleasure with second

part of game.

Column

Column 4

3

The interpretation

Reel - mother. rn
place of her going
and returning, child
throws " her" away

and brings "her"
back.

(i)

Mastery of

se-

The confirmation

Interpretation con-

firmed

by

further

observation in which
child makes his mirror reflection disappear with the ac-

companying " Baby

paration

o-o-o-oh!" Specula-

passive into active
experience

tion compulsion

(ii) Turning

tion on the repeti-

(iii) Revenge over
being deserted

In his first column, he is concerned with a realistic appraisal of the " behavioral item " in terms of its onset and termination. It is an objective,
manifest description in simple everyday language of the observational action
or interaction that is to be analysed. The second column also deals with
manifest aspects of the behavior but dissects it into various morphological
parts in terms of content, affect, expression and movement. The observer's
experience of the observational act, described in phenomenal language
comes into the picture in the third column and involves past experience of
similar situations. The fourth column deals with the latent content and the
meaning of symbolic representations and attempts a psychoanalytic reconstruction of the scene. The last column brings confirmation as well as
stimulus to further speculation. (See Table 6.)
In the series of illustrations that follow, taken from the analysis of an
actual play situatiotr, it will be seen how effective and diagnostically helpful
the micro-dissection of the observational process can be in uncovering a
wealth of meaning in what looks at first glance like a very simple situation
that one might hardly notice during the course of a long play session.
You will notice how much goes on in the mind of the observer in the form
of an internal dialogue full of argument and counter-argument related to the
meaning of particular observational facets. You might well be reminded
here of the passage from Robbe-Grillet given earlier. It is also worth noting
that the progress of the case is reminiscent of the analysis of a child carried
out by Burlingham, in which treatment came to a standstill and was then
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broken off because the child had a secret about the fidelity of its mother
that it could not impart to the analyst (the mother had warned the child
that the revelation might have catastrophic repercussions on her). In
Erikson's case, the analysis of the behavioral item alerted the diagnostician
to the possible existence of s secret so that he was able to deal with this and
maintain the child in therapy. In the previous treatments, they have wrecked
themselves on the rock of this secret. (See Tables 7-16.)

Tanrn 7

IuusrurroN

oF THE oBSERvATToNAL pRocEss

(Adapted from Erikson, 1940)
The Discouery of a secret. Case information

6 year old sailor's son in hospital for investigation (G.

I. tract and EEG all

negative) and circumcision.
Complaints: Encopresis, fecal play, petty delinquency.

Circumstances: Father away from home a lot. Soils under conditions of rage
and excitement.
Reason for referral:? further treatment? placement.

Tlnrr

8

The obseruational Process
the

first contact

Comes armed with gun and dagger. "I am a cop." "Who are you going to
shoot?" "The bad guys." "Who is the bad guy?" " Me."

Accepts plasticene without thanks. Makes an airplane "to bring people from
across the ocean." (Shy smile.) Then works seriously and ignores O.

-

nl
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The obseruational Process

Category '3A"

(l)

@

(3)

liz
n
OO

tra
f

a

I

(4)

a

Makes small pla-

Builds

sticene balls.

store. Game idea

delivers needs to

store but refuses

emerges. Assigns

gf,ocer (O).

payment.

As truck

grocery

driver

Dumps nuts in

roles.
(5)

t
,

go

0o
o

(7)

(6)

o

I

o

o

o

oo

o oo

oO

I feel
I soil." "Who are

Makes nut family mother
and baby nut and brother

Turns pale and sways as

" This is the way

when

nuts. "Whose

if faint. Iraves room for
toilet. Play disruption.

your mother's brothers?"

are theYcP'

('

brothers."
uncles."

brothers

MY mOther'S
"You mean

tt

Mg.tt

tt2
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The obseruational proces s

Category " B "

(r)

Content:

(2)

The making of
the

(3)

of g;roceries without payThe delivery

balls.

The making of the nut
family.

ment.

What is the relationship between the balls, the delivery, and the members of the
family?

Tlgre

12

The obseruational process

Category " B "

(t)
Spatial

Relations: Puts aside

weapons and prefers
balls. Ignores O.

(2)
Seeks intimate

contact with O to
involve him in
game.

(3)

Pt. and O work
together on pt.'s
fantasy (microcosm).

(4)

(5)

(6)

Game dominated

After play disrup-

Both microcosmic
play and autocosmic symptom are

by

delivery and

dumping of balls.

tion pt.

defecates

(autocosm).

in the eliminatiae

mode. Dumping

in

friendliness,
defecation in anxiety.

tt4
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The obseruational process

Category "B

"
a)

(1)

Expression:

"Nuts" also means "cra7y"-4 crary family or one

"

Me"-turniflB of

aggression

against the self, originally intended
for "the bad guys". "Me":identification with "bad uncles" who do

in which crazy things occur.

crazy things.
(3)

Who are these bad

uncles

who do crazy things?

T.lsLs 14

The obsentational process

Category

"C"

(F. C.)

(l)

(2)

Accepts clay like hungry
man without thanks.

Pt. has reputation for

Steals, withholds feces,
to glve O without getting. Would gtve
father-figure but not
mother? making family

?airplane associated with

absent father or foreign
O (transference).

opening

up

(especially
for men) and then closing

A retentive-eliminative problem. P. H. of

down.

punitive toilet training

yet eager

by mother.

-homesickness.

" could signify
outsider as temporary relative. ?lover (s) in father's absence. Anger
against dirty mother who
expects him to be clean.

Who are you going to

(3)

Why so many brothers of
different color? Why no

father nut? O suspicious
and questions. " Lfncle "
disrupts play and brings
on defecation.

" LJncle

shoot? Me. Who

are

mother's brothers? Me.

Pt. victim in both

cases

of mother's secret infide-

lity. Thus

conscious fac-

tor blocks

access

confidence.

to pt.'s

ll5
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The obseruational process

C-ategory
(1)

:-

(3)

First defense
Uses play offered by O

feces

family

members
Difference in number and

color signify

"

D

(2)

Symbols

Balls
Balls

'6

traumatic

to substitute delivery of
groceries for delivery of
secret.

Foilure of defense

Defense fails when pt.
unconsciously Sves hint
with the making of the
nut family.

family constellation.
(4)
Second defense

(5)

(6)

Failure of defense

Falls back on more usual

Eliminative anger

defense of closing up and

turns

retaining.

and he defecates.

to

re-

original anger

Nuclear conflict
Between eliminative and
retentive modes gets the
better of him through his
masochistic tendency to
express emotions in regressive and punishment

provoking way.

TAsrr

16

The obseruational process

Category 36E"
Confirmation: The patient's mother confesses to O that there were certain episodes she had urged patient not to tell the doctors about and had added, " Daddy

will surely kill me if he heard about it."

She then released patient from the
promise of secrecy that had blocked previous therapeutic efforts.

A TrN-CoruMN

ANALysrs oF A

Brpnoou

GenaE

In Table l7 , the observational process is schem atized with greater elabora-

tion. In attempting to combine the advantages of the previous

obser-

vational schedules, the danger has cropped up of missing the wood for the
trees. This is not as bad as

I make it sound,

since the main elaborations have

to do with the initial and final phases, the
fairly similar to those of Freud and Erikson.

intermediate column being
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column I takes into account the whole background and development of
the observer, which, as previously suggested, we have regarded as crucial
to the act of observation, although observers of genius, Iike Freud and
Erikson, have paid little attention to it. The idiosyncratic "frame of reference" or the spectacles through which the observer looks develops long

before he becomes a scientific observer.
Column 2 has to do with what Erikson calls the ..pre-contact", but we
have extended it into a case history. There is a suggestion here that the
previous life of the observed individual or individuals converge logically
to this moment in time when the behavior under observation takes place.

(The device was employed
biqgraphy of Genet.)

in a literary way by Sartre in his imaginary

In column 3, the observer is trained to record objectively exactly what
he sees and to put everything else that occurs within himself "between
brackets". This is then a photographic procedure; by means of the ..objectivistic reduction", the environment is reduced to a set of objects, and
the temporal and spatial arrangements of the object within the environment
are described as factually as possible. At this point, our "disinterested
spectator" suspends all judgment. The morphoanalysis that takes place in
column 4 is still concerned with the everyday, bread-and-butter world
which, however, is seen piecemeal. In column s, the feetngs and reactions
and experiences of the observer as present in his sympathy, empathy, and
intuition, are allowed to intrude for the first time at the same time being
recognized for what they are-subjective, experiential, and existential. By
means of the phenomenological analysis, the observer becomes sensitive
to his own responses and attentive to himself as an instrument of observation

that requires as much understanding as the external events.
By the time he has got to column 6, the observer is suffciently at home
with the situation and himself to begin to concern himself more cognitively
with the latent content that he theoretically believes to lie behind the manifest expressions. This is the column in which symbols are interpreted, defenses analysed, and theories fabricated.
columns 7 to l0 are missing in the previous schedules and are concerned

with confirmation which may be obtained through the observer repeating
the observation, through agreement among several observers, through the
behavioral reactions ofthe individual under observation, and finally through
self-observational reports on the part of the subject. The objectivists view
this last column with strong disfavor, regrading it as the acme of sub
jectivism. They feel that the subject who organizes the experience cannot
be at the same time the object of this experience, since the experience is
required, according to their standards, to pass through the filter of a scientific apparatus (the system of concepts, models, instruments and the rules
governing their use, the research techniques and the methods of interpretation and control made use of by the scientific observer) if it hopes to qualify

0cP
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as a scientific experienoe. Wundt (1908) felt that " so-called self-observation
may be presented as observation only with certain essential restrictions, and

it

cannot at all lay claim to an exactness". Bertrand Russell (1921) also
considers it exceedingly fallible as a scientific report but is not altogether
prepared to reject it out of hand. He likens it to the report of a shortsighted person who is watching someone coming along the road at the
moment when he is firmly convinced that Jones is sure to come. If everybody was short-sighted and obsessed with the beliefs as to what was going
to be visible, we might have to make the best of such testimony, says Russell,
but we should still need to correct its errors by taking care to collect simultaneous evidence from people with the most divergent expectations. No
two observers are ever going to experience the observational act of the same
situation in exactly the same way, but a fair degree of approximation can be
expected. Like 7*ne4 he concludes that privacy of the experiential phenomena does not by itself make datum unamenable to scientific treatment and,
in his opinion, simultaneous observations by two observers who show good
interobserver reliability may be the best we can do about this matter.
In the following play situation, a seven-year-old girl is observed in play
by a participant observer and by two-non-participant observers behind a
one-way screen. Observational reports were obtained from the girl and
three observers. Those of the non-participant observers were simultaneously
recorded and those of the subject and participant observer were obtained
immediately following the period of observation. A week later these four
individuals were asked to recall their observations.
Participant Obseraer's Report
She played with the doll family in a bedroom soene. When the parents
and the girl were in their beds, the little girl screamed a;nd the father doll
was brought in to see her. The little girl thought he was a burglar and that
he was going to kill her. Then he turns into her father and kisses ier. She's
no longer afraid. I said: "The little girl wants to get the daddy away from
the mommy's bed into her bed. Perhaps she thinks something's been happening in their bed, and she wants to stop it." Patients gets very angry and
throws the girl figure into my face. I tell her that she is free to say anything
she wants to say but that I could not allow her to hurt me as this would
make her feel so bad that she might not get the hurt out of her.

Non-participant Obsen)er's (1) Report
The father doll and the mother doll are put to bed close together. Then
the little girl doll goes to bed. She screams and the father doll comes running and lies down on the girl's bed. The situation is confused because thc
girl doll begins calling him a burglar and says he is trying to kill her. They
struggle together. He then turns into her father again at some point, and
the little girl and the father occupy the same bed. The therapist tells the
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patient that the little grrl is trying to keep the father doll away from the
mother doll so that they can't do bad things together. The patient throws a
doll at the therapist hitting him. He looks angry and tells her angrily that
she must not try to hurt him.
Non-participant Obseruer's (2) Report
The parent dolls are put to bed in one room and the child doll in another.
After a while, the girl screams and the father comes in and slrs down on the
girl's bed. She mistakes him for a burglar and thinks he is trying to kill her.
He kisses her, and she then recognizes him as her father. He stays with her
until she falls asleep again. He then returns to the parents' bed. The therapist
interprets that the girl is trying to separate the parents because of what she

in their bed. This makes the patient very an1ry,
and she throws a child figure at him. He remains imperturbable and says
to her that in therapy it was better to talk things out than actually do them.
imagines is taking place

Subject's Report

I played with the dolls. There

was a daddy doll, and a child doll and-oh
happened?) The glrl doll
was afraid that something bad was going to happen to her, so she screamed.
Y€s, a mommy

doll.

I was leaving her out. (What

(And what happened then?) Her mommy came and made everything all
right, and she went to sleep. ( What else happened?) Nothing happened any
more. (Whot happened about me?) You got angry. (Why?) You didn't like
the story

I made up.

A week later.
Parttcipant Obseruer's Report

A primal scene in which an attempt to interpret oedipal feelings was
followed by much anger. She threw one of the dolls at me. (When questioned.) " I was taken aback by the incident, but I don't recall being angry
myself ; at least as far as I can remember, the session ended well."
Non-parttctpant Obseruer's (l) Report

A bedroom scene. The parents were separated by the child's disturbance.
The patient was upset by the therapist's deep-going interpretation and
attacked him. He got angry and reprimanded her. She was frightened by
this deuelopment and withdrew from further play.

Non-participant Obsert)er's (2) Report
The girl doll interfered with the parents at bedtime, getting father away
from mother. fn her guilt over this, the grrl pretended he was a burglar and
tryas attacking her. When she recognizes him, she returns htm to the mother
to relieve her guilt. She was upset by the interpretation given along this line
and threw something at the therapist (can't recall what).
5*
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Subject's Report. (Do you remember what we dtd last week?)

Yes, we had lots of fun playing mommys and daddys. ( What happened?)
I can't remember. (Try?). . . oh, Yes, you got angry with me. (What happened
then?) You hit me, I think. (Are you sure?) It was a sort of accident, I think.
You didn't mean to . . .
It will be noted that the girl defended herself against her oedipal strivings
by substituting the mother for the father in her observational report. Her
anger at the participant observer for his interpretation was transformed into
his anger at her on the grounds that he did not like her story. A week later,
she could only recall his anger at her, developed into an attack on her. Unable to tolerate this idea completely in this form, she suggested that it could
have been " accidental."
The participant observer could not remember any anger in himself but
admitted tohaving been "taken aback" by the attack. He also had the bur-

glar transformed back into the father before the kiss is given to the girl,
and he declared that the reported sequence was not 'o acceptable " to him.
None of the others could recall the lengthy explanation he thought he had
given to the girl. This may have been present in his mind at the time but
unspoken. At the end of a week, he was still certain that there had been
no anger, and thought that the rest of the session had gone smoothly.
The first non-participant observer appeared, by comparison, to have laid
undue stress on the sensual aspects of the story. He did this quite consistently. The parents were " close together " in the bed; the burglar " lies
down" on the bed with the girl; and after the transformation of the burglar
back into the father, the little girl and her father are reported to have
" occupied the same bed". The record also has the participant observer
interpreting to the girl that her wish to separate the father from the mother
was to prevent them from doing "bad" things together. Like the patient,
he observed the participant observer to be angry and of using an angry tone
of voice. A week later he recalled this in terms of the participant observer
reprimanding the patient and frightening her to such an extent that she
withdrew from him for the rest of the session.
The second non-participating observer's record correspond somewhat
closely to that of the participant observer. In this context, it was of note
that both were psychiatrists and that the non-participant observer was a
subordinate with a great deal of respect and admiration for his senior whom
he regarded as his teacher, whereas the first observer was often rebellious
and resentful of the " authoritarianism " of the participant observer. In his
description he has the father " sit down " on the bed. Only after the girl
has kissed the burglar does she recognize him for her father. This was the
only report that chronicled the return of the father to the mother's bed and
interpreted the event in terms of guilt. He witnessed no anger in the participant observer and persisted with this view after a week, picturing the
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response (? admiringly) as " imperturbable". Unlike his fellow judge, he
as a result of the interpretation
given.
The illustration highlights the difficulties connected with the process of
observation. It would seem that even the relationship between the observer
and the observed has a crucial effect on what is observed. It might, therefore,
be important to include a comment on the relationship in any observational
report. With respect to the alleged anger that was manifested in the situatiotr,

felt that the rest of the session went better

the final verdict is very much two against two. In this context, even a
deciding vote of a fifth observer would leave us in doubt, although a multiplicity of observers might eventually resolve the question on a statistical
basis. It is still doubtful, however, whether the existence of numerical
superiority would be sufficiently convincing or conclusive.

A Fmnr CounarNr
We have reserued a final comment from the distinguished biologist and
paleotologist who has also looked at the problem of observation in his own
inimitably comprehensive manner. Father de Chardin (1959) talks of the
need to develop a " deeper vision " and feels that in order to do so we must
" focus our eyes correctly " in a metaphorical sense.
" From the dawn of his existence, man has been held up as a spectacle
to himself. Indeed for tens of centuries he has looked at nothing but himself. Yet he has only just begun to take a scientific view of his own significance in the physical world. There is no need to be surprised at this slow
awakening. It often happens that what stares us in the face is the most difficult to perceive. The child has to learn how to separate out the images
which assail the newly opened retina. For man to discover man and take
his measure, a whole series of senses are necessary, whose gradual acquisition covers and punctuates the whole history of the struggles of the mind."
The senses that de Chardin mentions as important for this " deeper vision "
are a sense of space and the objects that inhabit it, a sense of depth and a
sense of time, a sense of number and a sense of proportion, a sense of quality
and a sense of movement, and, lastly, a sense of the organic wholeness of
the observational scene.
He goes on to say: " Subjectively, first of all, we are inevitably the focus
of our own observation. In its early, naive stage, science, perhaps inevitably,
imagined that we could observe things in themselves, and they would behave
in our absence. Instinctively physicists and naturalists went to work as
though they could look down from a great height upon a world which their
consciousness would penetrate without being submitted to it or changing
it. They are now beginning to realize that even the most objective of the
observations are steeped in the conventions they adopted at the outset and
by the forms or habits of thought developed in the course of their research;
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so that, when they reach the end of their analyses, they can't tell with any
certainty whether the structure they have made is the essence of the matter
they are studying or the reflection of their own thought. And at the same
time, they realize that because of the return shock of their discoveries, they
are committed body and soul to the network of relationships they fought
to cast upon things from outside: in fact, they are caught in their own net.
A geologist would use the words metamorphism and endomorphism. Object
and subject marry and mutually transform each other in the act of knowledge;
and from now or, man, willy nilly, finds his own image stamped on all he
looks at. This is indeed a form of bondage."
How then can we escape from this human bondage. De Chardin has this
to say about it, and it could not have been said with more telling force: " It
is tiresome and even humbling for the observer to be thus fettered, to be
obliged to carry with him everywhere the center of the landscape he is
crossing. But what happens when chance directs his step to a point of
vantage (a crossroads or intersecting valleys) from which not only his
vision but things themselves radiate? In that eaent the subjecttue aiewpoint
coincides with the way things are distributed objectiuely, and perception
reaches its apogee. The landscape lights up and yields its secrets. He sees."
This, says Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, is " the privilege of man's knowledge".
This says everything that I have been attempting to say in this presentation. In our observations, we must try to encompass the subjective and
objective viewpoints. Every now and then (and here we can recall Freud's
observation of the little boy's game and Erikson's observations of the little
boy's secret) the two viewpoints will coincide, and the landscape will light
up, and we shall suddenly see and know. It is a moment worth working for.
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CHAPTER 7

The Psycho-diagnostic Approaclt to Problems

of

the Very Young
Dy

Rurrr GrurrrrHs

INrnooucrroN
Workers in the field of Child Psychiatry have for many years been famiLiar with the use of mental test procedures as part of the basic investigation
neoessary where a problem exists among children of school age and among

adolescents. Mental tests of many kinds have been used in investigations
of the psychiatric problems of adults, also for large-scale surveys in education, in industry, in commerce, in the Services and in numerous social

and anthropological studies.
Mental tests for the very young, that is for babies and very young children
from the beginning ofpost-natal life, began to be used several decades ago
mainly in America and largely for studies of normal infant development.
These tests were to some extent the outcome of that earlier fashionable trend
in which extensive day-by-day records or protocols were accumulated (and
still are being accumulated) in a semi-scientific, semi-popular way by innumerable people. This trend took place side by side with many genuine
studies and tended to obscure their value.
One of the earliest successful attempts at a truly scientific scale of tests
was that of Mary Shirley and her colleagues and, soon afterwards, in the
1920's, the late Professor Arnold Gesell began his long series of researches

into the early development of both normal and abnormal children and

produced his well-known developmental tests. His test procedures have been

extensively used, not only in America but also in many other countries.
Probably his most valuable scientific contribution was the stress, repeated
in different ways in numerous publications, that he placed on the normal
developmental sequences and their importance in assessing normality in the
infant. This development in the early phases he regarded as an interweaving of many developmental trends or prooesses taking place in the total
developing organism. Problems arise when any of these developmental
trends are hindered or prevented in special cases.
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The experience of two world wars, of years of social unrest, the mass
movements of populations, and our present awareness of hunger, malnutrition and deprivation suffered by the very young in many parts of the
world, have surely brought home to us all the importance and significance
of early investigation, prevention and treatment of the ills of infancy that
can be so far-reaching and damaging in their effects. This realization is
vital for the future of mankind. The suffering of innumerable children
through malnutrition and every kind of deprivation cannot but do untold
harm that will have repercussions on the future development of mankind
and which therefore intimately concerns us all. Organizations exist that
endeavour to relieve actual physical hardship, and these are of course
primary and fundamental. It will be, however, only through an intimate
understanding of the mental as well as the physical needs of little children
and of the nature of mental suffering in childhood-and its after-effectsthat truly comprehensive therapeutic measures can be undertaken. Here in
Britain itself today, though we may not see much actual neglect or malnutrition when compared with other parts of the worldo we yet have extensive problems of mental retardation, of special sense disorders, of cerebral
palsy and other crippling conditions, of metabolic disorders such as phenylketonutia, and the grave effects of emotional deprivation and maladjustment.

To help in all these problems, a basic programme is necessary, beginning
with the earliest possible investigation of mental status in the very young,
and here the psychiatric team, in collaboration with other specialists, can
and must contribute to a total diagnostic picture, beginning with the first
year of life.
It would now appear obvious that very early ascertainment of mental
status in the young child can provide a basic knowledge, in individual
cases' of great value, especially where some deviation from the normal is
suspected-sometimes as part of, sometimes as preliminary to, other investigations and to the planning of treatment whenever such may be indicated. How can this be done with babies and very young children?

GnlrnrHs MeNrar DnvnropMENT Scarp
The method of which the early stages are already described elsewheret
and to which further reference is made below is intended for use (and indeed
is now being used quite widely in this country and abroad) in investigations
and clinical work with children from the very beginning of life. It is virtually

a complete "clinical" investigation from the psychological and psychiatric
approach, for it covers all the significant sequences of development (or, as
I prefer to call them, the " avenues of learning ") that can be observed in the

reactions of the child to individual test items and

t R. Griffiths

in the child's general

(1954) The Abilities of Babies, University of London Prqss.
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behaviour, demeanour and activities. The numerous items systematically
applied can, if responses are carefully observed and recorded, provide
information to precede or supplement the medical observations of the
paediatrician, and so complete the physical with the mental examination.
In many instances the paediatrician or medical officer may prefer to use this
technique himself to supplement his observations. Alternatively, the psychologist will provide a full report of his findings including a " profile " based on
the five sub-scales of the test, showing the successes or failures of the child
in relation to one another and indicating the main channels of mental
development that may be affected by the disability, and also the extent to
which these channels may be affected and even eliminated by the disability,
thus leaving the paediatrician to arrive at a final diagRosis. In this w&y,
psychology has a contribution to make to diagnosis even at a very early
stage in the infant's lifen as I hope to show below.
But the psychologist's task does not necessarily end with this detailed
examination and report of a special case. When the nature of the ailment,
disturbance, disability or defect has been diagnosed, and treatment or
other measure is contemplated or instituted, a"follow-up" study is advisable
so that the child can be under psychological as well as medical observation
and changes in his mental condition can be recorded. This principle has
already been accepted and is being applied in a number of investigations.
In some cases a total change takes place, as for example with successful
application of the special protein-free diet in cases of phenylketonuria. The
general quotient rises in a manner such that little change takes place in
the shape of the profile. Mental energy appears to be released that has an
over-all influence rather than showing any specific effect on any particular
sub-scale.

On the other hand, however, as in cases of deafness after full investigation
at an audiology unit has been made and a hearing aid has been successfully
fitted and accepted by the child, and when the relevant care and therapy
have been provided, there can be observed not only a change in the child's
condition affecting the general or total level of development but also a
definite, sometimes startling, change in the shape of the profile, as-the
hearing being assisted by the hearing aid-speech develops and the child
passes tests previously failed on the Hearing and Speech Scale. Thus, on
re-examinatiotr, the shape of the profile, &s well as the general level of mental
development, shows a change for the better, as the trough in the profile
at Scale C (the Hearing and Speech Scale) is gradually built up.
Follow-up studies systematically carried out over a period of time will
reveal the progress rate (or P.R.) in any particular case, which may in many
instances be more significant for the child's future than the actual G. Q.
(General Quotient : General Intelligence Quotient or Total Quotient).
Naturally, the earlier a child can be seen and his problem thoroughly
investigated, the sooner an appropriate programme of treatment and/or
5a*
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rehabilitation can be instituted. For example, in suitable cases, babies are
today being fitted with hearing aids before the end of their first year !
This raises the whole question of the method of mental testing and the
reliability of results. Considerable doubt has been thrown in the past on the
possibility of obtaining accurate or reliable mental test results in investigations of infants. There were several reasons for this.
As mentioned above, a good deal of gathering of material by non-professional and untrained people has occurred, and mental tests for babies
were in other countries used very widely and uncritically by organizations
dealing with children, the testing not always being in the hands of people
trained in the methods. Tests were also popularized to an unwarranted
extent, and published irresponsibly by popular magazines. It came to be
thought that mental assessment in this early period was a simple matter that
parents, nurses and others might undertake. This had dire results 8s, of
course, subsequent tests of infants did not usually give similar results or
show expected constancy under such circumstances, or have any predictive
value.
For a time, the testing of very young subjects fell into disrepute and,
even at the present time (when a number of good scales are in use) there
are many psychologists and paediatricians who regard the accurate testing
of babies as an impossibility and are sceptical of its value. It is to be hoped
that, as much recent work gradually gets published, we shall be in a position
to prove the usefulness and reliability of early psycho-diagnosis and so
dispel the doubts still held in some quarters.
Apart from matters associated with test construction, accur acy depends
almost entirely on the way the tests are applied, and on the careful study
and following of procedures; above all, on the completeness of the examination. The would-be Examiner (no matter what his training or experience
with older subjects may have been) needs to acquire skill not only in the
application of the test items themselves but in knowing just how to observe
the infant, to stimulate him to respond, keep the rapporl favourable between
examiner, mother and child, and systematically record the observations
made.

A sort of sixth sense has to be developed that enables the Examiner, in
spite of the complexity of the situatiotr, to train himself to hear, pick up
and record euery vocal sound made by the baby during the interview, noting
these sounds, syllables or clear words in the spase provided on the record
form. After some practice, this recording of the heard speech of the child
becomes automatic. It should not be necess ary to appeal to the mother
concerning the speech sounds that the normal baby can make, unless the
child is absolutely silent ( a rare phenomenon !). The mother may, however,
be asked to play with or talk to her baby, to get him to respond vocally,
if he has not responded vocally to the Examiner; and she may be invited
to add, to the pre-speech vocabulary recorded by the Examiner, sounds the
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It is, however, most important to hear and
record speech sounds made during the examination itself. A silent baby may

child habitually uses at home.

be a deaf baby.
The Examiner also needs to know the normal development for this period
of life so completely that he cannot fail to recognize abnormal physical

movements or vocal sounds or other phenomena that might well be important in the diagnosis. He needs to understand the differences between
(for example) the responses of the baby who is below normal in all his
reactions and likely to be of slow development in the future from one who
has a specific disability which might respond to treatment, and both of
these from the premature child who is developing slowly because he is
virtually younger and more fragile than other babies of his chronological
age but will in time (if the situation is uncomplicated) catch up to his own
potential. The problems met with are almost unlimited and as varied as
human growth itselt and they are continually complicated by the many
ills that babyhood is heir to.
Only a complete test should be used in any investigation of infants. If
the baby is sleepy, or unhappy with weeping, or ill, or frightened, the test
should not be regarded as usable in research or for adequate diagnosis.
A child's maximum effort is nEcessary, and it requires skill on the part of
the Examiner to obtain this. Anything less, however, does the child an injustice. Considerable skill and much practice, with a flair for acute observation of responses, are needed for this kind of work. It should certainly
only be undertaken by those who, already trained and experienced in other
types of testing, are also willing to make a thorough study of infant psychoIogy and infant testing. This is surely the least to be asked, for the child's
sake and for measures that might at some time be undertaken.
Some criticism has been offered of baby tests because the items are planned
in sequences, more difficult tests being broken down into their components,
to provide a "ladder" up which the child climbs, from rung to rung, as he
learns. The whole of the locomotor series can be seen to contain only three
or four interwoven sequences. So also it is with speech: the tests follow the
normal development from open vowels, imperfectly made, to consonants
made separately, these being quite soon combined into syllables and so to
a richer babble developing into true speech. Again the whole is a sequenoe
representing the gradrral acquisition of spoken language, resting back definitely on the child's capacity to hear, to listen, soon to understand, and in
due course to reproduce sounds and words.
Some examiners find the performance series in the second year of some
difficulty. This may be due to either or both of two factors. (l) We must not
ask too much of the child. Each separate item of the form-board series of
Scale E (Performance) represents a new skill usually a month or more (in
terms of Mental Age) above the previous one. The child is not penalized
ifhe can go no further. A refusal is, in the vast majority ofcases, due to the
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child's rcahzation that he cannot do the test. The three-hole board is not
expected until near the end of the second year, which coincides with its
placing in other scales. (2) A " play way " is needed here (and indeed throughout the examination) which the successful examiner soon acquires. The
round hole is a "window" to be shut, or the square inset is a "door", etc.
A swift change to a test which the child enjoys more preserves the rapport,
and a return can be made later to complete an unfinished item, or give the
child the second attempt allowed.
The requtrements of a suitable test for the purposes outlined above are,
therefore,

(l) a detailed schedule of test items covering the whole range of infant
learning and mental development;
(2) careful standardization on fairly large representative samples of the
infant population. The Griffiths Scale was standardized on representative
samples of 571 babies, a few of whom had a second test included, making
the total tests used 604, for the two years. These numbers are large and quite
adequate for the purpose. Much depends on the age{ange of groupings for
different purposes. The average number was 24 in each month, when working
on equality of difficulty, and \t ill be 70 when taken in two-monthly groupings
as in more recent studies. More data has been added to the original material,
and the most recent British census has been used for the necess ary parental
occupations study. The totals for these two years : 425 in the first year
(average number 7l in each two-months group) and 436 in the second year
(average 72 in each two-months group), are more than adequate. Only
slight modification of the original scales for these two years has been found
necess ary and this has been undertaken mainly to simplify the scoring.
(3) a classification giving equality of difficulty in the sub-scales, thus
providing a useful " profile " and, together with this therefore, what I have
called elsewhere a "differential diagnosis of mental status";
(4) test-retest correlations for reliability studies of normal children for
predictive value of the test and its use for both normal and handicapped
children of all groups, with follow-up studies. The test-retest correlation for
sixty babies \ryas: r : 0.87 (See The Abilities of Babies, p. 76).
In passing, one must express an opinion in regard to the practice of retesting babies on successive days for day-by-day variations in a child's performance. Such a procedure would appear certain of failure, if high positive
correlations are looked for. In the first place, the " practice effect " would
be at a maximum with the brighter babies. Children who did not respond
well on the first occasion might refuse certain items on the second day for
emotional reasons. Altogether, it does not surprise one that low correlations
between such tests were obtained in a number of studies. A good spacing
of tests would be six weeks with the youngest babies, 3 to 6 months with
older babies. This would ensure that, in a proportion of the test items, new
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ground would be broken, in that-because of the child's increased
items would be taken that were not taken on the earlier occasion.

I3I

age-

Tnr Mnrnoo
As already indicated, mental assessment of the very young mustrestback-

if it is to be valid-on normal child development. A valid test must follow
the lines of normal growth and learning. For this, detailed and reliable
norms are necessary. Therefore the primary task of the research psychologist

working in this field is psychometric and involves establishing these norms
for a very large number of detailed items that follow the normal trends.
Thus, although the object of establishing diagnostic tests may be to try

to find answers to innumerable developmental problems of a-typical children
(in other words, to provide this " differential diagnosis of mental status "
to help our understanding of special cases), the first essential of such an investigation is a comprehensive study of normal babies in every aspect of their
development and therefore covering a wide range of abilities, as observed
in large and representative samples of the normal population.
This of course means many years of study, observation and experiment,
and the laborious and time-consuming task of amassing sufficient data
finally resulting in the standardization. The scales of the Griffiths test for
the first two years of life embrace 260 separate items of development and
follow the normal sequences. These items have next to be classified in such
a way that each separate avenue of development and learning, although an
integral part of the total examination, can yet be isolated for separate study.
In its present form, each of the five sub-scales contains 52 test items and the
sub-scales are equal in difficulty at all levels, i.e. at each month of age.
Such an approach alone provides a deuelopmental profile, for each child
examined, that can throw into relief the effects of a disability, not only on
the total picture, but also upon the trends of development affected by the
defect, and therefore show where, in other directions, the responses are
nearer to the normal or less affected. Thus, although the investigator may
be desirous of studying handicaps and their effects upon development
(or rather upon the child's capacity to learn at this early stage), the first object must be to build-up and standardize a scale of tests adequate to these
purposes. This has, in this case, meant many years of research into test
construction itself, based on normal representative samples of the population
but always with the needs of the young and handicapped in mind. These
were the problems that faced me many years ago when, after trying with
inadequate instruments to test young handicapped children (suffering from
deafness, spasticity, mental defect, speech disorders, etc.) during and after
the Second World War, I decided to make a new approach and provide a
new Scale based on the needs of such children but standardized on adequate
samples of the normal population. As no such scale derived from studies
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of British subjects was available, it appeared essential to provide one for
the use of psychologists and paediatricians both in this country and abroad.
The classification of the test items into five scales, each measuring one
main developmental trend, was the next objective. It was also eady realized
that tlese scales should be oirtually equal in difficulty at each stage, so the
next consideration was to establish equality of difficulty in these sub-scales
on a statistical basis. This was achieved on a basis of monthly groupings
of the results, working out the average scores of the babies (numbers of test
items passed) month by month in each sub-scale and aiming at equality of
difficulty as a nec€ssary condition if a child's result on any one scale was to
be accurately sempared with his result on the others. This means that, in
assessing the results, we are now in a strong position to be able to say: "This
baby did better on Scale A ttran on Scale B", etc. The profiles shown below
will illustrate the significance ofthis fact ofequality ofthe sub-scales, Dased
on ooerages, as a necessary condition for comparison of individual test
results in every individual case. These profles
of this kind published elsewhere.f

will supplement information

The Sub-Scales
These

will now be briefly described. They are five in number:

A. Locomotor Deuelopment
This scale traces the normal locomotor development of babies from the
first to the twenty-fourth month of age, measuring from a child's first ability
to lift his head from the pillow in the prone position, through all the stages
of learning to roll, to sit, to crawl, to stand, to walk, etc., until, at two years
of age, he arrives at jumping off steps, kickin g a ball, climbing stairs and
seating himself at table. Delicate children, or crippled, or spastic, premature
or defective all show, in different degree, slowness or other special difficulty
with this scale, and the effect of the physical condition can therefore be
observed in a systematic manner, item by item, and a great deal learnt
about the child under examination.
B. Personal-Social Scale
This scale calls attention to all the intimate stages of development that
bring the child gradually from a condition of complete dependence upon
others to one in which he has acquired sorne degree of self-help and has
achieved a degree of emancipation in matters of feedirg, dressing, cleanliness, and the companionship of other people: from the early glancing and
lookin g at people, to smiling and co-operating in various ways, to a stage
where he knows himself as a person, recognizes himself in a mirror, knows

t R. Griffiths

(1954),Tlte Abilities of tubies, chapters VIf,

Vff[.
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the names of parts of his body and is building up his personal "body
image" and an early conccption of himself as a person.
The delicate or over-dependent child does not do well on this scale; and
the neglected child on the one hand, the overprotected child on the other,
both show gaps or irregularities in their personal-social development as
revealed in the item-by-item assessment. Thus, therefore, emotionally disturbed, socially deprived and other maladjusted children and also psychotics
show serious gaps in the acquisition of these skills and in social comprehension (revealed also in their language development). Such observations
are most important for our understanding of their problems.
C. Hearing and Speech

This scale derives in part from a study of normal speech development,
including the gradual build-up of spoken language, from mere vocal sounds
to definite syllables and words and babbled phrases in the first year, to clear
words and finally to short sentences in the second. It also derives many of
its items from observation of reactions to sounds normally heard by the baby
in ordinary homely experience: the mother's voice, the sound of a beli
rustling of paper, etc. As in all the five scales, several sub-sequences are
interwoven in this Hearing and Speech Scale.
Not only is the actual growth of language through these early stages of
pre-speech recorded, but the response of the child himself to sounds, the
developing capacity tc listen, the interest in music and attempts to sing are
all part of the hearing and speech development of the normal baby- The
baby's imitative reactions are seldom immediate but are, for the most part,
"delayed reactions", occurring even a day or several days after the stimulus
1fo31 mrghf the child's attention. Immediate imitation of a new sound cannot
be looked for at this early stage.
A study of this delicate process of the acquisition of speech sounds, and
comprehension of meaning attached to them, is fundamental to our understanding of the situation of a child born deaf or acquiring deafness in early
infancy. Probably the best kind of screening test for deafness in young babies
would be through detailed observation and recording of their uocal sounds
in the early months of life, and through observation of their awareness, or
not, of the human voice----e.g. mother or father talking-with evidence of
a growing capacity to listen. The deaf child cannot listen; the slow child
does not; the intelligent hearing child is listening hard throughout all these
early months, and he soon tries to imitate, by means of increasing babble,
something of what he hears.
A child's capacity to listen, wait, and later reproduce (or try to reproduce)
what he has heard is an important indication of normal mentality. The
detailed items of this sub-scale when applied to a child can indicate, almost
without fail, whether or not slowness at learning to speak is due to a hearing
loss, or to a more general slowness, a specific retardation or speech defect,
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sometimes inhibition of speech due to maladjustment. Where actual
mental defect is present, rather than hearing loss, slowness will also be
apparent in the other scales and the profile will be quite a different shape
from that of the deaf baby, where the trough is always at Scale C specifically. A silent child may be backward rather than deaf. The deaf child of
normal potential intelligence will lack speech or be retarded on Scale C,
but will glve fairly normal responses on Scales D, E and also A.

or

D. Hand and Eye Co-ordination
By means of this scale (which is also applied from the earliest weeks of
life), with its series of items relating to both visual behaviour and hand and
arm movements, we are able gradually to observe as the babies develop the
co-ordination of hand and eye in the reaching out towards the environment,
and in touching, grasping and manipulating objects near them.
At first, these two functions of looking at things and manipulating them
are quite un-co-ordinated. It has sometimes been said that babies do not
" see " at alt in the first few weeks of life. This is not a true or correct description of the position. Developed vision in the older child and adult is the
result of a great deal of experience of looking at, comparing, contrasting and
experimenting in the fields of vision and touch. At first, although the baby's
eyes are normal, and the potentialities for development of vision are present,
the child-having no previous knowledge of the visual world-has got

literally to " learn " to see, from the beginning.
He comrnences his experience of the visual (as of the auditory) as it were
from scratch. Very early in his life, the eyes turn towards bright objects
such as a window or other light, also towards movement in the environment,
and also very early towards the mother's face. A normal baby glances at
objects that shine and glisten, even though to us these may not appear
bright, and also towards objects that make sounds as well as movements,
such as rustling paper or rattling toys. When both visual and auditory
stimuli emanate from an object, the baby is irresistibly attracted. This is
probably why the baby glances, and presently stares, at the mother's face;
for here there are movements of eyes that glisten and smile upon him, and
these are frequently accompanied by the movement of the lips and the sound
of the mother's voice as she speaks softly to him. The baby will, however,

turn from this interesting experience if a curtain is suddenly drawn back
from a window, or if a new sound is made near him. This is perhaps the
reason why it has been found so difficult to photograph a young baby
lookin g at his mother's face.

Long before he has sufficient head balance to turn deliberately to the
sound of a bel[, the child will turn his eyes towards it, which appears generally
to be an attempt to locate the sound or see the object as well as hear the
sound

it

caused.
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The development of vision in relation to the environmental experience,
then, demands a capacity<ven hereat trris early age and in an already com-

plex situation-to recognize different stimuli (visual, auditory, eic.), to

rOcognize the same stimulus when repeated, to differentiate one such stimulus

from another, and to begin to respond appropriately. Technically this involves a great deal, even in a very young child. It involves: (i) simple awareness, not of an object as such but of some quality of it; (ii) a capacity to
recognize this same quality again and therefore (iii) to compare and contrast
one simple experience with another (relation finding).
careful observation of a normal child's behaviour, and careful experiment,
will reveal that already the complex mechanisms of logical thought are
present in the making and are leading the child not merely to be aware of
qualities, or aspects, or sections of an object, but to grasp some idea_
through "relation finding"---of many simple objects and experiences.
Presently he will come to know objects as such: a spoon, his bottle, atoy;
not merely the sound it makes or its softness to his touch or its bright colour,
but as a combination of all these and other visual aspects; it becomes a
meaningful object. This is the development of the logical relation of ..constitution". Already in the earliest weeks of life, although the child is still
a speechless, helpless infant there is evidence ofthe beginnings ofintellectual
activity that will lead the child in succeeding months not only to visual and
auditory recognition but to the beginnings of learning in its truest sense.
The normal baby learns at an astounding pace; he changes in the quality
of his developing comprehension almost from day to day. In the first few
months of life (l) a child can follow a moving light horizontally, at first in
a jerky way, then more smoothly and continuously; (2) he learns to fixate
and hold an object in his gaze; (3) he can glance from one object to another
and back again. As the eye muscles grow stronger and his interest in ..looking" develops, he will follow a bright object such as the light of a torch or
a shining mirror in a perpendicular direction and also all round in a wide
circle slowly made by the moving object; later he will follow with his eyes
persons moving all round a room.
But during the earliest period (up to about twelve weeks of age) the baby
does not yet reach out to grasp a toy shown to him. This does not mean
that he cannot grasp; he does so whenever his hands come in contact with
an object: a familiar toy, the blankets, his mother's hand or dress, and so on.
But that is not done by reaching for things seen. Hancl movements are
developing; vision is developing; but these two different functions do not
begin to supplement each other in experience until the fourth month of life
or later. Then true reaching for and grasping of objects takes place, and

many step-by-step achievements can be observed: reaching after a dangling

toy, persevering when an awkward contact drives it from him, finally
catching it, then exploring its nature with hands and lips, by manipulating

it

and also by bringing

it into contact with

a surface.
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Throughout the rest of the first year, the prooess continues, until the child
reaches the interesting stages observed early in the second year, with such
skills as early scribbling with a pencil, building up bricks into towers,
opening and closing boxes, placing insets into simple formboards (Scale E),
rolling and throwing a ball, etc. By the end of the second year the average
baby can already scribble in a circle and draw a reasonable line either in a

or a horizontal direction. Hand and eye are co-ordinating
and will continue to aid each other, with improving skill and precision,
throughout childhood and on into adult life.
This fascinating study-for such it is-of the gradual co-ordination of
hand and eye in the intelligent individual brings us up suddenly with tragic
realization when we use these tests of Scale D with little cerebral palsied
children or with blind babies; for these struggle to carry out the simplest
movements many months after the intact child has learnt to play normally

perpendicular

with toys and materials. The clumsy hands of little mongol babies, the unwanted movements of the athetoid, the rigid grip of a ball by the spastic
child, who cannot release it at will to throw it away in play, these are the
tragedies we meet in our work that should and will stimulate us not only
towards ever better medical means of helping in infancy but towards ever
more efficient means of training and educating the handicapped child.
Research*and more research-is needed into all these problems.
E. A scale of performance

tests

for

babies and young normal and handicapped

childrm.
Here we can be brief, for, like the other four scales of the Infant Test,
this scale has been fully described elsewhere. This scale, too, deals with hand
and eye co-ordination, but it differs from Scale D in that it studies, notso
much the growth of this co-ordination, but the way the child learns stage
by stage to use these gpowing skills in the solution of the particular problems
he meets with in his play and other activities.
In the second year, the performance test items approximate nearer to those
used with older children. In the early stages, certain simple tasks, showing
comprehension of space and form relation are included, such as: finding
a toy under a cup, discovering a sweet or toy inside a closed barrel, unwrapping a toy, etc.
The performance tests of the second year are useful, too, with blind children.
There are very simple form-boards and brick-boxes. Handicapped children
of all groups enjoy these tests of Scale E, but naturally do them when they
are a little older-sometimes much older-than the standardization requires.
The materials give the Examiner very useful opportunities for observing not
merely whether a child can succeed in carrying out these tasks but just how
he carries them out or tries to do so. Without worrying or disturbing the handicapped child, the movements of the hands can be carefully observed (sometimes

a matter

of great importance) and the development of the hands- thumb
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opposition, awkwardness, spasticity, laterality, etc.<an be noticed and
comments added to the record.
The pieces of apparatus used in all these tests have been carefully selected
or specially designed to meet the needs of these youngest children in the
test situation. The babies enjoy the tests. Even the most sJverely handicapped
will respond, within the limits of his capacity, if the right approach is used.
How to manage the test situation with young ana severety handicapped
children is part of the technique which has to be acquired, and this is not
easily described apart from the presence of the subject to be tested.
It will be found that no child is too young or too severely afflicted but
that a complete test can be obtained! In fact no child need be regarded as
"untestable". Some children are more difficult to test than othirs; some
are very difficult. In a few cases it may be necessary to see a child more
than
once to complete the examination and get a firm result.
In all this work an important feature is this opportunity to observe and
note anything unusual that may be of importance in diagnosis or give a
clue to sometling that might be helpful in treatment or education. There is
so much, in testing special cases (as well as normal children), that can be
usefully observed and that may be vital in extending our knowledge of these,
that the Examiner can scarcely afford to take his eygs from a child throughoui
the examination, except to make his necessary written comments and to
score ttre tests.

huNcprrs ro se OnsERvEo rN TFsmrc youxc CrnrpnsN
A. consideration for the Person and personality of the youngest subject
It would be of litfle use to try to take up this kind of testing of babies
unless one had a genuine interest in, and indeed affection for, -babies and
little children, and experienced compassion also for their immaturity,

whether normal or handicapped.
The Examiner should know intuitively when to approach a young child
wifh a test or to apply a stimulus, and when to pause to give f,im time to
adjust in an unusual situation. crrtainly during thC first partlf tne interview,
whilst the rapport may be uncertain, the approach to the child should be
gradual and unhurried. It is helpful to have the mother present (though this
is not always possible) and to allow the mother or ourseio keep ihe child
on
her lap at least during the early part of the test. A good many of the test
items can be taken quite well with the baby on thehother,s iap. In fact,
the Examiner should handle the child only when he or she is sure of the
child's acceptance, and then as little as may be consistent with obtaining
the information wanted. The very youngest tabies usually accept a certain
amount of handling without protest, but, even here, it is often wiser to ask
the mother to move the child or change his position when that is neoessary,
e.g. from her lap to the divan, or to the floor, when ne@ssary, to observe
locomotor items.
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Every child has a personality that develops as he grows. Some are, from
the beginnirg, more sensitive than others. Highly intelligent babies are often
the most sensitive of all, and most likely to suffer from untoward environmental circumstances. We need to remember that even at this early stage,
environmental experiences begin to make impressions, with a resultant fear
of, or resentment of, attention from strangers in some children. Thus the
gradual approach is important; so also is a quiet, receptive manner and,
in purticular, keeping the voice low and avoiding any suddenness of movement or speech. The older babies, if normal and from normal backgrounds,

can ,5ru1y accept a natural and homely approach, and even a certain
amount of play, as, for example, with the ball items, with the pulling toys,
etc. No two children are alike, and we have, therefore, to learn to adjust
our techniques to suit any we may meet, using ingenuity in the order of items
taken and, in our general approach, keeping a happy rapport with both
mother and child in being throughout the test.
B. Metianlous Accuracy of Obseruation by the Examiner
We have already indicated the importance of close observation of the
child under examination
There is no special "magic" in any of the test materials or test items.
The most important function of the test materials is to provide opportunity
for the Examiner to observe, with a degree of exactness, the way in which
a child behaves in relation to persons, to situations, to materials, and so
be in a position to assess his level in that particular. The whole child enters

into any one interesting experience.
Things to observe are numerous; a few may be mentioned here. Physical
activity-does the child give the impression of robust physical activity,
or is he limp, unresponsive, slow, or resistant, etc.? Does he adjust without
protest to niw situations, or change easily from one activity to another?
ivhat about his general poise: is he normally alert, looking about him and
taking notice, etc.? can his attention be readily held to a task, or is he
easily distracted? Does he manipulate materials with interest, or quickly
lose attention or the ability to concentrate, and send everything to the floor
(as is characteristic of babies in the first year)? More particularly, how does
ihe child handle things? Does he show some experience of toys, e'g' the
motorcars, the dolls, etc.? Details of actual hand development are of course
listed in scale D, and, to be sure of each of them may mean coming back

again and again to offer the ball, a cube, a pellet, the cup, and so on, to give the
Examiner opportunity to observe with exactness just where the child is up to in

all the o"ceirary directions for scoring, e.g. development of the hand in
grasping, etc., as well as for the overall impression of the child's liveliness,
irierdlio..r, good adjustment-or the reverse of all these-that may be
shown in the test situation.
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C. Thoroughness and Completeness of the Examinatton
Every item of these scales is valid and statistically reliable; each
one
carries its own quota of M. A. credit. All therelevant itlms snoui
ttrerefore
be taken or offered. As explained above, the five scales have been (with
great labour) made so as to be equal in difficulty at each age-level
ofthe test.
If items are omitted for any reason, the delicate balancJbetween the subscales is liable to be upset and the profile therefore inaccurate.
There is no special order in which the tests should be taken but
none
should be omitted that lie within the child,s range. Refusal ofan item
is regard_
ed as a failure, and we do not insist after twice attempting to get the
item
accepted. This point is more fully explained in the mnauoot.lf tne
cnita
is unable to respond to an item, or refuses it, that one must be failed.
Refusals are almost always due to the child's own realization that he
cannot
succeed with this particular task. Frequently he does not understand
what
is wanted. Intelligent babies,
quite young ones, are sensitive enough
-eveo
not to wish to "fail" in a particular
instance; they push the apparatus away,
or cry, or otherwise show disturbance. These are recorded as-failures.
lsie
in Fig. I illustration of an eleven-months boy attempting, but not fully
understanding, the frst formboard: item E 3i, passed ty--so per
cent of
children at the end of their thirteen month)
tfig. f ].
There is a more serious kind of omission tnai must be mentioned.
The
author is frequenfly asked whether it is legitimate to omit a whole scale
where the child has a disability. The answei to this question is a very
definite "No!" The subscale which measures a disability in a particular
case
is the most tmportant scale to be taken for that child.
A severe disability affects to some degree every one of the scales but is,
naturally, more clearly observed in the scale most relevant. we needespecially where there are specific disabilities-to know as exactly
as possible what cffect this handicap is having on every one of the avenues
of
learning and on the total result. Therefore, no trerp or advantage can
in
effect be ofered to a handicapped child by omitting ttre evidence
ofiis actual
plight! on this will the need for treatment be decided and, when the followup study is undertaken, the effects of treatment itself can frequently be
assessed and the child's progress observed as he gradually
climis, auring
a period of time, nearer to his true potential, whenlreatment is appropriati
and has been successful. The writer feels very definitely the importance
of
putting on record for every child tested exactiy what the fndings
are at the
time of test. only thus can any treatment be eifectively planned-and further
investigation initiated. complete and thorough tests -are essential in
research-and every case seen is, in effect, a small research.

D.Immediate Recording
This matter is so obvious when testing young babies on a detailed scale
such as this, that it would scarcely seem necessary to refer to it,
except that
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ttrere are examples in the literature of baby testing where the recommendation is made tfat the examination should not be internrpted to make notes
and keep a young child waiting. Naturally one would leave any volume of
writing or reporting until after the examination; and, of course, the scoring

of the total examination would follow later. But the actual scoring of successes and failures over individual test items cannot possibly be left to the
end of the examination, if such scoring is to be accurate'
The Examiner who is thoroughly used to the method might conceivably
go on testing until a small gfoup of six or even eight items as a maximum
had been done. He must then break away from the child to record the results.

Such pauses in the test are salutary; the intense concentration is then relieved
for both baby and Examiner while these items are beingrecorded. Sometimes,

a baby previously silent becomes reassured and begins to babble when the
Examinir turns away to score some items or prepare the next piece of
apparatus.
'isycho-diagnosis

is an item-by-item process. Gradually, as the child's

,.rpoor., r.r."l o,h"t he can do and where any difficulties li9, the mental
picture becomes clearer. Just as the strength of a chain lies in its weakest
link, so is every item in every section of the test necessary for an accurate
result.

E. AdeEtate Time
The whole examination takes a certain amount of time, but, if this work
is worth doing, adequate time must be made available. Normal little babies
do not take viry long to test; a very youngoneundersixmonthsofagecan
usually be testei by an experienced examiner in about 20-30 minutes. Older
babies take a little longer. Normal children in the second year may take
about 4O minutes. For Jpecial cases, of course, more time must be allowed,
and it is usual to allow an hour for each such examination, which should
also provide enough time for some conversation with the mother and for

obtaining from her the necessary background information'
F. Reporting

A report, when provided, should contain the following information:
(i) The actual resultJ of the test, that is, the total mental age arrived at and
ihe general quotient (G.Q.) (ii) The results on each of the five sub-scales
sepaiately, wheneu"r there is a developmental problem. (iii) A graph or
histogram (if required) showing the profile.
This skeleton ieport should also be accompanied by a written description
of the child's rerpons.t on each of the sub-scales, mentioning anything
unusual that has been observed and making any other comments likely to
be helpful to the psychiatrist or paediatrician for whom the reportisprepared.
Thus, in ScalJ A, exactly what the child could and could not do would
be described, showing his exact position in regard to learning to walk, and
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any unusual findings would be mentioned. A further brief paragraph
should
be written about each of the Scales.

There would seem to be no reason why the psychologist should not end
by suggesting what, in his opinion, the child might bJ suffering from (as
indicated by the profile), and whether he might wish to see the child
after a period of time or might wish to carry out a more prolonged follow-up
"guio

study.

Wser

rs AN Asssssur,.rr?

An assessment, in the psychological sense, is primarily the result of a
completed psychological examination. The test result provides a figure that
is the ratio between the child's c.A., i.e. his actual
measured by time,
"g"estimate
"s
and his so-called M. A., i.e. mental age, which is an
of his level of
ability at the time of test. This result is described as a quotient-usually as
an Intelligence Quotient (I.a.).
In testing babies and young children, however, by a series of scales of
equal difficulty, as in the method under review nere, it is better described
as a G.Q. or General Quotient, insofar as the examination includes
tests of
five different kinds, relating to five different aspects of the child,s development and, although each one carries a certain intellectual element or component, each is "saturated" to a diferent degree with intelligen@
or .,G".
Therefore the total result is a composite of several thingsl-a battery
of
several tests, each one separate and in itself a complex entity.
when, with older subjects, we measure "intelligence" (so-called) with a
battery of tests, the result may be described as an estimate or assessment of
a General Factor, described by the late professor Spearman as ..G,, or
general intelligence. It is in this sense that I adoptid the term..G.e.,,
(general quotient) rather than I.e. (intelligence quotient), well
aware that
many specific abilities are also being measured in particular by the separate
sub-scales, as already described.
The profile, however, purports to set out and describe the entire range
of the major abilities measured, and to show the variety of tasks included
in the total assessment, and where the child succeeds or fails. This assessment, at this level, involves what I have called "a differential diagnosisof
mental status".
Diagnosis as such only begins to emerge from the assessment when we
consider this differential aspect, which can throw into relief the nature of
a disability (such as deafness), where this is present, and the effect such
disability is having on the general level of devel,opmeni. A complete diagnosis of course involves additional medicar investigations which should
be in
the hands of the paediatrician.
_ A further question next arises as to what it is that the total Scale measures.
This is a difficult theoretical issue. The statistician would riehtly want to
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investigate the various statistical components of the test, to try to arrive at
the exict nature of this total G.Q. and also the more specific nature of the
This would require an extensive research in itself.
separate
-For scales.
the time being, our purposes are fully engaged in attempts, by the

use of this method of examination, to discover handicaps among young
children, to measure their effects upon the child's development, and try to
deal with these at the earliest possible moment. Also, the tests are being
extended to provide this kind of diagnostic approach for children of ages
at least to the end of the seventh year. This will enable psychologists,
paediatricians and medical officers to investigate by the profile technique
the problems of children during the pre-school and infant school periods,
andio to know, well in advance of the seventh year, which children need a
follow-up study or further psychological investigations and to provide, well
ahead, for those who will need special consideration in the matter of treatment or special educational provision.
we may conclude this section by suggesting that what the scale measures
is the total or general efficiency of the child at the time of test. More simply,
it measures where the child is up to in his total development, in relation to
other children of his exact chronological age. If, when examined at 6 months,
he is in all respects like an average six-month old baby, he will have a G.Q.

100 and we may say he is just 100 per cent. If, when examined at lomonths,
he is like an eight-month old baby, his G. Q. will be 80, i.e. 80 per cent of
his actual age. If, at l0 months, he is like a twelve-month old baby, his G.Q.
very satisfactory result.
will be

of

l2ra

CoNsrAlIcY oF THE I. Q.

The term "intelligence quotiellt" was first used by Binet and Simon,
when, at the end of the nineteenth century they developed one of the first
series of tests for children from three to twelve years of age, and noticed
the great individual differences that undoubtedly exist among children. There
are in fact no two children exactly alike in the quality of their abilities, and
when these are studied in detail the differences become more obvious; the
wider the range of the tests that are used, the wider the differences between
the test results. These differences between children, displayed by different
tests, are found also among babies, even the youngest babies. In fact, from
the beginning of life, close and systematic observation brings to light the
fact of the universality of individual differences as such. Each child is unique
in his mental make-up and remains an individual throughout his life.
This does not necessarily mean, however, that his I.Q. will remain constant whenever he is tested, at any and every period of his life, and with
tests of different kinds. This fallacy-for such it is-needs careful clarification. Theoretically, this doctrine of constancy of the I.Q. is a satisfactory
assumption and quite valid when we are dealing with large numbers of
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children in population surveys and other sociological studies. The so-called
normal or Gaussian curve is obtained whenever large and representative
samples of people are tested for any general quality. we know the exact
shape this curve will take, if the work is accurate; exactly what proportion
of the children will have I.Q. between 90 and llG-usuallyabout 5b per oent,
varying with the Standard Deviation of the test used; how many will be
below this level and how many above. These facts would also emerge and
be found to hold good if we made a study of the heights of adult men, or
their weights. A great many measures applied to living things provide cor-

roboration of these facts.
But these statistical facts remain valid only when we are considering
people in the mass, when we have large representative or complete samples.

when we study individuals, we discover so many exceptions to the ruli, so
many children whose I. Q. does not remain constant, even throughout a few
years of their lives, that we have to pause and consider what this means.

The facts are that, even in large-scale studies, changes do take place
within the group; one child moves up a little, another slips down a few
rungs of the ladder. The larger and more representative the samples, the
more a@urate the curves that describe them, also the more numerous are
tle actual changes within them. Nonetheless, it is true that these changes,
under fairly stable conditions, are Ieast to be found where the test results
cluster nearest to the average; at the lower and upper ends ofthe frequency
distribution such changes are more frequent. A change of five points or r.q.
(that is, 5 per cent up or down the scale) is usually regarded by statisticians
as non-significant. Many small changes do in fact take place in the quotients
of individual children when re-examined, even when thi same scale is used.
!,arger differences require some explanation, and children whose quotients
fluctuate to a great extent should be regarded as needing further siudy and
treated provisionally as special cases. some disability-physical, mental
or emotional-may be disturbing the progress of the child.
This brings us to the important question of the value of testing when
dealing with special cases. we may concede the general validity of the constancy of the I.Q. under favourable conditions. Thus, whenever a child is
llready making progress in school at a normal average rate, enjoys good
health, is a stable person and has no serious home worries or baciground
problems, it is probable that his results on successive tests, with the same
scale and by the same examiner, will remain fairly constant. where a problem exists, the rule concerning constancy just does not hold.
Let us consider a few probabilities. Because of illness in a home, a young
baby goes away from his own mother and the significant importance of
her personal care; he is given every kind of good physical caie by other
kindly people. Nonetheless he suffers a degree of emotional deprivation
and is unlikely to make normal progress. Such a case will be very briefly
described at the end ofthis paper (see Fig.2).
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A boy of eighteen months is found to have very slight speech development
and consequently a low quotient in tests involving speech. On examination,
he is found to be deaf. After he has had the highly technical investigation
at the audiology unit, his deafness being confirmed by the otologist, he is
fitted with a hearing aid. It takes some time for a young child to become
accustomed to wearing a hearing aid, and the mother will need help in ways
of managing the situation, therefore frequent visits to the unit will be made.
After six months or so, the child's intelligence is again examined by the same
profile technique as before, and it is found that his total level of ability has
risen and a quite dramatic improvement has taken place in regard to speech.t

t See also follow-up studies on p. 145 Case K.B. CFig. 3).
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The profile changes its shape, and the trough always found in deaf cases
at Scale C (Hearing & Speech) gradually fills up, while a total improvement
also takes place, involving other aspects of development.
In both these cases an understandable change takes place in the child's
capacity to succeed when tested. (See profiles.) A few decades ago the general
attitude of many people dealing with very backward children was one of
acceptance of ttre backwardness (or mental defect) as a fact, an absolute
circumstance, that could not change. It was said of a child: "He was born
that way". Nothing could be done. Many such children went into institutions where they were cared for more or less adequately at a physical
level. The idea that some improvement might, under certain circumstances,
be possible was scarcely entertained. Today, we look upon defects ofevery
kind: special sense disorders, physical conditions, metabolic disorders, emotional disturbances and even congenital conditions, as worthy of our closest
observation, and researches are in progress with the object of learning more
about these conditions and providing relevant treatment wherever possible.
There are still many conditions for which an answer, in the sense of
specific care or improvemen! is not yet forthcoming. Nonetheless, quite
dramatic improvement has been obtained in children whose condition, before the last world war, would have been regarded as quite hopeless. We
therefore now look for improvement under some citotmstances. Mental
tests are being used in conjunction with physical treatments to watch the
progress of the children under treatment. (See, for example, the work being
done on phenylketonuria.) We therefore look for and hope for a changing
quotient in such cases, and sometimes we find this. The psychologist entering this field of special case work has in his hands the means of
demonstrating mathematically and with a high degree of accuracy whether
or not there is intellectual improvement, which of course may also throw
light on the efficacy of the treatment and be of great help to the paedia-

trician.
Phenylketonuria, a metabolic disorder, is a very rare condition, numbers
being estimated to be as low as one case in every 16,000 of the population.
Most of these cases are very seriously defective and are cared for in institutions. A few years ago, as the result of the discovery by a biochemist,

Dr. L. I. Woolf, at Great Ormond Street Hospital, of a special "proteinfree" diet, improvement in a few cases was obtained. It was found that this
improvement depended upon finding and treating these patients at a very
early age. The younger they were when started on the diet, the more likely
were they to benefit. In some cases, the treatment seemed mainly to prevent
deterioration; in others, actual improvement was obtained over a period of
years. It was also found possible to study this improvement by watching
closely the mental development of the children. Certain children who did
not have the treatment were used for the control study. The method of
testing and follow-up of these cases under treatment was the Mental De-
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velopment Scale described in this chapter. Two of the most su@essful results
of this diet and follow-up study are shown in the graphs below (Fig. 4).
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CoNcrusroN
(a) With adequate representative samples of a population, the general
doctrine of the constancy of the f.Q. will hold, on repeated tests, atthough
many changes may be taking place among individual members of the group.
(b) With handicapped children, we almost invariably find exceptions to
this rule. Without treatment, or where treatment is not yet available, defective children tend to deteriorate more or less slowly as they get older, and
this is reflected in a slowly dropping I.Q. Where treatment or other measures
can help in particular cases, the quotient may rise-usually slowly, some-

times dramatically.
(c) With young infants, so far as our knowledge goes at present, the same
principles hold. The stable average child, studied by the method described
above, progresses at an average pace and acquires each successive ability
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at the appropriate time. Not enough systematic research has so far been
done to show to what extent tests taken in infancy can be regarded as predictive of the future in individual cases. Much more systematic information
is needed, although test-retest correlations, under favourable conditions
and within the first two years, give satisfactory results, as mentioned earlier.
Tests that cover a similar wide range of abilities, comparable to those
now used for infants, are not yet generally available for older children.
Therefore, when studying babies, the only means of continuing individual
studies is to use other types of test such as the tests-usually predominantly
verbal-used for older children. We cannot expect that (a) after a period
of time and (b) with an entirely difrerent type of test we should obtain high
correlations, although these are sometimes found.

I

am myself at present studying and collating quite extensive data,
gathered in the past few years by myself and members of a small research
team, which include test results on all the five sub-scales of the infant test
already described (and one further one), to provide a continuation of the
profile technique for children up to the eighth year. When this work is completed, we shall have more to contribute on this vexed problem of infant
tests on a normal population of children being predictive; and I believe we
shall also be able to shed more light on the difficult problems of mental
growth and development in handicapped children.
What, then, is this age in which we live? World-shaking events seem
imminent. Yet, in the fields of paediatrics, child care, child research, biochemistry and other allied fields of work, we find: cataracts are removed

from the eyes of children and the blind or partially sighted begin to see!
Hearing aids are provided at a very early age, sometimes before the first
birthday, and the deaf child learns to speak! The phenylketonuric child,
once seriously defective, is treated with a special chemical diet and becomes

a normal, or near normal, child. Many of us who constantly meet these
children are in danger of regarding these things as commonplace; those of
us who have longer memories know them as modern miracles. More research and study is needed in all these areas. There is much more to be
learned. In some areas very little still can be done, as for example in that
largest of all groups of defectives: mongol children. But even here, research
continues and much has been learned in the past few years concerning the
genetic aspects of this and other inborn defects.
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8

The Place of Longitudtnal Research in the Study

of

':,':::'::ent

IN A recent imaginative analysis of current trends, Lawrence K. Frank(l)
sees the science of human development as a new discipline, emerging as
the fruition of the past fifty years of investigation in biology, medicine and
the social sciences, which will " attempt to go beyond the specific quantified
findings of the life sciences . . . to a multidimensional approach to the

intact living, growing, developing, ageing organism-personality".
Professor Frank's challenging article looks toward the future; but
whereas the full realization of his vision is yet to come, several of the basic
components of his programme-the study of development as it takes place
in time, awareness of the interaction between child and environment, and
a measure of collaboration across disciplinary boundaries-have characterized many developmental research projects for at least four decades.
In the nineteen-twenties and thirties, studies were inaugurated in various
parts of the United States in which the physical growth and mental and
personal development of numbers of individuals were to be recorded during
a considerable part of their childhood and adolescence, by teams representing several disciplines. After the war this fashion spread across the Atlantic,
with the launching of longitudinal studies in a number of European and
African centres, one group being co-ordinated by the International Children's Centre (Falkner(')) to make possible cross-national comparisons.
Interim findings on various aspects of development have been published
by many of these centres, and more comprehensive reports have appeared
from some of the older-established American institutes. KaganQ4T) has
recently summarized the coverage and present status of ten of these studies,
giving selected bibliographies.
Longitudinal studies of this kind have been criticized because of their
cost, the long wait for results, and the inevitable loss of cases; because in
some instances more data have been collected than could be used, with
no clear idea of their purpose; and because early data may be found lacking
to test hypotheses that emerge later in the course of the study. It is not my
intention to discuss these probleffiS, or the practical difficulties of longitudinal research; this has been well done by Jones(3) and by Kessen(a). I
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propose instead to make a limited survey of the main areas in which type
of work has contributed to knowledge, and to mention some of the open
questions to which its contribution still seems essential. In such a brief
review I shall inevitably leave out much that is important, nor do I claim
familiarity with the whole field; the examples I choose will be those that
have come my way and seem significant. Some discussion of methods, and
some references to non-longitudinal work, will be necessary to an appreciation of the interdependence of the various research designs. For a full treatment of the methods of studying children, Mussen's handbook(s) is recommended.
First let us define essential terms. A longitudinal study is one in which

information is collected concurrently on one or many individuals over a
time span long enough to encompass a detectable change in developmental
status. Thus it differs from a cross-secttonal study in observing changes in the
same individual; from retrospectiue study in recording development as it
takes place; and-at least for present purposes-it is to be distinguished
from both experimental and clinical studies in refraining from manipulating
the course of development. The term follow-up is sometimes applied to
retrospective studies (as in a follow-up of individuals known to have had
a particular experience in the past); but where the subjects are observed
before or during the experience and then again later, the follow-up is
essentially longitudinal, although data on the intervening period may be
missing.

Although the term " longitudinal studies " is commonly used to refer to
large, long-term, multi-disciplin ary investigations, it applies equally to
small-scale studies of specific aspects of development over a limited period,
such as that of Ambrose (6) on the smiling response in the early months of
life. Stone and Onqu6tz) provide abstracts of some 300 longitudinal studies
of child personality, with samples ranging from one case to several thousand. Although the " baby biographies " which launched child study in the
nineteenth century may have had their duy, systematic observations on particular functions in a single child, such as those of Lewis (8) on his son's
developing speech, still fulfil a function complementary to that of largesample research.

The plan of what follows is one of convenience, implying no belief in
fundamental distinctions between aspects of the individual, or of the
environment; indeed, since these aspects merge one into another, some overlap between sections cannot well be avoided. I shall consider in turn:

I. The Processes of DevelopmentA. Physical growth
B. Growth of abilities
C. Behaviour tendencies
D. Personality development.
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II.
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Influences on GrowthA. The scope and limits of environmental influence
B. Cultural and sociologicat factors
C. Parental influences
D. Deviations from ordinary family life
E. Other critical experiences.

III. Interaction between the child and his environment.
I. Tns

PRocEssEs

or

DTvELopMENT

A. Physical Growth
The study of physical development is interesting not only in its own right
but also for its bearings on social adjustment. It is also a useful starting
point for our purpose because its results are visible and measurable in familiai

units, and because the various types of growth provide models against which
development of psychological functions can be set for comparison.
The first distinction to be made is between growth that can be measured
along a continuum, such as height, and growth that cannot be so measured
but which results in the emergence of new structures, such as teeth, or
functions, such as walking. In the first case, assessment of an individual
consists in measuring him and comparing the measurements with current
standards for persons of his &Ea, sex and country. In the second case,
where any particular milestone of development is concerned, the comparison
is in terms of the age at which the individual acquires the structure or function in question, in relation to the average age for acquiring it. A single
milestone is always an unreliable guide to developmental status; bui a
number of such indications taken together can add up to a satisfactory

overall assessment, and this is the essence of a developmental scale. AJthough

it

differs from a continuous measure such as height in its method of construction and in the aspects of $owth it measures, basically the two types

of

assessment can both be regarded as different manifestations of a riogtt
underlying process of maturation.
Now let us consider the types of research implied. In both kinds of assessment, standards have had to be established by the examination of large numbers of individuals of all ages and both sexes, selected so as to be representative of all sections of the population in the country concerned. For coltinuous measures, means and standard deviations for males and females
are calculated at each dga, usually at yearly intervals. For scales made up
of discrete milestones, the percentage passing each item at each age is noted
and the item is assigned to the age level at which a predetermined percen tage
(usually 50 per cent) pass it. The establishment of norms in these ways
is essentially a task for cross-sectional research, since it is an operation
requirirg the recruitment of large and carefully balanced samples of cnildren
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of different ages at the same time. Moreover it is a task which should be
repeated at least once in every generation, for appreciable changes occur
and make old standards seriously misleading. Over the past 100 years the
increase in height and weight and the reduction of average age of attaining
sexual maturity have been documented in many countries (Tanner,(e)
pp. 1a5-155).

Cross-sectional studies therefore will continue to be needed for the periodical collection of age norms, including the range of normal variation, in
every aspect of development. This is the essential scaffolding without which
the study of growth could not take place. But it is not in itself a studylof
$owth or development, for these are processes which take place in indiviIuals through time, and can only be observed in the longitudinal records'of
individual progress. Curves connecting the average measurements from age
to age are always more or less smooth, owing to the cancelling out of variations; but far from being the commonest pattern, the simple curve never

at all in life, for growth is essentially a spasmodic business, with
rapid spurts and slower periods as part of its nature. The well-known
adolescent spurt in height is one example. In the smooth curve of average
height for the population this spurt is barely perceptible; in any individual
curve it is marked. contrast the cross-sectional Qight) and longitudinal
(heavy) 50th percentile lines in Fig. 1. The reason is that, quite apart from
appears

the difference between the sexes, individual boys or girls differ by as much as
five years in the age at which it occurs, it is commonly preceded and followed
by periods of slower growth, so that at any given age the slower and the
faster growers compensate each other. Two individuals may be equal in
height at the beginning and the end of adolescence, but differ by as much as
four inches in the middle of it, as shown in Fig. l.
This fact has far-reaching implications. For the growth spurt has a
definite relationship to all the other changes of adolescence which cumu-

latively amount to the transition from childhood to maturity. whether
this occurs at !2 or 15 can obviously make an enonnous difference to the
individual. Early maturing boys have a clear advantage in size, strength,
athletic and sexual prowess tt an age when these are highly valued in the
peer group. For girls, early adolescence may be less advantageous. But
does it make any lasting difference? In the Oakland Growth Study, in which
adolescents were followed into later life, correlations were found between
early maturing in males and adult social participation, responsibility and
prestige; and the occupational status achieved could be predicted better
from age of puberty than from ability in childhood or from parental occuPotion.(rrl
If a boy is tall for his age, will he turn out taller than the average man?
Not necessarily; for just as the adolescent spurt can vary widely in age so
can the termination of growth; the tall child may turn out to be a tall
adult growing at an average rate, or he may be advanced in growth toward
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FIG. l. Height attained from I I to 17 of two boys of Harpenden Growth Study,
one (M 613) with an early and the other (M ll2) with a later adolescent
spurt. The plots are made against the Tanner-Whitehouse 1958 crosssectional British standards, and the solid black line represents the 50th
percentile of the new longitudinal-t1pe 1965 standards. (From Tanner,
Whitehouse and Takaishi.(l o);

only ayerage adult height. If we knew how mature he was-that is to say,
what proportion of his $owth process he had accomplished-the prediction of his adult height would become much more feasible. We should
also know more or less when to expect the onset of puberty and the adolescent growth'spurt,
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of maturity

in the skeletal

age. When ossilong
bones, linear
fication is complete and the epiphyses fuse with the
growth ceases. From an X-ray of the hand or wrist the stage of ossification
reached in a number of bones can be observed and matched against standards to give an assessment of maturity. Through longitudinal studies, skeletal age measured as early as three years ofage has been found to correlate

reliable measure

exists

substantially with age of attainingpuberty and with mature height. Prediction
of these from skeletal maturity taken in conjunction with height for age is
now possible within a reasonable, and defined, margin of error, which decreases as the child grows older. Moreover, since ossification is well under
way at birth, assessment of maturity reached at that stage is possible-a
development which is likely to prove of great value.
TVeight, because it depends in varying proportions on bone, muscle and
fat, and is affected by diet and other factors, is much less predictable. The
weight-to-height ratio gives an indication of the type of physique, and its
constancy is being investigated in the Merrll-Palmer Longitudinal Study
(Stott(r2)). At other centres, Sheldon's somatotypes, which were found to
corelate with temperamental traits in adolescence (Sheldon and Stevens(l3))
are being applied to children to discover how early such an association can
be detected @avidson et al.(rat).
The field of psychosomatics is notoriously ill-defined. Prugh,trsr io
"
scholarly essay with a twenty-five-page bibliography, reviews the place of
psychosomatic concepts in relation to the whole field of illness in children.
Sontag<ro reminds us that the interactions between soma and psyche are
reciprocal, and mentions a few of the many "somatopsychic" issues await-

ing longitudinal research to throw light on the sequence of events.
People who externalize their feelings tend to show less marked autonomic
reactions (changes in skin conductance, pulse rate, blood pressure and respiration) than those who are more reserved and constant in mood. It was
once thought that the latter would be more liable to break down later, but
adolescents of this type, followed up in the Oakland Growth Study, were
found at the age of thirty-eight to be significantly better adjusted, having
fewer psychiatric and somewhat fewer psychosomatic symptoms (Jonestrztl.
At the Fels Institute in Ohio, Kagan and Moss(14), who found a high
positive correlation between autonomic reactions and a tendency to conceptualize in emotive terms (the joint tendency being moderately stable
through adolescence and early adult life) suggested that cognitive attitudes
might influence these physiological reactions.
The development of endocrine, metabolic, cardiac and other physiological functions, including the pattern of neural discharge shown in tle EEG,
are known mainly from cross-sectional studies, and much longitudinal work
remains to be done before ttrey and their relationships to behaviour are
fully understood. For discussion of these, and of the whole area of physical
growth, the reader is referred to Tanner.(e)
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B. Growth of Abtlities

At first sight it might seem that the development of abilities could

be

in much the same way as that of height. Both increase steadily
throughout childhood and adolescence, and the concept of mental age has
accustomed us to thinking in terms of a continuum, along which progf,ess
is measured in the apparently objective units of years and months.
The objectivity, however, is illusory. To obtain a mental age of ten, a
child must pass the tests that have been empirically found (through crossmeasured

sectional studies) to be passed by the average ten-year-old. The measure has

thus been constructed artificially so as to ensure that mean mental age
shall coincide at every point with mean chronological &ge, up to the age of
fourteen. (After that, the gradual slowing down of the increase in ability
to pass more tests with age has led to a compromise with the age-equivalence formula.) Mental age, therefore, is not an independent scale comparable to a measure of height; it is merely an aggregate of credits for passing discrete items, each of which may be regarded as a developmental
milestone empirically selected.
When Binet standardized his mental tests early in the century,

it was soon

observed that in most individuals the intelligence quotient, or ratio of
mental to chronological z5a, did not vary widely on retest. Did this mean
that normal mental growth could be expected to follow the typical course
throughout, at some constant multiple of the average rate? Did departures
from the constant ratio indicate either faulty testing or abnormality in the
individual? Or was mental growth, like height, subject to spurts and plateaux which cancelled out in the average? Was there an adolescent spurt,
and did it coincide with the period of rapid physical growth?
Many longitudinal studies were carried out to answer these questions, in
which children were measured and given intelligence test at intervals. One
of the best known was the Harvard Growth Study (Dearborn and Rothney(t"), from which it was concluded that prediction of intelligence was
extremely hazardous, that the relationship between physical and mental
growth was very slight, and that mental performance was unaffected by the
adolescent growth spurt. At Berkeley it was also found (Honzik, Macfarlane
and Allen(2o)) that correlations between f.Q. tended to decrease as the
interval between tests increased, suggesting that the unpredictability was due
less to unreliable tests than to the divergent trends of individuals; that between the ages of six and eighteen, changes of at least fifteen points of I.Q.
were shown by 58 per cent of the children, and changes of thirty points or
more by 9 per cent; and that individual curves varied enonnously. (The
examples in Fig. 2 arc shown in standard deviation units to eliminate dif:,
ferences of distribution at different ages.) Pinneau and Jones 1zt) report
more recent work on this subject which leaves the picture essentially uDchanged. The further course of abilities in adult life is examined in Birren's Q2) work on aging.
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The younger the child, the less predictive the f.Q. Maurer(23) collated
the findings of many studies following up ability from infancy or early
childhood. Tests of infant development, such as those of Gesell ,(24) Brunet
and Lflzineps) or Griffiths,t26) are not nowadays claimed to yield an intelligence quotient. They test a variety of abilities, motor, adaptive, vocal and
social, which are the necessary foundation skills of intelligent behaviour
but cannot be said in themselves to constitute intelligence. Nevertheless,
the scores of such tests are usually expressed in terms of mental ?Ea, and
the developmental quotients calculated analogously to f.Q. Hopes that
these D.Q. would turn out to predict later intelligence have been largely
disappointed where variation within the normal range is concerned (though
prediction of sub-normal development is probably more reliable-IllingworthQT)). Probable reasons for this have been discussed by Bayley(28' ")).
Longitudinal studies have thus done much to clarify the limits within
which mental growth can be predicted from the kind of tests in general
use. The trend now is toward a search for factors associated with the optimal
development of potential ability. Jones(148) offers a most comprehensive
summary of the evidence in this field up to 1954. More recently, Sontag,
Baker and Nelson(3o), at the Fels Institute, studied the upward or downward

trend of f.Q. in relation to personality ratings. They found emotional
dependence on parents to be significantly associated with loss of I.Q. in the
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pre-school period; a number of traits clustering around the achievement
motive to characterize children whose I.e. rose during the school years;
and aggressiveness, self-initiation and competitiveness ai pre-school ages to
predict later acceleration of I.Q. At Berkeley, Macfarlane(3r) found nelative
correlations between I.Q. and the number of problems reported at every
age from 4 to 14 years. The development of intelligence appears to depend,
too, on many environmental and latent hereditary factors, as I shall diicuss
below.
Another trend is toward a more critical examination of just what the
responses to intelligence tests tell us (Sigel<ezly and toward an interest in
those aspects of thinking which I.e. negrect or even obscure, such as creativeness and conceptual style. The stages through which children's concepts
pass as they mature, the charting of which has been the life work of piaget
(for an English exposition approved by piaget, see Flavell(33)) are currenily
being subjected to longitudinal study at Geneva.
Although general intelligence has been shown to enter into all cognitive
abilities to some extent, factor analysis has also demonstrated the existence
of types of ability-verbal, spatial, numerical-as well as certain functions
such as speed, fluency of association, perseverance and the like, which
along with interests and other personality factors introduce an infinite
variety into the patterning of individual capabilities. Much work has still
to be done before the development of these patterns is understood, even
at the simplest level. will a child who learns to talk early relative to his
general development retain a verbal bias, while one who iJ better at manipulating toys than words develops a mechanical aptitude? we do not yet know.
In a classic small-sample longitudinar study (Shirley34)) a psychologist
and a paediatrician visited twenty-seven babies in their homes
weetty
"t
intervals throughout the first year oftheir lives, and fortnightly throughoui
the, second, carrying out extensive and most systematically planned observations of developmental status on each visit. This heroic Jndeavour provided the data for many useful hypotheses. For example, Shirley found that
for any given area of development such as locomotion or language, whereas
rate of development might fluctuate, the sequences in whiJh the abilities
appeared remained essentially constant. In the locomotor area, for example,
she identified several sequences of component skills leading respectivelj to
crawling, sitting, standing and walking. These sequences weri found to
agree closely with those noted by different investigators working by different
methods with children of different levels of ability in differenicultures. As
between major areas the order of events was much more variable: thus
Iocomotion, manipulation and vocalization developed with considerable
independence throughout the first year, though they became more closely
related during the second.
The sequential development of behaviour figured centrally in the work
of Gesell(2a'goa'b'c); his philosophy stresses ttre pervasiveniss of matura6

a'r
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tion in growth as a whole and within each sequence. Although his best
known work is concerned with the establishment of age norms on a cross-

sectional basis, he has also presented follow-up studies of a number of individuals to demonstrate the essential regularity of development(3s).
is another subThe relationship of speech and language to intelligence
(€7)
found the language
ject appropriate for longitudinal study. Anderson
scale more predictive of later intelligence than the other scales of infant tests,

the preseniwriter has obtained similar results for infant girls, but not for
boys, whose later ability seems to depend more on active exploration of the
concrete properties of things (Moore(14e)), though for them too the verbal
formulation bf iA.us becomes indispensable at school age. Through observation and experiment, the role of language in concept formation has been

demonstrated by both Piagsl(las) and Vygotski(1+o) vvith striking differences
of interpretation; while Luria and Youdovitch,tsa) i1 an intriguing study of
twins in a nursery school, have shown the importance of speech in planning
and structuring activitY.
This could lead us on to a discussion of reading and other scholastic
attainments. These depend partly on ability, partly on motivation, partly on

teaching; and some (Olson(3e); Simon(4o)) would add a consideration of
physicai maturity in deciding whether a child is ready for school, or for
formal instruction. Educational research typically proceeds by the experimental method of comparing the results of different treatments; it is a distinct field and too large to include in this chapter.

C. Behauiour Tendencies

In assessing abilities we are seeking to define the repertoire of actions
(mental or motor) of a given individual at a certain time in his life. In
describing behaviour tendencies (dispositions or propensities) the problem
is to discover which actions from this repertoire he tends to select in his
daily living as compared with other individuals at the same stage of development. inir involves quite a different approach. Most people of school
age or over will display their abilities on request in a test situation; but
because self-consciousness alters behaviour, they may be unwilling or unable to display their propensities, some of which can only be observed
in a naturaiistic setting, while others can be tested provided the subject is
unaware of the purpose of the tests.
The first problr*, then, is to secure a valid sample of the subject's behaviour; the second is to structure it for analysis.
Behaviour can be observed at hom e, at school or in special experimental
settings. It can be reported by parents, teachers, peers or by the subject
himself. The various samplings so obtained can be expected to differ con-
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siderably, both because people behave differently in different environments
and because each observer brings his own unique perception and frame of
reference. Regarding the former point, Stott(411 would deny the existence
of traits (inherent personal differences) and substitute the term " situationattitudes." Whether because behaviour really varies so widely, or because it
is variously perceived, Becker @2> has demonstrated how little there is in
common between views of the same child held by its mother, father and
two teachers. With a sample of sixty children, he correlated factor scores
derived from seventy-two ratings made on each child by each of the four
observers. The average correlations were 0'76 between teachers, 0.52
between parents and 0'34 between parents and teachers.
Clearly no one person's testimony has absolute validity. Relative validity
will depend on opportunities for observatiotr, interest, experience of other
children for a standard of reference, and emotional objectivity. On the
first two counts the mother is likely to be the only satisfactory witness with
infants and children under school age provided she is at home with them.
She cannot be wholly objective, and her standards will be relative to whatever other children she has known well. Techniques of collecting information
from mothers are discussed by Hindley. (a3) Teachers are well placed for
forming standards of reference, and many of them are excellent observers,
although their attention must be divided among all their pupils. The opinions
of classmates, recorded through sociometric techniques, have the advantages
and drawbacks of group judgment; they embody the public image or persona. The subject's own testimony about himself (used extensively in the
Berkeley Guidance Study-Macfarlane (44)-and by Peck and Havighurst(4s)) clearly deserves attention; the problems of its validity are well
illustrated in Sarason's (46) study of self-reported anxiety. The value of
knowing all these points of view is obvious when we remember how important they are, not only in assessing but actually in shaping the child's
experience and consequent development, since they largely determine the
treatment he receives. But for the nearest approach to objective observation
there can be no substitute for psychologically trained observers.
Where can such observers operate? If they visit the child's home infrequently, their presence may well distort the normal patterns of events
while they are present. Frequent visits will reduce this distortion; an experiment of Buehler's (47) in which observers went daily in the capacity of
home-helps, proved very productive and might well be used at intervals in a
longitudinal study. Nursery schools are a favourite ground for observatioD,
and the Fels Institute ran a summer camp for its school children. Such environments provide a much wider range of physical and social opportunities
than a child's home, and will therefore call out different and more varied
behaviour.
When it is necessary to narrow and standardize the stimuli so as to test
the subject's responses in a specific situation, an experimental setting, gener-
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ally a playroom in the clinic or study centre, is used. While the child's
to such artificial situations may not be typical of his everyday
behaviour, they are assumed to reveal significant characteristics of the person. How significant and how characteristic are questions which can only
be decided by validation against observations from "real life".
responses

Information concerning behaviour tendencies can be structured in various
ways. I shall discuss in turn maturity scales, frequency counts and ratings.
Behaviour can be analysed into specific acts, many of which tend to appear
at a given stage of maturity. These can be arranged on a scale and given age
values like the items of a mental test. The Vineland Social Maturity Scale
(Doll(48)) is one example. It yields a " social d5a", which, being based on
various kinds of self-help and self-direction, might better be termed a measure
of personal competence. A scale depending more on social interaction was
tentatively offered by Bridges. @e> Like scholastic attainments, the maturity
assessed by these scales depends on a combination of ability, motivation and
training, but unlike school performance it is judged not on whether the
subject is able to meet the criteria, but on whether he habitually does so. A
seven-year-old may be quite capable of dressing himself, but if his mother
actually does so on most mornings, in this respect his social maturity falls
short of his ability. This may be because he prefers it so-a question of
question of training; and
motivation-or because his mother prefers
clearly the two may interact. Furthermore, he may dress himself at weekends
but not on school mornings-illustrating the effect of situational context.
Or he may have been accustomed to dress himself for some time and then
become unwilling to do so, perhaps after the birth of a baby sibling-an
example of regfession. Anna Freud(so) has discussed the role of regression

it-a

in development, distinguishing those temporary regressions which are
healthy defensive reactions in times of stress, allowing the ego time to assimilate the experience, from pathological regressions which may permanently
impair the personality.
But behaviour varies on other dimensions beside that of maturity; two
individuals equally mature may be widely different in most other respects.
This may depend on the differential frequency of certain acts (one person
laughs frequently, another seldom), or on differences of intensity or quality
which can be judged but not exactly quantified. Frequency of actions can
be counted: the method of time-sampling amounts to doing this over a
number of periods sufficient to be representative of the subject's behaviour.
As this exact method is seldom feasible in long-term studies, frequency is
usually estimated. This, in a study of infants' nocturnal waking by the author
and a colleague, (Moore and Ucko(sl)) mothers were asked at intervals
whether their babies had wakened nightly, several times a week, once or
twice a week or less over the past fortnight, and whether this represented
an increase or decrease over the previous few weeks. This information
proved sufficient to chart individual children's patterns of night waking
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throughout the first year (Fig. 3), revealing both a general trend and individual variations which were found to correlate with certain characteristics
of the child and of the environment.
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Estimates of frequetrcY, as distinct from exact counts are one type of
,
rating scale. Rating scales are a flexible kind of instrument which can also
be applied to qualitative aspects of behaviour, whether judged from direct
observation or from the records taken by others. They can be made coarse
or fine as appropriate, and by precise definition, with adequate checks,
reasonable comparability between raters can usually be established.
Carefully defined ratings, made from voluminous interviews, were used
by Macfarlane(3l; as a basis for grading Berkeley children for their tendencies to all the commoner behaviour difficultiis at every age from
2l
months to 14 years. This study, giving the age-sex incid.nrl of problems,
their typical durations, and the consistency of individual differences in
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liability to problem behaviour in general, provides a useful baseline against
which to judge the problems of any individual child. Since, however, there
is no reason to suppose that the distributions are similar in different places,
or in the same place in different generations, there is a strong case for repeating studies of this kind in many countries from time to time, &s is being done
at present in the European group of longitudinal studies.

D. Personality Deaelopment
Attempts to study personality as a whole have taken many different forms.

In the broadest sense personality can be said to embrace the whole of the
individual. one approach, used in the Merrill-Palmer Longitudinal study,
is to measure as many functions as can be measured by means of maturity

scales-physical, physiological, mental, social and educational-and to study
their changing relationships through profiles and growth curves (Stottt'zr;.
(3a)
after quantifying as much behaviour as she could, resorted to
Shirley,
free prose description to record the essential individuality of her twentyseueo babies. In an unforeseen follow-up 15 years later Neilon(s2) showed
that judges could identify most of the adolescents by matching descriptions
of their personalities against what Shirley had written about them as
toddlers.
Escalona attempted to predict childhood personality from detailed records
ofinfant behaviour. A twofold analysis of her successes and failures, as judged
by herself and a colleague (Escalona and Heider(s3)), compares the holistic
plrsonality-sketch method with a more systematic rating approach, and
discusses the whole problem of prediction and its validation.

Thomas and his associates(sa) claim to have identified nine "primary
reaction patterns", amounting to a personality profile, which prove to be
relatively constant at least through the first five years oflife, and which they
see as powerful influences on the behaviour of parents and others in the
child's environment.
The prediction of personality in early adult life from ratings made at
various periods of childhood is the subject of a report by Kagan and
Moss(l8) on data from the Fels Longitudinal Study. The ratings were based
on very extensive material grouped into age spans of three to four years.
Figure 4 summarizes the average correlations of behaviour in seven key
arias as rated in middle childhood and again in the early twenties. Several
of these areas show substantial consistency for one or both sexes, and the
authors point out that those variables which are generally regarded as
appropriate to one sex tend to be more stable for individuals of that sex.
Thus, readiness of anger differentiates among males fairly constantly, while
passive withdrawal and dependence are better predictors among females.
The authors conclude that sex-role identification is a key-factor in the
organization of personality from au early age. In a searching critique,
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Honzik(l37) corroborates the findings concerning the particular variables
in question, but challenges the conclusion and offers alternative inferences.
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A California follow-up from adolescence to age 33 (Tuddenham(st)) produced a similar range of correlations (from 0 to 0.67, average 0.34) for
ratings of mantfest traits in both sexes and for inferred underlying driues
in males; inferred drives were less predictive in females (avera ga r : 0.21).
The final goal, as yet some way off, is the delimitation of the constant core
of personality from the changeable behaviour through which it is often
obliquely expressed. It is largely in pursuit of this objective that personality
tests have been developed. These multitudinous techniques vary enorrnously
in their approach, in the aspects of personality they explore, in the age range
for which they are suitable, in their objectivity and efficacy; but it is fair
to say that none enjoys the general acceptance accorded to the better known
intelligence tests; that the problem of what constitutes satisfactory validity
has never been solved; that suitable tests for young children are few, and
longitudinal studies of developmental trends far fewer. Nevertheless, many
of these instruments do distinguish significantly between sexes, ages, and
groups selected on clinical and other independent criteria; and someparticularly the projective techniques-also yield a rich harvest of individually styled responses. As so often in psychology, the conclusion is that somethtng is being measured, but no one quite knows what !
For full particulars and critical reviews of these tests (as well as of tests
of abilities) the reader is referred to the periodical Mental Measurements
Year Books edited by Buros.(56) Vernon(144) has recently produced a well-
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balanced and constructive survey of the field. Personality tests fall into three
classes: objectiue,judged on directly observable functions (such as the bodysway test of suggestibility) ; subjectiue, comprising self-reporting inventories

commonly concerned with conscious feelings, attitudes or interests; and
projectiue, in which the dynamic determinants of personality are inferred
either from actions projected onto characters in stories invented by the subject (sometimes with the help of pictures or dolls); or from associations to
words or incomplete sentences; or from expressive movements as in writing
or drawing, and the use of colour, form and space as in painting or arranging
mosaics; or again from the perceptual structuring of inchoate material such
as inkblots.

For investigating the subjectivity of perception, with all its emotional
overtones and significance for personality structure, Rorschach's inkblots
(Klopfer and Davidson(s7)) are the techniqrte par excellence. Going beyond
the cross-sectional norms available from previous studies, Ledwithtss, se)
collected Rorschach records from 140 children annually from six to eleven
(plus a group tested only at the beginning and end, to control the effects of
test sophistication). Besides presenting statistics on the changing scores, she
published " blind " interpretations of each record of eleven children, parallel
with data concerning their lives and daily behaviour at each stage. Like
other projective techniques, the Rorschach comes out well when evaluated
in this qualitative clinical fashion, while generally disappointing quantitative
validation through correlation with other measures.
Henry (60; shows how the Thematic Apperception Test, depending on
the interpretation of ambiguous pictures, can illuminate the developing
personalities of adolescent and older subjects. The junior form of this test
(Bellak(61)) capitalizes on children's propensity for identifying with animals. Young children, however, often find it easier to express their fantasies
through the actions of dolls or puppets. Levin and Wardwell(62) review
the various uses that have been made of doll play in research. The writer
and a colleague(134' 13s) have found it most revealing of children's fantasies about family life and the significance of events in their everyday lives.
Rosenzweig(63) and Murphy(136) describe other diagnostic techniques found
useful in studying early personality development.
The connections between the mechanisms at work in projective responses
and those determining overt behaviour remain obscure, and it may be that
attempts to validate the one directly against the other are resting on too
naive assumptions. (Kaplan64) and Rosenwald(6s) have recently contributed a stimulating debate to the substantial literature on this subject.)
Since correspondence at a given point in time is difficult to establish, the best
hope would seem to lie in the study of parallel changes. It would also be
quite reasonable to expect dynamic tendencies at one age to issue in overt
behaviour later on. The inclusion of techniques of personality appraisal in
longitudinal programmes, occurring in many places now, will provide a
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wealth of evidence which can scarcely fail to add to our understanding

of

baffling questions.
character, adjustment and delinquency are aspects of personality which,
being partly dependent on the values of society, present ihe predictor with
a still more complicated problem. Anderson,(66) in a large-scale follow-up
survey in which a wide variety of predictive instruments were tried out,
found no single measure adequate as a prognostic of later mental health,
although a combination of teachers' ratings, tests of intelligence and personality, socioeconomic status and home background arrerr..rts prrthese

dicted well.

The prediction

of

delinquent tendencies has long occupied ttre

Gluecks(67'68) whose scales, based on character structure
fiudled from
the Rorschach), temperament (as seen in a psychiatric interviewj an-rl parentchild relationships, are being validated by follow-up studies. bata from a
British longitudinal survey have been used (Mulligaa et al.,<6st) to explore
the suspected association between delinquency and maladjustment at various
ages. one very interesting study, by Peck and Havighuslras) iflustrates
what can be done by team research in the study ofchaiacter development.
on the basis of preliminary study of a complete age-group in a mid-western
city, they selected thirty-four children representative of a wide range of
moral character as judged by their teachers and peers, and carried out a

seven-yelrr study of these children through adolescence, using interviews,
projective tests, self-ratings, sociometry, and the reports of parents, teachers
and others who knew the subjects. From this mass of data, after 1"..
ferences, ratings were made of various personality traits and of the extent
"ooto which each child conformed to five character types. It was found that
most of the subjects leaned to one or other type on the basis of their profile
of ratings, and that the types could be graded on a rough scale of maturity
of character. Although the forms of behaviour changed with age, and
despite varying experience, the underlying degree of moral effectiveness was
found to be remarkably consistent between the ages of ten and sixteen.

II.

IUTLUENCES

oN DpvnropMENT

A. The Scope and Limits of Enuironmental Influence
While the earlier formulations of the nature-nurture controversy now seem
naive (Frankt"), its basic issues remain crucial for theory and application.
What characteristics of the individual are subject to environmenial modi-

fication, to what extent, how permanently, and during what period of

growth? The experimental method of co-twin control (Gssslltzo); Luria and
Youdovitch(3t'), in which one of a pair of "identical" twins is exposed to a
specific training, is the most direct approach to this problem. Very or.usionally identical twins are reared in different families; Newm an et al.eso) conducted a classic study of nineteen such pairs, using retrospective histories to
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supplement a battery of tests of their physical, intellectual and personal charaitiristics in adult life. By comparing their similarities and differences with
those of identical andfraternaltwinsreared together, they were able to estimate the relative contributions of heredity and environment to these various
characteristics, with the proviso that this ratio would vary, especially for personality traits, not only with the measure employed but also with the degree of difference of the environments compared.
Without experimentation or separation, the simple developmental study
of monozygotic twins, as compared with dizygotic twins and singly born
siblings, can be suggestive but scarcely definitive, since the more alike two
individuals are the more alike they tend to be treated. ZazzoQt) has recently
explored the problems peculiar to twins of establishing separate identities
in the face of public attitudes to them. On the other hand, intra-uterine
environment often differs more radically for identical than for fraternal
twins. Nevertheless, extensive comparative studies of the correlations
between twins of the two types (Huntley(1s4)), or of their within-pair differences and the persistence and changes in these differences over time
(Vandenberg<zs)), will at any rate show up those areas in which a common
genetic constitution leads to closer similarity than do the environmental
consequences of twinshiP alone.
Adopted children offer another ready-made experiment for the estimation
of relative influences. Skodak and Skeels(72) showed how the child's intelligence correlates significantly, and increasingly up to age 7, with the education of the true mother, but negtigibly with that of the foster-mother.
Honzik(?3) found that the corresponding correlation for children reared by
their own mothers was no higher than for Skodak's adopted group (Fig. 5).
Comparisons for father's education are similar. While this certainly provides
evidence for the hereditary compoilent of ability, there is another side to
the picture. The mean I.Q. of Skodak's adopted children at 13 years was
106; that of their true mothers, 86. This difference is about twice that
expected from statistical regression, and strongly suggests that the group as a
whole had benefited considerablyfrom being reared in a favouredenvironment.

The discovery (Gebertz+1 that Baganda children traditionally reared

are notably more advanced in development than European children through-

out their first year but subsequently fall behind, whereas those raised by
europeanized methods follow developmental patterns more similar to those

of white children, raises the nature-nurture

issue

in another form. But

atfsmFts to sift ethnic from cultural differences have always been bedevilled
by the near-impossibility of finding truly equivalent samples in contrasting
environments or a truly equivalent environment for contrasting samples.

B. Cultural and Sociological Factors
The surprising extent of divergence between parental practices in several
European cities, revealed by parallel longitudinal studies, is illustrated in
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The cultural tradition in which a child is brought up varies widely not
only as between societies but as between sections of the same society.
Comparisons of the child-rearing practices and attitudes of parents of different social classes have been related to comparisons of the behaviour,
intelligence and scholastic performance of the children of these social classes

at various ages. Bronfenbrennetr0t) for example, has demonstrated differences even between adjacent social strata in the patterns of parental
dominance, and the balances of authority and affection, associated with
maximal responsibility in adolescent boys and girls. In the sphere of abiLities,
Hindley(78) has shown that British children of different social classes tend
to diverge progressively in their quotients over the first five years (Fig. 7).

Most probably genetic and environmental factors reinforce each other to
perpetuate such differences, while still permitting of frequent outcrops of
high intelligence in children from under-privileged families and indifferent
ability among the more fortunate. It appears from recent work (Bernstein(7e))
that language functions differently in the different classes, determining in
important respects the ways in which individuals relate to their environment
long before they reach school. But Dougl4s(81; has shown how the child
born into a less privilgged environment is progressively pen alized at every
step in his physical, mental and social development.
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Size of family and position in it are also known to affect the child's mental
development and behaviour, presumably through the treatment he receives
and his perception of his role in relation to others (Koch(8o)). For a discussion of these and other sociological variables the reader is referred to

Clausen and Williams. (82) In Sweden, Klackenberg-Larsson and Stenson(133) find deceleration of ability in the first three years among children
of young, ill-educated mothers, children conceived out of wedlock and those
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receiving frequent corporal punishment; both they and Hindley(78) find it
also among children with younger siblings. Peck and Havighurit(4s) report
an interesting attempt to estimate the influence of siblings, peers, school and
church on the moral values of the children they studied, in comparison with
the influence of parents.
C. Parental Influences
There is a vast literature dealing with the impact of parents on their children. In a common design of investigation (e.g. Sears, Maccoby and
Levin(83)) the mother is interviewed intensively conceming her methods of
handling the child, and his responses, with reference to the whole of his
life to date. This retrospective method, though respectably derived from the
child guidance case history, has obvious flaws where scientific accuracy is
required, especially over a period of years and where a mother has had
several children. The tendency to wishful thinking about one's own actions
can only be aggravated by the passage of time; but an interesting step towards correcting it was taken by Beckslta2) who asked parents to describe
both their actual and their ideal relationship with the child, and found that
the ideal correlated better wittr the behaviour of the child (as rated independently by lhe other parent) than did the report of what was actually done.
fgn4ltaa) also found that judgments of an experienced social worker concerning the mother's attitudes were more closely associated with a child,s
behaviour than were the mother's own statements about her practices.
Even when objectively ascertained, specific items of parental behaviour
are rarely found to predict consequences in the child; such variables as age
and method of weaning or toilet training seem far less important than ttre
broader underlying attitudes. To establish these, parents may be asked to
express agreement or disagreement with a number of statements of child-

rearing policy, from which their attitudes may be scored with respect to

variables considered by competent judges to be indicated by the statements

in question. A scale ofthis kind has been developed by schaefer and Bell. (85)
Alternatively, where actual behaviour is in question, parents may be

interviewed on several occasions concerning what took place during the
previous twenty-four hours, and the interviews supplemented by observation
where possible. These complex data are generally structured by means of a
series of ratings which may then be submitted to a factor analysis or similar

statistical technique to establish the dimensions in terms of which the
observed behaviour can most simply be described. By applying a process

known as "circumplex ordering" to ratings made at Berkeleyin infancy
and preadolescence, Schaefer and Bayley(86) have been able to demonstrate
provisional associations between maternal and child behaviour across time.
They find, for example, that maternal love shown to infant boys is moderately predictive of a positive attitude to work in the same boys at twelve;
tlere are other long-term correlations for boys, but not for guls.
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It is interesting to compare the corresponding findings of another longitudinal study. Kagan and Moss,trar at the Fels Institute, found a very
high correlation (0.76) between maternal protection of infant sons and their
intellectual achievements between ten and fourteen. Maternal hostility in
infancy was correlated negatively with intellectual but positively with athletic achievement. For girls the correlations were negligible. When the subjects were interviewed as young adults, however, it was the girls who had
been rejected as babies who had developed intellectual mastery (r : 0'59)
while those who had been over-protected tended to under-achievement
(r : -0'50): for men the direction of the correlations was reversed. Apart
from the contrasting effects of similar treatment for boys and girls, this is an
interesting example of what the authors term "the sleeper effect": some
types of adolescent and adult behaviour are predicted better from treatment
in infancy than from treatment in middle childhood. The writer has also
found that ratings of both the intellectual and the emotional quality of the
home, made at 2l years, showed increasing correlations with subsequent
measuresofintelligenceandlanguageup to 8 years; some of these remained
significant when the influence of social class was partialled out (Moore,
in preparation).
AU mese findings underline the importance of knowing the home atmosphere in the child's earliest years. Since attitudes to the same child can
considerably over time (Coleman et al.<ra2)) we must be chary of
"Luog"
retroipective assessments. The sources and changing course of parental
attitudes are themselves an important subject for longitudinal study. Faulty
relationshifs can arise where parents' views of a child are ambivalently
coloured by the circumstances of conception, prepancy or birth (sontag<te1 or by identification of it with rejected elements in spouse, parent
oi self; but iuch irrational attitudes can often be modified by psychotherapy (Daltontazrl.
It is equally important to understand how children and adolescents perceive their parenti. Andry'staar investigations and Stott's(4l) case studies
illustrate well how jaundiced views of parent figures, colouring the outlook
toward authority and society in general, can lead to delinquent behaviour.
At Berkeley it has been possible to record the transmission of authority
patterns Uy direct observation of two successive generations,-together with
eo')'
ihe children's perceptions of their fathers (Bronson et al'(se'
behaviour
child
and
The inter-relationships between parental attitudes
present a
proceedings
published
were tle subject of a conference whose
(e 1)).
diversity of provocative views (Gtdewell

D. Deaiations from Ordtnary Family Lfe
One way of estimating the significance of normal family life for the developing chiid is to observe what happens when it is lacking or interrupted.
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The study of deprived children thus becomes not only of practical but of
great theoretical importance.
Bowlby's monograph (p2> on maternal deprivation has provoked a tremendous amount of controversy; further investigation and theoretical reformulation which is still going orr. In a recent W.H.O. publication on the
subjecl(e3) six authors glve their disparate views and Ainsworth (94) sums
up the research findings in a comprehensive essay. Yarrow(es) and Casler(e6)
have also reviewed the field, from contrasting theoretical standpoints. Further progress depends on unravelling the effects of the many variables which
so often interact with formidable complexity. In this process, concurrent
study plays an indispensable part. Thus, Yarrow o7) is investigating the
adjustment of infants placed with foster-parents in relation to age at place-

ment and type of mothering given; and Rheingold(e8) and other investigators are seeking experimentally to determine the precise ingredients of
maternal care (and other forms of stimulation), the lack of which accounts
for deprivation effects in institution children. The effects of temporary

separation have been shown to depend on age (Schaffer and Callender(ee),
have noted a sharp change in pattern at 7 months), duration, frequency of
visits (Robertson(1oo'), degree of individual care (Burlingham and Freud(lol).

David and Appell(1o2)), and the emotional atmosphere of the institution,
which has even been shown to affect children's physical growth (Widdo\ilson(los)). Equally important, no doubt, are the prior structure of the personality, especially those aspects depending on interpersonal relationships,
and the parents' attitudes to the situation and their ways of handling it before the event and especially during the readjustment phase afterwards; but
understanding of the processes at work here requires more observational
studies like that of Robertson and Bowlby(lo4) with follow-up at intervals.
The consequences of daily separations in early childhood-for example,
where the mother goes out to work-though not always unfavourable,
appear to depend on many of the same factors (Stolz(los) ; Siegel(1o6, toz ,1o8 ))
as well as on the stability of the substitute care. The writer (Moore(loe))
has attempted to trace the effects on children's behaviour and personality
of two alternatives: being left with a daily substitute mother, which faees
the child with a dual allegiance; or attending a day nursery, or nursery
school, with no one in a truly maternal role in the mother's absence. Comparisons withsocietiesinwhich multiple mothering is the norm (Mead(11o)),
including the special case of the Israeli kibbutnm (Rapaport(111)), should
yield additional insight here, but have to be made with caution because of
the vastly different contexts.
The part played by the father in a child's development is notoriously
neglected in research, chiefly owing to working hours. Of the studies that
have surmounted this hurdle, one of the most telling con@rns the process
of mutual adjustment of father and child after the former's protracted
absence on war service (Stolz(112)).
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ill effects of broken homes
of studies of children
dearth
is
an
astonishing
and fatherless families, there
a father. Clinical
without
at
home
process
up
of being brought
who are in
children,
especially boys,
projective
that
such
have
suggested
studies
and
lack important elements of character formation, and retrospective studies
of broken homes (Wardle(113)) and of orphans (Brown(114)) confirm the
permanence of impairment in many cases, but again hardly anything is
known of the operative conditions, or the circumstances in which persons
outside the home may become effective father-substitutes.
In spite of general

agreement concerning the

E. Other Critical Experiences

Many events besides separation from parents can apparently affect development, but since evidence generally concerns those individuals who have
sustained damage, it is usually impossible to say how many have survived
comparable experiences without permanent harm. Thus, a diversity of
symptoms-sleeping and feeding problems, hyperkinesis, behaviour and
learning difficulties-have been reported in children with a history of neonatal anoxia, though findings (reviewed by Graham et al.<r3Bt) are inconsistent. A systematic longitudinal follow-up of a sample of anoxic infants
with a carefully matched control group (Uckot'str) has clarified the situation,
revealing a persistent underlying sensitivity in most of the anoxic group
which manifests itself in different symptoms at different ages and in a chronic
tendency to over-react to change of any kind. There is need of a similar
approach to elucidate the effects ofthe pregnancy stresses found by Stott(115)
to be common antecedents of mental defect, personal unforthcomingness
and susceptibility to non-infective illness in childhood.
Longitudinal studies have shown that a major illness or temporary malnutrition in childhood causes a temporary slowing of physical growth,
normally followed by a recovery spurt which rapidly restores the individual
to the course of his former growth curve, or very near it (Tanner(e)). Little
is known about the frequency and extent of recovery of mental or behavioural functions disordered by illnesses involving the nervous system.
Experiences that can have a profound influence, traumatic or otherwise,
on the developing personalities of children include temporary disturbances
in the family (Robertson(152)), the birth of a baby sibling (Greenbaum(153)),
death of any loved person (Anthonytr16ll, illness (Anna Freud(t3e)), surgery
(Lipton<r+or' Robertson(lrzr) and removal of home (Stubblefieldttterl.
Each of these presents a rich field for study of the range of possible consequences, for good or ill, in relation to age, circumstances, preparation of
the child and handling of his reactions. Therapeutic intervention at times of
crisis, as proposed by Caplan,(11e) would provide unparalleled opportunities
of gathering observations of children undergoing these experiences, who
could later be followed up with great profit.
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BerwErN TrrE Cmrp AND Hn Er.rvrnoNMENT

So far we have considered, first, aspects of the growing child-physique,
abilities, propensities, personality structure-and then some of the influences,
permanent and episodic, that impinge upon him, as though organism and
environment were distinct and separate entities. Such analysis, necessary
as it is at certain stages of science, should not cause us to forget that every
person is an integral part of his environment, produced by it and constantly
modifying it, from birth onwards. We have somehow to understand, not
only how a child is cradled in his culture, reared by his parents and affected
by his experiences, but also how he selects his experiences, changes those
about him and builds his own life out of the manifold possibilities offered
him. How can we do this?
The process of interaction between organism and environment is being
investigated at various levels. Fries,(12o) Brody (12t). and other analysts have
been interested for many years in studying how the characteristics of a particular baby, especially its congenital activity type, call out responses in the
mother which may be well or ill adapted to its needs, depending on her own
personality; and Sontag(16) approaches the same problem from a different
point of view. That adaptation is a continuous two-way process is evident
wherever observers have recorded the behaviour of adults and children in
interaction (Caldwell and Hershero2 2)' Ainsworth(l41); Coleman et al.G n,)).
Dalton (8 7) offers several detailed studies showing how the members of a
family, both adults and children, mutually influence one another's development.

It seems quite probable that some maladjustment is due to nothing more
than temperamental incompatibility between parent and child-a lethargtc
mother with a lively infant, or vice versa, tending constantly to frustrate
each other. But many frustrations can be avoided where adults realize that
their own behaviour is modifiable, and that their responsibility is not to
mould the child to a preconceived ideal, but to let it be a distinct person in
its own right. The point made by Thomas's team, (s+ ) that the " primary reaction patterns " (adaptability, rhythmicity, distractability, intensity, thresh-

old, persistence and the like) which characterize the individual baby's
from the beginning, determine the type of treatment best suited
to him, and should therefore be taken into acrount by parents and those
responses

who advise them, is an attempt to structure the field of operation of parental

adaptability, the importance

of which Winnicott (132> has always urged

against those who claim the superiority in all cases of any standard method
of child rearing.
Not only do children evoke different handling; they also meet the challenges of life in individual ways from the beginning. In her " Coping Project" Lois MurphyG23) and her team observed the behaviour of preschool
children to a variety of novel situations; her descriptions, vivid as a well-shot
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film, provide the data for a discussion of early ego-structuring patterns,
which are to be followed up as the children mature.
A very detailed case study of the complicated manoeuvres of one child
of two in the course of adjusting to a short bi-weekly separation from her
mother (Janis(124)) illustrates how the process of coping with a problem can
modify the whole repertoire of behaviour, and thus shape the course of
development to a significant extent. Haan(143) has recently proposed a classification of healthy coping methods, distinguishing each one from its neurotic
defensive counterpart; and has explored the relationships of both (assessed
through ratings) to direction of I.Q. change between the ages of l2 and 37.
That fantasy plays an important part in the process of coming to terms
with reality is clearly demonstrated by Griffiths, (12s) who in a four-week
longitudinal study showed the adaptive trends in the sequences of dreams
and stories related to her by five-year-old children. The writer (Moore(126))
has noted an oscillation between realistic and fantastic styles in play which
seems

to reveal this process in close-up.

Alschuler and Hattwick's

<127)

illustrated volumes beautifully disclose how

nursery school children use painting and other creative outlets to work
through their problems of development and adjustment to events. This
need for creative expression and experimentation is one of the foundations
for belief in free activity in the early school years, which Gardner'sG28' t2e,.
comparative studies have proved to foster inventiveness, independence of
mind and social co-operation.
But if children are to have internal as well as external freedom to make the
most of their potentialities, prophylaxis must start at the beginniog, with
the education of prospective parents before the child is born, and continue
in the form of help and guidance available to parent and child whenever
required. This was a belief shared by Kris and Senn, who harnessed psychoanalysis, paediatrics and other therapeutic disciplines to an intensive study
of a few families in a search for clues to the early diagnosis, and if possible
prevention, of personality disturbances (Ritvo et al.(l 3o)).
The indivisibility of persons is gradually undermining the artificial barriers
men have erected between their fields of interest. Clinician and theorist,
physician and psychologist, anthropologist and educator are being brought
together by the logic of their common concern with human beings; and their
discussions-such as those held at Geneva on the psychobiological development of children (Tanner and Inhelder(1st))-sometimes glve an exciting
glimpse of future possibilities.

Each individual, each unique biological structure with its unique life
history, presents the investigator with a single developing identity in a
shifting and partly self-determined environment. The human scientist, from
a partial knowledge of many such unique systems, has somehow to infer
truths of general validity. The techniques at his command and the concepts
with which he works are alike rudimentary. Yet even in thirty years he has
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made sufflcient progress to reco gnize the crudity of his earlier efforts. Many
of the elementary faults of the first longitudinal studies can now be avoided;
some of their pioneering zealmay be recaptured as old concepts are outgrown
and fresh ventures launched in the light of new discoveries and outlooks.

For the development of individuals, which Frank sees as exemplifying the
creative process of evolution, is an inexhaustible and perennially fascinating
field of study.
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CHAPTER

9

The Comparative Approach to Early Child Development:
The Data of Ethology
Dy ANTHoNv Arr,rnnosEt

TIIE purpose of this chapter is to examine the place of research on animal
behaviour in the study of early child development and to review the contribution of recent work towards the solution of some of the basic problems
of child psychology and psychiatry.These problems either relate to or
arise out of the difficulties in obtaining scientific knowledge about early
child development of kinds that are relevant to controversies in a number
of important areas. These include the roles of environmental and genetic
factors in personality development, the aetiology of mental disorders, and
the formulation of policy regarding methods of child-rearing, with all their
preventive implications. While the scarcity of knowledge is due in part to
difficulties inherent in research on human infancy, it is attributable also to
limitations of concept and approach that have impeded much past work.
It is in overcoming these difficulties and limitations that the relevance of a
comparative approach is here examined.
TnE RErrve,NcE oF e CoupARATrvs AppRoACH
Scope

A comparative approach to the study of early child development is one
that includes the study of one or both of two kinds of issue: first, the inferences to be made from similarities and differences in behaviour at other
phylogenetic levels as revealed by use of the comparative method; second,
the utility at the human level of the concepts and methods that have proved
productive in investigation at those levels.
In considering the relevance for human infancy, not only of animal behaviour itself, but also of the ways in which it is studied and conceptualized,
a factor to be taken into account is the range of phyletic levels to be included.
Lorcnz (1950), discussing this in relation to the comparative method, pro-

t
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posed that this term should not be applied loosely to all behaviour studies
concerned with different forms of life but only to those concerned with
closely related species. While such restriction of the scope of comparison
is a sine quo non for taxonomic study, however, there are many other kinds
of study, reviewed by Nissen (1951) and by Diamond and Chow (1962),
for which wide ranging comparison is advantageous. For present purposes,
while the behavioural research on primates has high priority in its comparative relevance, that on lower mammals and on other phyla such as birds is also
found to raise important issues for the study of human child development.
There are at least six respects in which a comparative approach can contribute.
Volue

l.

for Human Deuelopmental

Study

Identffication of Significant New Problems

The discov€ry, in a number of species, that the whole course of development of behaviour or capacity of a certain kind is influenced by a particular
kind of factor or mechanism which, hitherto, had been regarded as either
unlikely or theoretically uninteresting, raises the question as to whether
anything at all comparable operates at the human level. Examples are the
phenomena of imprinting (Hinde, 1961), the influence of stimulation
from the young on the hormonal control of maternal behaviour (Rosenblatt
and Lehrman, 1963), and the influence of the pregnant mother's emotional
state upon her offspring (Ottinger et Al., 1963, 1964).

2. Clartficatton of Concepts
In attempts to explain the occurrence, development or modification of
behaviour at both human and sub-human levels, various concepts have long
been used whose definition has been either unduly simple or logically unsatisfactory. Any research which clarifies their use as applied to animal
behaviour is bound to raise questions concerning their scope and usefulness
at the human level. Examples are the concepts of instinct (Beach, 1955b),
drive (Hinde, 1959 a) and the distinction between innate and learned behaviour (Lehrman, 1953). While such concepts may have served useful
purposes in earlier phases of research, it is now evident that their continued
use in unmodified form will inevitably either cramp the scope of further
research

or maintain the existence of pseudo-problems.

3. Aduantages of Animals

for Empirical

Inuestigation

The advantages of resorting to animals for investigation are not limited
to those arising from the impossibility of carrying out certain kinds of
study on human beings: for example, the effects of severe stimulus deprivation, noxious stimulation or dangerous drugs, or of surgical or electrical
interference with vital structures. For some purposes animal investigation
may be both more revealing and more economical. The life history prior
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to experimentation can be fully controlled, and the rate of development
through all phases to adulthood is usually much more rapid. SimpLr
organisms also show more clearly the nature of basic mechanisms
which in
man are obscured by the complexity both of his behaviour and of cultural

influences (Broadhurst, 1963).

4. Deuelopment of New Research Techniques

Animals provide greater opportunity and flexibility for trying out new
methods and techniques. It is always possible that ony technique
shown
to be productive in the study of animals, if practicable with humans, could
prove just as revealing at this his level. Examples are the use of
varied
dummy stimuli for discovering to which elements, within a total stimulus
situatiotr, an organism actually responds (Tinbergen, l95l; Ahrens, D5a);
also use of the techniques of telemetry in the study of social behaviour
and
of associated physiologic changes (Tobach, 1963; j.or.n and Mullins, 1963;
Caceres, 1965).

5. Highltghting spectal Features in chitd Deuelopment
While the advantages of a comparative approach mentioned so far all
stem from the similarities between human and animal, the striking
nature
of the many differences can also be highly revealing. Animals can enable
us to see ourselves in perspective. To see the way child development proceeds, set against the different forms of development in other species,
can
throw features into relief, the significance of whirf, nuA not been appreciated
because of their familiarity. For example, comparisons by Hebb urO
Thompson (1954) suggest that, in spite of our advanced capacity for rational
thought, both the role of emotionality in development, and also susceptibility

to emotional disturbance, is probably greater at the human level than at
any other. Phylogenetic contrasts are especially revealing for the biological

functions of behaviour. To see behaviour of a kind similar to that in the
human occurring in very different contexts at other phyletic levels can help
us to understand more fully what humans do it ior, for example, pla,
(Lorenz, 1956). Also to see a particular effect, brought about in the human
by one kind of behaviour, being achieved in other species by quite different
sorts of behaviour can highlight the function of the bihaviour in tne human:
for example, the smiling response in infants (Ambrose, 1960b, 1966).
6. Establishment of the scope of Generalizations

A long-term aim in the study of child development is to achieve generalizations about human developmental processes which either link
with or
fall within the scope of gen eralizations made about other species. Only thus
can they ultimately become part of a wider framework of scientific knowledge which enables a multitude of facts to be related in terms of a limited
number of principles or laws goverxing ontogenetic development throughout
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the animal kingdom. Because of evolutionary differentiation, however, the
scope of any similarity, whether demonstrated or inferred, is always likely
to be limited. The pitfalls of finding commonalities at whatever theoretical
level, can only be avoided by adequate knowledge of species differences.
Study of such similarities and difrerences is, furthermore, the only basis by
which evolutionary relationships between behavioural phenomena at human
and animal levels can be established.
Grounds

for

Scepticism

While a comparative approach has long been productive in the fields of
anatomy and physiology, its fruitfulness in psychology and psychiatry continues to be open to question. Scepticism derives mainly from the many
differences between man and animals. Since this varies greatly in its validity
it is important that the difrerent grounds for it be distinguished.
(i) Pitfolls of Comparison

Apart from criticisms based upon philosophical conceptions of the
uniqueness of man, the most valid objections to a comparative approach
conoern failures to take account of ttre differences between man and animals.
Even between animals of quite closely related species striking differences
in behaviour, or in its organization, are to be found. Because of this, any
inference made from animal to human behaviour is no basis for a generalization that includes man until supportive evidence, direct or indirect, at

the human level is forthcoming. Furthermore, if a similarity in behaviour
or development can be demonstrated by comparison, it does not follow that
the underlying mechanisms are the same. Neither does it follow that behaviour at the one level is homologous with the similar behaviour at the
other; it may only be analogous. unless the different species in which the
similarities are found are closely related it may be difficult to rule out convergence. Without continual exercise of caution against such pitfalls, a comparative approach can be dangerously misleading.

(ii) Omission of Cognitioe Factors
Because of the uniqueness in man of the capacity for using symbols in
addition to signs, as well as the fact that much of his behaviour is influenced
by the use of language, thought and phantasy, a comparative approach is
sometimes held to be of little significance for human developmental study.
In particular, it has been regarded as irrelevant either to psychoanalysis or
to any other aspect of psychiatry concerned with the use of symbols. Scepticism of this kind derives from failure to appreciate both the relations between the different logicat levels at which comparative and psycho-analytic
approaches operate, as well as the common aspects of the aims of each.
Both are concerned with explaining similarities and differences in the
organization and ontogeny of the behaviour of individual human beings.
Psycho-analysis, however, is primarily designed to bring about change in
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the behaviour characteristic of an individual by influencing his thoughts
and feelings. Its theory, therefore, has to be at a metapsyciological
[vel
and derives from comparison of one individual with anotier.
A colparative
approach, by contrast, seeks to throw light on the commonalities
and dif_
ferences in human behaviour by virtue oi their similarity to
air"."no.
from those characteristic of other species. Because its fiame "oJ
of reference is
the species and not the individual its direct theoretical implications
have to
be at a metabiological lever. They concern, for examprr, trr"
op.r"tion of
organic factors subserving species-characteristic behaviour
ani its ontogeny, and their explanation in terms of phylogeny and
biological function.
In spite of these differences it must uqnotea that, at the eipiricat plane,
lolh lnnroaches operate with the same kind of plenomena,'namely, the
behaviour of individuals in some kind of environmintal settinj. r,
aaiition,
both attempt to explain relations between behaviour aoa eiuironment
in
terms of "what goes on inside the individual',. Although the
respective
explanations given are in terms of logically different kin-<ts
of concept, it
does not follow that the comparative uppro"th is irrelevant
eitrrerio psycho_
analysis in particular or to psychiatry in generar. on the
it. potential contribution to these is of at least three kinds. rirst,
"ootrury,
insoi.ar as any
psychological theory has
make biological assumptioo., th" validity of
-to
these can be fundamentally
affected by the results or
work.
Second, since different kinds of theory tend to generate"o-p"."tive
airiereni unas or
prediction, it would be surprising if a comparuiir" upp.ouch
did not call
attention to the significance of certain developmental variables
which, from
a psychological perspective, might have been missed or negrected.
ihird, not
only is it likely that some psychiatric illness originates at a n-on-symuotic
tevet,
even symbolic malfunction itselfis likely to beinfluencedbyorganismicfactors.
comparative findings may be of direct rerevance for und"riaoaiog
uott.
(iii) Past Record of Comparathse Approach
human species, more than any other, is outstanding in the plasticity
-The
of its behaviour and in the relatively small endowment of ..lnnate
bihaviour
patterns", in the very long period of dependence upon parents,
and in the
pervasive operation of cultural factors. Both becausr'"rriror-.ntal
in_
lyelces clearly play a major role in child deveropment, ano uec"ure some
kinds of animal are particularly suited to study or tn" usic principtes
or
lealing, a comparativg -annrgach has long been regardea aJ poientiauy
fruitful for the study of learning in man.
In assessing the implications for human development of the very extensive
work in the field of animal learning there is a view, widespread among
uott
psychiatrists and psychologists, that its earlier promise ias
not been rulfilled. Attempts to account for a large variety of human aevetopmentat
phenomena in learning theory terms, including socialization
and the genesis
of neurosis, through failing to take account of important aspects oiirr"
tot"t
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human situatiotr, have appeared to provide only partial or over-simplified
explanations. Such an assessment has proved to be a further sourc€ of
scepticism about the relevance of animal behaviour research for human
developmental study.

Whatever one's viewpoint on learning research and theory, however,
any evaluation of a comparative approach to early child development that
is limited solely to that class of work would now be seriously out of date.
Over the last two decades, the nature and scope of animal research has been
undergoing far-reaching changes. New developments in approach, in theory,
and in type of problem investigated have produced results that have led
to major re-thinking in psychology about the organization of behaviour
and development in animals.
The remainder of the present chapter consists of a description of the main
theoretical and empirical trends characteristic of this recent work, followed
by a survey of some of its implications for and effects upon the study of
early child development.
Cru,NcrNG PrnspncrrvEs m Ar.nMAL BuuvlouR REsnancn

Although learning psychology continues to be a highly productive approach to research on animal behaviour, the new developments with which
this chapter is primarily concerned are those deriving from two other approaches, usually named ethology and biopsychology. The differences between all three approaches regarding the kinds of problem studied, methods
of investigation, and explanatory concepts employed, stem basically from

differing perspectives on the nature of instinct and its role in ontogeny.
is from this standpoint, therefore, that the main characteristics of each

It

approach are here distinguished.
Learning Psychology

This approach emerged largely as a result of rejection of the concept of
instinct. This concept, as developed and applied during the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries (Beach, 1955 b), came under attack for several
reasons. First, its misuse led to the nominal fallacy by which the proper
explanation of behaviour became tantamount to simply naming one or
another instinct underlying it; secotrd, it led all too easily to the use of teleological assumptions; third, its formulation, &s for example in psycho-analysis,
could not be subjected to experimental test.

A fundamental assumption consequently adopted in learning theory has
been that all behaviour, with the exception of a few simple reflexes, is acquired. Research has, therefore, been directed predominantly to finding out,
first, what conditions of stimulation are necessary both for the acquisition
of behaviour and for change in its performance; and, second, what the modification process durirg learning consists of, Patterned on the original con-
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ditioning studies of Pavlov (1927) and of Thorndyke (1914), work on these
problems has attempted to achieve accurate measurement of change in
performance, and also control over the nature and timing of the conditions
of stimulation. fnvestigation has therefore always been confined to a laboratory setting. This in turn has resulted in the bulk of the work being limited
to those animals that can be conveniently and cheaply studied in such a
setting: mainly the dog, cat, guinea pig, and most of all, the white rat. The
behaviour studied has been typically limited to some simple kind of movement or response, for example salivation, bar pressing, jumping or mazerunning, selected so that control over its occurrence can be regulated 8ccurately. Such control is exerted by the use of stimuli simple enough to be
precisely defined, such as the sound of a bell or a simple visual pattern
and by a drive, such as hunger, thirst or pain, the strength of which can be
accurately controlled by appropriate deprivation, reward or punishment.
Abnormal behaviour has been studied as a by-product of this work.
No clear solution to either of the two main problems of leaming has
emerged; theories differ as to whether the essential condition for learning to
occur consists of reinforcement by reward or punishment, contiguity of
stimulus and response, or both. They also differ as to whether the modification process consists in alteration in the strength of some hypothetical
intervening variable, or in perceptual reorganization. Extensive discussion
of these issues can be found in Spence (1951), Bugelski (1956), and Hilgard
and Marquis (1961).
In spite of its inconclusiveness, learning psychology has done much to
promote scientific thinking about animal behaviour. At the same time, however, the intensely atomistic and deductive outlook characteristic of it has
resulted in research being guided primarily by theoretical problems and very
little by the inductive study of how animals actually behave. Animal infatrcy,
for example, has been studied only to the extent of demonstrating that conditioning can be brought about in that period. On this basis the assumption
is usually made that all developmental changes in behaviour, irrespective of
&go, can be adequately explained on learning principles. Sociali zation in
particular has been treated in this way with little or no study of parentyoung interaction. An important consequence has been the widespread adoption of the assumption that the principal drive that enables the young to
learn to form social relationships is the same as that commonly employed
for achieving conditioning in the laboratory, namely, hunger. Such basic
assumptions as these, however, have been seriously called into question by

work deriving from the other two approaches.
This approach to the study
crystalli zedaround a
concept of instinct that was first"7:I:;behaviour
systematized by Lorenz and Tinbergen in
the nineteen thirties and forties. It stems from earlier work by nattualists
7a

CP
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and zoologists interested in the ways in which animals, mostly birds, fish
and insects, live in the natural environment. Their investigations led to a
number of conceptions that subsequently became basic features of the ethological approach. First, the attempt to understand behaviour by the analysis
of single items of it will be of limited use unless guided by the results of
systematic description of the animal's natural behaviour, in its natural environment, especially its social interactions. Second, behaviour is not always
a reaction to a change in environment but can be spontaneous. Third, when
animals react to their environment they in fact react to only a very limited
number of perceptual cues within it. Fourth, much of the natural behaviour
of animals can be divided into two kinds, one variable, the other stereotyped.
Recognition both of the extensive part played by stereotyped movement
patterns and of their species-specific nature had two important consequences.
It showed first that these patterns, like organs or morphological characters,
could be used for taxonomic purposes (Whitman, 1898; Heinroth, 1911).
Second, it led to the distinction (Craig , 1918) between appetitive behaviour
and consummatory act, which took account of the fact that stereotyped
movements commonly occur following more variable behaviour of a
searching kind; this ceases only when specific stimuli which release the
stereotyped movement are perceived.
On the basis of these ideas Lorenz (1935, 1937, 1952), and Tinbergen
(1942, 1950, 1951) put forward a conception of instinct that included both
appetitive and consummatory behaviour. This had the merits not only of
throwing entirely new light upon the complexities of natural animal behaviour, but also of providing a framework which, because it took account
of both the fixed and the variable aspects of behaviour, enabled a rapprochement between conventional learning concepts and concepts to do with
instinct. Furthermore, this conception of instinct got away from previous
ones that were in disrepute (Lorenz, 1950). It was not teleological, because
the goal of appetitive behaviour was seen, not as species-preservation, but
simply as the performance of a consummatory act. Neither was the conception of the consummatory act as the core of an instinct pseudo-explanatory. Such acts, being absolutely fixed automatisms that occur as reactions
only to highly specific sign stimuli, were regarded as bein g patterned and
motivated by central nervous mechanisms that are entirely genically determined. This view was supported, partially by neuro-physiological work,
but mainly by the taxonomic significance of these acts.
This perspective on animal behaviour opened up a whole new field of
research (Thorpe, 1956b), with emphasis especially upon social behaviour.
Descriptions and analyses covered all the main sectors; courtship and
mating, care of young, maintenance of territory, attacking of prey and
defence from predators. Because of the interest in phylogenetic relationships
these studies spanned many different genera and species. While fixed action
patterns were initially the central topic of investigation, increasingly both
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their relation to variable behaviour and the role of learning in instinctive
behaviour have become essential aspects of this work. Through it all the
Lorenz-Tinbergen instinct theory has, in principle, been vindicated, though
in detail many modifications have proved necess ary.
In attempting to understand why an animal in a particular kind of situation does what it does, ethologists have viewed the question " evhy" in
three different ways (Hinde, 1959b): "What makes it do it?,,,,,What does
it do it for? ", and " How does it come to be able to do it? ". These distinct
issues, namely of causation, function and development, require quite different methods of investigation.

l.

Causatton

In t.he study of eliciting stimuli one of the main problems was to identify
precisely which stimuli within the total stimulus situation are actually bein!
responded to by an animal. This was done chiefly with the use of models
or dummy stimuli (Tinbergen, l95l). For instance, in order to feed, herring
gull chicks first beg for food and then peck at the tip of the parent's bill.

Fr-om comparing responses given to cardboard dummies varying in many
different ways, such as in colour and in composition, from the nalural bi[,
it could be concluded that it is specifically the red patch on the underside
of the bill that releases the chick's reaction. Tinbergen (194s) concentrated
particularly on the study of such releasing stimuli, called social releasers,
which emanate from the other animals with which an individual interacts.
They can consist of any external attribute of an animal, whether of shape,
relational property, colour, sound, smell and particularly movement pattern.
Some of the main findings concerning sign stimuli include the following.
The stimuli that release instinctive responses are usually very specifc and
nearly always simple, distinctive and improbable. The intensity of many
fixed action pattems is related to the releasing stimulus according to a law
of heterogeneous summation of the component properties of stimulation.
Supernormal dummy stimuli, which exaggerate certain elements of the
natural stimulus, are sometimes even more effective than the natural stimulus
in eliciting a response. The stimuli that release a response are not always
the same as those that direct its orientation.
of the internal factors affecting response occurrenoe, most attention has
been given to ttre theoretical construct of the central nervous mechanism
that is held both to motivate and to co-ordinate an instinctive behaviour
pattern. This has been investigated indirectly in three different ways (finbergen, l95l): by the determination, under constant conditions, of rportaneous changes in response-strength, of the minimum intensity of stimulation necessary to release the response, and of the minimum inteniity of stimulation necessary to inhibit the response. An approach used particularly by
Lorenz (1950) was the keeping of animals in captivity for thi study of mis7e*
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carrying behaviour patterns. tlnder such conditions behaviour patterns may
not only occur at low stimulus thresholds, but non-adaptively either in the
absence

of stimuli normally occurring in the wild, or in the presence of

unusual stimuli. Such findings led Lorcnz (1950) to put forward a hydraulic
theory of the motivation of instincts, but later work (e.9. Hinde , 1956, 1960)
made it necessary to abandon this. Tinbergen's hierarchical theory of the
organi zation of instincts (1950), or the other hand, has derived support
from the results of such direct methods of investigation as the effects of
hormones (Beach, 1948) and of electrical stimulation of specific parts of
the brain (von Holst, 1935, 1963).
2. Function

The function, or functions, of a behaviour pattern have been described
in terms of the part played by the behaviour not only in the life of the individual animal, but primarity in contributing to the existence of its species.
In the first case a piece of behaviour may be found to serve some particular
function, for example communication, threat, territory maintenance, or
distraction of or defence against predators. The second case is essentially
a matter of biological function: the manner in which the behaviour is
adaptive in dealing with selection pressures and so in contributing to speciessurvival. On the Darwinian assumption that innate characteristics are explicable only as the outcome of natural selection operating on genetic variatioD,
the functional analysis of an innate behaviour pattern requires the discovery
of the particular selection pressures, such as disease, or attacks by predators,
which the behaviour plays a part in surmounting.
This kind of analysis is concerned, not just with the immediate effects of
the behaviour on the environment but with the subsequent consequences
of these. For example, the effect of egg-shell removal by the black-headed
gull is to clear the nest of stimuli which, from other experiments, are known
to attract the attention of predators; the consequence is that the young

have, on that account, a greater chance

of survival than otherwise (Tin-

bergen, 1963).
3. Deuelopment

Behaviour patterns have been investigated from the standpoint of their
mode of development either during phylogeny or during ontogeny.
Because fixed action patterns are regarded as endogenous, organically
determined, attempts have been made to trace the course of their evolution
and to locate their origin. The method used is that of comparing descriptively similar patterns in closely related species. Homologous movements
in phyletically more primitive species have thus been traced, and, from the
differences that go along with the similarities, inferences made about the
kinds of adaptive change that led up to the pattern in question. This method
has been particularly fertile in revealing the evolutionary origins of those
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innate behaviour patterns, the form and function of which is specially adapted to releasing innate behaviour in other animals (Tinbergen, lg52; Hinde
and Tinberg€tr, 1958).
Ontogenetic study is concerned not with conventional learning issues but
with factors affecting the onset and development of instinctivi activities.
Studies have focused on the way particular behaviour patterns show dif:
ferences in the extent or timing of their modifiability, the kinds of stimuli,
often very limited, to which they can become linked through learning, the
relations between early learning and the later performance of instinctive
behaviour patterns, and phyletic differences in the nature and extent of
learning during ontogeny. Much of this work has been connected with the
study of imprinting and critical periods (Lorenz, 1935). Methods used have
included the rearing of animals in isolation, in captivity, or under controlled
conditions.
The bulk of ethological research is reported in the journals Animal
Behauiour and Behauiour, and also in Zettschrtft fi)r Tierptyihologre. Surveys
and descriptions of selected aspects of it have been made by Hinde (1959),
Hess (1962) and Tinbergen (1951). A glossary of the main technical terms
used in such publications has been compiled by Verplanck (1957). Reviews
of the most recent work are now included in the Annual Reaiew of psychology
(e.9. Wood-Gush, 1963). fn recent years not only has the variety of species
investigated been greatly extended, studies have tended to become more
detailed and sophisticated to match the increasingly acknowledged complexity of much of the subject matter. Specially notable features have
been the growth of interest in relations between instinct and learning (e.g.
Thorpe, 1950, 1956a; Hinde, 1954a, 1954b) developments in neuropLysiology (e.9. von Holst and von St. Paul, 1963) and in behaviour genetics (e.g.

Fuller and Thompson, 1960) and entry into the field of primate studies
(e.9. Andrew, 1963; Chance, 1956; De Vore, 1965; Hinde and Rowell, 1962;

van Hoof, 1962; Hall, 1962).

As a consequence of this recent work many of the original ethological
concepts have undergone modification as repeated testing against hard data

has revealed both their potentialities and their limitatio^ (e.g. Thorpe,
1956; Hinde, 1953, 1956, 1960, 1965; Brown, 1964).
Biopsychology

This approach is distinguishable from ethology both by its scepticism
of the concept of instinct and by its central interest in learning phenomena;
yet it is distinguishable from learning psychology by being much more
comparative, physiological and developmental in interest.
Because the orientation has been primarily to biological theory rather than
to learning theory, the study of learning has been .oodrcted in the context
of a much wider interest in phyletic comparison of modes of adaptation
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(e.g. Maier and Schneirla, 1935). It has also been concerned with the qualitative as well as quantitative differences to be found at different levels. This
goes notjust for learning but for all the factors tlat affect behaviour whether
at anatomical, physiological or psychological levels. Special attention has
been paid to the evolutionary differentiation and specialization of many

kinds of factor affecting the behavioural functioning of animals

(e.g.

Schneirla, 1957). Investigations have included the following areas: sensory
and cognitive functioning, types of drive or need and their organization in
relation to emotion, the relative roles of structure and experience, the plasticity or fixity ofbehaviour, and the nature and extent ofsocial organization.
Studies have ranged from protozoa to mammals, and a feature of particular
relevance to the present chapter is the amount of work done on primates
(e.g. Yerkes and Yerkes, 1929; Yerkes and Tomilin, 1935; Harlow, 1961;
Carpenter, 1964;De Vore, 1965; Schrier, Harlow and Stollnitz, 1965).
Ontogenetic studies, while being approached very much in a phylogenetic context, have not been concerned predominantly with the roles of
either learning or instinct in the development of behaviour and perception.
Rather have they attempted to elucidate developmental processes in terms
of the continued interaction of organismic and environmental factors (e.g.
Schneirla, 195Q. The behaviour of an animal at any given point of development has been seen essentially as the outcome of many different kinds of
variable, whettrer structural, physiological or external, continuously acting
upon each other in varying constellations over preceding stages (e.g.
Schneirla and Rosenblatt, 196l). Much work has been done on the effects
of earlyexperience on later development (Beach and Jaynes, 1954; Beach,
1955a; Denenberg, 1963), and on critical periods on socialization (e.g. Scott,
Fredericson and Fuller, 1951; Jaynes, 195G58). Increasing attention has
been paid to the role of particular variables operating within the motheryoungrelationship: for example, contact and other forms of stimulation by
the mother (Levine, 1960 ; Harlow and Zimmerman, I 959 ; Denenberg, I 965),
and factors afecting maternal behaviour such as hormones (e.g. Lehrman,

196$ and endocrine stimulation from the young (e.g. Rosenblatt and Lehrman, 1963). Much of the biopsychological work has been published in the
fournal of Comparatiae and Physiological Psychology, and numerous studies
have been brought together by McGill (1965).
The reciprocal influences between biopsychological and ethological thinking have been considerable, especially as a result of such joint meetings as
the Macy Conferences on "Group Processes" (Schaffner, 195tr-59), the
Paris Conference on "fnstinct in Animals and Man" (Masson, 1956), and
the Nebraska Slmposia on "Current Theory and Research in Motivation"
(Jones, 1953 and annually thereafter).
The principal criticism of ethology concerns what is regarded as a false
dichotomy between "innate" and "learned". Lehrman (1953), points out
that by "innate" Lorenz and Tinbergen mean "not learned" and "genically
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determined". They use four main criterja for the innateness of behaviour:
it be stereotyped and fixed in form;
(b) it be characteristic of the species;

(a)
(c)

it

appear in animals raised in isolation from others;

it develop fully in animals prevented from practising it.
Lehrman mentions, however, that there are many instances of behaviour
patterns which, though meeting these criteria, nevertheless appear to depend
for their development upon environmental influences; for eximple in pecking
in the chick (Kuo, 1932). similarly Hebb (1953) lists many instances in mammals where behaviour is not learned yet is fully dependent on learning:
for example, fear of strangers in the chimpunzee, which does not have to
be practised but does not occur until the animal has learned to recognize
his usual caretakers. Hebb argues that, just as the area of a field islutty
(d)

dependent on both its length and its breadth, so the behaviour

ofan animat

is fully dependent both on heredity and on environment. A distinction between the influence of heredity and of environment is intelligible only in
considering differences between individuals or between species: a diference
in behaviour may be due to a difference in heredity and/or in environment.
while ethologists in general now agree with this view, they do not acoept
what they believe to be a basic assumption of biopsychologists (e.g. Birch,
196l), namely, that the central nervous system has no inherited structures
in it. Lorenz's view (1958, 1960, 1961,1966)is that biopsychologists underrate the extent to which inborn structures, whether fixed action patterns, or
neural centres such as IRMs, are highly adapted to the environmental situation of the organism. Also in many instances of comprex innate behaviour,
they overrate the amount of learning that could possibly take place. For
example, a swift when hatched and reared in a dark narrow cavity could
neither open its wings nor see anything in focus. yet, when released at normal
flying age, it not only flew but was able to interpret binocular disparities and
to make an accurate landing. It seems out of the question that such a performance could have been made without the operation of inborn mechanisms. This is not to exclude the operation of learning and, indeed, he claims

that innate behaviour patterns nearly always occur interlaced with learned
components of behaviour. He believes that learning mechanisms are just as
important as other kinds of mechanism that control behaviour and that, like
these, they are selected in phylogeny and are manifested in a species-specific
manner.
The response

of biopsychologists to this position is an epigenetic one
(Moltz, 1965). Although genetic factors of course affect behaviour, behaviour is not just an iuterlaced fabric of endogenous 'and learned elements.
All response systems are synthesized during ontogeny and this synthesis is
conditional upon the integrative influence of both endogenous processes and
extrinsic stimulatiye conditions. They regard it as misleading to concep-
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tualize maturational elements as functioning isomorphically in behavioral
development.

Rrsr^mcH oN INraxcY tN ANttr,rust
The Significance of Early Experience

It is now beyond all reasonable doubt that, in animals ranging from insects
to primates, certain events and environmental conditions occurring in infancy have effects that (a) range widely over whole sectors of the animal's
later behaviour, social, emotional and intellectual, and (b) are difficult to
reverse. Furthermore, the period of maximum vulnerability in infancy is
not equated to the whole period during which the animal is dependent
upon the mother for survival, and may be limited to that phase when err-

vironmental influence has been commonly regarded as entirely subordinate
to the role of maturation. This is the period before the animal is even able
to reco gnize its own mother individually.

I.Imprinting
Lorenz(1935) observed that the young of several bird species, soon after
hatching, begin to follow the first relatively large moving object they see,
whether this be the natural mother, some other kind of animal, or Lorenz
himself. During subsequent development, not only do they continue to
show a marked preference for the kind of object first followed, even if this
is different from members of their own species, but their sexual behaviour
may also become limited to it. This phenomenon, already noted by natufalists earlier, was named by him "imprinting". Something similar has also
been observed in insects (Thorpe, 192!4), in fish (Baerends and Baerends van
Roon, 1950), and in mammals such as sheep (Scott,1945), deer @arling,
1938), zebra and buffalo (Hediger, 1938) and dogs (Scott, 1958).
Lorcnz believed imprinting to be a special form of learning, different
from ordinary conditioning, and distinguishable by four characteristics:
(a) it is limited to a very brief period, fixed soon after birth,
(b) it is irreversible,
(c) it is completed long before some of the kinds of behaviour which it
later affects (e.g. sexual) have developed, and
(d) it is supra-individual learning, a learning to distinguish and prefer a

class

of

object, rather than a specific individual which is normally

learned subsequently.

t Space limitations prevent mc,lrtion of many specialized animal research topics of
interest to psychiatrists concerned with early behaviour development. Referenccs that
give useful rcaas into such topics are as follows: bchaviour gegetics (Vandenberg, 1960'
drug efrects (Young, 1981), fear (tlebb and Riesen, 1943), phenylketonuria (Waisman
and Harlow, 1961), play (B€ach, 1940, populatioa density (Calhoun, 1962), sleep (Rotrwmget a1.,1964.
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The spate of experimental studies into the details of this phenomenon,
mostly employng either nidifugous birds or dogs, while modifying these
conclusions, have not detracted from the importance of Lorenz's observa-

tions. While there are additional respects in which imprinting appears to
differ from associative learning (Hess, 1959), notably the development of
following in the absence of conventional reward such as feeding or warmth
from the object followed, Hinde (1962a) has shown that the view that it is
a special form of learning cannot be substantiated. It may only be an extreme
case of what is now recognized to be characteristic of learning of all kinds,
that they occur more efficiently at one age than at another. Moltz (1960)
has shown that many instances of the young bird keeping near the moving
object can be explained in terms of anxiety reduction. There are also studies,
reviewed by Moltz (1960), which show that it may not be as irreversible
as was first supposed, and that the timing of the critical period is not absolutely fixed. Furthermore the determination of the later sexual object may
be due, not to this early learning, but to learning occurring at a later phase,
though the kind of object then learned is likety to be the same as the earlier
one (Fabricius, 1962).
As Lorenz (193, emphasized, however, the concept of c,entral importance
is that of the critical period, during which the nature of the object to which
the young is only briefly exposed has such extensive and enduring effects
for good or ill on the animal's social behaviour. The biological necessity
for such a period, which may last for only a few hours, is understandable
in the context of the serious survival problem of most animals in the wild.
As Thorpe (1956) points out, it is very urgent that the animal learns as
early and as quickly as possible to distinguish its own species from others,
many of which are predators, and to associate only with its own. fnvestigators have therefore given much attention both to the factors that affect
the timing of the critical period, and also to the effects of different kinds of
stimuli to which the animal is exposed during it.
The timing of the critical period during which following becomes limited
to a particular class of object is usually shortly after birth, and its duration
may be anything from a few hours in birds, to several weeks in dogs. In
mallard ducklings Hess (1959) found that, on varying the age and duration
of first exposure to a test-object, maximum imprintability occurs between
13 and 16 hours after hatchirg, though some individuals will start to follow
earlier or later. fn dogs the equivalent period, according to Freedman et al.
(1961), is between 3 and about 10 weeks of age, with maximum imprintability at 7 weeks.
The onset of the period, usually after the neonatal phase, is contingent
upon the emergen@ of the capacity to follow. This refers not just to the
maturation of locomotor capacity; it also requires perceptual capacity to
see and/or hear the object. In the termination of the period, one of the
most significant factors appears to be the development of a fear response.
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If the animal is first exposed to the test-object at or after the age at which
this has emerged, it will withdraw from it instead of following. Ii on the
other hand, the animal is able to become familiar with the object before
that &Ea, fear will not subsequently be elicited by it but only by strange
objects.

Lorcnz (1935) pointed out that there are marked differences among
avian species in the extent to which imprinting occurs. ft is also apparent
that there are species differences in the kinds of object which a bird will
learn to follow. For example, coots and moorhens will follow inanimate
objects of widely varied size and shape, including a large canvas hide, as
long as they have the property of motion (Hinde, Thorpe and Vince, 1950.
At the other extreme, curlews and godwits will only follow the parent bird.
Such species differences are explained in terms of differences in innate perceptual mechanisms, some limiting response to highly specific patterns of
stimuli, others being less rigid. The less rigrd this mechanism, the greater
is the necessity for rapid early learning, but also the greater is the vulnerability to learning the wrong kind of object if the parent-figure is not
available. As regards the stimulus properties of the object that elicit following, size, shape and motion are not the only ones; Ramsey (1951), for
example, found that the sounds made by the parent-bird, as well as its
colouring, play a part; Hess (1959) also found that stimuli varying in either
colour or shape differed significantly in the degree to which they elicited
following.
Further emphasis on the perceptual aspect of imprinting is given in those
studies that call in question whether it is even necess ary that following should
occur. For example, in contrast to Hess's (1959) finding that in mallard
ducklings imprinting occurs in proportion to the amount of following
allowed during the critical period, James (1959) found that mere exposure
to a flickering light, without following taking place, will result in imprinting
to it, and consequent following of it after the critical period. Thorpe (1956)
has suggested that imprinting is a fundamental property of the perceptual
aspect of instinctive behaviour in general. Song-learning in the chaffinch,
for example, has been shown by him to occur during a critical period,
different from that of the following response, with equally permanent
effects.

More detailed recent reviews of the work on imprinting have been made
by Scott (1962), Moltz (1960, 1963), Hinde (1962a), and Sluckin (1964).
2. Stirrutlation
Because of the crucial importance of the parent-figure, not only for feeding the young, keeping it clean and warm, and protecting it from predators,
but also in setting the pattern for normal social development, it is still
commonly believed that all other aspects of the infant's experience pale
into insiguificance. Recent work has shown, however, that this is quite
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untrue. The infant does not just vegetate between feeds while maturation
proceeds apace. As it engages, first in random movements of the eyes and
limbs, and later in active exploration by locomotion and by using all its
senses, it is, under normal conditions, being exposed to stimulation of
varied kinds that is vital for normal development. There is a great deal of
learning going otr, the effects of which may not be apparent until much
later. This is shown by the difference between the behaviour of subjects
reared with and without exposure to one or another part of the stimulation
present in the natural environment. Research on these lines has been of
three kinds.
(a) Depriuation in One Sensory Mode
Riesen (1951) reared chimpanzees in the dark up to the age of 16 months
and then compared them with normal ones. The normal chimpanzee at
that age learns quickly to make appropriate responses to new visual stimuli,
and if it gets an electric shock once or twice from a new object it will subsequently effectively avoid it. It welcomes the approach of its caretaker and
shows intense fear of strangers. By contrast the dark-reared animal can be
shocked repeatedly, day after duy, before learning to avoid the object producing it. It will only begin to discriminate visually between friend and
stranger after many weeks of living in a lighted environment. This result
was not wholly attributable either to deterioration of the visual apparatus,
or to absence of sensory stimulation per.ee. A major factor was the absence
of varied patterns of visual stimulation, 8s shown by the fact that an animal
in an unbroken field of light, with its head in a translucent plastic dome,
showed equally great incapacity. Such stimulation is normally obtained in
the young infant as it moves its eyes about in an apparently aimless fashion.
Similar dependence on early learning has also been shown for the normal development of somesthetic perception. Nissen, Chow and Semmes
(1951) reared a chimpanzee normally in all respects except that use of the
hands and feet for exploration of the environment or for stimulation of the
body was prevented by enclosing them in cylinders. When tested at 2l years
of age, by comparison with a normal animal, it showed very marked inferiority in the use of these parts, whether in touching a given point, or in
learning; and pin-tricks were treated indifferently.
Wolf (1943), working with rats, found that adult animals, temporarily
deprived in infancy of either sight or hearing, performed less well than
controls in a competitive situation where the use of that sense was required.
Other work of this kind has been reviewed by Beach and Jaynes (1954).

(b)

,Seuere

Isolation and Restriction

Thompson and Melzack (1956) reared dogs from weaning until 8-10
months old in small closed cages. Not only was their movement highly
restricted but they never saw human beings or other dogs. At the end of
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that time, after being let out and given the same handling and daily exercise
as a control group of litter-mates reared in homes, the two groups were
observed and tested.

Although the restricted dogs were physically mature they showed, by
comparison with the controls, striking differences in behaviour. In exploring
a maze they were over-active and took much longer to satisfy their curiosity. In response to strange objects, while the controls ran away without
much excitement, they became highly agitated, jumped back and forth
near the object, whirled around it and generally displayed much excitement
and diffuse activity but little purposeful activity. When followed by a toy
car which produced an electric shock on contact, while the normal dogs
quickly learned to avoid being hit, they behaved wildly and aimlessly, often
ran into the car; it took an average of twenty-five shocks each to learn to
avoid it. In this and other tests of response to painful stimuli they behaved
as if they were unaware that the source of the pain was in the environment.
In problem-solving tests they showed remarkably unintelligent behaviour
and, on a series of maze problems, showed about fifty per cent more errors
than the controls. In competition for a bone with a normal dog, the restricted
ones were completely dominated. In response to the sight of other dogs
in pens, instead of approaching, wagging the tail and barking like the normals, they ignored them and seemed a great deal more interested in the
inanimate physical surroundings. Even after the dogs had been several
years out of restriction they continued to show serious intellectual, emotional and social retardation. Thus, continued normal handling subsequently
did little to alter the effects of deprivation of varied sensory stimulation
in infancy.
Mason (1963) raised a group of rhesus monkeys, until 2$ years of age,
in individual laboratory cages which permitted each to see and hear the
others

but prevented physical contact. He then compared their social

behaviour with that of another group of about the same age which had been
captured in the wild and, from about 20 months of age, kept in the laboratory with physical contact permitted. The monkeys in the restricted group
showed much lower frequency and duration of sexual behaviour, and the
males showed poor integration of the mating pattern. When the restricted
males were placed with socially sophisticated females, the latter frequently
failed to assume appropriate receptive postures as they did in response to
socially sophisticated males. While the wild-born monkeys groomed frequently and for long periods, the restricted ones did so very much less
and used no specific postures to invite grooming. A number of tests showed
that the restricted monkeys were not attracted to other members of their

group, either remaining indifferent to them or actively avoiding contact.
Fighting among them was much more frequent and of greater duration
and severity than among the wild-borns. Dominance relations among the
restricted monkeys were fluctuating and unstable; among the wild-borns
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it

appeared that the more stable and flrmly established social relations

tended to forestall all but minor quarrels.

These results were interpreted as highlighting the extent to which the
full development of those affective states and sensori-motor co-ordinations
that are necessary for normal social relations are heavily dependent upon
early learning. Although the social interactions of the rhesus monkey are
subserved by many stereotyped postures, gestures and vocahzations that
are unlearned (AltmaDtr, 1962), their adaptive use requires the stimulation
and direction of social forces in infancy. Consistent with this is Harlow's
(1962) experien.ce that laboratory-reared infant monkeys, when adult, would
hardly breed at all despite plenty of opportunity. Whether such results were
due primarily to early stimulus and social deprivation, however, is not clear,
especially in view of a relation, suggested by Nissen (1951) between the
monkey's sexual deviations and extensive early exposure to humans.
Other work, mostly with rodents, reviewed by Denenberg (1962b) amply
supports the hypothesis, originally put forward by Hebb (1949), that a
perceptually complex environment in infancy is essential for the normal
development of perceptual, intellectual and social capacities.
(c) Brief Stimulation

In contrast to the studies referred to so far, which focus on the effects of
prolonged stimulus deprivation, mostly after weaning, there is a whole
series concerned with the effects of brief exposure to stimulation between
birth and weaning. These have been carried out on laboratory-reared rats
and show the contrasts between animals that are left permanently in the
constant conditions of their nests and those that are taken out, for only a
few minutes daily, and exposed to additional stimulation.
Levine, Chevalier and Korchin (1956) compared the adult behaviour
of three groups of rats that had been treated daily in infancy either by brief
electric shock, placing in the shock-cage without shock, or being just left
in the nest. All the behaviour peculiarities occurred in the group that had
not been handled at all. Furthermore, the behaviour of the shocked rats
could not be distinguished from those that had received the same handling
but no shock. In many studies thereafter (Levine, 1956, 1957b, 1962) in
which degree of stress and handling has been varied, invariably it is the

nonmanipulated " controls " that show behaviour deviations. These deviations are primarily in the animal's response to stress. In standard behaviour
tests, whether the rat is placed in an unfamiliar but neutral box, or in an
" open field " area, in contrast to manipulated animals which explore freely,
the non-manipulated ones cower in a corner or creep timidly about and
defaecate and urinate frequently. In other tests (Levine, 1957a), employing
physiological measures, the non-manipulated animals not only are hyperactive to stress, such as toxic injection of glucose, but also show a delayed
and a more sustained reaction to it. Not only is this biologically disadv&rr-
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tageous by comparison with the normal rapid and short-lived mobilization
of resources at the time of stress, but it can have severely damaging consequences such as stomach ulcers, increased susceptibility to infection and
eventually death due to adrenal exhaustion.
The work of Denenberg (1962a, 1962b, L962c) and associates supports

other findings of Levine, namely, that rats handled or shocked between
birth and weaning show as adults reduced emotionality, better avoidance
learning and enhanced interest in novel stimuli. In a review of these studies
Denenberg (1965) concludes that amount of stimulation is also a factor;
efficiency of later avoidance learning, for example, is related to number
of days handling, or to intensity of shock, by an inverted " IJ " function.
Handling of rats after weaning, in contrast to before, has been shown by
Levine (1956) not to affect emotionality, ability to withstand stress, or
avoidance learning. Tapp and Markowitz (1963) found not only that rats
handled in infancy differed from controls in brain chemistry, but that preand post-weaning experiences have different effects on brain weight and
brain cholinesterase. They conclude that, for the rat, pre-weaning handling
affects the subcortex whereas post-weaning handling affects the neocortex.
Consistent with this is the finding of Denenberg and Morton (1962) that no
relationship exists between pre-weaning handling and later problemsolving. Thompson (1958) has put forward a hypothesis that is entirely congruent with such results: that stimulation in the first phase has the function
of supplying the necessary arousal to maintain efficiency, whereas that in
the second phase supplies the cues necess ary for the direction and organization of behaviour.
Interpretation

Although some of the studies outlined have methodological shortcomiDgs,
there is a now much increased awareness of the requirements for conclusive
work on the significance ofvery early experience (King, 1958 ; Fuller and Waller,

not only complete revision of the long-standing
of the relative immunity of the very young to environmental
but also recognition of the widespread and long-lasting conse-

1962). The results compel

conception

influences,
quences of these.

In addition, they negate the long-held assumption in
psychological theory that, given normal birth, maturation of the structures
that mediate behaviour is as inevitable thereafter as it is presumed to be
before. Just &s, in utero, the normal growth of any organism is absolutely
conditional upon its relation to the surrounding nidus, so also the normal
development and usage of behaviour that has genically determined patterniog, is closely dependent upon environmental conditions.
That the impact of one or another influence can be limited to a critical
or sensitive period which, in relation to the life-span, is remarkably brief,
is strikingly clear. In a review of the whole problem of critical periods in
behavioural development, Scott (1,962) distinguishes three different kinds
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which may or may not coincide or overlap: periods critical for the effects
of infantile stimulation, for the formation of basic social relationships, and
for the development of learning capacity. Without implying that later influences cannot have modifying effects, nearly all the research that bears
upon critical periods indicates that they usually occur very early in life.
That an animal is affected differently by environmental stimulation at differing phases in infancy is understandable since the animal itself does not
remain the same. At any given phase, as Thompson (1960) points out, the
precise nature of the effect is likely to be a function not ooiy of the kind,
amount and timing of the stimulation, but also of the genotype of the
animal.

InraNr DpvmopMENT

In addition to studies of the long-term consequences of early experience
there is an increasing amount of animal research which shows the immediate
or short-term effects on development of particular kinds of environmental
influence.
Pre-natal Factors

In spite of the relative constancy of the intra-uterine environment the
mammalian foetus is by no means immune from the effects of the outside
environment upon the mother. Pre-natal influences are not limited to those
major physiologic changes which, when induced in the mother, result in
dramatic morphological defects in the young (e.g. Fraser, 1955). Changes
in the behaviour of otherwise normal young can be brought about by vaiying the stimulation to which the pregnant female is subjected.
Thompson (1957) subjected pregnant rats to stimulation by a buzzer to
which, prior to pregnancy, they had been conditioned to react with anxiety.
Following birth the young were cross-fostered to control-mothers so that
post-natal effects would not confound the results. Young rats whose mothers
had been made anxious in pregnancy were found to be more emotional
than those born from control-mothers. Ader and Conklin (1963), oD the
other hand, found that the emotionality of young was significantly reduced
by intermittent handling of the pregnant female. Thompson (196d) believes
that the particular kind of stressor to which a mother is rrb;.rdd during
pregnancy is not a critical factor. For example, conditioned anxiety, shock
and adrenalin injection all produced heightened emotionality in thi yogng.
The direction of the effect appears also to be independent of the kind of
stressor used, since the same three stressors administered under different
conditions to other mothers all produced lowered emotionality in the young.
He concludes that the direction of change is determined by at least three
variables: amount of stress, the time during pregnancy at which it is given,
and the genotype of the animal.
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Stimulation DurW Infmcy

That stimulation of young in the period following birth can have major
effects on the maturation of function is clear from Levine's (1960) work on
rats. Infant rats reared as in the studies cited earlier, with intermittent
manipulation, by comparison with controls, showed a more rapid rate of
development. opening of the eyes and achievement of motor co-ordination
both occur earlier. Body hair grows faster and there is higher weight at
weaning. The vigorous gfowth continues even after the course of stimulation
is terminated at three weeks of age. This appeaxs to be related, not to
food intake, but to better utilization of food consumed and also to higher
output of the growth hormone from the pituitary. Other differences found

1962a) include earlier depletion of
adrenal ascorbic acid, higher brain cholesterol, and earlier myelination of
the central nervous system.
A different approach was used by Harlow (1958, 1959, 1961, L962, L963)
in his now famous experiments on the relative significance of feeding and of
a number of contact-variables for the development of affectional responses
in the rhesus monkey. He not only compared monkeys subjected to different treatments but also studied their preferences in a two-possibility
choice situation, together with changes in preference with age.
The initial experiments were designed to evaluate the role of feeding in
the developmeni of affection. Baby monkeys were separated from their
Uittn and placed in cages with two different cubicles attached,
mothers
"i
one containing a cloth mother-surrogate and the other a wire mothersurrogate, each possessing a nipple. One group of four baby- monkeys fed
exclusively frorcloth surrogates and another group of four fed exclusively
from wire surrogates. The measure of a^frection was contact time on the

at ihe physiological level (Levine,

mothers, recordid automatically and continuously. whether the babies
fed from the cloth surrogate or the wire surrogate, they came to spend

l!17

hours per day on the cloth one. conversely, whether or not the babies

fed from

thi wire surrogate, they did not spend

more than 1-2 hours

per day on that one. Such striking results completely contradicted the learning theory expectation that the appearance of the mother's face and body
would become associated with the satisfactions obtained from feeding,
leading to the formation of the infant's afrection towards the feeding surrogate.

the early weeks, however, feeding does have some effect in contributing to ttre affectional preference. A group of babies was raised with
two ;loth surrogates, one with a green cover and one with a brown one.
Half the group fed on the green surrogate and half on the brown one. There
were no colour preferences, but a significant preference for the lactating
surrogate developed early. This disappeared by three months of age'

b*i"g

In addition to tne contact variable, rocking and clinging were also in-

vestigated. Infants raised with two cloth surrogates, one rocking and the
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ottrer stationary, showed that rocking, or kinaesthetic and vestibular stimu-

lation. contributes to the affectional preference over the first five to six
months but not thereafter. Infants raised with a cylindrical cloth surrogate
and a cloth plane showed, over the first six months, a preference for the plane
(which provides a better sleeping and resting surface), but thereafter a preference for the cylindrical cloth surrogate (which enables tight clinging and

clasping).

That a cloth surrogate mother is preferred to a feeding wire mother
for reasons other than that it acts either as a sleeping platform or as a source
of warmth was shown in two ways. First, during the first two weeks of
life, three out of four infants fed by the cloth mother, and one out of four
fed by the wire mother, left a ganze-covered heating pad on the floor of
their cages to spend up to eighteen hours per day on the cloth mother.
Second were the studies of infants under conditions of distress or fear,

in which they attempt to get to some haven of safety. For example, infants
in their home cages were presented with various fear-producing stimuli,
such as a moving toy bear. These immediately made them run in terror to a
surrogate mother. whether fed on a cloth or on a wire surrogate, however,
the cloth one was much preferred. contact with this had the remarkable
effect of reducing fear so that, within a minute or two, most infants were
visually exploring the previously feared object, and some even let go of the
mother to approach it.
These and many other experiments demonstrate, in the rhesus monkey,
the overwhelming importance of the variable of soft body contact, and the
wholly subordinate role of feeding, both for the development of affectional
responses and as a source of security in early infancy. In a further series of
experiments Harlow has shown that this importance extends to the future
maintenance of affectional responses. The monkeys raised with either
cloth or wire mothers were separated from their surrogates at about
6 months of age and tested for affectional retention, first during the following nine days, then at one month intervals during the following year.
In the first few days after the mother was withdrawn, whereas infants
raised with a wire mother lost all the slight responsiveness that had previously developed, those raised with a cloth mother either continued
to respond to her at the previous high level or became even more responsive. After a full year's separation the results remained strikingly similar.
Preferential responses still favoured the cloth as compared with the wire
mother by as much as ninety per cent, indicating that once an affectional
bond is formed it is maintained for a long period of time even with little
reinforcement of the contact-comfort variable.
Such results must not, however, be interpreted as indicating that this
variable, together with nourishment, is a sufficient basis for normal development. At three to five years of age monkeys raised on cloth motheis
showed impaired ability to form effective relations with other monkeys as
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well as failure io enter into sexual relations. As Harlow points out, the
surrogate mother did not cradle the baby or communicate monkey sounds
and gestures, did not punish for misbehaviour, and did not attempt to
break the infant's bodily attachment before it became a fixation.
The difference between infants raised with real monkey mothers and those
raised with cloth mothers becomes apparent early in the development of
infant-infant relations. Four infants with monkey mothers, when allowed
to be together even for a short period every duy, entered into more lively
and consistent relations with one another than did four infants raised on
cloth mothers. Harlow attributed this contrast to two factors. First, from
early in life the infant monkey shows a strong tendency to imitate its mother.
Second, the mother nonnally begins occasionally to reject her young from
the third or fourth month; this propels the infant into closer relations with
its peers. The importance of this factor was shown by the fact that monkeys
raised in the prolonged exclusive company of their real mothers up to
seven months of age, when subsequently put together regularly in a play
situatiotr, showed no disposition to play together, only an occasional
exchange of tentative threats. Also, monkeys raised without any kind of
mother, but together with another infant monk.y, clung to each other so
persistently that they never engaged in any play whatever.
P.qnrNr-YouNc RrLATroNs

In birds and mammals development and experience in infancy occur
predominantly within the context of parent-young relations. It is one of the
outstanding contributions of recent animal work to have shown that the
function of this kind of relation is not limited to the provision of such
immediate survival requirements of the infant as food and warmth, excreta
removal, and protection from predators. It also includes provision of specific patterns and qualities of stimulation that are essential for optimal
emotional and social development. A further major contribution has been
to show that this relation is no simple one-way system which, through
instinct, just automatically changes into gear following birth and thereafter
is bound to operate efficiently in all its aspects. On the contrary, it is a
relationship that develops and is continually undergoing change, and its
efficiency is conditional upon complex interaction between many different
factors in both mother and infant.
Running through the many differences in the way parent-young relations
are organized at different phyletic levels (described by Tinberg€tr, 1953;
Burton,1956; Rheingold, 1963), there are a number of major features that
appear to be, in varying degree, common to all. These comprise the use of
social releasers, the suppression of tendencies that interfere with adaptive
parent-young interaction, the ordering of phases in the development of the
mother-infant relation, and the factors that determine the effective operation of maternal behaviour.
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According to the Lorenz-Tinbergen theory of instinct all social relations
within species of insects, fishes and birds are organized on the basis of
genically determined social releasers, that is, sign stimuli in one individual
that release instinctive responses in another. As regards many of the coordinated interactions between parent and young, Tinbergen (1963) gives
numerous examples showing that they are organized in this way. The
instinctive behaviour patterns used and the instinctively selective perceptions by which they are controlled, often determined only in critical periods,
provide a remarkably adaptive, though rigid, performance of function. For
example, feeding in the Nestling Trush only takes place when the young
provide the necessary sign stimulus to the parent, namely gaping, in response to which the parent deposits food in the open mouth.In the absencp
of this gaping the parent usually swallows the food. In the Redstart, however, if the young are pushed over or on to the rim of the nest by a young
cuckoo, the parent does not retrieve them or feed them where they are.
They are left to die of cold and starvation while the parent, in response to
the intense gaping of the cuckoo, feeds that. Protection of young in the
Blackbird is served by the parent's alarm call which suppresses begging in
the young and releases crouching in the nest.
How far these principles apply in the mammalian class, especially in the
primate order, has not yet been adequately determined by empirical research. All studies to date, however, many of them naturalistic, suggest
that they do apply, though with increasing modifiability by learning as the
evolutionary scale is ascended. There is no doubt that, from birds to primates, distress calling in the infant, whether elicited by hunger, cold, or
predator-attack, immediately releases appropriate action on the part of ttre
parent. In addition to such a specially occurring sign stimulus, there appear
to be a number of enduring stimulus properties of the young which serve
to release maternal behaviour. In the langur monkey, for example, these
are small size, coat colour, quality of movement and of vocalization (Jay,
1963). Lorenz (1943) has suggested that, from birds to primates, parental
behaviour is released by the following sign stimuli: a short face in relation
to a large forehead, protruding cheeks, and maladjusted limb movements.
The relational property of a smaller version of something larger has also
been plausibly suggested. In many mammals the smell of the young clearly
plays a role. The relative importance of any one, or a combination, of such
releasing stimuli remains to be experimentally determined. It is apparent
that, as in birds, in mammals the nature of some of them is partially determined by learning, probably more so. The existence of critical periods for
learning the releasers of maternal responses has been demonstrated in
goats (Blauvelt, 1955) and in rats (Rosenblatt and Lehrman, 1963).
A second general feature of parent-young relations is the mutual sup.
pression of inappropriate responses. In many species the young exhibit
stimufi ttrat are capable of releasing attack, eating or even mating by a
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parent. Furthermore, the stimuli for parental responses exist not only in the
parents' offspring but in the young of other members of the species and even
of closely related species; if feeding, for example, were released and directed
to these the parents' offspring would die. Even given appropriate parental
behaviour, the parents also possess stimuli capable of eliciting a fear response or fleeing in the young.
The problem of suppressing the response that conflicts with the adaptive
one is resolved in a number of ways. The probability that the young will
release parental and not some other behaviour is high, notjust because the
young possess the necessary releasing stimuli, but also because the mother
has heightened responsiveness to these following physiological changes due
to hormonal secretion from pregnancy onward. Heightened maternal responsiveness does not, however, prevent mothers of most species from resisting any approaches from young that are not her own, whether attacking
them or just not feeding them. This is because, soon after birth, learning of
individual recognition of her own young usually takes place. It is commonly
only during the critical period for such learning that adoption of other
young can be achieved, by substituting them for or adding them to the
natural offspring. As the young grow older and become more like adults
t}e increased likelihood of attack from the parents, on approaching them
for feeding for instance, r&y be dealt with by use of an appeasement
posture, such as the submissive posture in young Herring Gulls. Similarly,
in cases where tle approach of a parent can elicit defensive behaviour in the
young, this is suppressed by an appeasement posture shown specially by the
parent, as in the Night Heron on arrival at the nest. Other instances are
described by Tinbergen (1953).
Adaptive functioning of the mother-young relation requires not only
that appropriate responses be made but also that these be appropriately
timed according to the stage of development of the infant. For example,
although the older infant may require less attention from the mother, it may
show reluctance in becoming more independent, and it may be necessary at
times for the mother, instead of feeding it or allowing it to follow or to cling
closely, to drive it away. In the mother-young relation, both in birds and
mammals, but especially in the latter, a number of principal phases can be
distinguished in terms of the differing ways in which mothers and young
relate to each other. The precise number differs according to the investigator
and to the species studied.
Considering the infant first, in the first stage there is urgent need for
warmth, protection, food and closeness to the mother. Behavioural capacity
is more or less undeveloped and is limited to a number of reflexes and behaviour patterns, the operation of which is, however, vital if the infant is to
take full advantage of the mother's frequent and close proximity. Most of
these responses can at first be elicited by a wide range ofobjects, but because
of the mother's presence they are released by and reinforced by her. During
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this stage first the species, then the individual, characteristics of the mother
are gradually learned. Following this, in the second stage, the infant,s
responses, developing in strength and in number, are either directed specifically to the mother to which it is now actively attached, or carried out
only in her close proximity. In the third stage, which may or may not coincide with weaning, there is increasing exploration away Iro- th; mother,
generally greater independence, and exercise of the rapidly increasing
behaviour repertoire, often in play with age-grade companions. When &DXiety is aroused, however, there is a ready disposition to riturn to the security
of closeness to the mother. At the fourth stage complete independence from
the mother is achieved, and species-characteristic adult patteins of activity
are adopted, including sexual relations. These or similar stages have been

describedin the rat(Rosenblatt and Lehrman, I963),the dog (Fieedman et Al.,
1961), the rhesus monkey (Harlow, 1962) and the langur monkey (Jay 1963),.
,

The behaviour of the mother is normally closely synchronized with the
changing needs of her young and a number of phases can be similarly distinguished. In the rhesus monkey Harlow (1963) has described three principal ones. The stage of attachment and protection is char acterized by maternal responses that are nearly always positive, including cradling, nursing,
groomirg, restraining when the infant attempts to leave, and retrieving when
it does escape. The stage of ambivalence inciudes both positive and nigative
responses which gradually become equal in frequency. The negative ones
include mouthing or biting, cuffing or slapping, p.rtting of fur, uoO rejecting
the infant's attempts to get or maintain physical contact. At the stage oi
separation all physical contact between mother and young ceases. A similar
sequence of stages, with variations only in detail, have been described in

the cat (Schneirla et al., 1963} the dog (Rheingold, 1963), sheep and goats
(Hersher et al., 1963), elk and moose (Altmann, 1963).
The appropriateness of a mother's changing responsiveness to her infant
has long been attributed to " maternal instinCt ", with the assumption that
the structure and physiology of the mother automatically and fuUy equip
her for the performance of her functions. Recent work has shown ctearly,
however, that this is not so. It is certainly true that much maternal
function in animals is mediated by instinctive responses in the ethological
sense. They are not only released by special stimulus properties of the
infant, but are also patterned and motivated by central nervous and hormonal factors. Even at the level of the birds pre-parturitive physiological
changes give the mother a "preparedness in advance" (Tinbergrn, 1953)
to respond to the stimuli from young. fnvestigations in mammals, however,
indicate that the post-parturitive endocrinol,ogical basis of maternal behaviour is itself crucially influenced by stimulation from the young. Furthermore, not only does this behaviour continue to be greatly affected by ontogenetic changes in the behaviour of the young, it is also much influenced
by past experience.
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The importance of distinguishing between the young as a source of
stimulation inducing physiological changes in the mother's maternal condition, and the young as a soluce of stimulation for eliciting maternal responses, has been stressed by Rosenblatt and Lehrman (1963). By removing

litter rats from mothers for varying periods after parturition and testing

maternal responsiveness against standard stimuli, they showed that, if the
young do not stimulate the mother just after parturition, her readiness to
perform maternal responses declines rapidly and completely. Subsequently
the litter normally continues to contribute to maintenance of the maternal
condition, and while decline in maternal responsiveness follows their removal, recovery readily follows their reintroduction. Furthermore, the normal
decline of maternal responsiveness with the growth of the young appears
to be due not just to their failure to provide stimulation but also to their
active opposition to maintenance of the maternal condition.
Maternal responses in the rat comprise nest-building, licking and retrieving. That efficiency in these activities is also dependent upon previous
experience is suggested by a number of studies. Riess (1950), for instance,
found that rats, reared without opportunity to manipulate or carry solid
objects, failed to build normal nests before parturition, and afterwards were
poor at retrieving young.
The emotionality of mother rats has also been shown to depend on a
number of environmental factors: degree of emotionality of the offspring
(Denenberg, 1963), litter size (Seitz, 1958) and experiences received by the
mother in her own infancy (Denenberg and Whimbey,1963).
A critical period in the development of maternal responsiveness, apparent
in the rat, has also been shown to occur in the goat (Blauvelt, 1955). Ifthe
kid is separated from the mother for only two hours immediately following

birth, upon return the mother fails to carry out maternal functions and
butts it away as she would normally do only to a strange kid. During this
time the mother ordinarily maintains continuous contact with the kid,
smelling, tasting, seeing, feeling and hearing it as she licks the amniotic
fluids and responds to its bleating. While such a critical period has been
confirmed by Hersher et al. (1963), they have also shown that formation
of the mother-young bond can be brought about at a later time; but it
then takes much longer to achieve and involves both enforced contact
between them and prevention of the mother butting away the young.
In the rhesus monkey Harlow's (1963) observations indicate that endocrinological factors affecting maternal behaviour include not'only pre- and
postparturitive ones but also those associated with resumption of the normal
ovulatory cycle. As regards the stimulus value of the young, neither being
sucked nor sight or sound of the infant are essential for eliciting maternal
responsiveness, though they undoubtedly have important incentive effects.
The primary factor is ventral-ventral contact clinging by the infant; this
was shown by its effect in non-nursing mothers, by providing a normal
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mother with an infant that failed to cling, and by its role in the re-establishment of the mother-young relation following separation. The role of the
mother's own early experience was shown by the failure of maternal functioning in monkeys which had never known a real monkeymother of their
own, and which had been denied normal association with other monkeys. In
spite of normal cues from their infants they not only failed in feeding; some
showed total indifference, while others became violently abusive. As regards
primiparous and multiparous mothers, no significant differencesin efficiency
were found.
Extended reviews ofthe roles ofsensory and ofendocrinological factors
in mother-young relations are given by Beach (1948) and by Lehiman (1961).
As a summary of the general nature of the developing mother-young
relation, in mammals and to some extent in birds too, a statement by
Schneirla (1965) cannot be bettered. "In addition to the specific physiolo-

gical factors of obvious survival value, there is an encompassing set of

interrelationships developing progressively from its beginning in the normal
parturitive situation. This is the process depending upon stimulative interchange between mother and young, which rather soon . .. expands and
elaborates into what we may call a psychological bond. The later form of
attachment between mother and young is a perceptual one, but it has its
basis in the physiological processes centering around early stimulative
interchange which holds the pair together.,'
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A New Approach to Emptrtcal Inuestigation
The animal research that has been described has already made major
contributions to the solution of developmental problems in child psychiairy
and psychology. These contributions amount to no less than a fresh approach to unravelling and investigating the complex multitude of factort
that control the organization of behaviour in early childhood, and which
determine the course of its development in directions characteristic either
of mental health or of mental illness. The kinds of question that are now
being asked, in respect both of concepts to be explored and of variables and
relations to be investigated, represent a fundamental shift in outlook from
those stemming from either psycho-analysis or from learning theory.
This shift, far from detracting from the major contributions of either of
those kinds of theorY, shows signs not only of clarifying their biological
bases, but also of filling the vacuum between them which has had such a
suffocating effect upon developmental research. On the one hand the appeal

of psycho-analytic genetic hypotheses, stemming from their clinical ielevance, has been restricted by an imprecision and a lack of operational
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definition that have rendered them experimentally untestable. On the other
hand the experimentally sophisticated hypotheses of learning theory have
seemed oversimplified, and at times remote from central issues in human
development. The new approach, by contrast, is giving rise to conceptuahzation that appears to be at once both relevant and, in the main,
stimulating to empirical research. This approach is anything but uniform,
but it can be distinguished by a constellation of modes of thought and
investigation, now to be outlined, some of which feature more prominently
than others in the work of different investigators.

l.

Breakdown of Dtchotomy Between Instinct and Learning

Perhaps the most general and far-reaching theoretical advance is the
recognition that the development of all behaviour is fully dependent upon
both organismic and environmental factors. Maturation of the anatomical
and neurophysiological substrates of behaviour, though determined by
genes, can only occur in a suitable environment, whether chemical, intrauterine or social, and its progress and outcome are inevitably influenced
by the environment. Similarly, as behaviour is modified by learning, the
environmental influences are acting upon organismic characteristics which
both channel and limit the scope of their influence. This way of regarding
behaviour gets away from the far too simple classification of a given kind
of behaviour as either learned or innate. It also negates the consequent
assumption that, in man, because the only obviously built-in behaviour comprises a few reflexes, all the rest of his behaviour must be learned. By
recognizing that behaviour patterns may differ considerably in the extent
to which they can be determined or modified by learning, it makes greater
allowance for the possible role of endogenous factors, whether peripheral
or central, in the patterning and motivation of human behaviour and perception.

2. The Age Factor and Ontogenetic Study

With ontogenetic changes in perceptual and motor capacities, and in
motivation, even a stable environment will be perceived and acted upon
differently at one age from another. Because organismic and environmental
factors are interdependent in their influence upon behaviour, a particular
feature of the environment may at one phase be totally irrelevant, yet at
another be of the highest significance. To extrapolate conclusions from
empirical findings about one phase by applying them to another is, therefore, unjustifiable and misleading. Age is a variable of crucial importance,
though of course it can never be taken for granted that two individuals of
the same age are at precisely the same phase in development. In order
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to understand how behaviour that is characteristic at any given age is
organized, and particularly the nature and extent ofits control by environmental or endogenous factors, thoroughgoing ontogenetic study through the
preceding phases is essential.
3. Distinction Between causation and Function in (Jnderstanding Behaaiour

whatever the fixity or plasticity of the behaviour characteristic of a
the organismic factors that determine the repertoire, making it
more or less different from that of other species, are the result of genic
variation and natural selection. Most, if not all, species-specific behaviour,
therefore, has potential adaptive value in the environment normally inhabited by the species, in enabling individual members to fulfil the conditions
necessary for species-survival. Not only does any given kind of behaviour
play a more or less specialized part in serving biological function, its mode
of organization is normally also similarly adapted. while investigation of
its causation and modifiability is obviously a major objective for understanding why and how it occurs, that is not the same as investigafing
its biological function. This kind of study is aimed at finding out ..whai
the behaviour is for". It seeks to identify not only the kinds ofeffect usually
brought about by it, but also the consequences of these in the life of thl
individual. only by so doing can it show the part played by the behaviour
in contributing to the survival of both the social group and the species of
which the individual is a member, and thereby establish the biological
rationale of the behaviour.
species,

4. Description of Behauiour in Enuironmental Context

Investigation of the causation, functions, or ontogeny of a particular
kind of behaviour requires detailed analyses of relations between a number
of variables abstracted from the total situation. success in all such experimental work requires tle selection of variables ttrat are relevant to understanding the real life situation, the advancing of fruitful hypottreses concerning the relations to be tested, and the employment of experimental controls
that are appropriate. In order to do these effectively essential prerequisites
include both knowledge of the behaviour repertoire of the speciis, extending
at least over the phases of the life-cycle under examination, and also some
idea as to the main characteristics of ttre occurrenoe of the behaviour in
question. These include the conditions under which it does and does not
occur, the kinds of change undergone by it with repeated occurrence, its
characteristic effects on the environment and the kinds of adaptation
achieved by it. In the gaining of such preliminxry knowledge naturalistic
observation is indispensable. A proper empirical basis for attempts to
classify and analyse behaviour can only be laid by the description ofwhat
actually happens as individuals ofthe species and age in question go about
ttreir life, whether in a natural or an unnatural environment.

8cP
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5. The Prime Sigttificance of Social Interaction
Of all the kinds of environmental factors that affect the occurrence, development and adaptiveness of behaviour the ones that oount most' especially
over early phases of ontogeny, are those that mediate social interaction.
One reason for this is obvious: the infant is so dependent upon the parents
both for the maintenance of optimal physical conditions such as shelter,
protection, warmth and cleanliness, and for the meeting of basic homeoitatic needs such as hunger and thirst. The frequent closeness ofinfant and
mother, at first usually ensured by the mother, but soon actively sought and

maintained by the infant, contains far more, however, than ministration
to the infant's immediate survival needs, important as these are. Not only
does tle infant provide stimulation to the mother of kinds tlat contribute
to the development and maintenance of efficient maternal functioning the
mother provides stimulation to the infant of kinds that are fundamental
for the subsequent normal development of behaviour and psychological
functioning. For example, physical contact by the mother affects neurophysiological factors controlling, not only the stability of bodily functioning
bul aho the maturation and arousal of behaviour. It also has anxiety reducing effects that enable adaptive behaviours to appear and operate efrciendy without undue interference from conflicting behaviour. As the distance receptors become active, the appearance and sounds of the mother
exert increasing influence in both eliciting behaviour and patterning perceptions. In both eliciting and reinforcing the infant's attachment behaviour,
and thereby also affecting cognitive functioning, the mother's behaviour
in relation to the infant determines the form and extent of the behaviour
that actually develops within the range of species-characteristic limits.
Others in the early environment, such as parental substitutes and siblings,
also contribute to and modify these effects. According to critical period
theory, the consequences of these early social interactions for later social,
r"*uul and cognitive functioning are likely to be stable and far-reaching.
6. Multiplicity of Modes of Action of Enaironmental Factors
Within the total environmental situation of an infant the stimulation tlat
is exerting an influence at ar'ly given time is usually only a small proportion
of the whole. Such stimulation may be anything from a simple, momentary,
stimulus to a complex constellation of stimulus components, sometimes
operating through more than one sensory mode. In attempting to identify
the stimulus situation that is actually affecting an infant, factors to be taken
into account include the following: the general type of perceptual capacity
characteristic of species and age; the selectivity of perception due to the

pattern of filtering by peripheral and central nervous factors, whether
determined endogenously and/or through learning; and the state of the
infant at the time, that is, the kind and strength of motivation (internal
stimuli), which also have a higtly selective effect upon perception.
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The effects of stimulation upon behaviour may be either indirect, acting
upon neurophysiological conditions only, or direct, affecting particular responses or behaviour sequen@s. stimulus control of specific behaviour is
not fimited to eliciting or releasing it. Eliciting stimuli may themselves act
to increase motivation. Furthermore, in the course of a behaviour sequence,
the same or other stimuli can act in guiding or orienting behaviour. Finalln
a sequence may be brought to an end, or "switched off", by other kinds of
stimuli, perception of which results in a sudden fall in motivation. These
consummatory stimuli often have a reinforcing effect, acting to increase the
probability or the strength of occurrence ofttre behaviour in that situation
on future occasions.

In any given stimulus situation the strength of the characteristic behaviour

elicited commonly varies from one occasion to another and may even be
zero. while factors resulting in such variation include change in motivation,
the frequency of previous responding and the extent of the reinforcement
that followed it, the strength of the current stimulus situation must also
be taken into account. This can be a matter not only of stimulus intensity
but also of the degree of "completeness" of the component stimuli. In
general the higher the level of motivation the lower is the strength of stimulation necessary to elicit the behaviour.
The consummatory stimuli sought by appetitive behaviour can be of

various kinds: some related to physiological need satisfaction, others of a
more general kind to do with levels of complexity and intensity of sensory
input needed to maintain optimal functioning. Behaviour is by no means
always directed to reducing stimulation. Much of it is concerned with either
raising it to or maintaining it at an optimal level.
7. The Components of Complex Behauiour

As development in infancy proceeds, the increasing range and complexity
environment sometimes raises problems in
deciding what the behaviour under observation is about, that is, in identifying and labelling the kind of behaviour it is. Some simple reactions to
environmental change, whether brief or repeated, may be readily classifiable as, for example, a well-known reflex, an orientation movement, or
some learned response with obvious adaptive value. Others, however, may
be difficult to recognize for a number of reasons: it may seem unrelated
to any eliciting stimulus, the motor pattern may be peculiar, or it may seem
devoid of adaptive value. Most natural behaviour, furthermore, is more
complicated than the type of single response to an isolated stimulus tlat
has for so long been studied in the laboratory. As the infant interacts with,
rather than just reacts to, its environment, behaviour usually occurs in

of behaviour in the natural

of different responses. Many such sequences may, again, be
readily classifiable, for example, as appetitive or consummatory behaviour
of one kind or another, curiosity behaviour, imitative behaviour, or play.
sequences

8*
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Others, however, may be difficult to recognize because either the sequence,
or one or more responses within it, are perplexing for any of the reasons
given above. Investigation of behaviour in animals has shown how revealing
can be the analysis of such behaviour into its component parts. It has also
given leads as to the variety of ways, adaptive and non-adaptive, in which
motor patterns can be constituted.

Analyses of appetitive and consummatory behaviour sequences have
shown that three features may help in identifying what the behaviour is
"about". First is the behaviour itself: the nature and intensities of the
motor patterns that constitute the successive responses. These may be movements, postures or facial expressions. In some cases the motor pattern may
vary considerably with changes in response-strength. Second is the orientation of the behaviour, the aspect(s) of the environment to which the
motor patterns are directed. Third are the aspects of the environment to

which the infant is particularly responsive while showing the behaviour.
These are the stimuli which may terminate one kind of response and perhaps elicit others, until the behaviour sequence, having brought the individual into an adaptive relation with the environment, is finally completed.
Fully adaptive behaviour is not always possible, however, as during con'
flict or thwarting. Conflicting tendencies are frequently activated, not only
because the individual may be strongly motivated in two or more ways simul-

taneously, but because the natural environment usually contains causal
factors for more than one kind of behaviour. A variety of possibilities may
ensue: redirection of one type of behaviour on to a new object, total inhibition of one or other kind of behaviour, or partial appearanoe of both
in the form of ambivalent movements. In these, elements of each type of
behaviour may appear either together or alternately. The elements shown
are sometimes limited to preparatory or intention movements, or, if certain
elements are common to each conflicting type of behaviour, are limited to
these alone.

Thwarting occurs, for example, when the environment does not contain
the stimuli necessary either to release or to consummate the appropriate behaviour. Under such conditions the thwarted behaviour may occur in the
absence of the appropriate stimuli. Originally called vacuum activities, and
later overflow activities, it is probable that these are reactions to sub-optimal
stimuli. Both conflict and thwarting can also lead to the appearance of
behaviour that would be relevant only in a different context, such as displacement activity, regressive activity, and even immobility. Displacement
activities are movements that are probably elicited by stimuli similar to those
that elicit them in their appropriate context, but which now become effective
because of the inhibition of the behaviour that would have had priority.
In restricted or monotonous environments stereotyped movements commonly occur. These often consist of intention movements of inhibited
behaviour. Their rigidity and persistence in different contexts may be due
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to such factors as the increased

sensory input that results,
avoidance response, to resistance to extinction.

or, if it is an

Tns INrruENcE oF ANTMAL Brnavroun Rrsr.cRcu oN RrcsNT worr rN
Crnro DrvnropurNr
Because the influence of ethological and biopsychological thought and
research on the study of early human development is bothrapidly accelerating and highly controversial it is only possible, in the space available, to
indicate the broad directions such influence and cootrorersy have been
taking. The general trends are of two kinds: theoretical re-examination of
the nature and role of endogenous factors in child development, and a
major revival of empirical investigation in the period of infancy.
Theoretical Studies

The recent transfer of ideas from animal to human psychology has been
undertaken by investigators of three different kinds, each havini different
reasons for drawing attention to similarities between phenomena at each
level: ethologists and biopsychologists because of their phylogenetic perspective, psycho-analysts because of their con@rn to clariiy ih"
"instinctive" that is of such central importance in their mitapsychology,
"ooopt
and child development investigators who have found that theiriesults cannot be explained adequately in terms of either psychoanalytic or learning
theory.

l.

The Role of Instinct in Man
Because of the parallels between many kinds of human reaction and
features of instinctive behaviour in animals, outlined below, Lorenz (1935,
1937) refutes ttre long-standing assumption that, in human behaviour, the

innate recedes far behind the acquired, and Tinbergen (1953) asserts that it
is a misconception to believe that the causes of man's behaviour are qualitatively different from the causes of animal behaviour. Notwithstanding the
unique extent of rational thinking in man, they remind us that, in both
feeding and sexual relations, there is an interlocking of learned and endogenous behaviour, and that intense instinctive motivation, due for example
to starvation or to ttre combined influence of sex hormones and external
ry1ual stimuli, may severely conflict with the force of reasoning. Indeed
Fletcher (1957) has shown that there is a long list of human -activities,
commonly thought of as "instinctive," which conform in detail to the ethological scheme of instinctive behaviour in terms of physiological source,
appetitive behaviour, sign stimuli and consummatory behavioui.
Regardinginfant behaviour inparticular, the phylogenetic antecedents of
many responses of the human fetus newborn and infant have been reviewed
by carmichael (1954), cruikshank (19s4), pratt (1954) and peiper (1963).
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Freedman (1961) has argued that the infant's fear of strangers is the homologue of the flight response found at many phyletic levels. He has also

emphasized (1965, 1960 the great need for research designed to clarify
the genetic basis of much infant behaviour.
Iihas always been a basic assumption of psychoanalysis that instinctive
motivation plays a fundamental part in human development, and some
psycho-analysts have claimed support for this position by drawing atteniion to similarities between psycho-analytic theory and the findings of ethologists, Bowlby (1953, 1954, 1956, 1960a) has pointed to the similar conceptions of the source, aim and object of an instinct, of the selection of a love
object, and of the role of conflict and ambivalence in social relations. Others
have attempted to show the relevance of the concepts "innate behaviour
pattern " (Schur, 1960) and " displacement activity " (Ostow, 1957) for underitanding the origin of human psychological structure. The most detailed
attempt to explore the complex problem of the relations between symbolic
proceises and instinct in man has been made by Kubie (1956). The value of
iuch work has been rejected by biopsychologically oriented human investigators (e.g. Birch, 1961; Bridge41962). Their criticisms, however, fail
to tate account ofthe recognition in recent ethology ofthe role oflearning
in instinctive activity, and they reflect the opposition of a long entrenched
tradition of research (Held, 1956). The extensive influence of animal behaviour research on current psycho-analytic thinking is indicated in papers
by Ostow (1960), Tidd (1960), Bowlby (1960b), Kaufman (1960), and Rollman-Branch (1960).
such influence has sometimes led to excessive speculation (e.g. szekely,
1954) and a cautionary note has been struck by Spitz (1955).

2.

hts

tinctiu e C ommunication

Lorenz (1943) and Tinbergen (1953) suggest a number of human parallels
to the operation of sign stimuli in animals. For example, the releasing of
parental feelings and behaviour by such simple components of a baby as
its large forehead, short nose, and unco-ordinated movements; the signalling
etrect of Unaviour under intense fear, anger or fatigue when it immediately
spreads from one person to others nearby; the way in which human greeting
ceremonies suppress aggression and so allow further contact. Following
Darwin (1872)the basic role of innate facial expressions in human communication has been emphasized by Tomkins (1962) and Ambrose (1965). Ahrens
(1954) interpreted his own and Spitz's (1946) findings that infant smiling is, up
to the sixth month, elicited by nothing more than the human face configuration, as release by a sign stimulus. Likewise Ambrose (1960a) has
.ho*, that the infant's smile, in having its characteristic effect of making the
mother smile back, talk to or cuddle him, meets all the ethological criteria
of a social releaser, and (1966) serves an important function as a greeting
response.
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3. Displacement and Conflict Behauiour
As apparenfly irrelevant activities carried out under stress, Tinbergen (1953)
classifies yawning, fidgetting, thumb-sucking and stroking of skin or hair
as displacement activities. Barnett (1955) has shown that the causation of
both neurotic and psychosomatic reactions appears to be very similar to

that of displacement behaviour. Hinde (I962b) gives numerous examples
which show how much abnormal human behaviour resembles the various
forms taken by instinctive behaviour in animals under conditions of conflict and thwarting; further resemblances are apparent to responses of
animals kept in a restricted environment (Morris, 1964). Ambrose (1963a)
has shown that infant laughing shows all the characteristics of an ambivalent movement as defined by ethologists (e.g. Bastock, Morris and
Moynihan, 1954).
4. Establishment of the Infant-Mother Attachment
Hinde (1961) points out many resemblances between the development of
the human mother-child relation and that in nidifugous birds. These include the close proximity of infant to mother, gradual learning of the individual characteristics of the mother, the fact that many responses appropriate to the mother can at first be elicited by quite a wide range of objech,
the functional equivalence of crying and distress-calling, the ambivalent
nature of the child's behaviour towards its mother, and, in the establishment
of the relation between them, the importance of social factors such as cootact and vocalization in addition to the meeting of primary physical needs.
Harlow (1964a, 1964b) has taken this last point much further by explicitly rejecting the learning theory explanation of the establishment of the
human infant's relation to its mother. Because of his results \trith the rhesus

monkey on the major role both of contact and other forms of external
stimulation, and of the infant's spontaneous curiosity and exploratory behaviour, he disclaims the idea that the basic motive underlying the infant's
affection for its mother is hunger. As a result of his findings (1959, 1962)
both on the nature of learning and on the ontogeny of learning ability, he
regards the idea that learning is essentially dependent upon drive reduction
as false.

The only coherent theory of the mother-child relation that is based, not
on learning theory but on ethological instinct theory, has been advanced by
Bowlby (1958). After weighing the comparative evidence he concludes that
the human infant's attachment behaviour consists of five primary instinctive
responses: crying, sucking, smiling, clinging and following. Organized independently, each with its own characteristic causation, ontogeny, and function, these become directed specifically to the mother-figure. Although this
process depends partly upon learning, it is not based upon learning to want
the mother because she is the source of food. Although this theory is in need
of further refinement, the only significant criticisms of it have come from
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conventional psycho-analytic (Murphy, 1964) and learning theory (Gewirtz,
1961) viewpoints. Foss (1964) has warned against concluding, from the
similarities in the attachments that both humans and animals develop, that
the mechanisms leading to attachment are the same at different phyletic
levels.

5. Critical Periods

Both Lorenz (1935) and Bowlby (1953) have pointed to the similarities
between imprinting and the very lasting object-fixations of human beitrgs,
including fetishes, which are both dependent upon early childhood impressions and largely irreversible. Some of the general principles of socialization
in higher vertebrates that seem to be applicable to man have been described
by Collias (1962) and by Scott (1963), with emphasis on the existence of
critical periods. Bronson (1962, 1965) and Brody and Axelrad (1966) have
shown grounds for expecting that critical learning periods will be found in
early human development. The possibility that one period critical for the
development of human social responsiveness occurs within the first six
months of life has been explored by Gray (1958), Caldwell (1962) and
Ambrose (1963b) with special reference to the ontogeny of the smiling
response, although Walters and Parke (1965) have argued against it. The
phylogenetic status of the smiling response has been explored by Schneirla
(1959) and Ambrose (1960b). A theoretical rationale for the critical signif.cance of experience in the first few months has been provided by Bruner
(1959) in terms of the programming effect of very early stimulation.
6. Infant Sttmulation

The immense importance for human development of the animal research
on stimulation and perceptual experience in infancy has been shown in
some detail by Thompson (1955, 1958, 1962), who emphasizes both the
arousing and the organizing functions served by these. Levine (1962a,
1962b) in discussing the possible bearing of his work on human infancy has
revealed the falsity of a basic assumption underlying the work of Gesell
(e.g. 1954), namely that the maturation of behaviour proceeds in an environmental vacuum. Schneirla (1965) holds that, in humans as in all vertebrates,
the primary agencies in the early functional development of the " approachprocesses " basic to social capacity are not only maturational factors but
also low intensity stimuli without which approach responses cannot be

elicited and reinforced.
Empirical Studies

Apart from the long continued work of Piaget, the revival of empirical
research on human infancy is, at least in Europe largely a consequence of the
recent theoretical developments associated with animal behaviour research.

These developments have not only drawn attention

to the developmental
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significance of this early period, but also enabled the formulation of eminently practicable research problems. They have also led to a different
emphasis in investigation. The pre-war studies of the Viennese, Iowa and
Gesellian child investigators were focused primarily upon infant behaviour
conceived sui generts, with explanation of developmental change referring
merely to learning or maturation. By contrast, recent work has conceived
infant behaviour as part of an interactive system composed of infant and
mother, and developmental research as concerned to identify the particular
kinds of factor, maternal and organismic, which affect the organization of
behaviour (Ambrose, 1964). The following are a few examples of recent or
current studies ofearly human behaviour that stem, directly or indirectly, from
a comparative approach.
(a) Descriptiue Studies

Wolff (1959) has made direct observations of newborn infant behaviour
and interactions in the natural environment continuously over twenty-four
hour periods, and (1963) of the family environment of newborn infants
during frequent visits over several months. Blake (1957) studied the development of interaction between several pairs of infants and mothers in the
home-setting on the basis of regular weekly direct observations. Some of
the problems of observing and recording continuous human behaviour in
the natural environment have been examined by Barker (1963). The value
of employing a variable " free-field " situation for the observation of exploratory and other kinds of behaviour has been shown by Hutt, Hutt and
Ounsted (1963,1965). Some animal ethologists are undertaking descriptive
studies of children in various environments, for example, Blurton-Jones in
a nursery setting, and Eibl-Eibesfeldt in studying forms of emotional
expression

in a variety of cultures.

(b) Deuelopment of Attachment Behauiour
Bowlby's (1958) theory has given rise to three studies of the development
of the infant's relation to his mother. Ainsworth (1963) made a longitudinal
study of twenty-eight Ganda families with infants within the age range of

birth to 2 years, relating the various patterns of attachment behaviour observed to differences in maternal personality and care. She is now makin g a
similar study in an American culture. Schaffer and Emerson (1964) made a
longitudinal study, based upon regular reporting by sixty mothers in interview, of how their infants reacted to brief separations; they traced the onset,
direction and changes in intensity of the attachment behaviour. Caldwell
(1962) has investigated the development, over the early months, of the
infant's visual following of the mother. In addition Rheingold and Keene
(1965) have made a study of the ways in which human and sub-human
infants are carried by their mothers.
8a
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(c) Critical Periods and Early Learning
As yet there have been no direct attempts to identify critical periods in
early human development, although Gunther (1955) claims that her findings
on sucking in the newbom justify the conclusion that the first 5 days after
birth constitute a critical period in the development of this behaviour. There
are still many unknowns about the general nature and course of learning in
human infancy. Tidd and Beckwith are trying to clarify the issues through
the study of imprinting in animals. Salk (1962) has examined the imprinting
effects of the sound of the mother's heartbeat, and Freedman (1966) has
begun to examine the effects of kinaesthetic stimulation on premature newborns. Lipsitt (1963, 1966) has reviewed the work done so far on the nature
and extent of human learning over the first year, and is himself experirrentally studying conditioning over this period. Caldwell is investigating the
course of learning over the first 3 years.
(d) ^Frxed Action Patterns, Stereotypes and Reflexes
Following earlier work reviewed by Pratt (1954) and Peiper (1963), Prechtl
(1964, 1965) and others have investigated the nature, causation and significance of the total repertoire of reflexes in the newborn. He has also made
a detailed analysis of the rooting response (1958). Blauvelt (1961) has studied
the orientation of the newborn in interaction with the mother. Ethological
investigations are being carried out on the causation and function of stereotyped behaviour in children, both normal and abnormal, by Hutt and Hutt
(1965), Francis and Blurton-Jones (1966). The extensive work on the causation
of the smiling response has been reviewd by Ambrose (1960b), who has also
studied the course of its development (1961) and its biological function
(1960b). Increasing attention is also being given to study of crying (e.9.
'Wasz-Hockert, Prechtl and Lind, Ambrose). Furthermore, just as the study
of autonomic responses in animals has been shown (Morris, 1956) to assist
interpretation of the significance of behaviour, so the physiologic responses
of infants, such as changes in heart-rate, respiration-rate and muscle tension,
are coming under investigation (e.9. Richmond and Lipton, 1959, Lipton
and Steinschneider, 1964).
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CHAPTER IO

What Sort of Ego has an Infant?

A Methodological Approach
by J.O.WrsDoM

Tlunr are several reasons for raising this question. Apart from its general
interest and theoretical appeal, certain answers, as I hope to show, have very
material consequences. Many actions people take depend upon the answer
they implicitly give to it. Whether a doctor holds an overt opinion about it
or not, he certainly holds one even if it is unarticulated and it will deeply
affect his dealings with infants. fn particular, when a paediatrician is faced
\Irith the welter of contemporary theories, both psychological and physio'logical or physical, and has neither the time nor the incentive to sift them
out, he is confronted with a very great practical problem when an infant is
in fact brought into his consulting room with a (?) psychosomatic complaint.
He has to act in accordance with some view and some theory, perhaps one
that he slightly distrusts, perhaps one that is fashionable, perhaps one that
is insufficiently tested. But it so happens that he may put himself into a
better position ais-d-uis the welter of conflicting outlooks if he faces the
question that I have raised and gives himself his own answer to it.

I

THs Truony rr{AT No Tnsony ls possrBlE

To obtain a scientific answer to it, methodological aid is of value. Let us
first consider a rather important view which is sometimes to be found,
though possibly one cannot specify it in the literature. It is that with infants
it is quite impossible to tell what sort of ego they have or what is going on in
their minds if any. There is, however, a very simple answer to this. If one

relies on the out-of-date methology that science is a purely inductive procedure, that is to s&Y, that one is supposed to sit back, making observations
passively and waiting for truth somehow to emerge from them, then it is
certainly true that one will never find out what is going on in the mind of

an infant. But

if, on the other hand, one follows the practice

adopted by

scientists rather than the remarks they have made about their practice, one
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will make hypotheses (or conjectures), seek to derive practical consequences
from these, and then test whether these consequences are so or not (Popper,
1959). And in principle and in practice it does not matter very greatly how

remote these consequences are, so long as they are carefully derived. I hope
to be able to show that there are consequences of various ideas about the
sort of ego an infant has. We may make, for example, three different kinds
of conjectures about the nature egos, and if these have markedly different
outcomes and we can check up on these outcomes, we are in a position to
have a reasonable view of what their egos are like.
Many readers who have not grown up in the milieu of theoretical physics
will have been trained to expect an opening definition of the "ego". Such
a procedure is unknown in theoretical physics. There are many reasons why

this should be so (Popper, 1962), but the simplest is that a definition with
any solid content is reached (if at all) only at the end of an enquiry, though
it may to some extent be given by the opening hypotheses that are tried out.
If some very rough specification of scope or content is required, say to prevent confusion with another somewhat similar concept, that can be met;
" car les d6finitions ne sont faites que pour d6signer les choses que l'on
nomme,et non pas pour en montrer la nature"t (Pascal, 1955). Thus some
readers may reasonably wish to know whether the ego of an infant is being
regarded as having intelligence, memory, and the like, or as a centre of
sensations. It so happens that the issue to be discussed below concerns a
personality feature, and it would be premature to try to lay down a framework about other properties of an ego until their relevance is brought out
by our particular enquiry. I will therefore say only that the ego of an infant
has the function of making contact with its environment, whether cognitive
or emotional.

2

Bto-AprusrMENT: TrrE ClsnA,cr THtoRy oF THE Ium.Nt

The most universally held theory about the nature of the infant mind is
one that is held by nearly all doctors, nearly all nurses, nearly all educationalists, nearly all psychologists, and nearly all fathers. I do not think it has

ever been written down but it is all the more powerful for having been unarticulated. It is as follows. (a) The infant is governed by some principle
of pleasure and pain. It ("it " is the proper word) has pleasures or pains in
connection with food, warmth, wind, wetness, and after a few months freedom of movement and teeth. Its sole concern is to have pleasure and avoid
pain. (b) Further, something that is not very different, it is concerned solely

with itself, an attitude that might be described as auto-erotic. (c) But to
these have to be added certain auxiliaries, that in the course of time, through

a conditioning process, it associates pleasures and pains with its mother,
and eventuafly, at a time unspecified, by a remarkable transition becomes

t This striking

quotation was brought

to my attention by

the Editor, Dr. E. Miller.
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aware of other people, develops unselfish practices, and some modicum of
consideratenesstowardsothers. It is not very easy to assign a date for this
feat but tlose who hold this view would probably put it fairly late, at any
rate hardly in the first two years of life.t
Here, then, we have a conception of an ego which is hardly an ego at all
but merely a centre of a bundle of sensations, auto-erotically oriented.
I have called it by the rather crude expression ..cabbage theory,' simply
to draw attention sharply to ttre fact that in such a phase an infant has no
rudimentary personality, no personality resembling that of an adult at all,
so that there is a complete discontinuity between the infant and an adult.
At this point there is quite a difficult question to be raised, how such a
transition can possibly be effected. \ile might suppose that the very possibility of a transition presupposed awareness of a person to be learnt about.
This objection, however, is not decisive because presumably it could conceivably be that as a result of cortical development there arises in the infant's
consciousness an emergent property of awareness of others and considerateness towards ttrem. However miraculous this may seem, it cannot be regarded as impossible. still, it would be preferable for a theory not to presuppose such an apparently untestable development.
Nowit may seem that the cabbage theory is untestable, and my immsdiaL
task is to show that this is not so. so let us enquire into consequences.
Supposingyouare a doctor consultedabout an infant that is not sleeping well,
will not go to sleep or wakes up in the night and will not go back to steep,
or refuses food or wants to eat every half-hour, or has sundry other problems
like spots, apparent colic paints, or temperature with no ascertainuble c",me,
and so on. what, on the assumption of the cabbage theory, will you do? First
of all, you will consider diet, clottring, perhaps air and light, the possibility
of sedatives, the spacing of feeds, and you will look into teething-all which,
of course, is absolutely in order; the only question is whether you will look
into fhis kind of ttring solely or whether you will consider otler things as
well. Now, Iet me put the question: if you consider these things alone, are
you
on a hypothesis or not? And I would say ttrat you are operating
-operating
on the hypothesis that the cause is physical and that the remedy is
ihysical.
There are practical signs that this is unsatisfactory. paediatriciaor, as
they used to ply their trade are finding themselves out of business now that
g_
1ly serious physical diseases of childhood have lost their importance.
with insufficient to occupy them in physical medicine, they give tleir attention to stresses, psychological and social disorders, tensionJin family relationships, and so on, as the important factors underrying the comilaints
they meet. This, however, though a pointer, is not prool

.

f I! is wgrth mentioning

tbat it would be quite an interesting investigation to enquire

in]o tfe incidence of aoceptance of this theory, and fnd out what profrrtion of pcople
9fvarious types hold rhis view and at what age on the avsr?gp tnei tnint the transitioo

from the cabbagp stage to a pcrsonal relation stage takes place.
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Again it would be interesting to find out what proportion of mothers find
physical medicine affords any help at all with psychosomatic complaints,
wh"t proportion just give it up in despair (doctors and clinics may
not always know this if the mother does not return; they may even
think the case has been satisfactorily disposed of); what proportion lump the
situation, whether of, say, feeding trouble or sleep disorder, what proportion try to bolster up their feelings by trying one amateur remedy after
anothei, and what proportion comfort themselves with the time-honoured
adage that..they grow out of it". Here again we have a pointer but no
proof.
Let us now consider this last belief, that a child with a disorder of ttre
sort considered will grow out of it. The fust point is that it is perfectly true.
The question is what, if any, is the prioe that is to be paid. For example, in
I have come across, a baby girl was a bad sleeper and could not
orre
"ase
to sleep and in the end the parents adopted the well-known procedure
be got
of leaving the child to cry it out. It is well known that this method is
reasonably effective and that after about four nights the child sleeps, gives no
more trouble. But in the case I am thinking of, it took 10 days before the
desired result was achieved, and apparently that phase was not connected
by the pafents with what then happened-the child quite soon became a
hiad-banger. This could be an example of what many physicians, following
the Dutch (e.g. Groen, 1957), now call syndrome-shift. Children may grow
out of a complaint but possibly at the price of a shift of syndrome.
So far it [as not be-n possible to prove that what occurs is a shift of
syndrome, that is to say a shift from one manifestation of a disease to another
manifestation of the same disease, but I think here I can offer the possibility
of carrying out a test. On the hypothesis that there is a shift of syndrome,
then on clearing up a particular syndrome by some form of symptom
therapy you should expect a further disorder later on, and if this sort of
therapy is repeated, as it is likely to be, then there would be a whole succession oi syndrome-shifts. It should therefore be more probable statistically
that a second complaint will occur soon after the first complaint than that a
first complaint will occur at that age. This may be otherwise put thus:
whatever probability there is of a supposedly psychosomatic complaint
occurring, the probability is much greater that it will be followed by another
of a similar class. Now this can clearly be investigated statistically. To take
a specific example, find a group of children of, say, eighteen months old,
who have not had such a complaint and find the frequency ofa first disorder
in the next six months. select another such group who have had such a
complaint when eighteen months old and find the frequency of recurrence;
then compare the two groups for a significant difference of frequency. It
should be added that for the subject group the probability of a third complaint, a fourth, and so on, should have the same probability as the second
complaint, but not as the first one.
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Here, I think, we have a real possibility of testing for syndrome shift and
at the same fime of testing the cabbage ttreory, because on the cabbage
theory as soon as the disorder is cleared up there is no reason to expect a
further outbreak, whereas on tle rival theory that some form of psychological intervention is at work there is reason to expect such a consequenc€.
Let us now consider another consequenoe. Suppose we take ttrree very
typical situations, leaving an infant hungry or crying or alone, and ask ourselves what view we would take of these on the cabbage tleory. It is surely

evident that on that theory the infant would biologically adjust.

If

left

hungry it would grow up used to the phenomenon of being hungry and be
therefore adaptable about meals and not unduly fussy if kept waiting ten
minutes. If left to cry, after all it would go to sleep through exhaustion, and
it would grow up able to take knocks; and then, if used to being left alone,
it would grow up independent and not feeling lost unless at all times it had

a clear lifeline attached to anottrer person.
These consequences would seem to be testable, for it should at least in
principle be possible to take two classes of infants, those who have been
left hungry, crying, or alone and ttrose who have not, and follow up their
subsequent histories, say over a year or two to see in fact whether t[ey did
appear to be more adaptable, or able to take knocks, or appear to be more
independent. Naturally the practical difficulties of such research are fairly
great; apart from having to fnd some measure of being adaptable about
meals, one would have to have some means of obtaining reliable histories,
and reliability in this area is obviously difficult. such considerations, however, are not decisive and it is not unreasonable to hope that they could be
overcome. It is plain that the consequences discussed admit of testability

in principle at least.

with

t

such tests, statistics are indispensable, as statistics so often are.
Statistics, as is well known, is one of the most valuable tools of modern
times. It is in fact so valuable that some researchers make the mistake of
thinking that it is on all occasions indispensable. This is clearly not so.
There are situations when one can find an alternative mettrod: thus when a
change in a situation comes about for any reason and especially when it
can be deliberately brought about, then it is possible to establish a clear
linkage between the change and certain consequences. For example, in one
case a small boy in his second year began to have a slight sleeping complaint
which was no more than waking up and needing quite a bit of comforting,
but it was possible to get him back to sleep. All the same, there was a disorder. Nowinthis particular case the boy's mottrer had for some weeks been
getting more and more irritated with him and had started to slap him on the
slightest provocation, or perhaps even without real provocation. she was
induced to drop this and at once the sleeping complaint disappeared, a
t Relevant evidence is to be fouad in the higb death-rate of new-born babies in

hospitals that kept them hygenically segregated from their mothers.
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situation which held for a considerable number of weeks. The mother then
relapsed and at once the sleeping complaint reappeared, and finally with a
further adjustment of control by the mother the sleeping complaint again
cleared up. This would seem to be almost a classic instance of Mill's (1881)
" method of difference ", which, slightly re-formulated, is a perfectly respectable scientific procedure, the only thing against it being that it has very
few applications. However, here is one, and when it can be used, statistics
are not needed.
Another interesting consequence may be considered. Entertain the following
hypothesis, that the younger the infant the less severe is the effect of a trauma.
To amplify this, if a child is ilt and has to be sent to hospital away from its
parents, or if a parent dies, or something severe like this that is obviously
really traumatic, then everyone will agree that this is a very serious matter
for a child of 5 years, perhaps 4 or 3, but a lot of people will think that
a child of 8 months old wilt hardly reahz.e the change-in short thye
hold, in line with the cabbage theory, that the younger the child the less
severe would be the traumatic effects.
This hypothesis should be fairly easy to put to a test. It would be necessary
to collect cases of children with traumata of the kind described, graph them
according to ?ga, and consequences over say a period of 6 or 12 months.
It would be advantageous to graph the consequences for even longer, so
that, for example, one could compare the consequences in various 4.year
olds, according to whether the trauma had occurred at the age of 6 months
or a year or 18 months and so orl.
A few general corrments on the cabbage theory may now be made.

Enough has been said

to show that it is of

great practical importance,

whether one holds the cabbage theory or not. It is possible to use some of the
tests I have proposed as a means of personal assessment to find out whether
in fact one holds the cabbage theory or not, even though one had never
actually thought of it. If, for example, you find yourself inclined to the view
that you can safely leave an infant hun W, crying, or alone, and that it will,
as we may put it, bio-adjust without damage, then you are an exponent of
the cabbage theory. Again, if you find yourself taking it for granted that
the younger the infant the less severe the trauma, again you are an upholder of the cabbage theory. And a consequence of holding it would be
this, in the case of illness either, say, of a parent or of an infant, you will not
consider it necess ary to take particular pains to keep contact between the
parent and the infant during the illness. And you will consider that if you
clear up a symptom that your job is done and you will not fear an increased
probability of a further disorder.
It is perhaps interesting to reflect that if you plant young trees it is most
important to stake them very carefully to protect them from the wind until
they have become established. Again, it is unwise to put very young children
in the way of serious infectious diseases because their defences are not
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so highly developed as in adults. These two points afford no proof that
the same holds in the mental world, but it would be very strange it it were
otherwise. In other words, the policy of an early and strong conditioning
to social demands might well impose a strain on an infant's defences far
beyond its capacity to bear at such an age. The custom ary idea would presume that severe strains of a mental character in the infant are hardly strains
at all at that ?Ea, which is at least out of keeping with our experience of
plant life and infant reaction to infectious diseases.
What is the methodological position of such a consideration? It is not in
any way decisive. What alone is decisive is the testing, of the kinds I have
proposed. If they bear out the psychosomatic hypothesis, the previous paragraph can be seen as a corrment on a distorted outlook.

3

Tun TnronY oF Pruumy NancrssrsM

Let us now consider another theory of the infant ego characterized by a
state known as primary narcissism. This resembles the cabbage theory in
a certain respect, namely that there is no concern for anything but self, but
it also differs from that theory, for it involves mentality on an altogether
different plane. Mentality on the cabbage theory is no more than autoerotism, which implies no more than a bundle of sensations.
Primary narcissism is a theory, due to Freud ( l9l4), in which the infant's
ego attains a certain level of development in which there is a tibidinal worship of the ego by the infant's own instinctual libidinal urges. Awareness of
the existence of another person depends upon overcoming the state ofprim ary
narcissism, that is, deflecting some of the libidinal worship of the infant's
ego outwards and away from it to the other persons. This process takes a
considerable time. Hence in the state of prim ary narcissism no awareness of
the existence of an outside person is possible. Primary narcissism gives an
image of an objectless infant steeped in an all-pervading flux of libido. The
theory has been closely criticized by Balint (1937, 1960).
The position is complicated by the fact that the theory of primary narcissism is a part of Freud's libido theory. But we can simplify matters for present purposes by dividing prim ary narcissism into two parts, the nature of
the state, and its source. Here we are not concerned with its source, namely
libido flowing from the id; I have mentioned it partly because it helps to
gtve a picture of the state, but this can be done separately. We may say that
primary narcissism is a state of an ego (i) that is aware of no person outside
itself, (ii) that has a high " feeling-tone ", and (iii) that enjoys this. Another
way of putting this would be that it feels itself to be a self-made ego and
feels good. This is not to deny that there is a perceptual apparatus, which
recognizes the existence of useful objects around, such as mothers andfathers,
but these are not recognized as possessing any personal attributes.
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As regards the time-lag in the development of object relations, no rangp
of dates is available in ttre classical literature, but the indications would be
ttrat primary narcissism lasts from the earliest months until well into the
second year at least. The precise dating, however, is not a matter of primary
importance here.t
Despite \ny assertion that nearly all mankind holds the cabbage tleory,
it is possible that the theory of primary narcissism also reflects the general
view. For often people do regard infants as being more than bundles of
sensations and in fact as having an ego concerned only with its own feelingtone. The belief in primary narcissism wanes, however, in certain situations,
e.g. early traumata are underestimated, or when harsh treatment is thought
desirable (to prevent narcissism from developing!). Thus both theories are

widely held. The crucial difference between them is ttrat on the cabbage
theory a bundle of sensations lacks the superstructures of a feeling-tone
essential to primary narcissism.
The consequences of the theory of primary narcissism are not the same as
those of the cabbage ttreory. According to the latter, untoward events would
bring no drastic repercussions in their train, but according to the theory of
primary narcissism traumatic events would have very dire effects, producing
a so-called "narcissistic wound". The terms primary narcissism and narcissistic wound refer to theoretical constructs and not to clinically ascertainable states; they can only be traced through whatever consequences they
may have. We are not concerned here with the later psychopathological
states attributed to them but to contemporary manifestations. These would
involve a variety of responses to frustration from defiance to crumpling up,
which would be different from what should be expected on ttre cabbage
theory. Ordinary observation is enough to show no such traits. Thus ordinary
acquaintance with infants, without special research, is enough to show that
the actions of infants fit the cabbage theory much less satisfactorily ttran that
of primary narcissism.
Perhaps the way you can tell whether or not you hold the theory of
primary narcissism is to ask yourself whether you think that damage to
one's self-esteem is ttre most important developmental factor in the life of
every infant. Probably loss of self-esteem in some sense or other has some
influence on all. But, if so, it can be explained not only by the ttreory of

t Let us briefly consider the possibility that there is no time lag, that is to say, that
primary narcissism is an attachmeot to one's own ego but that at the same time part of
one's instioctual attachments are deflected outside to others. Such a hypothesis might
appear to do justice to the idea that awarreness of others and their interests can hardly
exist without some degree of good feeling-tone in oneself. But io fact it would account
for awareness ofothers as a phenomenonoccurring despitebeingsteeped in libido rather
than tfuough a sense of well-being. In any case, the vital element in the issue in the pr€sent
cotrtext is whether infants are locked up in themsclves or have object-relations, and a
theory of primary narcissism that permitted object-relations would have no impact on
this.
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primary narcissism but also by the Kleinian theory of bad objects or by
Fairbairn's theory on similar lines. However, one would be unlikily to stress
it above all other factors unless one held the theory of primary nLcissism.
It is important to note that the experimental tests for t.he obbrg" theory
suggested earlier, even though successful against ttrat theory, would not tell
against the theory of primary narcissism. The question therefore arises

whether some other test for it can be found.
To devise a test fundamentally presupposes that we are trying to discriminate between two possible alternatives. To test primary narcissism is
to test it in comparison with another theory. And the decisive contrast fies
with the theory of object-relationship. Let us consider this before going
further into the problem of finding a test.

4

Tnr Orrrcr-RnrluoNsHrp Tnrony

The last of our possibilities about the nature of the infantile ego is the view

that an infant has an ego capable of rerationships of some sort from early
on or the very beginning of life. There are indications in some of Freud's
wr-itings that may suggest such a view, but these are, I think, open to a
different construction, and certainly the general tenor of his work was
against it. Melanie Klein (1932) was tle first to use it in a big way,t and
Fairbairn (1952) has developed it into something of a system. An important
proviso has to be made about the meaning of the theory. It is not Jtheory
of mature relations to other persons but of relations to either persons or
parts of persons. I shall come back to ttris later. what it amounts to is that
relations are the stuff of life; and that all else derives its importance from
them; that one's failures originate in them. Thus a baby's bottle has no
value for it apart from the relation between the mother, the bottle, and the
infant.
I want now to draw attention to a few miscellaneous misunderstandings
and also positive considerations, lack of knowledge of which leads peopie
to overlook the force in the object-relations theory.
.. Thus it is widely said that children as soon as they can talk call all men
"Daddy". This has the overtone that diferences of persons and personality
are not distinguished, and even that personality may not be recognized at
all. A very simple consideration bears on this. Many men leave hJne early
in the morning when the children are in the way and get home in the evenini
after the youngest are asleep, so infants simply do not know their daddies.
It is hardly surprising tlerefore if anything in trousers seems much the same.
But the counter-example is very easily come by in situations where the father
is in fact known to the infants: calling all men "Daddy', simply does not
occur; "Daddy" is used exclusively for the father just as ..Mummy', is for
ttre mother. I am not at all sure that this fact is widely appreciated.

.

t rt seems that Balint (e.g. 1935)

tance.

was the first

to draw e,:rplicit attention 1s its impor-
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Another consideration of theoretical and methodological interest but of
limitedscientificpower at present is the sense that is obtainable of communication between a parent and infants of a month or less, communication
takingplacethrough the medium of noises. What happens is that the infant
may make some kind of gurgling noise which looks like pleasure at the
parent remains passively inductivist and carefully obparlnt,
-r.ru.r, then, if the
he will probably observe nothing special until perhaps the infant is
disappointed in the situation and cries, but if the parent acts spontaneously
and naturally, and, in line with a scientist's usual procedure, acts on the
basis of a hypothesis and does something, then striking conqequences occur:
that is to say, if the parent responds by making similar litfle noises, one can
see a build-up ttrat looks like a positive feed-back, in which this interchange

grows, to the evident satisfaction of both parties. Convincing as this may
who has ever observed it, it can hardly be the basis of a methob" to
"oyoo"
proof because of the difficulty in countering the objection that the
dological
whole thing might be illusory. There is no clear way of showing in general
that it is not. Nonetheless in lucky cases, however difficult to describe, decisive consequences may be found.t
There is the familiar phenomenon of children soon after six months
giving tlings to their parents and actually wanting the parent to eat bits of
iood that they give. This should be fairly widely known, and it would put
object-relationships at a fairly early age. The sceptic could, of course
question the attitude ascribed to the child.
Likewise there exists, as some would claim, a communication between
the eyes of an infant in the first months and his parent, just as there is between the eyes of adults. The claim may be developed beyond the sphere of
make-believe more convincingly by an interesting contrast. Should it be
supposed that a parent is simply fondly anthropomorphic, the force of this
objection diminiihes sharply if he describes differences he can observe in
the eye and smile of infants: in one he may see a smile of gratification at
beinj smiled at by him, a (secondary) narcissistic gratification, while in
arothe. he may see the smile of a person taking pleasure in another-the
one receives gratification, the other smiles at someone. Such phenomenological differences may be as real to the eye that knows how to see them as
tn" objects seen under a microscope to those who have learnt to see them.
"t" existince of neither is guaranteed by the presumptive skill of discernThe
ment; existence hinges on consequences. You can test what you claim to
see under a microscope by using some of it to produce tangible biochemical
effects. Can you do the same with what you claim to see in the eye? What
you see will lefl you in part what you can do in managing the infant, i.e.
iells you something of what to expect in the months to come. And this is a
test, though a loosi one for "management" lacks that specificitythat makes

t I hope to publish an example

elsewhcre.
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of bacteria plain sailing. But it is open to test not greatly
differently from the way a skilled physician picks up clues about a patient
from nuances of colour, smell, shape, texture, and the like.
What is needed with such phenomena as kinds of gurgle, expressions in
an eye, kinds of smile is not to abuse them but to use them. And let them
stand or fall, os is the custom in scietr@, by what they lead to.
A further phenomenon, by no means unimportant, is the effect of cuddling
upon teething distress. It is surely remarkable how often (not of course
always) parn from the teething apparently disappears in a matter of seconds
when an infant is given personal attention. It is most unlikely that a serious
pain could vanish like that as a result of purely physical causes; indeed
sometimes hardly any physical change is introduced into the situationperhaps only rocking. The presumption is either that the personal attention
by the parent influences the pain by affecting the mind of the infant, or that
the physical pain of teething is often mild but arouses a psychological sense
of persecution which is what really causes the commotion and which the
parent alleviates-on either eventuality, object-relations or at least psychothe handling

logical factors are involved.

In line with these considerations is the fact that mental disorder is diagrosable at 6 months or less in terms which would be impossible on the cabbage
theory and next to impossible without the object-relations theory.
Here is another example which shows considerable emotional development at the age of a year. A baby boy of just a year and a fortnight was
presented with a little brother. He displayed tremendous pleasure and within
a few seconds misery, and this alternated quite rapidly for a while. Three
nights later the boy woke with a nightmare which neither parent could deal
with. Sensing that this nightmare would recur, the father decided on something he would try next night. To ordinary commonsense it might be supposed that the baby was in the w&y, disturbed the older boy, and that it
might be sensible to keep the baby out of sight at bed-time. The father's
idea, however, was a different one, and when the nightmare occurred on the
following evening, after the parents had made a brief and fruitless attempt to
soothe the boy, he simply carried in the baby to the older boy. The effect
was immediate and dramatic. The nightmare ceased completely and instantaneously, the older boy hopped and shouted and laughed for the next
hour. This phenomenon recurred with the same outcome for the next three
nights, then the boy slept through without the nightmare on the next night.
The main hypothesis involved is that the boy thought he had destroyed the
baby. To this of course there is an auxiliary, that he was overwhelmed at
such a feeling. It is certainly not enough to suppose that he thought he had
destroyed the baby-he might have been very pleased at this. But the
nightmare and the consequence of being reassured that he had not destroyed
the baby indicate a terror at the idea. What I intend to bring out by means
of this example is that sophisticated emotions are welldevelopedat l2months,
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and therefore must have had a considerable history leading towards them,
a history involving relationships. (It is worth adding that since children say
some words in the first year some higher mental processes are maturing and
must have been developing for a considerable time before, so there is nothing
really surprising about the idea that a gteat deal of mental development may
take place in the early months of life.)
One of the main reasons why the cabbage theory or the narcissistic
theory have held sway rather than the object-relations theory is that men
may have a more difficult problem in making contact with children, and
as the official theories of the world are man-made, not woman-made, this
may account for the fact that doctors have widely acted in accordance with
the cabbage theory.
There is, however, a further reason of fundamental importance: according
to the theory of object-relationship, the objects an infant relates to are what
ate called part-objects, not whole persons, part of people that are endowed
in the infant's mind with certain crude personal powers-powers of hate,
powers of greed, powers of giving, and powers of withholding-such as
the mother's breast. But this fact that they are spatial part-objects may quite
readily prevent people from seeing their resemblance to whole objects and
may have made them look more like inanimate objects; such an understandable oversight would make the theory of object-relationships look unrealistic or even wild, and lend support to the cabbage theory or the theory

of primary narcissism.
How far do these various points, misconstructions, and arguments tell for
or against primary narcissism? Most of them are " general considerations "
that have a commonsense bearing on what is likely to be the correct answer,
but they are not decisive, though they could be if they were not so dependent
on chance observations. One cf them, the case of the year-old boy with the
nightmare of having destroyed his baby brother, is a definite counter-example

to the theory of prim ary narcissism-at the age at which the observation
was made. But the counter-example does not exclude the possibility of a
phase of prim ary narcissism lasting for most of the first year of life. Can we,
then, find a test that would decide the issue as it concerns this early period?

5

Tesrmc rrm Turoruns: PTMARy NanqsslsM

vERsus

OBmcr-RELAIIoNSHIP

Two tests will now be proposed.
(1) Primary narcissism is thus a highly theoretical concept, for the state
it postulates is not clinically observable. An attempt may be made to force
an observable consequence out of it by showing its relation to its satellite
secondary narcissism. This is an easily recognizable state, and is exemplified,

for

example, by anyone who is "full of his own importance". What it
It is not only that the infant imbued with secondary

means is fairly simple.
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to worship him but to minister to his needs in
every way in complete disregard of the other person's personality, needs,
and so on. In an extreme situation this could go so far even as to involve
losing practically all awareness of the existence of the other person. Such
a state would be schizophrenic; thus secondary narcissism can characteruze
all degrees of illness from the very severe to the fairly mild, and a certain
amount of it is common to practically all children whether young or grownup. In Freud's view this would be quite late. It could arise only after the
state of primary narcissism had been broken through. The break-through
would allow object-relations to be formed with an object outside the ego.
And the state of secondary narcissism would arise when these object-relations deteriorated into the form of an identification with the object, so that
the valuation previously put upon the object now reverts to the ego. In this
way the object has no mental attributes left other than those of giving
devotion and service.
It follows that the state of secondary narcissism presupposes that objectrelations have already existed, so that the phase of prim ary narcissism has
narcisslsm wants everyone

ended.

It follows that, if you have any way of detecting second ary narcissism
in infants of a certain age (e.g. " showing off"), you have evidence that

primary narcissism does not last to that age.
Thus, here we have a rough way of assessing, so far as it may exist, an
upper limit to the duration of prim ary narcissism.
(2) We next ask ourselves to specify what differences we should expect to
find, on the two theories, in the infant's handling of his parents.
On the theory of prim ary narcissism, the parents are not persons, not
even part-objects, with egos, attitudes, etc. They are mobile furniture. Since
the infant's aim is to increase his own bodily pleasure and diminish his own
bodily pain and since he hasnoother concern, hisparents are simply agencies
for providing services. At one time of life you dial WEA if you want to know
whether to take an umbrella; at another time of life you yell if you want
your stomach replenished. When you have heard the weather report you put
down the telephone; when your stomach is full you push away the spoon,
bottle, hand, breast, or whatever utensil was in use. In short there are no
persons, only instruments.
It is to be noticed that this may seem

to imply an extreme construction
of prim ary narcissism, i.e. that a person would be an instrument without
mentality at all. The question therefore arises whether prim ary narcissism
can be construed in a less extreme form allowing some element of mentality
to be ascribed to instrument-persons. These might perhaps include, for instance, being helpful or being obstructive, but would exclude personal wishes.

Even such slender characteristics, however, must be specifically restricted,

in that helpfulness, which would usually be taken to stem from a sense of
concern, would here have to mean a sort of handing over of things needed
9cP
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without the wish to help; for the infant in a state of primary narcissism could
not understand concern shown to him. He would therefore see his mother,
when helpful, as displaying a primary narcissistic state of her own, and see
her helpfulness as aimed solely at her own satisfaction. The infant's world
would not be solipsistic but would be peopled with primary narcissists.
This less extreme construction would, however, be the same in one important particular, the relevant one here: i.e. persons would, as before, be
appreciated only as instruments.
What objects of value, then, if persons are instruments, can there be for
the infant? He will value physical pleasures and anything so far as it ministers
to his sense of well-being. He cannot attribute to a thing any value over and
above its instrumental utility.
Supposing food to be valued because it makes his ego " feel good ", how

does he view the instrument, say the mother's hand-cup-lap complex? If he
valued it in comparison with a neighbour's hand-cup-lap complex, this would
only be because it provides a better sensation of pleasure or better ego-tone,
much as onechair is preferred because of being morecomfortablethananother.
Since the mother's hand-cup-lap complex would have no other value, any
machine that could imitate it would do as well, just as a chair that is valued
purely for its comfort may be replaced by another that is equally comfortable.
We might epitomize this consequence of primary narcissism as "the equivalence of instruments ", with an obvious corrollary, " the replaceability of
instruments" or "the substitutability of instruments". A colTesponding attitude in the infant would be " the ego's indifference as between instruments ".

Now let us consider the position more closely when an infant wants a
drink of milk: one cup should be as good as another. What happens predominantly in actual fact? Most infants insist on one particular cup. So it
would look as if primary narcissism does not apply. But the matter is not so
simple. The counter might be made that the infant gets more pleasure from
this cup than from any other (because, for instance, of its colour); hence,
despite being specially valued, it may nonetheless be valued only as an additional instrument of pleasure. His refusal of another cup, therefore, is not
a refutation of the hypothesis of substitutability of instruments because for
him the cups are not equivalent. Thus his special selection of a cup is compatible with a state of primary narcissism.
Let us see whether we can devise a test for this. Suppose we confront the
infant with two or three cups just like his favourite. On the theory of primary
narcissism, he should be indifferent which cup he would choose, but otherwise he should examine them in turn (to see which was the special cup).
This test should not prove unduly difficult.
CoNcl,usIoN

I have sought to drive home the point that in all our dealings with children,
whether on the most humble level of amateur paediatrics or that of consul-
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tant, we all do in practice take a view, articulated or not, about the nature
of the infant mind, and we have to do so. And I have sought to show that
the view we take is fraught with important implications, vitally affecting
our handling of a child. It may seem to some clinicians that ii is no use
going into the nature of the infant mind-that is mere speculation. I have
sought to show that with appropriate use of methodological tools, some

views can be forced to an issue, i.e. that we can derive empirical consequences
from ttrem that are open to test, after the manner of the istablished sciences.
The theories discussed were three: (r) Theory of Bio-Adjustment or the
cabbage Theory; (2) that of primary Narcissism; (3) and that of object-

Relationships.

For the first several tests were proposed. one was to trace the amount
of disturbance in children who had been left hungry, cryin& and alone, as
compared with ottrers who had not. Another was to trace ttre amount of
disturbance in children who had suffered severe traumata, such as separation
from a parent, as compared with others who had not. And the third was to
compare the frequency of disturbance in a group of infants after they had
an initial disturbance at a certain age with the frequency in another group
that had had no disturbance by that age. prior to carrying out these testi, the
fund of experience of general practitioners and paediatriJians may give them
a shrewd idea of what to expect.
The second is much harder to force to an issue. I have brought out that
where common or garden manifestations of secondary narcissism can be
noticed in young children, this means that the phase of
frimary narcissism is
already over. I have also added an experimental cons-quence, that infants
just old enough to use a cup could be tested to see whether tley treated a

favourite cup as a rudimentary personal obj ect or simply as an instrument. This
would decide the issue between the view of the i-nfant as solely primary
narcissistic or the view of him as entering into object-relationships at a
tender age.
Should the theory of primary narcissism be refuted, important as this
advance would be, it is important to count the losses. It was one of Freud's
many great theories, founded for a variety of good reasons, and no less in
stature if in the end it turns out to be one of the few of his theories to fall
down. He introduced it to help in explaining a great array of diverse situations, and these would have to be faced if the theory of primary narcissism
is given up. But this happens in science, and ifthe evidence turns out decisive
in a certain way the theory of primary narcissism will have to be rejected.
I have suggested that most people tend to hold the cabbage theory, at
least in one context, and also the theory of primary narcissisi, in another
context. It should be added that they also tend to regard secondarynarcissism,
in another context, as characteristic ofyoung children.t rhat is to say, they

t
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think of young children as being aware of other people but not being capable, even in the most rudimentary way, of caring personally for others,
but treating tlem as people say to show offto or get things out of. This view
should be mentioned, but I have not discussed it because it is not theoretically so fundamental as the others. It does not have consequences that are
so dire. It is simply a one-sided view, so far as it comes from accurate
observation, resulting from not having had dealings with infants in which
secondary narcissistic traits do not loom large; for it is also a matter of
observation, after all, ttrat there are very young children who are highly
aware of otlers as persons and recognize their needs in some measure.
Although the secondary narcissistic view is not so damaging as the cabbage
theory or that of primary narcissism, it can also be unfortunate in its consequenoes; for the chief way of fostering object-relationship in a young
child is to treat him as capable of it.
Some may think it hardly justifiable to take the cabbage theory so seriously, since it is obviously not a serious rival to the theory of primary
narcissism. But there are strong reasons for considering it. The theory is
seriously held, though not overtly, by great numbers of people who have
ttre care of infants. Moreover the proposed experiment that could refute it
would thereby establish the theory of syndrome-shift and the hypothesis
of psychosomatic disorder.
There is an important loose end to be mentioned. On numerous occasions
I have referred to a phase like primary narcissism as lasting a "considerable
time,' without ever being specific. Prior to carrying out the proposed tests,
ttrere would be no gain in attempting something more definite. Likewise, if
the tests refuted the cabbage theory or that of primary narcissism, it should
be noted that the results would have to be accompanied by a statement
about age. No one supposes that primary narcissism lasts till the age of
five. The classical view was that it dominated till "fairly late", I suppose
well into the second year at the earliest. Now the experiments proposed
could be decisive for the truth or falsity of the theory at about six months.
That would be an enormous gain, both for theory and practice. But could
they decide the issue for the age of a few weeks? So far as the present
enquiry goes, the tests proposed do not wholly rule out the possibility of
short phases, lasting a few weeks, of auto-erotism followed by another short
phase of primary narcissism. The tests of the cabbage theory might indeed
be capable ofbeing extended backwards close to the beginning oflife, but
for the theory of primary narcissism it is less easy. For anyone who has
learnt to see object-relationship in infants, say at 6 months when it might
be possible to disprove the presence of primary narcissism, it is not so
difficult to see it also at the age of a few weeks; but an experimental test
would be hard to devise.
I hope I have shown tlat a paediatrician or general practitioner has to
come to terms with one or other of the foregoing theories if he is to feel
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secure or at least consistent in his outlook towards diagnosis, prognosis, and
treatment of infants; and if he does so I think it is highly probaLle that he
will have much less difficulty in coming to terms with the various more

sophisticated theories in the fields of dynamic and academic psychology,

oS

well as keeping his balance when confronted with the powerful influences

of physical medicine.
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of Classification in Child Psychiatry

Some Epidemiological Considerations
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TUB problem of classifying mental disorders has assumed such international importance that the World Health Organization established a
committee to examine the world climate of opinion on this clinical issue.
If a science in theory and in its practical consequences is to be advanced,
there must be some transnational, or better still, cultural agreement as to
the meanin g attached to the names assigned to clinical conditions and their
relationships one to another.
Clinical conditions are states of persons and when we are dealing with
the uniqueness of persons the act of classifying robs the individual of Hit
uniqueness although at the same time it relates him to his fellows. We can
always recognize a person through his name and address whereas a class
has no local habitation but merely a name. Professor Stengel was responsible to the WHO for laying out the various classifications presented by
different international psychiatric bodies and persons. In doing so he disclosed a bewildering number of diagnostic categories and their classes and
he seems to have come to the pathetic conclusion that the various regional
class layouts agreed only in a broad and hardly useful sense: and this
largely in regard to adult disorders which have arrived at a sufficient degree
of stability to be put into frames for recognition. Professor Stengel had to
add the sad fact that little had so far emerged as regards both diagnosis and
classification to produce a predictive order in child psychiatry.
In no field of scientific description has it become more desirable to be
satisfied at this stage with operational definitions; furthennore, such operational definitions must have some reference to the socio-medical investigations, subsumed under population masses, the hazards of upbringing
which in childhood in particular alter the very complexion of a condition.
We shall see later how classification must vary according to the source of
origin of our facts which means not only from what social locality they
derive, but from the observers and those who judge the severity of the
condition. In other words, there may be as many classifications as ihere are
approaches, and even the diagnosis of an individual condition will be a
function of the observer's experience and indeed of his prejudices. Historical
2st
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change over the centuries of medicine show how so-called entities have been

transformed, notonlybythe growthofknowledge, throughthecorrection ofold
errors, but by the assignation of different class names used in adult psychiatry and applied, somewhat indiscriminately, to children. Professor L. Kanner stated in the 1935 edition of his classical Child Psychiatry, that Pro-

Adolf Meyer was "Justly dissatisfied with the psychiatric classification based upon rigid nosological concepts of'disease entities' and
preferred to deal with frequently recurring combinations of facts which
fessor

iometimes occurred in pure culture and sometimes in combination." These
sets of facts he broadly categorized as Ergasias, or psychopathological
behaviour patterns. These were largely psychopathological only in regard
to their mental consequences at the behavioural level. The Anergasias and
the Disergasrbs and the Olegergasl'as were all in their way conditions with
largely organic substraits p€rmanent where there were structural changes,
or iransient where toxic and metabolic disorders were changeable or curable.
Nevertheless many nonstructural disorders could be, and were observed
to be, woven into a somopsychic complex to which probably all disturbances
of behaviour are related. The fact that the majority of children remain
invulnerable to many physical assaults shows that those who are have had
some eafly emotional stress or complex finding their expression in even a
fleeting physical assault. There is, indeed, such a wide spectrum from the
organic io the functional, from the relatively normal or trivial to the serious
and intractable, that the assignation of classes has largely an operational
significance for the handling of data for comparing or relating conditions;
and in childhood, in particular, differentiation of somatic from psychical be'
comes more difficult the earlier we go back in the child's life.
The simplest classification is little more than an arrangement for recognizing, handling and disposal. Fundamentally a classification involves, or at
least is a part of, an hypothesis as to the nature of the things subject to
classifying. A class is a group with certain recognizable common qualities.
The essential business of a classification is to pick out the traits which are a
most significant clue to various classes. The greater the knowledge a person
possesses about a group of objects, the greater the likelihood that he will
be able to pick out the significant attributes or traits for marking off a class.
In so doing the definition given to a class by the trait also differentiates it
from neighbouring classes; in other words it establishes a series of relationships between an evef increasing family of classes with the growth of knowledge. Now classes are easy to come by definitions if they have a static quality; by that token they do not lose or modify the traits or attributes which
mark them off from others, o.8., I traffic expert may find it expedient to
consider traffic movement and control by getting clear the varieties and
sizes of the different vehicles that make up the traffic-buses, private cars,
lorries of specified weight load, scooters, trams and occasional horse-drawn
vehicles. He knows he can be c.ertain that they do not transmogrify and
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therefore from day to day he only concerns himself with numbers and
kinds, and therefore traffic direction and control is more possible. Whatever may be the problem at stake he can rely upon the constancy of the
items as regards their definitions.
But suppose he were dealing with objects which were subject to growth
gradients, that is that at first they were embryonic material like the part
objects on the assembly lines of a car factory. Even that would be simple
because by a species of preestablished harmony in the designing room, the
parts can be subjected to a simple prediction process that fragments A,B,C,
to N, are traits in a final class-the finished car.
Now in a similar sense human beings have a relative constancy in terms
of the obvious prediction that the babe will, fate being kind, become a
grl or boy-a man or woman of maturity. For each grade in the developmental order a definition is necesszr!, and in organisms which undergo
significant growth changes, a larva to caterpillar to butterfly, and so also
from sucklings to weaners, to toddlers, to pubertals, to adults, we see both
changes in the longitudinal order and constants in the periodic transections.
The child is the father of the man, as Wordsworth said, and in the sense that
he bequeaths to his adult future nature the potentialities for the later form
and function.
We can say that the human subject has a class trait or group of traits
which differentiate him from other mammds, but that he also has emergent
traits which are at first absent and then appear, as we s&y, as maturation
marks or landmarks in a natural history. We therefore have predictions or
expectations. But we might well enquire are we able to predict because we
grve a collection of facts a name which we can recognize on another occasion,
or do we mean by prediction that we know what persons will become if they
are possessed of certain attributes which make certain circumstances lead to
certain consequences? An untreated disease will tend to an end point if
left alone, or will resolve into a cured state without either signs or symptoms if treated in some way. Does such power of prediction depend upon
the assigument of a pattern of qualities which has been assigRed a name?
This would reduce disorders or diseases to a group of phenomena which
have essentiality, that they are more than syndromes but have a sort of
platonic reality-irreducible to more simple form, and yet are capable of
change, whereupon they become something else which requires a new name.
In fact the only continuous element in an investigation is not the disease
but the person, and this latter is an entity which is itself kaleidoscopic within
a frame, the constancy of which can only be subjectively defined by the person who, in his ego awareness, can dare to sily, " f &[, and I was, and I
hope I shall continue to be". How many of us, however, in looking at an
infant portrait of ourselves has, psychoanalysis apart, the slightest sense
of belonging? We have no pull of a body image to take us back personally
to that portrait. Yet what ls the continuum which psychoanalysis claims to
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establish with all its modalities? This opens up the issue; can we assign to
the childhood years the names for conditions that rule in the years beyond
the biological watershed of puberty?
This is an issue which divides the psychiatric world, and it is division which
at first has semantic characters and thence diagnostic consequences.
The introduction to the World Health Organization work on the section
Classification of Nervous Disease as an international requirement, speaks
of classification as fundamental to the quantitative study of any phenomenon. If any actual study for the purpose of public health is to be of any
value, then the quantity concept of disease is an indisputable necessity.
Policies for control depend upon such analyses. It must clearly be differen-

tiated from mere nomenclature which must indeed precede it, for even
Adam before the expulsion named the beasts after their kind, and we do
not know how he would have renamed them after the eating of the Tree
of Knowledge changed his insight. It would surely have made all the difference.
Indeed the psychological insight would have given a new intention to his
classes-all that preceded was mere play ! In the field of medicine, and par
excellence in psychiatry the impulse to define and to classify has an immediate
therapeutic goal, and although we may need statistics which deal with mass
qualities and traits, the essence of the subject is the quality and destiny of an
individual person. Nevertheless, whenever we deal with individual adults
or children we are asking ourselves even soto t)oce) " Where does he
belong?"--and we ask the question to help us decide what to do with him,
treat him in terms of a definable goal, €.9., does the child belong to a certain
intelligence age group and therefore where in the existing educational
system are we to place him? Is he a member of the class, e.g. of Rheumatic
Choreas or is he a neurotic choreiform subject? According to one or other
of these classes he will be treated. Yet even with this assignation the social
condition and history will alter the assignment.
The social relationships of a patient or a group of like persons will, in the
light of the modern trend towards social medicine bring any class naming
nearer and nearer to legal requirements as well as to concepts of public
health, and this consideration becomes increasingly obvious in psychiatry
of young and old.
The WHO which has for years been wrestling with the problem of a
rational classification, has been aware of this issue and its efforts have
shewn up the need that the properties of each class of phenomena must be

semantically clear for two reasons.
(l) To answer the question set by eachdiscipline, e.9., medicine, surgery,
accidental occurrences "to the organisffi, psychological reactions to
stress, overall psychiatric states of a variety of causes and at different

critical

ages,

(2) To answer questions common to all the disciplines in so far as they
are together concerned with the recognition of defects or disorders
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social and juridical repercussions.
By repercussions is meant the consequences of being assigned to a given
class because of the clinical appearance.
This gives a definite pragmalis slant to the thesis of this chapter. But
before practical and empirical attitudes can be safely assured, a tleoretical
inspection of our conccpts is necessary.
How far do the name and classes we use represent real states or processes? Study of the natural history of disease as a guide to classification has
become a part of all progressive programmes of medical and particularly
of psychiatric teaching. The history of medicine has shewn since the a@ent

on function as against structure, has been achieved, a rational view of
It was a venial sin in ttre early centuries
with the great anatomical discoveries to give to disordered function a local
habitafion and a name. But that has passed with the appreciation of the
time factor, progression from phase to phase, which sometimes produced
a sense of destiny that each human being with such and such a constitution
and open to such and such an infective assault or other stress factor would
be subject to a relentless march of events which only a specific discovery
of a factor could deflect the organism back in the direction of normality.
The genetisist as well as the bacteriologist gave to the organism a stamp,
and insignia which was the label or class name of a disorder which was
irremovable and all we could do was to remove the accidents rather than
the properties which made up the features of the essence of the disease.
Psychiatry is packed tight with historical considerations. These are not
as simple as would appear, for a history, and that means of a human being,
is in a setting or matrix which is also history determined, that is a family
disease that was formerly lacking.

pattern and/or a society in progress. The older psychiatry which in the hands
of Kraepelin and his forerunners was happy in tie handling of a mosaic
of clear patterns of abnormal behaviour had a limited sense of historical
sequence. The notion of a process schizophrenia had a pseudo-historical

quality-but it was one of unfolding of an already existing pattern-a
potentiality. A schizophrenia in historical terms D. precox, was already
thereinmorethanan embryonic form with a name, butahomunculus which
either grew to full stature or became focused more clearly with the appearance ofthe necessary stress, on the pull ofthe trigger.

Semantically, however, something went wrong as soon as the class name
and the class content were subject to close inspection. The term..process"

needed more scrupulous dynamic interpretation. Indeed the word only
attained its scientific or better still its logical maturity with the advent of
Freud.
But as we shall see even the Freudian doctrine of a continuum of a
psychophysical progression from infancy to adulthood does not suffice to
cover all the process inherent in a life. To separate the psychical processes
9e*
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from others, that is the unfolding of genetic endowment and the changes
consequent upon intercurrent illness, would be to introduce ttre cartesian
dichotomy. Nevertheless for the purpose of simplification we might well
confine our thoughts to the so-called psychopathic unfolding in order to
inspect the concept that adult disorder as seen analytically will tell us what
prevailed in the mental life of the child. To adult conditions have been
assigUed class names which in themselves are subject to constant modification with advancing knowledge. We cannot stay to consider the applicability of Kraepelin's large classes and tle subdivisions proposed by Lenhardt and Kleist, to mention only ttrree outstanding classifiers. These are
all static classes and although proc€ss has been applied for example to some
schizophrenic patients whose downgoing has the appearance of a destiny,
it is this classical core of the concept which has inclined some clinicians to
the view that if the subject does not so deteriorate he does not qualify for
membership of the class. This is the critical position in such static or platonic
classifications. But can we apply the term "process" which is organism par
excellence to the child disorders without submitting all definitions to a new
semantic test?
The field of adult psychiatry is laid out like a patchwork of large clinical

entities sewn together to cover a discipline-but ttre discipline is not
identical with the family of human beings-hypothetically normal and those
whose deviation from a supposed average cause them to fall into isolated
patterns, each with similar properties-the Manic Depressive group, the
Dementia P. group of Kraepelin and its clinically defined sub-classes and
the other gfoups which, consequent on other observed differences, that is
with physiopathic findings, are then assigned to organic areas. These areas
belong as much to the classification imperatives of the human mind, as to actual natural genus classes as the physical process of animal and vegetable life.
How far can we pragmatically and theoretically place children who are
afflicted, into these classes? Even if by the painful and stormy retrospection
of psychoanalysis we see a relationship between a knot of symptoms or
character traits rooted in childhood experience which emerge with surprise and emotional abreaction, how can we assume that there is a true class
likeness between the two ends of the series? The class likeness may be
dependent on the circumscribed likeness of the emotion felt now, and
emotional conflict which appears to have existed in childhood. Similarity
of certain properties is no warrant that the state of the child at six or earlier,

is definitely ttre same as at the age of e.g. thirty when the analysis is
being experienced. The delta of the Nile or the Mississippi has some of the

water of its origin but the geological stratum of its wandering to the sea have
added much to its content, its water, its mud-its configuration. The issue

has been raised as to childhood diagnostics in tlree fields, important
fields-in the field of psychosis, in that of neurosis, and in the field of
delinquency.
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Some years ago an eminent British physician, Sir William Job Watson,
in discussing the alleged specificity of diseases as stressed by the founding
father of epidemiology, sydenham (of chorea fame) shewed that conditions
had a natural history and that what at one time looked like disease X in a
longer or shorter time became Y. He spoke of condition coming into
being .srui generis. Of course his difficulty arose from the then novelty of
infective disorders and non-realization of ttre possibility at a time of low
social hygiene lgchniques of mixed infections. Nevertheless, the attention
he gave to the problem threw light on the issue of specifcity, that is the
whole organism and its vicissitude was implicated in a manner which specificity or disease entity concepts could not wholly explain.
This problem of specificity is of importance because it takes us to the
heart of the issue. Can we apply the terms of "adult disorder" (here confinsd
to the psychiatric disorders) to the young human organism. One deliberately uses this triple worded phrase to keep to biological universe of
discourse and to specify the still unfinalized state of a growing system. Altho"gh at any age level of a human being there is no finality--old age has
its downgrowing gradient as childhood and youth has its upward and
broadly anabolic gradient, yet for pragmafic purposes we can say that the
psychical economy has reached a plateau-or equilibrium phase from early
adulthood to the so-called climacterium. A child as a growing point is full
of potentialities, genetically it has not yet asserted all its promise nor its
possible shortcomings; genetics is in a state of becoming, that is what

maturation implies. This, however, introduces the concept of maturation in a
strictly psycho-physical sense and perhaps this nexus of the bothersome
inheritance from Descartes is useful in the study of the child. The arbitrary
separation of physical from mental is misleading when applied to children
and may lead to diaEnostic and prognostic errors of a dangerous kind.
The semantic difficulties and their consequen@s arise from two sour@s:
firstly from the assigning of names to conditions which arise from genetic
appearance which emerge seriatwn il the course of a child's life, and secondly

from the behaviour sequenoes arising from cultural impacts from birth
onwards. There will of course be cross currents arising from the relationship to be seen from the conflicts of these two orders-process having perhaps

at times contradictory ends and therefore producing the vectors which we
call normality, character and disorder. These, all three, are of course expressed in value judgements differing not only in various cultural settings
and according to different psychopathic and physiopathic theories. The
assignation of adult disease entity names to child.conditions has its roots
in both prooesses, but it is wise to confine oneself to the consequences of
psychoanalytical thinking and here as in other disciplines, words have been
both an aid and a hindrance. Before dealing.with the issue which has illuminated all our work, let us revert for a moment to the conditions which,
while carrying both physical and mental marks, can be considered as good
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introductory examples to the low value of specificity in disease naming and
therefore in treatment.

I-et us first consider the varied field of obsessional compulsive con-

ditions.

organic disease of the c.N.s. and the appearance of obsessional'compulsive conduct has been known for some time and was certainly brought home

to us with great emphasis from the great epidemics of Encephalitis Lethargica of the early nineteen-twenties.
Many examples have been given of the following months after a recognized infection of the C.N.S., but some had such brief infective illness
that history was only able to supply inference and not incontestable fact.
This too gfadually became associated with "large movement complexes"many quasi-purposeful as if derived from conditioned reflex situations. Dysarthria, dysphagias accompanying these quasi-purposeful complexes of conduct, and for example the appearance of pituitary dystrophies gave the
physiopathic coup de grace to the simple conditioned reflex diagnosis. Still
noi a f"w children had no focal signs, only obsessional behaviour, tics,
rituals, explosive language, sometimes only delinquencies of minor and
major degree with or without feelings of remorse. Many behaviour patterns
invited Charcot's description of them as "caricatures of acts." Eventually
the personality as a whole became involved and the assignation of psychological labels without reference to physical history became misleadingtaking one into a therapeutic cul-de-sac. To some observers the features of
behaviourofmanyofthese obsessionalchildren,theschizoid

prominent.

In the light of the functions we

assign

features appeared

to ttre

mesencephalic

areas of the nervous system, the affect is either stifled or accentuated by this
mechanism. The ideational elements and motor elements arise in higher
structures and are qualified by the mesencephalic substations. The naming
of the disorder can be decided at any level you please if you assign a particular pathological impulse to one or other of the regions. Epstein in 1938
described these motor forms under the rubric of "neuro-mascular disorder".
Other observers centre the disorder in schizoid personality patterns, the
neurologist might well decide in the light of knowledge gleaned from
Encephalitis and from E.E.G. findings in the Temporal Lobe that the
disorder, despite personality history lies in and deserves naming in neurological terms. Psychoanalytically the well patterned obsessional compulsive
action and thought of childhood belong to the mechanism of glowth in its
introjection-projection aspects. To give this a name having any causal efiological significance we would have to devise a formula having some afrnity
with the reversible action formulae of chemistry.
The term obsessional-compulsive is purely descriptive and in that sense

it might apply to any such manifestation at any age at which it appears and
indeed from whatever discoverably causal mechanism or psychology. As a
prognostic indication it fails lamentably for the reason that the condition
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as seen in childhood undergoes change, indeed mutatior, and is utilized
in later years in so many different modes as to call for different names-

for each mode has a different prognostic character. The earliest tic formation
may have quite transitory life-the organic components may well give us
clues as may the obsessive pattern of the culture in which the child has been

nurtured.

Hysteria as a classical term-ikonographic, is equally a term of abuse
to some-particularly so at adult levels. How applicable is the term to
childhood? What indeed do we mean by it? Are we thinking of mechanisms

of dissociation or of character? In applying such words as " dissociation "
and " character " to the subjects that are using them as properties, we are
operating simultaneously in two dimensions. In the history of psychiatry,
forgetting for a moment the commited word Hysteria (due to the disorder
of the womb) the term was an overall label to indicate certain facts of
behaviour which either occurred together in a complex, or it referred to
isolated happenings which in terms of medical views on function and struc-

ture were not physically based but were assumed by the patient's anatomical
notions. fn the sense of groups of signs or isolated signs the condition known
as Hysteria was all too easily applied to children. With the passage of time
which embraced the outstanding observational skill of Charcot, Richer,
Janet (Freud entered the field with a new dimension of interpretation using
another sign language and another order of definition) and their gallic
logical economy. Hysteria became a label for signs as observations, for
signs as conceptual statements of what the possessor of the sign was in
himself-he was suggestible, histrionic, labile in emotion. These too of
course were signs which could be included in real definition, o.g., an hysterical subject could be persuaded to do this and that, i.e., assume a posture or
lose a sensibility. To this extent chitdren were capable of being included in
this class if they fulfilled the criteria contained in the definition of each of
the propria. But the appearances were so rare that in the majority of instances
the conclusion drawn or the diagnostic label assigned were a carry-over
from the more highly structured syndrome seen in adults-certainly postpubertal subjects of both sexes.
The term " suggestibility " is applicable to all age group slargely because
suggestibility as such is a neuralpsychic set which can be established in
animals and therefore can be regarded as a sign capable of induction whorrever there is the necessary neural mechanism. This is hardly surprising at the
level of instinctual mechanisms which have both an outgoing and withdrawal
function-operations only too visible in the behaviour of children. In this
respect Hysteria is a term applicable to certain behaviour in children but only
where they are monoideic and monosymptomatic-a unit conceptmadefamiliar to us in Janet's early writings. ft is doubtful whether the same meaning
attaches to the more complex disorders still named Hysteria and which cover
what is styled the Hysterical character.

zfi
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dangerously near retrospection in calling the personality disttubances of children Hysterical, particularly where value judgements are
passed on conduct which ofrends our ethical ideas and prejudices. Indeed
the assignation of Hysteria can only be legitimate where we are confronted
by or thorough analysis which discloses tle dynamics of splitting of a certain kind. Here again the semantics of the term " splitting" will call for special
consideration in terms of psychodynamics-the molar or molecular cleavage
which may distinguish a schizoid from an hysteroid psychopatlology.f This
distinction I beteve to be momentous for proguosis in child disorders. The
favourite dichotomy of extrovert-hysteria and introvert schizoid is a dangprous consequence ofthe logical fallacy ofaccident. A local likeness attaining economically a leading on to identity.
rt is strange, disconcerting yet salutary, that the history of medicine shews
diagnostic changes not only arising from new knowledge which exploded
old beliefs and concepts but new interpretation and new mores. This is
particularly applicable to our conception ofthe child. The older psychiatry,
say of the mid and second half of the nineteenth century saw the child as
just a miniature adult and even the law was prepared to treat the young
person with the same moral rigour as it treated the adult. The notion of
development of mahrration, or dynamic prooess' sf bessming and emerging,
supplied the basis for new definitions, springing from the concepts of maturation, of process a experential impacts as conflicts. The first term has received much attention from those who are conoerned with the child development. Gesell sees the child as an unfolding of endowments becoming
visitte to the observer as the scroll is serially exposed. Experience and environment inflects and spocifies-it does not create; it affords the occasions
for the utilization of endowments hopefully at the right time, sometimes
prematurely; and the parent and teacher are dismayed at the lack of concordance. Meanings are only accurately or even approximately assigned to
behaviour when we know what endowment impinges upon what environmental necessity. In fact we ought in our thinking to ask whether the functions
we assign to an instinct not at a|| difficult at animal level, are the same as
functions society imposes on an individual? Do we not in psychology, in
psychiatry and even in general medicine assign functions in the light of an
aU too blinkered discipline, and then expect the social person in his social
and legal relations to perform the functions which biology demands of the
organism. It is at that point of the tangent, that disordered processes arisettre moment is called a disease and its continuation in time is given the
lrabel of an entlty. How far can both tle instinct bound child, still subject
to imperative maturation prooesses, and his socially imposed paffern
bequeathed by the culture carrying parent be assigned a label? Surely it calls

we are

for a formula.

t One can dare the submission

that many with Hysteria

aSBiDst ultimate schizophronic ftagmentation.

use defensive mechanisms
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Psychopathology has, despite its great gifts to us ofinsight in depth been
a considerable offender in supposing a degree of undifferentiation upon
which patterns can be lightly imposed-particularly the assigning of adult
diagnostic names with their all too often prognostic fatality.
Our first task in purgrng our language of misleading signs and derivative
definitions is at first to examine our manner of eliciting data. Both Adolf
Meyer and Kanner have put us in their debt by discussing the complaint
factor. In asking questions, and someone has said that science begins by asking
relevant questions, and following them up in such a manner as to cover a
feld equally adequately and to allow the facts to decide where the emphasis
lies. An enquiry as to a complaint is much more complex and hazardous
in child studies that go beyond the one-way window observation, valuable
though it is. The questioner is in a sense a spotlight scanning a region. But
this spotlight is no detached mechanical contrivance: it is goal-pursuing by
an observant listener and observer with a culture and a training-sensitive
to one set of signs but not necessarily to another. We cannot avoid, according to our training, having a homunculus in our minds-against which we
match the subject of our study.

But lest we forget, the parent questioned is also a culture carrier-with
pre-judgements frequently of a bizarre kind-whose answers are not always

facts but judgements---coloured by fear, by morality-in fact she comes
already with all the mechanism of repression and secondary elaboration.
From this relativity situation of train and observer on the railway embankment, we have to collect our signs and put them into classes. We need not
be dismayed if we are aware, and therefore make the necessary corrections
for time, place and social conventions springing from them which influence
so socially coloured a discipline as child psychiatry.

Perhaps ttre most diffcult semantic problem springs from a parent's
preocorpation with three,modes of defining a behaviour in her child.
One, its relation to her own moral judgements.

Tbo, its relation to her conception of social morality,-the

conven-

tions which she and her child dare not offend.
Three, its relation to her belief, all too frequently expressed in the pri-

mary of bodily disorder.
She is already moving in an established dimension of physiopathology by
visiting a doctor. The vocabulary might change if she is in tle complaint
situation with an educational psychologist and still another if she sees her
priest. In other words classification is ad hoc-a, here and now from which
further diagnostic and treatment encounters must deliver both the obsener

and the observed.

Finally the danger of retospective distortion is well illustrated in another
fiagnostic field which has aroused interest of a clinical kind but which
can be used for the constitutional, the clinical and psychodynamic view-
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points. The subject is that of the justification for diagnosing cyclic manic
depressions in the feld of child psychiatry. In 1888 Mills held that all adult
psychoses existcd in childhood. Dixon and Greeves claimed to have observed mania frequently in childhood (1885). To Hamilton in 1903 Cyclic
Insanity was not uncommon ,mongst troubled children. Kasanin in 1931
observed a^ffective psychosis. Kraepelin and Straker were satisfied with the
facts of early onset; and Baker in 1930 also held with some force that mania
was almost a disorder of childhood, with hallucinations and delusions.
How difficult it is to picture the patients of earlier physicians through the
haze of half and ttrree-quarters of a century. From personal studies of mental
recordsofoverT0years through Hospitalcase sheets, case papersand thenames
assigned to patients, the writer was bewildered to find that the story and the
label had little concordance with our present definitions of disorders.
Coming nearer our own time with the influence of psychopathology, the
angle of observation is a shifting one. Observers have been more ready to
speak of predisposing factors-pre-morbid factors in tracing adult manicdepression. Abraham in the psychoanalytic field was the first to suggest a
psychopathology which to him disclosed a juvenile depressive process.
With the advent of the work of Melanie Klein the depressive process is
now no longer a mental pattern cyclically recurring in adult life, but a

necessary condition of the child's earliest object relations. The depressive,
the paranoid-schizoid splittings are a necessary developmental milestone
which is passed, surpassed or crystallized. What names are we really to
assigr to this early process which was first formulated from adult analysis
and was then applied interpretatively from Klein's play analysis? In her
own writings the term " depression" appears to vary from essay to essay. The
sharp demarcation which Freud drew between grief and melancholy has
become obscured. On so delicate a matter as ttre assignation of psychotic
mechanism to children, we cannot allow the matter to rest. We need strict
semantic safeguards before gving a name to fluid proc€ss which changes
not only with the growth of each child but with each cultural landmark
which the child reaches. Moreover at each stage we are obliged to be alert
for the emergence of tlese maturation signs which a study of genetics can
alone provide. What will ultimately save us from the ridicule of other
sciences, who heaven knows have their own methodological and semantic
dilemmas, will be an appreciation that classification must always be for an
ad hoc purpose-a pragmatic guide, an operational need. It is obligatory to
accept the diffcult task of giving names in terms of the discipline from which
we collect our data-the genefic, the clinical ikonographic and the psychodynamic.f

f Perhaps we will eventually produce an axiomatic notation or a formulary not as in
the chemistry laboratory but a formulary in which entities will be seen in temrs of equilibria between changps, forces in a dynamic system; by analogy some statem€nts akin to
Willard Gibb's Phase Rule.
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The requirements of a child which can only be satisfied through the help
of others, are as real as its basic structures. These structures are the instruments of process and this holds good of organic processes which implement
the behaviour of a child in the various phases of its mental life.
In dealing with the psychological disorders of children (which may have
organic causes) the very fact that a child is so closely related to the persons
who are concerned with its welfare and its development along what are
regarded as suitable lines, there is all too frequently an unconscious introduction of value judgements even at the descriptive level in the first stages
of diagnosis. This is true of many institutions of life where deviant conduct
on the part of an individual has to be dealt with one way or another. For
example, in the Army a soldier was occasionally styled " inadequate", even
before being categorized as, soy, a psychopath, which is itself a diagnostic
class name of doubtful precision. In prisons the inmates are classed as
"obedient" or "rebellious." In school a child may be called "unco-operative", even if this covered a true and objective estimate of subnormal
intellectual endowments, sometimes of organic origin, that is subnormal
cerebral tissues, of a poor family upbringing and of social conditions
which militate against the utilizing even of existing gifts. In other words,
we see at this level a classifying of conduct on a moral basis. There is
nothing intrinsically wrong in this as long as we rcalize that we have moral
intentions with regard to the guidance of the child.

If one scrutinizes these moral judgements which were so frequently passed
upon child behavior, we find that an implicit attitude was present, that is, if a
child behaved in such and such a way it meant in the fulness of time he would
become such and such an inadequate or undesirable adult. While as members of society we may cherish moral standards and moral behaviour, this

classification would belong to moralistic social science rather than to
psychology. In other words, it is necess ary for an objective scientific approach to study behaviour in all its variations, in order to construct what
might be called, borrowing a term from biological sciences, a natural
classification. That is to soy, that if we were to subdivide a large population we would notice the significant clues enabling us to assign to individuals a claim to membership. At the crudest possible level of classification
one might say, for example on a Gaussian distribution of intelligence by
accepted tests, that there are retarded children, average children, and endowed children. This introduces no evaluative statement but divides the
population into recognizable groups, and permits of this or that form of
handling. Diagnosis and classification on the phenomenological level is a
means of recognizing. It has already been mentioned that the child is also
behaving at any given moment in virtue of its constitutional endowment,
and the experiences in the early years of development which have influenced
its conduct, and its capacity for happiness or discontent. Psycho-pathology
is concerned with aetiology. This does not mean that the descriptive or
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phenomenological level

of

diagnosis

is of no concern; but rather from

experience guned from history we know how it has come about that this
phenomena has arisen at all. Psychoanalysis, for example, has in the course

of its development brought forward the hypothesis that all behaviour

is

determined in the course of development and the conflict arising as between
difrerent prooesses. But putting psycho-analysis and such special theories
on one side, one can consider that aetiology might be studied in terms of
recognizable crises or "nodal points" in development. We might even give
full weight to the oorlmon meaning attached to crisis as a turning point,
a difficult situation, but the term nodal point might have better generality as
conveying the idea of landmarks more or less natural through which the
child has to pass in the prooess of growing, but that these landmarks may
have been beset by special difficulties which may arise from constitutional
shortcomings or experiences adverse to average speed of passage from milestone to milestone. The term " nodal point" may have a particular significance
because at those moments particular strains are felt and therefore at those
points deviations from the hypothetical normal might take place in terms
of arrestation or acceleration, both of which may be, within the familial or
social field, tle causes of concern. Consideration of crisis therefore may
bring out certain fundamentals such as the basic psychophysical disposition
and the emergenoe of genetic factors at a point when experiences and such
and such endowments are not mutually compatible for healthy adaptation
to a situation which calls for the combined operation of endowment and ad
hoc tends.
The variety of deviant behaviour patterns can be the basis of our classification and the voluminous work that has been done to determine what sort
of behaviour can be expected at different ages, gives us another approach
to diagnosis. A large number of observations have been made on the emergent forms of behaviour which can be the basis as Escalona and others
have shown, of a prediction scale, that is, if certain forms of behaviour
which one can call class (a) produce in the fulness of time in an adequate
sample a pattern of behaviour called (b) then on further breakdown we

might say that a constellation of a, b, c, is more likely to produce some
years later the constellation x, y, z, than the group d, e, f. These patterns
can be readily re-classified in terms of particular functions which certain
forms of behaviour subserve, for example such functions as bodily activities; relationships to the parent figure in the very early days of life, such
as clingin& sucHing, smiling. This scaling of behaviour has recently been
considered from the point of view of comparative enimal behaviour, that is,

the Ethological approach (dealt with by Dr. Ambrose, Chapter 9). For
the earliest days and months of life there is no doubt that Ethological comparison would be useful not only in estimating the rate of development of
a child, but its possession of normal reslxrnses in its early world of relationships. But it has its limitations, even beforc the acquisition of langrrage and
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the upright posture has been reached. A young infant can be usefully corlpared with the infant chimp but no sooner does he walk, manipulate and
acquire words which express wants and the recognition of objects and probably the acquisition of imaBos, then he soars like a rocket high above his
simian forebears and, because of those very heights achieved, falls in his
trajectory when disease or deficiency or mismanagement show that the forces
of human endowrnent are spent and he regresses, or can regress, to the simian
level. In other words, no sooner do the latent grfts of the human level begin
to appear than Ethological aids to classification and diagnosis are no longer
of value. But nevertheless, as Ambrose shows, the early forms of adaptation must be present even if comparable with the simian. The natural
mother recognizes these early adaptive forms of behaviour because her
maternal inclusions and empathy know how to meet them in the interest
of the child's safety and development.
In parenthesis certain safeguards must be considered. That is, the observation of animal and human child behaviour as we see it in present day
discussions is very much under the influence of theory, or, at best, hypothesis. Every theory is the imposition, however temporary, of order, so
that we can dare to preciict how things and persons will behave. Every
classification is in fact a theory as to class order of phenomena which makes
for future prediction. But theories and classifications, particularly in the
behavioural sciences, should have a limited objective, and should be so
couched or expressed as to be capable of modification with every new discovery. fn plant life the comparative high stability of genus, species and even
varieties, allowed for the admirable constructions of Linneus, and Bentham
and Hooker. When we collect our facts in the behavioural sciences, and that
is true even in botany, wo are creating an order which may suggest new
theories of relationship. It is a sort of dialectic process in which different
groups of qualities can be made to stand over against one another and allow
for further scrutiny and advancement, to bring them together into a higher
synthesis. Il for example, this is clearly illustrated in the change that has
come over child studies as a result of psychopathological theories, for the
more we know about the types of conflict the more we come to rca\zn
that the conflicts themselves have had a history, can be modified and actually
eliminated, so that the behaving child has now by a dialectic process, become something new, and therefore a member of a new class.
This process implies a considerable degree of elasticity because it is obvious that with the kaleidoscopic changes in growth the frontiers between
one disorder and another may be sometimes difficult to recogni zfr or change
to and fro as the battle line of a campaigo, and it is for that reason that in
the classification of child disorders we learn more from the frontiers or
margins than from any other region. It has been said that one reason why
borderline conditions have not been systematically classified is because of
their transient nature in the form of psychological states reactive to specific
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situations and reflecting only transient episodes in the onward rush of life.
We are forced, because of our growing psychodynamic approach to behaviour, to consider what has been called the existential locus of psychological states (F. C. Thorne). People do not solely exist but exist for the
purpose of reaching goals for more adequate adaptation or for such and
such pursuit of a better life. Not all psychological states as we perhaps too
clearly see them with the laboratory eye, are clinically, personally or socially
really significant on long term. Hence there arises the basic diagnostic

problem, particularly in child psychiatry, of differentiating the important
from the unimportant, and here again the dilemma is concerned with the
intrusion of moral judgements. For nevertheless, in social life we have not
only to look at people but to judge of the desirability of their conduct
whether it is aetiologically due to causes outside their control. For example,
does the changing face of society, both in its overall economic structure and
in its moorings, alter the character of the neuroses and the behaviour disorders of the child? Clearly the present rapid changing scene suggests that
it is so. Even taking into account the striking advances in both psychology
and medicine, the therapeutic attitude has also changed in consequence of
changing customs. The present crisis, for example of puberty and adolescent
age groups is not solely due to possible developmental accelerations but
due to changes in the social order following upon economic advance and
also advances in our knowledge of the aetiological factors which go to produce the psychic conflicts and their reactions in the adolescent community
and the adults alarm at adolescent claims to recognition.
Eplr>EnaroI,ocy rN RErATroNsHrp

ro
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The many sources from which our knowledge of child disorders arise
and from which we can make a classification can help us to consider the
incidence of these disorders, making an epidemiological approach possible,
yet extremely difficult. The variety of these sources in some respects involves
the introduction of those valid judgements which are implicit in all the statements made by the assessors or judges at the source.
Classification of child disorders may be profoundly influenced by the
selecting machine; where do the cases come from; what are the views of
the first observers; which means what does he "want" to see, i.e., into what
mental matrix in his own mind do the phenomena fall? All psychological
material, with exception of clear cut and profound defect, cerebral and
endocrine disorder, is very flexible and in children is on a steep growth gradient.
There are many such judges coming from the whole field of human society, lay and professional: the parents, the teachers, the general practitioners, the paediatrician and the psychiatric specialist, and even where
society is involved, as in delinquency, the probation officer and the ma-
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gistrate on the Bench. Even in the privacy of family life the priest too may
venture a religious interpretation of a behaviour disorder. In other word{
these key persons classify the child. None of them is so objective as to be
able to see the child beyond the good and evil which their iocial, scientific
and retgious standpoints force upon them.
In general medicine the study of epidemiological aspects of disorders, that
is their distribution and frequency is arrived at throughestablishedtechniques
of collecting and arranging data. The established procedrues are through
mortality and morbidity rates, local and general, hospital records and
sources; in regard to children in particular, such as school referrals and again
in the last instance, via the medical officer of the school or the schoolteacLer.
All these sources are of very limited value, being highly selective in the first
instance and classified according to the interests of the judges at the sourse.
Even nomenclature is not yet uniform by any means. A nervous child has
one connotation in the mind of the paediatrician, another one in the mind
of the teacher. ft must be admitted that particularly in psychiatry, observations and judgments, meaning by that even tentative -diagnosis made by
individuals may produce individual nomenclature, useful to a high degrel
when studied in the light of the immediate clinical circumstances but this is
only the very raw material for classification. If one studies epidemiological
records, the classes, if they are any use at all, are very broad ones and can
be generally recognized. Their detailed analysis comes from useful breakdown into sex, age and religion. We might take, for example, the studies of an
epidemiological kind seen in the work of Pasamanick on pregnancy injuries
to the foetus and their neurological and possible psychologi.ui.ooriquroces.
Here we have a relatively clear aetiological background, but even pasamanick has suggested the useful spectrum of a casualty continuum from
minor to major. The only studies worthy of carrying any weight in future
epidemiological and classificatory studies , are those that are focused on an
issue which can arise from mass material which gives grounds for good
sampling.
Caplan rightly warns us that " Epidemiological studies havebeenhampered
by the fact that a syndrome can be conceptualised by various investiguiiort

in different contexts; medical, sociological and educational". A uffied definition acceptable either to a single professional group or to all of them is
lacking and when this is particularly evident in the study of forms of retardation which prima facie could be categorized in some degree of uniformity
in tenns of f .Q., or degrees of social adequ acy measured on say the Doll
scale. For example, however, fifty aetiological factors have by one observer
been implicated in retardation. How much more complex therefore might
be the clinical consequences arising from this multitude of factors? And in
the general clinical field of child disorders epidemiology would be even
more difficult considering the variety of disturbances seen by the various
observers already cited. One has but to look down the table of contents of
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any journal of child psychiatry to realize that the multitude of phenomena
and their distribution in the various obsenter fields calls for classification.

For example, when the physician psychiatrist is questioned in a Court
of Law regarding the diagnostic category into which a criminal offender
falls, it is rare to find him satisfying legal requirements. One legal authority,
sympathetic to psychiatry, says "There is no consensus amongst the different

schools of psychiatry, and even amongst diagnosticians, holding similar
theoretical views, for example the difference between the organicist and the
psychopathologist; even the histories they elicit can be very different."
We must not, of course, make obeisance to legal requirements alone; but we
should convey to the lawyers as well as to ourselves that many of our
diagnostic concepts have ragged edges, and the most difficult cases are the
borderline ones. However vital to advancement borderline studies may be,
they make classification difficult and epidemiology a subject for the dim
future. When surveys are made using data collected from the population
at risk, and not from ad ioc hospital and clinic records and vital statistics,
the standardization of diagnosis requires special consideration. Diagnosis is
only a partial assessment. When aetiology is concerned, the diagnosis must
be based on easily recognized ctnical features, e.g., in psychiatry in particular most standardizations and comparable observations are largely symptomatic. Such easily collected data can be subject to a variety of analyses
from which discoveries can emefge, such as may yield a basis for new classifications or constellations or syndromes. In this way ttre epidemiological
approach opens up new avenues for the identification of individuals in a
large setting, that is the ecological aspects ofthe individual, and as regards
tho child in particular its field properties, in the Lewin sense. Again with
respect to child disorders as seen in the population survey, more than the
so-Lafled clear-cut syndromes will emerge; more marginal conditions will
appear, and therefore the uniqueness of tle individual will become apparent.
This is ofthe very nature ofpsychological studies, that is to catch the special
case embedded in the social matrix. The larval case will be recognized as
standing out in a population mass, calling for special attention in its own
private right. This is the essence of therapy, to deal with an individual's
needs without losing sight of the child's membership of the larger group be
it family or neighbourhood. Here the topological approach brings the individual case into the field dimension which is of the essence of epidemiology.
The child is seen essentially as a pattern on a social ground, but a pattern
subject to gfowth gradients of its own maturational processes subject to
the impacts of a growing family in what may well be, particularly to-day,
a changing society.
Analytical dynamic psychiatry may claim that the psychic process can
best be elucidated and classified by the study of the individual per se, anld
that he is in his own place and time. But history has surely shewn that if we
examine forms of disorders in case records over 50 years or more, ttrat
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clinical forms have changed in shape and in incidence. Cultural influences
are changing the child, its psychopathic reaction formations, and even the
varying weights assignable to different items in its syndrome. It may well be,
and here epidemiological approaches are particularly revealing that the socalled crises of childhood with which it has to cope may well alter in time
and intensity in accordance with social pressures arising from changes in
family and group mores. This consideration must give us pause in giving
undue weight to the concept of the natural history of a disorder. Alongside
the so-called natural history of a disorder lies the history of the social order
and its ever-changing climate of social and clinical opinion.
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SOME BASIC CLINICAL PROBLEMS
IN CHILD PSYCHIATRY
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The Directive Function of Speech in Development
and Dissolutionf
by
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DEvmoPMENT oF THE DmEcrrvE FuNcuoN oF SpEEcH rN

Emry

CmroHooD

Along with the semantic and syntactic functions of speech, it is necessary
to distinguish also its pragmatic or directive function. In the development
of behavior this function manifests itself in the fact that a word gives rise

to new temporary connections in the brain and directs the system of activity
of the child that has mastered it.

It was a full quarter of a century ago that the eminent Soviet psychologist
L. S. Vygotski pointed out the role played by the words of adults in the
development of the child's mental processes and formulated his well-known
thesis that what the child at first does with the help, and on the instructions,
of the adult, he later begins to do by himself, supporting himsetf with his
own speech; that speech as a form of communication with adults later becomes a means of organi zing the child's own behavior, and that the function
which has previously divided between two people later becomes an internal
function of human behavior (Vygotski 1934, 1956). In the twenty-five years
that have elapsed since Vygotski's death the problem of the role of the word
in the organi zation of mental life has been the subject of numerous Soviet
investigations (Rozengardt 1948; Ljublinskaja 1955; Luria 1955, 1956a,
1958a; Kol'cova 1958; and many others).
There arises, however, the question of how this pragmatic, directive function of the word is formed, and how its formation relates to the formation
of the significative or generalizing functions of the word. A brief review
of the pertinent experiments forms the topic of the present communication.

I
A child at the beginning of its second year of life is already in command
of a considerable number of words. He understands such expressions as
cLtP, cat,.fish, ltorse, and can without difficulty hand someone the object if it
f The paper was published in Word, vol. 15, pp. 341-352 and 453464, lg5g.
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is mentioned. But is the pragrratic, directive function of speech at this stage

as effective as its significative, nominative function? Can the cited word
always direct the child's activity with full effectiveness?
An answer to this question is suggested by the experiments which we have

carried out in collaboration with A. G. Poljakova.
Before a child rged 1.2 to 1.4, we placed some object, e.E. L toy fish,
and asked him to hand it to us; t}re child did this without particular difrculty. We then asked him, in the same situation, to hand us the cat. The
child at first looked at us in disbelief, then began to look around until he
found the object which had been named. It would seem that the adult word
fully determined the child's action.
Let us, however, repeat this experiment in a somewhat more complicated
situation. Let us place before the child two objects: atoy fuh at some distance
from it, and half way toward the fish a brightly colored toy cat.If in this
situation we ask a child of 1.0 to 1.2 to hand us they'sft, his behavior will
be different. The uttered word will evoke in him an orientational reaction,
and his glance will be fixed on the fish; but his hand, stretched out toward
the fish, will stop half way, turn toward ttre cat, and instead of giving us the
fish tlat was requested, the child will grasp the cat and offer it to the experimenter. The directive function of the word will be maintained only up to
the moment when it comes into conflict with the conditions of the external
situation. While the word easily directs behavior in a situation that lacks
conflict, it loses its directive role if the immediate orientational reaction is
evoked by a more closely located, or brighter, or more interesting object.
It is only at the age of 1.4 to 1.6 that this phenomenon disappears and
the selective effect of words is maintained even in conditions in which the
components of the situation conflict with it.
We can easily disturb the directive function of the word in still another
way. It is known that the word physiologically excites a certain system of
connections in the cortex. In the normal, mature nervous system these
connections possess considerable mobility and easily replace each other.
Ashas been shown in many investigations (cf. Luria 1956b,19584; Homskaja
1958), the mobility of the connections evoked by the word (or, as I. P.Pavlov
called it, by the second signal system of reality), is even greater than the
mobility of connections evoked by immediate signals.
However, the mobility of nervous processes in a very small child is still
quite inadequate, and connections evoked by the word possess a considerable inertia at the early stages of development. Taking this inadequacy of
the mobility of connections in the early stages of development as a premise,
we can measure the effectiveness of the directive function of ttre word.
We place before a child of 1.0 to 1.2 two toys: a fish and a horse, this
time placing them at the same distance and giving them dimensions and
colors that are equally attractive. We ask the child to give us the fish: he
does this easily. We repeat this experiment three or four times, and the
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In exactly tle same tone of voice, we now utter a
different instruction and ask the child to hand us the iorse. Despite
the
fact- that the meaning of this word is well known to the child,
the inertia
of the connections evoked by the first word is so great that in many cases
the child again offers the experimenter the fish. The directive function
of
the changed verbal instructions is here vitiated by the inertia of the connection that has been established.f
The loss of the directive function of a word whose meaning is well
known
can also be observed in an experiment involving actions desigiated
by verbs.
If we give a child of 1.2 to 1.4 a stick on which rings are piaced and we instruct him, "Put on the ring," he does this easily. wltn equat ease he
will,
in another situation, execute trre instruction, "Take off the ring.,, However,
if the child has several_tr\g prt on a ring and is holding the nlxt ring in his
hands, the instruction"Take offthe ring" loses its directive meaning
and
effect remains the same.

begins to function non-specifically, merely accelerating the activity
of

piurng
on the ring onto the stick (poljakova's and Ljamina's experimentj.
The directive role of th9 word at an early age is maintained only if the
word does not conflict with the inert connections which arose at an earlier
instruction or which began with the child's own activity.

II
Experimental research can do more than ascertain the bare fact that the
directive role of words is not fully effective at an early age. such research
can also measure the relative effectiveness of verbal signals as compared
to
the directive role of immediate, visual signals. In ordeito make this comparison as vivid as possible, we pass on to some experiments with somewhat
older children-aged from 1.4 to 1.6 on the one hand, and from 1.g to 2.0,
on the other hand.
Let us first establish how effective the orienting and directive role of a
visual signal and its trace can be at this stage. we place before a child two
inverted objects, a cup and a tumbler of non-transparint plastic. As the child
watches, we hide a coin under the cup, which is placed to the left, and we
ask the child to "find" it. For a child of 1.4 6 1.6, this constitutes an
interesting and meaningful task, which he solves without difficulty. we repeat this experiment three or four times, each time holding the coin
under
lhe cup within sight of the child. The solution will invariably be successful.
Now, without interrupting the experiment, we change its conditions and
hide the coin not under the cup on the left, but undei the tumbler on the

f

In a number of cases such an experiment may not grve the desired results. This
happens when the dominant role in the child's behavior continues to
te piavea ty ttre
immediate orientational rcsponse to objects.In such cases the child will
ro"t ty t *O

the experimenter now this object, now the other, and the directive runction
"tt
oripeecrr
will fail to be exercised from the start.
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right. A certain proportion of children of the younger g[oup will follow not
G changed visual iignal (more precisely, its trace), but the influence of the
inert motor stereotype, and will put out their hands toward the cup on the
left, carrying out the habitual movement reinforced in the previous experiment; only then will they turn to the tumbler under which the coin is
hidden.

Let us now weaken the influence of the visual signal. we repeat the flrst
experiment, but impose a short, lQ-second delay between the hiding of the
co]n under the cup and the execution of the movement. This forces the
child to act according to the traces of the visual signal whose effectiveness
we are considering. The majority of children in the younger group sucoessfully execute this task; only a few, the very youngest, cease to subordinate
their actions to the visual instruction and begin to grasp both objects,
losing track of the task of finding the coin that is hidden under one of
them.

However, we again modify the conditions and after repeating the experiment three or four times with the cup and the l0-second delay we hide the
coin under the tumbler located on the right, all within sight of the child.
The picture now changes substantially. The ten-second delay turns out to
be srifficient for the visual signal to yield its place to the decisive influence
of the reinforced motor habit. The overwhelming majority of children now
repeat the movement directed toward the cup on ttre left, ceasing to be
diiected by the image of the coin hidden under the tumbler on the right.
This oriinting, directive influence of the visual signal is maintained better
among children of the older group (1.8 to 2'0). Even when the execution of
the m-ovement is delayed, ttrey solve the task well, directing their search
to the object under which they saw the coin being hidden. This means that
the orieniing, directive role of the visual image becomes so effective at the
end of the second year of life that the child submits to it completely, and
successfully overcomes the inertia of the motor connections which have
arisen.

completely different picture appears in those cases where we replace
the immediate, visual signals by verbal ones. For this purpose we again
place before the child the two above-mentioned objects, a cup and a tumbler,
tut this time unseen by the child, we slip the coin under the left-hand cup.
In order to orient, i.e. to direct the actions of the child, we now draw upon
a word rather than a visual image. we tell the child: "The coin is under the
cup . . . Find the coin!" This instruction attunes the child completely and
thi game continues, but its results turn out to be profoundly diffcrent. While
the trace of an immediate visual impression caused all children of the
younger group to reach with assurance for the cup under which they saw the
coin Ueing hidden, the verbal instruction turns out to be wholly insufficient
for this directive role: a considerable proportion ofthe children ofthis age
lose track of the task and begin to grasp both objects before them. When we
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repeated the experiment with a ten-second delay in ttre execution of the
action, this loss of directed activity among the children of the younger group
was almost universal.
we then returned to the experiments with the immediate (non-delayed)
execution of the action. when we reinforced the required reaction by
repeating the instructions several times, ..The coin is under the cup . . .
Find the coin!", the children of the younger goup turned out to be capable
of executing it in an organized way: the word achieved the required directive function, and ttre children reached for the object named. However, if
we altered the verbal instruction and, witlout changing the intonation,
said, "Now the coin is under tle tumbler . . . Find it!,,, only an insignificani
proportion of the children changed their movements, while the great majority
repeated their previous movement. when a ten-second delay was imposed on ttre execution of the task, all the children of the younger goup
failed to let their action follow the changed verbal instruction; they iontinued
to execute the stereotyped movement that had been reinforced in the previous
experiment and, as before, turned to the cup on the left.
The children of the older group (1.8 to 2 years), who solved these tasks
with uniform succ€ss when the directive role was played by a visual signal
(in experiments with delayed as well as with immediate execution), turned
out to lag behind when they had to execute ttre task according to verbal
instructions. They did carry out both tasks well if they were allowed to
make the necessary movement immgdidslr; then they would turn to ttre
cup after the instruction "The coin is under the cup . . . Find the coin!"
and to the tumbler if the instruction was "The coin is under the tumbler . . .
Find the coin!" However, it was enough to delay the execution of the instructions by ten seconds for this orienting, directive role of the verbal instruction to be insufficiently effective. After three repetitions of the experiment with the instruction "The coin is under the cup .. . Find the coin!"
the transition to another command-"The coin is under the tumbler . . .
Find the coin!"-deprived the verbal instruction of its directive role, and
the child continued inertly to execute the former habitual movement. In these
cases the kinesthetic stereotype which had been worked out earlier overcame
the insufficiently established effect of the word.
A comparative analysis of the orienting or directive functions of visual
and verbal signals allows us to see how late the directive role of the word
is formed in early childhood.

m
While the directive function of straightforward, " deictic n' speech is
already formed around the age of 2, the kind of speech that involves more
complicated preliminary connections-connections which precede the action
and organize it in advance-acquires a regulative function considerably
IO
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liater, and its development occupies the entire third and partly the fourth
year of life.
This time let us turn to a child with a more complicated, involved instruction. "When the light flashes, you will press the ball (rubber bulQ" or
". . . you will raise your hand." Such a verbal instruction, formulated this
time in a syntactically complex, "conditional" sentence, does not require
any immediate realization of an action. It must close a preliminary verbal
connection, Sving to the appearance of a stimulus ("light") a conditional
meaning of the signal for action ("you will press the ball"). The directive
role is played here not by a separate word, but by a relation, a synthesis
of words entering into a sentence; instead of an immediate, "triggering"
role it acquires a preliminary, conditional, "pre-triggering" function.
It has been shown experimentally (Jakovleva 1958, Tikhomirov 1958)
that tle possibility of establishing such a pre-triggering system of connections on the basis of speech-not to speak of the possibility of subordinating

further conditional reactions to it-is something unattainable for a child
of 2 to 2l yearc, and sometimes even for a 3-year old child.
The younger children of this group (1.10 to 2 years) appear unable to
rcalize tlat synthesis of separate elements which is required by the instruction formulated in the sentence. Each individual word contained in the
sentenc€ evokes in the child an immediate orienting reaction, and as soon
as he hears the beginning of the sentence, "When the light flashes ...,"
the child begins to look for the light with its eyes; when he hears the end
of the sentensg-". . . you will press the ball"-he immediately presses the
device in his hand. At this stage the separate words have already acquired an
effective triggering function, but the cteation, by means of words, of preliminary pre-triggering system of connections, which requires the inhibition
of immediate reactions and their separation into individual fragments, turns
out to be unattainable. This is why the actual presentation of a light signalthe flash of light--does not at this stage lead to a conditioned movement,
and evokes only an immediate orienting reaction: the child begins simply
to inspect the light, which has not yet become for him a conditional signal
for the pressing of the ball.
It would, however, be incorrect to believe that the formation of this
more complex form of directive speech-formulation of a preliminary
program of actions-depends entirely on the ability to relate words which
comprise a sentence, i.e. to do the work of synthesizing the elements of a
sentence into a single system. Even when a child, some time later, is able
to do this synthesizing work and begins to "understand" the meaning of
the whole sentence well, the effective directive role of the sentence can still
remain absent for a long time.
Let us aduce the experiments which demonstrate this interesting fact.
We present a child at ttre end of the third year of his life (2'8 to 2'10)
with an instruction of this kind, and we see a picture which differs basically
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from the one that we have just described. A child at this age will as a rule
make the required connection witlout particular difficulty, and when the
light flashes he will press the ball; however, he will te unaute to stop the
movements which have been triggered by speech and he will very soon
begin to press the ball regardless of the signal, continuing involuntarily
to repeat the previous movements. Even the repetition or ihe instruction
or the reinforcement of the inhibitory link which is hidden in it-cven the
Iequelt to "Press only when the light flashes" and,, Not to press when there
is no light"-all this turns out to be powerless to stop the motor excitation

that has begun; on the contrary, tlis excitation is sornetimes even reinforced
by the inhibitory instruction, which in the given case turns out still to lack
its inhibitory meaning and continues to act non-specificatty, only strengthening the dominant motor response.
while speech at this time has already acquired an effective connectionclosing triggering function, it has thus not yet acquired an effective inhibitory role.
This weakness of tie inhibitory function of speech, as was shown by the
observations of rikhomirov (1958), can be seen most vividly by means of
special experiments. Let us complicate the instruction descriLed above and
present it to a child of 3 to 3* years. we will ask it to press
the ball every
time a redlight goes on, and not to press ir when a brie light goes on; in
other words, we will place the child in circumstances in wnicn-speech re-

quires a complex selectiue reaction-positive with respect to one
signal
(red) and inhibitory with respect to another (blue). we iet the child
,"p"ut
the instruction and we are persuaded that all the information includet in
the sentence has reached him and is retained. Does this mean that it also
possesses an effective directive role?
The experiment shows that this practical correspondence between the
semantic meaning of the sentence and its directive rol" doe. not appear
for
a long time. Having understood the meaning of the instruction
ana ripeating
it correctly, the child is practically unable to execute it: the excitation prol
voked by the signal turns out to be so considerable and diffuse that after
only a few attempts the blue signal, too, begins to evoke in the child impulsive motor responses,. At first he attempts to control them but later,
as
his excitement grows while the directive function of the inhibitory verbal
instruction weakens, he begins to perform the movements without any
restraint.
In clashing with the inert excitation evoked by a positive signal, ttre inhibitory link in the verbal instruction is crushed. Af first trc Jnita lsrains
the entire instruction, but though he repeats it correctly, he is nevertheless
unable to subordinate his actions to it. It is not uncommon for the inert
excitation evoked by the positive part of the instruction to become so
overr:vfuglming that, under the influence of his own impulsive reaction,
the child
loses the inhibitory link contained in the verbal signal and begins
to assure
10*
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the experimenter that the instruction required him to press the ball in response to both signals presented to him.
Thus the insufhcient mobility of the child's neurodynamics at frst destroys
the directive role of the verbal instruction, and later distorts the entire
system of links contained in it.

IV

The question now arises: Can we reinforce the regulating function of
verbal irrgru1n, and if so, how can this be done most effectively? The
solution oitnit question may bring us closer to the description of certain
mechanisms of the directive function of speech.
The experiments carried out by Paramonova (1956) showed that there
are very simple means for heightening the directive influence of speech when
the effect of the traces of a verbal instruction turn out to be insufficient.
Let us carry out an experiment of the kind already described with a
3-year old chiid. We ask him to press a balt in response to every red signal
to refrain from pressing it in response to every blue one. We introduce
"od
only one change into this experiment: we accompany each flash 9f the red
light with the direct command "Press!" and every flash of the blue lamp
witl a similar command, "Don't press!" If such plainly directed speech is
introduced, it allows the child quickly to work out a fairly effective system
of selective reactions. What could not be attained through preliminary connections evoked by a verbal instruction turns out to be easily attainable
if we draw ,rpoo ih. immediate influence of verbal commands. In direct
its
speech, the directive function has been fairly effectively established;
pronervous
of
course
the
concentrating
of
influence is therefore capable
cesses and of producing a differentiated habit'
In the expeiiments just described we drew upon the directive function
of verbal commands in order to make more precise the influence of verbal

instructions and to secure the organized course of the child'smotorresponses'
Could we not, however, for this purpose draw upon the child's own speech
relaand have it support the traces of the verbal instruction, which weaken
function
the
shown,
already
has
Vygotski
L.
S.
as
all,
Aiier
tively fast?
which at fust is distributed between two people can easily turn into an
internal psychological system, and what a child today does with help, he
will tomoriow be-able to do on his own. The investigation of the directiue
possibitities of the child's own speech can uncover a new and essential side
of his linguistic develoPment.
We refeat the expiriment described, but introduce some substantial
his task corchanges. in order to make it easier for the child to carry out
ac*omcommands,
uerbal
,""tti, we ask him to gioe himself supplementary
and
the
"Press!",
word
the
with
panylng each appearance ofa red signal
Will
this
press!"
"Don't
words
the
with
upp""rio* of iach blue signal
reinforce the action of the verbal
riUitiration of the child's own
"o-*ands
role?
its
directive
instruction and strengthen
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The experiment shows that it is not so simple to obtain a directive influence from the child's own speech, and that over the frst years of life
the directive role of the child's own speech undergoes a complex course of

development.

Let us begin with children of 2 to 2f years and simplify our experiment
for this purpose. we ask the child to respond to each flash of the red light
by pressing the ball; but in order to remove those excessive movements
which, as we have indicated above, are not subject to the control of an
inhibitory instruction, we ask the child to accompany each motor reaction
with the word " Press !" (or even with something easier to pronounce, such
as " Now ! ", to which we assign the meaning of a self-command). The experiments of s. v. Jakovleva (1958) have shown that the active speech of a
child at this age is so insufficiently developed, and the underlying neurodynamics so inert, that the child of 2 to 2l years of age still finds diffculty
in coordinating his verbal commands with the signal and frequently begins
to utter excessive, stereotyped commands. It is significant that even if the
child succeeds and begins to say "Press!', (or..Now!,') only when the
signal appears, his entire energy is diverted to the utterance of this word,
and the motor reaction which is supposed to be associated with it becomes
extinct. The child at this age cannot yet create a system ofneural processes
that includes both verbal and motor links, and the word does not play any

directive role.
As O. K. Tikhomirov's experiments (1958) showed, it is only at 3 years
of age that the neurodynamics which underlie the speech piocesses are
sufficiently mobile for t.he child to time his own verbal comrnand with the
signal and for the command to exert a directive influence on the motor
response as it becomes a mobile link in a unified system with it. while
the child is unable to control his excessive, diffuse pressings of the ball
according to the preliminary instruction, he easily achieves this control
when he begins to give himself the commands " press ! " and " Don,t press ! "
In concentrating the diffuse excitation, the child's own verbal responses,
functioning on a feedback principle, here acquire their directive function.
However, is this directive function of the child's own speech fullfledged?
control experiments have answered this question in the negative and have
permitted us to see more deeply into the mechanisms of the early forms of
the directive function of speech.
Let us return again to the more complicated experiment described above.
we present a child of 3 to 3| years with the instruction to press a ball
every time a red light flashes and to refrain from pressing it when ttrere is
a blue flash, but we give him the possibility of accompanying each red
signal with his affirmative command "press!" and every blue signal with
his own inhibitory command, "Don't press!" Does the directive role of the
child's inhibttory verbal response have the same, full value as his positiae
verbal response?
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The experiments which have been conducted for this purpose have disclosed some very substantial peculiarities of the regulating effect of the
child's own speech. The verbal responses "Press" and "Don't Press" turn
out to have a complex structure. Physiologically they are, first of all, motor
responses of the speech apparatus and are thus always connected with the
positive phase of an innervation. But in virtue of their meanings they are
systems of connections which, in the former case, have a positive, and in
the latter case, an inhibitory signal value. Which side of the child's own
speech-the motor ("impulsive") or semantic ("selective") side- here
influences the motor processes and acquires the directive role?
The experiments of O. K. Tikhomirov yield an answer to this question.
A child of 3 to 3| years easily responds to each light signal with the required
word, but in uttering the command "Don't press" in response to the blue
signal, he not only fails to restrain his motor responses, but pres.res the ball
eaen harder. Consequently, the child's own verbal reaction "Don't press"
exerts its influence not in its semantic aspects, i.e. not by the selective connections which are behind it, but by its immediate "impulsive" impact.
This is why the directive influence of a child's own speech at this stage

still has a non-selective, non-specific character.
At least one more year must pass before the directive role goes over to
the selective system of semantic connections which are behind the word,
and-as Tikhomirov has observed-it is only at the age of 4 to 4l yearc
tlat the verbal response "Don't press" actually acquires the inhibitory
effect specific to speech.
However, for this stage

of development one circumstance is typical: as
soon as the directive role passes to the semantic aspect of speech and that
aspect becomes dominant, external speech becomes superfluous. The directive role is taken over by those inner connections which lie behind the word,
and they now begin to display their selective effect in directing the further
motor responses of the child.
The development of the pragmatic, directive aspect of speech constitutes
a new chapter in psychology and psycholinguistic. It still has atmost no
facts to operate with that are derived from systematic investigation. However,
by establishing the fact that by no means all the information carried by
speech ipso facto acquires a directive value in determining human behavior,
and by investigating the formation patterns of this directive role of speech,
ttris chapter has already opened important new vistas for the scientific investigation of the organization of human behavior.
Pmr II: DrssorurtoN oF THE Rncwluw FuNc-noN
oF SpEEcHIN Plurorocv oF THI Bnrc'rN

I

Since Hughlings Jackson, almost one hundred years ago, first called
attention to the problem of the "dissolution" of speech, the pathology of
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speech processes has occupied an important place in clinical and psycholinguistic research. However, wtile the study of disturbances of the phonetic,

morphological, syntactic, and semantic aspects of speech is reiected in
many hundreds of publications dealing with the problems of aphasia,t the
disturbance of the pragmatic or directive function of speech in pathological
states ofthe brain has hardly been the object ofinvestigation. Nevertheiess,
the study of such disturbances deserves to occupy a ieading place in the
effort to understand the "dissolution" of mental activity in
iathological
conditions.
In order that the system of connections that arises on the basis of speech
efficiently determine further activity, it is not enough that the information
carried by speech reach the subject. A number of further conditions must
be fulfilled; important among them is the maintenance of the strength, the
equilibrium, and the mobility of the neural processes which determine the
flow of higher neural activity.
If one of these conditions is disturbed, the directive function of speech
connections may suffer substantially. The system of connections which has
arisen on the basis of speech may either become pathologically weakened,
so that its directive influence is rapidly extinguiihed; oi it may become
pathologically inert, so that the switch to a new system of connections,
replacing the previous ones, is impossible; or, finally, a change in the equilibrium of stimulating and inhibiting processes, which so commonly uiir.,
in pathological states ofthe brain, can actually cause the directive influence
of speech connections to become sharply handicapped. can we forget those
patients with a distinctly expressed neurosis in whom the conservation
of

information received through speech does not guarantee the conservation
of that organized, "voluntary" character of behavior which is typical of
nonnals? consequently we have every reason to expect that patf,ological
states of the brain which are accompanied by a disturbance in ihe strength
of neural processes, their equilibrium, and their mobility, will produce
conditions which will be patently reflected not only in the significance and
communicative aspects of speech, but also in the realization of its directive

function.

But there is still more significant reason for investigating speech disturbances caused by brain pathology. Everything we know aboui the com-

plex structure of the human cerebrum warrants the belief that the relation
between all the aforementioned aspects of speech activity-semantic, syntactic, and pragmatic (directive)-is preserved in unequal measure in different forms of brain pathology, and we expect that the disturbances of the
process of analysis of information carried by speech and of the realization
of its directive influence will not always proceed in parallel. In other words,
we may expect that pathological states of the brain may bring about a

f we have dwelt on these problems in detail elsewhere; cf. Luria (1947,195gc,1966a,
1966b). References are fully identffied at tho end of this article.
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disturbance of diferent links of that chain of processes which enable man to
obtain an adequate picture of his environment and correctly to regUlate
his mental activity. Hence an analysis of the changes in speech connections
under pathological conditions of the brain will reveal to us new possibilities
for investigating the structure and the dynamics of the directive function of
speech, with which we are now concerned.
kt us pass on to the relevant facts.

II
we begin our analysis with those cases in which the directive

influence

of speech appears to be blocked in its executive link so that the information,
which reaches the patient fully, seems to be completely incapable of determining his subsequent activity, but in which certain circumstances may
completely eliminate this defect.
Over thirty years ago we had occasion to carry out a series of experiments on patients affected by Parkinson's disease.f In these cases, lesions
in the subcortical motor centers soon make it impossible to evoke voluntary movement by verbal instructions. The injured subcortical apparatus
excites repeated tonic responses, and the pathologically perseverating
tension of all muscles is an obstacle to the execution of the instruction. It
is easy to imagine such a difficulty in carrying out a voluntary movement
if one briefly tenses all the muscles of one hand and then tries to move it
without relaxing ttre tension.
However, the difference in the cases of Parkinsonism lies in the fact that
the cortical motor apparatus remains fully intact. Consequently, if the center
of gavity of the motor act is shifted to cortical mechanisms and the influence
of subcortical components is thus removed, or at least diminished, it is
again possible for the patient to execute the movement. And it is for this
reason that a patient with Parkinson's syndrome who is unable to execute
extended automatic movement dependent on subcortical mechanisms,
easily carries out movements in response to external conventional signals
which are effected at the cortical level.
This can be demonstrated by means of a simple experiment. A patient
is asked to beat a simple rhythm with his finger. After 20 to 30 seconds
his movements will begin to be extinguished, the general tension of the
muscles will rise sharply, and the movement will stop. The patient is then
asked to beat his finger in response to the verbal signals, "Now! Now!"
This task, which is dependent on the cortical level of regulation, is completely accessible to him, and the movement can be continued for some
time. Next, the patient's movement is tied even more closely to his speech
system by attaching a symbolic function to his movements. He is asked to

t

The data"of these experiments were first published in our book, The Nature of Human
i (Luria,' 1932),
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reply to the experimenter's questions by beating out the necess ary numbers
with his finger. If we then ask him, " How many wheels on a cafl" or " How
many points on a compass? " we see that the same patient who had failed
in the previous experiment and could not automaticaily strike the table with
his fingers even two or three times, easily begins to do so, switching his
movements into his speech system and subordinating them to the complex dynamic constellation of cortical connections.
It is hardly necessary to emphasize how distinctively the preserved directive function of speech connections is thus brought out. This function
overcomes the inertia of neural processes which arose as a result of injury
to the subcortical motor apparatus.
The discovery of this phenomenon served as the beginning of a whole
series of investigations concerning the functional compensation for defects
arising from brain injuries.t But the experiment may not seem convincing
enough. After 8[, it may be objected, the lesion is here restricted to subcortical connections, while the cortex is completely intact. Can the directive function of speech be maintained in cases where the cortex itself is

in a pathological

state?

This question is answered by a series of experiments conducted by E. D.
Homskaja (1956, 1958D), nearly thirty years after the above-mentioned
observations had been made.
The cerebro-asthenic syndrome is clinically well

knowl. After an infectious illness or a trauma to the brain, the cortex frequently passes into a
pathological state characterized by stimulational weakness. The strength
of neural processes appears to be weakened, and the equilibrium of the
basic neural processes is affected. Particularly severe is the impairment of
the most complex processes of active inhibition; every frustration, no matter
how small, is manifested in the diffusion of an excited, irritated state.
Educators in children's clinics and in special schools are familiar with
children who react with excitement to every difficulty and are unable to
refrain from excessive agitated movements even when the teacher asks them
to control themselves.
What has been said is enough to warrant the assumption that in these
children the directive function of speech traces is impaired; the information of the prohibitory command of the teacher is fully perceived by them,
but it does not achieve the required effect.
Let us follow this weakening of the directive function of speech traces
experiments. A cerebro-asthenic child, seated before a sigual
device, is given a rubber bulb and is asked to press the bulb at every flash
of a red light and to refrain from pressing it at every flash of a blue light.
If these signals are presented slowly, with relatively substantial intervals
between them, the child of 9 to 12 years can carry out the task without
difficulty and without error. However, if the signals are made shorter and

in special

t Luria, Restoration of Functions

10a cP

after Brain Injury. Pergamon Press, 1963.
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the intervals between them are reduced so that the flashes come at a rapid
p&@, the situation changes radically. Then the child, though he remembers

well what he is supposed to do, turns out to be incapable of carrying out
his task, and in response to the rapidly presented blue (inhibitory) signal
he impulsively presses the bulb, often accompanying these excessive pressings with a delayed reaction, " Oops ! " or with the exclamation, " Wrong
again ! . . ." The inhibitory processes in the cortex of such a child are so
weak, and the excitatory ones so easity diffused, that the traces of the verbal
instruction cannot overcome the pathological state of the child's neurodynamics and adequately direct his behavior. Consequently, the directive
function of the verbal traces is substantially impaired in such childlsn.
But can we not strengthen this directive function in some way and thus
compensate for the defects of the child's neurodynamics?

Let us return to the experiments which we have already described,
tracing the evolution of the directive function of speech. We replace the

motor response to the red signal by a verbal response, " (Press) now ! " and
we ask the child to reply to every blue (inhibitory) signal with the words
" Don't (press) ! "

The verbal responses of a child with the cerebro-asthenic syndrome suffer
from the impairment of his neurodynamics considerably less than do his
motor processes. Therefore a child who responds with many impulsive
movements is able to avoid giving incorrect, impulsive, aerbal responses
completely. Could we not utilize this fact in order to compensate the defects
of his motor processes by means of his own speech?
For this purpose, the motor and verbal responses of the child may be
united. The child is asked, at the appearance of every red flash, to say
" Press ! " and to press the bulb, but at the appearance of every blue flash
to say " Don't ! " and to refrain from pressing it. These experiments, conducted by E.D. Homskaja, showed to what degree the tmmediate directive
influence of loud speech is intact in these children. When the verbal and
motor responses were unified, it became evident that the child's own uerbal
commands were directing his motor responses, and in these "unified" experiments the impulsive motor reactions to inhibitory signals disappeared
almost completely. The directive function was here characteristically
played not by the innervation of the verbal reaction itself, but by that
system of selective connections which stand behind the word. When Homskaja replaced the child's own selective commands, " Press ! " and " Don't
press ! ", by monotonous repetition of " I see ! I see !" at the appearance
of every signal, no directive influence of speech on the flow of motor reaction
was obtained. The external speech activity of the child, intact in its neurodynamic peculiarities and in its complex semantic structure, retained its
directive function as well, and it was this circumstance that made it possible
to draw upon the child's own speech as a means of compensating for the
defects in its behavior.
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But there are also cases of pathological brain states in which a massive
impairment of neurodynamic processes affects the speech system as well,
and the directive role of speech then becomes deeply impaired. The strength,
equilibrium, and particularly the mobility of neural processes in these cases
turn out to be pathologically altered to such an extent that the normal
flow of the speech processes themselves, and the normal organization of the
connections which are based on them, are profoundly disturbed.
One set of instances can be found in connection with oligophrenia. The
form of deep mental retardation bearing this label develops as a rule after
inflammation, intoxication, or trauma affecting the child's brain even at
the fetal stage, at the time of birth, or in very early chitdhood.
The profound retardation of such children is manifested in the entire
organi zation of their complex neural activity, but as was shown in special

investigations (Lubovskij, 1956; Me5derjakov, 1956, 1958; Pevzner, 1956;
and others), the damage is greatest in those forms of neural organi zation
which are the basis of speech activity or which are achieved by means of
speech.

These children form complex temporary connections with difficulty, and
it especially hard to carry out those operations of abstraction and
generalization which are accomplished by means of speech. Consequently
the information which reaches them is greatly reduced, and its organization
is simplified. A newly established connection is easily destroyed under the
influence of external agents (or " noise "). However, if a system of connections does become consolidated, it becomes pathologically inert and almost
incapable of being restricted (Luria,l956c, 1958b; Pevzner, 1956). It is

find

particularly characteristic of these children that the dynamics of neural
in their case impaired not less,
but more than the dynamics of neural processes which are materialized in
processes underlying speech activity are

simpler sensori-motor reactions.
Can speech, under these circumstances, retain that directive function
on which we drew when we wanted to compensate for the functional defects
of children with cerebro-asthenic syndromes? Experiments have answered
this question in the negative.
A child with oligophrenia is subjected to the experiment previously
carried out to demonstrate the intactness of the directive function of speech

in cerebro-asthenic children, but under somewhat modified circumstances.
An oligophrenic child aged ten to twelve with a profound form of mental
retardation is asked to press a bulb in response to a red flash and to refrain
from pressing it in response to a blue flash. After the habit, following a
certain amount of drill (of course, with the signals being slowly presented),
is sufficiently well established, we try to restructure it. This time the child
is asked to change the previous condition and to respond to every blue
l0 a*
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signal by a motor reaction, but to refrain from any movement at a red
signal.

Experiments have shown (Lubovskij, L956, et al.) that tlis task, so
simple for a normal child (or even for the cerebro-asthenic children described above), is often beyond tle powers of a child wittr severe oligo-

phrenia.
retains

it

At first he correctly follows the new verbal instruction, but he
only for a short time, and if the experiment is interrupted by a

brief pause or if some sharp extraneous signal is introduced, the directive
influence of the new instruction is destroyed and the child begins inertly to
carry out the old system ofconnections, pressing zt redflashes and refraining from pressing at blue flashes.
Can we draw on the child's own speech in order to overcome this pathological inertia in the way we utilized it with cerebro-asthenics? All attempts
to resort to the oligophrenic child's own speech reactions have resulted
in failure.
In the experiments of Lubovskij (1956), Homskaja (1956), and Marcinovskaja (1958), a child was asked to replace his motor reactions by verbal
ones, replying, according

to the changed verbal

instructions, "Don't

" to every red signal and " Press ! " to every blue one. While the child
with the cerebro-asthenic syndrome had found no difficulty in such a

press

!

restructuring ofverbal responses, a child with profound oligophrenia often
stumbled over this task. Having learned, in the first experiment, correctly
to answer "Press!" to a red signal, and "Don't press!" to a blue one, these

children were unable

to

restructure their verbal responses afresh and

obstinately retained the old pattern even under the new conditions.
The inertia of neural processes which is typical of the speech activity of
these children, also produces additional difficulties. Having begun to say
"Press!" and "Don't press!", our subjects would continue inertly to
repeat the alternation of these two verbal responses, regardless of the
signals presented to them. Here meaningful speech was replaced by a mechanical stereotype, and its complex functions had decayed.
To the question whether such inert speech, which easily turns into a
nechanical stereotype, can play a directive role, experiments have also
given a negative answer. A child with profound oligophrenia is handed a
bulb and is asked, in unifying his motor and verbal reactions, to respond
to every blue signal by "Press!" and at the same time to press a bulb,
but at a red flash to say "Don't press!" and to refrain from pressing the
bulb.
Marcinovskaja's observations (1958) have shown that many severe oligophrenes find this task completely unattainable. While they respond to the
signal verbally, they completely cease to press the bulb; or else, reacting by
a movement, they cease to respond verbally. Even if the co-ordination of
speech and movement is possible for such a child, his stunted, inert speech
is still unable to play a directive role. Accompanylng his movements by
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inert verbal reactions which easily get stuck and lose their meaning, the
child, instead of improving, worsens his motor reactions.
It is evident that the directive function of speech is deeply impaired in
these cases.

It is interesting that in the experiments with oligophrenia, speech turns
out to be dynamically affected even in its contentive, meaningful function.
When, for example, in Me5derjakov's experiments (1958) an oligophrene
we asked to define the meaning of words presented to him by the labels
"living" and "non-living" he did this only for a relatively short time, and
as soon as the experimenter twice repeated the alternation of these terms
("living-not living, living-not living',), the child,s further effort at
classifying the named objects decayed into an inertly alternating repetition
of these two responses. The profound impairment of the dynamics of
neural processes-and particularly of their mobility{eprives the word
of its significative as well as of its directive role.
It is apparent how different this form of brain pathology is from that
described above and how profoundly the speech proc€sses may suffer when
their neurodynamics basis is affected.
IV
just
The two illustrations
adduced have shown that pathological states
of the brain may bring about an impairment of the verbal system of connections in various of its links, and that while in some cases the directive function of speech may remain relatively intact, in others it is grossly affected.
In both illustrations presented so far we were dealing with the general
disturbance of cortical function-though unequal, to be sure, in type and
extent.

But might we not take one further step and attempt to discover whether
the several divisions and zones of the cortex have a differential connection
with the directive role of speech process? May we not expect that injury
to some parts of the cortex might produce a substantial impairment in
the reception of information carried by speech, while the injury to other
sectors will affect the speech process in other links, leaving the reception
of speech messages relatively intact, but causing a disturbance of its directive function? Every discovery in this domain would be significant for the
further analysis of the structure of speech prosesses and for the investigation
of their underlying cerebral mechanisms.
Elsewhere (Luria, 1947, 1966) we have already discussed the fact that
a lesion of limited areas of the cortex may cause the subject to be incapable
of controlling the phonetic, lexical, and logical-grammatical code of his
language. The role played in this process by the temporal regions of the
cortex, with their function of auditory analysis, and the parieto-occipital
region of the cortex, which makes it possible to realize simultaneous syntheses (basically spatial ones), is well known.
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Do all these lesions at the same time produce an impairment of the
directive function of speech, or can we find cases in which the phonetic,
lexical, and logical gf,ammatical structure of speech is preserved while its
directive role is impaired?

We are still at the very beginning of this investigation, but the facts
obtained so far already suggest a basis for an answer to this question.
Lesions in those sections of the cortex which reflect and elaborate extoroceptive information or, to use a label of I. P. Pavlov's the cortical sections
of the analyzers of the external world, inevitably produce an impairment in
the perception of whole visual-spatial or auditory structures and make
far more difficult the deciphering of those complex phonetic, lexical, and
sometimes even logical-grammatical codes on which human speech is
based. However, while they affect the phasic or sematic aspects of speech,
they do not necessarily disturb its directive role.
We have had the opportunity to observe many scores of patients whose
analysis and synthesis of visual images was disturbed, who recognized
visually presented complex objects with difficulty, and for whom visual
information was so reduced that they could simultaneously perceive only
one visual unit. However, they carried out a process of organized search,
pursuing individual fragments, directing their activity to the task which
had been verbally formulated for them-and, collecting the pieces of visual
information thus obtained into a system of meaningful connections secured
by speech, they compensated for the defects of their receptor apparatus.t
We have had the opportunity, too, to observe numerous cases in which
the impairment of the analysis and synthesis of the phonemic stnrcture of
language resulting from lesions in the temporal regions of the cortex,
deprives the patient of his ability to perceive speech addressed to him,
but by shifting to an analysis of speech sounds with the support of a visually
perceived oral image, the patients were able to perform this task and to
compensate for their defects to a certain extent.
We have observed a great number of cases in which, as a result of lesions
in the parieto-temporal cortex the patient was unable to synthesize the
signals into one structural whole and to grasp complex logical-grammatical
constructions; but such patients successfully replaced their impaired simultaneous synthesis by consistent consecutive syntheses of sep arate elements

being put in. With the support of auxiliary means, such
patients effected the reception of this information by other, roundabout ways.
In all these casesf the impairment connected with the input of information was successfully compensated for by the intact state of more com-

of information

t A case of this type is analyzed in detail in our article on the mechanisms of visual
perception in persons with lesion in the occipito-parietal areas of the brain, d. Lurial,
A. R., Disorders of Simultaneous Perception in a case of Bilateral Occipto-parietal
Brain Injury, Brain, vol. 82, Chap. III (437449).
t Analyzed in detail in Luria (1947, 1948).
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plex and higher levels. It is enough to see the perseverance with which
patients of this type carry out their tasks and work on themselves, to
realize that the directive function of ttrose neural connections which have
arisen on the basis of speech is preserved in them.

Analogous facts could be observed in those patients who had lesions
in the regions of the cortex related to effector processes, i.e. to the output
of speech.
We have had numerous occasions to observe patients in whom lesions
in the premotor zone of the cortex produced complete inability to form a
well automatized motor habit, and who, for example, were unable to beat
out a rhythm such as
However, if we added speech to the
implementation of this task and asked the patient to dictate to himself,
"One, two-one, two, three" or to say to himself, "Strong, strong, weak,
weak, weak," or even to give himself auxiliary symbolic support by means
of speech (one such patient imagined a row consisting of two large cannon
and three small machine guns), the task, based on the system of directive
connections arising on the basis of speech, was successfully achieved.t
In all these cases, lesions in specific areas of the brain bring about a
noticeable impairment in the analysis and synthesis of visual, auditory, or
proprioceptive signals, and sometimes cause severe defects in the decoding
of speech, but they do not affect the directive function of speech.
There arises the question as to whether there are also opposite cases,
in which the external organization of speech codes remains intact while
the directive function of speech is affected. This problem was thoroug&Iy
analyzed in our laboratory. Despite the fact that these investigations are
still in their infancy, there are already enough facts at our disposal to
suggest that this type of dissociation is indeed possible.
According to the investigations of N. A. Filippydeva (1952), B. G.
Spirin (1951), A.I.Me5Eedakov (1953), M. P.Ivanova (1953), and others,
this type of impairment in the directive function of speech may occur when
there are extensive lesions in the frontal zone of the cortex.
In experiments resembling those to which we have repeatedly referred,
a patient with massive injuries to the frontal lobe is asked to press a rubber
bulb in response to every redflash and to refrain from pressing it in response
to every green flash. (In a variant experiment by E. D. Homskaja-A.tR.
Luria and E. D. Homskaja, 1966- the instruction called fors/rozgpressure
on red signals and, weak pressure on blue signals.) It was apparent that this
is a task of great difficulty. The inertia of excitations in the motor analyznt
is so severe that movements, as soon as they are established, turn into stereotypes, and the patient begins alternately to press and to refrain from pressing-or to press the bulb with equal force-although he remains perfectly
aware of the verbal instruction. The influence of connections set up by this

f

See also

Luria (1948).
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verbal instruction tums out in their case to be too weak to counterbala nce
the staguant processes in the cerebral apparatus that produces movements;
the directive role of the connections is easily extinguished.
It is important to note that, as Homskaja showed, the inclusion of the
patient's own active speech, so effective in the case of cerebral asthenia, is
not only futile for the frontal patients, but occasionally even aggravates
their performance. The speech of such a patient, falling under the influence
of a pathological inertia and linked to his motor behavior with inadequate
effectiveness, easily loses its directive function and is unable to compensate
for the behavioral gaps (A. R. Luria, 1966a; A. R. Luria and E. D. Homs-

kaja, 1966).
It is for these reasons that the recovery of function is so difficult for
patients with massive frontal-lobe injuries, and it is for this reason, too,
that frontal-lobe lesions cause damage to the structure of human behavior
which is so profound and so hard to reverse.
This concludes our survey of the facts at our disposal that bear on that
" dissolution " of speech of which Hughlings Jackson spoke and on the
disturbance of its directive function, which interested us in particular. The
analysis of the manner in which this important aspect of speech processes
is formed and disturbed is still at its very beginning. However, there is
already no doubt that the study of the directive function of speech in its
development and dissolution represents an important chapter in psychology and psycholinguistics, and that further work in this field will contribute
many new facts concerning the laws governing the workings of human
speech.
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CHAPTER

2

Psychogenic and Allied Disorders

of Communication

in Childhood
by L. SrErN AND S. E. MasoN
THE Evor"urroN

QNrucuuoN oF Corruur.trclrroN)

To arrive at an understanding of the structure of communication the
authors wish to commit themselves to certain first principles.
The body and the mind are not regarded as two different substances mysteriously connected with each other (psycho-physical parallelism) but as
two different modes of being or aspects of the same "substance" which
owing to our human limitations we cannot perceive as such (Spinozatu;.
This substance, the "body-mind" and all its functions has a structure;
it is a whole, a system containing inter-acting dynamic elements arranged
on time levels of integration. An instance is the development of the individual from infancy to adulthood. structure has a teleological character
in that the dynamic elements serve the purpose of the whole. Dynamis
psychology assumes a number of basic needs and drives. Each of ttrem has
a particular task assigned to it, and strives for the fulfilment of it. yet,
though the completion of each task can be considered "good" (etymologcally, "suitable"), conflict and guilt arise if and when two or more of the
drives fight for superiority instead of collaborating for ttre sake of the whole.
The elements are assumed to be "theoretical entities" (Stein<zl;, known
in metaphysics as "things in themselves" and in psychology as innate patterns of behaviour and the images involved in them. These are a priori
grven. It is through them that we grasp the external world. without, for
instance, the inborn pattern of sucking and the image of tle breast the infant's experience of the most basic and all pervading feeling-relationship is
unthinkable. The actual experiences consist of data which, in contrast to
the postulated entities, are a posteriori given. The theoretical entities are
not derived from ttre data observed but are put ttrere by the inquirer sinoe
otherwise the task or function could not be envisaged. Ivfany case histories
are of little use because the information is not commrnicated to other
workers in terms of data. For instance, that the patient was anxious or that
he stammered does not describe the situation nor the level on which the
patient was operating.
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The elements are arranged in pairs of opposites or polar correlates. Without this axiom the postulated dynamic entities have no meaning. In this
"identical opposition or antithesis" Heraclitus(3) saw the harmony of
opposites. The idea of the body-mind, of man and woman, conscious and
unconscious, aversion and attraction, me and not-ffio, are examples of such
bipolar opposites.
Of the human beings so conceived it is said that they communicate. The
word, derived from Latin communicare " to share, to have in common " tells
us that without the assumption of the same primary agents residing in every
creature, communication is unthinkable. Indeed, what has just been said
about pairs of opposites underlies the idea of communication, being the
transmission of meaning through a code, that is, a set of functional
interdependent elements. These are partly genetically fixed, partly conventional, partly consciously and partly unconsciously motivated. In other
words, the key to the code is partly known, partly unknown or secret. The
postulate of opposites is reflected in Jakobson's (Jakobson(n)) lingpistic
theory of binary opposition, according to which the message entails sets
of contrasting or mutually exclusive pairs of units, sounds or words.
The temporal aspect of structure entails that all communication involves
patterns which can be found on earlier levels of development and evolution.t The meanings of these earter patterns are often totally unconscious. The etymological structure of words often reveals their archaic
meanings that survive in the unconscious (Stein<2), PP. 74175).
Closely related to the notion of strata is the concept of integration.
Although our concept of the stnrctural integration of speech and voice is
psychodynamically orientated we find it convenient to elucidate the structure of the abnormal speaker by application of J. Hughlings Jackson's
(Jackson(s)) theory of dissolution, which, though originally used mainly
to elucidate organic diseases of the nervous system, is used by us as a general
concept, since it has proved profitable in the understanding of non-organic,
psychiatric and linguistic disorders.f Jackson speaks of evolution as " an
ascending development in a particular order". As we understand it, from the
lowest, most organiad, most automatic, least integrated, least vulnerable,
most archaic to the highest, least organized, most volunt?r!, most integrated, most rnrlnerable, youngest, most adaptable levels of actiorr. Dissolution, being the reverse of the process of evolution is a process of undevelopment; it is a"taking to pieces" in order from the least organized, from
the most complex and most voluntary towards the most organized and most
automatic patterns. The symptomatology of nervous disorder thus shows
a negative and a positive aspect. Since evolution is as a rule not entirely

t The term development is reserved here for the growth and unfolding of structure in
the individual, whilst the terrr evolution refers to the same process as seen in the specias.
t Cf. the review of Stein, L. (l 942) Speech and Voice. ln The Times Eclucatiorul Supplement, Dec, 5th, 1942.
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reversed, some lower level of evolution is left. If "the normal, highest,
level of evolution (the topmost layer) is rendered functionless,i, then in
addition to the patient's negative symptoms "hispositivemental symptoms
are survival on the lower, but then ttre highest, level of evolution. Scarcely
ever, if ever, is dissolution the exact opposite of evolution. often enough,
however, do we meet with its near opposites.,' (Jacksonts), p. g). In this
connection it should be mentioned that Freud's conception of regression
and his earlier concept of retrogression (Rilckbildtng) is based on Jackson's
idea of dissolution (Freudt6r, p. xi f).
It is assumed that, to some extent, the individual in his speech development recapitulates the linguistic achievements of his ancestors. It is the
purpose here to show tlat the manner in which speech unfolds both in the
present and in evolutionary time throws light on such communication

patterns as are exhibited in various disorders, regarded here as patterns
dissolution. For the present purpose a rough division into fivi stages
linguistic development is convenient.

of
of

First Stage: Ancestral Cries and Clicks

In the baby's behaviour three types of emotional expression can be distinguished: (l) Rhythmical, that is, regularly and spontaneously recurring,
relatively relaxed activities of various organs. (2) Tense movements which
are reminiscent of hitting out, pushing away, etc. (3) postures which render
the baby rigid, often styled "freezing attitude". It has been suggested that
such completely motionless postures may have helped creaturis with no
protection, particularly when they had no chance of fighting or running
away, in escaping the attention of the enemy. It is an expression of the kind
of anxiety when neither attack nor flight is possible.
Among the activities of the respiratory tract the preparatory actions of

the vocal cords before the voice is sounded, together with the accompanying
noises, called the vocal attacks (Italian attacca,..start,', ..onset,,) are important. They may be (l) aspirated (the crudest form ofthis vocal pattern is
recognizable in sighs expressive of relief) (2) soft (sounds expressive of
various types of self-assertion) or (3) hard (glottal stop, an explosive noise
produced by the escaping air forcing open the tightly closed glottis). Biologically, the closure of the larynx leading to the vocal attacks seems to be a
function that protects the lower respiratory tract against a twofold danger. The
larynx, as a safety valve, counteracts excessive or too rapid expenditure of
air, which might lead to deflation and collapse of the lungs and so averts a
danger from within. when tightly closed it also protects the lungs against
the intrusion of foreign bodies (Negus<2r1. Like otler gestures the various
types of voice initiation have also symbolic meaning. For the reason given
the aspirated and soft attacks (sighing, grunts of satisfaction, hummingJ arc
correlated with feelings of relief, the maintenance of the inner balanci, self
assertion, contentment and independence. The fact that air is being expelled
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"I go to it"). Thetightclosure
without, abad object forfrom
danger
to
any
reaction
a
symbolic
becomes
cing itself on the person. The glottal stop is consequently a typical symptom
of anxiety.

symbolizes..aggressivity"t(Latin ad-gredior

Among the activities of the digestive tract the sucking movements deserve
attention. They, like many other primitive functions servingthe baby's well-

being, are rhythmical; they involve highly complex actions designed to
creaie su"ressive vacua in the mouth in order that milk may be taken in.
The noises accompanying the rarefaction of air in the mouth are known as
clicks.f Symbolically, these patterns represent the union with the mother,
the most primitive social erotic contact. It is noteworthy that clicks still
appear in the sound tables of certain existing primitive languages, particularly

in South Africa (Graffter, p. 430).
These very early modes of communication, crying (emission) versus
sucking noises (incorporation), illustrate the postulate given earlier that the
elements arc a priori arranged in pairs of opposites. It is also apparent that at
this stage they constitute an unintegrated, pre-ambivalent structure.
Second Stage: Babbl@

In the first stage the patterns ofutterance (clicking and vocalization) are
independent ofeach other. The beginning ofthe second stage is recognized
by the combitution of these two patterns. A rhythmical sequence of clicks
intersects the voice stream and leads to a sequence of reiterated syllables
in which clicks alternate with vowel sounds: e.g. flafia1aa (z stands here
for the bilabial click). This combination of incorporation with emission,
a pattern known as ..babbling", depicts the dilemma between the desire
to take in with the wish to approach: ambivalent behaviorn. soon the
driving force of air (aggressivity) pervades and so feverses the clicks into
consonants. The result is a rhythmical sequence such as papapa. combination has developed into amalgamation; it symbolizes a relationship proper,
give and take, or "I love you for better forworse": post-ambivalent behaviour. Babbling as an evolutionaxy pattern ofbinary opposition (tenderness-aggressivity) constitutes a particular item ofa secret, unconscious code.
In it eliments expressive of hostility and anxiety, such as the glottal stop,
are conspicuously absent.tt The elements of articulate language reveal it to
be primarily expressive of love. communicative speech represents a gift.

f we are aware that this word does not belong to the E4lish vocabulary. we have
coined it to avoid confirsion with aggression in the sense of hostility.
$ The counterpart of most consonants can be detected in clicks. For instance, the
source of nnEistr tpl would be the noisc accompanyiog a kiss produced by the lips. Iff
the tip of OJ toneue takes part in the kiss the resulting noises would be reminiscent o.
(pt) (see Stein, L.Ie).

tt This observation

plays a

vital part in comprehending the structure of stammering.
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Third Stage: Emergence of the National Inngtnge

In this

stage the child begins to rearizn that he lives in a group the members of which conform to a common code. They emit certaii
,oi... (words)

which evoke reaction in other people. without aural stimulation uauulini
fades out and the national linguistic code is not acquired (Deaf
Mutism).
In hisstruggle to acquire these words for his own use, the iniant avails him-

self of patterns already at his disposal, namely, his spontaneous babbles.
This "utilization of substitutes" is an ..intellrgeot"
irocedure (Ivlaccurdy(to)). The child's first efforts to use the conventionai code are u
mise between natural language and the mother tongue; the transformation
"o,,prois
progressive. Boomboom_.(book), kokopumpum (chocnlate pudding),
dozg
dgng iddly (Armstrong Siddeley) are eramples of speech in this transformation period. Similarly, pater developed historicaily fro- an earlier form
tr;.

PaPa-ter (Weekleytt

It

should be pointed out here that the acquisition

of

non-reiterative

speech as a system of socially transmitted learned behaviour (Meadrrzl
goes hand in hand with the emergence of other types of behaviour.
There
arises an ability to sanction the emotional responsi insofar as instead
of the

execution of the emotional activity the appropriate posture is maintained.
In the history of language this is illustrated by the rho.teoiog of reduplication (e.g. late Latin anrri "r ran" from earlier Latin cuirri); in the
individual it is illustrated by the development from babbled (pathoiogically:
stammered) utterances to non-reiterative utterances. It would be misleading to think that the speaker achieves the ability to contract rhythmical
sequences into sequences of various monosyllables by inhibition in
ihe sense
of a restraint exerted by the will, though no doubt the rhythmical erotic
tendency is subjected to considerable repression.
Fourth stage: Acqutsition of the phonological system
The sound table of the infant is much more extensive than that used in the
national language; the child discards the sounds that do not serve his purpose. Yet every human being speaks his own idiolect, that is, the personal

variant of the mutually intelligible language structures
6tockett(r.),

pp. 321ff.). In this

sense the language spoken by the child can be said to be
related to that of the older generation as French is related to Latin. This
fact exemplifies the axiom that language changes according to rules (Ross(r4),
p. 28). The continual emergence of interpersonal linguistic differences pre-

sents the child and adult

with a formidable task. Foi the sake of inteUigiUihave to be checked.

lity these " natur al" tendencies towards sound change

Fifth Stage: Acquisttion of the Morphological ond Syntactic Systems
In the course of time the child analyses certain parts out of a stretch of
speech anp so grasps the significance of independint words. He then
sets
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out to arrange them afresh in sequences which serve his own mode of

thinking. His main difficulty at this stage is that he has to think of the words
words
and their form (morphology or grammar) as well as the ways in which
the
When
sense.
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of
can be grouped (syntax) for the
in
the
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find,
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speaker
earlier stages, is lost, for the
what he
select and arrange words both to say what he thinks and to hide
on the
feelings
and
thoughts
between
relation
the
of
thinks. The importance
(Mason(ls),
paramount
becomes
other
the
on
expression
one hand uod
p. 19).
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*orf highly ieveloped, most differentiated
impresses
and
dominant
level of speech. As a result,t lower stratum becomes

lays
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M orphological Disor der s
Paragrammatism

Definition: A disorder characterized by deviations in the form and order
of words in a meaningful unit.
Terminology: Agrammatism, Acataphasia, (xarugocole, "affirmation")
(Steinthultrol- p. +74; Agrammaphasia, Agrammatologia. The term Para'
gru-oratism is preferable because the prefix pora'is generally applied to
whilst
inything that bears a similarity or relationship to something else,(tzl
grammatical
th; prefix a- indicates negatioo. fioguistic structure without any
anilsyntactical features is hardly thinkable.
Etiology: parugrammatism occurs as a normal condition when the child
The conis in the procesr of reaching the highest level of speech integration.
level 4
at
is
arrested
development
dition iJ pathological when linguistic
(see p.299).
tenses and
Diagnosr^s.. The infinitive of verbs is used instead of appropriate
whilst
environment
the
manipulate
to
only
used
is
often
moods; language
relation
declarative statements are hardty ever made; the expression of the
requests
therapist,
by
the
spoken
sentences
of
Repetition
deficient.
of ideas is
for explanations of pictures or for reports on incidents and similar tests
reveal the disorder.
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Differential Diagno,sf.t.' Mental deficiency, aphasia, dementia, stammering
insofar as the word order is changed, sentences are condensed or telegram sffle is introduced in order to by-pass hold-ups (Aldridge(18), p. 98).
Progno,srJ.'

Not unfavourable. Poor in

cases

of mental retardation.

Phonological Disorders

under this heading are subsumed variants of speech which have hitherto
been attributed to an "inability,' to articulate.
Termirulogy.' An attempt was made to introduce the Engtish dialect word
Lalling as the equivalent of Dyslalia but this is hardly warranted. Nor is
Lallation (from Latin lallare, "to babble") acceptable. Hottentotism should,
in the light of our knowledge of the Hottentot language, be discarded. It has
been customary for text books of Speech rherapy to refer to disorders
affecting the sound structure of a language by terms derived from Greek
Aaxda, "I speak". The morbid aspect is expressed by such qualifying prefixes as a-, dys- ot para-. Hence Alalia, Dyslalia, paralalia.
To define Alalia as "absence of articulation and language', (college of
Speech rherapiststle)) is inappropriate, antiquated (see Delius(2oi) and confusing since two essentially different nosorogical entities shouid not be
referred to by the same diagnostic term. In any case alalia does not exist
since some form of articulation is always preserved.
Dyslalia is a term used for such a wide variety of articulatory deviations
that it has become virtually not only meaningless but also (with one excep
tion) misleading. Hardly any effort appears to have so far been made io
determine whether the articulatory deviations included in this one category
indicate only one or a number of different nosological entities. It is deemed
necessary to place the phonemicf anomalies into a structural framework
before proceeding to diagnostic classifications.
Since 1925 one of us (L. S) has repeatedly pointed out (Stein(e, 22. 23, 2l;))

the misleading implication of the term Dysralia, for it indicates that
dffiatlry in articulating. van Ginneken (van Ginneken(25),
p. 1l) emphasized the value of the nofion that this disorder is not jusi
a functional disability but rather the outcome of a change in the phonemic
system. contrary to the definition authorized by the college of speech
Therapists (college of speech rherapiststre)), observation does not reveal
a defect. Rather does comparative analysis point to ubiquitous tendencies
towards phonemic change operafive in all linguistic communicafion.
It remains to be established whether patients who appear to use ..substitutes" for English sounds in fact do so, or whethei lt is the acoustic
discrimination of the listener that is at fault. Mtiller (Miiller(2o, p. lg4)
f A phoneme is a group of sounds, no two of which can take each other's prace
in the
-@otter(rD,
there is some

same environment. The sounds are said to bc in complementary distribution
p. 3e).
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reported that it seemed impossible for a foreigner to say whether what he
heard in the language of the Sandwich Islands was the guttural sounds (k)
and (g) or the dental sounds (t) and (d). Similarly in a phonetic transcription
(Simms, Hartley, GradyQT)) of a boy's " dyslalia ", get him is transcribed as
de?Im. Yet the (d) might not have been the same sound used by the boy
when saying, for instance, doy, but only sounded like it and deceived the
observers. A more obvious example is heard in words such as stck and thick
when spoken by a patient suffering from interdental sigmatism (see p. 306).
With such words it is easy to hear that the patient uses different modes of
utterance for (s) and for (th).
We propose to adopt the term parulahia for phonological disorders
characterized by sound changes which follow the same laws of sound change
as can be deduced from the comparison of languages on different spacetime levels.

Paralalia

Definition: A psychogenic disorder of the phonological system (articulate
speech as distinct from articulation) recognized by sounds deviating from
those accepted in the sound table of the national language concerned.
A comparison of the development and evolution of speech and language
in general with the characteristic features of paralalia points the way to its
etiology which in its turn provides a working assumption for treatment.
Symptomatology; The patient's understanding of speech is intact; he
does not seem to be aware that his utterances are deviant; if these are
imitated by others he rec ognizes the difference but his own speech remains
uninfluenced, unless he is coerced into submission; the main characteristic
is found in a certain conformity between the sounds of a phonological
group, so that it is generally a whole group of speech sounds that is progressively changed according to rules analogous to those in the history of
languages; vowel sounds seem to be very little affected; closer investigation
shows that this is often due to the fact that the deviation is below the threshold of acoustic discrimination for the observer. The child may be able to
articulate distinctly yet the reproduction of articulate speech is impaired.
The usual intonation and stress are used.
Structure: The disturbance springs from the relationship with the mother
during the first years of life (Stein(24)). The child, in seeking to manipulate
his environment, unconsciously shows his wish to dominate by giving in
to the tendency towards phonological change, mirrored in the history of
languages in general. He recognizes phonemic " misuse " in others (talking
to him in his manner is almost invariably unacceptable to him) but for the
most part he disregards his own phonemic variations. Paralalia as a phonological variant is therefore to be regarded as a psychogenic disorder.
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To what purpose does the patient " choose " this symptom? Comparative
linguistics does not claim to glve an answer but it provides a clue to the
disorder. Sound changes (Steint '4) t pp. 142-149) are sanctioned so long as

theydonotimpedeintelligibility(e.g.don,tyou>
the raison d'dtre of speech to a great extent disappears with its inte1igibility;
members of social groups are obliged to restrain this inclination. Such
restraint can be observed in all children who develop from the babbling
stage to the stage of meaningful utterance. The child achieves his objeci
only gradually; no child is immediately able to grve words their u.c.ptrd
form (Mason(")), and so in his first attempt to achieve harmony witH tris

environment he experiences defeat. There arises a paradox: the more complete the defeat the more successfut is the approach to " standard', speech.
If natural tendencies prevail the child goes his individualistic way: tendencies toward systemic phonological change are subordinated to the neurotic
goal of protecting the mother-child nucleus against the wider social environ-

ment. The recent application of phonemic analysis (Simms, Hartley,
to this type of speech adds confirmation to our loniheld view, but provides no new or additional information concerning the
structure of the disorder.
Grady(27), Haas("))

Differential Diagnosis: Paralalia is revealed to be primarily a disorder of
the phonological system and not a disorder ofarticulation; care has to be
taken to distinguish it from disorders in which articulation itself is impaired, such as: organic defects in the organs of articulation (palate, Iips,
tongue etc.) or disorders affecting the speech musculature and/or its innervation, giving rise to dysarthria; defective articulation due to hearing loss
with consequent insufficient feedback, resulting in dyslalia; aphasia, with
regression (dissolution) to infantile phonemic variants; psychosis; pararhesis ; hebephrenia ; autism.
Stammering can hardly be expected to be confused with paralalia
(see symptomatology). A brief consideration of the structural diff.r"o""
between the two types of disorder may, however, not be out of place. paralalia reflects historical tendencies towards sound change occuring at all
times. stammering is characteriznd. by the intrusion o1 genetically fixed,
euolutionary speech patterns (see pp. 295).
Progno,sr.t.' The

child nearly always eventually adapts the phonemic struc-

ture of his language to comply with that of his environme;t (Morley(rr)).
Whether in doing so he recovers from the condition that gave riie to the disorder is a matter for conjecture. It is possible that in many cases it is only
the symptom that is lost giving way to other less spectacular ones. We do
not yet know how much " learning " has harmed the personality structure
of children whose speech was " suc@ssfully " corrected. Numerous reports
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support the alarming observation that a stammer may develop following
speech therapy (Simms, Hartley, Grady,(z7>, p. 160).
Treatment: The meaning of the prefix dys- perhaps accounts for the still
widely held idea that the hitherto so-called dyslalic patient simplifies articulation because he cannot master it. Following the dictum that "we must
discover the articulatory errors which make his speech unacceptable"
(Van Riper(3o)), the rationale for treatment has been based on speech
correction,the yardstick of success presumably being the therapist's aesthetic
standards and other adults' demands. Since, "with few exceptions, such
defects tend to be entirely eliminated in the process of growth" (ClarkGrr,
p. 95) it becomes clear that speech correction is not only flying under the
false colours of therapeuticprocedure bfiis ipsofacro an unnecessary procedure at best doing no more than enhance the immediate reputation of the

"speech correctionist" or "speech therapist". Indeed, if the disorder is
shown to be a symptom of an unconscious trend, its successful removal
may well aggravate the patient's psychological maladjustment. The argument often put folward that "dyslalic" children stand in need of symptomatic heatment because of the frustration the symptom causes them is as
naive as the arguments put forward in other instances of symptomatic treatment. The frustration of those concerned with such a child, their projections
and reactions to the child, are another matter.
Nor can we subscribe to Haas's (Haastzerl recommendation of remedial

exercises to teach the child how to discriminate among sounds, since this
suggestion is based on phonemic desctiption and on a comparison with the
difficulties a foreigner has in learning another language. Haas himself admits
that phonemic analysis tells us only "what is wrong, rather than why it is
wrong" (HaasGzr;.1Arnold (Arnold<33r) also denies that mere phonemic
analysis can shed light on the nature of linguistic phenomena. Phonemic
analysis can never be diagnosis since diagnosis requires "the collection and
critical evaluation ofall the evidence obtainable from every possible source"
. . . combined with a knowledge of basic principles "leading to a concept

of the etiology . . . of disordered functions" (MacNalty<l2r) which allows
the disorder to be classified, and above all, to derive from it a suitable way
of verification, which is the only wly treatment proper proceeds.
Hence articulation exercises, speech guidance and the like are not only
unneoessary, but potentially harmful, for such procedures are based on
description and not on the psychoJinguistic structure ofthe speaker. Treatment should do justice to the child's socio-psychological relations, unconscious fantasies and his resistance.

It

can be predicted that the acquisition

of a capacity to make satisfying relations with other people will result in
the patient's unconscious willingness to restrain his impulses towards uninhibited linguistic change.
tIFifty years earlier Wundt (Wundt(34),

pp. 315ff.) had assumed an imperfect acoustic
perception of sounds to be responsible for phonetic change.
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Pararhesis

Definition:

A

phonological disorder constituting an arbitrary, unstable

and fluctuating extreme idiolect.
The psychodynamic aspect of the disorder undoubtedly differs from
those of paralalia and dyslalia, a distinction that so far seems to have been
overlooked; a different term is therefore warranted. An account of this
observation was first published by one of us (S. M.) in 1963 (Mason<3sr)
when the designation pararhesis (Greek rhesis from erdo,,,I say,'; para,
"beside") was introduced for the condition.
Etiology: Disturbed early relationship between child and mother in which
magical ideas act as principal motive for the peculiar linguistic patterns.
Symptomatology: Hearing and listening are unimpaired; articulatory
ability and word comprehension are normal; the sound table is changeabll
and unpredictable; there is no phonemic consistency; no rules of sound
change can be deduced.
Diagnosis: verbal communication differs from the language of the community by the frequent arbitrary alteration of sounds.

Dffirential Diagnosis: Aphasic and dysarthric disorders, phonological
deviations symptomatic of hysterical and psychotic disorders; paralalia;
dyslalia.

structure: Since the patient suffering from pararhesis substitutes one

sound for another, whereas in paralalia he allows the sounds to undergo a
change, the structure of the two conditions does not seem to be the same.

The paralalic child continues to operate on a lower evolutionary level;
the pararhetic child has apparently reached a linguistic level similar to that
of the standard speaker.
The patient's inner (unconscious) situation makes the use of a secret code
imperative. He knows and can use the conventional forms and meanings
of the words current in his community, he also knows the superficial meanings of the linguistic forms (phonemes, morphemes) that he uses; what he
is not aware of is his own secret, the key to his code. overwhelming, forbidden erotic wishes, frustration and correlated murderous impulses are
disguised in the actual utterances. These are binary coded in that they are
acts of appeasement where silence would call forth anger and punishment,

yet at the same time they are aggressive, self-assertive and expressive of
triumph over the listener. The mode of speech allows information to be
given while the environment is manipulated without fear.
Progttosis: The children seem to respond well to dynamic interpretation.
Provided these are given the prognosis is good.
Treatment: Psychotherapy should proceed on analytical lines. Articulation exercises are to be condemned as they would only result in increased
unconscious terror that the code might be broken and the hidden feelings
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made public. Treatment, as distinct from mere " sympathetic handlirlg,"
undertaken by those versed in child psychotherapy and aware of the special
needs of the patient, should be guided by the assumption that the patient
uses language not only for general informative purposes but also to send
out a message in a secret code, secret also from himself, which in effect
may be decoded as " Treat me as the baby I should like to be and which
you can see I am by the way I speak" (Mason(tt)).
Other Phonological Disorders

With the differentiation of articulate utterance certain sounds come to
form classes, such as those of the sibilants, fricatives or plosives. Disorders
affecting these are systemic in that sounds belonging to one group are often
subject to the same rules of sound change. In some cases the changes are
confined to one sound only. Brief mention of what may be the salient
psychiatric implications in some of these disturbances is made here.
Multiple Inter dentalism
Definition: A disorder in which the articulation of some or all of the
sounds produced by the tip of the tongUe (s, z, t, d, n, l, sh, ch, dge, th t
(voiced and voiceless)) is interdental.
Etiology.' Protrusion of the tongue is often observed in babies, the tongue
apparently taking the place of the nipple. It is one of the manifestations of
the primitive oral-erotic tendency. When maintained in speech it represents
partial dissolution in the sense of fixation on an early level of speech developmgnt.
Symptomatology and DiagnoJr,s.' The tip of the tongue protrudes and some
or all of the sounds of the group are articulated interdentally. Observation
of the articulatory movements during speech together with careful listening
reveal the disturbance. It should be noted that acoustically the interdental
pronunciation of (t), (d), 0) and (n) is scarcely noticeable.
Dffirenttal Diognorr^t.' Sigmatism (see next section).
Sigmatism

The term is a compound of sigma, the Greek name of the sound (s) plus
-ism denoting a peculiarity of action.
Terminology: Lisping.

Definition: Deviations from the accepted articulation
sounds only (s, z, sh, ch, dge, th (voiced and voiceless)).

t

of the sibilant

For the pronunciation of English (th) see Ripman (Ripman(36), pp. 64ff).
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l. Interdentol Sigmatisnt
Definttion and Dtagno,srJ.' The tongue articulates between or against the front
teeth and the friction required for the sibilants is produced thiough a transverse slit. In English and other languages containing (th) this constitutes a

disorder inasmuch as the fundamental postulate of communication, that
of binary opposition, is violated. The opposition, for instance, betwee n sick

and thick vanishes for the average listener.

Etiology; Oral erotism.

Dffirential Diagno,srr.' Multiple interdentalism.
Prognorrr.' Interdental speech often occurs in children up to the fourth
year (Newekluff(37), pp. 90ff.). It can therefore be regarded as a physiological phenomenon in the speech development of small children. In adolescents whose erotic needs are gratified by the protruding tongue it constitutes
a morbid pattern. With adaptation of the personality to social surroundings
negative auditory feedback generally leads to the use of the standard sound;
should the oral-erotic attitude prevail the prognosis is similar to that for
other neuroses.

2. Lateral Sigmatism

Definition, symptomatology and Diagnosis: The
culates against the upper teeth or gums and so forms

a

tip of the tongue articomplete mediJclosure,

whilst the escaping air produces a frictional noise on one or both sides of
the tongue, giving the acoustic impression of a hiss made simultaneously
with a voiceless (l) sound. Such sounds occur in American Indian lauguages
especially of the North west coast, and in some caucasian languages
(Hockelttar, p.73). It is therefore no longer warranted to regard these
sounds as "defective"; they are merely sounds that when not contained in
the national sound table are unacceptable.
Etiology: In many cases lateral articulation is accompanied by drawing
one corner of the mouth sideways. The significance of this movement has
been pointed out by Darwin (DarwinGar;: "the action is the same as that
ofa snarling dog". Such cases suggest that this disorder expresses a repressed
aggressive tendency; the psychological examination of patients with lateral
sigmatism often confirms this assumption.
Treatment oJ' Multiple Interdentalism and sigmatism.. psychotherapy on
_
dynamic lines should aim at the resolution of the underlying erotic exhibitionism or the aggressive attitude. There is, however, u
fo.rititity that although the patient's sociopsychological problems have -been resolved the
symptom remains because the abnormal articulation has been so thoroughly
canalized that the patient is unable to find or use the ..correct" articulation.
In such cases there is room for remedial exercises (Stein<z+1.
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Nasal Sigmatisnt

Definition and Diagnorr,s.' The disorder is characterized by the conjunction
of a hissing noise with nasality. The tip or front part of the tongue may take
up the normal position required for the sibilants or it may be somewhat
drawn back. The soft palate remains lowered so that air escapes through the
nosg.

Etiology; If the articulation of the tip of the tongue is for some reason
hindered the friction characteristic of the (s) sounds becomes less distinct
and at the same time the sound becomes nasalized. This observation suggests
that there is an original connection between the articulation of the tip of
the tongue and the elevation of the soft palate (Stein(3e)). Nasal sigmatism
ffi&y, therefore, be a neurotic articulatory pattern due to the repression of
an early oral trauma.

Dffirential Dtagnosi.t.' Rhinophonia (see Stein(2a), PP. 17l-179)Articulatory disorders due to organic abnormalities, such as cleft palate,
hearing loss, etc., cannot be discussed here. Addental Sigmatism must nevertheless be mentioned for the sake of differential diagnosis.

Addental Sigmatism

Definition: An articulatory disorder in which the sibilant sounds are
replaced by sounds resembling " lisped

" sibilants (although

the tongue does

not protrude) or (t).
Ettology.. The disorder is due to mild bilateral lesion of the inner ear, which
is either congenital or acquired in early infancy (Fremel and Froeschels(ao),
Stein(4tr1. The child cannot, therefore, perceive the very high harmonics or

formants (Gleason(n'), pp.

205

ff.) characteristic of the (0 sounds. When

learning to speak he renders the (s) sounds as he hears them (see definition).
This disorder may properly be classified as dyslalia.
Diagnosts and

Dffirential

Diagno,sr^s.'

Multiple interdentalism. The impor-

tance of the findings of exact hearing tests cannot be over-emphasized. High
frequency loss may not be suspected by the patient or by those around him

for the hearing for all other practical purposes is adequate.
Prognasrs.' The prognosis largely depends on the extent to which the
patient is able to utilize kinaesthetic impressions provided by remedial
exercises. In predominantly acoustic types the prognosis is therefore very
poor.
Treatment: Prolonged " treatment " of patients of an acoustic type can
only result in frustration and resentment on the paft of the patient and betrays
insufficient understanding of the disorder on the part of the therapist.
Psychotherapy may have to deal with the marked inferiority feelings often
involved in the psychological superstructure.
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CoprNc DrsoRDERs
ClutterW
This disorder is included only for the sake of differential diagnosis and
its therapeutic implications.
Termtnology: Tachyphemia, paraphrasia praeceps, tgmultus sermonis,
barylalia, leipophemi a, battarism.
The semi-popular term cluttering means " to make confused, to put into
disorder, to clog", and this is indeed the general aspect of this disorder.
The German word poltern refers to its rumbliog, blustering character ; paraphrasia praecox describes the precocity and rapidity of the patient's speech.
These terms also indicate that the patient does not say what he is expected
to say and that what he does say is to a greater or lesser extent incoherent.

Definition: Constitutional neurological disorder characterrzed by incoherent, hasty communicative behaviour with dissolutionary patterns belonging to the rhythmically reiterative level of speech development. Psychological factors can be excluded (Arnold(33), p.37).
Symptomatology.' The main symptom is the rapidity of the patient's speech.
Sounds, syllables and words are left out, transposed or misused, which in
severe cases makes the patient's speech unintelligible. There is marked
reiteration of syllables. The patient does not seem to notice the defect but
can be made aware of it. If asked to speak more slowly he can do so and his
speech then becomes inteUigible. Although it is true that the disorder can
be subjected to voluntary control, the effort required cannot be sustained
for long.

Dffirenttal

Diagnosr.t.' Extrapyramidal dysarthria, stammering in its first
of receptive aphasia and severe anxiety states.

stage, mild forms

Treatment: Psychoandytic treatment is contra-indicated; in some cases
has led to depression. Care should be taken to prevent secondary phobia
and stammering.

it

Stammer

"to stand, remain fixed"; Stuttering
stumble"; dysphemia; associative aphasia;

Terminology: Stammering from sta

from stut "to trip up",

"to

socio-affective dysphasia.
The use of the terms associative aphasia and socio-affective dysphasia is

justified

if it is borne in mind that they are not used neurologically but

metaphorically,
zation.

to indicate a misrelation between mentation and verbali-

Stammering and Stuttering are words that merely describe the behaviour
of the speaker. They 8[ve no indication of the nature of the disorder and can
lay no claim to being diagnostic terms. In full reahzation of its deficiencies,

ll

cP
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we propose to make use of the word Stammering here for the sake of immediate convenience.

Definition: Most definitions are unsatisfactory for various reasons. Some
are merely descriptive such as " disorder of fluency (rhythm) " (College of
Speech Therapists(1el;. Here the reference is to speech rather than language
and is grossly misleading since stammering is a disorder of communication,
not of speech. Some definitions are speculative; one of these is dysphemia,
a term for a mysterious " underlying neuromuscular condition which reflects itself peripherally in nervous impulses that are poorly timed in their
arrival in the paired speech musculatures" (Van Riper(to), p.270). An older,
similar definition is " nervous reaction in the sphere of speech coordination
on a constitutional basis" (see Nadoleczny(un)t p. 14ff.). It is curious that
this disorder has not yet been subjected to a satisfactory diagnostic classification based on its pathological structure.
Basically, stammering is a form of verbal activity in which there is intrusion of genetically fixed linguistic patterns appertaining to lower levels.
persistent stammering is a neurosis manifest in pro$essive dissolution of
communication. The disorder is expressive of a disharmony in the interrelation between psychic processes and the linguistic encoding process irrespective of possible neuropathological conditions. Its various stages are
characterized, by the dominance of primitive and archaic speech forms; the

follow each other in the reverse order in which they appear
in the evolution of speech.
speech forms

Symptomatology.. The main features of stammering are rhythmical
reiteraiiol of syllables; rhythmical clicks; tense rhythmical repetition of
syllables uttered very slowly, overrapidly or at the average rate of speech;
prolonged, hesitant utterances; slow, scanned repetition of syllables and/or
words; over-precise or slurred articulation; embolophrasias; glottal stop;
freezing; coniomitant movements of other parts of the body; disturbances of
respiraiiorr; psychosomatic symptoms such as blushing, sweating, heart
paipitation, etc. ; emotional features such as anxiety and uneasiness; paranoid ideas; fear of certain persons or situations ; various evasive manoeuvres;
excitability and exhaustibility.
Ettology.. In the literature on stammering emphasis is often placed on the
multiplicity of its causes. Among these are listed change of environment
(first-going to school, moving house, etc.); faulty upbringrng; psychic
iruu*u (foUowing a fall, bite by a dog, etc.); somatic trauma (concussion,
severe illness, etc.); delayed my elinization (Karlin(4s)); imbalanc,e of either
the vegetative nervous system, strio-pallidar, rhinencephalic or centrences
phalic systems (Anastasopoulos, Diacoyannis, Routsonis(46), PP. 472ff.);
constitutional emotional imbalance; speech disorganization; muscular incoordination ; lefthandedness ; dysphemia.
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It seems that the multiplicity of causes is implicitly or explicifly made
responsible for the intractability ofthe disorder. such a defeatist approach
may be interpreted as revealing an unconscious sense of guilt on the part
of the therapist, for statements made about the causes of stammering seem

to imply that past events, psychic trauma, neuropathological conditions
and the like cannot be undone; therefore stammering is difficult to treata euphemism for "I can't help you"! Workers opposed to the principles
of depth psychology are obfuscated by their own embarrassment when confronted by oral-erotic symptoms. Consequently they sin against one of tle
first principles of the philosophy of science, namely, the distinction between
cause and reason.

Causeisanevent which is assumed to precede and lead to certain changes
as inevitable, neoessary consequences, or to which a subsequent event or
effect can be attributed. Cause is therefore unthinkable without an arrangoment of events on a time scale. Reason, on the other hand, is the content of
a judgement the validity of which justifies and makes self-evident another
judgement. As a judgement, reason is independent of time. It, and only it,
can conduce to real insight. To illustrate: the causes of death are many;
there is only one reason, stated to be the cessation of metabolism.
Structure: The literature on stammering is vast (cf. Barbara(a7), Hahn<+e).
With few exceptions the investigations have not helped us to bring order
into the mass of data, thus t.he nature of this incapacitating disorder is not
well understood. It is distressing to find that this is true even of more recent
publications. For instance, in Modern Perspectioes in Child psychiatry

(Howell) the contribution on stammering in the chapter devoted to
not show the depth of psychological
understanding necessary for the elucidation of the structure of stammering.
speech disorders (pp. 33G3a8) does

Publications of this kind, the value of which cannot be judged owing to the
absence ofscientifically valid criteria. are not considered here. Though progress has been made during the last fifty years, most of those concerned with

the treatment of stammerers appear unable to go further than the layman in
the recognition of the condition and seem unaware of the fact that recognition does not equal diagnosis.
Our investigation into the etiology and nature of stammering follows the
principles stated in the section on the integration of communication. It is
based on the first and very fruitful scientific attempts made by Hoepfner (Hoepfner(oe)) and Froeschels (Froeschels(5o)) who about fifty years ago placed
the symptoms on a time scale and were thus able to demonstrate that the
so-called types of stammering are stages in the development of ttre disorder.

initial stage of stammering is characterized
by a repetition (sr'c) of syllables (cf. cluttering) and considered this to be
due to a disproportion between thought and verbal expression; hence their
term associative aphasia (ater associative dysphasia), aphasia serving here
as a term for the misrelation between thinking and verbalizing. One of us
ll*
These two workers found that the
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(L.S.) (Steiilsrr) realized that the initial slmptom was not a repetition

of

syllables but arhytlanical sequene of syllables and identifeditwithbabbling.
This shows that the functional structure of the highest level of language is
disrupted; thus the activities of a lower layer, the pleasurable, rhythmical

in infantile babbling are released.
"The speaker who is about to utter must first of all organize what he is
going to say in its appropriate coded form . . . Before he begins a sentence,
the speaker generally has some idea of the form of the sentence he is going
to utter'l [the grammatical shape of the sentence] "and also of its content.
During the encoding hgwever, form words are more readily found and
organized in sequence than content words and hence there is a tendency
for encoding to proceed rapidly throt'gh sequences of form words and to
slow down or stop at the points where there are content words" (Frytsz;,
p.67f.).In a stammerer the difficulty in linguistic encoding may be due to
cerebral conditions allied to aphasia or it may be relative to ttre impulsiveness and impetuosity of the speaker, attributes which may be uncovered
pnd aggravated by the family consteUation. In contrast to the standard
speaker who accepts and adjusts to the linguistic encoding diffculty, the
speech patterns mirrored

stammerer forces the issue, overtaxes himself and breaks down.

The rhythmical reiteration as an oral-erotic, archaic linguistic pattern
indicates dissolution and also points to a further essential factor: the stammerer's intense desire for oral gratification. Abraham (Abrahamt53)) says

types that "their longrng to experience gratification by way of
sucking has changed to a need to giae by way of the mouth, so that we find
in them, besides a permanent longing to obtain everything, a constant need
to communicate themselves orally to other people". The oral type "hungers"
for attention and afrection. Under conditions of privation" frustration or
distress he reverts to those oral erotic patterns of behaviour which may be
interpreted as an expression of desire to enjoy an imaginary (Good) Mother
(tt), p. 125,<sat, p. 111).
when speaking to the substitute (Steints+r, p. L92,
The stammerer is compelled to pour out words (gift$ quickly andabundantly
to others in compensation for his feeling of deprivation. In essence, the
stammerer, as a deprived and exploited person, is thus, symbolically speaking, both the infant who needs to be fed and the afl-giving Mother.
It can be seen that rhythmically reircrated speech (babbling) is per se t
mode of behaviour that is in and of itself pleasurable and comforting
(Steintszr;. Generally speaking however, the underlying sexual aspect of
babbled utterances arouses resentment and embarrassment in the listener
whose reactions communicate themselves to the stammerer; hence there is
violent tpaction. This is further aggravated by the unconscious realization
that the symptom indicates an inability to conform to civilized behaviour.
ilhis inability to adopt an attitude, to remain in the first phase of an action,
which in the case of spoken language consists in the utterance of one syllable
:or a compound of syllables instead of sequences of syllables, marks the

of oral
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stammerer as b€ing on a lower evolutionary lever. Hence eavironmental

circumstances necessitate the suppression of the symptom,
th;t t, to say,
ttre unconscious discharge becomes partially arrested 6v tal half-voluntary
urge to conform to the accepted linguistic standard or
social group;
the babble becomes to an increasing degree obliterated uy tension.
Effort to inhibit the babble involves bodily tension; as a result speech
becom,es increasingly strained. The harder the stammerer
consciously tries to
"pull himself together", the more tense he becomes; t"or, ,"p"tiiive, then
tense single syllables appear until the babble is for the most part
effaced.
Seen from the angle of ttre unconscious self, tense patterns
marf dissolution
to a still lower, that is, less integrated level of speech and behavio"i.
oo tni,
level the observable tension is expressive oq ana involved in,
the speaker's
violent reaction which may be betrayed also by various concomitant gestures
such as baring or grinding the teeth, kickingand hitting movements.
wittr
further frustration, conscious speech phobias-become moie and
more martea
until, driven to retreat to even lower evolutionary levels, anxiety springs
up.
on this level the glottal stop appears as a classical anxiety sy-pi-om in tne
sense of a reaction to a danger from without. The stamme.o
ti"o says ..r
cannot getit out". Yetit is-as.if he were sayrng ..I cannot risk letting
anything

tl"

in". with

further dissolution the "friezing attitude', prevaii-s: a preitserin rigiaity that ."t.s
speen
yirtually impossible. on this same level furthei dissolution mavlprit
"u
tne
babbled utterances into their original oral-erotic .o-poo"ot (.f.'coriu1,*ry
and the consonants are
(in a relatively small number oi cases) superl}en
human- anxiety slmptom which shows

seded or introduced by the ancestral clicks.

- with-the uncovering of the crying lever in its entirety, rearousarf of the
lowest level of communication is dominant. The .t".-errr
who now beIieves himself to be surrounded by a hostile world has returned
to the
"Great Mother". He attempts to conceal his trouble by the deliberate use
of evasive and elusive measures and spoech tricks, ru"h the substitution
of an "easy" word for a hard and frightening one, meaningless
",
interpolations known as embolophrasias, andlther icover-up" aJrri""r. All
this
only aggravates his anxiety until he is reduced to a state of despair and
depression (occasionalry with suicidal tendencies) which
he ."v ioart uv
aa air ofunconc€rn, aroofness, indifference or superiority.
such iases show
that apparent easiness in speaking must by no means tempt us to
regard
them as mild.
Diagnosis: In view of what has been said about the symptomatolory,
etiology and structure of the disorder, the diagnosis shoda noi present
any
diffculties. Projection tests are sometimes helpful (pitr.lli,*1-pp. rzsr.l,

Differential Diagnosis: Tense stammering may be confused with
slight

spastic conditions due to extrapyramidal syndromes; disorders
which from
t Rearousal is a word that Bowrby (Bowrblse) considers preferabre to regressioo.
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their inception have always been characterized by the glottal stop should
be classifiid as anxiety states; spastic movements of the tongue and clicks
can be found in dysarthria due to chorea; rhythmical reiteration may be
part of a hysterical syndrome or due to cerebral tumours (Arseni(78));
i.ry -*t"d reiteration sometimes heralds the gradual onset of infantile
dementia; in exceptional cases stammering precedes or i,s the equivalent
of an epiieptic fitlf6r6<51), p. 115), but the relationship between the two
disordeis is dubious; rhythmical reiterations can make ttre distinction between stammering and cluttering difficult. Significant differences between
the E.E.G. of the clutterer and that of the stammerer have been claimed

(Luchsinger and Landolt(62), pp. 135f.), control investigations carried out
iy oo" Jf us (L.S.) have not yielded any unambiguous data. Psvchiatric
eiamination may reveal that a seemingly educationally subnormal child is
in fact a stammerer who successfully masks his symptoms and consequently
finds himself in constant fear of detection.
and
Prognosis: Provided mental over-stimulation is consistently avoided
stammering
care iJtaken to prevent the child from objecting to the syrnptom,

in its first stage generally clears up within a few months since evolution

and re-integfation are, if not counteracted, a continuous process; stammering
in n,steriatay lead to mutism (Stern(63), p.617); if associated with marked
paranoidtraiti it offers an unfavourable prognosis; anxiety states presenting

stammer (glottal stop) will not respond to the therapeutic measures
effective in stammering. Stammering in children with subnormal intelligence
is not well understood and the prognosis is poor'

is

wish to
Treatment: In view of the structure of the disorder, those who
principles
psychodynamic
treat stammerers should be conversant with
starved"
fvt""tay, Mason and stein(64)) and competent in handling "orally
acquainted
sufficiently
be
|"ti""t i it is equally important that they should
structure of linguistic communication. In advocating
irith th"
prin"nolutilnary
that treatment should be guided also by anthropological and linguistic
Gibbs
and
Davidson
and
(Gillespietos))
ciples we go further than Gillespie
(Davidson and Gibbs(66)).
Treatment should

in the first

place aim at resolving the unconscious

confict between thoughts and feelings on the one hand and the linguistic
Sight
codes that serve to cLtne and cloai them in words on the other.
oral-erotic
infantile
are
stammerers
that
fact
tle
lost
of
should never be
personalities; hence they need to be "fed,". The therapist should proceed
without instiucting the iatient who usually insists on explanations. If the
therapist falls intJ this irap the patient responds as if he were saying: "If
yoo fro*" what is wrong, do something about it' I'll then show you who is
the more powerful and you will fail".
Unconsciously motivated violence should turn into healthy "aggressivity".
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Play therapy guided by, and aiming at verifying the assumptions concerning ttre unconscious dissolutionary and regressive unconscious aspects
of stammering has proved effective (Ellis<czr, pp. 109, pollitt(68), pp.itZ).
The leading idea to the approach of anxiety states (freezing, glottal stop)
should be to demonstrate by means of the patient's own utterances that
contrary to his own statement "I cannot get it out" what he secretly encodes
is either "I won't let you invade me" or "you are so powerful that I can
neither run nor attack".
Provided that the therapist consistently tries to understand the clues which
every patient gives to his own code, the prospects are not unfavourable;
certainly not as bad as to warrant Fenichel's (Fenichel<ce) cautious recommendation of a trial analysis.
short-term treatment ofcasesbeyondthe initial stage is to be definitely
discouraged. Symptomatic treatment such as breathing, articulation, phonation, reading exercises and other methods of persuasion and suggestion in
any form, is not derived from the diagnosis. such measures do not permit the
theory to be tested, are unscientific, useless and probably harmful. Drug
treatment, for the same reasons, is to be discouraged even though it has
been claimed that it renders the patient more accessible to "speech therapy,'
(cf. Maxwell and Paterson(?o), p.873). Hypnosis (Kennedy(7rt, p. tiie;
and "speech shadowing" (preventing the patient from hearing his own

speech by means of muffling earphones) (Cherry and Marlande2t, p.g74,
cherry and sayers(73', p.233) have not yielded lasting, encouraging results.
Those practising relaxation therapy, if they achieve improvement, sgem
unconsciously to make use of the patient's reinforced submissiveness
(Fenichslt6e)). Practitioners in relaxation therapy infer that stammerers are
as tense in mind as in body; they approach the mind through the realm of
the body. They, in unison with the stammerer, are guilty of drawing a conclusion from a false premise: Stammer : standard speech t tension.
Therefore standard speech : stammer
- tension (- tension : * relaxation).
To state that "tension" creates a stammer is manifestly untrue since
study of the stages of stammering clearly shows tension to be absent in the
fust stage of the disorder.

Hearing Mutism

Terminology: Congenital word deafness, congenital auditory impercep-prolon

tion, audimutatis, idiopathic mutism, mutatio
alalia.

physiologica

g^iu,

The term hearing mutism (from Latin mutus " dumb ") is adopted here
it stresses the distinction between this disorder and aphasia; it also
points to a certain similarity with deaf mutism. Congenital uuditory imperbecause

ception (Worcester-Drou

Sh1{t+1) seems

an unnecessary new term for a pre-
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viously defined condition. Alalia (college of speech Therapists,(1r) should
not be used as the equivalent of hearing mutism. (See p. 315.)
Definition: Arrest of me power of speech. Subdivision: sensory hearing
mutism, motor hearing mutism.
Sensory hearing mutism: State of speechlessness in which the understanding ofverbal language appears to be absent. The child hears but does not
fiJten. Since acoustic phenomena do not act as stimuli, verbal communication cannot develop.

Motor heartng mutism: state of speechlessness while the understanding
of spoken words seems to be unaffected.
Synptomatology: Langlage comprehension varies according to the type
of hlaring mutism; intonation is not affected; intelligence is normal; gesture
language is largely used; optical and tactile imagery well developed to
the detriment of acoustic imagery (Froeschels(7s), P.54).
Etiology : Familial retarded development of speech ; hereditary neuropathic
traits; adlnoids; intermarriage; difficult delivery; cerebral lesions; delayed

myelinization; "bilateral agenesis or hypogenesis . . . of the auditory word
,rlu. . . . of the temporal lobes" (Worcester-Drought(?4))Diagnosis: often diffcult. Reliable hearing (see Sheridant+r)) and intelligence tests are essential.

Differential Diagtosis: Minimal brain injury (Lawrence(8o));-aphasia;
deaf*mutism; meotal deficiency; autism (Kanner and Eisenberg<zc), Polan
and Spencer(?e)); akinetic mutism (Steriade et al.<77')) hysteria; dementia
praec6cissima; psychosis with terror and delusions; aphrasia voluntaria

totto speak in order to avoid being teased or reprimanded,
instance because of stammer, paralalia, etc.), elective mutism (unconscious fear of revealing "famil, secrets") (Pustrom and speers(El)).
The distinction between hearing mutism and the disorders mentioned
above may present difficulties. It is as well to bear in mind that in hysterical
mutism thJchild, as Oppenheim put it, "is more mute tlan the aphasic

(the child choosei

for

patient".
Proglosis: Provided a neurotic superstructure has not unduly aggravated
the condition the prognosis is fairly good, though better for the motor type
than the sensory one. The disappearance of hysterical mutism is usually as
sudden as its onset. (Nadolecznyl++1, p.l3O.
Treatment: Treatment of the neurotic maladjustment must go hand in
hand with special speech treatment if the latter is to provide the motive
which induces the child to develop the "tstening" faculty. Acoustic imagery
and receptiveness should be trained by presenting spoken words with ad'
ditional rti.uLs (pictures, objects, etc.) in a more systematic way than is
needed for other chitdt"n. The threshold of response is lowered if stimuli,
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which are in themselves not powerful enough, are repeated several times in
succession (Steint'4)t p. 102).
Yoice Disorders

Most functional voice disorders in childhood are not as rare as is generally
believed. They can be conveniently grouped under the following three
headings:

Hysterical Aphonia

In children this is a rare disorder. According to Nadoleczny (Nadoleczny6+t, p. 136) it affects children between the ages of six and fourteen
after psychic trauma, though in a case known to one of us (S.M.) the disorder started at the age ofthree. The onset is sudden.
Symptomatology: The voice may be completely absent or breathy, weak
and hoarse. Laryngoscopy shows various forms of bilateral flaccid or
spastic paralysis of the vocal cords; ttre character of the voice varies accordingly. Vocal sound involved in singing, laughing, couChing, in speech
while dreaming and in utterances ttrat are emotionaly highly charged,
(swearing) is generally clear.

Differential Diagnosis: Phonasttrenia; organic disorders such as severe
inflammation of the vocal cords and conditions involved in endocrine
disturbances, syringomyelia and ottrer neurological diseases.
Prognosis: Relapse is likely if superficial treatment is confined to vocal
exercises or if the therapist does not apply the faradic current with complete
self-assurance.

Treatment: Faradic shock is usually effective but does not eradicate rhe
regressivestate; vocal exercises'are, as such, useless. Treatment should be
left in the hands of therapists experienced in the psychodynamic approach.
Pubertal Paraphonia
Terminology.' Puberphonia (College

of

Speech Therapiststte).

Definition: Vocal disorder arising during puhrty.
Symptomatology: Hoarse, raucous, high pitched, infantile, falsetto-like or
feminine voice.

Etiology: Rapid, disproportionate growth of the larynx with hyperactivity
muscle; deepseated psychosexual difficulties, particularly latent homosexuality, with tendency towards adopting a female

of the cricothyroid

role.

Diagnosis:

In view of the obvious character of the voice and a certain
to life the diagnosis is fairly easy; there is often

passive feminine attitude

secondary depression.
llo OP
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Diferential Diagnosis: Redness and swelling of the vocal cords are secondary symptoms and should not lead to the diagnosis of chronic laryngitis
or allied organic conditions.
Prognosis: If misinterpreted or maltreated, the disorder may become stabilized and constitute a definite handicap in later life.
Treatment: Psychotherapy may sometimes be combined with vocal re'
education; this should include antero-posterior pressure on the thyroid
cartilage to counteract the tensing action of the cricothyroid muscle.
Phonasthenia

Definition: Functional weakness of voice.
Synptomatology: Hoarce, harsh sounding, husky voice; secondary irri'
tation of the mucous membrane of the vocal cords; the compass of the voice
is diminished.

Etiology: Misuse or overstrain of the vocal mechanism; the onset is
gradual.

Diagnosis: No pathological signs can be observed laryngoscopically;
patients often complain of various sensations such as pains in the throat
or neck, sometimes radiating towards the orbita or the ear; the chest register
rather than the appropriate middle register is used; speech may be laborious
and accompanied by facial grimaces.
Differential Diagnosis: Catarrh of the larynx; hysterical dysphonia; muscular degeneration due to tuberculosis, trichinosis, anaemia or infectious
diseases (typhoid, diphtheria) (Stein<z+r).
Treatment: The socio-psychological aspect of the habitual misuse of the
voice should receive due attention; appropriate remedial exercises are only
then effective.
Conclusion

It becomes apparent that a discipline is needed that embraces among
other sciences an understanding of anthropology, comparative (diachronic
and synchronic) linguistics and dynamic psychology in order to deal with
the psychoJinguistic disorders of childhood. The diagnosis and treatment
of psychogenic speech, language and voice disorders offer a challenge which,
taken up. It is generally
acknowledged that treatment is in truth unsuccessful if the symptom and
not the patient is treated. It would mark a definite advance in the realm of
medical psychology if this realization were extended to encompass the disorders we have discussed in this chapter. Only then could it be claimed
that treatment is administered in the sense of an attempt to verify an assumption regarding the structure not only of the disorder but of the patient.

it seems to us, has so far rarely been satisfactorily
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Speech (sic) therapy and speech correction would then be confined to

the provinces to which they properly belong.
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in Childhood

by MruDRED Cnne,r

Hrsronrc.ll. Blcrcnour.rp
Mental illness in childhood is no new probrem, and from the turn of this
century attempts have been made to identify the condition under a variety
of labels. Temporary mental disturbance in toxic states, associated with
delirium, and the now very rare condition of juvenile G.p.I. resulting from
inherited syphilitic infection, and intoxications such as lead poisoning, are
mechanically caused and the aetiology is known even while the mechanism
of resulting distorted function may not be fully understood. In this chapter
theseprimarilytoxic and neurological disturbances will not be consideied;
but in excluding them in favour of the larger problem of so-called ..functional psychoses" it must not be forgotten that a great deal ofresearch at
the present time is aimed at unravelling the many aspects of disturbed biochemical function known to be present in schizophrenia.
In the earlier writings dementia praecox was the term most often used,
implying a disease of the young leading to a general decay of mental capacity. It was equally clearly held that mental deficiency, as its name implies,
was an inborn condition of mental inadequacy. The clinical effects, on
brain function, of massive alteration in the equipment, received very little
attention, and to some extent this is still true today. It was not until Bleuler's
concept of the "split-mind" in schizophrenia received general acceptance
that a great spurt forward was made, and it was seen that "dementia,' (socalled) in dementia praecox might be something quite different from the
dementia of senility, and t.hat while functional and structural changes had
many apparent similarities, yet the differences were even more arresting and
significant.
The increase ofinterest during the last 50 years in the problem ofjuvenile
schizophrenia is reflected in the literature. Reviewing mainly American
publications from 19,16 to 1956, Ekstein et al. (19s8) note that there are
approximately ten times as many papers as were published in the precerring
decade. It seems unlikely that this reflects a spectacular increase in incidencel
rather it suggests that in the earlier part of the century many cases were
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frOm the angle Of "dementia", and ttre "praeggx" element Was ConfuSed
with inborn me;td defect. This is not surprising in a condition where the
Seen

..split,' in personality organization occurs so early that development, still
totome inihe normal child, never takes place. The breakdown is less that
of a formed (even if juvenile) personality than widespread disorganization
of those elements which are essential to the formation of basic personality
and subsequent normal function.

Alongsiie this recognition of massive personality disorganization goes
the searih for physical elements associated with the process. Sante de Sanctis
(1908) coined^ the name Dementia Praecocissima and Kraepelin (1919)
wot" of Pfropfhebephrenia, describing a condition where schizophrenic
behaviour is gafted oo to u primary condition of mental defect. Heller (1909)
ti-ilut condition proceeding to gross deterioration and death
described
"
findings confirmed the presence of widespread cellular
in which post-mortem
degeneration. These findings have been sporadically repeated in other cases,
Zippert (1938), yakolev it ot. 6S+Ay Creak (1963), although the cause of
similar
such degeneraiive changes remains obscure. Kanner (1957) discusses
autism;
infantile
early
of
cases iiearly childhood, giving them the name

this description will always be associated with his name, and was first
published in 1943, and subsequenfly elaborated in many further clinical
p"p"... He drew attention to the high proportion of cases occurring in
i"-iti"r intellectually gifted but perhaps lacking in warmth and outgoing
is by no means unitualities. His emphasis on the role played by nurture
intellectual parent
endowed
highly
the
that
be
It
may
versally confume-al.
is more tolerant of deviation and understands it better, observes it without
resentment, and so lets the position go too far. In such families there may
yet demandalso be moie outside interesti conflicting with the mundane and

ing task of bringing up a young family. Bender (1953) holds firmly to the
J."rignutioo of initanood schiiophrenia; while a working party in this
seeking to clarify the diagnostic criteria agreed to use the term
"oritry
schizoihrenic syndrome in childhood, indicating thereby that this clinical

condition almost certainly included cases arising from a variety of causes.
Goldfarb (1g62)has brought more evidence to support the view that organic
factors u.i t igfoty prevalent. With all this it remains a very striking fact
tlat this conaition, known and described for over half a century eludes us
as

to aetiology, incidence and cure.
Cumcar. FmruREs

The simplest and most comprehensive description of this condition comes
from Bender who describes it as a developmental lag affecting every aspect
of biological maturation. Other writers have singled out different features,
(1952)
such as the defects in ego development and organization; and Mahler
grossly
in
are
both
describes the autistic in contrast to the symbiotic child;
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abnormal relationship with the parent figure, t,he former aloof, the latter
clinging in an almost undifferenfiated way as the term implies. Kanner in
1943 gave his description of the autistic child and his term early infantile
autism bears out his view that many of these children are characteristically
aloof, and almost from birth fail to relate to the world around them. More
recently a study group has used a table of descriptive features, the so-called
Nine Points (creak et al. 196l) which aim to select and bring together the
salient features present in psychotic children. Their description makes no
pretence of being complete or all-inclusive, and is a guide and certainly not a

grading scale.

Taking these points in order, how far can they be used as descriptive
and explanatory in regard to this condition?
Point one puts first the child's inability, under all circumstances, to relate
himself normally to people. The empty symbiotic clinging is included under
this head since it is so clearly different from the expectant demand of the
normal child. Point one must be seen as a corollary of point two, since the
child who is unable to differentiate himself into any sort of individuality is
also unable to develop any attachment to others.
Point two draws attention to this apparent unawareness of his personal
identity. The word " I " is never used, he echoes what is said to him and about
him as if he saw no meaning in it. we may call this ego weakness but what
we are describing is more akin to ego absence. He often seems indifferent
atasimpleafferentlevel to sensations which in a normal child would provoke
a reaction (see Point five). These two points (one and two) are almost certainly
interdependent, one on the other, and central to the dynamic pathology.
The third and, fourth, preoccupation with objects, and sustained resistance
to change, are also emphasized by Kanner who speaks of the child's sometimes skilled, even obsessive, handling of objects as forming a contrast to
his absence of contact and interest with persons. They elude him, while
perhaps the object becomes real just because it can be passively manipulated
into a position and retained there. Again,
Pointfiae, behaviour in regard to abnormal response to sensory experience,
may prove to be associated with his unrelatedness, and illustrates his failure
to build up and retain any concept of the world outside as a result of his
ordinary sensory experience. His inner world appears to be equally disorganized, and remote from his own awareness. The transports of anxiety
shown so often by incessant screaming.
Point six may indeed stem from a tendency for t.he child to disintegrate

into utter confusion every time his precariously maintained pattern of

sameness is broken into.
Point seaen calls attention

to the frequency of speech disorders, ranging
from mutism to repetitive and echolalic speech no longer functioning ai
communication. Naturally absence of speech, at the pre-school age when
these children are usually brought for consultation, is equated with a "dis-
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ofder" of speech, and some English authors, including Minski (1961) refer
to this as the problem of the non-communicating child. Even when speech
is not lost, it will tend to be used in a highly idiosyncratic way, with the
echolalia determining the displacement of the personal pronoun. children
are heard to say "does he want any milk" in apparent response to that
query instead oi saying "I do (or don't) want some milk". Another child
d.r.riba a fright he had as "the foreign object on the wall". It took some
time to uoraril this as the reflection made by a passing headlight, when

actually what frightened him was the bang of a backfiring engine' Difrerential
diagnosis from a congenital aphasic condition may be a difficult matter of
judiement, and a griat many parents have brought a history that their
talkif the word is somehow surprised out of him. One might guess
Lnita
..non-communicating
child", surprised out of his defensive withthat a"uo
drawal into making a respons", would thereby feel to himself more vulnerable since he is momentarily more involved. In this connection however it
must be remembered that an organically determined confusion can appear
as unreasonableness, simply because connections are not made; conversation with an aphasic
tror" to be a disconcerting experience on both
"uo
sides. With the mute psychotic child it is far more as if he had come to terms
with life on a non-speaking basis; this is in contrast to the aphasic who has
jumble
had experience of normal Jpeech and is frustrated by the inadequate
quite
be
well
may
spoken
never
has
o
itd
*t
tt
The
that now comes out.
to
time.
time
from
make
people
that
noise
this
of
significance
unaware of the

However, many mute psychotic children appear to understand some speech,
and will respond to firm command.
point eigit, motor disturbance, is not accompanied by clear;cut demonstrable sigis. While reflexes may be very difficult to assess in ttrese restless

and over-active children there are no clear-cut signs such as an upgoing
toe or an absent abdominal reflex, while peculiar gesticulations are often

to substitute for speech as in mime. The motility
pattern may be changed in that primitive postures may persist together
n"itt quite noticeablJ clumsiness. But there is nothing consistent about it:
Soddy" (igOf) describes a boy who could "work a typewriter before he could
tie his own shoes or feed himself satisfactorily". There is often a particular
grace and prowess, which allows the child to balance objects or to spin things,
twiddled,
as an end in itself. The precious object of Point three is flapped, or
The
gtatification.
some
afford
to
seems
in a stereotyped fashi]on, which
spasticity,
unlike
although
toe-walking,
by
shown
general tenseness is often
the heel can be got to the ground, but only intermittently. The _emphasis
is therefore on erratic functioning rather than on any neurological disorder
of muscular co-ordination. Bendir (ibid) speaks of a peculiar plasticity in
these children, and the muscle tone in the periphery is often diminished.
Fingers and hand have a dougfuy softness, and t]e child is said to be "doublejoinied',. Yet he rarely falls and is disconcertingly fleet of foot. Even on someseen these are never used
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thing like a routine performance test, he may score well above average,
not perhaps because he is quick to perceive the meaning of a particular
jigsaw, but because he can put it together without doing so. He may balance
a tower of bricks, but it does not represent a chimney to him. This discrepancy
of function is again exemplified in Point nine, where, against a general
background of low functional achievement, due to inner disorganizatior,
are seen isolated instances of fantastic prowess. These are nearly always in
the mechanical field, to do with moving things, as in mastering mechanisms,
orin spatialperceptualfields, where the child may excel almost as if byaccident.
ONsEr

or SyuproMs

This is surprisingly hard to unravel. Where the onset is reported to be
sudden, questions will often reveal what may constitute a special vulnerability. In other words, as so many parents have been heard to say ". . . now
I look back I realtze he was . . .", and then may follow an account suggestive
of a much earlier abnormality in relationships, but occurring at so young
an age that only the retrospective history brings it out. Regrettably, very
often a mother is herself struck by something distant and imperceptive in
the baby which is ignored or denied by a doctor who sees before him a
beautiful infant, apparently not significantly retarded. Fish (1961).points

out how frequently this group have shown discrepancies in early motor
development, and an earlier study by Bender and Freedman (1952) de-

scribes the early histories of 8 children observed from birth and subsequently
developing the schizophrenic syndrome.
In our own series, of 100 cases, the early history as given by the parents
suggests that development was generally thought of as normal in 42 per cent
of cases. By this is meant that doctors, health visitors, relatives and friends,
failed to raise any serious doubts. Development, as used here excluded

speech because

of its particular involvement in this condition, but took

account of motor milestones during the first year. Inconsistent development
occurred in 29 per cent of cases, and 29 per cent were noticeably retarded
during this first year, but not to an extent to enable any firm diagnosis

to be made.
More often than not, the child is first brought to the attention of the
family doctor because of a failure to speak. This may lead to investigation
as to whether the child is deaf, and a partial degree of tone deafness is not
easy to exclude in a restless and inattentive young child. Parents who are
pretty sure their child is deaf tend to be right in their judgment; most
characteristically the intelligent deaf child mimes, lip-reads or at least
watches the speaker's face, has difficulty in locating sounds even when they
are loud enough for him to hear, and responds to some loud sounds or
certain pitches of sound more readily than to others. The schizophrenic
child is inattentive to speech: he often hears and responds to the crackle
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of a cellophane sweet wrapping. He is seen to cover his ears, as if avoiding
a disturbing stimulus. He ignores even very loud sounds and is detached
quite as much in not listening or not attending as in not speaking. Nevertheless, it is important to remember that some degree of autistic withdrawal
comes more readily to tle child who is deprived of sensory perception,
as in the deaf or the blind, or of intellectual grasp as in the severely mentally
retarded child, than it does to a child who would make a fully adequate
contact if he could.
The possibility of a true aphasia, either congenital or secondary to early
cerebral damage, has to be considered, but may prove impossibly difficult
to exclude until other of the more bizarre features suggest that this is a
mental illness rather than a disability affecting comprehension only.
To distinguish the cases from those of a simple mental retardation should
prove less difficult, although one might query whether mental retardation
is in fact only "simple" because we know so little about it. The mentally
defective baby is more generally slow, inert, apatletic and "too good".
He may seem sleepy but more often is as if asleep but awake'
others may be pathologically hyperkinetic, jumpy and restless, with tense
jerky moviments suggestive of actual hypertonicity. This group is partiliable to exhibit monotonous and apparently causeless screaming
"rrt*ty
and minor stigmata may be seen by those who look for them. The psychotic
infant is by contrast often a very beautiful child. His expression, perhaps a
little vacant, is made to appear serene by his relative inattention. Even in the
frst months tleir mothers will note how empty is their response to human
stimulus. They prefer to look at trees waving, they fail to call attention to
their bodily needs, they don't mind being wet, or hungry, and they are not
cross when they are tired. It is tragically easy for the inexperienced or the
busy mother to leave them alone, "in a pram at the bottom of the garden"
because that is how they are happiest. It is no surprise that many of them
are reported as exceptional children. Others again show not only motor
precoCity, but an unusual skill in learning by rote. They not only echo what
is said to them, but they seem able to memorize lists of names, or numbers,
and it is some time before it is recogpized that this is speech without communication. As development proceeds to a level when more personal response
should be forthcoming, ttre child may be seen to cling senselessly to one
parent (symbiosis) or may withdraw from contact with any one (autism).
They often scream endlessly if frustrated in performing some routine or
ritual, and fail to develop the normal social responses of a toddler. It is
now almost certain that frustrating situations will arise. These may include
a need for greater adaptation, as when a second child is born, or illness may

involve a period of separation. Death may remove a well-tolerated indulgent
grandparent, a change of environment arises in the normal course of
iamilylife. It now becomes apparent that where there is a lack of contact with
parent-figures we should be re-assuring, and the personal failure in indi-
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vidual ego development leaves this child exposed, as others are not, to
the full impact of the traumatic situation. It is relatively rare to find that
the supposed precipitant is indeed a fearful trauma; more often it is only
one of the many awkward situations that most children learn to face und
grow through. But with these children the only redress seems to lie in further
and further withdrawal which now becomes manifest in all aspects of his
life. Since he withdraws, he also fails to learn, and in so doing inevitably
regfesses further. Thus the developmental pattern now shows clearly
th;
maturational lag referred to by Bender. It may take the form of a rapid
and
alarming regression, or it may be a suddenly noticed, or more gradual,
failure to come on.
CEnTnRAL DeM.q,.cr

The role of cerebral damage has been variously assessed. Goldfarb utilizing clinical neurological investigations obtained under controlled conditions
as part of a research investigation, noted a high correlation; rather more
than half his schizophrenic children were rated as likely to have organic
factors present. But the total number, 26 children, was a small sample
to evaluate. This important and suggestive work is honest in admitting that
estimates of such features as muscle tone, and gait, and reaction to sensory
stimuli, in these wayward and unresponsive children, must remail an
estimate based on an individual clinical judgment. Working in another
context, Apley (1959) noted that something like 25 per cent of all children
show an abnormal E.E.G . at some time. However, this group of psychotically disturbed children showed consistently a far higher- inciience of
abnormality. Here and there this could be related to the onset, later, of
epilepsy. In the majority of cases, however, while being suggestive of cerebral
patholo8Y, it was by no means linked with a clearly demonstrable
lesion.
How confusing this may be can be seen by contrasting two cases.
One, published by Creak (1963) describes a bty (J. S.) of normal
early development, born of elderly parents. His illness had an indefinite onset. Because he was institutionali zed he was observed by

doctors throughout his later childhood and early adult life. His
deterioration appeared to be consistent with the schizophrenic diag,osis; but an accidental death revealed cerebral lipidosls. Causative-

maybe-who knows?
Another boy (M. O'B.) a case hitherto unpublished and still alive,
fourth child of elderly parents, was born with evidence of hemiplegic
cerebral damage. His early childhood and development was naturally
influenced by his physical handicap, by the devoted attention amounting to over-protection of the elder siblings and his parents, with a
damaged brain possibly accounting for a mildly retarded intellectual
development. He was perfectly able to cope with an ordinary school
for physically handicapped children until his schizophrenic illness
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began abruptly and appeared to result from a very traumatic hospitilization at-tne age o? Zfi years. There has been no recovery and his

ideterioration" is strictly-analagous to that of many schizophrenic

patients. He is resfless, fatuous and empty in his mental contact with the

ivorld around him. His neurological condition appears to be unchanged.
6e recalled that many severely retarded children with known biochemical disorders constituting an organic basis for their abnormalmental
function, are among those who most commonly show catatonic features'
attlough the diagnosis is not thereby regarded as primarily a schizophrenic
illness.-Most authorities now concede that it is unlikely that the schizoptrenic syndrome in early childhood is in fact a single uniform condition'
Rather it can be seen as a major disorganization of the personal development
in a group of young children. In some it can be soen as a condition existing
from-tirth aUiea to but not synonymous with mental retardation' In others
result from known and recogrrized failure in normal integrative
it
gro*tl such as is present in handicapped children where conditions inter'
iere with the child's ability first to establish and then to maintain social,
affective and cognitive integration with the world around him. In emphasiz-

It will

-"y

ing the continuing need throughout early childhood to maintain this integritioo, n ,""ogoir" that factors can intervene at many different levels to
active
"
i-nterfere with thi integration, so that in some cases it may well be that
defence
destructive)
(and
essentially
primitive
a
withdrawal constitutes
disagainst trauma. There is still much ttrat we may learn both as to these
children.
of
some
them
to
vulnerability
essential
in:tegrative factors, and the
fflre it may be of value to look at certain aspects of what might be called
the ..naturai history" of the syndrome. A sample of 100 children was
analysed in relation to the quality of their early development, and secondly
is
as to the year of onset of definite symptoms. Neither of these points
early
of
lack
straightforward in the sense already suggested, namely the

,."oid.d

observations. The history is taken retrospectively and the diagnosis

often is only reached through a period of observation. It is indeed likely
that the iflnlss has no definite starting point, but rather a point in history
at which the immature adjustments to social well-being within the family
become obviously at fault. Naturally this will vary with the position of tle
child in the family, with the observational skill of the parents, with their
tolerance of devia-tion, and with the standards they demand. Their failure
to observe unusual features may stem from ignorance, stupidity, or from an
over-intellectualized tolerance of abnormality or from denial-not seeing
what ttrey fear. They may have been conditioned to overlook warning signs
because,-havingnotidthem and spoken ofthem to a doctor, they have been
falsely i"".ror"d, because the children look normal and may at first seem
relatedness towards an inexperienced
quality
both to observe and to describe.
a
subtle
case
in
any
mother is

.rrr.ouny bright The question of
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Most parents can give a history of developmental milestones. Excluding
standardized infant tests, but including normal observations of at least
average parents as to dates for sitting, standiog, walking, and habit training,
the following observations were made:
sample of 100 cases of schizophrenic syndrome

(i) Development apparently within the norrnal range
(ii) Development consistently retarded, at all levels,
but not severely so
(iii) Inconsistent development, that is to say forward
in some aspects and retarded in others

..o...

42percgnt

......

29petcent

......

29 per cent

Looking again at the pattern of onset of the illness, it was seen that in
some children, development seemed to fade out at some point, not invariably

with stress or positively adverse circumstances. In others there
a sharp regression, such as a previously thought-to-be-normal child

associated

was

ceasing to speak, losing abilities already gained such as habit control, and
becoming manifestly a disturbed and detached person within the family.
But in an even larger number the onset was held to be indefinite, eithir
dating in some measure from birth as in the most highly autistic children
or being noted in such a gradual way that no one was prepared to give a
clear picture of the moment of onset. Nevertheless, many of these children
have been reckoned as having for their date of onset the moment in time
when those in closest contact, usually the parents, felt clear that something
had gone wrong. It will be seen that the distinction between an indefinite
onset and a failure to continue and maintain development can become a
somewhat arbitrary distinction. In some, an indefinite but nevertheless
abnormal pattern of early development is underlined by a sudden period

of regression.

Oruet of lllness
Active regression

Failure to maintain development

Indefinite or from

3t%

t8%

st%

birth

Bearing in mind these uncertainties and that the onset is difficult to place,
by far the greatest number, in these early cases, fall within the period of the
pre-school years, sometimes called the "period of normal negativism "-a
time often of stress and some tension between even the norrnal mother and
child.
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Year of Onset
Onset during the Years

After the

Abnormal
from birth

lst

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

5th year

t3%t

7%

t8%

43%

to%

s%

4%

t Of these thirteen children, two had normal milestones, three were inconsistent iniS
developmental achievement, and 8 were sub-normal But I among the 8 sub-normals
job. cer'
a young mao now 25 years'old, leading a normal life and performing a skilled
psychotic
with
defectives
as
anomalous
regarded
be
Lirfi"l".r tt*" of thl others might
features.

MlN.n

crurnt

^nNP

Tnr.arMsNT

Here is a condition about which there is a surprising lack of clear and
unequivocal knowledge. There is a suggestion of linkage with brain damage,
direct or indirect, a so-far unrewarding search for biochemical anomaly.
There is a suggestion that a certain highly intellectual kind of parent produces this kind of child; behind this there must lie a fear of inescapable
genetic faults, and tle end result is often tragically akin to tle end result
or m" severely mentally retarded child. Running like a tfuead through all
this is the observation that some of the children appear to fall into this
group as a result of psychogenic damage, ranging from the gross failures in
o"ttir" called "Protophrenia" by Bourne (1955) or the more preventible
grief reactions described by spitz (1947), but liable to produce similar end
iesults. In a minority of cases, the precipitating factor appears to be the sort
of psychological trauma to which many children are unavoidably exposed,
ani which most of them survive without psychic disintegration. And in a
depressingly large number of cases we are left guessing as to what has gone
wrong. The advocacy of any particular kind of management or treatment
therefore starts with a disadvantage for if we are honest, we do not know
what it is we aim to treat.
Empirically, measures which help the child to build up a relationship
with his environment, above all with the human beings around him, may
help him through knowing them to know himself as an individual. This
..kiowing,' is not a matter of physical recognition, nof even of pleasuredispleasuie experience and balance and involves more than the learning
,.rioor" condilion by the balance of pleasure and displeasure. Something
far deeper and more primitive constitutes the infant's awareness of his
mother and of her role in satisfying first of all his biological needs, later
to the achievement of satisfaction in a varying and ever-increasing range of
activities. The normal child reaches this slowly evolving experience of himself as participant in the proc€ss, which has been called "the primary
experienie,' by the Rudolf Steiner group of workers, who speak from
extensive experience of remedial work with autistic children, and in their
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primary process.
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from the Freudian concept of the

wnnicott (1960) discusses exactly this point in a paper on the parentinfant relationship. In it he speaks of "anxiety about annihilation'ias the
quality of anxiety attacking ttre not-yet-integrated ego of the small infant.
Possibly in this particular group of severely deviant children, the failure
of ego-integration brings with it the lack of any capacity for growth and
maturation. when ttre child can only cling and demand, as in t,he symbiotic
state, the mother eventually must reject unless she herself accepts a wholly
static position. Even if she does so, the relationship cannot evolve and nothing comes of it. More often the rejection is mutual, atmost automatic and
inevitable, for without communication, awareness and understanding
growth and development inevitably lapses and tolerance becomes a laissezfaire tf only to secure a fimited freedom from anxiety and distress for parent
and child. This will not prevent some of the parents of these children being
particularly fond of tlem, perhaps because the strange situation evokes an
awareness of need, perhaps because tlere is nothing left to do but love
and let live. But other parents have complained bitterly of their inability
to love this child, from whom no response comes, and who creates havoc in
so many ordinary situations. These points need very real understanding if
therapy is to get anywhere, either working at an interprative level with the
child, or aiming to do no more than alleviate the immediate reality problems by counselling the parents.

Among the most important factors will be early recognition. Much harm
can be done by failing to appreciate what a mother is describing when all
she complains of is that her child is in some way "different". she may notice
his quiet passivity in infancy, his failure in smiling response, his indifference
to play, his preoccupation with gazingpast her at some special object which
seems to attract his fleeting attention. If these signals are ignored, she may
well deny her anxiety by pretending to herself as she has been advised to

do, that nothing serious is wrong or that the child will grow out of it. In
doing this she may unconsciously condition herself to ret pass opportunities
of deliberately tryrng to make a contact-a condition not necessary in ttre
normal child. counselling at this stage can do litfle more than help with the
mother to foster any latent capacity present. For the most part the opportunity to counsel the parents and to observe an autistic infant are rare; but
the work of Fish (1957) may be a valuable souroe of crinical observations,
so that Maternity and child welfare physicians can avoid missing such

opportunities as arise.
As the figures suggest, it is more likely that advice will be sought in the
toddler stage. A barely noticed regression may suddenly become florid on

the birth of a sibling, or at some family stress which tends to accentuate
existing diffculties. Again, the need for prompt recognition of the mother,s
problem and what it arises from need not be reemphasized. It is perhaps
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of value to single out one clinical sub-group where more can be accomplished.
It would seem as if some children, less highly endowed than the average, or
with recogpized but minimal brain dam&go, may regress and withdraw as a
defence against ordinary social demands which they are unable to meet.
By an early recogpition of this pattern, mothers can be helped to make
very special efforts to counteruct the tendency. Without such an effort,
which, as was said earlier, is not needed by the normal child, the drift away
from contact can become an established way of dealing with difficulty and
of resisting progress (Creak, 1963).
Even for the normal 24 year-old toddler social pressure is inevitabty
increased. Conformity is not demanded so much as expected with a varying
degree of chagrin or disappointment or even anger when no response is
forthcoming. Iq on the other hand, nothing is demanded, the work of doing
everything for a 2-3 year-old child is far heavier than doing it for a baby,
and parents become exhausted, especially when nights are disturbed as well.
Nocturnal activity in the form of laughing, giggling, wandering or relentless screaming are very commonly rnet with. Some of these children spend
hours head banging, cot-rocking, and pursuing some pattern of movement
which seems to afford a degree of satisfaction. By day behaviour tends to
even greater activity, pursued over a constricted and repetitive range. Such
activity may involve physical risks, but these may be lessened by the child's
uncanny skill in balancing and in climbing, not of course matched by an
understanding of what to balance and where to climb. Play with other children
is out of the question so that the child is always on mother's hands, preventing such necess ary activities as shopping and cooking. Small wonder that
if he can be quiet alone in his room, tearing up paper or laying his bricks
in an endless line, there will be a great temptation to accept this for a colrtpromise, overlooking how sterile such activity can become.
For these reasons, & Nursery School that can tolerate such a child, can be
invaluable. Occasionally a similar success can come with a home-teacher
or with a nursery group, of similar children which must be kept small and
with high staffing ratio.
Therapy is always a difficult matter; psychoanalytic (play-analysis) techniques can seem to break through into the child's state of solitary withdrawal.
The analyst will not receive much verbal material to interpret although even
a non-speaking child will sometimes give evidence of being able to understand speech, provided he can hear and will listen. This is obviously the
stage at which any physical interference with hearing or with verbal reception at a cognitive level must be carefully excluded.
Whatever means are found to help the child, including of course, residential treatment, they can only seek to establish some sort of relationship
through which the child can begin to express his fears and his confusion,
come to terms with his aggression, and work through to awareness of himself, and thence , ?t long last, to some measure of volitional control. This
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being the basis of all therapy, it can be seen that conditioned control achieved
by fear or by indulgence, can actually militate against the more complex
step, which for long seems to be beyond these children, of real awareness,
and the acceptance of necessary frustration.

.Dnucs

rc,No

prryslcAr,

TkrnftGNr

To an increasing extent, drug therapy has replaced physical methods of
treatment in childhood schizophrenia. Indeed, in Britain physical methods
have never found great favour. In the use of either insulin co*a or E.c.T. it
has often been suggested that the therapy works by a kind of mental and

physical obliteration from which the patient is recalled by the devoted
nursing, and in the case of insulin coma, by feeding, by his attendant. The
circumstances of his treatment require this care and it is usual for patients
undergoing such therapy to be in a unit where rehabilitation also plays a
very active part. Bender advocates E.c.T. as a means of assisting the child
back into a relationship and perhaps, in so doing, helping to obliterate
reiterative patterns of behaviour which in themselves constitute a barrier
and a means of withdrawal. Annell (1955) who had a unit making extensive
use of insulin, has now abandoned this as a therapy in favour or a*gr.
advent of tranquillizers has meant that sedation can be accomplished
.The
without narcosis or even drowsiness. Drugs such as the monoamine oxidase
inhibitors act partly as anti-depressants, while the effect of the phenothiazine group, certainly in some cases, seems to release a higher quatity of
functioning. It is as if in becoming quieter, the child is more able io notice

himself and his surroundings and, in so doing, to become more interested,
or at least more co-operative. He will also be less vulnerable to frustration

he may sleep better and eat better, and so be less fatigued; management
1nd
thus becomes a more peaceful business.
Perhaps because this group of cases arises from different causes, they
seem to react in a somewhat unpredictable way to chemo-ttrerapy. wna-t
suits one child may have no effect, or an adverse effect on anothei, and the
use of drugs tends to require a good deal of trial and error. It is particularly
important to watch for minimal physical signsoftoxicityandalittieunsteadiness, even early Parkinsonian features, can be hard to detect in children
who in any case do so many odd things and who don't relate by speech or
action, with those caring for ttrem. perhaps for these reasonj thire is so
far only limited enthusiasm for what these drugs can accomplish; certainly
their value in this age group is less evident than in adults.

Orum. TrrsRApEUTrc pnovmroNs
Mention has already been made of nursery school and special nursery
fn the former one psychotic child may mix with normal children

groups.
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provided his oddities can be contained in the group. This is sometimes easier
than might be supposed, perhaps because at home the environment has,
over ttre years, of necessity "gtven in" to, that is to say accommodated to
the child's odd ways. In nursery school he may discover a concealed
capacity to conform a little more, and in so doing, to come into new discoveries (for him) in relationship.
But more often, the need for constant supervision in the face of common
danger, such as the dash out into a busy road, make ttris impractical.
Certainly something can be gained from the nursery group devised for
the autistic child. Their disability in relating is not always reflected in an
equivalent disability in learning. Indeed, more than once, autistic children
have been met who pick out letters and form words in an automatic, learnedby-rote, fashion, without making the further link of word with meaning.
It is at this stage particularly important to try and analyse the nature of ttre
language problem and to distinguish between a desire to communicate linked
with an inability to discover the means, contrasted with the child who sometimes seems to reject out of hand the idea of communication. Sheridan (1961)
discussing disorders of spoken language analyses in very simple terms, this
most complex problem of the roots of the human need to relate by communication. In the psychotic group of children it seems likely that the inability to
relate permits the langUage disorder to become established rather tlan the
otler way round.

Rrsmrmll

CmB

Both in the specially provided nursery group, later in schools for maladjusted children or in special units where these children come to be cared
for, with others who are more obviously mentally retarded, and above all
in the residential unit, the need is for a high ratio of staff to children. In
large groups, particularly among the more boisterous and vocal type of
child, withdrawal can easily be increased. No form of therapy, ranging as it
does from custodial care to psychoanalysis, can succped with this type of
child unless in some measufe it breaks down the barrier of apartness. Putting
it in ttrese terms must not be taken as meaning that the barrier has been
erected by the autistic child. It exists because, for some reason, the earliest
capacity to relate has not taken place. Thus in therapy, someone must be able
to help the child into an experience in which at the simplest possible level
a dawning awareness of the other person, comes to be experienced through
the repeated availability of the therapist, whether house-motler or analyst.
A succession of nurses and teachers, however well-trained, will not achieve
tlis since they will miss being in contact with the child through many
ordinary first-hand experiences. In all therapeutic units, the anxiety of the
parents, who for years have battled with a most severe problem, will not
be met by excluding them. The more intimate the therapy, the more impor-
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tant it is that they too should be brought into it, through their own groups
or their own sessions with the unit staff. They too ,eed therapy of u Uo4
for they have become locked into a seemingly insoluble problem.-Unless
they
can see this, and gain help in solving it, their apparent rejection or overidentification can become a barrier in the childt therapy. Their help
is
always needed, and it starts when as they themselves begi to understand

the problem.

Drrrnrr.rrrAl DrecNosts
The differential diagnosis in this condition is never an easy one. Children
are accepted as immature and any reaction to stress in a child can
seem to
be immediately a sort of catastrophe, which has the beneficial siae-erect
or
calling attention to needs and rallying support. Recovery can be as sudden
and complete as the regression which preceded it seemed to be ominous.

It is doubtful whether the psychotic epiiode, in response to crisis, is rightly
included in-this group, And yet instan-ces, such as the case of
M.o'B., occur
where the differential lies not in the extreme stress, so much as in
the adap.
tive-failure in response. rn other words, we look in the early history
for a
quality of vulnerability which is not marked by clinical features
*ni"h
be measured. As pointers, however, we may consider the early passivity
""o
which is diferent from the sruggish development in the child who is uniformly retarded at all levels. In the mentally handicapped child there
may
be known genetic factors, or abnormalities in appearance, hormonal
or biochemical failure which alerts the physiciao
io what he may expect. The
"s mechanical stiit, or aptitude
psychotic child in repose looks normal and his
in memorizin& may deceive us as to his mental development. while in
some cases a reason, or at least a precipitating cause for the abnormality
may exist, in quite a number the situation is rather that of seemingly
normal
or even precocious development gradually, or suddenly, faaing Iut.
Naturally ttris leads to a search for physical factors,-which Jn the whole
p-roves disappointing. This may well be because we have
not yet looked in
ttre correct direction.
Perhaps what is most characteristic is the emotional disorganization
coupled with an unresponsive lack of depth in both feeling aid understanding which serves to increase the plighiboth of the disturied child,
and

with so little response, wfat1s the good of trying? N.r.rtnrhr,
somr ofthem do respond when efforts to achieve integratiiro
be sustained
and followed through-over years if need be. perhals our only
""o encouragement in this arduous task is the recognition that wiihout it, ana erpecr"uy
in the situation of long-term segregation, the end results are so aegoraute.
his parents.

Mental crippling at its worst is experienced with the profoundly rigressed
schizophrenic child or adolescen! who remains manneiistic
v.t empty,
excitable without gaiety, anguished yet without any feeling for ihe
victims

*J
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of his outbursts, or so it seems. His inner disorganizatton makes it impossible to enter into his life on his terms, and he knows no other.
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4

Problems in Assessing the Later Effects of Early
Experience
by A. D. B. CrnRrE
INrRooucrroN

Most people have at least a sneaking regard for the view that there is
something special about early human learning, that this has a potent and
disproportionate effect on later personality. Indeed those who testify to
this thesis make strange bed-fellows-Freud, Watson, Ribble, Adler, Hebb,
Fergusotr, Klein, and Montessori are examples. IUhiIe g3any consider that
the first 5 years of life do have this potent effect, there is disagreement in
or- g_ven fo one typE pf iearning or another, a partibelieved that

As Hebb puts

lhat lea;pigg gepends

it, "all learning tends to utilise and build

We must accept, then, that variation in human behaviour is at least partly

.
auC experi"eoc€s which have moie or 'less
pennanent effects must, by definitigii,:EVffiH-Ibfltning in a broad.serr&e.
H6nce it is obvious that the r6le of eaily learning in min remains a fundamental problem for psychology and psychiatry. This chapter aims to show
that, equally, wo have hardly advanced beyond its fringe in the present
situation. Moreover, as Yarrow (1961) puts it, "the significance o1 early
infantile experience for later development has been reiterated so frequently
and so persistently that the general validity of this assertion is now almost
de.ternin**bx,.l
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unchallenged". The time seems ripe, therefore,

for a re-evaluation of

the

evidence.

Both Hebb and also Piaget from a rather different angle indicate that
early learning is at leasl foundational, that it involves well-marked stages
which must be passed through in sequen@ before higher ones are attained.
Freud, with his combination of instinct and learning theory, would have
certainly subscribed to this view, but with Hebb would have urged that more
than this is involved. The crucial question, to pose the analogy, is how far

the foundations determine the later structure and dimensions of the building.
a partigqlag building,.must inevitably result, or can
Og tky*4,gtsmge

!hl!
it-muc1ur9dasitr"proennds?Ifearlylearninghasther6le

merely of being the first course of bricks, then it is important. If the first
course of bricks also determines completely the structure of all above it,
then it is ultra-important. This, then is our problem.

or MrrHoDoIrocY
Before turning to the evidence, it will be useful to outline some of the
problems of research methodology in this field. Indeed, much published
work is of such poor quality as to be scientifically inconclusive, so that an
PRosrEUIs

examination of common elrors may also be useful.
Scientific method has been described somewhere as the application to
data of sys/ ematic doubt; its essential features include the initial observation,
hypotheses to account for the fact, the testing of each in a controlled 64nror
uoa thus the step-by-step elimination of variables thought to be possibly
relevant. Failure to follow such a procedrue is bound to lead to error.
Uncontrolled trials of the effects of new drugs are perhaps the supreme
example, and reviews (e.g. Foulds, 1958; Fox, 1961) show clearly that the
weaker the controls used in such trials, the more positive the claimed results.
It seems that the human being is adept at finding what he seeks.
Turning from the general to the particular, it is now proposed to outline
the various problems associated with attempts to build up developmental
psychiatry and psychologY:

I.

Clinical
personality

The alleged link between earlY

conditions
maladjustment.

Two

need

of nurture;
to be

have sufferEfl
initiated the
have
such ,conditions

"most of

First, that clinical experience relates to a
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Evidence for this view will be presented later. In the meanwhile, it may be
a fair summary of the argument to say that clinically we are dealing with a
particularly vulnerable group. Whether such rrulnerability arises from genetic
causes, or reflects common but minor brain injury, or arises from particular
types of early adversity, or a combination of these, are open questions. The
second point relating to clinical experience has a wider connotation and is
discussed below:

2. Correlational Data

Much research is based upon correlational data, and certainly such information is a necess ary starting point. Yet correlation does not necessarily
imply a causal relationship between the variables. It is fairly likely, for
example, that over the last decade there has been a substantial correlation
between the annual consumption of bananas, and the issue of television
licences. Obviously, here a third factor affects both.
Goldman-Eisler's (1950) paper is often quoted as an example in this connection (Eysenck, 1952). This investigator demonstrated a link between
early weaning and oral pessimism in later life. In other words, one aspect of
a constellation of child-rearing practices was selected in isolation from
others. With the usual inter-correlation of such practices it is arguable that

others than early weaning were responsible, or indeed a combination of
them all. A more potent criticism can also be advanced. The environments
of most children tend to be more or less constant during their development.
Hence there is likely to be an intercorrelation of experien@ over many years.
It could be argued, therefore, that what happens at the time of weaning
is of no significance, but the correlated happenings tt, S&y, age 4 may be
causally related to adult personality, while the earlier ones have no causal
link. In learning terms, early experiences tend continually to be reinforced.
Thus if a correlation between early learning and some pattern of adult behaviour is shown, this could be the result of the later reinforcement rather
than the early learning as such.
Or again, a child-rearing behavioural correlate-for example, " psychopathic mothering " (a somewhat loose term referring to mothers who show
affectionless, rejective or neglectful behaviour towards their offspring) and
psychopathic traits in the child-could both be due to the common influen@
of heredity, the third variable; or it could result from the distortion of the

child's personality by this particular upbringing. Such a view could be

tested by studying the careers of children of psychopathic mothers who had

been adopted at birth by normal adopters, in contrast with non-adopted
children of psychopaths, and with a further control group of adopted
children with normal mothers. This may indeed be difficult to do, but is by
no means impossible.

It is not enough, however, to leave such a finding merely as an established
causal relationship. Scientifically we would want to know exactly what
12

CP
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in the mothering resulted in damage, and indeed what processes
in the child are damaged by that mothering. Just so long as it is realized
that correlational data represent starting rather than end-points in research
processes

then they are useful and essential, but as end-points they obscure our knowledge of processes.

3. Cross-sectional

Versus Longttudinal Data

Cross-sectional studies must always be of rather limited value compared
with longitudinal research. By definition, cross-sectional data are limited to
the particular group and the particular measurement at one point of time.
Knowledge of the dynamics of development then depend on inference based
on inadequate early data on the group, often followed by unchecked forecasts of the future. Thus we might study a group of ten-year-old orphanage

children, finding that they were on the average rather backward and emotionally unstable, presenting a rather poor general picture. There would commonly
be rather little information concerning early history and parentogg, and

little light would be thrown on the reasons for differences between such
if we happened to believe that personality characteristics

children. Then,

are relatively constant, we would predict a poor outcome for such children.
To oversimplify a little, this is really what has happened in the study of
deprivation (e.g. Bowlby, l95l). Clebrly cross-sectional studies are necessary and useful in the preliminary study of any field, and economizein time
(e.9. Dennis and Najarian, 1957; Dennis, 1960) but these should always be
supplemented by longitudinal study as soon as is practicable. For a summ ary
of such investigations see Bloom (1964).

4. Retrospectiue Versus Prospectiae Studies

Linked with 3 above, it is obvious that retrospective studies may fail to
reveal subtle selective factors never noted in data collected for different and
often administrative reasons. Again, hind-sight may produce an apparently
plausible explanation for certain events, but as noted earlier, cannot reveal
the number of those where the particular effect was not produced because
for administrative reasons these never came to notice. Thus those children
attending Guidance Clinics may be the vulnerable ones, and we can have
little idea of the number less severely damaged by various forms of deprivation. But what little evidence there is (e.9. Howells and Layng, 1955;
Douglas and Blomfield, 1958) suggests that this number may well be very
considerable. Again, studies during adolescence of children with some early
adverse background must take into account that adolescence is anyway an
emotionally unsettling period for many children who have not suffered such
adversity. The prospective study is, therefore, on all counts preferable to
the retrospective study, although the latter must often be a starting point

for later work.
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5. Santpling

As alwoYS, a major research problem is that of sampling, with its corresponding danger of generalizing findings from one sample to another. There
are, however, certain obvious safeguards to be taken: (a) adequate sample
description. It is of little use, for example, to discuss findings on 100 adolescent high-grade defectives, without giving data about the varying aetiologies within the group, without a mention of length of institutionali zation,
without giving data on early experiences and so forth, and without mention-

ing relevant factors in the institutional regime; and (b) adequate sample
size. There is nothing against the use of very small samples provided (f ihe
)

usual and more stringent statistical methods are used, and (2) the relationship of the small sample to the population from which it is drawn is carefully
investigated. Samples must be chosen as nearly randomly as possible from
the particular population in which the researcher is interested; and there are
obvious and common sense techniques available for such sampling. It may
well be that full investigation of a small group is far more valuable than
superficial examination of a very large one.

6. Controls

It should be unnecessary to labour the need for controls, particularly
after the discussion in the earlier part of this section, but at least one very
eminent writer on deprivation in recent years has honestly admitted his
misconception about the nature of a control group. Suffice it to say here
that a control group should be as nearly identical as possible with the experimental group except for the variable with which the experiment is concerned.
In the case of population which has experienced some dramatic environ-

mental change, provided there is good documentation before and afterwards,
the group may be used as its own control with a fair level of confidence.
7. Semanttcs

It is again an elementary truth that a given word does not always mean
the same thing to different people, and that therefore definitions are important. Worse still, a given word may be given an unfortunate connotation
and become a " dirty" word. Thereafter, whenever employed it carried with
it that odour; an excellent example is the word " institution ". Both the institutions described by Skeels and Dye (1939) or Klackenberg (1956) or by
Bowlby (1956) were correctly so described. But this has led to the error of
supposing that the qualities of those reported by Skeels and Dye would be
replicated in that of Bowlby (an excellent tuberculosis sanatorium) and
Klackenberg (a Swedish children's home with one member of staff to every
three children) whereas manifestly they were not. Or again, as we shall see,
in some circles the word " deprivation " has itself become synonymous with
"emotional deprivation" or "maternal separation". Many similar words
l2*
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which add to confusion unless operationally defined can be found in the
literature. It is a matter of surprise that so few attempts have been made
to classify different forms of deprivation (cf. Clarke and Clarke, 1960).
These problems have been considered at length because an understanding

of them will assist the prog[ess of later discussion, and because there exist
so many imperfect studies in the whole developmental field.

Atuuu, Srupns

It

that the lower one goes down the phylogenetic scale, the
smaller the part played by learning in development. With the dangers to
the.young organism so apparent in the animal kingdom, a short period of
imiraturity obtains, and it must be equipped with ready-made and unlearned responses. Correspondingly, if learning is to play any important
part, it is biologically desirable for it to occur early and to be achieved with
minimal practice. Hence one would expect to find early learning laying
down fairly rigid patterns of behaviour which would persist over longperiods.
This expectation is fulfilled so far as imprinting in birds is concerned. Lorenz
and Tinbergen and others have shown that certain stimuli trigger off unlearned patterns of behaviour at critical periods of development. In a sense
this can be regarded as single trial learning.
This section will be concerned with work on mammals where some continuity with findings in the human field is to be expected, and a brief outline
of some of the best investigations will be presented.
In a very useful review, which reveals the complexity of the problems in
this area, Fuller and Waller (\962) outline -two fact-9qs.w.biqh pgps! under-lie
the presumed importance of early experience. Firstly, such effects are conseems clear

sidtred by mobt to be far less readily reversible than those of later experience:
"someho-w or other... the behaviour mechanisni jells at a ceitain age .. .
the jelly is not rigid-but the essential form cannot be change{". Secondly,
generality of reaction rather than specificity m-ay"charactglze gqrly-,l9gning.
The adult rat, shocked for eating from a white dish learns only to avoid white
dishes; the young rat similarly shocked may react with excessive emotionality in other situations. Fuller and Waller here express a view closely akin
to that of McGeoch and of Hebb who implied that learning transfer must
be more important earlier than later in life. Aoqth-9r.^E{"!9l qqef{ry dis-

epeg**bJli,rlhr. and ,Wallel lp..whether earlv "xpiii""ce
p'ior tes*m5!ffiav
pd*rgy j6-*dlis;;dr'

nffi[s

;diii'".'

nephanisqs and.thus coitintie throughgu!

-is

j6b"6itant

tli-frpt

lifp;$Igg[ye

ttre

responses

ur6;J.triea.whensqch.-p.dgr.rgspo_ry.gg.r,e--t-eiqfqlssd.PrioildffiEat
arll lge-musrtUerefore-hicritiiat aniljflfigley be the simplest way of exptaining"tn".-e-ff-eStS.ot "early experience.- On balance these authors believe
that young animals are indeed moiC"sbnsitive to various kinds of treatment
than older ones.
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Beach and Jaynes (1954) review work on the effects ofearryexperiencein'
animals, considering such processes as sensory discriminationandperception,
feeding behaviour, reproduction and filial behaviour, emotion and temperament and learning. In particular, they believe that animals which have had a
large amount of perceptual experience early in life will prove better learners
than those deprived of such experience. This point seemed particularly true of
primates which depend so heavily upon visual cues. In summing up, horyever,
these authors considered that at the time of writing much of the evidence was
equivocal and of undetermined reliability. They suggest, however, three
answers concerning the way in which early experience in animals influences

larerffiariiiitr:

l.

Persistence in Adult Behauiour of Habits Formed Early tn Ltfe

The fact th.{ l.young animal learns a particular response may 'u prevent the
acdiistfi6n bf othgr types of behaviour which would Compete with ihe orignal

2. Early Perceptual Learning Affecting Adult Behaaiour
This-theory is quite distinct from the retention theory discussed under l.
Ceflaiqlfpgs of early experience are held"to structure the organism's per;
ceptual gu.Pucities which serve as a basis for subsequent. This is in effect a
transfer the_ory.

3. Crittcal Pertofu of Deuelopment
Much work by the ethologists

Beach and

IS

to human
recently reviewed by Sluckin
interest in ipPrinting in aniryrplg. Although he considers

are

field
the growing

it unwise to concentrate mainly on early experience, he nevertheless stresses that ln man
there may be imprinting-like processes.
In the decade following the Beach and Jaynes classic review, otr immense
amount of work has been published on early animal learning in relation
to adult characteristics. The summaries which follow are designed merely
to sample this field.
Thompson and Heron (1954) and Melzack (1954) hav.e +portcd the short-

and long-term outcome of
on-puppb. The
-qtrE"sffins raised
experimenters were whether early upbringlng in
a barren environment would have permanent effects on the dogs' intelligence, activity , emotional reactions and social behaviour.
At the age of 4 weeks, when weaned, each litter of Scottish terriers was
divided into two groups. One group was reared in the ordinary way, either
as domestic pets or in the laboratory; the other animals were each confined
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to an opaque-sided cage consisting of a main compartment separated by a
sliding door from an eating compartment. Thus the dog never saw its keeper.
They were confined in this way for between 7 and 10 month;*and upon release
were given the same handling as the controls. Both groups were then studied.

ThepMof'thie.regtGiction..wa$"atonceobuious;butthebe.
t,*ffi*qf"JhesadogE.wasalmgSJthe-9P,-P9"ql1s-g.I"x,h"3J,-9.qe',,igFtexpect.
TfiSy" *oe exceptionally active" ana pnppr-li(;-" S&;ffii*exf€iliments shed
light upon this finding. For example, each dog was put into a small room
for half-an-hour to establish how much timp;yas spent in exploration and
how much in more passive activities. This test was repeated'fourtimds with
seven normal control and eleven experimental animals. The controls rapidly
became bored and quietly relaxed, while each experimental animal continued
exploration for a much longer period. Older dogs became bored more
readily than the younger, indicating that the experimental animals' reaction
was a sign of immaturity. Similar tests several years later showed the same
difference between the groups.
Detailed studies were made of the dogs' emotional behaviour, about three
weeks after their release. Seven innocuous but emotion-provoking objects
were at different times shown to the animals and nflfrieru-fiiivEw
in a zig-zag fashion (e.g. a live rabbit, a slowly swelling balloon, or an

ment and a new, purposeful pattern of avoidance. They were in some respects at the same level as their matched controls a year earlier.
From harmless stimuli, the experimenters turned to painful ones. In such
an experiment a toy car pursued each dog by remote control and gave an
electric shock when it made contact. The normal dogs rapidly learned
avoidance, and after six shocks the experimenter was no longer able to
touch them. The dogs which had been restricted, however, behaved wildly.
They averaged twenty-five shocks before learning avoidance, g-1r$.even then
bdiEfietxcited whenever they saw the test object. Moreover., the-ir-rgqp-og9e

-

qg pair.producisgl,rtlmirli*waS-.gften","bi41.""; they frequently remained
Close to the object or toyed with it. The experimenters concluded tha[g!g*
is by no means the

ln
paln, they write, is acquired at
t&Js.
part by learning, and failure to learn in infancy apparently prevents the
achievement of the calm, precise response of the adult animal.
Other experiments clearly showed the lack of intelligence of the
showed

retardation
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appeared to be more or less permanent. In the social sphere, too, difrerences
existed. The experimental subjects showed a general lack of interest in other
dogs, as compared with their controls.
The authors conclude by pointing out that their studies have little specific
bearing on human beings, for the environmental situations are draJtically
different. It is clear, however, that for normal development the organism
needs varied sensory stimulation. Especially during the early, plastic period
of life they must receive a good deal of stimulation; if they do not, thJy may
remain forever immature (see Thompson and Melzack (1956) for a joinl

review of their studies).
A number of research workers have been concerned with the rong-term
effects of early handling or "gentling" of animals. compared with controls

reared under ordinary laboratory conditions, such animals consistently
showed adult superiority.
In an outstanding series of papers, Seymour Levine has shed light upon
such fndings. His researches have sought answers to the general quesiion

of how the changing pressures and sudden challenges of early environment
afrect the behaviour and physiofogy of the adult animal.
A group of young rats were subjected to mild electric shocks each day,
and compared with controls which were placed in the same cage but which
did not receive shocks. A third group was left in the nest and not handled
at all. It was anticipated that the shocked animals would exhibit emotional
disorders at adulthood, as measured operationally by objective response
to given situations. The main finding was that the shocked rats did not
differ from the unshocked but handled controls. on the contrary, it was
the animals left undisturbed in the nest that behaved with later undue
emotion. The results of this research caused a re-frami'1g of the. or-iginal
question; no'longer was the experimenter interested in the effects of striii-frir
t6tibthC iioim) as in the abs.nG'oi

@"aftell.U,ten'db

such experiencE

ffiety

of stresses or different modes of handling were tried, but invariably the unhandled and unstressed controls showed both unusual behaviour and a deviant physiology. For example, Levine and Lewis (1959)
compared at the age of 14 days rats which have received stimulation from
manipulation by the experimenter and shock, with those which had been
moved and shaken by mechanical means without direct handling by the

experimenter. These groups were also compared with controls in terms of
adrenal ascorbic acid depletion to 90 minutes experience of 5"c cold. No
difference was found between experimental groups, these differing from controls in the rate cf depletion. The data indicate that experimenter handliagjs
not a major variable but that stimulation in infancy accelerates the matura-

tiiih'Elln{Fhfsfological response to

stress.

As implietl.above,'Lcvine's res6arch programme has yielded both physiological and behavioural differences associated with earry stimulation or
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non-stimulation. Direct evidence of the former, for example, is also found
in cholesterol studies of brain tissue. The higher cholesterol content suggests
that maturation of structure parallels the maturation of function. Indeed,
in all respects the manipulated infants exhibited a more rapid rate of development, opening their eyes earlier and achieving motor-co-ordination
earlier. Their body hair grows faster and at weaning their body weight is
significantly greater. It may well be, writes Levine, that some degree of
stressful experience in infancy is necessary for successful adaptation of the
organism to the environment it encounters later in life (for a general review,
see Levine, 1960).

The most comprehensive series--gfgygsige[ipns-in thq animal field of
IeffielnETffilleTtltiedttfii#ti learning has come from Harlow in
Wisconsin. His classic paper (1949) on the formation of learning sefs
criticized the blitzkreig approach of the ordinary laboratory experiment,
and suggested that the gradual build-up oflearning abilities, studied longitudinally, was likely to be more rewarding. Evidence was presented showing
that the monkey slowly achieved a flexibility of response which enabled it
to tacHe new problems more and more easily.
special

Harfofs well-known experiments on the rearing of infant rhesus monkeys
with.aitificial "iothers" madgof cloth or wirc has'sho***het the prina,ryfactor in the infant's attachment is contact stimulation*i5"A6poseefo ItE:-**
ding behaviour. For us, however, thdii is great6i-ffitercsritr'the adult"
outcome for rffonkeys reared under these early conditions'
Harlow (1963) has reviewed his recent experiments and gives information
on the maternal behaviour of four monkeys, three of which had been reared
on cloth surrogates and one in a bare wire cage. With their own infants
these "unmothered mothers" showed behaviour strikingly unlike that of

the normal monkey. They were either completely indifferent or violently
abusive to their offspring. One of the things, writes Harlow, that would
unnerve the experimenters was to watch the desperate efforts of these babies
to make contact with the abnormal mothers. "She would beat them and
knock them down; they would come back and make contact; the mothers
would rub their face into the floor; they would wriggle free and again
attempt to make contact. The power, insistence and demandingness of the
infant to make contact and the punishment the infant would accept would
make strong men reach the point that they could hardly bear to observe

this unmaternal behaviour."
The adult sex behaviour of unmothered monkeys was also investigated,
and the effects of different types of early experience were evaluated. The
following permutations of early experience existed: babies reared on wire
surrogates; on cloth mothers; on cloth mothers but given short daily playroom experience with other infant monkeys; infants reared with real mothers
in the play-pen situatiotr, and others with cloth mothers in the play-pen
situatiolt.
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ln the case of the infants reared in isolation or on cloth mothers and
which had never had an opportunity to play with other infants, none of the
males has ever bred. Although all normal signs of sexual development
were present, these monkeys were described as heterosexually hopeless. It
seemed that a similar situation obtained for the females. Many attempts
to breed from these failed, although ultimately impregnation was achieved.
with the monkeys reared by real mothers in the play-pen situation, sex
behaviour developed normally. with those reared on cloth surrogates but
given opportunity to play with other infants, normal sex behaviour was
apparent.

Harlow concludes this review by stating that normal sex behaviour both
female is greatly facilitated by a normal mother-infant
relationship but that the importance of another affectional system, the
infant-infant, should not be underestimated.
In these studies, then, we have a clear indication of the adult effects of
severe and prolonged early adverse experiences. Indeed, Mason and Riopelle (1964), reviewing the whole field, believe that the severity of such
effects is roughly proportional to the amount and duration of restriction.
other useful reviews are by Thorpe (1961), Rheingold and Stanrey (1963)
and Maccoby (196a). Nevertheless some at least of these studies fail to
make clear what happened to the animals following the period of experimental deprivation and before follow-up in adulthood. were some living
in conditions which further reinforced the earlier effects, and is such fixation
of disturbed behaviour as inevitable as it seems? The answer is not by any
means clear, but in a well-controlled study by woods (1959) it was shown
that the effects of early sensory and motor deprivation could be markedly
reduced by subsequent exposure to an enriched environment. Later as well
as early experience is shown to be important for problem-solving behaviour.
A rather similar note of caution is offered by King (1958) who outlines seven
parameters relevant to the effect of early experience upon adult animal
behaviour. He points out that most procedures run the risk of confounding
the variables of early and late experience because the later may enhance
or inhibit the effect of the earlier. King concludes that, until the effects of
the seven variables are further analysed, it is only possible to accept the
general thesis that some early experiences affect later behaviour.
The animal "atpd_igq sampled here are in fair agreement in showing the
pgffis-Iegt"efhcts"of* eady ex.ferience. This-'Carlyixperienc.e-fraS, to*;ver,
extrgmglr -a{vgr99 qn_d of relatively long duration. lndeed, what many of
ttrese iliSiebis experienced could noi be survived by fiuman infants in natural
chaaffi, Tlru firiffigs arc thus of interest in suggesting lines of research
father thqn-*nri'iessarily having_a{r-iminediate bearing upon man. Indeed,
fi"iilffi;a;;e to human aevEopmend
aftr,,ir stage be eithcr'pnisiet
or disputed, although phylogenetically";uta
one would expect work with the
Iower primates to be significant for psychiatry and human psychology. On

in the male and

l2a

CP
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the other hand, as mentioned earlier, if learning is to play an important part
during animal development then it must occur as early and as rapidly as
possible. For ourselves, however, with a long period of protected immaturity, some flexibility of response would seem desirable. Teleologically, therefore, human early learning ought not to have an unmodifiable effect. We
shall now see how far the data fit this hypothesis.
Hurra,N Sruoms

Many studies purporting to show the potency of early humaa learnin&
doio'such thing. As pointed out in the Introduction, most children.are
rlared in moti ot lesston-sqrgt-*e.nyiro.nmcatt and.be-qge.early learningiscguljp3efifIffi.Tfi&d. fnus, for evallating the later effects of early experience we need.to study those quite rane cases whoro such learniqg has
nqt been reinforce4 that is, children in whom major life change has occurred.
Studies of various forms of deprivation are therefore particularly relevant,
but in such cases the effects of early learning might well be underestimated
because tle major change referred to is nearly always achange to something
better. And the better environment may well militate against the personality

distortions induced earlier.
Although there are dozens of papers on deprivation, we are confronted
with the sad fact that most do not meet minimal criteria for scientific
acceptance. Nor is it possible to make the excuse that human beings are
too complex for scientific investigation, for the few studies which do conform to proper criteria in fact yield definite and consistent information.
Discussion will be mainly confined to two obvious areas; first,.the.9ffects
of short pepods of adyprsi.ty breaking into normal early development-for
example, entry into hospital, and second, the results of environmentdl
impoverishment, neglect or cruelty in the early years. These both.represent
unusual early learning experiences of different durations.
The Effects of Short Periods of Adoersity

First, then, short periods of adversity. Schaffer's
lsa
wffi_g$ .*$DsJlL abpuf ,two" wepkg j g,

work on infants
up

experiment Schaffer was able to show fairly conclusively that this 4loha!of the
syndrorrre, as he callgd it,"Jesulted fqom the
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72 pER cENT oF INFANTS FoLLowrNc HosprrAl ExpERTENcE

(After Schaffer, 1958)
Type

Global

Over-dependent

Extreme preoccupation with

Features

Excessive crying when
mother out of sight, clinging, fear of strangers

environment, " scanniDg",
little vocalization
Below 7 months

Age range
Average duration
Range

T,qslr 2. Pnr-HosPITAL

Above 7 months

3 days
20 min-4 days

14 days
1-80 days

ADJUsTMENT AND THE REACTToNs

oF cHTLDREN To HosprrAl

(Data summarized from Prugh et al., 1953)

Control group
(Orthodox conditions)
Pre-hospital
adjustment

Experimental group

("Humanized" conditions)

Reactions to
hospital

Maximal
Limited

56%
42%
Inadequate 2%

Minimal

Pre-hospital
adjustment

Reactions to
hospital

Moderate

8%
s6%

Maximal
Limited

34%
s4%

Moderate

32%
s4%

Severe

36%

Inadequate

t2%

Severe

t4%

Minimal

the seventh month. And Spitz, in drawing attention to the eighth month
anxietY, is making much the same point. But what is of particular interest
here is that the adverse effects faded with time, as Table I shows.
-xirsilibaum
and Le4ihan (1953) have studied
"P4r*,_Stau6, Siodi,
reactions oI-Children to hospitalization. A control and expirimental group
of fifty children each, the majority aged between 2 and l0 years, were selected. Most of these were admitted to hospitalTor?airly short pelirids and for
relatively acute illnesses. Matching of the two groups was reasonably
successful except that the control group contained before admission a rather
larger number of well-adjusted children.
The control
ordinary ward routines and were assessed
before, durin

and

o11.

be noted that Prugh's terms " maximal, limited, inadequate
12a*

" for pre-hospital
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o'minimal, moderate, severe" for reactions to hospital, are

adjustment and
really synonymous.

between previous

more

the controls and 68 per cent

pet'

disturbance of behaviour
Three months later, the figures had druppet"After
6 inonths 15 per cent of
group

sh owe

ff Hdiifi nued -d i sturb -

we see the immediate and long-term effects of such modification of behaviour. Indeg( we can now summarize the situation as follows: short and
iqtense learning experiences hav.g"aa-ilnraedlate .e$e.gt*pgn-lh9_ g_hild, but
when thby ceas6'(i.e. are not reinforced) there is a gradual fading ciI snCh
effects, fhe rdti and amount of suih fading'being rougffiproportional to
their intensity aha.A$riii9-","gg0--i.+ydt.t.tg'qse a-ilil effi-u* of pr-evititis
maladjustment. For the'pievi6ustv rnatadjustdd'eirita tne tis5p;ithl expbrience
iritn6'prult Bttdy is a reinforcer which is further reinforced by return to
the conditions which originally gave rise to the maladjustment. Even so,

exls:ri@lsssrra$$?ti9r

g ot!"act&ns
-L9-tbgilbs&-41{t
therefore,
These
data,
and
complete.
gontrol
group
is less rapid
in the 'iripp6rt
early in
incidett
traumatic
single
t[eory
to"ifre
&at'tle.
Vield iio
life has longj6gp.e-ffects upondsvrlopr[ent- (See also Ainsworth ei aT.,-1962,
who believe, however, that there may remain "hidden" impairment that
prevents the reversibility from being complete.)

Prolonged Early Experiences
The main sources of evidence for the effects of prolonged early experiencrs
maybefoundin the better studies of the lonftet,U eutqomf qf gTJ-y'.l-!rstitu-tigg@&-The first people to draw atGntion to the harmful effects of

effi

institutional upbringing were p.yd,p:gryLylts_ such as

!p!!3

who

documented what they saw to be highly. abnorr'{al.nsisonalit*development
Their own theoretical
ved of maternal care and
1n
the
,to
aqd
lacked qqt_e_U A[ patg; the,y
their papers will reveal. These
(Cf.
1959.)
Woottotr,
lacked care.
\Efrtai:rqr,+

o, +' €o?F'<.tri'f{4tg*tiea
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Of the several studies from the nineteen-thirties and early nineteenforties, one of Goldfarb's (1943) is perhaps the most relevant and suffers

less than the otfiE-rS^from methbdological weaknesses. This research was

zation for the firp-t (h" Je.9 .y-gr-r
Ir" resultq in wholpqale bluntipg of cogni"iri"if6pa6ot,
"_I *tii"n
tive 'iriii' atrectl"I
*"1.n9-t.-*du..4iood..by.t&o,rime
,early adoliscence had been reachetl,*iir'spite ortne bettir situaiion ofthe
foster homes. There existed, for example, a twenty-two-point difference
between the average I.Q.s of the two groups. Differences in educational
attainment, disfavouring the ex-institution group, were equally impressive.
. Although there is little doubt that this is one of the best of the early studies,
, its interpretation is not unequivocal. It is not clear, for example, why the
,/ rnstrtution group were retained for so long before being fostered. This
' suggests that there existed selective differences between tie groups at an
i. early age, and it may well be that institutionalization as such was not the
most relevant variable. In addition, even accepting long-term effects of
I early experience, the oldest child was only 14 when studied. We shall return
I
I to this point later.
The findings of fra$er (1960) have sometimes been taken as confirmatory
of Goldfarb's researches.
.ca"use$"Qf failwgiu
fostgt
Mo,=q-nt_ tg beJygep" a
third and
p"Lagepents- The technique employed
was an lntenslve and
study of a limited number of cases and the
collection of statistical information; the author regarded his study as exploratory and believed that his findings must be interpreted with caution. More
t
f

.!

t

*Md -1dd

.!a.d€iF,i{rir(r&dffiEri\".a.{a$q

" 4 "jl

.

of th$. data presented by Trasler shows that forty-four out of fifty-g_gJ.g_n
unsu-c.:qqql&l*futglacements-w"erc""knorryn. to" hayQ been with foster piignis
whg

y."glgJ-eg3rd.S9

ut uu$uitable in a variety of wayi.

llence- disturbance
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A well controlled study by Bowlby and his colleagues (1956) has demolished or modified some of Bowlby's earlier conclusions. Sixty children reared

tuberculosis sanatorium for an average of 18
4 years were followed up between the ages of
of
age
months below the
group
intelligence was average, as was their capacity
years.
their
a
As
7-13
for friendship. They were, it is true, more maladjusted than their controls,
but, according to these authors, maladjustment in ordinary children is
comm on (42 per cent), and their excess maladjustment (63 per cent) might
equally be an effect of the sort of homes from which the tubercular child
has come-often overcrowded and with a background of death or disablement in close relatives. Contrary to expectation, these children had not
become affectionless, warped characters of dull intelligence. In other words,
unusual and seemingly adverse experiences of long duration during the
first few years had not diverted the whole course of development subsequently in most cases. One must conclude that the apparent contradictions between Goldfarb and Bowlby et al. (1956) are resolved if one takes into
the great differences between the institutions.
A case of extreme social isolation has been reported by Davis (1947)- One might be reluctant to pay too much attention to details of a single
case study were it not for the fact that the report is carefully documented,
and that there also exists an independent article by Mason (1942) giving
corroborative details. This illegitimate child was locked in an attic with
her deaf mute mother until the age of 6, when the mother and daughter
escaped. Though severely rachitic and mute, and functioning at
imbecile level initially, she was taken on by a University clinic. Two
intensive effort by Dr. Marie Mason had her speaking in sentences, in
9 months she was reading and writing, and in 16 months her vocabulary
was 2000 words. Her I.Q. trebled in 18 months, and by the age of 8 she was
considered norrnal. A final follow-up at age 14 confirmed this conclusion.
But this girl had at least been with her mother in the silence and darkness
of the attic. Another similar case noted by Davis (1940) failed to progress
but the maternal history suggested congenital deficietrcy, and, moreover,
the child received no skilled treatment.
Some of the most careful studies of the effects of early institutionalization
have been carried out by Dennis and his colleagues in the Middle East.
For examplegP_qmrg.3nd- I$ ajariag . g"gJP stu d i e d i nfan t deve l o pm ent i n a
foundling*hu[* i$ B_eirut, Lebanorl. Here, owing to inadequate financial
sufilioit;iittG more ttr:an essdfriiaTlhysical care could be provided. The

in a good but orthodox
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authors reported on the developmental status of two groups of children,
those between 2 and 12 months of age, and those between 4| and 6 years
of age. This study will be'lireserif6d in considerable detail because of its
unusual interest and because of the care with which it was carried out.
The foundling home was run by a religious order of nuns; all children are
taken into care shortly after birth, and came either from the order's maternity hospital or were found on the doorstep of the institution. The vast
majority of the children were illegitimate. The home possesses an excellent
new building and equipment is modern, but it exists on a meagre and inadequate income. Hence, understaffing is a direct outcome; there is only one
person directly concerned with child care to every ten children. This ffiiilti i
hcsrc(Arg-csg
"qrq -of wbik .for t[e ;tatr
" During infancy {&3ggJg!g*[ir.
individual children were not assigned to particular attendants, although at later ages each group was assigned to a supervisor and
an assistant.
2 months the h+Qy was taken out of his crib
only for his
For feeding, the bottle was

w?:

very limited.

-At the sgqsgq"uently
age of 4 months, the infant was placed in a larger crib and moved
to a room for older children, but for several months his care remained
similar. When ultimately the child had advanced sufficiently to attempt to
cligrb out of his crib he was placed with several others in a play pen oi in a
baby-chair,

at about 4 &onths the first solids
to give special feeding to ttrose who

SCheduled feeding was given and

were introduced. Efforts were made
wEtElot gaining weignt properly but aveiage wiight was appreciably below
what is ordinarily considered desirable.
From about l--_3-_y-.-S-tn". children play.ed in gqgups- of about twenty
with a supervisor and assistant, but play equipment was very limitEd. Ftom
3{3mrsmubh of the day was-spent .""i.4- at small tablls, the ciildren
beingmbre-oi-lEsq_tid-cuiiisc.y,l!,_!blg,.!gg!g-qg1l.-s"ely_ilg_b-9ggaA!a
with an emphasis oo'i?hiog
things, writing, reading and numbers. Instruction in both Arabic and French

yeg

rs"rfiirri;i"g:;fi.ffiffi

was given.

Dennis and Najarian used, as a comparison group, children from the
poorer section of the Beirut population who were tested at the Baby Clinlc
of ihd-Amieiiban University. For infants in both groups the Cattell infant
scale was used and at later ages (4}-6 years) the Goodenough drawa-man test, the Knox cube test and the Porteus Maze Test. The infant
tests were given to forty-nine of the foundlings and to forty-one comparison
cases.

"

-
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The results showed that at the 2-months ageJevel little difference
existed between the foundling air6tfrEioinparison Broup, the mean scores
being 97 and 107. These meani rivere based on only eieht cis,id'taCh,'e?ftfthe*
diference was-npt_gi&ifiS?* although of course in the expected direction.
Beyond the ag9 of 3 m-oq!!9,.h9y_eYgf-eU-Ihe in-s-tjgti.93_1! mean scores
weiETffiffintly loter than those of the comparison $ouf bi-iFirorma-.
tiv"e g1ggfl5toi tne 3-12 month peiioo, the mean inititffi;af'Score was
63 (S.D. 13) while the comparison mean was 38 points highef (101; S.D.'i5).
Overlap of scores was not great; all comparison subjectS"sCoidd'dbove the
institutional mean, and all foundlings were below the mean of the comparison

group.
The authors then turn to the results of testing children between 4l an!
6 years of age. They first indicate that there was no reason to believe that
these children earlier in life were in any way different from the groups discussed above; no change in admission procedures had occurred during
rec€nt years and the two age groups must therefore be considered genetically
similar. Moreover, no changes in methods of child care had occurred during
the previous six years.
Goodenough and Porteus Maze D.Q's were 93 and 95 respectively, with
standard deviations of 20. Knox Cube results could not be given in full
because some of the subjects scored below the norms, but the mean was
probably a little higher. Thus it must be concluded that on these tests the
retardation among the 4 and 5-year-olds is very slight. (The authors
report that on the Goodenough test Lebanese children at 5 years make
scores equivalent to American nornis.)

that no work has indicated adverse effects of stimulus
deprivation during the first 2 months of life; even Spitz had reported
above-average scores on the infants whom he had investigated. Two alternative explanations are relevant here; either post-natal behavioural growth
during the first 2 months is due only to neurai maturation, or, while._qgplpry
experienge is-. psqentia!- fpr development, the swaddled dnd' " unmo[liered "
infant had received sufficient for normal development at this periofl The
authors favour the lalter hypothesis.
The poor showing of the infants between 3 and 12 months of age is
almost certainly a" result of their restricted experience. Most of the Cattell
items require manual skills and adjustment to visually presented objects,
and the circumstances of life of these children had given them little opportunity for learning these basic processes. The authors go on to consider
apparent discrepancies between the results of this study and others, and
refer particularly to the work of Dennis and Dennis (1951) and to many
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by Spitz (1945; 1946a;1946b). They reach an important conclusion in stating that infants with restricted learning opportunities
will be normal on "observational" items (e. g. the noting when the child
first laughed, first brought hand to mouth, etc.) but will be retarded on
"test" items which require the infant to respond to a particular stimulus.
The present study and the earlier one by Dennis and Dennis are thus seen
as different sides of the same coin.
The spitz studies show some similarities with this research. In particular
both agree that environmental conditions can depress infant test scores
after the second month of life. There is, however, a dis.agreeUent over
interpretation; Spitz attributes the retardation in his infants to u:'6eat
i n Eatha-child alillciffirn1ii,j"To .,.9a 1ffi of DEn ni s and Naj ariad never
researches reported

hail-IEE-'lffiportunity"'bf roiriiin! lmotionil ties, and thus tfie authors con3r(H.tnet-Treinterplglqlrgg.glp-qgft ll_,.s*eg.egd".thpu.qwumustbin

t.rh-ffiR4teirnin-g opp-oriiiffiih".e t"ii;; aie not an inevitable
accompaniment of institutionai upUririging if the adult-child ratio is I to
2 or 3, and Klackenberg (1956) is cited in this respect.
The authors finally discuss the findings with the 4# year-old children.
They-$elieve that had certain tests (e.g. of language development) been
applied then certain areas of retardation would have become evident. But
it EaT G'sta'tbd that the retardation fiiriirtl to exist' at 3-r2 months of age
did not produce a pernanent and general intellectual deficit which might
have been expected to reflect itself in lowered Goodenough, porteus Maze
and Knox cube scores. The assumption that early retardation produces
permanent retardation is thus not supported by this study.
A further paper by Dennis (1960) is also ofvery great,interest, but once
again is mainly concerned with motor development. Both studies were
superbly controlled, but one wishes that it had been possible to provide
wider areas of assessment. It s-eems very likely, anyway, that motor develop-

ment is the most resilient prbcess rofldrnlird"afiificihl Tesrtction;-ard*het.
oqe cannot, therefore, expg.c.t" LeppJ-qly"gf.gqqr processes to be so dramatic.
Moreover, the very processes which are oi $a'atest ihtbrest'lh cohfl€"e:
tion with current views on the importance of early experience were not
assessed.

It is well-known that cruelty and neglect may have very profound

effects

on@'[lrs.-!psq:{Iqi-try..yltg-^+$c*studies.An

exception is Hikfa Lewis's (1954) research on-500-ddprived- childrenln the

county of KentiiE6-Tfld-trrn-fent to a recepffid
the
linkage between the child's background and the form of maladjustment
exhibited, but Table 3 shows even more interesting data.
This shows the children's condition as assessed on reception and on
follow up. In sfilg,.Sl gross deprivation, 40 per cent were in good or fair
pslcbgl_oglcal con-ditb+ef+igptig.u, ,and, even more ptriking Oii nua
increased to ZS
ff.1!9lt 2 years laj?r. Ntrt all.childlgn are equally damaged
'

j

a-{,.
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TngLr. 3 Oxe HUNDRED CHILDREN INCLUDED IN

SPECIAL

FOLLOW-UP TNQUTRY

(After Table 50, Lewis, 1954)
Condition of
children

At reception

Good

15

Fair

25
39

Poor
Very poor

40

2 years later
39
36
22

2t

bV similar experiences, and once again a fading

),'

3

of the effects of adversity

iS ShOWn tO" OLCUf.

elij*'('&'&6+'!@'*

*'Wittenborn (1956),
a most careful worker, failed to find differences in
outcome between those adopted in the first few months of life and those
who spent their first year in rather poor institutions. He felt unable to draw
conclusions on those who had spent more than their first year in this w&Y,
because of the complex selective contamination of all variables. He indicates that damaged children may well have been omitted from his study,
and does not deny that long-term dam age may arise from institutionalization
during the first year but, he says, " our data do provide one indisputable
and practically important fact: children who have suffered these experiences
are not invariably harmed".
of the most excellent investigations in the whole field have been
reported by Rheingotd (1956) who makes a similar point. She studied, within
a good babies' home, the effects of 8 weeks' mothering by one person in
contrast with multiple mothering which turned out to involve thirteen
persons per baby per day. The babies with one substitute mother had much
done for them than the others, who were more often on their own.
effects in terms of sociability towards the experimenter were
increasingly apparent, but for us the main interest lies in the fact that (a) all
the babies in the institution, regardless of the type of mothering, tended to
be friendly to all comers, and not to develop the usual sensitivity and the
fear response to strangers, and (b) on follow-up about a year later, when
the children were either in foster, adoptive of their own homes, oo great
differences existed between the two groups (Rheingold and Bayley, 1959).
and had been
Even
lives,
an institution for the first
the
they resem
no way
brought up in their own
childidn lrom the classic studies utt.g.dlybn the effects of maternal separation but in fact probably mirroring the effects of grossly impoverished early

environments. Rfugingold's evidence shows at least

t[at unusual

learning
'

',

d

e.r--"ra,
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&f =S.uchpllhp-fir$ year do not greatly alter normative develop-

rnenfdffiet tipe pf, letgf, and this again is in line with Bowlby'(1936).
GArdft;, HawteJ ana Burchinal (1961) have reported an excellently
controlled retrospective study of twenty-nine children aged between 8 and
17 years, who had experienced an average of 5 months' care by 2G30 house
mothers during the second half of their first year. These infants lived during
that period in a University home management house prior to local adoption.
Various measures were made in such areas as school achievement, personal
and social adjustment, anxiety level and response to frustration. In none
of these variables, which were compared with similar measures derived
from matched control subjects, could differences be attributed to differing
early experience in the first year of life.
Our own data (Clarke and Clarke 1954, 1959; Clarke, Clarke and Reiman, 1958) from longitudinal studies of very deprived and retarded adolescents and adults who, following gross deprivation in the form of neglect or
cruelty, were further deprived in often poor institutions, are also relevant.
And here we encounter yet another variable-length of follow-up. There
are only two or three properly controlled studies with really long-term followup. We found evidence of recovery processes reflected in,
other
things, I.Q lncrements rn
(See
1).
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Time inlervol between test ond relesl, in yeors
Flc. 1. Cognitive recovery from deprivation. This shows the increasing

proportion of ffierent but comparable gf,oups of feebleminded patients

exhibiting increments in I.Q. of 10 and 15 points with increase in tirne
interval between test and retest. Increments of 20 points or more are not
shown, but for the 6-year interval 33 per cent of the group from exceptionally adverse homes and 5 per cent of those from less adverse homes made
gains of this order. I.Q. assessments and social history ratings were carried
out independently.
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by Roswell Harris at
Monyhull Hospital, Birmingham. We do not suggest complete recovery
from the most gross forms of deprivation our society produc-ES-; i6rtE-ei"we
indidaiE-?-6tow.-inif1 iri the degree of $"neg.-"a-12?f1"bl*Jl_co$l{e!ab!e*
re.versibility.gf..gally learning effects-Our.subjects were quite as impaired
iri'eaily adoies6lnce is Goldfarb's and btith groups had a background of
adversity: "fltea*ppefenf contradiction between his findinCs and ours may..
the age when
well be in the length of follow-up. Our fgllsw-up
his 6ntled--14-I5:- -These experiments were independently confirmed

So, on Goldfarb's dvidence, 3 years of unusual environmental impoverish-

ment end qdvqrsity does .divert the . whole* Gouroe of development until
adol'isCenie. Our evidence is so far in agreement, but from adolescence
onwards we have found a slow but pioirdssiid reveiSiffi'"'towards what
would have been the normai course, eyen though this may never
I i'be fully

achieve-d,

:-B

There are a few other studies of a rather different type which are relevant
Schlaegel (1953) contrasted
the imagery employed by blind and sighted adolescents. He quotes work
from the last century which suggested that in studying visual dreams in the
blind, the age of onset of blindness was important. Those who lost their
vision before age 5-7 did not experience visual dreams. In other words,
non-reinforcement of early experience resulted in extinction of visual
imagery. Schlaegel's own study supports this early work; of thirteen subjects, blinded before the age of 6, only three had any visual imagery. The
was most pronounced in those subjects with the poorest vision.
An imaginative, yet little known, experiment was conducted by Burtt
(1932) on the retention of early memories, demonstrating the progressive
extinction of early learning which is not reinforced. Burtt read aloud
twenty-nine selections from Sophocles' " Oedipus Tyrannus " in the original
Greek to his son, beginning at the age of 15 months. The sessions occurred
daily, and every 3 months the material was changed to a different set
of similar selections. The procedure was continued till the age of 3,
when Greek disappeared entirely from the child's life. Testing for retention
started at the age of 8I, when the boy learned some of the original material
by a modified prompting metlod, and also material which he had never I
heard before. Simitar experiments, using, of course, different selections, i
were conducted at ages of 14 and 18 years.
i

to the theme of early learning. For example,

At the age of 8] the subject learned the material heard in infancy i
significantly faster than new material of a similar nature. At the age of
14 only a slight effect could be discerned, and by the age of 18 the effect l
had altogetler disappeared.
In summary, therefore, daily experiences from the age of 15 months to
3 years had a persistent and considerable effect 5 years later. Thereafter,
early learning became extinguished.
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Finally it should be mentioned that there have been many studies attempting to relate specific aspects of early child rearing to particular adult qualities. Quite apart from the logical error, discussed in the Introduction, which
these approaches involve, it should be no surprise that negative findings
usually emerge (e.9. Orlansky, 1949). A much more profitable approach
is to relate the general constellation of child-rearing practices (i.e. prolonged
early learning experiences) to measurable cognitive or personality outcomes
(e.9. Whiting and Child, 1953; Sears, Maccoby and Levin, lgST). Even so,
such work may be bedevilled by what Wittenborn (1956) terms the "confounding third variable ", heredity. It seems to be generally accepted that
parental behaviour towards their children is very largely determined by
their own needs, and if heredity plays a major part in their own personality
structure, then a spurious correlation between child-rearing practices and
child personality characteristics is not surprising. Wittenborn, however,
goes on to show that the study of child-rearing practices of adoptive parents
and the characteristics of adoptive children do yield small but significant
correlations on items not commonly thought to possess any direct genetic
basis. This latter is most important, for processes, such as intelligence, with
known genetic links, are commonly correlated with the intelligence both
of true and adoptive parents for reasons of selective placement, and do not
yield, therefore, unequivocal evidence.

The Stability of Personality Characteristics

A necess ary correlate qf a belief in lhe long-term importance of early
huffin learninq it that personality characteristics are formed very ep{l_i.i*
fife eild shogld"re@4fo"+elatively" stable. How far do the data confirm- 5i
disffiilhis view?
Let us first consider cognitive development, &s measured by intelligence
tests. It is generally conceded nowadays that intelligence results from the
interaction of learning (i.e. experience) and genetic factors, and that anomalies in either or both are therefore bound to be reflected in the results. Longterm studies of ordinary children livin g at home show that early in the preschool years there is no significant relationship between intelligence test
results and ability in early adult life. As age increases, however, there emerges a growing correlation with adult status (e.g. about 0.4 at age 4; and
about 0'5 at age 5). Yet the early test results do not measure irrelevant or
highly fluctuant behaviour, for their short-term test reliability is very high.
In brief, therefore, during the pre-school years and during childhood,
mental, Iike physical, growth tends not to proceed in a linear fashion in the
individual case but as age increases so does the relationship with adult
status. The most reasonable interpretation of these well attested facts is
that they reflect the cumulative effect of nature and nurture. Hence experience
in early life does not accurately predestine cognitive development.
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In recent years there has been a growing interest in the stability of the
more orectic aspects of personality. The most ambitious work is by Kagan
and Moss (1962), who report tle results of a 3Gyear longitudinal study
of a large number of normal persons from birth to maturity. A very large
number of behavioural variables were investigated using techniques as
widely different as projective tests, interviews, ratings and physiological
measures. The most dramatic and consistent finding was that many of the
behaviours exhibited by the child during the period 6-10 years, and a few
during the period 3-6 years were "moderately good predictors of later
behaviours during early adult life." This statement summarizes correlations
averaging about 0'5, which are not very different from those found with
intelligence test scores. The authors point out, however, that not all of the
childhood responses displayed long-term continuity. Compulsivity and
irrational fears were not predictive of similar reactions at adulthood. And
such measures as task persistence and excessive irritability during the first
3 years showed no relationship with similar responses during later childhood.
As with intelligence, the most reasonable explanation of the main findings
is that they represent the cumulative influence of nature and nurture and
highlight the early school years as being particularly critical. For general
reviews of other recent work the reader should see Thompson (1959), Becker
(1962), Bloom (1964) and Maccoby Q96Q.
DrscussroN AND CoNcrusloNs

This chapter has been concerned with reviewing the better controlled
studies concerning the long-term effects of early experience. There can be
no doubt that this is a central problem for developmental psychology and
psychiatry, and that a better understanding of its dynamics would enable
an effective preventive psychiatry to be established. Equally, and quite
apart from problems of mental health, a proper understanding of the r6le
of experience in development could lead to the better realization of human
potentials.
Our first and, regrettably, firmest conclusion must be that at the moment
valid scientific knowledge is sadly lacking. Indeed, dogmatism about either
the long-term effects or non-effects of early experience is at the present time
entirely misplaced. Nevertheless, this review has been able to identify

certain consistencies in the data, and these

will now be outlined and dis-

cussed.

that infant learning is acquired more
-betterretained
lder-hasning; Nor is" there any_
or more resistant to extinction. Experiments in fact sugg;bt"ihat infants and
young children are strifiiiidii 'inferior to adults in many dimensions of
learning. Why is it, therefore, that it is commonly believed that the basic
I

d'"

;'

:
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pattern of fears and anxieties originate in infant and childhood experiences?
In raising this question, Campbell and Campbell (1962) suggest as a possible
hypothesis that learned fears and anxieties, involving massive autonomic
reactions, function differently in infancy and childhood from instrumental
conditioning and higher forms of learning. Nevertheless, the long-term
effects of short, traum atic incidents seem to be negligible both in the rat
and the young human being (Schaffer, 1958; Prugh et al. 1953, Clarke,
1962; Campbell and Campbell, 1962). Only when early learning is continually
reinforced do long-term effects appear, and these may welt be more the
result of the later reinforcement than of the original learning as such (Clarke,
1962). It is worth noting that the animal experiments which fairly consistently indicate the potency of very unusual experiences, involve relatively
long experimental periods (Thompson and Melzack, 1956; Levine, 196O;

Harlow,

1963).

, with human infants the specific effects
7

of experiences before
Indeed, it is rixl

year
which appear to have a longer-term effect,
and even so, extinction occurs unless there is reinforcement.
2. Surveys of ordinary children will tend to yield equivocal information
on this problem, because of the reinforcement of early learning in the home,
and because genetic association between parent and child may yield 1o1causally induced correlations between parent and child behaviours. Hence,
children who have experienced a major life change are the best subjects for
research.

3. Apparent discrepancies between some of the classic studies of the
effects of institutional upbringing are largely resolved if (a) differences in
institutions, (b) differences in later placement and (c) differences in length
of follow-up are taken into account (cf. Goldfarb, 1943; Klackenberg,
1956; Clarke and Clarke, 1959).
4.It is unwarranted to assume that all psychological processes are affected
to an equal extent by early experiences. Indeed, Stone (1954) pointed out
that apparent discrepancies between the " maturational " or " nativist "
schools versus the " environmentalists " resulted from both sides tackling
different problems. This was elaborated by Clarke (1962) who indicated
that different functions appeared to show different degrees of recovery
following early adversity, with the motor processes being the most resilient
(e.9. Dennis and Najarian, 1957; Dennis, 1960) and emotional functions (with
perhaps massive autonomic modification induced by early learning) least so.
5. The extinction of early learning effects, referred to in l. above, may
not be complete but following all types of non-reinforced adverse early
learning there seems at least to be a shift in the degree of damage as age
increases, even well on into adult life.
6. There seem to be large individual differences in vulnerability to early
adverse experiences, and in resilience thereafter (Clarke and Clarke, 1960i.
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This may be due to genetic factors, or indeed as Stott ( 1962) has urged, to
minimal brain injury which could be very common.
7. The rigidity of character structuring during infancy appears to have
been exaggerated by some authorities, and early learning experiences appear
not to set for the child a necessarily fixed and invariable path. As Orlansky
(1949) writes: " It is important to stress that the neonate and young infant

is an immature animal organism, culturally 'neuter' and psychologically
uncommitted, which can only slowly and with much parental effort and the
gradual maturation of its faculties, be sociali zed" .
s A.Jtgurallul adult
learning exercise
... *:.*..:.**.*1
"

view that

-no.tIo

remain relatively stable.

case

areas

workers in the field of mental health that early characteristics remain
relatively unchanged seems therefore either to be true only of a specially
vulnerable section of the population, or to be the result of selection of
evidence based on hindsight. Research will ultimately have a bearing on
this problem.
9. Evidence suggests that early learning is of importance mainly for its
foundational character. Development proceeds at different rates through a
sequence of well-marked stages. Each stage depends on the integrity of
previous stages, but it seems better to talk of optimal rather than critical
periods of learning in man. Deficits arising from early environmental handicaps can to varying extents be made good. Nature interacting with nurture
appear to exercise gradually cumulative effects.
10. As Huxley has pointed out, in science it is almost impossible to avoid
teleological thinking. And in this sense, with man's slow maturation, some
degree of plasticity and resilience in comparison with the animal kingdom
would seem biologically desirable. Inadequate though much of it is, the
data seem to be in correspondence with such a theory.
It would of course be wrong to risk leaving any impression that the child
is seen as a passive organism whose character is moulded solely by the
impact of environment upon genetic predispositions. As a number of
writers indicate, the child may himself act indirectly as a reinforcer of his
own behaviour. This Kagan and Moss (1962) indicate that "the motherchild dyad is a feed-back system, and the degree to which the child's actions
have the power to change the mother's behaviour increases with development". (Op. cit. p.279). The institutional child, for example, may in foster
care show an irritating immaturity of behaviour which changes the fosterparent's mode of handling and makes matters worse, thus reinforcing immature or aggressive responses. (See also Rutter, Birch, Thomas and Chess'
1964.)
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In conclusion, it must be re-emphasized that precise knowledge is lacking
on most of the questions discussed in this chapter. Yet, some, like Bloom
(1964) hold that " the most vital research problem in the behavioural
sciences are those centred round the effects of early learning and early
environments on humans ". The present writer, however, is in only part
agreement with this statement; the vital problem in broad terms is surely
to determine more exactly the modes in which behavioural characteristics
are generated, the circumstances which create, maintain or modify them,
and the extent to which a given developmental path may be diverted or
restructured. Such an endeavour seems unlikely, as has been shown, to

isolate early experience as the main determinant.

SulrMlRv

It seems that satisfactory scientific evidence gives no support to theories
of the long-term importance of traumatic incidents early in life (unless

reinforced), nor to the later effects of specific as opposed to general childrearing practices. Indeed, early learning is relatively inefficient, is slowly
acquired and extinguishes more rapidly than in older children. No doubt
basic foundational cognitive, affective and conative structures are laid down
early in life but to varying extents these are modifiable by later experience.
In the normal family, however, these characteristics will tend to be cumulatively reinforced so that by school age moderate correlations with adult
status

will

emerge.

Vernon

that

like*[gtM"sry)erieRs.gs,

writes that " it seems more probable
relations are later fabiiiitibffiTtt*
Inde6d, a likely reason for the
theories is that patidntS"
as a dgfence against facing their curreut'

{r!.'"guM--mp[hsr.ascribesherson'sbackwardndssinschoo}

to his falling on his head when he was a baby)-- -One might add that the
currenEffiffifffi tiefief bt many: piyc"fiiatri3fs and pry.irologisfs in the
potgncy of eiriy experiences reinforces the patient's readinesJ to discuss
theiTTffi in tuln by.= p,-glrcular process the professional'Workers' faith is
.tir

\i.'t'
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TntrEIiepfer thus suggests that the r6le of very early experience has been
gfeatly exaggerated. If this is so, therefore, perhaps it does not really matter
very much what happens to the child early in life? In the writer's view such a
conclusion could hardly be justified. The emphasis throughout has been
on the continuity of learning experiences and their usual reinforcement.
Thus the maladjusted, unhappy pre-school child may tend to grow into the
maladjusted adult not so much because of what happened at the age of 3,
but rather because what occurred then will in the normal course of events
continue to recur unless the clinician can break the link in the situatiorr.

"
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CHAPTER

5

Social Problems of Mental Subnormaltty
by A. KusnucK

In England and wales at the 3lst December, 1963 there were known to be
64,622 mentally subnormal people in psychiatric hospitars. There were also
85,628 (l/4 under the age of 16, and 314 over 16) being supervised athome

by mental welfare officers from ttre Mental Health Departments.

27,932 (1/2 under 16, and

ll2

of ttrese,

over 16) were attending day-training centres
provided by the Mental Health Department; 4908 (30 per cent under 16,
and 70 per cent over 16) were on the waiting list for admission to training
centres. Another 1352 (U5 under 16 and4l5 over 16) were receiving training at home. 1957 (30 per cent under 16 and 70 per cent over 16) were in
residential hostels or homes. There were 5350 people on the waiting list
for admission to hospital (Ministry of Health, 6Aq.
Classification
These figures constitute the recognized

or administrative prevalence of
mental defect, that is the existing numbers at one time. However, mental
defect is not a homogeneous entity; indeed it covers a wide range of abilities.
Table I shows the I.Q. range of the mentally subnormal and tle terms
which are used to describe the differing degrees of handicap.
In this chapter we will use the classical terms idiot, imbecile and feebleminded or severely and mildly subnormal to mean people in the I.e. ranges
shown in the table.
There are no further details about the degree ofhandicap ofall the known
mental defectives in England and wales, and the figures given often reflect
administrative practice rather than the "true" prevalence of the condition.
We are, however, able to make some generalizations about the ..true,'
prevalence ofthe condition in this country from the results ofdetailed studies
conducted in smaller areas. These show that there are important difrerences
between the severely subnormal (I.e. under 50) and the mildly subnormal
(I.Q. over 50). For this reason we will discuss these two major categories
separately.
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TIgLn I. DTTTTRT,NIT TERMS UsED To CLASSIFY THE DEGREE OF MENTAL HANDICAP WITH
THE APPROXIMATE r.Q. RANGES OF TIIE SUBJECTS IN EACH GRADE (MEAN I.Q. OF THE
PoPULATIoN APPRoXIMATELv 100)

Classification used
in this chapter

I.Q. Range
0-20 or 25

Idiot

nology some-

Mental health
act 1959

times used

classification

Other termi-

S

Low-grade
Severely

U
Severely

20 or 25-50 or 55

Imbecile

Subnormal

N

Medium
Grade

B

Subnormal

o
R

50

or 55-70 or 75

Feeble

Minded

Mildly
Subnormal

M

High-grade
Debile

Subnormal and

Moron

Psychopathic

A
L

The Preualence and Prognosis of Seuere Subnormality (1.Q. under 50)
In England and Wales about 3'7/1000 of the people who survive to the
age of 15-19 are likely to be severely subnormal. Kushlick (1961) examined
the records of all mental defectives known on the lst January, 1961 to the
Mental Health Department in Salford, a Northern English industrial city
of 153,000 people. Goodman and Tizard (1962) examined the records of
all mental defectives known in 1961 to the Mental Health Department of

Middlesex County,

a major English conurbation with a population of

2,231,!OO. They also collected details of children of I.Q. under 50 who were

of school-age but who were not known to the Mental Health Department
because they were still attending schools within the ordinary educational
system, private schools and private homes. Kushlick (1964) examined the
records of all mental defectives known on the lst July, 1963 in the area
served by the Wessex Regional Hospital Board. The three county boroughs
Southampton, Portsmouth and Bournemouth and three counties Hampshire,
Dorset and the Isle of Wight had a total population of 1,740,000 people. The

records were obtained from the Mental Health Departments of the Local
Health Authorities, the psychiatric hospitals for the subnormal and the
mentally ill and from registered private homes serving the people in the
Region. The prevalence of severe subnormality found in these surveys in
comparable age-gtoups is shown in Table 2. The rates are very similar for
both urban and rural areas.
Prevalence rates of severe subnormality in the U.S.A. are similar to those
found in this country but differences in survey methods render comparisons
with English results difficult. Lemkau et ol. (1943) examined in 1936 the
records of children known as imbecile or idiot in a partof Baltimorewitha
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population of 55,000. He found a prevalence rate in the age-group 10-14
3'311000. A survey in the urban area of Onondaga Counly, N.w york,
in 1955 found the prevalence rate of children of I.Q. under 50 in the age
group 5-17 to be 3'611000. The total population of children of l7 years and

of

Tanm 2
CorrpanlsoN oF THE PREVALENcE RATEs oF sEvERE sLTBNoRMALITy IN THE yot NGEST AGEGROUPS WHERE

ALL

SI,'BJECTS ARE LIKELY TO BE KNOWN

Age-group

Severe subnormality

rate/I00o

Mongol
rate/l000

Middlesex (Goodman and

Tizard, 1962)
1960
1960

7-14

Salford (Kushlick, 1961)

t96t

Wessex (Kushlick, 1964)

19@ County Boroughs
Counties

f

1Gl4

3.45
3.61

l.14

15-19

3.62

0.90

15-19

3-54
3.94

1.15

l5-19

1.lg

t
t

The Wessex Survey suggested that 10 per cent of mongols have r.e.
scores of more

than 50.

under in this urban area was r 16,000. Akesson (1961) tested all the
children
and a sample of adults in.l0 rural Swedish parishes with a total population
of 11,500. He found the high rate of 5.g/1000 subjects of all ages iith r"or",
of I.Q. under 50.
The English studies suggest that distinct clinical entities are now
contri-

qulilc similar proportions to the condition of

severe subnormality. Thus,

Table 2 shows that the prevalence of mongolism at the age of l5-1i
is very
similar in all the surveys; most mongols are severely sudnormal. Dunsdon
et al. (19@) have estimated that G7 per cent. of m-ongols scored I.e.,s
of
over 45 while l-2 per cent. scored 55 and over. From this it can be
seen
that mongolism at present accounts for about a quarter ofall cases
ofsevere
subnormality in this age group.
The means of identifying severely subnormal subjects is similar in all
industrialized countries. In this country most of them are excluded
from
school because they are deemed .'unsuitable for education" in the
ordinary
school system by teachers, head teachers, educational psychologists
and
school medical officers. The most severely handicapped cnit&en
arl notified
at very early ages and may be excluded from even ltarting school
from the
age of 2 years. some of these children may have been diagiozed
as mentally
subnormal in the frst few years of theii lives because ir tn, piesence
of
clinical signs like mongolism or microcephaly which are oft o'associated
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with future severe subnormality. They may be referred by their general
or paediatricians to the Mental Health Department if the

practitioners

departments provide appropriate services.

The autior found in the Salford Survey that a third of the idiots (I.Q.
under 20) had been notified to the Mental Health Department before the
age of 5 and that 93 per cent had been notified by the age of 9. Among
imbeciles (I.Q. 20-49) ttre corresponding percentages were 7 and 45 respectively. Most of the remaining severely subnormal children are excluded
fiom the ordinary school system after a trial at school. However, Kushlick
(1961) found that no less than a quarter of the severely subnormal children
continued in the ordinary school system in special or ordinary schools
and were notified to the Mental Health Department for supervision only on
leaving school at 15 or 16.f
In this country nearly all severely subnormal people who have survived to
the age-group 15-19 have been notified to Mental Health Departments.

Kushlick (1961) found that only a very small proportion of these subjects
were notified for the first time after the age of 19. The reason for this appears

to lie in the prognosis of people with severe subnormality. Only about l0 per
cent of these subjects are able to hold employment in open industry. The
remaining 90 per c€nt appear at the present time to remain permanently
economically dependent and become, for this reason, known to the social
agencies dealing with subnormality.
Tizard (1958) reviewed ttre available follow-up studies of severe subnormality. He suggested that between 10 and 20 per cent may be capable of be'
coming economically independent. Ferguson and Kerr (1955) followed up
207 girls who had left Glasgow schools for the educationally subnomal
six years previously. Only 2 out of 1l girls of I.Q. under 50 (range 4049)
had been employed since leaving school-one had worked for 2 years and
one for 3 years. None of these girls had married. There is further indirect
evidence that the severely subnormal are permanently economically dependent. Kushlick (1961) found that the prevalence rates of recoenized severe
subnormality in Salford remained constant from the age-group 1!19 until
the age of 40 when it began to fatl due to deaths among these subjects
(see Table 3). In the same study the author was able to analyse all of the
notifications to and deletions from the Salford register of mental defectives
between 1948 and 1960. Subjects were deleted from the register when they
died, emigfated to another area, when they could no longer be traced or
when, because they made stable adjustments in the community and were no
longer seen as being in need of supervision, they were discharged from care.

f

Other industrialized countries with unirrersal compulsory education have selection
for segregating severely subnorrral children either by providing them witl
ipecial educatior within tie ordinary school system as is done in Holland and Scotland
oi by excluding them altogether as is done in England and Wales' (In England and Wales
the lower I.Q. limit for children in special schoo\ is epoeraly 50.)
processes
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Stable employment and marriage were the main reasons for discharge.
Only 7 per cent of the subjects discharged during 12 years were severily
subnormal. The remainder had I.Q.'s of over 50.
The same study suggested that severely subnormal subjects who survived
childhood were eventually admitted to hospitals for the subnormal. Thus
while the numbers of severely subnormal people living at home declined
with increasing z1a, the fall in numbers living at home was accompanied
by a rise in numbers among those in hospital. Leeson (1962) found in the
Manchester Region that the waiting list for admission to hospitals for the
subnormal consisted largely of severely subnormal subjects and that once
admitted to hospital they were seldom, if ever, discharged.
Summary
Severely subnormal individuals are mainly identified

in countries with

compulsory universal education when they are found unsuitable for educ&tion within the ordinary school system. In England and Wales the majority
of these children are excluded from school and become the responsibility of

the Mental Health Department of the Local Health Authority. About a

quarter remain within the ordinary school system in special schools, and are
notified to the Mental Health Departments after leaving school for supervision or when they fail to hold employment in open industry. In some countries like Holland, a large proportion continue within the ordinary school
system in schools for the severely subnormal. By the age of 15-19 nearly all
severely subnormal subjects who have survived to this age are known to
Mental Health Departments of Local Health Authorities in England and
Wales. At this age the proportion of severely subnormal in the population is
about 3'711000 in both urban and rural areas of England. Between a quarter
and a third of these people have the clinical condition of mongolism. An
I.Q. of under 50 appears at present to be a severe incapacity leading to
permanent dependence among about 90 per cent of affected individuals.
Those subjects who do not die at an early age appear eventually to be
admitted to hospitals for the subnormal. Once admitted they tend at present
to remain there until they die.
The Preualence and Prognosis of

Mild Subnormality

The I.Q. range 5G70 or 7 5 has been suggested as diagnostic of the grade
of mild mental subnormality. This has not proved useful either clinically or
administratively. There are many people in this I.Q. range who are never
dealt with as subnormal and who do not appear to have problems arising
from their low intelligence, and there are people of I.Q. well over 70 who
are being dealt with by the services for the subnormal. In this country there
has never been, nor is there now, otr upper psychometric limit to this degree
of subnormality. On a test standardized to give a mean of 100 and standard

13

CP
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deviation of 15, the proportion ofthe population scoring between 50 and 70
would be nearly 20/1000. In the Salford survey the highest prevalence rate for
mild subnormality was found among those aged 15-19; it was 8'7/1000 or
under a half of the rate expected on the criterion of I.Q. alone.
Although the Mental Health Act of 1959 included for the first time the
criterion of low intellect in the diagnosis of subnormality there is no sign
that this has led to a lowering of the I.Q. level of people admitted to hospitals for the subnormal. A Working Party of the British Psychological Society
(1963) examined the wechsler I.Q. levels of 876 people admitted to these
hospitals since ttre Act became operative. The average Wechsler I.Q. of
those gfaded " subnormal " was 71.4; that of admissions categorized " severely
subnormal" was 60'4. These levels are very similar to those reported by
O,Connor and Tizard (1956) among patients in hospitals for the subnormal

in

1954.

Nor is the I.Q. level the sole determinant of who is to be classified as
Educationally subnormal (E.s.N.) and given special education within the
ordinary school system.f The total number of children in special schools
seldom exceeds half of the 2 per cent to be expected, if all children of I.Q.
50-70 were to attend, and ttre Report of the chief Medical officer (Ministry
of Education 1963) shows that nearly 40 per cent ofchildren in the special
schools scored over 70.
Unlike the severely subnormal, most of whom are excluded from the
ordinary school system, the majority of the mildly subnormal first become
so classified in this country when they are notified by the Education Authority to the Mental Health Department as in need of supervision on leaving
school. Thus, 90 per cent of the mildly subnormal people referred to salford
Mental Health Department between 1948 and 1960, were notified between
the ages of 15-19 (Kushlick, 1961). This also explains why Mental Health
Department registers have very few mildly subnormal people aged under 15
and why there is a sharp rise in their numbers in the age-group 15-19.
There is much evidence that unlike severe subnormality, mild subnormal-

ity is a temporary incapacity related largely to educational difficulties
experienced at school. After leaving school the majority of these people

beiome socially and economically independent and are indistinguishable
from the rest of the community.
Some of the evidence is indirect. Kushlick (1961) found that the prevalence rate of mild subnormality dropped precipitously after ttre age range
15-19. This rapid fall was due to the discharge of subjects from the register
when they were judged by the service not to require supervision because
ttey were in stable employment or because they had married. By adding to

t In this country, before the Education Act of 1944, children who received special
education had first to be "certified" mentally defective of tlre feebleminded grade. It is
now possibleforchildren to receive specialeducation ontherecommendation ofthe Education Authority without being classified as E.S.N.
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the_1961 salford Register all of the subjects who had been discharged in
the
period 1948-1960 it was found that at the time of the survey discGrges had
been achieved by two-thirds of the people who were in tne age range

25-29, nearly 4o per cent aged 2v24 and.over l0 per cent aged 15-19. over
90 per cent of those discharged were mildly subnormal. It
-"y be assumed
that these people were makingreasonable adjustments within the community
because those who subsequently became social failures were likely to
have been discovered by the social agencies like the National Assistance
Board and the Labour Exchange, and minatory agencies like the police,
the courts and the National Society for the preveniion of cruelty to children,

and to have been re-notified to ttre Mental Health Department. These
to ttre Department.
The rapid decline in the prevalence of mild subnormality after the initial
peak at school-leaving age was first observed by penros" (ts+s1. He calculated age-specific prevalence rates from Lewis'J(tgzq) data obtained in the
classical survey ofmental defect in 3 rural and 3 urban areas in England and
wales. This phenomenon has since been observed in many ro*.!. of subnormality in England and in other countries. The results of some of these
surveys are summarized in Table 3. The methods used and criteria of
grading are summarized in the Appendix. In the salford Survey the highest
prevalence rates of mild subnormality were found in the age-group
15-19
because the subjects were only referred to the Mental Healthbepartment
when they had left school; as the remaining surveys included childrin still at
school, their highest prevalence rates were found in ttre age-group 10-14.
There is other indirect evidence of the favourable prognosis orine mildly
subnormal. unlike the severely subnormal subjects, bnti a minority of thl
mildly subnormal subjects are ever admitted to hospital. Kushlici (1961)
found that ttre decline in numbers living at home witi increasing age was
not accompanied by a rise in hospital numbers.
There are no adequate follow-up studies in this country of complete
samples of mildly subnormal subjects. However, the favourable prognosis
among the majority of these subjects is confirmed in a number ortongituainal studies reviewed by Tizard (1958). one outstanding study is summarized
by Tizard in this review. Baller (1936) began a follow-up study of 206 people
(nearly every child) who had been in the "opportunit5r rooms" of the Lincoln, Nebraska public schools up to the timi of the research for at least
one year, had an I.Q. of not above 70 and were considered mentally deficient
agencies do refer people

by the teachers and psychologists. charles (1953) located 150 (three quarters)

of these people. of this number 24 had, died-l7 through illness and 7
from accidents or violence. (The death rate was above thJ average for the
population as a whole). Ten per cent of those still alive had been successfully discharged from institutions or were on parole. Nine subjects were
in institutions. Eighty per cent of the sampli had married 2l per
- average
cent of these were divorced. (The divorce rate was lower than ttre
l3r
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for the whole population). Eighty per cent of those married had childrenthe average number of children per family was 2.62. (This was lower than
the population average.) School records were availabre for 23 ofthe children.
Two were in mental deficiency institutions; another was crippled. The I.e.'s
available for 46 of the children ranged from 50 to l3g (Mean 95; s.D. i6)
The majority of the homes were adequate and they ranged from ..filthy
shacks" to costly new houses with landscaped gardens. All but 7 of the noninstitutionalized people had at least part-time jobs; most were regularly
employed and 83 per cent (as in 1935) were self supporting. Half oi
those gainfully employed had been in the same type of occupation for
from 3 to 30 years. Their occupations ranged from managerial to unskilled
labour. The I.Q.'s of 24 retested subjects had increased from a mean of
58 (stanford-Binet, t9l5) to 8l (wechsler Bellevue). Forty per cent of
subjects still in Lincoln and 60 per cent of the men had violated the law
since 1935, one quarter were traffic and three quarters were civil offences,
(one half of these were for drunkeness and none were serious). Throughoui
the period 1935-50 20 per cent had been admitted to institutions; under
a half had required public assistance; over a third had been self suftcient.
The proportion requiring public assistance decreased from one quarter in
the period 193ffi to under 10 per cent in the following years up to
1950. similarly, the proportion who were self-supporting increased fiom
4o per cent in the period lg3ffi to 65 from 194G50. In 1935,
Baller had found only one quarter self-sufficient and one half were

receiving assistance.

A

favourable prognosis has also been shown among E.s.N. school

leavers in Scotland. Ferguson and Kerr (1955) found that 6 years after
leaving school, 55 out of 207 such girls were already married (26:6 per cent
compared with the l95l census figure of 39.6 per cent for all22-yearold
women in Glasgow). There was a tendency for them to marry men of a
higher social class than that of their own fathers; thus, 30 per cent married
skilled tradesmen whereas only about l0 per cent were the daughters of
skilled tradesmen. Nor was the rate of illegitimacy among these women
much greater than that in the rest of the population for this age-group;
thus 7'9 per cent of survey women still single were known to hive borne
children compared with 6'0 per cent of Glasgow women aged 22.lheh
work histories since leaving school were also good; thus, of 145 women still

unmarried, 7 had worked for less than 2 years; 4 for 2 to 3 years;
8 for 3 to 4 years; 17 fot 4 to 5 years; and 89 for 5 years or more.
Physical disability was partly responsible for their poor work performance
in l0out of l9cases where women had worked for some periodlessthan4years.
of 1l girlswithI.Q.'s of less than 50 only 2 had done any work since ljaving
school. only l0 of the girls were in institutions at the time of the survey.
Brandon (1960) has described a follow-up study of 200 mildly subnormal
women who were discharged from a small unit of the Fountain Hospital.
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They constituted 70 per cent of all such patients ever admitted. They had
been admitted when they were in their early twenties and discharged some

15 years later. The follow-up assessment took place between I and
84'l on the
Wechsler Bellevue, and 65'0 on the Terman-Merrill scales. Most of the
subjects came from grossly disrupted families and 75 per c€nt had personality disorders diagnosed at admission. t2'5 per cent were admitted through
*20 have returned to the hospital for
the courts. Out of 171 contacted,
short periods. Roughly a ttrird each are living independently, or are living
with relatives, only l0 per cent are not working or housewives, 46 are married". Seven unmarried women have had children since their discharge.
36 years after ttreir discharge. The mean I.Q. of this sample was

Inconstancy of the I.Q.

It has also been shown that people categorized mildly subnormal or
educationally subnormal continue to make I.Q. increments for some years
after it is believed that I.Q. growth is complete. This observation is important because it questions the concept of the constancy of I.Q. as an assessment of innate "intelligence" among the mildly subnormal. Second, it
complicates further any attempt to measure the prevalence of mild subnormality on the criterion of I.Q. Third, this phenomenon appears to be
characteristic of mild subnormality in the absence of brain damage and may
partially explain the good prognosis of these subjects after they leave school.
Fourth, it suggests that the ability of the mildly subnormal to profit from
education may indeed improve from the time they leave school and emphasizes the need to provide them with adult education on leaving school.
Clarke and Clarke (1953 and 1954) re-tested with the same test some two
years later 59 hospitalized patients whose initial I.Q.'s had ranged from 35
to 98 wittr a mean of 66'2 (S.D. l4'0). The range at re-testing was 40-97
and the mean had risen 6'5 points to 72'7 (S.D. l3'4). The 59 subjects were
divided independently of their score into two groups, those from "very bad
homes"f and the remainder. The former showed a mean increment of 9'7
(S.D.6'3) and the latter a mean of 4'1 (S.D.4'9). Clarke, et al. (1958) re'
tested 6 years later 28 of the subjects who were still in hospital
- the other
31 patients had already been discharged. Nine of the 28 came from the very
bad homes; their mean I.Q. had risen to 75'8 (S.D. l0'3), a mean increment
over the 6 years of 16'2 (S.D. 6'1). Among the 19 from less adverse
homes the mean I.Q. had risen to 72'5 (S. D. l3'3), a mean increment over
the period of 10'2 (S.D. 6'6). The average age at the final test was nearly 27.
Stein and Susser (1960) examined a stratified sample of 50 of a total
random sample of 106 subjects aged 20-24 years who had been " ascertained"
f The twelve criteria used were: "N.S.P.C.C. intervention, parental attitude antagoni'
stic, no fixed abode, 'Fit Person' Order, home conditions bad, considerable neglect, irrcgular school attendance due to neglect, home dirty and neglected, gross poverty, crimq
in parents, rickets, child found beggtng,"
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as educationally subnormal while at school in Lancashire County and
Salford City. (Four cases were subsequently excluded-one because he
was found to have been mis-diagnozed originally, and had an I.Q. of 114,
and three others because they had severe hearing defects). Comprehensive
social and psychiatric histories were obtained, medical examinations were
done and the subjects were given Wechsler Adult Intelligence Tests. The
results of these tests were compared with those of their previous Terman
Merrill tests given at ages ranging from 7 to 16 (mean ll) years. Both the
uncorrected and corrected (Roberts-Mellone corrections) Terman Merrill
scores were compared with the Wechsler scores. Sixteen subjects with definite
or assumed signs of brain damage showed a mean I.Q. decrement of 1.2
(based on the uncorrected TM score) and of 5.25 (based on the corrected
TM score); on the other hand, 30 subjects who were clinically normal (all
of lower working class origin) had a mean increment of 8.3 (uncorrected)
and of 4'3 (corrected).
These authors found no differences in the I.Q. increments of the clinically
normal subjects among those who came from grossly disrupted families,
intact multiple agency families or intact families with another backward
child. The increments observed were smaller than those found by Clarke
and Clarke (1954) and Clarke et al. (1958). Stein and Susser point out, how-

ever, that their subjects were younger at the re-test than those of the
Clarkes. They also suggest that the small size of their sub-groups may have
accounted

for the

absence

of

differences between the increments

of

tlte

sub-groups.

Finally, it has been shown that lack of motivation may cause working
class normal and mildly subnormal children to under-score in intelligence
tests. Thus, Zigler and de Labry 0962), compared the test performances of

a gloup of clinically normal retarded subjects, of normal working class
boys and of normal middle class boys all matched for mental age. In response to the promise of a tangible reward the retarded and working class
boys performed better than the middle class boys on a concept switching
task. In responseto an intangible reward the middle class boys were superior.
Summary

Mildly subnormal persons are mainly identified in countries with universal
compulsory education as a result of educational difficulties. In this country
and in many others, special education is provided for children specially
selected within the ordinary school system. The prognosis after leaving
school for the majority of these children is good as is the prognosis for ttrose
who in this country have in the past been classified as mentally subnormal
when they are referred by the education authorities to the Mental Health
Department after they have left school. There is some evidence for a good
prognosis among mildly subnormal women discharged from hospitals for
the subnormal.
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Mild subnormality appears to be a temporary incapacity characterized
mainly by educational difficulties experienced at school. Only a small
proportion of subjects categorized as mildly subnormal in this country
are ever admitted to hospitals for the subnormal.
There are no consistent prevalence rates of mild subnormality. This appears

to reflect the somewhat arbitrary criteria employed in the diagnosis. Before
the 1944 Education Act, children presently classified as E.S.N. were certified as mentally defective. Since 1944 only those children notified to the
Mental Health Departments for supervision on leaving school are classified as mentally subnormal.
While the data show that most of the severely subnormal subjects who do
not die at an early age are eventually admitted to hospitals for the subnormd, this should not be taken to mean that this is the only or the best way
to cater for their or their families' needs. It is merely demonstrated that
they appear, at the present time, to have a type of incapacity requiring a
form of special provision for the whole of their lives in contrast to the mildly
subnormal whose incapacities and needs are largely temporary. Second,
the respective prognoses illustrated for the two grades are valid only for
large numbers of cases whereas the prognosis in an individual case requires
the skilled consideration of many factors other than the I.Q. Third, while
it is clear that the people in the I.Q. over 50 category merge imperceptibly
with the community at large, the medium grade I.Q. range 2O49 contains
within it a wide variation of capacity which overlaps at the upper end with
that of the category of I.Q. over 50.
The Causes of Mental Defect

We have seen that mental defect is not a distinct clinical entity. It is
largely a social and administrative concept which enables complex industrial
societies to deal with a form of abnormal or deviant behaviour. The extent
to which biological factors on the one hand and social or cultural factors
on the other are responsible for this deviant behaviour is different for the
severely subnormal and the mildly subnormal. Thus, the primary cause of
the social and intellectual incapacity of the severely subnormal appears to
be observable pathology in ttre brain; on the other hand, in only a small
proportion of the mildly subnormal is such pathology demonstrable. There
is evidence that social and cultural factors are very important in the aetiology
of mild subnormality occurring in the absence of obvious or presumptive
brain pathology. In the absence of detailed clinical and pathological investigations on complete samples of mental defectives, we have at present
to rely on studies of hospitalized subjects. These must be interpreted cautiously because of the possible bias of these samples.
Crome (1960) examined the brains of 272 hospitalized imbeciles and idiots.
Definite abnormalities were found in 267. Ow knowledge of the causes of
brain damage among these subjects is still very limited and a definite cause
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is identifiable in only a minslily of cases. Berg and Kirman (1959) examined
the records of 200 imbeciles and idiots, consecutive admissions to the FountainHospital. A "dsfinils"causalfactorwas found in only 9.5 per cent of
cases, e.g. iso-immunization and prematurity kernicterus, tuberculous and

influenzal meningitis, post-immunization encephalopathy and recessive
genetic conditions such as phenylketonuria, galactosaemia and cerebral
lipoidoses. " Probable" factors were suggested in 4per cent and .. possible"
factors in 56 per cent. Twenty-threeper cent of the subjects were mongols;

these were included among the subjects with ', possible " factors. In 31 per cent
no causal factor was identifiable. There are no comparable intensive studies of

the clinical and neuropathological lesions 4mong the mildly subnormal. Investigations of complete samples in defined populations face the problem
of definition and we have seen (pages 373 and 378) that in mild subnormality,
unlike severe subnormality, the criterion of I.Q. is not very helpful.
Lewis (1929) observed in his survey for the Wood Committee that most
of the mildly subnormal people were clinically ,.normal". Penrose (1938)
found that of 1280 hospitalized mental defectives 627 (49 per cent) were
mildly subnormal. Of these he found no organic pathology in 198 (32 per
cent) but a further 148 Q4 percent)were classified as.,psychopaths".Penrose uses ttre term to mean psychoneurosis and psychosis. Stein and Susser
(1960b) found among 106 subjects born between 1933 and 1937 atdselected
at random from all subjects classified as E.S.N. in Salford and Lancashire
County only 25 per cent had presumptive or obvious signs of brain damage

or severe sensory handicaps.
Social Class and Mental Subnormality
The concept of social class can be a useful means for examining the
complex interrelations between social and biological factors causing subnormality. It has long been known that in industrial societies parents of
severely subnormal children are evenly distributed among all the social
strata in the society whilst those of mildly subnormal subjects are predominantly from the lower social classes. This has been shown in surveys of
mental subnormality occurring within whole communities (Lewis, 1929;
Lemkau, 1943) as well as in surveys of hospital patients (Penrose, 1938;
Sabagh et al.1959; Saenger, 1960).
There is now evidence which suggests that mild subnormality in the
absence of abnormal neurological signs, epilepsy, electroencephalographic
abnormalities, biochemical abnormalities, chromosomal abnormalities or
sensory defects occurs only among the lower social classes. Indeed, there is
evidence that almost no children of higher social class parents have I.Q.
scores of less than 80 unless they have one of the pathological processes

mentioned above.

Stein and Susser (1960b) classified the families of their 106 subjects
into "demotic" (ofthe people)-the parents were manual workers and
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neittrer parents nor siblings had attended grammar or technical schools,
and "aspirant"-the fathers were white collar workers or of higher social
standing or, if manual workers, where a member of the family had been to
a grammar school or technical school. They examined all of the children
from"aspirant" familiesand SOfrom "demotic" families. All T ofthechildren
from "aspirant" families showed clinical abnormalities-one had neurological signs, one had a severe hearing defect, one had an abnormal electroencephalograph and four were classified as imbeciles on the criterion of a
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Quotient of under 55 and the clinical finding
of an "incomplete personality". Of the 50 from " demotic" families 30 were
clinically normal.
Stein and Susser (1963), believing that they might have missed clinically
normal subjects of "aspirant" families because of a possible bias in the
selection of E.S.N. subjects, examined the medical and psychological records

of all children referredas"backward" tothe Salford school health service
from 1955-59. The social standing of the schools which had referred the
children was rated independenfly as of High, Low and Intermediate Standing
using "such factors asoccupation ofparents, residential rating and educational levels in the areas surrounding the schools". The rates of referral
for backwardness were found to decrease from the schools of Low Standing (2511000 children at risk) to ti.ose of High Standing (8'711000). Thus
the schools of High Standing were indeed referring backward children
although in smaller proportions. However, 85 per cent of children referred
from schools of High Standing scored I.Q.'s of 90 or more whereas 79 per
cent of the referrals from schools of Low Standing scored less than 90 and
45 per cent scored less than 79.
In the I.Q. range 5G-79 schools of Low Standing refered 10'7 per thousand children at risk compared with l'3 per thousand from schools of High
Standing. In this I.Q. range the referral rates of children without any clinical
abnormalities fell from 9'4 per ttrousand from schools of Low Standing
to 1'3 per thousand from schools of High Standing. They also looked for
high social class backward children elsewhere in Salford. The private schools
in tle city failed to reveal any children more than one class behind the average child of the same age. The investigators also examined the results in
Salford ofthe 1l-plus group intelligence tests used in the selection ofchildren
for secondary education. Among 694 examinees from schools of high standing only 0'9 per cent scored 5G79 compared with 10 per cent from schools
of LowStanding. Theclinically normalchildrenin this I.Q. range represented
only 0'4 per cent of the examinees from schools of High Standing.
The result of the Scottish Mental Survey of 1947 (see page 393) also
confirm these findings. In this survey there were no children who scored
less than the equivalent of an I.Q. of 86, whose fathers were in the profession-

al class. Of children whose fathers were unskilled the proportion rose
dramaticallyto26percent(ScottishCouncilforResearchinEducation,1953).
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Summary
Severe subnormality (I.Q. under 50), a condition which occurs among
all social strata of the community, is due largely to organic factors and
abnormalities in the brain. The resulting social and intellectual incapacity

is severe and leads at present to the subject's permanent dependence.
Organic factors are found to cause a proportion of cases of mild subnormality (I.Q. over 50). The proportion varies according to the definition
of mild subnormality used. Thus, if the I.Q. range 5f70 is taken as the
criterion of mild subnormality, the proportion of subjects where organic
factors are involved is likely to be very small. These Lur.r, like those of
severe subnormality, occur in all social strata of the community. Mildly
subnormal subjects without neurological signs, epilepsy, electroencephalo-

graphic, biochemical

or chromosomal abnormalities or without sensory
to the

defects like blindness and deafness are almost entirely confined

lower social

classes.

Genetic Factors in Mental Subnormality

For a lucid account of the genetics of mental defect the reader is referred
toPenrose's bookThe Biology of MentalDefect (1963). In this sectionwe
will discuss briefly the evidence for the genetic causes of mental defect.
There are some rare clinical entities which usually cause severe subnormality and in which the mechanism of inheritance is known to be a recessive
gene. These include amaurotic idiocy and such metabolic disorders as phenylketonuria and galactosaemia. However, the genetic contribution to mild
subnormality in the absence of clinical abnormalities is more difrcult to
estimate because of the complexity of the environmental variables known
to be associated with mild subnormality.
The theory that this grade of subnormality is due to the additive effect
of multiple genes is based on a number of types of evidence. First, pearson
and Jaederholm (1914) and Roberts et ar. (1939) have shown that the intelligence scores above 50 of complete populations of children assume a
Gaussian or Normal distribution. The Gaussian distribution is a random
distribution assumed wten the quality in question is the resultant of multiple
factors, some of which may be genetic. As the I.e.'s of 5G70 contribute
to this distribution it is reasoned that they are part of the normal distribution. By the same reasoning the subjects of I.e. under 50 are said to be
pathological in origin because there are more than would be expected from
a Gaussian distribution. This evidence has been questioned by o'connor
and rizard (1956) who point out that many I.e. tests have been specially
constructed to assume such a distribution.
The second type of evidence is that while the mean I.e. of ttre siblings,
parents and other relatives of the severely subnormal have normal intelligence, the I.Q.'s of the relatives of mildly subnormal patients are below
13
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average (Penrose, 1938; Halperin, 1945). This might also be due to environmentalfactors associatedwith low socialclass. We have seen (page 381) that
the proportion of low social class children with low intelligence quotieuts
is very much higher than in ttrose from the higher social classes. As most
of the mildly subnormal have low social class parents the low I.Q.'s of the
subjects may be due to an environmental factor common to the lower social
classes.

Third, Penrose (1963) has summarized the evidence that the degree of
cortespondence between the I.Q. levels of the relatives and those of mildly
subnotmal patients increases with their degree of relationship to the patient
in the proportions predicted by the multiple gene theory. He points out,
however, that these predictions assgme that mating in the population is
random.Thereis evidence (see page 386) however, that people tend to marry
within their own social class and to some extent within their I.Q. level.
This assortative mating would be expected to produce even higher correspondences than those observed if the additive gene ttreory were correct.
Ihe other evidence relates to the inheritance of measured intelligence
rather than to subnormality. Thel.Q.'sof fostered children have been shown

to be more closely related to that of their biological parents than that of
their adoptive parents. There is also evidence to the contrary. The latter
observations may be the result of the administrative policy of placing children of high I.Q. with parents of high I.Q. and vice versa. The problems of
assessing this evidence are discussed by Penrose (1963) and Clarke (1958).
It has been shown that the concordance between the I.Q.'s of monozygotic
twins is higher than that observed among dizygotic twins, and that the
concordance of I.Q.'s of monozygotic twins separated from one another is
greater th tn that among dizygotic twins reared together. This is also critically appraised by Clarke (1953) and by Penrose (1963) who show that
even these studies do not exclude environmental factors. A further difficulty
in interpreting these results arises because the proportion of subnormal
subjects among twins is higher than that among singletons (Berg and Kirman, 1960) and because the birth weight of twins is lower than that of
singletons. The relationship of low birth weight to intelligence is discussed
on pages 386 and 389.
Cultural Factors and Mental Subnormality

The evidence just summaized suggests the presence of a genetic factor
which determines the social and intellectual capacities of individuals.
However, the importance of non-genetic environmental factors has also
emerged and it has become possible to investigate their contributions. One
of these is the cultural factor. In this context the term culture means the
social and material way of life. Characteristic ways of life of subsections
of a community are called subcultures. Thus, if one uses the categories
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of social class within the community it is possible to speak of a working
class, middle class or upper class subculture.t

There is indirect evidence that mild subnormality

of I.Q. 50-20 in the

absence of clinical abnormalities is to a large extent the result of the working
class subculture. This theory suggests that given children of the same limited

genetic potential from unskilled and semi-skilled working class homes on
the one hand and from skilled working class, white collar and professional
families on ttre other, tle children from the unskilled and semi-skilled working class subculture will develop to an I.Q.level below that of their genetic
equals from ttre higher social class subcultures. First, the virtual absence
of clinically normal children of I.Q. 5G70 from higher social class homes
(see page 381) is not easily explained on the basis of genetic factors alone
(Susser and Watson, 1962). It has been shown that inter-marriage does
indeed take place between the upper and lower social classes (Glass and
Hall, 1954). Thus, if inheritance was largely responsible for this condition,
it would be expected to occur among the higher social classes although to
a lesser degree because of assortative mating.
Second, the effect ofthe subculture on intelligence appears also to account
for the ethnic differences observed of mean intelligence as well as of prevalence of mental subnormality. Klineberg (1940) showed that among U.S.
armyrecruitsthe average Negro I.Q. in the whole country was lower than
that of the whites but that Negro units from ttre Northern states scored
higher than White recruits from the Southern States.
The higher prevalence rates of subnormality among non-whites than
among whites found by Lemkau et al. (1943) and the Onondaga Survey
(195, were reduced when the factor of income or area of residence was
considered. The lower the income and the poorer the area of residence, ttre
higher ttre prevalence of subnormality among both whites and non-whites.
Irmkau et al. also showed that it was much more difficult for negroes than
for whites to gain admission to special schools. (fhese surveys do not give
separate rates for severe and mild subnormality. However, it is likely that
the preponderanoe is mainly among the mildly subnormal). Stbagh et al.
(1959) have shown that the proportion of white and non-white first admissions of severely subnormal subjects to the Pacific State Hospital was equal
to their representation in the population among the highly educated but
over-represented among non-whites who had been poorly educated. However, mildly subnormal subjects were under-represented among the high and
medium-educated whites and non-whites but were over-represented among
the poorly educated of both ethnic categories.

t Until recently the term subculttual has been used in the mental deficiency literattre
to imply inferiority. As there is no objective way of measuring the values implied by this
use of the terrr and as it lacks precision the sociological usage outlined very briefly above
wilt be used in this Chapter. For a detailed review on this subject see Sarason and Gtadwin

(1958) and Susspr and Watson (1962').
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The importance of social class appears also to outweigh that of low birth
weight as a cause of mild subnormality among clinically normal children.
Only among children of birth weight under 3 lbs. is the mean I.Q. lowered
(McDonald, 1964; Douglas, 1960). The proportion of these children who
are mildly subnormal (I.Q. 5G69) appears to be increased among the boys
from the expected 29/1000 (Scottish Council for Educational Research,
1953) to the observed 4U1000. Among the girls the rate observed is only
lul000 (McDonald, 1964). However, among children born to fathers of
social classes I and II McDonald found no decline in the mean I.Q. even of
children with birthweights of less than 3 lbs. Both Douglas (1960) and
McDonald (1964) demonstrated that within each social class, the mean I.Q.
of children of birth weights under 4lbs and without gross physical abnormalities was not significantly lower than the mean I.Q. of mature children.
Drillien (1961) has found within all social classes that the mean I.Q. of
children of 3| lbs. and less was lower than the mean I.Q. of mature children.
However, she appears to have included the I.Q.'s of grossly abnormal children in her computation of the mean I.Q. whereas McDonald and Douglas
did not. Douglas, McDonald and Drillien all agree that at every level of
birth weight under 4 lbs. (and Douglas shows that at any level of birth
weight) the mean I.Q. of children without gross abnormality dectnes from
high to low social class. The incidence of babies weighing less than 5| lbs
or 2500 grams rises from higher to lower social classes @aird (1962);

Registrar General, I 958).
For a full discussion on the relationships between prematurity and social
class the reader is referred to the article by Baird and to Susser and Watson.
Some of these will be mentioned briefly here. Lower social class mothers
who are tall tend to have higher I.Q.'s than ttrose who are small, and are
also more likely than ttre short women to marry husbands from a social
class higher than that of their fathers'. On the other hand, short mothers
tend to be of lower I.Q. and to marry men of a lower social standing than
their own @lsley, 1955; Scott, 1950. The incidence of the highest prematurity rate in Aberdeen was found among the low social class women who
are also short (Baird, op cit.).
A mechanism exists by which the unskilled and semi-skilled working
class subculture could possibly result in the lowering of the Intelligence
Quotient in the absence of brain pathology. Luria (1961) has suggested that
language, besides enabling the child to reason in abstract terms, allows it to
achieve a high degree of specificity in all of its actions. He has devised ingenious experiments which illustrate the importance of language to the total
development of the child at different stages of its development. Bernstein
(1960) has suggested that children of unskilled working class parents have a
distinct language structure which is lacking in certain components present
in that of middle class language structure. Moreover, he has suggested that
this form of langrage might contribute to the social cohesion of its users
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and that it is therefore likely to persist. There are also other reasons why
the lower working class subculture and many of the social and material
disadvantages associated with it are perpetuated in this country. More children of unskilled and semi-skilled than of skilled and profesiional fathers
live in overcrowded homes without standard amenities, go to slum, overcrowded schools (Ministry of Education, 1963), and fail to gain a grammar
school place for higher education in spite of their adequaie ."orir at the
ll-plus selection examination (Douglas, 1963). They are alio likely eventually
to do semi- and unskilled work and to find a spouse from ihese social

classes. (Berent, 1954.)

In any attempt to

compare the social prognosis

of mildly

subnormal

subjects with that of a control population it is important that the factor
of social class is taken into account lest the subnormality is used to explain
phenomena which are part of the subculture from which the mildly subnormal arise. Thus, in the united Kingdom lower social class girls marry
earlier, their fertility is greater and they have larger families han their
higher social class peers (Glass and Grebenic, te54). More of the former
are pregnant at the time of marriage or have children before they are married
(Thompson, 1956). The boys from lower social status homis appear to
have a higher chance of being convicted of a criminal offence and sent to

borstals (Gibbens, 1963).
It is known that the mean I.Q. declines with increasing family size. The
results of the scottish Mental Survey (see page 393) showed that ihis phenomenon occurs within all social classes. This may also be explained by a
cultural factor because the highest means were found among ih" young".t
and the oldest children, that is those children who were likeiy to have had
the greatest degree of contact with adults (susser and watson, 1962).
Because lower social class families are, on average, larger than those of
the higher social classes, this could also lead to a lowering of the mean

I.Q. among working class subjects.

Social Class and Minimal Brain Damage
Another environmental explanation for the association of mild subnormality and low mean I.Q. with low social crass has been suggested by Lilienfeld
and Pasamanick (1955). They presented evidence that the mildlyiubnormal,
although showing no obvious signs of neurological impairment may have
"minimal brain damage" due to peri-natal comprications. This subject is
reviewed by Masland (1958), Masland et al. (195g), MacMahon and sawa
(1961), Knobloch and Pasamanick (1962). In this country peri-natal complications are known to occur far more commonly among wives of lower
than among those of higher social class husbands, and ihere is no sign
that these disadvantages are decreasing. The peri-natal mortality survey of
all births occurring in this country during a week of l95g (Butler and Bonham, 1963) showed that unskilled and semi-skilled workingclass wives were
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much less likely than were higher social class wives to have adequate antenatal care or to be confined in hospital even if this was indicated on clinical
grounds. More oftheirchildrenwere of lowbirth weight (see pages 386and 389)
andthey lost more babies as still births, neo-natal and post-neo-natal deaths.
A study of 691,6210 single legitimate live and still births that occurred in England and Wales in 1949 showed that the lower social classes experienced
consistently higher mortality rates even after biological factors like maternal
age and parity and social factors like area of residence had been taken into
account (Scott et al.1956; Morris and Heady, 1955; Daly et al. 1955; Heady
et al. 1955). Morris (1959) has shown that the gap between the neo-natal
mortality rates of the high and low social classes appears to have widened
since the last war. Thus, although the mortality rates among all classes
have declined, the lower social classes appear to have benefited less than
the higher classes from the gains ttrat have been made.
These disadvantages appear to persist into childhood. Working class
children, because of the larger size of their families, are more likely than
higher class children to acquire infections (Cruickshank, 1958). Douglas
and Blomfield (1958) showed that among all single legitimate children born,
in a week of March l946io, England, Wales and Scotland the lower social
class mother made less use of welfare clinics than her higher social class
peer and that her child was more severely ill than the higher social class
child before she consulted the general practitioner.
Summary

Although there is evidence that the social and intellectual capacity may
to some extent be determined by additive effect of multiple genes, the cultural factors, i.e. the social and material way of life, appear to be crucial in
determining the extent to which the child's genetic potential will be realized.
The lower working class subculture appears to be the main factor responsible for the occurrence of clinically normal individuals with I.Q.'s in the
mildly subnormal range 50-70. The genetic theory cannot account adequ&tely for the virtual absence of this condition outside of the lower working
class although it is known that inter-marriage between the social classes
does indeed take place.

The absence of certain components in the structure of lower working
class language might be a possible cultural mechanism by which children
of I.Q. 50-70 could ocrur in the absence of brain damage. There are many
factors tending to maintain the distinctive lower working class way of life.
It is possible that some of the clinically normal subjects of I.Q. 50-70
may have " minimal brain damage " as a result of peri-natal complications
which are known to affect lower working class children more often than
those from the higher social classes. These peri-natal disadvantages among
the lower social class mothers appear to be persisting in spite of advances
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in social and medical welfare. It must, however,

be remembered that only
a small proportion of children falling into the I.Q. range of mild subnormality (50-70) are ever identified as presenting educational problems of an
order requiring special education (see page 373), and decreasing proportions
respectively are classified in this country as E.S.N. and mildly subnormal.
The social prognosis of tle majority of even these categories is good. A
still smaller proportion present social problems and are eventually admitted
to institutions for the subnormal from which they may yet be discharged
and take up their positions in society.
Social Factors Influencing the Incidence of Seuere Subnormality
The incidence (that is the inception rate of new cases) of severe subnormality must be distinguished from its prevalence (that is the rate of existing
cases). The prevalence is determined by the incidence as well as the duration

of the condition and its mortality rates. It is likely that the incidence of
severe subnormality is higher among the lower than among tle upper
social classes although the difference is not as great as among the mildly
subnormal. We have seen from prevalence studies of severe subnormality
in whole populations that the condition is distributed throughout all social
strata in the community (see page 381) but all of these studies show that it is
more prevalent among the lower social classes. However, the infant mortality rate is higher among the lower social classes. Thus the preponderance
of

severe subnormality observed

in prevalence studies probably underesti-

mate the exoess that probably exists at birth. The reasons for this are likely
to be the same as ttrose given in the discussion of peri-natal complications
and social class. One of these is low birth weight.
I-ow Birth Weight and the Incidence of Setsere Subnormality

We have seen that low birth weight itself does not appear to be
with mild subnormality and that the association observed is
due to the common factor of low social class. It appears, however, ttrat
low birth weight may cause severe subnormality although it is possible that
associated

the factor causing the low birth weight also causes the severe subnormality.
McDonald (1964) showed that of single children of birth weight 4lb
or less, excluding those with cerebral palsy, blindness or deafness, the
proportion of severely subnormal exceeded that expected in the nomal
population-18/1000 instead of about 3.7/1000. lAt 3lb or less the proportion rose to 36/1000. Among singleton children weighing 4lb or less at
birth with cerebral palsy, blindness or deafness, the proportion who were
severely subnormal rose to 144/1000. Of all children (twins and singletons)
under 4lb (including blind, deaf and cerebral palsied) 26/1000 scored I.e.'s
of under 50. Becauselow birth weight is more common among lower social
class births @aird, 1962) this is one possible cause of the excess of severely
subnormal subjects among children from low social class families. It is
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unlikely in this country to be a numerically important cause of severe subnormality because only 7/1000 of all live births weigh less than 3lb 4 oz.
and just over one third of these (344/1000 in 1962) survive for 28 days
(Ministry of Health, 1963). It may, however, become more important
because there is no sign ttrat very low birth weight is decreasing but the
survival rate of such children is increasing. In 1953 in England and Wales
only 313/1000 children of under 3 lb 4 oz. survived 28 days (Ministry of
Health, 1954) and Baird (1962) has shown that in Aberdeen between 1948
and 1959 the survival rate in the first week of single births weighing under
3llb at birth increased from 346 to 552 per 1000 live births.
Other Social Factors Affecting the Incidence of Seoere Subnormality

Both ttre age of the mother and the birth rank have been shown to influence the stillbirth rate, and the age of the mother at the birth has been
shown to influence the incidence of a number of clinical entities associated
with severe mental defect. Thus, Heady, et al. (1955) showed that primiparity was associated with higher rates of stillbirth at all maternal ages but
that at all birth ranks the stillbirth rate increased with maternal age.
The most striking association of a rise in incidence with increasing maternal age is shown by the clinical condition of mongolism. The incidence is
low, less than one per thousand births, until the maternal age gxoup
30-34. It then rises rapidly to reach proportions of 2 or 3 per cent in the
age group 4549. The crude incidence of mongolism at birth appears to
have remained over a number of years at about 1.5/1000. The evidence is

by Penrose (1963). The association of increasing maternal age
with other chromosomal abnormalities and some forms of non-mongol

reviewed

severe subnormality is present but much less pronounced.
Important social consequences may arise from this association with the
incidence of mongolism. First, half of all cases of mongolism are born to

mothers aged over 36, an age by which most families will have been completed and this is Iikely to mean that the most difficult stage of child rearing, the early years, will continue well into the parents'middle age. On the
other hand, it means that mongol children will be more likely than other
severely subnormal children to be born to experienced mothers who have
raised other normal children. This may be a possible explanation for
the suggestion that most mongol children have an easy and happy disposition. Rollin (1946), Blacketer-Simmonds (1953) investigating hospitalized mongols andTizard and Grad(1961) on home and hospitalized mongols
have questioned this generalization but none of these studies have examined
the effect ofmaternal age and birth rank on behaviour.
Advances in therapy also affect the incidence and the prevalence of
severe subnormality. The advent of penicillin as a cure of syphilis has contributed towards the decrease in the incidence of severe subnormality
due to syphilis. However, the availability of streptomycin has resulted in an
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increase in the incidence of severe subnormality due to tuberculous meningitis, previously a fatal condition (Penrose, 1938; Berg and Kirman, 1959;
Mclaren Todd and Neville, 1964).
However, the increased survival rates of conditions, the incidence of
which has remained constant, may also lead to an increase in the prevalence
of subnormality. The increased survival rates at birth of children of very
low birth weight has been discussed. The survival rate of mongolism has also increased. Carter (1953) showed that among 200 mongol
children attending the Hospital for Sick children between 1944 and,1955,
30 per cent of live born mongols lived less than I month, 53 per cent less
than I year, and 60 per cent less than l0 years. These findings agree with
those of Record and Smith (1955) who found that among 252 mongols
born in Birmingham in the years 1942-52, nearly 40percentlivedlessthan
I month, over 50 per cent less than I year, and nearly60 per cent less than
5 years. carter showed that the mortality for children attending hospital
from 1949 to 1955 was 40 per cent lower man those attending from 1944
to 1948. Assuming that the incidence of thongolism has remained constant
at about 1.5/1000live births, the increased survival rates are shown by the
increase in prevalence ofmongolisminthiscountry. Lewis (1929) found the
prevalence of mongolism in the age-group 7-l4to be 0.34/1000. Comparable
recent rates are given by Kushlick (1961) in Salford in the age-group 15-19
(0'9/1000), Goodman and Tizard (1962) in Middlesex in the age-group Z-14
(1.14/1000) Kushlick (1964') in the South of England in the age-group
I 5-l 9-Counties (1. 18/ 1000) and County Boroughs (1. I 5/ 1000). Laurence
(1964) has suggested that the survival rates ofhydrocephalus may also be
improved as a result of early treatment of the associated spinal defects like

meningocoele.

Is the Pretsalence of

Setsere Subnormality

(LQ. mder 50)

Increasing or Decreasing?

It has been shown that the prevalence of this incapacity depends on trends
in the incidence, the survival rates and the prognosis of children with ttris
condition. Differences between current prevalence rates and those found by
Lewis in 1929 must be cautiously interpreted because the expansion of
services for the subnormal since then may have rendered the identifcation
of such cases easier now tlan in 1926 to 1929, and the standardization of
the I.Q. tests used then and now may differ. Such comparisons of current
prevalence rates of severe subnormatty at comparable ages in surveys in
this country suggest that in spite of increased survival rates of mongolism
the prevalence of severe subnormality has fallen since 1929. The apparent
fall in prevalence may, howevel, be masking a real increase in ttre prevarence
of severe subnormality as we now see it, i.e. characterized by permanent
severe incapacity.
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Thus, Tizard (1962) showed that the prevalence of severe subin the age-group 7-14 had decreased from Lewis's figure of
3.7U 1000 in the urban areas to 3'4|/1000 in Middlesex in l96l; in the same
period the prevalence of mongolism increased from 0'34 to l'14/1000.
normality

They interpreted their findings cautiously as reflecting an apparent deciease

in the prevalence of

non-mongol severe subnormality. Similar apparent
decreases have been found by Kushlick. The prevalence of severe subnormality in the age-group 15-19 in Salford in 196l was 3'6211000 and in the
Wessex County Boroughs in 1963 it was 3.5411000. Kushlick (1964) found
the apparent decrease in the rural areas to be even higher. Lewis's 1926-29s
rate in the rural area \Mas 5'6U1000 in the age-group 7-14 compared with the
1963 rate of 3'8411000 in the Wessex Counties in the age-group 15-19 in
spite of the increased prevalence in 1963 of mongolism.
On the other hand, there is also evidence of an increase in prevalence.
The total prevalence rates of severe subnormality and the rates for those
aged 15 and over were higher in Salford in 196l than those found in Lewis's
Survey in 1926-29 (See Table 4). Kushlick (1961) reconstructed the
Salford Register of severe subnormality for 1948 and showed that between
1948 and 1960 the total prevalence of idiots had increased by 83 per cent
and that of imbeciles by 38 per cent.
The author favours the explanation of this paradox that Lewis's severely
subnormal subjects in the age-group 7-14 might have included a large proportion of non-brain damaged subjects with temporury incapacities similar
to the subjects with mild subnormality whereas most of the severely subnormal children in the recent surveys are brain damaged and permanently
handicapped.
T.I.SE 4. PnrvIr.rNCE RATES OF SEVERE SI,BNORIvIALITY
pnn 1000 rN EAcH AGE-GRouP

(Salford 1961 and England and Wales 192G29)

1961

England t
192G29

H

0.89

0.69

5-9

1.62

3.09

10-14
15-19

2.55

2W29

3,44

4.35
2.84
2.07

Salford

Age

t

Calculated from

3,62

30-39

3.77

4049

2.47

1.49
1.22

50-59

1.70

60+

0.52

0.90
0.48

Total:

2.24

1.87

kwis

(1929) Tables 17

(A) and (C), and Penrose (1963), p.23.
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Table 4 shows that the prevalence of severe subnormality in Salford
remains fairly constant between the ages of l5 and 40 suggesting that these
subjects continue to require supervision in or out of hospital until they die.
However, the 1926-29 rates drop immediately after school-leaving age like
the rates for the subjects with mild subnormality. This suggests that some of
Lewis's severely subnormal subjects in the age-group 7-14 might have adjusted sufficiently well to the demands of society and that Lewis's rates in the
subsequent quinquennium 15-19, are a truer reflection ofthe prevalence of
severe subnormality characterized by permanent incapacity. It is, of course,
possible, as Lewis himself suggests, that there were large numbers of severely
subnormal people aged 15-19 unknown to the agencies used as sources by
L,ewis. Such agencies as the Labour Exchanges and the Public Assistance
Committees might have been expected to know of the large numbers of
unemployed imbeciles anticipated from the difference in rates between the
age-groups 7-14 allLd l5-19-the unemployment rate was very high at the
time of this survey.
As the prevalence is likely to continue to increase until the survival rates
have reached a maximum, the already overcrowded facilities for ttre severely
subnormal will have to be enlarged to meet their needs because it appears
at present that all severely subnormal (I.Q. under 50) subjects are to some
extent permanently handicapped.
Is the Preualence of Mild Subnormality (1.Q. ouer 50) Increasing
or Decreasing?

It is much more difficult to estimate the trends of mild subnormality

in which an I.Q. of under 50 appears
to have considerable predictive value, the majority of people in the I.Q.
because unlike severe subnormality

range of mild mental subnormality (50-70) appear to adjust to the demands
of society after leaving school and the criterion of the I.Q. in this range
has little predictive value.
However, the social policy of most Western countries towards the mildly
subnormal has been based on the prediction that only by their sterilization

and/or segregation in colonies during the child-bearing period of their

lives would an increase in the incidence and prevalence of mild subnormality

be prevented. This prediction was based on the observations that these
subjects came from families of above average size and the theory that the
qualities which led to their social failure were both inherited and permanent.
We have seen (page 383) that the theoretical basis of these predictions has
been questioned by later investigations. The prediction of a fall in national
f.Q. level has also been shown to have been incorrect.
The results of the Scottish Survey of the intelligence of 87,498 11 year-old
children in 1932 and of 70,805 children in 1947 showed that the mean f.Q.
had, if anything, increased from 34'5 points (S.D. l5'5) to 36'7 (S.D. 16.1)
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due to the reduction in ttre proportion of low scorers (Scottish Council
for Research in Education,1949).
For other assessments of the trend of the problem of mild subnormality
we must rely on numbers of people receiving the services for this category
of person. This is an unsatisfactory method as there has always been a
shortage of these provisions and increasing provision is more likely to
reflect improvements in the quality of the services than real increases in the
extent of the conditions for which services are being provided. Thus, in this
country provision for E.S.N. children has increased. Whereas there were
I1,000 in E.S.N. schools in 1946, the present number is 40,000 and estimates
suggest that 40 per cent of these children have I.Q.'s of over 70 (Ministry of
Education, 1963). There are 10,(XX) children on the waiting list. It has been
suggested that the number of places be increased to 54,000 (Ministry of

Education, Circular 1116l, 196l). Assu'rring that all children of I.Q. 5G70
should have specialeducation and that they constitute 2 per cent ofthe school
population the number of places required will be about 140,000 for these
children alone.
In the only study which has measured the change in prevalence of mild
subnormality known to a whole community, Kushlick (1961) found that
between 1948 and 1961 there had been no change in the prevalence ofmild
subnormality known to the Mental Health Department in Salford. The
changes envisaged in the Mental Health Act of 1959 will undoubtedly
cause a decrease of the known mildly subnormal because it is no longer
necessary

for Local Education Authorities to refer

cases

for

supervision

after leaving school.

The proportion of mildly subnormal people in hospitals for the subnormal has decreased since 1938, and there is evidence that the absolute
number may also have declined since 1951. Thus, Penrose (1938) found that
half of the cases in his investigation were mildly subnormal. O'Connor and
Tizard (1956) found 52 per cent of all cases and 58 per cent of those of 16
and over in their survey of London, Surrey and Kent hospitals were mildly
subnormal. The Board of Control (O'Connor and Tizard, 1956) found in
1949 among long-stay cases 60 per cent of mildly subnormal among those
aged 16 and over. In 1954 Cross (quoted in O'Connor and Tizard, 1956)
found 50 per cent of mildly subnormal among those aged 16 and over. Leeson
(1962) found in 1959-60 among Manchester Regional Hospital Board inmates of hospitals for the subnormal 38 per cent at all ages and 40 per cent of
tiose aged 16 and over were mildly subnormal. Kushlick (1961) found that
both at all ages and among those aged 15 and over, the mildly subnormal
from Salford in hospitals for the subnormal accounted for 36 per cent of
the inmates. Kushlick (1965) found among the Wessex subnormal people
in hospital in 1963 that the mildly subnormal accounted for 37 per cent of

all ages and 40 per cent ofthose aged 15 and over. There is also some evidence that while the number of hospitalized mental defectives in England
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and wales has risen fuom 62,921in l95l (Registrar General, 1955) to 64,622
1963 (Ministry of Health, 1964) the absolute number of mildly subnormal
adults appears to have fallen. o'connor and rizard (1956) found that
88 per cent of the hospitalized subjects in ttreir 1954 survey were over 16
and we have seen ttrat at that time about 5g per cent of all adult inmates
were mildly subnormal. Applying these rates to the 62,927 inmalss in 1951,
55,300 would have been adults and of .hese 32,w would have been mildly
subnormal. Later surveys have shown that the proportion of adults in
hospital is now 86 per cent and we saw ttrat the proportion of mirdly su6normal adults has fallen to 40 per cent. Applying uese rates to the 6,4,622
inmates in 1963, 55,600 would be adults and of thise 22,zoowould be mildly
subnormal.
A similar result of a fall in the number of hospitalized mildly subnormal
is obtained by applying the average hospitalization rate for.ilav subnormal adults in wessex and salford to the 1963 population of England and
wales. Thus, the rate of 651100,000 hospitalized mildly subnormil applied
to a population of about 47 million gives a figure of jO,SOO such inmates.
The fall in ttrese numbers is probably due to a number of factors. The
discharge rate of subnormal patients doubled in 1956 and has remained
high ever since. The length ofstay ofpeople discharged has also decreased

in

(Registrar General's supplement

on Mental Health,

l96Hl).

Unless

there is a high re-admission rate, the numbers of chronic mildly subnormal
patients should continue to fall.
Many of them were compulsorily hospitalized in the past because of the
wide definitions of mental defect and the large number of conditions which

rendered mental defectives "subject to be dealt with" under the Mental
Deficiency Act. when such problems arise today they are probably handled
by social agencies not specifically concerned with mintal defect. -

The proportion of legally detained patients is now comparatively small.

on the 3lst December,

1963 in England and wales $;3 $.2 per cent)
of the 64,622 subnormal people in psychiatric hospitals were tegatty detained
and' lll2 (l'7 per cent) were detained in the ipecial .."*ity-horpit ls,
Rampton and Moss Side (Ministry of Health, 1964). There has been very
little systematic study of this problem. It is likely that if the recent liberalizing of custodial regimes in the hospitals for the mentally ill is adopted by
the hospitals for the subnormal, the difficulty of meeting the requirements
of a minority of the subjects may be passed on to the .tut" r..*ity institutions. Systematic epidemiological studies into the reasons for, and the
effects of, custodial care of subnormal subjects are urgently needed.
At present in this country people of limited capacrty are, like everyone,
benefiting from reasonably full employment. If, liowever, tie introduction
of automation is allowed to create problems of mass unemployment, as it
has in the united States, it is clear that the mildly subnormal aoi th. people
in the social classes from which they come will be severely hit.
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Social Factots I*adW to the Classification of People as Mildly Subnormal
We have seen that only a minority of subjects in the I.Q. range 5G70

and others of even higher I.Q. are classified and dealt with as mildly subnormal. This selection appears to depend largely on their having behaviour
disorders which create disturbances outside of the family. It also appears
that these behaviour disorders are caused by the subjects' child-rearing
experiences in profoundly broken homes and multiple placements in residential institutions or foster homes.
Burt (1937) observed that there was a much higher preponderance of
boys to girls in the special classes and special schools than in the population
from which the children were drawn. He also showed that there was an
excess of such children from lower social classes and from broken homes.
Stein and Susser (1960) found in their follow-up study of E.S.N. school
leavers that those children who had lived in a family which provided them
for the first 10 years of their lives with a set of enduring relationships had
significantly better occupational histories than ttrose who had spent their
first 10 years of life in foster or children's homes. Even children from intact
families known to one or more social agencies as problem families had
favourable prognoses. Thus, 7 out of 10 male subjects reared for almost
the whole of their first l0 years of life in children's homes or foster homes
had legal charges against them compared to 17 out of 50 from normal
intact families and 5 out of 8 from problem families. 6 out of 22 subjects
of both sexes who came from broken homes had been admitted to hospitals
for the mentally subnormal. Only I of the remaining 84 was so admitted.
saenger (1960) found that onty 23 per cent of mildly subnormal subjects
in institutions had both parents compared with 56 per cent of subjects
living in the community. The corresponding percentages among imbecile
subjects (I.Q. 2H9) were respectively 56 per cent and92 per cent. saenger
(1960) and Leeson (1962) bave also shown ttrat in contrast to imbecile subjects who were admitted to hospital on parental initiative because of problems
within the home, (either the subjects made heavy demands on an intact
family, or the death or illness of a family member made it impossible to
care for the subject at home) mildly subnormal subjects were admitted on
the initiative of minatory agencies such as the police acting on their own
initiative or with the support of parents because of disturbances caused by

home. Leeson (1962) found that there were comparatively few mildly subnormal subjects on the Manchester Regional Hospital
Boards'waiting list because most of these cases were admitted as emergencies
the subject outside

tle

directly from the courts.

These findings suggest that the social inadequacies of those subjects who
fall into the hands of the social agencies and are classified as subnormal may
arise from a lack of social skills normally acquired by children within their
own families (Parsons and Bales, 1956). Their problems may also arise from
the possession of social skills learned in and appropriate to large authori-
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tarian institutions, but which prove dysfunctional when the subjects have to
adjust to the complexities of social relationships outside of inrtitutions
(Goffman, 1957; Coser, 1962).

social Factors Affecting the Degree of Incapacity of the seaerely subnormal

we have seen that most severely subnormal subjects will be to some extent
socially and economically dependent for the whole of their lives and that
most of them will, at some time, require admission for residential care. The
ldegree of their incapacities may be determined by the extent and nature
of the organic brain pathology but social factors have been shown to be
important in determining how far the limits set by the organic factors will
be realized. The legal and clinical definitions of severe subnormality have
implied a poor prognosis and have suggested that these children are ,.ineducable" and we have seel that in this country and in other western European
countries they are excluded from school. In the absence of well designed
experiments which could assess the effect of highly qualified teachin! on
the prognosis of children suspected of being severely subnormal our knowledge of their potential comes from epidemiological studies of existing cases
of recognized subnormality as it has been dealt with in ttre past and from
small experimental studies. They suggest that these children are actually
being retarded by some of our present methods of care either by beini
deprived of education by trained teachers or by institutionalization in hospitals which fail to provide the quality of care which has long been known
to be necessary for the growth and development of normal children. However, the low standard of services may be maintained because designers of
social policy feel that the inherent poor prognosis does not warrant the
provision of better services.
The reason for the inadequacy of follow-up studies of children diagnosed
as severely subnormal lies partially in the difficulty of making iuch a
diagnosis at an early stage in the child's development. Doctors may also
be reluctant to suggest such a diagnosis because oftheir fears as to thaprognosis andbecause ofthe lack ofadequate facilities to deal with the proutem
once a diagnosis has been made. Illingworth, who claims that a diagnosis
of mental subnormality can be made in infants (1961) followed up 122 infants in whom he had made the diagnosis of mental inferiority in the first
year of life (58 in the first 6 months and, 64 in the second 6 months).
cases of mongolism, hydrocephalus and cretinism were excluded. of the
122 cases,30 died within 5 or 6 years of birth. All r0 cases who had post
mortems showed gross abnormalities of the brain. of the 92 survivors,
4 could not be traced and one was severely deaf. of the remaininggT,6
had an I.Q. of 100 or more on follow-up examinations; 3 had a score of
9G-99; t had a score 80-89; 8 had a score of 70-79; r0 had a score of 5G69
;
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and 5l had an I.Q. score of less than 50. It was known that 3 who died were
idiots. Thus, apart from obvious conditions like mongolism, hydrocephalus
and cretinism, Illinryorth was able to identify 65 out of 87 (75 per cent)
survivors scoring I.Q.'s of under 70. However, only 51 out of 87 (59 per cent)
were severely subnormal (I.Q. below 50); 4l per cent proved not to be
severely subnormal and,2l per cent were not intellectually subnormal by
any standard.
There is a wide range of incapacities among those classified as severely
subnormal. Kushlick (1961) found that 0'7211000 (20 per cent) of 3'6211000
severely subnormal subjects surviving to the age-gloup 15-19 were idiots
(I.Q. under 20). Tizard and Grad (1961) measured the Vineland Socialo
Ages of a random sample of 250 idiots and imbeciles at home and in hospital. Of those aged 16, over 23 per cent had social ages of V2 years, 18 per
cent of 3-5 years, 43 per cent of G9 years and 14 per cent had social ages
of 10 years or more. Similar proportions were found among children aged
11-15 but among the younger children the proportion with low social ages
was increased both as a result of their lower chronological ages and because
they included a higher proportion ofidiots. The authors point out that the
scores obtained by subjects in hospital may underestimate their abilities
because they had no opportunity to do the things assessed in the Vineland
test. This lack of opportunity may also have actually retarded the subjects.
Severe motor impairment, due largely to spasticity was present in 15 per cent
of children and about 10 per cent of adults. Behaviour problems rated as
"uncontrollable" and "toolowgrade to rate"were present in a quarterof
the children. However, among adults the main problem was "underactivity".
This was present in nearly 30 per cent. The wide range of I.Q.'s obtainable
by mongols who constitute almost a third of the severely subnormal subjects was shown by Dunsdon et al. (1963). They estimated that 6-7 per cent
scored I.Q.'s of 45 while l-2 per cent scored 55 and over. Rare mongols
due to chromosomal mosaics may have normal I.Q.'s. (Dent et a1.,1963.)
Adult imbeciles previously believed unemployable have been taught
fairly complex industrial skills (O'Connor and Tizard, 1956; Clarke and
Clarke, 1958). Tizard (1962\ has reviewed the subject of treatment of
subnormality in its broadest sense.
The retarding effect of traditional institutional placement on severely subnormal subjects has been demonstrated. Lyle (1959, 1960a and b) and Shotwell and shipe (196Q have shown that admission of imbecile children to
large hospitals for the mentally subnormal depresses their verbal I.Q. scores
compared with those who live at home. Tizard (1960 and 1964), has shown
that this may be due to the social structure of the institution rather than to
the institutional placement itself. He removed a sample of imbecile children
from a large institution where they had had daily formal education, to a
residential unit where the children lived in small family groups, learned
informally through play and close contact with adults and had their own
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supply of clothes and toys. These children not only lost many anti-social
of behaviour and signs of psychoneurosis, but they also gained
significantly in verbal f.Q. over a matched control sample who stayed in
the institution where they received formal education. The increment in
performance f .Q.'s of the control group was slightly greater than among the
experimental group but the difference was not statistically significant.
Tizard (1964) has described the possible harmful effects on such children
produced by the " conveyor-belt" systems of feeding, dressing and toileting
features

them in large institutions.
The importance of social contact to the development of the child and the
retarding effect of isolation has also been shown. Clarke (1960) has reviewed
a number of cases of illegitimate children locked up in extreme isolation by
their mothers until they were rescued at ages varying from 6-10 years. With
the exception of one child who continued to function at idiot level, their
performance appears to have improved dramatically as did their ability
to speak, and in one case, to read and write.
Even within their families severely subnormal chitdren are likely to be at
a disadvantage. The parental problems may lead to anxiety and conflict
in their dealings with the child. Parents may also find it very difficult to
tolerate behaviour appropriate to the child's mental z1e, and to adjust
their own expectations accordingly. Thus, they may be intolerant of, and
discourage in a 7 year-old child with a mental age of 2, behaviour

which is acceptable in a child of chronological age of 2, but embarassing
in one of 7. In this w&y, the child may be deprived of indulging in ex-

perimental behaviour which is important to its socialization (Hulme, 1964).
On the other hand, infantile behaviour may also be encouraged either
because parents under-estimate the capacities of the child or because infantile behaviour is more easily manageable than that of a robust active
child. Woodward (1963) has shown that adverse factors at home were
associated with behaviour disorders of severely subnormal children admitted
to hospital.
The Uses of Epidemiology in Assessing and Deueloping the Seraices
Subnormal

for

the

The epidemiological approach lends itself to the development of a service
which can both anticipate and deal with problems which are known to be
present a long time before they come to the notice of the existing servic€s,
often worsened by delays (Morris, 1957). Many studies suggest strongly
that much of the therapeutic and social pessimism which surrounds the
subject of subnormality is the result on the one hand of ignorance, and on
the other, of lack of adequate facilities.

There are systematic studies which have investigated the extent to which,

and the reasons why, our sophisticated diagnostic genetic counselling and
social work services are failing to meet the needs (Holt, 1958 ; Tizard and
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Grad, 1961; Deisher et al. 1962; and Hudson, 1963) or failing to accept
responsibility for long-term guidance (Rutter, 1964). Indeed, one of the
most exciting fields for advance in modern medical care awaits the incorporation of the existing body of knowledge into the existing services for the
chronically ill in general, and the mentally subnormal in particular.
Sociological studies of the changing structure and function of the " normal"
family in industrial societies (Parsons and Bales, 1955; Young and Wilmott,
1957) have revealed important mechanisms for the stress created by a chronically handicapped (deviant) member of the family (Susser and Watson,
1961). Moreover, other studies (Hollingshead and Redlich, 1958; Bernstein,
1964) have focused attention on unrecognized difficulties of communication

which arise between the professionals and their clients because of their
different social class origins. These findings have led to systematic studies
of the problems of families of the subnormal (Holt, 1958; Leeson, 1960;
Tizard and Grad, 1961 ; and Susser and Watson,1962) and these are now
well understood. Katz (1961) has described the evolution and function of
the voluntary organizations run by the parents of the mentally handicapped.
It is now possible to deal wittr and relieve many of the family difficulties
by the use of specialist services, whereas not long ago they were regarded as
insoluble or remediable only by institutionalizing the subject.
Similarly, major advances have been made in the education and training
of both the severely and the mildly subnormal (see Ministry of Health, 1962;
Tizard,1964). Two useful texts on the education of the severely subnormal
are Neale and Campbell (1963) and Gunzburg (1960).

There are still major administrative problems involved in integrating the
available professional skills into a single service able to provide continuous
care to the subject and his famrly. However, the availability in sufficient
numbers of the basic facilities required may go a long way to meeting some
of these difficulties. Moreover, adequate evaluation of tlese services should
provide answers to some of the existing questions. The most recent prevalence rates of subnormality in this country are, therefore, offered as the
basis for developing and assessing the adequacy of some existing services in
this country and, perhaps, in similar highly industrialized countries.
We will now consider the type and number of day and residential facilities
needed in a comprehensive service for all the mentally subnormal people
arising in an area of 100,000 people. Because of the difficulties of defining
mild subnormality in surveys (see page 373) the figures given will deal mainly
with the severely subnormal. From these rates the requirements of demographically comparable populations of any size can be rouehly estimated.
The rates can be used not only to plan new services, but also to measure
how far existing facilities in an area are meeting the community's needs.
There are also good reasons for actually developing such comprehensive
services for areas of 100,000 people. First, in this country the medical,
psychological, educational and recreational facilities used by the whole
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community, andneededalso by the subnormal, are being currently developed
to serve catchment areas of about this size. Obvious examples are the
district general hospitals which supply the highly specialized diagnostic and
tlerapeutic services, the educational and training facilities of the Local
Education and Health Authorities, the social work services of ttre Local
Health and Welfare Authorities and the child guidance clinics. Catchment
areas of this size make these services readily accessible to the people who
need them and to one another. Second, the residential units needed for the
severely subnormal subjects of these catchment areas, if situated in these
areas, would, in addition to being accessible to the people needing them and
the other services, be very much smaller than those currently in use in this
country and in most other highly industrialized countries.
We have seen ttrat the main function of long-term residential care is to
provide a substitute family for those people whose own intact families are
unable to cope with the subject's excessive demands, or whose families
because of illness or death are unable to manage even the "reasonable"
demands of the subjects. Smaller units may be better able to provide the care
and socialization needed by them than the larger wards currently used in
bigger institutions serving wider catchment areas. The advantages of small

homes for normal children in need of such care has long been recognized
in most advanced countries; the potential advantages of such units to the
severely subnormal have also been demonstrated. Moreover, much is known

of the disadvantages of the existing large institutions for the subnormal

(Tizard, 1960,

1964).

There are also a number of sociological studies of the problems inherent
in the management of large bureaucratic organizations in general (Blau,
1963; Goffman, 1957) and psychiatric hospitals in particular (Caudill,
1958; Belknap, 1956; Jones, 1953; Stanton and Schwartz,1954; and Parsons, 1957). These show that many aspects of the ssmplexity of the relationships in these organizations are often not understood by the people in
authority, andthat the explicit goals ofthe organizations are often deflected
by unrecognized but inherent problems of management. In addition, isolation
of these "total institutions" may lead them to develop a system of values
different from that accepted as normal or humane in the society outside

(Goffman, 1957).
Thus the estimates of the number of residential places needed by the
severely subnormal arising from an area of 100,000 people provide not only
the basis for developing small units as part of a comprehensive service, but
also for evaluating them and discovering the disadvantages associated with
them (Tizard, 1965; Kushlick, 1965).
We have seen that the prevalence of severe subnormality in both
rural and urban England is at present about 3.7/1000 in the age-group
15-19. The prevalence at earlier ages must be at least as high because
of the excess early mortality rate among ttrese children. In a community
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of 100,000 people with an annual birth rate of 16/1000 (the average in England and Wales from 1948-62), 1600 children would be born every year
and there would be about 25,600 children aged under 16. We would expect
community nearly 100 (25'6 x 3'7) severely subnormal
children; 30 aged 0-4 and 66 aged 5-15. From these figures we can estimate
roughly how many places would be required to serve the severely subnormal
in a community of 100,000 people.
Cr6che facilities are needed for the 3 and 4 year-olds: about 12 places.
About 2 of these children were, in 1963 in institutions for the subnormal,
a further 1 was awaiting admission and only one had training in day centres,
leaving three quarters without special services. (Such facilities are also
needed for the slow developing children of lower social class origin particularly those from broken homes. Kirk (1958) has shown that these children
benefit from a pre-school education programme.)
The number of school-age children who require special schooling (training-centre places) will depend on the rate at which they are excluded from
the ordinary school system. In the Wessex Region in 1963, of the 66 severely
subnormal children estimated to be present in this age-grouP, about 20 were
in the ordinary educational systeffi, leaving 47 who were excluded and for
whom alternative facilities were required. Of the 47, 16 were already in
institutions and 3 were awaiting admission; 22 were attending day training-centres and about 7 were at home receiving no training. There were
also about 12 children of I.Q. over 50 who had been excluded from school3 were already in institutions; about 6 were attending day training centres and
3 were at home receiving no training at all.
These estimates, based on the results of surveys in London, Salford and
the Wessex Region of Southern England, show:
l. That if each population area of 100,000 people were to provide about
25 places for the residential care of all grades of subnormal children aged
under 16 arising in the area, there would be no children in the existing
hospitals for the subnormal nor on the waiting lists for admission.t
2. That if these areas were to establish such units as part of a comprehensive
service for the subnormal in the area, the present day-training centre
facilities would have to be expanded over the present number of about
32. Additional places would be needed for the 20 children presently in
hospitals as well as for the 10 children of school age and some of the
9 children aged 3 and 4 who are living at home receiving no trainin ga total of about 75 places.
The rate of junior training centre provision in England and Wales was
30/100,000 in 1963 (Ministry of Health, 1964). In 1962, 8 per cent of 145

to find in this

t Of the 20 children then in institutions 6 were bedfast; 4 of the remaining 14 ambulant
children had severe behaviour disorders-2 were also incontinent. Only 4 of the remaining
l0 children who were ambulant and free of any behaviour disorders were incontinent

(Kushlick,

1965).
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Local Health Authorities had more than 70 junior training centre places
per 100,000 ofthe population and only 17 per cent planned to have thii level
of provision by 1972 (Health and Welfare 1963).
whereas the prevalence rates of severe subnormality at 15-19 years are
likely to include nearly all cases surviving to this age (iee page 321). Rates
after this age are more likely to reflect the availability of services in the areas
surveyed, i.e. 'administrative prevalence'. Thus, it is likely that there may
be middle-aged subjects living at home unknown to the servic,es because
there were no services at the time they first presented problems. such cases
may, unknown to theirlocalHedth Authorifies, also be distributed among
hospitals for the subnormal, chronic hospitals and hospitals for the mentally
ill all over England and wales because of the policiJs prevailing 20 to 30

years ago. The existing figures do, however, provide the best available rough
guides to administrative needs.
These figures also reveal the existing lack of facilities. Thus, the number of
known severely subnormal adults aged 16 and over per 100,000 of the
population was 129 in wessex and 184 in salford (Kushlick, 1965). of
the wessex subjects, 74 (58 per cent) were in hospital, and of the ,"-uioiog
52 living at home only 19 were receiving training in adult training centres.
70 (61 per cent) of the Salford subjects were in hospital. The rate of adult
training centre provision in 1962 was 24/1000,000 in England and wales,
30/100,000 in wessex and 55/100,000 in salford. (Health and w"lfare, 1963.i
If each area of 100,000 people is to provide residential care for ttreir severely

subnormal adults presently in hospitals for the subnormal, they will need
additional accomodation for about 75 people. Between 135 and lg4 training centre places will be needed if every severely subnormal adult is to
receive training.t we have no idea what proportion of the 25 subjects presently in hospital are receiving any training. Nor do we know the jroportion
of these subjects who are so retardedthat they are'untrainable;.1 we are

only likely to find out by experiment. Because the prevalence of severe
subnormality appears to be relatively consistent throughout urban and rural
areas of England (see page 370), there is an opportunity to ssmpare, in
demographically comparable areas of 100,000, the results of a comprehensive experimental service in one area with those of a traditional control
service in the other area. (Kushlick, 1964 and 1965.)
The needs of the mildly subnormal adult are more difficult to estimate.
we have seen that problems arise largely among ttrose from broken homes
and that they occur mainly during adolescence. stein and susser (1960)

t This is made up of the present 29 adults in Local Health Authority training cetrtres,
plus the 32 severely subnormal adults not receiving any training, plus the 24
adults in

hospitals for the subnormal.
t Preliminary results of the wessex survey suggest that 7o per cent of severely subnorrral adults in institutions are continent ambulant and free of-behaviour disorders, and
that 50 per cent are being trained or are usefully employed.
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and Tizard (1964) have estimated their need for hostel places during this
phase of their development. There are, however, between 60 and 70 mildly
subnormal adult subjects per 100,000 of the population presently in hospitals for the subnormal (Kushlick, 1965). There is evidence, however, that
when they are discharged or die, their places may not be taken up by other
mildly subnormal people (see page 394).
Compulsion and Seraices

for

the Subnormal

The services for the mentally disordered have evolved from a stage where
legal and bureaucratic authority was used to care for and control patients
and their families, to the present time when it is possible to use skilled
professional authority and personal relationships to achieve these ends
(Susser, 1961). The aspects of legal compulsion which remain, such as
exclusion from school, removal of children from their families and detention
of patients in hospital, need to be continuously evaluated with the object
of maximizing the place of skilled professional authority which is accepted
voluntarily by patients and their families because of their confidence in
the service. The possibility that persons may be unnecessarily detained and
deprived of their rights as a result of being classified subnormal or severely
subnormal has led the Working Party of the B.P.S. (1963), to recommend

that among adults the upper level of subnormality should be fxed at a
W.A.I.S. I.Q. of 70 points, and that of severe subnormality in which detention after the age of 25 years is easily effected, at 55 points. It is doubtful
whether the implementation of this recommendation would do much to
solve the problem. We have seen that the behaviour difflculties of the
mildly subnormal (I.Q. 5C70) who are eventually admitted to hospitals
for the subnormal arise largely from their lack of socialization within a
family during the first 10 years of their lives, rather than from their low I.Q.
level. Their needs, like those of children with higher I.Q.'s from similar
backgrounds, would appear to require a combination of continuous, specialized social work, psychological, psychiatric, educational and recreational

services within a substitute family until they have passed the critical stage of
adolescence. In the absence of such a service the individuals of I.Q. over
70 now dealt with as subnormals would, because of tle minor acts of delin-

quency committed by the men and the promiscuity of the women, merely
be diverted to social agencies like the prisons and the welfare departments.
At present, none of these agencies is staffed or equipped to meet these
subjects' needs. Only the provision of alternative services relevant to the
needs both of patients andtheir families is likely to prevent the inappropriate
admission of such people to hospitals for the subnormal.

Thus, from our knowledge of the epidemiology of mild subnormality
we can also see the limitations of tle proposal in the early part of this
century to lower the incidence of mild subnormality by a programme of
compulsory sterilization. If every person in the I.Q. range 5G70 (about
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2 per cent of the whole population) were sterilized, the resulting decrease
in the incidence of mild subnormality might be of the order of less than
per cent. Thus, Penrose (1938) found that over 90 per cent of the mildly
in his hospital survey had parents of normal or dull-average
intelligence. The importance of family disruption as a cause of hospitalization of mildly subnormal subjects might even have led to an over-representation in his sample of subjects with mildly subnormal parents. No government other than that of the Nazi's has ever suggested a hideous programme
of this sort. However, some countries still practice compulsory sterilization
of " certified ", " ascertained " or hospit ahizedmildly subnormal people. Such
a programme is unlikely to make any real impact on the incidence of the
condition because of the very small proportion of people in this f.Q. range
who are ever " ascertained " or hospit altzed. We have also seen that
there has not been any decline in the national intelligence although
social policy towards the mildly subnormal had been planned on the prediction of such a decline. Penrose (1963) has suggested that although environmentally induced increases in height and intelligence may be masking a
genetic decrease, the risk of " national degeneration" is both speculative
because the evidence is to the contrary and academic because we cannot
predict now the human qualities which will be needed by future generations.
There is little doubt, however, that volunt ary sterilization to limit family
size may often relieve family problems and this should, of course, be made
available to people who choose it.
Finally, it has been shown by Belknap and Steinle (1963) that the quality
of medical care in comparably staffed and equipped hospitals is very much
higher in those hospitals where the influential political and economic figures
in the locality participate in the hospital administration, and where the
attitudes of these people favour the provision of a high standard of service
to the community as a whole. This finding is probably of great importance
to the services for the subnormal. In the present atmosphere of community
tolerance of the subnormal and full employment it is likely that radical
improvements to the service might be possible if there were to be a move
in this direction by skilled and well-informed professionals in the field.
10

subnormal

AppEr.rox
(See Table 3)
Prevalence surveys of mental subnorrnality: References, dates of surveys, populations
sampled, methods of identification and criteria of grading used.

Author
1. Lewis (1929)

2.

Irmkav et al. (1943)

Area Investigated

Date

Population sampled

England and Wales

192Gz9

6 rural and 6 urban areas
of 100,000 people each.
Urban area of population

Baltimore

1936

55,000.

L4
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3. Onondaeia (1955)

Population sampled

Area Investignted

Date

Onondagp County

1955

Urban area of

children under 18 years.
10 rural parishes of total
population I1,500.

116,000

4. Akesson (1961)

Rural Sweden

1959

5. Kush[ck (1961)
6. Goodman and

Salford
Middlesex

r96l

Urban area of 153,000.

1960

Wessex County
Boroughs

t96/.

Urban area of 451,80 aged
o-14.
Urban area of 46,0@ aged

Counties

t9@

Urban and rural area of

Tiard (t962)
7. Kushlick (1964)

15-19.
90,000 aged 15-19.

How the Subjects were ldcntifud
Children

I
- 5.,2,3 and 4.

All children both at school and known to social agencies.
Children known as mentally subnormal to Mental Health
Department only.

6.

As in 5 plus special schools, approved schools and private

7.

As in 5 plus hospitals, private homes and hostels.
All adults known to all social agencies score I.Q. under 65.

homes.

Adults

-

1.

All adults known to all social agencies -diagnosed

2.

as mentally

defective.

All adults in population scoring I.Q. under 70.
All adults known as mentally subnormal to M.H.D. only.

4.
5.

Criteria for Grafus
are grades recorded by age for all age-groups.
Only in I and 5
l.
Children
I.Q. under 45-50; I.Q. 45-50 to 70.

5,6and7

Adults - I.Q. under 4045; I.Q.
I.Q. under- 50; I.Q. over 50.

40.{,5 to 60-85.
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School Phobia
by G. SrewARr PruNcE

IurnooucrroN
The history of the concept of school phobia is in many ways paradigmatic

ofthat ofchild psychiatry and child guidance as a whole, and-reflects both
their strengths and weaknesses in methodology (Miller, tioo; ana nosology
(cameron, 1955). It can best be examined aiainst tli uu.tground
of the
relation between dynamic psychology and education. Adler ias the first
of
the pioneers to emphasize the relevance of his thinking for the care
and
teaching of children in school (Adler, 1930) and Jun! also lectured on
Analytical Psychology and educationin 1924 (Jung, l9i4). psychoanalysis
has, however, made the outstanding contribution to the aeeper understanding of the relation between the child's psychic development, hi, pur"otal environment and his response to the school. Starti^ng with Freud's
recognition that in the fear of examinations the anxiety is displaced from
something sexual onto something intellectual (Freud, tit3y, many psychoanalysts contributed, and in 1923 Melanie Klein first publis'hed he-r classical
paper The Role of the school in the Libidinat Deaelopmint of the child (Klein,

M., 1948).
In this she points out that from the beginning school and learning are
libidinally determined for everyone, since sihool compels the child to sublimate his libidinal instinctual energies. fftg sullimation of genital activity
has a decisive share in learning, which will be corresponai-"glv inhibited,
therefore, by castration anxiety. Entry to school preients th'e child with
new objects and activities on which he must test the mobility of his libido,
and, she emphasizes, faces him with the necessity of abandoning a more
or
less passive, femmine attitude in order to put forth his activit].
She goes
on to illustrate, from material culled from the analyses of children, the sexual
symbotc significance of the school, teachers, claisroom impedimenta and

in a lay wiich throws light on all mannei of anxiety at
school and learning inhibition, and points out how the mechanism of
inhisi1l6, permits, owing to common sexual symbolic meanings, the progress
of inhibition from one ego-activity or trend to anottrer. irom this
subject matter,

onwards psychoanalytic contributions have been frequent.
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Child psychi atry was gladually, though by no means uniformly, influenced
psychoanalytic thinking of this sort, and the slow
growth of the child guidance movement, with the development of its team
approach and the establishment of the educational psychology service, did
much to enhance the interest of psychiatrists in the problems of children in
relation to school. Of these, problems of disturbed behaviour, of inhibition
of learning, and of persistent absence from school for other than reasons
of physical illhealth have attracted most attentiotr, and it is with the latter
that this chapter is concerned.

in its development by

The Absent Child

The Director of Education of a large English city has pointed out (Magnay, 1959) that whereas the percentage ofschool attendance there has risen
from 87.2 per cent h t9?.Vl92l to 91.4 per cent in 195G1957 the "Absence
from school without the knowledge or consent of the parent or of the school
authority" has remained about the same at just under 1 per cent. It is
noteworthy that he described tlis absenteeism simply as truancy. His
analysis by age of present-day "truants" shows that 62 per cent are of secondary school age (12 and above); tle remainder are evenly spread through
the eight-, nine-, ten-, and eleven-year-olds, and about 7 per cent are under
the age of 7.
Published psychiatric studies of refusal to attend school started with
that of Broadwin (1932) and have continued in increasing volume up to the
publication of the recent monograph by Kahn and Nursten (1964). Broadwin (1932) and Partridge (1939) distinguished from truants a group called
..neurotic", and this distinction was taken further by Johnson et al. (L941),

who coined the term "school Phobia" although insisting that the basic
condition was one of separation anxiety. Controlled statistical studies
planned more clearly to diferentiate the "truant" from the "neurotic"
group came from Warren (1948) and Hersov (1960a). The latter clearly
desqibes his methodology and defines his purpose "to investigate the
hypothesis that children referred for persistent non-attendance at school
fall into one or ottrer of the two gloups: those whose behaviour is one facet
of a psychoneurotic syndrome; and those whose attitude and behaviour
indicate a conduct disorder. From this hypothesis predictions were made
of significant differences in respect of environmental circumstances, parentchild relationships, and personality and intellectual level of the child". The
results on the whole confrm the hypothesis and the predictions. This piece
of work, by the very excellence of its method and ttre sophistication of
its technique, illustrates the way in which child psychiatry has to struggle
with its immaturity and against its "inborn errors of metabolism". Thus,
in order to study a sufficient number of cases (fifty each of the neurotic,
truant and control groups) to facilitate statistical handling, the use of case-
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records compiled by a considerable number of psyehiatrists, psychiatric
social workers and psychologists was necesstty, but this method of course
increases the margin for error in the passing of value-judgements and even
the recording of historical fact. To make but one further comment, the
analysis of difference between the groups in terms of patterns of symptoms
produced some of the clearest statistical findings. The neurotic group
compared with the truant group and the controls in having a markedly
higher incidence of eating disturbance; abdominal pain, nausea and vomiting; and sleep disturbance and fears; while the truant group was distinguished for the incider,rce of enuresis; juvenile court appearance; lying; wandering from home and stealing. This justifies placing the truants in the diagnostic category "conduct disorder" according to standard child psychiatric
practice (Cameron, 1955). However, the limitations of this descriptive lable
have to be recogni zed, and the question c&nne1 be answered as to what
differences there were in the manner in which the two groups of children were
studied. As Klein has pointed out, aggression and second ary gain are
prominent in truatrcy, and neither the observer or the child is likely to be
aware of the anxtety that is almost invariably present unless psychotherapeutic exploration is employed (Klein, E. 1945); without this also, the fantasy
that may underly truancy cannot be reached, far less evaluated (Mason,
1959). Behaviour that will be described by an observer using one set of
tools as " conduct disorder " is likely to be called by the user of another set
" delinquent acting out in defence against psychotic anxiety" .
The next step was an attempt at cate gorization. A small series of 27 cases
is divided into a "neurotic" and a "characterological" group (Coolidge
et al., 1957). Of the former, mainly girls between 5 and 8 years of ?Ea, the
authors state, " Although undertones of pregenital conflicts-oral or anal
in nature-may persist, these children have attained a primarily phallic
orientation; it is at this level of psychosexual development that they became
blocked

".

For the latter they postulate a deep character disturbance existing from
an early age, and state " The children in this group appear to be fixated at
a pregenital stage ". Seven of these nine cases were boys between 9 and 12
years of age. Discussing this contribution Johnson (JohnsoD, 1957) rejects
the validity of a division into "neurotic" and "characterologcal" groups,
holding the latter to be merely examples of more insidious onset. She puts
it " anxiety marks both groups, which vary in depth of origin of trouble
with the mother ". She summarizes her standpoint with a clarity which
demands quotation in full:
"the syndrome of school phobia does not seem to us to be a qualitatively new and
specific entity. It is a symptom developing under very definite circumstances. First,
it appears to trs that there is present a history of a poorly resolved, dependency relationship between the child and its mother. With this background, two specific factors
now enter to initiate the phobia. There always occrus at the outset in the child some acute
14a*
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anxiety, produced either by organic disease or some external situation which arouse
in hysterical or compulsive symptoms. Simultaneously
the mother must be suffering from some new threat to her security-marital unhappiness, economic deprivation, or demands that she resents. Newly frustrated in her
satisfactions, she has need now to exploit the child's acute anxiety and his wish for
dependence. On the basis of an early poorly resolved dependency relationship, both
readily regress to that earlier period of mutual satisfaction. Now the cycle begins
which soon results in the school phobia if the child is of school t1a, with the teacher,
in her milieu, made the phobic object.'n

conflict, and manifested

She follows this restatement of her earlier view (Johns on et al., l94I) with
the claim: " The concepts presented and the etiological factors in this
form of behaviour have been adequately demonstrated, and require little,
if any, further evidence to rest as basic scientific principles." This claim
appears to be accepted by Kahn and Nursten (1964), but it has to be remembered that it was based on the successful return to school of seven out of
eight children following collaborative therapy with child and mother
(Johnsonet ol., l94L). The note of dogmatism which may be detected suggests the presence of another problem which dogs the development of child
psychiaffy-an understandable resistance to modifying a theory which has
seemed to produce clarity out of chaos and proven therapeutically useful,
even if new observations challenge the total validity of its concepts.
The next step in the development of the concept of school phobia concerned its relationship to psychotic states. Thus two authors approach the
subject from the viewpoint of constitutional factors and Burns (1952)
considers it as a preschizophrenic symptom in preadolescence, while Campbell (1955) considers it as a manifestation of manic-depressive disorder.
Coolidge et ol. (1960) emphasize the gravity of the problem when it occurs
in adolescence, saying that it can be associated " with widely varying degrees
of emotional disturbance ranging all the way from transient anxiety statesreflecting a developmental or external crisis-to severe character disorders
bordering on psychosis ". Kahn and Nursten (1964) group cases of school
refusal under three headings-(a) psychoneurotic, including phobic conditions; (b) character disorders; and (c) psychotic conditions.
Thus the result of continued clinical interest and study of school phobia
has been the postulation of an ever-increasing range of psychopathology

underlying the symptom of fearful avoidance of school. As has been mentioned, Johnson et al. (1941), who coined the term "school phobia", described
it as a syndrome, and insisted that the underlying condition was one of separation anxiety. This view was reaffirmed fifteen years later (Estes et ol., 1956),
and accepted by Eisenberg (1958), who gives graphic examples of the mode
of cornmunication of the anxiety from mother to child. This relatively
simple view, however, does not allow for increasing sophistication and
critical questioning amongst psychopathological theorists os to the bosic
nature of separation anxiety. In a recent critical review of the literature on
this subject Bowlby (1961) opens frankly: " No concept is more central to
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psychoanalytic theory than the concept of anxiety. Yet it is one about which
there is little consensus of opinion, which accounts in no small measure for
the divisions between different schools of thought. Put briefly, all analysts
arc agreed that anxiety cannot be explained simply by reference to external
threat: in some way processes usually thought of as internal and instinctive
seem to play a crucial role. But how these inner forces are to be conceptualized and how they give rise to anxiety has always been a pvzzle ".
Enumerating the six matn theories currently held to account for separa-

tion anxiety, he makes his own position quite clear, postulating Primary
Anxiety. He states: " the child is bound to his mother by a number of
instinctual response systems, each of which is primary and which together
have a high survival value (Bowlby, 1958). Soon after birth, it is held,
conditions of isolation tend to activate crying and a little later tend to activate both clinging and following also; until he is in close proximity to his
familiar mother figure these instinctual response systems do not cease motivating him. Pending this outcome, it is suggested, his subjective experience
is that of prim ary anxiety; when he is close to her it is one of comfort".
Thus if the contemporary child psychiatrist, concerned with the practical
problems of school phobia, and aware of its essential clinical connection
with the phenomenon of separation anxiety, turns to current psychoanalytic
theory for elucidation, he intrudes into an area of crucial theoretical conflict-a conflict which is reflected in the pages of the most recent psychoanalytic literature (Murphy, 1964; Bowlby, 1964). Even by turning to ethology psychoanalysis has not yet found a decisive resolution (Seay et ol.,
1962).

Before a consideration of the intrapersonal psychopathology underlying
the symptom is attempted, the general clinical features associated with
school phobia must be considered, and also the family background against
which it emerges.

Scuoor PHoslA. TrrE GrNrnnr CllNrcAL Plcrunr
Clinical experience, as well as an overview of the literature, suggest that,
disagreements, differences of emphasis or description from the
viewpoint of varied conceptual models, there is a clinical picture in which
clearly morbid fear of school and fear of leaving home features, and which
psychiatrists readily recognize as " school phobia" . They then remind
themselves that the phrase refers to a syndrome or a symptom, rather than
a diagnosis.

in spite of

Incidence

The true incidence of the condition is not known; although several
authors report a rising rate of referral to clinics, this represents an increasing alerting of referring agents to the existence and possible significance
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of the symptom. It is noteworthy that Hersov (1960b) following E. Klein
(1945) remarks that most children experience many of the symptoms of
school refusal at some time without requiring treatment.
Age and Sex Distrtbutton

Although some of the early studies of small groups of cases suggested
significant sex incidence, an overview shows that boys and girls are about
equally liable. The question of age incidence is more controversial, and of
more clinical significance. As was noted by Burns (1959) English writers
record a higher age range than their American colleagues. His analysis
of sixty-four cases in Birmingham suggests that equal numbers were found
on either side of the age ll, atwhich age transfer from junior to senior school
is common in Britain; Warren (1948) suggests a shift towards a higher mean
t5a, and Hersov (1960) found that of his fifty cases the range was from
7-16 years, but forty-two were between l0 and 16. Davidson (1961) states
that the commonest time of onset is about the age of 11, while all the thirteen case-histories quoted by Kahn and Nursten (1964) are of children above
the age of 9. Of American authors, Johnson et al. (1941) found an age range
of G14 years in their small series of eight cases, whilst amongst his group

of twenty-six children, Eisenberg (1958a) had only four of Junior High
School tga, but included no fewer than eleven preschool children, on the

of their demonstrating separation anxiety in a nursery for disturbed
children.
The prognostic importance of the age factor is emphasized in the American literature. Thus Eisenberg (1958 a) stated that in younger children
psychiatric disturbance was less prominent than anxiety in their parents,
while in adolescence the intrafamilial patholory had been translated into
intrapsychic pathology. The same author (Eisenberg, 1958 b) also claims
that when school phobia occurs in adolescence it represents a much more
serious intrinsic disturbance of general adjustment-a view reinforced by
Coolidge et al. (1960) and apparently confirmed by the follow-up study of
forty-one cases by Rodriguez et al. (1960).
In a sense it is axiomatic that the symptom of fear of leaving mother and
going to school may be more indicative of serious pathology in a sixteenyear-old than in a five-year-o1d, but most groups of American writers
referred to take their stand on very small numbers of cases. Further, in
Davidson's series of thirty English cases only eight were below the age of
10, yet only two of her children failed to return to school on a treatment
programme closely similar to that described by Eisenberg and Coolidge.

basis

Clarification of this point is required, and while the need for scrupulous
evaluation of the symptom against the background of the adolescent's
character structure and family constellation is obvious, the danger of too
gloomy a view, and too ready a suspicion of psychotic development was
mentioned long ago by E. Klein (1945) (uide infra).
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The Onset of Oaert lllness

The onset is gradual in more than half the cases (Hersov, 1960b), with
a varying period of reluctance to go to school gradually building up to
outright refusal. Cases of acute or subacute onset stand out in the mind of
the clinician, representing some of his most dramatic professional experience.
The child's anxiety is severe and palpable, and often under pressure
mounts to panic, perhaps with flight. Somatic evidences of anxiety are

particularly prominent, circum-oral pallor with sweating and trembling
being common, while vomiting, diarrhoea or voidance of urine may occur.
More organized symptoms of nausea, vomiting and abdominal pain are
frequently formed, and may result in a diagnosis of physical illness, or even
acute surgical emergency.
Clinical illustration: A few days after admission to a s@ondary grarnmar school
some 5 miles from his home John, aged 12, developed severe colicky pains in the
abdomen on the bus to school, and returned home. In the bus next morning the
attack of pain was more severe, and he looked so ill that he was taken by ambulance
to hospital. There it was only the accidental intervention of a visiting psychiatrist
that saved him from laparotomy. Psychiatric exploration revealed a florid school
phobic syndrome.

In some cases hysterical conversion symptoms-aphasia,

deafness and

even extensive paralysis have been seen, and in others obsessional symptoms,

sometimes with tics.

Trigger factors: Many authors mention factors in the life of the child
which seem to precipitate the severe anxiety about school. Johnson et al.
(1941) specify physical illness in the child, the birth of a sibling and promotion in school, but death in or near the family, a legitimate holiday, and
many other factors can be incriminated. One of the most distinguished
victims, C. G. Jung, became " school phobic " after being bowled over by a
schoolmate. His courageous account of his prior development, from the
vantage point of old t5a, gives many hints on the relationship between the
trigger factor and antecedent psychic experience (Jung, 1963).
The Established lllness

Once the illness has become organized a variety of clinical pictures may
be seen, but the common denominators are three:
1. Fear of school.

2. Fear of leaving home (mother).
3. Admixtures of anxiety and depression in the afflicted child.
The Fear of School

E. Klein (1945) usefully separates the anxiety about school into fear of
teachers, fear of the pupils and fear of the school work with expectation
of failure. To these can be added fear of the school building itself, or some
part of it, or something onto which the fear is displaced, such as the motor
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tunnel under a river on the way to school. However, the first three fears,
often in some amalgum and sometimes with a shift in prominence from one
to the other, are the most frequent in the clinical picture, and since their
investigation may be useful in indicating psychopathology, merit amplification.
Fear of Teacher

This can appear with drastic suddenness, and quickly mount in intensity,
assuming a primitive character. It may be stimulated by the teacher conc€rned by harshness, a reprimand or even a reputation for strictness. The arrival of a new teacher, the replacement of a man by a woman may seem signi-

ficant, but in many cases no rational ground for the access of fear can be
found.
Case illustration: Gerald, aged 12, was apparently happily settled in the grammar
school of his choice for two terms. He was particularly fond of history, and conceived a great liking for the kindly man who taught this subject.
Entering this class one morning he began to feel sick and anxious, and to the consternation of everyone present suddenly shouted at the teacher "filthy pig". He then
flew from the classroom to his home. His parents firmly announced their intention
of returning him to school next day, but in the early hours of the morning he sneaked
from the home and made his way to a seaside resort some hundred miles away. He
was found sleeping, exhausted, on the beach 36 hours after leaving home.
It emerged that this only child had been told, shortly before his dramatic explosion,
that his mother was expecting another baby; white simulating pleasure he was conscious of his disgust and rage, and blamed the rather passive, gentle father to whom
he was warmly attached.

Fear of Other Pupils

This is more commonly a contributing than a central factor. Bullying
or teasirg, even within " normal " limits, is poorly tolerated. Another common factor, particul arly in the child who has transferred to second ary
school, is the impact of contact with older children who talk amongst
themselves about sexual matters, or boast about delinquent or agEtressive
acts. Klein (1945) regards dread of obscene words as a strong factor in the
fear of companions as a grave prognosis sign, pointing to an obsessional
neurosis or the possibility of psychotic development.

In some cases fear of school mates plays a dominating role.
Case illustration: Arthur, aged 15, suddenly stopped attending school 4 months
before he was due to leave. He had no fear of the teachers and no difficulty with
classwork, but in th preceding year he had grown 12 in. to the height of 6 ft 5 in.
Thin, bowed of back and awkward in movement he had become the butt of thoughtless classmates, and had been teased unmercifully. He remained largely housebound,
but was able to go each evening to a neighbouring yard where he was paid to assist
in breaking up old cars with an axe. In treatment he became aware that he was thus
discharging the vengeful, murderous impulses he felt towards his persecutors, towards whom his anxiety had a disquieting paranoid quality.
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In this case the reason for the predominant fear of schoolmates was only
too pathetically obvious; in others it is more disguised.
illustration: Jeremy, aged, 14, was the son ofrich parents. They had separated
6 months old, and his father had played little part in his life. Some months
after going to a distinguished boarding school at the age of 13 he had complained
of breathlessness at night, and in the absence of a positive medical diagnosis his
mother had, for no apparent reason, brought him home for a spell of convalescence.
When return to school was suggested he became acutely panicky,
He was seen fordiagnosis at home, and although resistant produced material that
suggested the unc€rtainty of his sexual identification. He spontaneously mentioned
a dream ofthe night before. In this he was in bed in the dormitory ofhis boarding
school; in the other three beds were girls that he knew. He felt a difruse physical
excitement. He knew that he had defaecated in his bed. Having recounted this dream
he went on to tell of his anxiety in the dormitory when the other boys joked about
sexual matters, and one ofthem hinted about finding him attractive.
Case

when he was

Fear of School Work with the Expectation of Failure

This is a very frequent and often a complex feature. Particular subjects
may arouse anxiety, the commonest being religious instruction, biology and
gymnastics. Religious teaching is often interpreted by the child in terms of
his conscious and unconscious grilt, as a form of interrogation with the
threat of punishment. This can apply even to the mild solemnity of the
morning assembly ceremony-the so-called "assembly anxiety".
For a wlnerable pre-adolescent a perfectly sound biology lesson on
human reproduction-or even that of the earthworrn or dog-fish-may
constellate pathological anxiety. Fantasy about the content of the dreaded
subject may be of more importance.
case illustration : Linda, aged I l, refurned to school as part of her treatment after
a short spell of total abae,nce. She could not, however, face the religious instruction
or biology lessons. For her the former represeoted a stern, punitive Deity who would
know about her wicked sexual and aggressive fantasies. Biology, she believd would
be concerned with cutting up spiders, moths and other small creatur€s, something
intolerable to her because of her primitive oral fantasies of biting and destroying
her little sister.

To adolescents fear of failure may be a central problem, and is often complicated by a disparity between the young patient's ability and his aspirations, the latter often elevated to pathetic proportions because of the
explicit or unconscious demands of parents. At this time the intrapsychic
demands of adolescent development @los, 1962) synchronize with the new
quality of reality and immediacy in the challenge made by the school on the
youth's capacity for sublimation and active striving. It is little wonder that
some adolescents fail to meet the challenge, and develop symptoms sometimes suggestive of psychosis. Klein's warning against diagnosing acute
dread of school failure together with a general withdrawal from activity as
adolescent schizophrenia without thorough assessment of the youths'
accessibility to psychotherapy is highly pertinent.
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Case illustration: Mary is by a considerable gap the youngest child of a professional
family. Arotrnd the age of 5 she was noted for overt envy of her brothers, her insistence on wearing boyish clothes and her dare-devil physical exploits. Her early
schooling went smoothly, and she passed without effort into a day school of higlt
academic standard. Just before 16 she suddenly began to fear school, would return
home after a few hours, and rapidly regxessed to lnng in her room and making
childish demands on her mother. When interviewed she mentioned first a complete
lack of any idea of what to do with her life, and the feeling that she could not pursue
the academic course for which her success heretofore in study had suggested. She
confided that, from the age of 5, she had found that her inner life was much more
important than anything else, and from then had constantly been preoccupied with

a fantasy relationship with a series of figures, usually women teachers. For the past
two years she had kept a diary recording these fantasiesn and had spent hours every
night on this, neglecting her homework. She feared growing up, which she felt would
mean grving up the excitement of her inner life. In spite of much further regression
and withdrawal she made a good adjustment with prolonged psychotherapy.

Fear of Leaaing Home (Mother)

In its most extreme form this may result in the child becoming totally
housebound, all contact with school and indeed with the rest of the outside
world having been abandoned.
Clinical illustration: Mavis, aged 19, had manifested severe fear of school from 11,
and this had defied all treatment, including a fruitless effort to admit her to a psychiatric hospital. Neither of her parents had been able to tolerate the anxiety she exhibited
on the steps of the hospital. She was visited at home because she had become increasingly housebound, not having left the flat at all for several months. Both parents
opened the consultation by saying that Mavis had locked herself in the lavatory in
anticipation of the visit, and had to be persuaded to go for a walk before it was
possible to coax the girl out for a discussion of her problems.

In lesser

degree leaving home provokes excessive anxiety, which may be
countered by a combination of defence mechanisms or by " camouflage "
techniques such as going with a friend or relative, arran$ng for a lift from
a liked teacher and so on. The outside world is often consciously regarded
and described as hostile and dangerous in various ways, and when away
from home the child is preoccupied with fantasies of evil befalling the
mother-less commonly the father or another member of the family.
When home and with the mother the general paffern is for regressive
behaviour to set in, with demands upon the mother for comfort, reassurance, intimate contact and sometimes literally nursing and feeding care.

The behaviour of these children towards the mother is sometimes said
to fall into one of two categories-(a) timid, fearful and inhibited children,
with markedly over-protective mothers who have gfeat difficulty in expressing any negative feelings about their mothers; (b) more alert, assertive and
outgoing children, dominated and controlled by their mothers, who glve

of negative feelings, in the form of disobedience, criticism
or even overtly aggressive behaviour, both verbal and physical (Hersov,

clearer evidence

1960b). However, there are many children whose pattern of behaviour to
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the mother lies between these poles as observed clinically, and it is important to note that the most open aggression is part of the child's severe anxiety
manifestations.
Clinical illustration: Nigel, aged 13, had periodic fear of his grammar school, from
which he would sometimes flee, remaining then at home for days at a time. At home
he would alternate between begging his mother for reassuran@ and babyish forms of
gratification and swearin g at her, threatening her and kicking her.
In treatment it emerged that kicking her was important because her reaction reassured him that he had not fatally damaged her in his fantasied murderous attacks.

Admixtures of Anxiety and Depression

Although in the most detailed descriptive studies anxiety reactions occur
much more frequently than depressive (Hersov, 1960b) some authors
emphasize the depressive elements. Thus Campbell (1958) declared that
many children who develop school phobia are suffering from endogenous
depression, and Agras (1959), from the observation of seven cases makes
the following hypothese:
l. That the basis of school phobia is depressive anxiety.
2. That there is a typical recognizable family constellation in this disorder
which is common to many of the depressive disorders of childhood. (At
present many of these disorders are not recognized as depressive in
nature.)
3. That this syndrome is part of the natural history of the depressive
disorders.

tle need for testing these hypotheses by further research. Of
English writers Davidson (1961) emphasizes tle depressive picture in twentythree of her thirty cases, instancing the tendency to withdrawal, poor concentration, and the tendency to feel bad in the morning, with mild retardation.It is, however,the mixed clinical picture of anxiety and depression which
is characteristic.
He accepts

Trtn

Famlv BacrcRouND

rN ScHooL PHosrl

There has been from the earliest studies general agreement on the fact
that the family backgrounds of school phobic children are pathological,
and actively pathogenic in the development of overt illness.
Thus Johnson et al. (1941) postulated a poorly resolved early dependency
relationship in these children to their mothers, constellated into activity
by an increase in anxiety in the mothers as well as an acute anxiety in the
children. Eisenberg (1958) describes the mothers in his group as anxious
and ambivalent, with a poor relationship to the maternal grandmother,
ambivalent to the pregnancy and afraid of the birth of the child. He describes
their apprehensive over-solicitude, their primary overprotection of the
little child, their tendency to treat the child as a symbol of their own unhappy
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childhood, and their tendency to resent and sabotage the child's moves towards independence. These mothers found their husband of little suppoft,
their marriages unfulfilling, and therefore tended to treat the child as a
substitute lover or a resented trap. The author skilfully describes the ways
in which these mothers transmit separation anxiety to their children by the
exhibition of contradictory behavioural and verbal clues, and he was led
to consider the pattern as afolie a deux. This view has been further developed
by Bonnard (1952). Talbot (1957) points out how frequently these families
live in close contact with their own parents, and how various problems are
seen in grandmother, mother and child, but her use of the term " inbred
family constellation" is potentially misleading. Agras (1959), &s has been
mentioned, talks of the depressive constellation of the family. Hersov (1960)
contributes a stan dardized assessment of parental attitude on a descriptive
level. In his fifty cases, twenty-five mothers were rated as over-indulgent and
dominated by their children, and fourteen as demanding, severe and controlling. More than half of all the fathers were assessed as inadequate and
passive, good providers in the material sense, but participating little or not
at all in home management of the children and unable to cope with the
rebelliousness of puberty and pre-adolescence. In the fourteen families
where the fathers played a firm, dominant role, the mothers were more often
than not insecure and dependent personalities who over-indulged their
children to offset the father's firmness, thus adding the disturbing element
of inconsistency to the pattern of home management.
Davidson (1961) discusses school phobia as a manifestation of family
disturbance. As well as emphasizing the depression in her patients, she
underlines the very ambivalent relationship between mother and child.
She is quite specific about this, saying " By ambivalence I do not mean
the alternation of love and anger that all parents show, but a more primitive
relationship where the two emotions exist side by side". She stresses that
the relationship is one of ambivalence and not rejection. Dealing with the
personalities of the mothers, she describes them as immature and dependent
on the maternal grandmother, and points out their tendency to repeat with

the child the relationship they had with the maternal grandmother. Six
mothers in her series had been away from school for long periods, three to
look after their own mothers or younger children. More than half of her
thirty mothers clung to the maternal grandmother, and she describes
them as having perfectionist standards for themselves and their children.
This brief overview of the literature on the family background illustrates
yet another problem recurrent in research in child psychiatry. It emerges
clearly that all students of the syndrome of school phobia in children have
been impressed by pathological factors in the parents of these children, and
in some cases in other members of the family and near relatives.
However, the methods of study used and the conceptual framework
employed to describe their results produces an apparent confusion of
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terminology-ambivalent, overprotective, depressive, indulgent, inadequate,
immature and so on. This reflects, apart from anything else, the great

difficulty inherent in the task of observing, describing and defining something
as complex as an individual child and his family, and emphasizes the importance of self-awareness in the observer, as well as acknowledgement
of the subjective bias present in his choice of subject, method of observation
and chosen means of cenceptualizing and communicating what he learns.
None the less the practical importance of these studies lies in the general
acceptance of the need for any over-all treatment plan to include measures

to alleviate pathological family interaction.
P,q,.rHocENIC

FnuruAL INrrRecrroN rN ScHooL

PHogrA,'

It will be clear from the description of the family backgrounds of school
phobic children that they contain the potentials for a wide range of pathogenic interactions which contribute to the genesis of the child's illness and
the maintenance of its cardinal symptom.
Although the studies just summarized indicate an acceptance that several
members of the family group take part in such interaction, most attention
has been focused on the mothers, and they are most frequently involved
in regular exploratory and treatment interviews, parallel to the psychotherapy
of the child. Here once more school phobia highlights a problem geneial
to child psychiatry. As Eisenberg (1957) puts it: "This rigid insistence on the
pathogenicity of the mother is a cultural phenomenon of contemporary
psychi atty and social work . . ." Fathers, and sometimes other members of
the family group contribute to pathogenic interactions.
Clinical illustration: George, aged 14, had been absent from school for months, and
housebound for weeks when seen at home. His mother was in a state of periodic
agitated depression which followed the father's desertion in favour of another woman
a year before. George varied between withdrawing depressed to his room and participating with his mother in screaming mutual verbal, and sometimes physical, attackr.
The mother sat up night after night, maintaining a delusional certainty that her husband would return for good.
The father played into this by turning up for a few hours at long and variable intervals, although when seen by chance when his arrival coincided with a home consultation he made it clear that he could not stand the idea of returning for good to his sick
family.

Fathers, as in the illustration, are often difficult to include in investigation
and treatment, but an overall treatment plan should provide for the possi-

bility.

A PsvcHopATHoLocrcAL

FonnauLATroN

Given that a pathological and pathogenic family background is accepted
as being colnmon in school phobic children, attempts to formulate their
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intrapersonal pathology

will be coloured by the

methods

of study

and

treatment used, and the conceptual prejudices of ttre observer.
It is clear that early unresolved dependency on the mother with a relationship characterized by mutual hostility (Johnson et al., l94l), castration
anxiety and guilt over homosexual conflict (E. Klein, 1945) and masturbation guilt (Suttenfeld, 1954) may all play a part, but an adequate formulation must take cognisance of the central features of fear of school, fear of
leaving home (mother) and the admixture of anxiety and depression, found
in combination.
The conceptual framework advocated by Melanie Klein seems to do
justice best to the clinical facts (M. Klein, 1949) for analytic exploration
justifies the description ofthe fear ofschool as persecutory anxiety, the fear
of leaving home (mothet) as depressitse anxiety, and with this framework
of thinking the admixture of anxiety and depression can be accounted for.
Clinical illustration: Danny, aged 12, had focused his severe arxiety about going
to school on the motor tunnel which lay between it and his home. IIe was seen after
a long period of non-interpretive psychotherapy. He came to the first interview with
an air of confidence, but very quickly became acutely anxious and gazed at the
therapist with the terror of a rabbit facing a stoat. When this was taken up he expressed his fear that the therapist would attack him, stick a knife in him and then showed
regressive behaviour and began to recall early memories of the rubber tubes on the
kitchen taps which he felt would damage him, ending by recalting his fear that his
mother's vacuum cleaner would suck him in and damage hirn.
Prolonged further treatment with this boy confirmed the persecutory nattue of his
fear of going to school. The depressive nature of his separation anxiety was borne
out by the numerous fantasies he had when not with his mother of the accidents or
illness that might befall her, which were related on further analysis to his fantasy of
having chewed her up and destroyed her, connected with her temporary absence from
the home when he was 2, to which he responded by subsequent anxious clinging to
her for many months.

Using this framework which is postulated by Kahn and Nursten (1964),
the trigger factor so often described can be thought of as constellating
increased aggression in the child which re-awakens conflicts and anxieties
related originally to his impulses towards the mother and her breast. His
ambivalence is dealt with by splitttng mechanisms, whereby the bad, persecuting object becomes projected onto the school, which permits him to keep

his real mother as a good object.
The claustrophobic element in the fear of school (the tunnel in the case
illustration) is often experienced as a fear of being trapped there and here
the mechanism of projective identification is at work, the school (tunnel)
representing the mother's body into which the infant fantasies enter.
Further, Melanie Klein's postulation of these psychotic anxieties as
occurring in normal development, in psychoneurotic and in psychotic states
of mind explains the occurrence of school phobia in normal, neurotic and
psychotic children.
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Only a small proportion of children exhibiting school phobia is likely
to reach the ambit of clinical investigation and treatment, and chance plays
a large part in determining which individuals do so. The social class, sophistication and attitudes of the adults concerned with any one child who
demonstrates emotional disturbance together with a breach of the law by
his non-attendance at school will probably be as influential as the availability
of clinical help. Kahn and Nursten (1964) make an eloquent plea for the
need for a multidisciplin ary approach and for the strategic advantage of the
Child Guidance Clinic, with its slowly and empirically evolved team structure, in dealing with the problem as one of psychosocial breakdown.
The fact that so many professional agents teachers, school welfare
officers, general practitioners, paediatricians, magistrates, probation officers
and possibly others tend to become involved demands of the clinic
team careful planning of their contact and intervention with these agents,
based on careful diagnosis and the assessed needs of the individual child
and his family. Most authors who have commented on management emphasize the need for speedy clinical help to avoid further regression, symptom
fixation and the reinforcement of second ary gain in the child. Rapid clinical
help is, however, also important in dealing with the anxieties aroused in
the adults concerned over the child's non-attendance. Help must also be
flexible. An elementary example is the need to waive routine psychological
testing at the child's first contact with the clinic, and some cases demand
much more unorthodoxy.
Case illustration: Nigel, aged 12, was referred by the school authorities after some
weeks of sudden total absence. I{is mother accepted an early clinic appointment, but
telephoned to say that she could not get him to leave the house. With the agreement

of the family doctor it was arranged that he would be visited at home the following
moming. flis mother opened the door of the flat and explained apologetically that
Nigel had locked himself in his bedroom. Fortunately this was on the ground floor
and could be entered feloniously. Nigel lay inert, covered with bedclothes, end would
not respond to any overtures until it was noticed that he had been spending his
time in making elaborate drawings. Interest was expressed in these and some speculation on their meaning. The boy slowly emerged from hicling, and although pale,
illJooking and unkempt seemed less emotionally disturbed than his behaviour pattern suggested. He accepted and kept a clinic appointment for the following day.

On the next point of management there is a clear split of opinion. Some
writers (E.Klein, 1945; Eisenberg, 1958a; Glaser, 1959) put great importance on getting the child back to school promptly as an essential part of the
therapeutic contract. E. Klein, the strongest advocate, maintains that his

t The author is not trained in Kleinian psychoanalysis, but like some analytical psychologists finds Melanie Klein's theoretical framework of essential clinical value. He is
indebted to Dr. S. H. Klein, of London, for clarification of his thinking on this aspect of
school phobia.
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prevents the quick development of primitive regressive fear, which ensues
adds " The child is told that he must go
to school every day, but does not have to stay there, and does not have to
attend the classroom. The child can stay in an office, assist the staff, read
or draw, and can leave at any time". His aim is " bringing about a return
to school at any leuel of participation that the child can tolerate " (his italics).
Clearly management on this basis requires the closest cooperation with
school staff. This is customarily sought and maintained by the Educational

if the child is excused school, and

Psychologist, who makes direct liaison with them and interprets to
them the diagnostic formulation and treatment requirements of the Clinic

team.

An opposite policy is employed by other writers (Lippman, 1956; Talbot,
1957; Hersov, 1960b; Davidson, 1961) who begin by relieving pressure
upon the parent and child with a medical certificate to excuse attendance,
followed by a planned return to school after varying periods of psychotherapy. Several who work in this way place much importance on the timing
of pressure to return to school. Johnson (1957) is critical of this approach,
stating "We do not relieve the tensions of parent or child about school, but
analyse that tension constantly. We make no issue of 'timing the return to
school' but attend to the evasions and ambivalences expressed by parent
and child. This approach gets children into school far more quickly than
other methods". Similarly she criticizes such devices as attempting return to
school with the mother sitting in the classrooffi, or father sitting outside in
the car (Talbot, 1957) as " artificial encumbrances to self esteem and growth".
Rather the number of treatment hours should be increased. These divergencies further illustrate the way in which the school phobia concept mirrors
the growing pains of child psychiatry. Always the demand for management
and treatment of children and their families, often far more ill than is
generally appreciated, has pressed upon the clinician before he has adequately understood the syndrome under study and had time to evolve a rational
programme of treatment based on the understanding of pathology, and
adapted to the resources of his clinic team. Even to make public an interest
in research into such a syndrome is likely to evoke a flood of referral for

treatment, and where the pathological condition invites treatment for
several members of the family the strain on the clinic is great. Extra treatment hours may not exist. Practical considerations often dictate compromise
in managing the question of return to school, making virtue of necessity,
as Davidson frankly admits (Davidson, 1961). The overall advantage of
early return to school can be considered as generally accepted, but it is
unlikely to be achieved with the adolescent with only a few months to remain at school, with the child whose presence in the home defends a parent
against impending psychosis, or with the child who has been entrenched
at home for months, and in whom secondary gain and the expression of
aggressive triumph over a parent is dominating.
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Where it is accepted that early return to school is unlikely, educational
management is important. Home tuition will not, of course, be used in
collusion with mother and child to disguise the need for return to school,
but it may prevent further withdrawal from study and falling behind schedule,
a factor which often renders return to school more difficult. In liaison with
the clinic, the home teacher can also intervene in some of the pathological
interaction between mother and child. Special educational provisions can
be invaluable, such as the small Tutorial Classes for emotionally disturbed
children available in London.
Clinical illustration: Stephanie was seen at home after a long period of absence. Her
mother, a psychotically depressed widow, and her totally deaf maternal grandmother
clearly nagged at her continuously. At the interview she sat for a long time staring
at a newspapor, with her ears sealed by her hands, until it was possible to comment
on how she felt perse,cuted by the nagging, which was being freely demonstrated.
Her extreme physical immaturity and the poverty of her dress were obvious ancillary
reasons why she had not adjusted to secondary school. She was able to come to the
clinic, and accepted the suggestion that she attend daily at a small Tutorial Class
linked with it. Here she gradually became less withdrawn, made a good contact with
the teacher, and became enthusiastic about writing a children's novel, which she
brought in segments to her treatment sessions, and in which some of her conflicts
were clearly expressed. Eventually she found for herself a place at a school providing
secretarial training, typed out her book and submitted it for publication.

Change of school by itself is clearly seldom indicated or useful, but it may
be a necess ary adjunct to treatment if staff attitudes towards the absent
child remain hostile in spite of clinic interyention. Removal from home is
best considered after thorough treatment, and may be indicated then if
intrafamilial pathology has proven resistant. Placement in a special boarding
school is often of great value in these circumstances. Where removal is
considered on the basis of the degree of personality disturbance in the child,

psychiatric in-patient treatment is indicated (Warretr, 1948; Hersov, 1960b).
It must be that many school phobic children are removed from home through
the Courts because of their legal infringement, and placed in Approved
Schools. Little is known about these, and here another area demanding
research appears.
PsycnoTHERAPy rN Scnoor

Pnoul

Talking of extremely disturbed children who find it impossible to return
to school in spite of all the therapeutic efforts used to help them, Lippman
(1957) states " There are such cases, in which nothing short of intensive
psychoanalysis of the child and the parents may be required before the child
is able to give up his phobia of school". Apart from the question of the
availability of psychoanalysis, those children and families seen in general
clinic practice who present the more severe forms of school phobia would
seldom be considered good prospects for the psychoanalytic technique,
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Children with school phobia (and their parents) undoubtedly do have
psychoanalysis, buttherehasbeenlittle diffusion of psychoanalyticexperience
with them into the general literature on child psychiatry; further the
psychoanalyst must gain a different view of the intrafamilial and management factors operative, and in a sense remain restricted in the extent and
manner in which he may influence these.
Psychoanalytic technique can, of course, be modified for use in the clinic
setting (Klein, H. S., 196l). Most of the methods of clinic psychotherapy
discussed in any detail in the literature employ very considerable modifications, but are based on analytic insights, transference and the use ofinterpretation. Here again consideration of school phobia leads into a problem

of importance for the development of child psychiatry as a whole. Lipp
man (1957), Kahn and Nursten (1964) and others have emphasized the need
for the therapist working in this way to have adequate training, including
personal analysis.It is by no means clear, however, how far this is true of all
those whose treatment is described in the literature. Nor is ttrere general
agreement on the importance of personal analysis for aspiring child psychiatrists (Lewis and Winnicott, 1963), much less its relevance in the training of
other members of the child guidance team.
Johnson et al. (1941) advocate that both and mother should be treated
by a psychiatrist and found weekly interviews for periods of 5 months to
I year successful in achieving a return to school. Eisenberg (1958b) emphasize the need for treatment to be family-orientated, while Coohdge et al.
(1960), dealing with the more severe adolescent cases, state that both parents
should be included in the treatment, and add ego-strengthening measures
(goup experience, tutoring, etc.) to their therapy with the adolescent.

Most English writers (Mason, 1959; Hersov, 1960b; Davidson, 1961;
Kahn and Nursten, 1964) describe the child as being treated by a psychiatrist or an analytically trained psychotherapist, while ttre mother receives
casework treatment from the psychiatric social worker, and Kahn and
Nursten describe tte htter's role in some detail. With this pattern of treatment the need for close collaboration is obvious, and where the case worker
is not analytically trained the role of the psychiatrist in determining her
handling of the parents' material is of importance (Prince, 1961). Kahn and
Nursten (1964) illustrate the educational psychologist's role as therapist to
the child, and mention the combination of regular individual session for
mother and child with occasionalfamily interuiews, a technique too seldom
advocated.
Case illustration: Robin, aged 12, had some months of analytically based weekly
psychotherapy, while his mother was receiving case-work help. He responded well,
lost many anxiety symptoms and resumed regular attendance at school. One day he
stated that the therapist should see the whole family-his mother, father and his
sister (who suffered from migraine) were all neurotic and were hampering his progress
by openly expressing their fears for him as he became more adventurolts.
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A joint interview with the psychiatric social worker and the four members of tbe
family was arranged. Robin opened with a strong critical attack on his parents for
wanting to hold back his development. His sister followed similarly, btaming them

for her headaches. Father surprised his wife by rallyng to her supporl and mother,
aided by the psychiatric social workers present, talked openly of her own fean and
frustrations, and revealed for the first time details ofher husband's neurotic behaviour. Subcequent family and individual interviews made possible useful working
through of this materiat, and Robin's treatment progressed well.

In general, clinic psychotherapeutic treatment is based on careful assessment of the intrapersonal psychopattrology of each child, and the intrafamial pathology. Its aim with the child is not only for symptomatic "cure"
(return to school) but the correction of personality distortions which bode
ill for his future development, and active intervention in the intrafamilial
interactions is usually neoessary both in initiating treatment and in maintaining cooperation after return to school has been achieved.
Whatever pattern of treatment is initiated is likely to make heavy demands
on the clinic resources, and raises the thorny question of deaelopment of
such crucial importance in this stage of the development of child psychiatry
(Eisenberg, 1961).

Orrcn Me'nrops oF CLrNrc TRr.rrMsNr
The inclusion of one or two school phobic children in analytically based
psychotherapy groups for pre-adolescent and adolescpnt patients has proved
rewarding, where the illness is of fairly recent manifestation and deeper
characterological elements in its genesis are absent; ttre frequency with which
young people in such group treatment spontaneously bring up topics of
school experience, and provide the therapist with opportunities of linkiag
their feelings about these with attitudes towards parents and siblings is
useful, and the availability of such gloup treatment meets the need for rapid
involvement in psychotherapy. The type of family group therupy described
byBell(1962)andottrers would also seem a promising approach, considering
the constellations of intrafamilial pathology so commonly met with, and
research into the efficacy of this method would surely be profitable. Behaoiour therapy claims good symptomatic results with phobic states in general,
and is likely to be used increasingly in child guidance practice @ck, 1961).
It may be indicated where clinic psychotherapy is not available, or where
the child and family prove umesponsive, as a means of ensuring return to
school and avoiding the damaging secondary effects of prolonged absence.
Similarly, tle use of anti-depressant or tranquillizing drugs as an adjuvant
to clinic psychotherapy may make possible return to school in cases in which
it is otherwise unlikely to be achieved (Burns, 1959).
PnocNosrs AND Folrow-trP Srunrrs

It is a feature of the literature that almost all writers claim good results
in terms of symptom-of maintained return to school attendance, in spite
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of the variation in techniques employed. Reviewing this aspect of the problem, Eisenberg (1961) states "It is characteristic of cases of school phobia
that relatively few remain in treatment after successful return to school has
been accomplished. A follow-up study then affords some measure of the
effect of relatively brief therapy". He and his associates (Rodriguez er a/.,
1959), reviewing forty-one cases after an average follow-up period of 3 years,
found that twenty-nine children were attending school regularly, none of
them exhibiting phobic symptoms in another area. Children over the age
of 11 fared much worse according to this study, apparently justifying the
distinction in outcome related to age as noted by Coolidge et at. (1959),
but this distinction is not seen in the results of Davidson (1961). A follow-up
7-14 years after treatment of girls all of whom had been diagnosed as the
"neurotic type" of school phobia showed that all were adjusted to different
degrees(Nursten,1963).Warren(1960) described the fate of sixteen patients,
seven boys and nine girls, 6 years after admission to the adolescent unit because
of continued refusal to go to school which had not yielded to child guidance
treatment. only six were regarded as quite well, and he considered the outlook
worse when school phobia was accompanied by other phobic symptoms.
It is clear that long-term follow-up study is still needed, with all the
technical difficulties that this entails, and that we do not yet know enough
about the outcome of school phobia in terms of the adult adjustment of its
victims, including their eventual psychosexual maturation. More information may be derived from retrospective study of adult psychiatric patients if
the need for careful enquiry into school adjustment is borne in mind when
they are examined, and more remains to be learnt about the connection, if
any, between school phobia and such adult syndromes as absence from work,
desertion from the Forces and florid phobic states.

Thus, Roberts has recently reviewed follow-up studies of patients with
predominantly phobic symptoms (Roberts, 1964). The inadequacy of these
studies is clear. His own follow-up of forty-one "Housebound Housewives" admitted to St. George's Hospital, London, between 1946 and,1962
reveals that only nine are recovered in that they are able to leave their homes
unaccompanied and do not experience their old phobic symptoms even in
a mild degree when they go out alone. However two of nine are still under
psychiatric treatment, one of them experiencing persistent depersonalization symptoms. It is noteworthy that 50 per cent of these patients "had had
at least one well marked neurotic trait, commonly a phobia, in childhood,'
and in adult life 53 per cent showed gross evidence of sexual maladjustment.
SuutrLmy
School phobia is a symptom which may appear in larval, transitory form
in normal children, but can become the main symptom in a mental illness
of varying severity up to the psychotic. The history of the delineation of the
symptom and its relation to separation anxiety is reviewed, and it is sug-
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gested that here child psychiatry intrudes into an area

of unresolved conflict
of crucial importance to psychoanalytic theory.
The general clinical features and the family background in school phobic
illness are described, and a psychopathological formulation is attempted,
using the conceptual models described by Melanie Klein.
Methods of management and treatment are discussed, and also progRosis
and follow-up studies, when it is suggested that our knowledge of the full
history of the malady, and its relation to adult mental illness is incomplete.
It is maintained that the fact that the answers to this, and many other
aspects of the problem which have been studied over a period of thirty
years are not finally and conclusively established is typical of the difficulties
which beset research in child psychi atry, and that efforts to meet the treatment needs of school phobic children and their families raise issues germane
to the important question of the training and deployment of child guidance
personnel in the context of the challenge of mental ill-health as it is appreciated today.
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CHAPTER

7

Bereavement and Lack of a Parent in Childhood
by Fnrx BnowN
"The Lord gave and the Lord hath taken away" (Job l,2l)
"In my besnning is my end" (T. s. Eliot, East coker)
"In the lost boyhood of Judas, christ was betrayed" (A.E., Germinal)

Death of a parent during childhood has been recognized by writers and
poets since the beginning of recorded time as one of the worst misfortunes
that could occur to a human being. After Hector's deatr, Andromache
says of her orphaned son, "The day of his father's deattr cuts a child off
from his playmates, his head is bowed down and his cheeks are wet with
tears. He goes to his fattrer's friends for help, tugs one by the cloak, another
by the sleeve. one, taking pity may moisten his lips a litfle from the cup,
but he may not drink deep. And some child, whose father lives, will drive
him from the feast with blows and insults. 'Go away, your father is not at
this table'." The emphasis here is on the lack of the father, of his protection
and power, rather ttran on the actual bereavement or loss of a lovid parent.
Wordsworth, who lost his mother when he was eight, says:
" She, who was the heart
And hinge of all our learning and our loves,
She left us desolate, and as we might,
Trooping together."
referring to both the bereavement and to tlte subsequent lack of ttre mother.
The two naturally are associated, but nevertheless the distinction is worth
making as lack of a parent, of the service, provision and status which he
might have provided, is just as significant if the child has never seen his
father. Arnold roynbee ttre historian,inlg2}, stressed the importance of
parental lack in a very biologically orientated paragraph: "A child's life
and character are more affected by deliberate imitation of its parents than
by inheritance of some particular colour of hair and eye or shape of chin or
pitch of temperament. And while the inheritance of these latter characteristics from one among a limited number of ancestral strains is inevitable,
the voluntary legacy may never be transmitted at all. The child will never
claim it unless he knows his parent and respects him. The parent's premature
435
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death, or removal or the lack of sufficient sympathy between the parent and
child, can in this case inhibit the transmission, and the potential legacy, with
its momentous possibility of influence on the child's career, will never in
fact be bequeathed."
Scientific writers have been curiously slower then literary ones to appreciate the significance of bereavement and parental lack to a child. Freud says
that to a child, death means little more than a departure or disappearance,
though the reverse is perhaps more nearly true. He points out the similarity
between mourning and melancholia but does not really stress mourning in
a child at the loss of a parent. Mapother in 1926 said that death of husband
or wife seemed the commonest provoking circumstance for depression, and
that many cases show a regression to events in early life tinged with the same
emotion, suggesting that it is a kind of reactivation of some previous ex-

perience, which is very much in line with modern thinking. Anthony, in
1940, gave a yery clear account of children's thinking, and fears about
death, which are often very marked even as early as 3 years ofage. She also
stresses the trauma of bereavement, and makes the valuable point that at
the age of about 8-12 the child tends to blame himself for the death of the
parent, and these guilt feelings should be dealt with by some tlerapy or at
least reassurance if the child is to lose his anxiety. Burlingham and Anna
Freud described the reactions ofchildren in a residential nursery during the
last war, their depressive phases, and need for parent substitutes. Particularly
interesting is their description of some children whose fathers were killed,
who denied their loss and made up stories about ttreir fathers' visits. Spitz
filmed and described the grief of infants separated from their mothers in
orphanages and hospitals (1945, 1946) and Robertson in this country filmsd
and described the anxiety and depression of infants admitted to hospital,
which were in fact equivalents of mourning. It is no exaggeration to say
that it is largely as a result of this work that parents are now allowed to
visit their children daily if they are admitted to hospital. Bowlby has extensively synthesized the thinking on mourning and bereavement in early childhood. He describes three phases, protest and angry crying, depression,
apathy and withdrawal and despair, and detachment from the absent mother,
in the reaction of an infant separated from its mother for as long as a
month. This is certainly true if there has been previously a close relationship
between the mother and child, but if there has been "multiple mothenng" or
divided or even unstable care, the mourning of the child on separation from
the mother is not so clear or is entirely absent. This is not an argument for
unstable care, as there is evidence that this produces some personality
impoverishment ttrough Mead even suggests that multiple mothering might
be beneficial as it relieves the child from the danger of excessively traumatic
separation if he is not too dependent on one mottrer. There are possible
gains and dangers in either course, though our prejudice is in favour of
natural mothering. There is a time for mothering and a time for separation.
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Bowlby regards the period from 6 months to tle end of the fourth year of
life as the period at which separation from the mother is taken by the child
as a bereavement, and equates the grief of a separated child with the mourning of a bereaved adult. He stresses the effect of loss of mother in infancy,
rather than loss of father or bereavement in later childhood. The emphasis
is on the bereavement trauma, the memory of what has been lost, rather
than on the lack ofcontinuous parental influence throughout childhood and
adolescence.

EvpnNcr FoR THE SrcNrrc.lNcr or Cnronooo Brnnevrrunnr
eNo P^r.ReNr^el, Lecr
The observations outlined above have been mainly on individual children.
Convincing as these observations are to those who work with children, yet
they have fallen short of scientific proof. During tle last 20 years most
psychiatrists have been substantially unconvinced of the significance
of these childhood experiences of loss and deprivation in the aetiology
of adult isychiatric illness and abnormality, and the relationship between
child and adult psychiatry has not always been clear. It is obviously reasonable that statistical studies should be made on large numbers to confirm
the observations made on individual children. Investigating the incidence
of parental death in the childhood of adult psychiatric patients is one of
the ways of doing this. Barry (1936) was ttre fust to use ttris method by noting the high incidence of orphanhood in psychopathic kings throughout
history but the children of kings, even if not actually smothered, seem to
have been appallingly brought up, and adequate controls are naturally not
available. He subsequently studied psychotic patients in a mental hospital,
and found that l5'3 per cent of a series of 549 patients had lost mothers
before 15 compared with 5'3 per cent in some actuarial controls, an important observation. with Lindemann in 1960 he found maternal loss to be
ttrree times as common in psychiatric patients as in controls, and related
loss of mothers in childhood to psychoneurosis in women. Gregory reviewed
the statistics of childhood bereavement in adult psychiatric patients and
concluded that it was significant in delinquency, but not proven in adult
psychoses. In 1961 he investigated 216 cases of depressive illness attending a psychiatric out-patient department, comparing them with the l92l

with 267 controls attending general practitioners. The incidence
of bereavement at various ages is shown in Figs. I and2. From this it is seen
that death of fathers is commoner than death of mothers in these cases, and
continues to be significant throughout childhood and even late adolescence.
Death of mothers looks to be slightly more significant in early childhood, but
one is not justified in concluding from these figures ttrat death of mother is a
more serious trauma in early childhood and death of father more serious in
adolescence, but only that it appears slightly commoner at these ages in the
l5 qP
census and
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histories ofthese depressives. t For any individual it is a serious event at any
of these ages. Revision of this work with a larger series (331 patients, 296
controls) in association with L. Lipworth showed that the depressive patients had almost double the general population incidence of death of
father before 15 (22'4 per cent compared with 12 per cent) and double the
incidence of deaths of mothers before 15 (15'6 per cent compared with
controls of 5'7 per cent and 8'5 per cent). This figure of l5'6 per cent agrees
closely with that of Barry for in-patient psychiatric cases. Death of either
parent before 15 is also atnost twice as frequent in these depressive cases
as it is in the general population (31'5 per cent compared with controls of
16'4 per cent and 18'5 per cent). Beck Sethi and Tuthill have recently confirmed with a study of 290 cases the high incidence of childhood bereave-

f Dennehy,in asurvey ofl020patients inmental hospitals near [,ondon, found increased
incidence of loss of mother in early childhood in schizophrenics, increased loss offather
in female depressives, loss of mother in male depressives.
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in depressive patients. Pollock also finds a high orphanhood rate in
380 private psychiatric patients.
It thus appears that death of either parent during childhood or adolescence is significantly correlated with depressive illness, which is one of the
commonest adult psychiatric disorders. The possibility of elderly parents or
a preponderance of youngest children has not been excluded; nor were the
controls matched pairs according to age of mother at birth, as this would
ment

have made

it

impossible

to obtain statistically significant

numbers.

It

is,

however, probable that childhood bereavement can be an aetiological factor
in the subsequent development of depressive illness in adults. The figures
do not of course show whether it is the bereavement itself or the attendant
circumstances, the disorganization of the home, the lack of the parent's
influence, which is the operative factor. Probably it is both. ft may be that
a depressing experience in childhood becomes as it were covered ,p, to be
reactivated when in later life a somewhat similar loss occurs. The analogy

of early sensiti zation rendering a person liable to have an anaphylactic
reaction later, on encountering the same protein, is appropriate. I have
frequently seen adult, even elderly patients, suffering from depression who
were still concerned about the death of a parent years ago in their childhood,
though other cases occur in which the loss has been completely excluded
from consciousness.
l5a
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The Gluecks in their study of 500 delinquent boys found an increased
incidence of parents unknown or divorced, or separated. Analysis of some
of their figures suggests that death of mothers was also significantly more
frequent in these boys, but not death of fathers. We (Brown and Epps),
however, found that death of both fathers and mothers was significantly
more frequent in 546 women prisoners than in the general population (age
corrected from l92l census and Widows' Pension figures) controls, as shown
in Fig. 4. Death of fathers before 15 occurred in l8'2 per cent, death of
mothirs in 13.2 per cent and 40.5 per cent lost either or both parents by
death before 20. Moreover 14.7 of them had not known one or both parents.
lncidence of Death of Frthers in Childhood and Adolescence
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L. Field similarly recorded 168 male consecutive admissions to Wormwood Scrubs Prison, and both the paternal and maternal orphanhood rate
is raised, though less than in women prisoners, l3'4 per cent death of
fathers before 15, and 8.6 per cent death of mothers before 15 (Fig. ,Death of both fathers and mothers seems to be significant both in childhood and throughout adolescence in delinquents of both sexes' but it is
probable that the traumatic influence is not so much the actual bereavement, as the family disruption which may follow it. Frequently the whole
family is diso rganrzed by the death of a parent resulting in children being
moved from place to place among strangers. The 546 women prisoners
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had 366 children under 15 in institutions, fostered or with relatives. The
situation of these children is likely to be such as to render likely a repetition
of the same pattern of events in future generations, especially as we found
that 73, or 13.4 per cent of the women prisoners had themselves been
brought up in orphanages.
Parenlal Situation of 168 Male
Prisoners (Average Age 21,0)
(8rown and Epps 1966)
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It is probable that the fact of fatherlessness rather than the actual bereavement is the significant factor in these female delinquents. They have lacked
the training, protection and support, both financial and educative, which a
father can provide. Frequently the whole family is disorganized by the death
of the father, resulting in the children being moved from place to place
among strangers and complete disruption of the important emotional
education of a child which is obtained in a norlnal family. The loss of a
father can be chronically traumatic even when the child has never known
the father at all.
Many of the case histories of these fatherless girls show the disorganization which followed the father's death; for instance a girl of 18 convicted
of larceny. Her father died when she was 3; she was sent to a foster home

until 10, then returned to her mother who had remarried. There was

friction with the stepfather and she left home at 15. Many of those who
to foster homes or orphanages after
being abandoned etc., so that in effect they were parentless. For instance a

had parents alive, had been sent
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25-year-old woman was admitted for prostitution. She was also a drug
addict. Her parents separated when she was 2; her mother became a prosti:
tute. The girl was fostered with a kind family until 5, when her father sent her
to his rather stern sister, until 7, when her mother took her back and actively
ill-treated her. She was then sent by the N.s.p.c.c. to a large council children's home, which she considered to be the loveliest place she knew, but
she was only allowed to stay ayeat, and was transferred to a convent, where
she considered she was ill-treated, being frequently beaten and locked up
alone. She says, "I gave up then". She was released at 15 and after a few
months in a hostel, drifted into night clubs as she was unable to keep any
job. She lived with a man for a while, had a baby girl when she was 14, but
left her to the care of her mother. when the man went to prison, she took
a ponce who provided her with drugs. she did not want to come off them,
as they prevented her from becoming involved with anyone. when short of
drugs she tended to make suicidal attempts which often got her into hospital. An intelligent girl, of excellent social manners, she has remarkable
insight: "From a child everything has gone wrong, I,m afraid of loving
anyone now."

Lack of parents as a factor in prostitution is probably universal and not
confined to England. For instance wilson in Singapore examined 39 juvenile prostitutes, and found that 27 had both father and mother dead or
missing, 5 father dead or missing, and 3 mother dead or missing. Shoor and
Speed in the U.S. describe delinquency following bereavement.
Female delinquency is probably very different from male delinquency.
Most women sent to prison are, if not prostitutes, promiscuous or extremely
confused in their emotional relationships. The female offences can be almost
regarded as a direct appeal for love and affection, while male offenders show
a more aggressive quality, with violence and defiance of authority. It is
interesting that John Bunyan in the seventeenth century takes the relation
between orphanhood in girls and their seduction quite for granted, when he
says of a girl in The Life and Death of Mr. Badman: ,.Her father and
mother were dead, that he knew well enough, so she was the more easily
seduced by his naughty lying tongue."

OnpnaNnooD

ANrD

GrNrus

I do not wish to give the impression that orphanhood

or loss of parents

in childhood is inevitably disastrous; obviously in most cases it is not. In
order to counteract too gloomy a view of orphanhood, I will quote a sgrvey
of the orphanhood of 57 distinguished writers, mainly poets, from the
Oxford Book of English Yerse and from the Dictionary of National Biography, which was made by Mr. and Mrs. McGlashan and myself. They
include people like Keats, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Swift, Edward Gibbotr,
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Thackeray, Robert Bridges, men who form an important and permanent
part of our cultural tradition. We found that more than half of them (55 per
cent) had lost a father or mother by death before the age of 15, a higher
orphanhood rate ttran eittrer the depressive or female delinquent cases. The
calculation of the general population orphanhood rates at the appropriate
times since the beginnilg of the eighteenth century has not yet been attempted, and so adequate controls are not available. J. B. Priestley (himself
bereaved of his mother in childhood) wrote of Meredith, who lost his mother
when he was 5: "A child so situated is under the necessity of developing
his own resourc€s and so contrives to live richly in his imagination, which
is precisely what Meredith did according to his own account of his childhood. Nearly all extremely creative men of genius, who later in life have
had the capacity of living intensely with the creatures of their imaginations,
seem to have been deprived of a normal, happy and healthy childhood

which would not have driven them as they were driven, to compensate
for their lack of companionship and outward incident by an
early life of dreams and fantasies." This is not an argument in favour of
orphanhood and deprivation, but the existence of these eminent orphans
does suggest that in certain circumstances a virtue can be made of necessity,
and that sometimes "sweet are the uses of adversity". From reading the
biographies of these great men, one finds certain circumstances usually to
have prevailed to modify the hardship of orphanhood, these are: high
intelligence, good education, a responsible surviving parent or some adequate parent substitute, and suffcient money. Owing to lack of these, far
more have been broken by bereavement than ennobled by it. The central
point of this chapter is not to emphasize the disaster of bereavement or lack
of a parent, at it is sometimes inevitable, but to state ttrat the orphaned
child is at risk, and that how the child develops depends on how the bereavement is handled and how the lack of a parent is compensated. Orphanhood
is a challenge to all who have to deal with it.

themselves

TrtE RrnctroN oF CHTLDREN To BEREAVEMENT AND OnpnaNHooD

There is evidence that orphanhood can impair the physical health. This
is shown by the increased mortality of orphans. Some of this may be due
to increased exposure to infantile dysentery and other infections if an infant
has to enter an institution. Loss of mother to a baby, followed by inadequate
substitute mothering can also have serious effects on the intelligence. Those
of us who remember the children's homes and orphanages of 20 years t5o,
where children were kept confined to cots up to 3 or 4 years of age, recognize
them as having been factories for the mass production of defectives. Intelligence develops by curiosity and exploration, but if this basic exploratory
instinct is inhibited at an early age, it is very difficult to re-arouse. The whole
development of the child depends on the appropriate stimulus and experience
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being available at the right time, and too late is no better than never. Skin
stimulation by mothering seems to be essential to human and primate
babies. Beckett and Frohman have observed baby monkeys brought up
away from their mothers. They were mentally abnormal and anti-social as a
result, but they also showed a biochemical blood change (high lactic: pyruvic
acid ratio) compared with other monkeys. The same change is said to occur
in human schizophrenics. These results if confirmed introduce a whole new
subject of the biochemistry of maternal deprivation.
Infantile autism, in which the child loses all concern with human beings,
restricting the interest to his own body or inanimate objects, sometimes
follows death of the mother in infancy. The apathetic withdrawn phase of
separation mourning can, but fortunately does not often, pass into a frankly
psychotic state. There are other factors both constitutional and sometimes
organic, involved in autism (which is discussed elsewhere in this book),
but most child psychiatrists have seen cases of autism in which the symptoms
clearly followed loss of the mother, and it is natural to suppose that the
loss in part caused the autism, negatively conditioning the child against all
human beings who even remotely resemble the mother from whom all
contact has been fractured. The average child, after complete detachment
from the mother, searches for other relationships and affection almost like
a stray cat or dog, and the complete autistic state is the reaction of the unusual
child.
BEnEavED CurroREN rN NuRsERy Scsoors

A series of fifty-three bereaved children attending nursery schools through-

out Britain has been collected by the members of the Nursery School
Association. Although this material is not suitable for statistical analysis,
certain observations can be made from them. Denial is fairly frequent in
under-S children, as Burlingham and Anna Freud found. In some cases

the surviving parent even maintains the denial. The mother of

one

S-year-old girl whose father suddenly died in the night, acted with such dispatch in hurrying the child out of the house that the child was never able to

appreciate what had happened and the fiction was maintained that father
had gone to hospital, but he was never discussed or alluded to. This child
was recognized by the nursery nurses as depressed and puzzled, wondering
why her father had left her. This utter denial, fostered by the surviving
parent, is obviously a morbid reaction likely to lead to worse distress. The
interest of this series is that they are not selected on account of neuroticism
or behaviour disorder, but for the fact of bereavement. It is obvious from
these records that intelligent and kind staff in nursery schools can help a
bereaved child to " act through " or play out the intense feeling following
a death of a parent. Phases of clinging, sudden aggression then reconciliation were common. Two cases of delayed speech occurred. It is necessary
lir
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for the adults dealing with these children to face the fact of the child's loss
and not try to pretend it has not happened. The general impression from
these cases is that recovery depends on maintaining the integrity of the
home and especially on the stability of the surviving parent and his or her
continuing concern for the child. For instance one -year-old whose
father had died of lung cancer tended just to rush around aimlessly, was
difficult at home where he lit fires whenever possible. His mother, quite
unable to cope, is described as at her wits' end. The little boy told her to
save up and buy another daddy, but she was making arrangements to have
the child fostered. In this kind of case one can foresee an unsatisfactory
outcome unless the mother could be helped to give up her rejection of the
child. On the other hand, a 6-year-old girl, who cried a lot with her mother
after her father's death, and who kept saying at first, " I wish Daddy was
still alive ", calmed down and in 2 months seemed to have recovered.
Her mother was stable, loving and responsible, and was actually engaged
to work in the nursery, so that she was herself supported and yet was not
really separated from her child. The child still says " When will we forget
about Daddy? " In this case one would foresee a satisfactory adjustment.
An example of a child acting out her feelings about death and loss of her
mother is shown in a 4-year-old girl who hit her favourite teacher saying,
" I'11 make a hole in you. You're dead. No you're not. I love you." The
acceptance and understanding of these kinds of reactions in bereaved children is indeed therapeutic and the nursery schools fulfil an important function in supporting not only the child but frequently the surviving parent.
Bnnravpo CmrpREN ArrnNorNG Cruro Gurp^r.Ncn CrrNrcs
Bereaved children attending

child guidance clinics probably do not

represent a true sample of children's reactions to bereavement in the general

population. For instance McGlashan has found that only 4'3 per cent of
the 2310 children referred to the Earls Court and West London child
guidance clinics from 1949 to 1960 were bereaved of a parent. Friedman and
Traill, out of 1007 children at Wembley and Notting Hill clinics found
6 per cent to be bereaved. These figures are no higher than the incidence of
bereavement in children in the general population. This is probably because

bereaved children do not tend to be referred to clinics as the surviving
parents are too busy or distracted, the children may be placed away from
parents and of course the majority of these children do not show florid
symptoms. Nevertheless the bereaved children attending clinics can give
some indication of the kinds of disturbance that can follow loss of a parent.
Any of the symptoms for which children are referred to clinics seem to
follow bereavement. McGlashan found as presenting symptoms in order
of frequency: stealing, enuresis, truancy, school phobia, behaviour difficulties, depression, speech disturbance. Anxiety state and depression were the
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commonest diagnoses. The intelligence curve of these children was normal
but in 68 per cent of them, school backwardness and markedly impaired
school performance was a prominent symptom. Obviously depression is
likely to impair school performance. There is also perhaps the fact of the
loss of the parent whom the child would wish to please by doing well at
school. Improved school performance is a good measure of recovery. It
is important that school teachers should appreciate this effect of bereavement, so that it can be dealt with sympathetically and not punitively.
McGlashan found that half of the children had been bereaved under the
age of 4; of the whole series 69 per cent had lost fathers , 3l per cent lost
mothers. Only 18 per cent were referred to the clinic within a year'of bereavement. McGlashan considers that an important factor in producing symptoms
is the effect the bereavement has on the surviving parent, usually the mother.
Though the mother is probably more important to the young child than
the father, yet a mother who is depressed after the loss of her husband may
provide an environment lacking in normal warmth and security. A rather
high proportion-27 per cent-that were offered therapy, failed to attend,
this was probably owing to distraction and need to work on the part of the
widow. Therapy is however important in many of these children, and frequently there emerge in the course of treatment some very strong guilt
feelings in the child about the death of his parent, and fear of the vengeance
which his dead parent in the form of a ghost, may wreak upon him. A 9year-old boy who had lost his much-loved fath er 2years previously, and who
was referred to me for school phobia, enuresis, encopresis, and night terrors,
showed this fear vividly in a William Tell picture he drew, showing the
arrow shot by the father off-stage, spttting the apple on the head of the
terrified son (Fig. 7). Later he also drew some happier pictures illustrating
his mother, and play therapy (Figs. 8 and 9). Marked clinical improvement usually follows the allaying of the parricidal guilt in the course of
therapy. The child often has to accept the fact that he has been really
angry with the deceased parent. As one sometimes becomes identified with
a revival of the dead father, one usually has to continue the therapeutic
relationship right through into adolescence, unless the environment provides
another parent substitute. The boy mentioned above developed a strong
therapeutic relationship at the clinic which enabled him to accept a stepfather who was able to take the responsibility later, and complete recovery
occurred. There is something to be said for the therapist being of the same
sex as the deceased parent, and it is important not to let down any of these
bereaved children by breaking off concern too soon, or referring them for
therapy to temporary staff.
Different members of a family can react very differently to the same
bereavement. This is shown clearly in a family of five children seen recently
at Earls Court clinic. The father had died of gastric cancer 9 months previously, after several months' illness at home. The mother brought the 6-
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year-old boy to the clinic because he clung to her and would not be separated
if only to another room in the house, since his father's death. He
also had nightmares and screamed in his sleep. This boy was very fond of his
father and had spent all his spare time in his fattrer's bedroom during his
illness. The mother is a stable and responsible woman but she tried exces'
sively to control herself, especially as her husbandafterhehadlosthisvoice
in his illness wrote "Don't cry" on a piece of paper. She said she was afraid
of showing her sorrow for fear of upsetting the children. She found, however,

from her

she was able

to show her feelings with the l4-year-old boy, who

after

a period of crying had been able to cope very well and responsibly with the

loss of his father. The l2-year-old boy was very naughty at first, used
to run out of the house and hide so that his mother had to find him. He
turned against his mother and said "It ought to have been youandnotmy
Dad". He visits the cemetery on his own every week. He suddenly became
backward at school, but is now improving. The l0-year-old girl became
intensely distressed the day before the funeral, had violent pains in her
stomach and lost the use of her legs. This seems to have been an hysterical
reaction. She recovered after the funeral, but still cries on her own. The
Gyear-old developed the intense anxiety and mother'clinging described.
The 2-year-old girl however seems quite happy, still remembers her fattrer,
talks to his photo, denies he is dead, though her mother has told her. If any
of the other children take any toy of hers or otherwise annoy her, she says
"My Daddy will come back and smack you when he comes fromhospital",
which never fails to terrify the rest, especially the 6-year-old boy who was
thoroughly intimidated by his little sister's ability to raise his father's
avenging ghost. The 6-year-old boy is in treatment and is progressing well.
Even at tle first interview he was much reassured when told in front of his
mother how, while his brother only blamed his mother, he had blamed himself which had made him even more unhappy. Obviously a family like this
will need support for some time, but the prognosis is good, as the family has
kept together, the mother is stable and responsible, and is not crushed by
sudden fi nancial difficulties.
It is not possible to define the reactions of children at different ages to
bereavement and lack of a parent, but there are certain clinical impressions:
the infant reacts to loss of mother by profound grief and mourning, to
loss of fatherbydenial; anxiety reactions are common in school-age children,
with impairment of school performance; fattrerless adolescent girls are
particularly vulnerable to unreliable father substitutes who may present
themselves; fatherless adolescent boys brought up with their mothers tend
to become much involved with them, without the modifying influence of the
father. There can occur disturbances of sex identification (rarticularly

stressed by Arthur and Kemme, in their study of 83 bereaved
children) and sometimes even matricidal aggression. Similarly motherless
adolescent girls brought up with fathers without another woman tend to
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become anxiously involved with their fathers, but this situation is not
common, as fathers usually enlist the help of female relatives or a second
wife. These are of cotuse merely clinical impressions, and many more precise
observations need to be made. We probably know more of the nesting
habits of the great crested grebe than we do of the circumstances which
produce desirable and undesirable personality reactions in children, of how
children should be trained in fact, although this knowledge is of fundamental
importance to us.
REncrroN oF THE SunvrvrNc PARENT

The prognosis of a fatherless or motherless child depends largely on the
resilience of the surviving parent. Double orphanhood for this reason
naturally renders a child even more at risk. I have found the incidence of
double orphanhood in adult depressive patients to be three times, and in
female prisoners double, that in the general population (Fig. 10). The prognosis in double orphanhood will depend on the efficiency and kindness of
lncidence of Oeath of Bolh Parents (Brown and Epps)
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the relatives and those who have to take the place of the parents. Where
one of the parents survives, it seems that widowers tend to cope rather better
than widows. fn McGlashan's study, more than half the widowers arranged
for the child's care until remarriage and then regained the child. The fact
that widowers continue at work, and do not suffer financially, helps considerably with their adjustment, and female relatives tend to come to the aid of
widowers who receive more support than widows. Only a quarter of the
widows remarried.

Adequate mourning in which the widow allows herself to show her
to her children who can share her grief, probably helps to resolve
the situation more than the custom of inhibiting emotional distress which
is often regarded as the correct course in England.
Immediately after a bereavement, denial or disbelief that it has occurred
is a common and profound reaction in adults as well as in infants. This is
well shown in one of the hymns of Isis, the widow goddess of ancient Egypt,
feelings

as she mourns her husband Osiris:
Oh helpless one, asleep in this place that you know not,
Yet I know it.
I have found you lying on your side, Oh weary one.
This is our brother, this is our husband.
Let us lift up his head and join his bones.
Let us assemble his limbs and put an end to his helplessness.
So that he will no more be weary.
May his spirit rise again,
The canals be filled and the rivers flow again.
Oh, live, Osiris,
Osiris, Oh dear sleeper arise,

For I am Isis.

Queen Victoria in her widowhood maintained this denial stage of mourning for many years, retaining even several rooms untouched in readiness
for the return of Prince Albert. Usually and fortunately the denial gives
place to acceptance, and the need to cope with the practical things of life
and to care for the children and meet other people at work, enables the
widow to cope less painfully with her loss. The problems of widows have
been described by Marris, who particularly draws attention to the accentu&sometimes enforces a
breaking up of the family at this critical time. Frequently mourning provokes
symrptoms indistinguishable from depressive illness and it is not surprising
that Parkes has found that death of a spouse increases by six times the likeli-

tion of their difficulties by sudden poverty, which

hood of a person requiring admission to a psychiatric hospital within 6
months. Community support is particularly needed for bereaved parents,
and organizations like the Widow's Cruse Club established by A. and M.
Torrie helps by assisting both with practical probleffis, and by restarting
social life for the bereaved parent. Jones's recent book also gtves much
practical advice to mothers of fatherless families.
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The lack of a father, in our society, presents a family with more social
problems even than lack of a mother. Margaret wynn has extensively surveyed the situation of fatherless families. she calculates that there are 540,000
fatherless families in Great Britain, with 285,000 dependent fatherless children, and that 7 per cent ofall children are fatherless. in Germany lg per cent
of children are fatherless, the highest figure; Sweden, 6.6 per centjhaving
the lowest recorded incidence. In Britain, 4g per cent of the fatherlesi
children are so, owing to separation ofparents, 33 per cent owing to bereavement, 10 per cent owing to divorce, 9 per cent owing to illegitimacy. one
fifth of fatherless families are in receipt of public assistance. Margaret wynn
draws attention to the uneven treatment of mothers of fatherless families,
the separated, divorced or unmarried mother usuafly being worse treated
than widows financially, and she recommends that a minimum allowance
should be paid for all fatherless children regardless of the cause of father-

lessness.
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A considerable number of fatherless children have to be received into
the care of local authorities. Though conditions have much improved since
the pre-Curtis committee days, these children are probably the most unfortunate members of the community. In 1963 there were 64,807 children
in care. Gray and Parr, in a Home Office survey of 1776 children in local
authority care in 1956, found that half the children were in care for 4 years
or more, 80 per cent for more than a year, and that changes of placement
are frequent, e.g. children l0 years in care had an average of 4'9 placements,
that is to say a total change of environment every 2 years. The home
situation prior to the children going into care is shown in Fig. I 1. It is seen
that about two thirds of these children were fatherless, and over a half
motherless, for some reason. Over a third were illegitimate. Banks's observation that 11 per cent of young male offenders in prisons, Borstals, and
detention centres have spent 5 or more years in institutions in childhood,
is interesting in this connection. Obviously in spite of the efforts made by
the local authorities to help the children who come into their care, everything
possible should be done to try to keep these children in their own homes,
and to prevent the disintegration of the families. But it is a difficult and
unfortunately, t growing social problem.
Gurr,r AND rrs ArsrNce
The presence or absence of guilt is one of the most important observations
An unfavourable view is frequently
taken of those lacking guilt, who are often called psychopaths by psychiatrists or incomigible rogues by judges. It will be clear that some children who
are bereaved and lack a parent react by an excess of guilt and depression,
while ottrers react by a kind of affectless and affectionless delinquency.
There are obviously constitutional differences between one child and another
which might account for some of this difference in behaviour, but there is
also evidence that the difference is also significantly in the handling and
a psychiatrist tends to make of a patient.

situation of the child after the bereavement. Many children have both
anxiety and delinquent features, but sometimes the delinquency and antisocial attitude increases with usually a diminution of anxiety and guilt.
It seems to work almost like a conversion mechanism. The adult psychopath
usually shows no guilt, whatever damage he may have done to society,
whereas of course guilt is at the centre of the psychoneurotic problem.
Guilt may be defined on many different levels, but the simplest definition
I would suggest is that it is the effect of the expectation of punishment.
In Pavlovian terms it could be stated as the affective tone between a conditioned stimulus which has been associated with a noxious stimulus, and the
noxious stimulus itself, which gives relief from sense of guilt; hence the
desire for punishment on the part of anyone who feels guilty. One sees guilt
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quite clearly in dogs and monkeys as well as in human beings provided they
have been trained. In social animals like men and dogs, one has to remember
that in life, the severest noxious stimulus is not an electric shock, as in a
Pavlovian laboratory, but rejection, loss of love or exclusion from the group.
This dependence on love relationship as a motive for social behaviour is
most marked in social animals like men and dogs, and is almost absent in
solitary animals like golden hamsters.
One can thus see how repeated rejection or abandonment to strangers
can affect a child; at first anxiety, anger and guilt, then depression, then
adjustment to the new circumstances with inhibition of the previous love
relationship. The more adjustable child will more rapidly throw off the
previous relationship and live only in the present. It may even be that,
faced with the same rejection trauma, the less resilient child makes the
psychoneurotic or depressive response, while the more resilient child makes
the aggressive reaction and inhibits love relationships, which have proved
painful. Terence Moore's observations on 167 children exposed to different
kinds of maternal care, substitute care, day nursery, nursery school, and
unstable changing care, suggests that constant presence of the mother
favours the learning of self control and self restriction, conscience or super-

ego, with an ability to feel guilt, while stable daily substitute care,
starting after 3, tends to toughen the child, and reduce the tendency to
show guilt or scruples. It may well be that repeated changes and rejections,
say by the transfer of a child from one institution or foster home to another,
can train the child to accept the rejection situation and inhibit love relationship, so that he becomes insensitive to individual affection and guilt, as
in the affectionless psychopath described by Bowlby. Llsually some sensitivity to group feeling persists so that there remains accessibility to group
therapy. It may be that one severe loss, preceded and followed by reasonable
stability, is more recoverable, though it may sensitize the child to subsequent loss situations, depression and guilt feelings, as the normal emotional
and guilt faculties of the child remain essentially unimpaired. Clinical observations support the view that there is a difference between the stability
of early training and emotional environment of the psychoneurotic and that
of the psychopath.
CoNcrusroN
Consideration of bereavement and parental loss and its effects both on
the child and subsequently on the adult, approaches close to the fundamental
question of psychiatry, which is, what circumstances are likely to produce

what personality changes in what kind of children? It is the question which
links child and adult psychi atry. We only know partially some of the effects
of parental loss and far more research is needed on this subject. One can,
however, say that it presents a severe threat to the mental health not only of
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the individual child but also of the community. Bereavement is recoverable
and remediable, but lack of a parent, especially fatherlessness, is not so
easily remedied as it often depends on the extended family of the community.
The cost of improving the care of these children would however be amply
repaid by the saving in social and health services later. St. James said, " True
religion is this, to visit the widow and the fatherless in their affliction".
Death, and the relief of bereavement, mourning and deprivation, ate
matters at the centre of most religions of the world, but the appropriate
handling of these problems is also of fundamental importance for the improvement of mental health. It is not only true religion and human kindness,
it is also good sense and sound economics.
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8

The Genetics of Mental Deficiency
by J. T. R. BavtN

INrRopucrloN
Mental deficiency or retardation is mainly an administrative concept and
is closely related to social incompetence. Difficulty in the classification of
individuals is naturally experienced in the borderland between normality
and subnormality. In this area low intelligenoe as a causative factor in the
social failure is of lesser importance than personality traits, themselves
often the result of environmental influences such as unsatisfactory or deserting parents. Nevertheless, intelligence, as measured by tests, corelates
highly with mental deficiency judged by social criteria.
A discussion of the genetics of mental deficiency must therefore commence
with the basis of the inheritance of intelligence in the general population.
It will then be seen ttrat some high-grade defectives can be considered to
be intellectually part of the normal population, while most low-grade
defect results from pathological causes. In ttre latter case environmental
accidents, such as infection of the meninges with tubercle bacilli, or a peculiar-

ity of the genetic constitution, such as the presence of a particular abnormal
gene as in phenylketonuria, may result in such profound effects on intelli-

gence that they may be considered, for practical purposes, as single causative events. This is not to deny that their effects will be modified by other
environmental and genetic influences, but implies that these will be, by

comparison, of small importance.

It is necessary at this point to remind the reader of a few basic genetic
facts and terms. The individual begins life when an ovrrm is fertilized by a
sperm to form a zygote. This single cell contains forty-six chromosomes io,
its nucleus, and these thread-like structures bear the genes, which arp ttre
discrete elements transmitted from generation to generation and which
control the metabolic processes which are ne@ssary for development and
continued existence. The forty-six chromosomes vary in size and shape
but form twenty-three pairs. In twenty-two of these pairs, the autosomes, the
4s7
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two members of each pair are similar in morphology, and contain the same
number of genes arranged in the same sequence, so that any particular gene
will have the same position, or locas, on the two homologous chromosomes
of a pair. A given locus may be occupied by one of two or more alternative
genes, called alleles, some of which may be common in the population, and
others rare. The chromosomes of the remaining pair, the sex chrornosomes,
are dissimilar in shape and size in the male, the larger being called X, and
the smaller L The female, however, has two X's, which resemble each
other in the same way as do the members of the autosomal pairs. A son
receives his Y from his father and his X from his mother, while daughters
receive an X from each parent.
The chromosomes and genes are composed of deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) and protein. The DNA molecule consists of two long chains coiled
together to form a double helix around a common axis. Each chain is
formed of alternating sugar and phosphate groups. One of four nitrogenous
bases is attached to each deoxyribose group, and the two chains are believed
to be linked together by hydrogen bonds between the pairs of bases. The
sequence of the base pairs seems to act as a coding system, supplying the
genetic information nec€ssary for the production of specific proteins, some
of which act as enzymes. A mutation is believed to involve a change in this
sequen@, presumably by substitution of a base pair at a particular point.
Normally genes are very stable and are transmitted from generation to
generation, but on rare occasions a gene mutates, or changes its structure,
and is then handed on in its new and equally stable state, with its new genetic.

properties.

During division of the zygote, and the subsequent divisions of tle body
cells which occur as development and growth proceed, the forty-six chromosomes reproduce themselves. It is thought that the DNA chains separate
and that each attracts to itself the opposite and complementary units to
form its partner chain, so that each chromosome is reduplicated. Each of the
two resulting diploid sets of forty-six chromosomes passes into one of the
daughter cells at the completion of these mitotic divisions. The diploid
nu'nber of chromosomes is therefore maintained in each generation of
somatic cells, complete with the same complement of genes possessed by
the zygote from which they all originated.
Formation of the gametes involves z reduction dioision, or meiosis, during
which the cell divides twice whilst tle chromosomes reduplicate themselves
only once. At the first part of this special type of division the homologous
chromosomes pair at the equator of the cell, and the partners of each pair
separate, so that each daughter cell contairc a haploid set of twenty-ttrree
chromosomes. Fertilization results from the fusion of two gametes, each
with a haploid set derived from one parent, to form a zygote in which ttre
diploid number of chromosomes is restored. In ttris way ttre new individual
receives half his chromosomes and genes from each parent.
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These simple facts are basic to the understanding of the transmission of
inherited traits and disorders. The underlying principles which govern the
inheritance of disorders associated with mental retardation are the same as
are involved in the transmission of any other character. The inheritance
pattern of a particular observed trait depends on the number of genes involved, their relationship to each other, their position on the chromosomes,
and the number of biochemical steps between the gene and the observed
trait. If the character under consideration is remote from the action of any
one particular gene, as is frequently true in mental deficiency, then its
inheritance may be complicated and obscure, due to the action of other
genes, and of environmental influences. If the immediate action of the gene
can be observed, however, as by measuring enryme activities, it can be seen
that simple Mendelian genetics explain tre transmission from one generation
to another.
The Genetics of Intelligence

The distribution curve of intelligence test scores approximates closely to
the Gaussian or "normal" shape (Pearson, 1914). Many measurements in
humans, such as height, or the total ridge count ofthe finger prints, show
this continuous aariation. It cannot be explained by the action of single
genes. It must depend on the additive effect of a multitude of factors, each
of which may act independently of the others in a positive or negative
sense. In the case of intelligence, in a community where educational and
other social influences are reasonably uniform for the whole population,
most of these factors are genetic but some are environmental.
The genetic basis of the observed quantitative variation in intelligence
is therefore thought to be a large number of genes, each one having an
effect which cannot be individually distinguished. Some of these genes
increase, and some decrease, intelligence, which is thus the sum of their
combined actions.
The methods used to study continuously varying characters are, of
necessity, statistical. This work is complicated with regard to intelligence by
reason of assortatiue mating, or the tendency for "like to marry like',. It
is common in genetics to assume random mating, but the latter would be
invalid in this case, as it is well known that assortative mating produces a
high interparental correlation for intelligence, probably of the order of 0.5.
A child receives halfofhis genes from one parent, and halffrom the other.
Thus half of the parents' genes are shared with each child, and in addition
sibs have half their genes in common. with random mating this would have
the effect of making these relatives half alike with respect to measured intelligence, or any other continuously varying inherited trait. Assortative mating
increases the likeness of relatives to one another.
If genes have additive effects some rules can be laid down about the quantitative characters they determine. Thus, if a father has an I.e. of 60 we can
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say, assuming for the moment that intelligence is deterrrined by inheritance
alone, that his genetic constitution depresses his I.Q. 40 points below the
population mean of 100. His children receive half of tleir genes from him

and the other half from ttre general population pool,

if the mother's I.Q.

is unspecified and random mating is assumed. This has the effect of making
ttreir I.Q.'s scatter around ttre mean of 80, i.e. half-way between ttre mean
of the general population and tle father's value. The resemblance between
children and parents is 0'5, the same as the proportion of genes in common,
such measures of resemblance being called regressions. lt should be noted
that there is a regression towards the mean of the general population.

It would appear, from the data available, tlat about 5G70 per cent of
the variance of intelligence can be attributed to additive genes. The rest is
probably due to environmental factors which similarly are multiple and
individually of small effect.
Large surveys, covering the complete population of school age in given
areas, have revealed that the distribution curve of intelligence test scores
is actually slightly negatively skewed, the lower end of the I.Q. range oontaining more individuals than would be theoretically expected under a
Gaussian curve (Duff and Thomson, 1923). This part of the curve, below
I.Q. 70, is presumably swollen by the cases of mental retardation of pathological origin, both genetic and environmental.
P hy siological Yar iant s

No break is found in the distribution curve between ttrose who night be
considered defective and the rest of the population. If the usual administrative criteria ofsocial failure are used to separate the defectives from a population, it is discovered ttrat the intelligence test scores of ttre two grouPs overlap, although social failure correlates strongly with test scores. Above I.Q.
70 only a few people are so maladapted socially as to be considered defective, and here personality factors are operating. In the I.Q. range 69-50 an

by social evaluation, and below I.Q.
will be so labelled. The observed number of people in the feeble-minded
category (I.Q. 5M9) is only slightly above that expected on a normal
distribution. By contrast, there are six times as many imbeciles (I.Q. 20-49),
and ten thousand times as many idiots (I.Q. 0-19), as would be expected

increasing proportion are defective
50 all

under a Gaussian curve.

Most of the feeble-minded group can therefore be considered to be part
of the normal population, and this statistical conclusion is supported by
the fact that few individuals in this group show any clinical signs of physical
abnormality. A small proportion of imbeciles will also theoretically belong
to this physiological group, but practically all idiots are pathological in
origin, showing physical signs of disease and having structural abnormalities

of the nervous system, as postmortem studies have demonstrated (Crome,
1960).
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The determinants of low intelligence of the physiological type are, therefore, the same as for intelligence in general-a multitude of small quantitative effects, the sum of which happens to be low for this group of people.

They will be balanced, of course, by the group of gifted variants at the upper
end of the distribution curve.
The application of statistical techniques confirms the importance of the
multifactorial element in the aetiology. For feeble-minded index patients
the siLsib correlation has been found to be about 0.5. With idiot or imbecile patients, on the other hand, although affected sibs tend to have the
same degree of defect, unaffected sibs are sharply demarcated, being much
more intelligent and thus giving a much lower sib-sib correlation. This is
as expected for the action of single harmful genes, or environmental accidents.

Evidence is also obtained from studies of the parents and more distant
relatives. Penrose (1938), in the Colchester Survey, found l2.l per cent of
the parents of feeble-minded hospital patients to be feeble-minded or imbecile.
For the parents of imbeciles the figure was 6.5 per cent, and for idiot patients only 2'7 per cent of the parents could be considered defective. Corresponding to the lower intelligence of the parents, it was found that feebleminded patients came from inferior socio-economic and home conditions.
Thus defectives of physiological type are distinguished by the lack of clinical and pathological signs of abnormality; the presence of relatives with
similar defect or low normal intelligence; and a poor socio-cultural background.
It must be observed that not all feeble-minded defectives are of this type,
a few showing definite physical abnormalities. Rarely, mongols and untreated

phenylketonurics,

for

example, have intelligence

in the feeble-minded

range, and some of the sex chromosome anomalies produce mental defect
which is often of mild degree. However, in aggregate these amount to a
very small proportion of the large number of feeble-minded people.
Pathological Types

A small proportion of the feeble-minded, e large proportion of imbeciles,
and practically all idiots, show signs of physical disease of congenital origin.

Structural abnormalities of the brain have been shown by post-mortem
examination to be present in the vast majority of low-grade defectives and
it seems certain that the mental defect is a direct result of some pathological
process. Statistical support is given by the fact that although other affected
family members tend to have the same type of defect, they are sharply
demarcated from the normal relatives, whose intelligence distribution is
similar to that of the population at large.
In many of the types of pathological defect, single causes are known, or
strongly suspected, to be operating. Environmental accidents, such as
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maternal rubella, birth injuries, or lead poisonirg, will not be dealt with
here. The genetic causes of pathological mental defect may be classified as

follows:
A:

Specific harmful genes
1. Dominant

2. Recessive
3. Sex-linked

B: Chromosome

anomalies

1. Autosomes
2. Sex Chromosome.s

SpEcmIc HARMFUL GENES

Although it is a truism that the functions of a living organism are the
result of interaction between genetic constitution and environment, the
effect of the harmful genes producing mental defect is usually of such
magnitude that little modification of their action will occur by reason of
environmental differences normally encountered. This is to say that when
such genes are present in an individual, abnormality will inevitably occur.
Modification of these statements is needed on two counts. Firstly, a given
gene actsn not only against environmental agencies as normally understood,
but also in the context of the rest of the genetic constitution. Thus other
genes present may cause exaggeration, or diminution, or complete suppression, of the harmful result. Secondly, artificial environmental deviations may
be constructed with the express purpose of minimizing the harmful result.
In such a direction, as exemplified by synthetic diets, lies the hope of effective
treatment.
Characteristics of Dominant Inherttance

Dominance of a gene implies that it produces its effect whether it is present on one of a pair of chromosomes, or on both. For rare genes very few
people will exist who are homozygous; that is, who carry a similar gene on

both chromosomes of a pair. Most people showing the character will be
heterozygow, carrying the normal gene on one chromosome and the rare
allele at the same locus on the other chromosome of the pair. Providing
manifestation of the gene is constant, each person showing the trait concerned will have a parent also affected, this being the person who transmitted
the gene. However, such regular manifestation is rare, due to the trait being
only indirectly the consequence of the action of the gene. It must be remembered that the gene is closely concerned with the presence and activity of a
specifi c enryme. If the activity of the enzyme can be directly measured, the

inheritance follows classical Mendelian patterns. But we are usually forced,
in the present state of knowledge, to rely on clinical observation of traits
which are the end result of the effects of many genes and environmental
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factors. Therefore, when a disorder such as mental defect or a severe congenital abnormality is investigated, it is found that the dominant pattern
is often obscured by irregularity of manifestation.
when the condition under observation is a severe one, such as idiocn
fertility is greatly diminished for physical and social reasons. The parent
clearly cannot be similarly affected. Although the gene is dominant to its
normal allele, its effect on the observed character may have been greatly
diminished by modifying genes or environmental factors, so that the parent
either shows a minimal degree of the abnormality (incomplete manifestation)
or total suppression of the disorder (incomplete penetrance). Anotrer mechanism which can produce a sporadic case of a dominant disorder is a fresh
mutation in a parental germ cell.
It is thus clear that dominant defects showing a classical pattern of inheritance with a long line of recognizably affected ancestors will be mild
in their effects, or late in their onset, in relation to the reproductive period.
In mental deficiency this pattern is not commonly seen, as the defect is
usually severe and manifested early. Thus the usual picture of dominant
inheritance in this field is one of great variability of manifestation, with
mildly and severely affected members and skipped generations, or of sporadic cases due to mutations.
In the classical pattern of dominant inheritance one adds two further
characteristics. Firstly, the affected persons should be sharply distinct,
with regard to the trait, from normal members of the family. ihis, we believe, would be true of all dominant genes at the enzyme level, i.e. the members of the family could be sharply separated into two groups on the basis
of enzyme activity. But manifestation of severe dominant diseases at the
clinical level being very variable, such sharp segregation is impossible.
secondly, affected persons, who will almost always be married to normals
owing to the rarity of the gene, will have, on the average, affected and
normal children in equal proportions. The normal offspring will give rise to
only normal descendants as they do not carry the dominant gene. caution
is again necessary with the syndromes associated with mental defect, as
some members who appear normal may have minor manifestations which
are easily overlooked.
To summarize, the classical criteria of dominant inheritance in its simplest form, are:
(1) Every affected person has an affected parent (unless a new mutation
has occurred).

(2) The affected and unaffected members of the same family are sharply

distinct from each other in respect of the trait under consideration,

except

for severe diseases.

(3) Matings between normals and affected persons will produce normal
and affected children in approximately equal proportions.
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(a) The normal children of such matings, married to normals, will produce only normal descendants.

Epiloia, a typical rare dominant condition associated with mental deficiency, illustrates some of the above principles. In its most easily recognized
form this disorder shows a triad of features-adenoma sebaceum, epilepsy,
and mental defect. The striking thing about the disease, however, is its
extreme variability of manifestation in different persons. In a family recently
seen by the writer, the father suffered infrequent epileptic fits, one child

had mental defect, epilepsy, and adenoma sebaceum with other skin

lesions, while two sibs, one of whom had had fits in infancy, showed minor
skin lesions only. It is easy to miss cases, particularly if no member of

the family has the pathognomonic skin lesions combined with another
feature.

It

likely that alt the manifestations of epiloia, mental and physical,
gene, irregularly
expressed due to the action of modifying genes. Family studies have seldom
revealed the disorder in more than three generations, and in about half the
cases described no other family member was found to be affected. Assuming
that these were cases of fresh mutation (although the assumption is hazardous with such a variable pattern of manifestation), an estimate of the
mutation rate was made by Gunther and Penrose (193r. With an estimate
of the frequency of dominant epiloia in England of 1 in 30,(X)0, and the
assumption of new mutations as the cause of half, they calculated a muta'
tion rate of 1 in 120,000 in terms of genes, i.e. ll2 x l/30,000 x 1/2. The
last fraction is introduced because only one of the two genes at the epiloia
locus is assumed to mutate, the gene being dominant. In terms of individuals
are

seems

to be attributed to the action of a single dominant

the rate is

I in 60,000.

This high mutation rate is not necessarily typical of all human dominant
genes. Epiloia is a common enough condition to make measurement of
incidence possible, and has a mutation rate high enough to be easily esti'
mated. For most dominant conditions the mutation rates must be much lower,
as the abnormalities are minor in their effect, particularly on fertility, and
thus elimination is much slower. The rarity of these disorders can there'
fore only be due to low mutation rates. In epiloia the variability of manifestation and the high mutation rate compensate for the high elimination
rate of genes in severely affected people.
Neurofibromatosis, dystrophia myotonica, several types of acrocephaly,
and hypertelorism, are associated with mental retardation and are usually,
but not necessarily always, inherited as dominant traits. In addition some
other dominant conditions, such as chondrodystrophic dwarfism, Marfan's

syndrome, aniridia, arhinencephaly, and hyperostosis frontalis interna,
appear occasionally in the mentally defective. It is possible, however, that
these are chance associations.
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Recessiae Inheritance

A recessive gene is so called because it produces no observable effect
when accompanied by the normal allele at the same locus on the ottrer
member of tle chromosome pair concerned. The expression of a recessive

disorder requires that both chromosomes of ttre pair carry the same recessive
gene. As each parent has contributed one chromosome of every pair in tle
offspring, the homozygous subject must have received one receisive gene
from each parent. In the case ofrare recessive diseases the parents are both
heterorygous carriers, and are uraffected, as they possess the normal allele
in addition to the recessive gene.
A recessive gene may be transmitted through many successive generations

of normal-appearing heterozygotes, and not until one such carrier mates
with another heterozygous carrier of ttre same recpssive gene can the affected
homozygote oecur. Natural selection can thus act on only a small proportion of the genes, and if the heterozygous state confers a slight advantage
in fertility, as it is already known to do in some sases, this excess production
of ttre gene may itself balance the losses occurring during elimination of the
rare infertile homorygotes. The mutation rates of recessive genes are thus
difficult to estimate, because ttie heterozygote aduantage, being slight, may
not be easily observed, and yet may be much more important ttran new
mutation in balancing losses through elimination.
Rare recessive disorders are usually more severe and more constant in
manifestation than dominant ones. Families are frequently seeu in which

more than one sib is affected, and if a large series is studied it can be shoum
that the ratio of normal to affected sibs is 3: l. The distinction between
normals and afected is usually clear. with rare disorders a raised incidence
of parental consanguinity is observed. This is because blood relatives are
much more likely to share a given rare recessive gene than are unrelated
persons. For example, if the heterozygotes for a rare disorder are present
in a population with a frequency of I in 100, tlen the chance that an unrelated marriage will consist of two such heterorygotes is l/100 x UIOO :
U10,000, whereas for first cousins the figures are l/100 x l/8 : l/800. The
rarer the disorder the higher will be ttre frequency of consanguineous urions
amongst the parents of affected children.
Recessive diseases causing mental handicap, usually of severe degree,
are important despite the low frequencies involved, these being of the oider
of I in 50,000. This is because there is a large number of ttrese disorders.
Most people are heterorygous carriers of one or more such recessive genes
but only in the event of mating occurring with a person carrying an identical
gene does ttre possibility of atrected offspring arise.
We may now su marize ttre characteristics of rare recessively determined
disorders:

(l)
16@

Atrected persons have normal parents.
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(2) The affected and unafrected members of the same family are sharply
segregated.

(3) Families occur with more than one affected sib, and in a large series
the ratio of normals to affected is 3 : 1.
(4) Consanguinity is more common amongst the parents of affected
persons than in the normal population.
(5) in most cases matings between affected persons and normals produce
only normal children.

The fifth criterion has hitherto been seldom observed in those recessive
diseases causing severe mental defect, as this results usually in infertility,
even when repioduction is physiologically possible. The development of
effective treatment in several of these disorders has made such matings
possible. The fourth criterion is the most important for the recognition of
iecessive inheritance, as no other causation will produce a raised parental
consanguinity rate.

Phen:ylketonuria will now be described in some detail, as its investigation
is well advanced, and it illustrates the course of progress which may be
a
expected with similar inherited diseases. This disease may be taken as

classical example of an inborn error of metabolism, as inherited diseases
are called after elucidation of the metabolic disturbances which form the
link between the gene and the clinical condition. Garrod, at the turn of ttre
@ntury, developet a simple theory to explain the mechanism of action of
is
these inherited disorders. He postulated that the essential abnormality
specific
a
the congenital absence of the inry-" necessary for catalysis_of
metabof,c proc€ss. A particular metabolic step is tlerefore blocked, and
this resdtJ in altered concentrations of metabolites in body fluids, with
patient.
effects which are ultimately observed as the clinical state of the
Consider the metabolic PathwaY

els3c j* P

+
where 1, 2, 3, are specificenzymes controllingthe reacfions A-* B-' B C'
-+
C is
B
reaction
C + D, iespectivelr'. If enzyme 2 is absent or inactive'
production
of
of
Failure
blockei, an-d a number of consequences follow.
is
available,
formation
its
to
pathway
metabolite c may occur if no othir
or, if such an aliernative pathway exists, C may be produced at a slower
rate. Similarly more re-ot" end-products, such as D, may not be formed. The precursor of the blocked reaction, B, may accumulate in the
blood and be excreted in abnormal quantity in the urine. It may, on the
diseases.
other hand, be conjugated and stored inside cells as in the storage
The more remote precursors, such as A above, may also accumulate' The
block may cause iicreased use of accessory pathways by tle accumulating
pr""rr.ori, and this may itself lead to raised body levels of normally minor
metabolites.
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The efect of these disordered chemical processes depends on ttre importance of the reactions concerned in the total metabolic organization, -and
9o the secondary effects produced by increased levels of particular metabolites. Thus disorders of great severity may result, such as gargoylism, or
abnormalities as trivial as fructosuria, where ttre subject is usually unaware
of any disorder, and his biochemical peculiarity may only be iiscovered
when his urine is found to contain a reducing substance which is not glu-

cose.

The idea that a gene controls the formation and activity of a specific

enzyme, and tfuough this enzyme an individual step of metabolism, has
produced a revolution in genetics. It enables us to understand how the
transmission of a mutant gene from both parents to a child may result in
all the physical and mental disturbance seen in phenylketonuria.
Ftilling (1934) first described this disease in ten mentally defcient patients
who excreted phenylpyruvic acid in their urine. Furthei investigation has
elucidated much of the genetic and biochemical picture. Meital defect
is usually severe, with about 60 per cent of patients in the idiot range, about
30 per cent in the imbecile range, and the rest mainly feeble-minded. probably
less than 2 per cent have an I.Q. above 60, but a few untreated patients
have been described with I.Q.'s in the range ?0-100. Even tlese patients
showed emotional disorders, hyperkinesis, and exaggerated reflexes. The
biochemical findings were no less severe in these more intelligent patients,
and no correlation has been found to exist between intelligince and the
body levels of any of the metabolites studied. Environmental influences and
the effect of modifying genes may account for the lack of correlation between the primary disturbance of body chemistry and intelligence. However,
it is to be noted that the correlation studies have been performed on patients
of all ages, and not in infancy alone, the latter being thi period during which
the permanent damage and intellectual defect is being eitablirhed.
Jervis (1954) calculated the average incidence of phenylketonuria from
surveys in twelve difrerent countries to be 0.64 per cent of defectives in
hospital. From this it appeared that in the general population about 4 per
100,000 would be the average world-wide incidence, although this estimate
is- heavily weighted by surveys from Northern European
lopulations, in

whom the disease is relatively common. Local surviys, rrrch as that of
Munro (1947) in England, confirm this result. carter and woolf (1961)
produced evidence suggesting that the gene is more common in Ireland and
west scotland than in England. It appears to be uncommon in Negroes and

Jews.

The familial incidence, almost entirely confnbd to sibs; the raised parental consanguinity rate (between 5 and 14 per cent in different series); the
sharp segregation between afected and unaffected members of families;
and the close approximation to a 3 : I ratio of normal to affected sibs, makes
recessive inheritance certain in this disorder. The presumed heterozygotes,
16*
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the parents, arc not known to be physically or mentally distinguishable
from the normal population, although there has been some evidence to
suggest that tley are prone to develop a depressive psychosis at about the
age of 50 years.
-The
primary biochemical lesion is a failure to convert the essential
aminoaiid Lphenylalanine to tyrosine in the liver. Both tyrosine and phe-

nylalanine are ingested in the diet, and phenylalanine is normally irreversibly
hydroxylated to tyrosine. The block at this point results in accumulation
oiphenylalanine in blood and cerebrospinal fluid, and excretion in abnormal
ambunti in urine. Subsidiary pathways, which phenylalanine may normally
take to a small extent, are then utilized to an increased degree.
The inactivity, or absence, of the liver enzyme phenylalanine hydroxylase
has been proved by direct assay on autopsy material and biopsy specimens.
The enzyme occurs only in the liver, and becomes active after birth in normals. The affected infant is clinically normal at birth, and the disorder becomes manifest several weeks later by failure to thrive, as the blood phenylalanine level rises. The diagnosis is made by testing the freshly wet nappy
with an impregnated paper strip ('Phenistix"), a positive reaction being
indicated by a green colour. The test should be done on all babies about 2
weeks after birth and repeated 4 weeks later. Positive reactions should be
confirmed by the ferric chloride test: several drops of 5 per cent FeCl3 are
added to 5 ml of fresh urine, a positive result being indicated by the appearancE udthin a few minutes of an olive-green colour. Urinary chromatography
and estimation of the plasma phenylalanine level make the diagnosis certain.
The detection of the heterozygous carriers of the phenylketonuria gene
is now possible. Although they appear to be normal, it can be shown that
their metabolism is disturbed in a similar fashion to that of the homozygotes,
but to a minimal degree. Hlsia et al. (1956) demonstrated that when parents of
phenylketonurics wefe given a standard loading dose of L-phenylalanine,
tne pi*." level of this substance was about double that of normal controls

at l-,

2-, and ,l-hourly intervals afterwards. Further

it

has been found

with more refined techniques that heterorygotes have a significanfly
higher mean fasting level of plasma phenylalanine than controls. These

teits thus reveal that the carriers have a reduced capacrty for metabolizing
phenylalanine. Confrmation that this is due to deficient phenylalanine
Lydroxylase activity is given by the finding that the carriers have a reduced
rise of-plasma tyrosine after ingestion of phenylalanine, compared with
controls.

The natural result of elucidation of the mechanism of the disorder was
an attempt at therapy by means of limitation of phenylalanine intake.
Therapy must be commenced as soon after birth as possible, as permanent
damagetothebrain occurs during infancy. Treatment consists of the replacement of dietary proteins with a specially prepared casein hydrolysate supplying pure aminoacids, plus carefully controlled amounts of phenylalanine,
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and a high carbohydrate intake. Expert managementisneeded and accurate
biochemical control. The results in the most successful cases consist of
reversal of the biochemical disturbanc€s; prompt disappearance of eczema
and seizures; improvement of behaviour with reduction of restlessness and
irritabiliW; diminution of tremor, hyperkinesis and muscular hypertonicity,
and return of reflexes to normal. The E.E.G. disturbances disappear and
the intelligence is greafly raised above the level expected in the untreated.
over half the patients treated with the early diets in infancy appear to have
reached an I.Q. above 60. This compares with the 2 per cent of untreated
patients expected in t.his group. with further experience of treatment this
result may be bettered. At present it is not known at what age the treatment
could be safely stopped. Some improvement in intelligence has been achieved
with patients whose treatment was begun as late as 2 years of age, but in
the adult, behaviour alone is modified.
The number of recessively transmitted disorders associated with mental
retardation is growing steadily. The list includes several types of cretinism,

one variety of fructosuria, Hartnup disease, maple symp urine disease,

argininosuccinicaciduria, cystatlioninuria, hyperglycinaemia, citrullinuria,
galactosaemia, homocystinuria, Wilson's disease, amaurotic idiory, Niemann-Pick disease, Gaucher's disease, one form of gargoylism, the CriglerNaiiar syndrome, true microcephaly, Friederich's ataxia, some cases of
cerebral diplegia, and one type of methaemoglobinaemia. In several other
clinical syndromes there is evidence suggesting reccssive transmission. The
Laurence-Moon-Bardet-Biedl syndrome, pseudohypoparathyroidism and
pseudopseudohypoparathyroidism, come into this category.
Charactertstics of Sex-linked Inherttance

So fat we have considered genes carried on the twenty-two autosomes.
The remaining pair of chromosomes, the sex chromosomes, carry genes
which affect development and metabolism in the same way as autosomal
genes. The fact that they are carried on the sex chromosomes, however,
means that they may be expressed in different ways in the two sexes.
The male has only one X chromosome, and the genes carried on it have
no corresponding partner on the Y chromosome. Each locus and gene is
therefore unpaired, and if the male carries an X-borne gene which is
abnormal he will manifest the associated character. If he carries the normal
gene instead, he must be normal. Dominance or recessiveness does not arise,
therefore, in the male. He cannot be considered to be either homozygous or
heterozygous with respect to such a gene, and the term hemizygousis used.
In the female, however, the two X chromosomes form a similar pair,
with paired gene loci. The two genes carried at a given locus may be both
normal, both abnormal, or one of each type. As with autosomal genes,
therefore, a given abnonnal gene may be recessive or dominant to its normal
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allele. Most important human sex-linked genes are recessive in the female.
It can be seen, therefore, that in typical sex-linked transmission of a rare
trai! the female will carry an abnormal mutant gene on one X chromosome,
and this being recessive will not be manifest, so that she will be physically
normal. Only if she were homorygous for the abnormal gene would she
show the trait, and this is extremely unlikely when the gene is rare.
In the case of her offspring, on the average half will receive the X carrying
the normal gene and half will receive the other X carrying the abnormal
allele. The result will depend on the sex of the children. Sons have an XY
constitution, so that those with the normal X-borne gene will be normal,
whilst the otler half of the male offspring, who have an abnormal X-borne
gene, will be abnormal. In the case of the daughters, who will all receive an
X chromosome from the father carrying only the normal allele, half will
have been given normal genes by both parents, and will therefore be homozygous for the normal gene, whilst the other half, having an abnormal gene
transmitted from the mother, will be heterozygous carriers of the gene, and
unaffected.
It has been assumed above that both parents are unaffected, as this is the
usual case with rare, recessive, sex-linked conditions. The only other type
of mating which needs to be considered is that of an affected male with a
normal female. The latter is most unlikely to be a carrier in the case of rare
disorders. In this mating the female contributes an X chromosome bearing
the normal gene to all offspring. The affected male contributes a Y chromosome to all sons, who are therefore unaffected and non-carriers. The daughters, however, will all receive the father's X chromosome bearing the ab-

normal gene, and will therefore all be physically normal heterorygous
carriers. This mating therefore produces no affected offspring.
The only other matings which would produce affected chil&en are those
containing affected homorygous females, who are excessively rare; and the
combination of a heterozygous female with an affected male. The latter
mating will also be extremely rare if the gene frequency is low.
It is therefore clear that the vast majority of affected persons will be males
whose parents are normal. The only likely affected close relatives will be the
maternaluncles, and the sons of the maternal aunts. In this case the maternal
grandmother is the common source of the gene. In families where a known
sex-linked condition has occurred for the first time the gene may have arisen
by a fresh mutation in the maternal gonad. The mutation may have arisen
further back, and been transmitted by chance only to females, but clearly
the further back in the pedigree one goes, the more likely it is that other
males will have received the gene.
For rare sexJinked genes producing disorder severe enough to reduce
fertility markedly in affected males, the forces of selection are strong, and
most genes will be eliminated in a few generations. About one third of the
cases may be expected to have arisen by fresh mutation. Thus the mutation
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rates will be relatively high, but intermediate between those of sevore dominant and recessive defects. with autosomal recessive genes selection can
only eliminate a small proportion of the genes-those in the affected homozygotes-and here mutation rates are relatively low. With all types of gene

of course, equilibrinm is established between elimination owing to early

death and infertility, and replacement by fresh mutation.
Distinction must be made between sex linkage and sex limitation. A gene
situated on an autosome may be expressed differently in the two sexes.
commonly sex limitation is partial, when the gene is expressed more severely,

or more frequently, in one sex than in the other. complete sex limitation,
with expression in one sex only, is rare, except in relation to ttre sexual
organs themselves.

Many conditions show a different frequency in the two sexes, despite a
clearly dominant or recessive autosomal pattern. Some dominant diseases
with onset in middle life, such as Huntington's chorea, have been noted to
have an earlier onset in females. It has been pointed out that for modifying
genes to produce selective advantage in dominant disorders by aeUying
onset, they must operate within the reproductive period. The latter being
longer in males, it is likely, as Penrose O9A) has pointed out, that genes
modifying for later onset in males would have been selected.
Recessive diseases, however, are well known to produce more severe
effects in males. Male cases of low-grade mental defect, for examFle, outnumber the female. It is possible that selective pressures operate through
the greater fertility of females over males at comparable levels of severity,
genes producing improvement in the female being at an advantage compared
with those doing the same in the male.
It remains to emphasize that t.he crucial criterion for the establishment
of sex-linked transmission, as opposed to complete sex limitation, is that
affected males cannot transmit the condition to, or ttrrough, their sons, but
only through their daughters. Where the condition is severe enough 1s
prevent procreation, as it often is with mental defect, sex linkage may be
impossible to prove.
To summarizn, the criteria for recognition of rare sexJinked recessive
characters are:

(l)

Males alone are affected (with very rare exceptions) and are sharply
distinct from normal males.
(2) Both parents are normal in the majority of affected families, inheritance being from the mother alone, who is a heterozygous carrier.
(3) On the average, half the sons of het erozygous mothers are affected,
and half the daughters are carriers and are normal (unless the gene is

incompletely recessive).
(a) Collateral cases may occur, these usually being maternal uncles, and
sons of maternal aunts.
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(5) An affected father cannot transmit the trait too or throu8h, his sons,
but only through his unaffected daughters.

A few diseases causing mental deficiency have been recogniznd to be
transmitted as sex-linked recessives, and hydrocephaly may be used as a
brief illustration. This is another disorder associated with mental deficiency
which has many different causes, both genetic and environmental. Evidence
has been forthcoming that one type of congenital hydrocephaly, with stenosis
of the aqueduct of Sylvius, is due to a sex-linked gene, and it has been
estimated that it is responsible for about 5 per cent of male hydrocephalics
(Edwards, 1961). In the first family reported, the normal parents produced
two normal daughters, and three affected sons who died at birth or soon
after. The mother's four brothers had suffered a similar fate, but her three
sisters were normal. Studies of other families have confirmed this pattern.
Sex-linked inheritance is also proved, or highly likely, in one form of
gargoylism, nephrogenic diabetes insipidus, the oculocerebrorenal syndrome
of Lowe, Terry and Maclachlan, pseudohypertrophic muscular dystrophy,
one form of anhidrotic ectodermal dysplasia, and probably PelizaeusMerzbacher disease and several other rare syndromes.
CrnouosoME AsrRRAtIoNs

Intro&tction
Recent improvements in technique have enabled detailed studies of human

to be carried out. Small samples of skin, blood leucocytes,
bone marrow or other tissues are cultured, and mitoses arrested by the
addition of colchicine. Cells are spread on slides or squashed, providing
preparations in which each chromosome is seen as a cruciate structure
formed by the two daughter chromatids separating but still joined at the
chromosomes

centromere.
To analyse the chromosome patterns, suitable well-spread cells are photo-

graphed, and the individual chromosome pictures cut out. They are then
matched in pairs and arranged in order, from the largest (No. l) to the
smallest (No .22), with the sex chromosomes labelled separately as X and
1'. As well as size, the position of the centromere is used as an important
distinguishing feature. It may be (i) central, when the chromosome is called
metacentric; (ii) near the centre, or submetacentr;c; (iii) near the end of the
chromosome, in which case it is called acrocentric. Chromosomes 13, 14, 15,
2l and 22 have attached to the end of their short arms small bodies called
satellites. The display produced by arranging the paired chromosomes in
numerical order after analysis is called a karyotype.
In 1956 Tjio and Levan discovered that the normal human chromosome
complement is forty-six, consisting of twenty-two pairs of autosomes, plus
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ttre sex chromosomes, XX in the female, and XY in the male. A few years
after ttris it was established that abnormalities of number and morphology
are not rare, and that many of these aberrations are associated with congenital malformations and mental defect.
The commonest type of aberration is that of number. The formation of
gametes in the parental gonads entails a reduction division, during which
the chromosomes pair at the equator of the cell, and then separate to
opposite poles, so that cleavage ofthe cell results in two daughter cells each
containing twenty-ttrree chromosomes-the haploid set. If two homologous
chromosomes fail to pair at the equator, or having paired fail to separate,
the haploid number may be disturbed. The two homologous chromosomes
may enter tle same daughter cell, which will then have an additional chromosome, whilst the other daughter cell will be one short. Fertilization of
the resulting gametes with a normal gamete, bearing twenty-three chromosomes, will result in a zygote with either forty-seven or forty-five chromosomes. This process of primary non-disjunction, as it is called, may occur in
relation to both sex chromosomes and autosomes.
S e x Chr omo s ome Ab er r at iotts

of one

sex chromosome could lead theoretically to individuals of
XO or YO constitution (where O represents the missing chromosome). So
far only patients with cells of the XO type have been found and it is assumed
that the YO zygote is non-viable. The XO constitution is found in patients
sufrering from Turner's s5mdrome. This features gonadal dysgenesis in
patients of female appearance with underdeveloped external and internal
genital organs. The ovaries may be absent orrepresented byfibrous streaks.
Stunting, webbingofthe neck, cubitus valgus, coarctation ofthe aorta, and
other abnormalities may be present. Some, but not all, of the patients are
mentally retarded. Turner's syndrome does occur, however, in patients who
have a normal XX sex chromosome complement.

Loss

Where meiotic non-disjunction results in the addition of an X chromoXXY or XXX constitution may be produced. The former
type is found in patients suffering from Klinefelter's syndrome. This disorder afflicts males who appear normal until puberty, when secondary sex
characteristics fail to appear. The patients are usually tall and slender, and
the testes are always small and atrophied, with hyalinization of the seminiferous tubules, and azoospermia. Facial and axiliary hair is poorly developed,
and the voice does not deepen. Gynaecomastia is common, and in the adult
some, zygotes with

urinary excretion of follicle-stimulating hormone is high. The condition
is definitely associated with mental deficiency, which may vary from idiocy
to feeble-mindedness, but is usually of mild degree.
Most patients suffering from Klinefelter's syndrome are, however, of
normal intelligence, and are often unaware of their disorder until they attend
l6e

OP
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It

should also be noted that the syndrome does occur
in males with a normal XY chromosome constitution. The incidence of
XXY Klinefelter's syndrome appears to be about one in 400 of male births
and compares with one in 100 found amongst male patients in mental

an infertility clinic.

deficiency hospitals.

The XXX chromosome karyotype is found in females who may differ
little from normality. Some have underdeveloped breasts and external
genitalia, and menstruation may be absent or infrequent. In many, however,
menstruation has been normal, and several have produced normal children.
Mental defect is commonly associated in mild degree, but cases of greater
severity occur, in whom epilepsy and increased muscle tone may be seen.
Psychotic and antisocial behaviour has also been noted.
More complex variants of the above aberrant chromosome constitutions
oecur. Some patients with Klinefelter's syndrome have XXXY, or even
xxxxY complements. Another type has been described with XXYY constitution. There is no clinical distinction between these types, and those
patients with four X's are not necessarily more defective than those with
iwo. Mentally defective females with an XXXX karyotype have been described, and were physically normal. A few women have been reported with
chromosome complements interpreted as normal apart from the deletion of
a segment of one X. Another important aberration of chromosomes which
has been observed to involve one X is that of isochromosome formation.
Here division of the centromere at meiosis has occurred transversely instead of longitudinally. The two daughter chromosomes which result are
unequal, one consisting of both short arms, and the other both long arms,
of the parent chromosome. Isochromosomes therefore are symmetrical
about the centromere. The females with a nonnal X and a deleted X, and
those with a normal X and an isochromosome X, have clinically resembled
Turner's syndrome.
Many patients have now been discovered who possess more than one
type of chromosome constitution. This is the phenomenon of mosaicism.
Some cases of Turner's, Klinefelter's, and the XXX syndrome, have been
found to have a proportion of cells with a normal chromosome complement.
They were described, therefore, as having XO/XX, XXY/XX, and XXX/XX
constitutions respectively. Other forms of mosaicism reported include
XO/XY, XO/XYY, and XXXY/XXXXY. A triple mosaic has also been
seen, of type Xo/XXX/XX. In some of these at least, somatic non-dkiuncllon would explain the facts. To take the triple mosaic as an example, a
possible explanation is that an XX zygote produced an aberrant mitotic
diuisioo at an early stage of development. Non-disjunction would result in
three X's passing to one daughter cell, and only one X to the other daughter
cell. A parallel cell line derived from ttre original zygote would maintain
the XXlineage. From then on the three separate cell lines would continue

to reproduce themselves.
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Mosaicism is of great_practicar importan@, because it makes proof
of
normality much more difficult. clearly the demonstration of a
normal
chromosome complement in one tissui, such as blood, o. i,
on" biopsy
specimen, such as a small piece of skin, does not exclude abnormality
elsewhere. Mosaicism is of particular significanc,e when it affects
the gonads.
If the gonads contain cells of unbalanced chromosome complement secorb
,
dary non-disjunction will inevitably occur in these cells, and tile patient,
who
might appear normal and have a normal complemeni in other Lody
tissues,
will be liable to produce disordered offspring. For example, go*dur
with_anxXX complement would produccat meiosis aaugtrteic'efls with ""ll,
xx,
and X. The resulting unbalanced gametes with XX wouliproauce
on fertilization either XXX or XXy individuals. However, the unbalanced gametes
might be at a selective disadvantage, in which
f"*e, than the expected
50 per cent of offspring would be disordered. ""si
Before leaving the subject of sex chromosome aberrations,
reviewed by
Brown
e/ al. (1964), mention must be made of another aia to aiagnosis
of
these disorders. It was discovered by Barr and Bertram in
1949 that the
nuclei of cells in the resting stage, i.e. when ttre nuclei are not
actively dividing, contain a dark-staining body about rp in diameter, ctosery
appried
to ttre inner surface of the nuclear membrane. This chrom,atin body
u"
seen in many tissues, and is present in 35-75 per cent
"or
i"
normar
females, but is absent from the cells of the normal male. preparations
""rr,
can
easily be made from desquamated cells scraped from the inside
of the cheek,
these being known as buccal smears.
From many observations it has been deduced that the presence
of the
chromatin (or Barr) body depends on the number of X cLomosomes
in
the cell. Normal males with one X have no chromatin bodies; normal
females with two X's have one such body;XXXfemalesorxxx*rtinefelter
males have two chromatin bodies in a proportion of cells,
and so on. In fact the
maximum number of chromatin bodies found in a person,s cells
corresponds
with the number of X chromosomes minus one. An hypothesis has been
advanced by Lyon that only one X chromosome remains ictive
in a ceil, and
that the inactive X's form the Barr bodies (Leading Articre, Brit.
M.

J.1963).

The buccal smear technique has been of great use in interpreting
abnormal
it is not easy, by ..u.ur...ot alone, to differentiate
the X chromosome from those of group 6-12, and from No.
6 in particular.
In addition it is a useful screening test, inabling sex chromosome
abnormalilies to be picked out when no physical signs are apparent, as in infancy.
using this method in surveys it has been found thai ih" io"iden"" of
chro-

karyotypes, because

matin-positive Klinefelter's syndrome among newborn males is
about one
in 400; that chromatin-negative Turner's syndrome has an incidence
of
about one in 3000 female infants; and that the triple-X ,v"ar"."
occurs
with a frequency of about one in 1000 females at birth.
16a+
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Autosomal Aberrations

Just as with sex chromosomes, ttre most frequent aberration of the auto'
somes is the addition of one to the normal complement. The most commonly

affected autosome is No. 21, a11d triplication, ot trisomy, of this chromosome is associated with Down's syndrome, or mongolism.
About 10 per cent of patients in mental deficiency hospitals suffer from
Down's syndrome, although this proportion is probably dropping as better
community services enable more of these relatively untroublesome patients
to remain at home. Mongols seldom have an I.Q. above 50, and many of
those in hospital are of much lower intelligence. The majority are capable
of employm"ol u1 simple tasks in sheltered conditions. The incidence of the
condition at birthisintheregion ofone in 700. The prevalence in successive
age groups drops owing to the relatively high mortality rate, particularly
during tle first year of life. The disorder occurs in all population groups
which have been studied, but seems to be most frequent in Europeans.
The detailed configUrations of the minute dermal ridge patterns on palms
and soles (dernutoglyphics) are of great interest. On the mongol palm the
main lines run more transversely compared with the normal hand. Near
the centre of the palm is frequently seen a point from which the ridges
diverge in tbree directions-the axial tiradius (other triradii are present
on the distal part of the palm both in normals and mongols). This triradius
is infrequently present in normals. Thenar patterns (as opposed to parallel'
running open fields) af,e rare, whilst hypothenar patterns are common,
compared with normals. Typically the finger prints show ulnar loops (loops
which are open on the ulnar side of the finger) although radial loops occur
on digits 4 and 5. on the hallucal area of the sole the normal whorl is
usually replaced in mongols by an open-field pattern.
Biochemical and pathological investigations have revealed minor ab-

normalities but no fundamental disorder. The brain exhibits simptfied
convolutional patterns, a relative diminution in the size of the cerebellum
and brain stem, and some reduction of the number of ganglion cells in tle
third cortical layer. Changes in endocrine glands have been described but
are inconstant. The body levels of most metabolites studied have been

within

nomal limits.

1959 Lejeune, Gautier and Turpin discovered that patients suffering
from Down's syndrome have forty-seven chromosomes, the ex&a one being
a small acrocentric, No.21. It is presumed, as with the sex chromosomes,
ttrat this trisomy occurs as a result of primary non-disjunction during game'

In

togenesis. Again, theoretically one would expect tle non-disjunction to
produce equal numbers of gametes with an extra 21, or an absent 21.
Fertilization with a normal gamete containing a single chromosome 21 in
its haploid set would produce zygotes having three 21's, or only one 21,
respectively. As there is no evidence that individuals occur with a missing
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No.21, it would appear that this monosomic condition, with its severe loss
of genetic material, is lethal, and the zygotes fail to develop.
Rising maternal age, paternal age, and birth rank all appear to be associated with an increasing incidence of Down's syndrome. If appropriate
statistical techniques are used, however, it can be shown that the true correlation is with the first ofthese factors (Penrose, 1933). The apparent association with paternal age and birth rank is due to their own correlation with
maternal age. The mean age of mothers at the birth of their children in the
general (British) population is 28 years, compared with a mean of 35 years
for the mothers of mongols. Below a maternal age of 30 years the incidence
of Down's syndrome is about I in 2000; it rises to about I in 350 for mothers
aged,35-39, and even more steeply thereafter to about I in 30 by age 50.
If a distribution curve is drawn of numbers of mongols born, against
maternal age as abscissa, a bimodal tendency is revealed, with modes at
about 28 years and 43 years. This suggests that there may be two groups of
mongols, one in which the distribution is similar to that of the normal
population, and the other in which the maternal age effect is marked.
Soon after it was established that the standard karyotype in mongolism
is that of 2l-trisomy, a number of variants were noted. In one important
group only 46 chromosomes, the normal number, was found. Analysis
revealed that a pair of 21's was present with a single 15, and a large unusual
chromosome which was interpreted as being the missing 15 with the expected
exfia2l fused onto it. It is believed that this results from breakage near the
centromeres of a 15 and a 2l during meiosis, with subsequent exchange of
segments. This produces a large chromosome, the 15:21, which contains

almost all the chromatin material of both, and a small centric fragment

formed by the short arms of both. The latter seems usually to disappear from
thecells afterafew divisions. This exchange process is called translocation.
In effect the mongol who carries in all cells a pair of 21's, a single 15 and a
translocated 15:21, has practically all the genetic material of a normal
chromosome complement plus that of an extra 21. This is to say ttrat in
effect 2l-trisomy is still present in disguised form. The remarkable feature
accompanying this finding in most families is that the mother also carries
the 15:21 translocation, with a single 15 and a single 21. This means she
has 45 chromosomes, but practically all the material of a normal46 chromosome karyotype. These mothers are clinically normal but may produce
unbalanced gametes owing to the tendency for the translocation to interfere with pairing during meiosis. Considering only chromosomes l5 and 21,
it appears that the likely arrangements which may arise in ttre gametes from
such a mother are: (i) a 15 and a2l;(ii) a translocated15:21; (iii) a 15:21
and the other 21; and (iv) a single 15. Both (i) and (ii) are balanced gametes

which produce normal individuals when fertilized with another normal
gamete, although in the case of (ii) the translocation is passed on. The arrangement in (iii) will produce a mongol when fertilization adds anottrer 15 and 2l
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to give an effective 2l-trisomic complement. No people have been described
with 2l-monosomy, which would result from fertilization of type (iv), and
this is probably lethal.
It is thus seen that normal-appearing people may carry a balanced trans-

location and pass this on through several generations without disorder.
However, the chance of producing a mongol is definitely increased for
female 15:21 translocation carriers, but not males. The latter fact may be
due to selective disadvantage operating against sperms carrying the translocation. Maternal age will not be operating as an aetiological factor, as
the tendency to produce mongols carrying the translocation will be present
at all ages. More than one case of Down's syndrome may occur in the same
family, or in collateral branches of the mother's family.
Some families have been described in which translocation involves Nos.
2l and 22 chromosomes. Here the father is often involved, and although
normal physically has a chromosome complement of 45, with a normal
unpaired 2L and 22, and an extra chromosome which is interpreted as being
the missin g 2l and 22 fused together, with loss of the small centric fragment
(which has been seen in a few cases). Again pairing during gametogenesis
is disturbed, and a tendency to produce mongols carrying the translocation
results. The latter have 46 cfuomosomes, the relevant part of the karyotype
consisting of a normal 22, a pair of normal 2l's and a translocated 2L : 22,
giving effective 2l-trisomy. In the familial cases reported, inheritance has
been through the father, and raised paternal age is possibly an aetiological
factor in this group. This surprising finding does not conflict with the insignificant effect of paternal age in large unselected samples as this cytological variant of Down's syndrome probably represents only I per cent of all
mongols.

A fourth small group of mongols has been shown to have a karyotype
consisting of standard 2l-trisomy with an XXY sex chromosome complement, making 48 chromosomes in all. Features of Klinefelter's syndrome
were present in addition to those of Down's syndrome. In another family
different members were found to have mongolism, leukaemia, or XXXXY
Klinefelter's syndrome. It appears statistically unlikely that these are chance
associations, and there is a possibility that one of the parents carries a gene
predisposing to non-disjunction during gametogenesis.
Mongols are rarely able to procre ate, but a small number of female
mongols have produced children. Approximately equal numbers of mongol
and non-mongol offspring resulted from the secondary non-disjunction
consequent upon the mother's 2l-trisomy. At the reduction division the
three 21's would be distributed to daughter cells as a pair in one cell and a
single 21 in the other. Fertilization with a normal sperm would produce a
mongol in the first case and a normal person in the latter.
, Mosaicism is also found in mongols and may result in patients with relatively high intelligence who are otherwise typical. It may also account for
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the hithcrto puzzhng phenomenon of the "partial" mongol, who shows
only a few clinical features of the syndrome and ttrerefore orr., diagnostic
difficulty. It has been shown that normal relatives of mongols, particutarty

the mothers, exhibit microsymptoms, such as dermatoglypni" i"ut*"s, and
there is a possibility that these may be associated with mosaicism of minor
degree. Particularly important would be gonadal mosaicism, as 2l-trisomy
or the translocation karyotypes mentioned above would, if present in thl
gonads of otherwise normal parents greatly increase the chances of mongol
progeny. Finally, it is theoretically possible that mosaic mongols could
arise as a result of a normal zygote suffering a mitotic non-disjuiction during an early cleavage stage, producing two viable lines of cells-the original normal one, and the 2l-trisomic offshoot (the 2l-monosomic derivative
perhaps being non-viable).
To summarizp the multiple origins of mongolism the following is taken,
with the kind permission of ttre auttror and publisher, from penrJse (1963);
". . . there is a large variety of circumstances, each of which can lead
to mongolism as the end result. In one class (A) we can include all
those cases in which maternal age is not a significant factor. In all of them
there is some degree of familial tendency. They amount to about 25 per cent
of the total number. The group can be further subdivided and each division

separately considered.

A (i) The mother herself is a mongol. In this exceedingly rare class, the
cause of mongolism in the child is inevitable or secondary non-dis-

junction leading to standard trisomy.
usually the mother, carries a fusion of the type 15 : 2l in
some or allofhercells. This group may comprise nearly iper cent of
all mongols.
A (iii) A parent, usually the father, carries fusion of the type 2l : 22 insome
or all of his cells. This group may comprise nearly I per cent of all

A (ii) A parent,

mongols.

A (iv) The mother or possibly the father is a gonadal mosaic e.g. type (i),
(ii) or (iii). If this is so more than one sib may be affected and some

characteristic microsymptoms may occur in the parent.
a gene which tends to produce norrdisjunction. In such circumstances more than one type oitrisomy may
occur in the offspring.
(vi) Miscellaneous, as yet unidentified, circumstances such as genes
producing mitotic non-disjunction in the somatic cells of the person
who carries them.

A (v) The mother or father may carry
A

In class B, which comprises three-quarters of all mongols, a process very
closely related to changes concomitant with ageing of the mother causes
non-disjunction and consequent trisomy of No. 21.,,
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TVo other recognizable syndromes have been found to be associated with
trisomy of the autosomes. The syndrome of congenital bilateral harelip,
cleft palate, microphthatnos or colobomas, occasional polydactyly, cardiac
..rockerbottom" feet, abnormal flexion of fingerS, apparent deaflesioris,
ness, malformed ears, and breath-holding spells

or seizures, oocgrs with a

frequency of about 1 in 3000. Few patients survive early infancy, and all
are'apparently mentally retarded. The palmar dermatoglyphics characteristicatiy show in axial triradius at a point even more distal tlan in Down's
syndrome, and thenar patterns are common. The incidence of the condition
increases with maternal age. The karyotype consists of 47 chromosomes,
with trisomy of a member of the 13 to 15 grouP, possibly No. 13 (smith
et at,, L963j. Some cases may occur as a result of reciprocal translocation
between two chromosomes of the 13 to 15 group in one of the pafents,
comparable to the prooess described above in some mongols. Here, as in
mongolism, the chromosomes involved are satellited'
Aiother-syndrome involving severe mental defect presents congenital
abnormalities which include moderate hypertonicity, low-set malformed

ears, a small mandible, dorsiflexion of big toes, malformation.of chest
and heart, syndactyly of the toes and "rocker-bottom" fee. There is flexion

of the fingeis with iharacteristically the index finger overlying the third
etll., OAZ1. The palmar dermatoglyphics are normll, but the finger-tips show a predominince of simple arch patterns, and the distal finger
iexion creases are absent. Most cases show simple trisomy of a chromosome believed to be No. 17 or 18, but a few cases have been complicated
by the addition of X-trisomy or 2l-trisomy. Maternal age is significantly
(Smith

increased.

Other chromosome abnormalities have been described in isolated cases,
and here it is not certain whether the chromosome aberration is incidental
or involved in causation of the mental defect. In one case an acrocentric
was greatly lengthened by the addition of an extra segment (duplication),
while in another case a segment was found to be missing from a chromosome
(iteletion). Enlarged satellites have been reported on some chromosomes in
normal p..roorfio the normal parents of mongols and of anencephalics;
of Marfan's syndrome. On four occasions triploidy, ot
and in i*o
"urir
triplication of the complete chromosome set giving a complement of 69,
retarded
has been seen in culturei from human cells. One patient, a severely

boy with micrognathia and syndactyly, gave a skin culture yrelding triploid
uod aiptoid cells, and a blood culture of diploid cells only. The triploid
cells contained 66 autosomes and XXY sex chromosomes. A mildly retarded
girt *itl n".iatrophy and zygodactyly gilve tsimilar diploid/triploid mosaic
Two aborted
iicture, except that'the sex chromosomes were XX/XXX'
cells'
triploid
of
pure
cultures
ioetuses have produced
The triploid cells in thi two mosaics may have arisen as a result of failure
of the polar body to be extruded from the ovum after the second meiotic
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division. Incorporation of this haploid set of chromosomes into one of the

daughter cells of ttre first cleavage division of the fertilized zygote would
then give rise to a triploid cell line.
In general, it should be noted that loss of genetic material produces more
severe effects than reduplication, and that autosomal aberrations produce
greater abnormalities than those involving the sex chromosomes. The addition of one small chromosome 2l causes a far more severe disorder than
does the addition of several much larger X chromosomes, or of an X and
a Y. The sex chromosomes therefore appear to be much less active genetically
than the autosomes.
The mechanism by which chromosome aberrations produce mental defect
and congenital malformations is obscure. In most cases it must be presumed
that normal genes are involved, but that some are present in extra amount.
This in turn could possibly lead to an excessive dosage of the respective
enzJmles, and a disturbance in the normal balance of metabolic processes.
This might be particularly disturbing during embryonic devllopment.
However, all of this is speculation.
A little more is known of the factors predisposing to aberrations of the
chromosomes. Any process interfering with the normar pairing of chromosomes during meiosis, such as translocation, will make non-disjunction likely.
In addition, it is probable ttrat genes exist which tend to produce non-disjunction,both in meiosis and mitosis. Physical agents, such as dehydration,
qe tnown to be capable of producing such an effect in plants. Matlrnal age
is clearly correlated with an increased incidence of the trisomic conditioni,
but the actual chemical stimulus to non-disjunction is unknown. The frequent involvement of the satellited chromosomes, Nos. 13 to 15, 2l and 22,
is partly explained by the observation that they take part in nucleolus formation, during which they come into close functional contact. Exchange of
segments between them, and delay in separation, is therefore probably
facilitated.
Genetic Counselling

The parents of mentally deficient children are nearly always in need of
sound genetic advice, whetler or not they have voiced their anxieties to
the physician. In the absence of expert help they will be at ttre mercy of the
readily proffered opinions ofrelatives, neighbours and friends. The physician
in each speciality is the best person to give advice, and ttre time foi this will
be when the diagnosis has been made, and when treatment and management

is being planned. It therefore behoves the paediatrician, ttre specialist in
mental deficiency, and the child psychiatrist, not only to inform himself of
the rapidly expanding field ofdiagnostic and pathological knowledge, but
also to acquaint himself with the pertinent genetic data. This is an onerous
task, and the following attempt to provide some guidance on general lines
may be found helpful.
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The genetic counsellor must base his advice on tfuee types of data: the
diagnosis, the family pedigree, and information from the literature. In mental deficiency the diagnosis is frequently difficult, as a vast number of rare
disorders has to be considered. Investigation may require considerable

facilities including advanced biochemical and cytogenetic techniques. In

spite of such help, in many cases the diagnosis must perforce be in general
terms, when advice must be based on the empirical risk figUres derived from
large samples of similarly classified undifferentiated defectives.
Eliciting the family history is a straightforward but time-consuming task.
It is usual to start with the mother's pregnancies, filling in their duration,
brief details of delivery, and the outcome. Miscarriages and stillbirths are,
of course, as important as live births. The mother's sibs and their children,
and the mother's parents, should then be recorded. Her aunts and uncles,
cousins and cousin's children should follow where possible. Similar information is then obtained for the father's side of the family. Sex, date of birth
and state of health are recorded for all members, with causes of death where
known. Enquiry about the presence ofdisorders such as mental deficiency,
paralysis, psychosis or epilepsy is best made individually as each family
member is recorded, as this facilitates recall. Consanguinity is an important
factor which must be asked about in relation to all marriage partners.
The above scheme gives a minimum of information, but suffices for most
clinical purposes, as the close relatives are the most important from the
point of view of genetic data. In mental deficiency practic€ the pedigree
alone will rarely give clear-cut indications of the mechanism of inheritance,
and may often leave doubt as to whether heredity is involved at all as an
important aetiological factor. Knowledge of the literature is here essential,
as 1t provides empirical data relating to chances of recurrence in a family,
based on broad diagnostic classes. In the relatively uncommon cases where
diagnosis is precise, acquaintance with the literature is still necessary, owing
to the possibility of alternative modes of transmission, mimicry by environmental agents, irregularity of manifestation and mutation.
In the case of rare dominant disorders showing full penetrance, genetic
prognosis is easy. The chance of any child of the patient being similarly
a is I in 2, andunaffected ofrspring cannot transmit. If the condition
"f.it
is
not a congenital one, the distribution of ages at onset needs to be known
if the unaffected offspring are to be advised. A late onset, as in Huntington's
chorea, means that the chance of 1 in 2 still hangs over the unaffected
person until about 10 years, and only slowly improves as he passes into
middle life, by which time he may already have reared a family.
where penetrance is incomplete the chances of avoiding the dominant
disorder improve a little. The 1 in 2 figure can be multiplied by the penetrance rate io give an overall probability of development, but this will be
inaccurate for individuals, as the rate will vary from family to family, the
responsible genetic modifiers being different. It should be noted that in-
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unaffected

children may pass on the gene to the next generation. In some disorders,
such as epiloia, anottrer slightly hopeful feature is variability of expression.
This means that the disorder, even when present, may manifest itielf with

varying degrees of severity.
If both parents of the patient are normal, and the disorder is one of
complete penetrance, the risk of recurrence for further children, for ofrspring of the normal children, and for collateral relatives, is the same as the
incidence in the general population. If the dominant condition shows irregular manifestation, however, the assumption that a sporadic case is due to
a mutation cannot be made.
The regularity with which recessively inherited disorders are manifested
makes genetic counselling easier. For many such disorders fairly accurate
estimates are available of the carrier rate and incidence in the general
population. The chance of recurrence for subsequent sibs is I in 4. The
normal sibs of the patient will have a 2 in 3 chance of being carriers. For
calculation of the risks in the next generation, the incidence of carriers in
the general population must be used. For phenylketonuria this is about I in
100. The likelihood of a phenylketonuric homozygote marrying a heterozygous carrier of the gene is therefore 1 in 100, and such a mating has a 1 in 2
risk ofaffected children, giving an overall risk of 1 in 200 for the offspring
of affected patients. For the normal sibs of the patient, the risk of affected
offspring would be 213 x 1/100 x ll4 : l/600. These are very small risks,
but are, of course, averaged, so that for a particular mating they are, in
fact, different. Thus, some sibs will not carry the gene, and therefore cannot
have affected offspring in any circumstances, while for the carrier sibs the
risk of afrected offspring will be I in 4 if the marriage partner is also a carrier,
and nil if not.
The development of fairly precise methods for the detection of heterozygotes, as has been achieved for phenylketonuria and a few other disorders,
allows us to give accurate advice to the sibs of affected patients. The risk
to their children varies from 1 in 4 to nil, as mentioned above, but without
carrier detection the averaged figure of I in 600 must be given.
A few words should be said here about consanguinity. The parents ofa
child with a recessive disorder are both carriers ofthe gene concerned. The
parents' sibs have the chance of I in 2 of carrying the same gene, and they
have a I in 2 chance of handing on any gene ttrey carry to their children. If
ttre patient's sib, who has a 213 chance of being a carrier, marries a cousin,
the chance of this partnership being a double heterorygote mating is thereforc 213 x ll2 x ll2 : 116. The risk to their children is therefore I in 24.
This again is an averaged figure assuming that the carrier state is unknown.
sex-linked inheritance is relatively uncommon in mental deficiency practice. Transmission is very regular, making prognosis simple, apart from the
complications of mutation and alternative modes of inheritance. In the
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straightforward case of an affected male born to a carrier female, half the
female sibs can be expected to be carriers and half the male sibs affected.
An affected male cannot transmit the disorder to his sons, nor to future
generations through his sons. All of his daughters, however, will be carriers.
For ttre female relatives of the patient with a sex-linked disorder and a
carrier mother, the outlook is gloomy. The daughters of a patient are all
carriers, and have a I in 2 chance of producing carrier daughters, and
affected sons. The sisters of an affected male, having themselves the I in 2
chance ofbeing carriers, have a 1 in 4 chance ofproducing carrier daughters
and affected sons. This, of course, assumes that the carrier state cannot be
detected. If this can be done, half the patient's sisters can be given complete
freedom from further anxiety, whilst the ottrer half must accept the I in 2
risk for ttreir children.
Clearly, where alternative modes of transmission have been reported,
every attempt must be made, by clinical and pathological means, and by
examination of the family history, to distinguish between the various types
before advising the family.
Sex-linked disorders ofsevere degree, such as those causing mental defect,

have relatively high mutation rates, so that a proportion of cases arise
sporadically. where the patient is the first to be affected in the family, the
mutation is likely to have arisen in the mother, or in one of her parents. The
likelihood of the mutation having oocurred further back is small, as no other
cases have appeared, and can be iguored. The chance that the mutation
occurred in the mother is therefore roughly I in 3, and in that event there
is no risk of subsequent sons being affected or daughters being carriers. If
the carrier state cannot be detected the overall risk to further children of a
mother of a sporadic case is therefore 213 x ll2 : ll3, that boys will be
affected and that girls will be carriers. In practice things will be slightly
more complicated because every male in the maternal side of the family
will give extra information. Any unaffected male reduces the possibility that
his mother is a carrier, and makes prediction of her genetic state more
accurate.

If

the patient's disease is due to a chromosome aberration, accurate
advice must be based on investigation of the karyotype of the parents, and
other close relatives if available. It is desirable to minimize the possibility
of parental mosaicism by sampling blood and skin. In Down's syndrome,
the parents' chromosomes are normal, the risk for further children may be
assumed to be about five times that of the general population based on

if

parental age statistics. If one parent carries a balanced translocation,
repetition of the disorder in subsequent offspring is highly likely, perhaps
as high as I in 3, althougfi exact fgures are not yet available.
In tle important types of prognostic problem discussed above, the pattern
of inheritance is fairly clear and the estimation of risks not too difficult.
Unfortunately, in mental deficiency practice this is not the common coun-
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selling problem. More frequently advice is needed by parents of normal
intelligence who have a child who is severely handicapped mentally, but in
whose case no specific diagnosis can be made. Prognosis can here be given
on the basis of empirical data provided by a collection of sibships containing
such a patient. Table l, taken by kind permission of the author and publisher, from Penrose (1963), grves figures for 1897 sibs of 487 propositi of
idiot or imbecile level.
Tanu

1.

Mextet

cRADEs oF sIBs oF IMBEcILE AND

Ioror Pnoposrn

(P,mrxrs oF KNowN Mrxrar, Gnaor)
Mental Grades of Sibs

Norrral

Dull

Mental Ratios of Sibs

85 and
above

7G84

Feeble-

Imbecile

minded

or Idiot
Total

(A) Parents of normal

Number

intelligence
(487 propositi)

Per cent

90.4

Number

39

Per cent

79.6

(B) Consanguineous
parents of normal
intelligence
(14 propositi)

(C) One or both parents
of subnormal
intelligence
(138 propositi)

Number

Per cent

t7t5

280

54.6

99
5.2

2.0
101

19.7

50-69
31

Below
50
52

r897

1.6

2.9

2

7

49

14.3

100.0

78

s4

513

15.2

10.5

100.0

4.1

100.0

It is seen that 2'8 per cent of the sibs of a low-gfade patient, born to normally intelligent parents, are themselves of I.Q. below 50. This is almost ten
times the risk in the general population, and gives a chance of repetition of
about I in 36. If two severely handicapped children have been born to
intelligent unrelated parents, the chances of repetition are similar to those
pertaining to the consanguineous parents of one such child, as recessive
inheritance is likely to be operating in both cases. The table indicates this
risk to be of the order of 14'3/100, or I in'l .If either or both parents are of
subnormal intelligence (in the table taken to include an I.Q. of 84 or below),
the chance of a second low-grade defective being born is about I in 10. In
addition, this type of family stands a I in 7 chance of producing a child
with defect of feeble-minded level, and a I in 5 chance of producing dull
children.
In the case of parents of dull normal or feeble-minded children, in whom
known abnormalities have been excluded, it can be assumed that multifactorial inheritance alone is operating, providing there is no contradictory
family history. The mean of the children's intelligence scores will then
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approximate to the average of the two parents. The scatter around the midparent figure is, however, not known. Calculations, based on the standard
deviation of intelligence in the general population, and the midparent-child
correlation, give an expected I.Q. standard deviation of about 11 points
within sibships. This would indicate that the chances of children having
an I.Q. of 22 or more points below the mid-parent value would be approximately I in 45, and for an I.Q. of 1l points or more below the parental
average the chances would be about 1 in 6.
Finally, a few general remarks are not out of place. The function of tle
genetic counsellor is primarily to give skilled help in assessing risks and to
aid understanding of genetic problems. It is not his function to tell parents
whether or not they should have children. In stating the chances, comparisons with the risks run by the general population are necessary. Most people
are surprised to learn that the chance of any pregnancy ending in a severe
congenital malformation, or an infant who will show some serious abnorrrality of physical or mental development in the first few years, is about I in r().
Two simplifications make the counselling task much easier. It has been
pointed out by Roberts (1963) ttrat risks tend to fall into two groupsthose worse than I in 10, and those better than I in 20. The former may be
considered "bad" risks and the latter "good". This author also reminds

us of the general rule that simple uncomplicated inheritance, showing
Mendelian ratios, gives the worst risks, and here the prognosis is clear.

When complications occur and particularly when the genetics are obscure,
the chances are very much improved, and the patient generally can be
reassured.

The counsellor must be acutely sensitive to the anxieties of parents and
relatives, even when these are not expressed. Husband and wife may be
blaming each other for a child's abnormality. Guilt feelings are seldom
absent from the mother of an abnormal child and these are exaggerated if the
baby was not wanted, and particulaily if, as is not uncommon, attempts
were made to cause abortion. Even separation of the parents during pregnancy may be interpreted later by the mother as an important causative

factor in the production of her baby's abnormality. Recognition of these
emotional reactions is an important part of the counsellor's work. Explanation of the likely causative mechanisms, and the strongest reassurance that
ttre mother is not to blame, is often followed by the most gratifying relief
of mental anguish. This can be reinforced by pointing out that we all carry
abnormal genes, but that most of us are lucky enough to avoid the visible
manifestations in ourselves and our children.
Complete reassurance that an abnormality will not be repeated is, however, not only hazardous, but unwise. Even the smallest of statistical risks
results in a few tragedies, and the affected families will not be grateful if
they have been given a categorical assurance that repetition is impossible.
There need be no undue anxiety if trouble is taken to explain the relation-
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ship between the " good " risk and that run by any random pregnancy. In the
case of " bad " risks, such as I in 4, the nature of the expected abnormality,
and the efficacy of treatment, will be important considerations which need
discussion.
It is clear that genetic advice is an important part of the service provided
by the mental deficiency specialist. Genetic knowledge is advancing rapidly
in many fields of medicine, and as techniques become more sophisticated
exploration of the subleties of biochemical individuality and the part played
by genetic endowment in the susceptibility to common diseases will extend
its usefulness. In general psychiatry genetics has made only a modest be-

ginning.

It

can be confidently predicted that its contribution will be of

increasing importance in the next few decades in its application
psychiatric disorders and normal personality factors.

to both
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CHAPTER

9

Some Aspects of Delinquent Behaviour in Children and
Adolescents
by W. H. ALLcHTN

I.Ixrnopuctrox
This feld of study is a socially defned one, it being a section only of the
complex feld of human behaviour. Delinquent behaviour is ttrat area
defined by laws and customs, and thus it has shifting boundaries and will
be found to contain all kinds of people. It is important to remember, howgvera that both study and treatuent tend to be confined to those who,
having broken laws or customs, are then caught and selected for psychiatric
or medical help. Thus much of our knowledge may be found to be based
9n-the study of unrepresentative and curiously selected groups ofoffenders.

Delinquent behaviour covers a wide range, and can include the most serious
offences such as murder or ttre most trivial, ttre theft of milk bottles or birds,
eggs. Any attempt to make a more scientific approach to this study must
take into account the subjective responses of the observer, for antisocial
acts arouse strong feelings. It is also necessary to note the fact that it is
often behaviour which is not being direcfly observed, but described at
second or third hand, and that after a lapse of time and numerous interrogations of the ofender. The archaic language still in use by legal and police
officials may predispose the observer to a certain set of expectations which
will have to be rapidly discarded. Phrases such as "grievouJbod.ily harm" or
"blackm3,il" are used, but may have a technical ratler ttran a literal meaning.
The factors affecting behaviour may be conceived of as being located in
a series of concentric circles. The innermost one is the intra-piychic area,
open only to introspection and interpretative inference auout tehaviour.
The concepts we use can serve only as models to order eur thinking and
facilitate communication. As yet we can point to noagreedwayofdescribing the anatomy of the psyche and tle workings of the inner world. Nor
c1n psychiatry or psychology yet gve a fully coherent and satisfying account
of the development of mind and personality in what we might call the normal
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person. Hence our understanding of the abnormal must be partial and
our forms of treatment still tending to be empirical. However, ttre various
schools of depth psychology do supply conceptual models based on clinical
observations, and it may be noted, various religious and mystical experiences
af,e soneerned with the same body of knowledge and describe it in their
own way.
It is not possible here to outline ttre scope of these possible models, but it
seems that any description or understanding of the intra-psychic area can
hardly be achieved without reference to the major analytical schools of
thought, namely those of Jung, Freud and Klein. It will be shewn that
in some forms of delinquent behaviour the intra-psychic disturbances are
the predominant factors present. In the child or young person, when psychological boundaries are weak, fluctuating or ill-defined, the next circle is of
elmost equivalent importance, namely the family. This defines a realm
where the first inter-personal relationships occur and where the basis for
the ability to relate is laid down. The inner world of the child is peopled by

the activated archetypal imagery of the powerful, numinous figures of
mother, father, brother or sister. Then again, the interpersonal field is
extended by the sets of relations which may be developed at school, at work
and during leisure. And tlese social contacts must all the time be thought

of as taking place, not in a vacuum, but in a certain locality and under
physical conditions, which may vary from the most pleasant, to the most
unfavourable. We shall have to bear in mind the work done in describing
the different parts of a clty, and the contrast between urban and rural
crimes. Lastly we have the area which includes the national, social and
cultural matrix. This entails not only ttre whole set of values, standards,
expectations and aspirations which are mediated by the cultural organs, but

also the national image held by an individual and his own relationship to
it. At one time somettring of this could be conceived of in terms of ttre monarchy which provided the model and the standards, and also the real figures
to whom the individual citizen might feel related. It seems fairly clear that
for the highly industrialized countries of the world, with economic systems
which allow for great discrepancies between standards and modes of living,
any unitary national identity is more or less impossible to achieve, except,
possibly, in wartime, and individuals have to try to find their significance
in relation to different groupings. A period of transition, with loss of national

power and prestige, will cause certain internal tensions and make it difficult
for individuals to perceive any significant and widely shared set of values, or
to feel involvement, except on a limited scale. We see something of the
practical expressions of these problems in terms of attitudes to public
services and public property.
These wide ranging factors have been noted because the study of delinquent behaviour involves such a comprehensive view. The place of the
psychiatrist here also deserves comment. He enters the field by way of the
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MacNaghton rules as a figure to certify ttre presence of insanity in the patient, or to confirm its absence. But from that beginning connected obviously
with the presenoe or absence of responsibility, his *oii h", extended. Since
the formulation of the MacNaghton rules much has happened in the feld
of psychiatry and the issue of responsibility has becomi less important.
More emphasis has been placed on the less severe or more treatabie types
of mental illness, and on the assessment of different types of personaiity
with a view to advice about treatment or placement.
It is for the Juvenile_ cgurt that the psychiatrist can work most easily,
because in common with the court, he is primarily concerned with
the welfare of the offender, his patient, and in working out courses of action to
restore mental health and proper social function. Thus, there appears to be
no inherent ssnflist between the wise and compassionate treaffient of the

offender, and the interests-of society. The psychiitrist has become something
of a team leader or coordinator, for in his work with delinquents he will be
collaborating with many colleagues from different discip'lines and backgrounds. The provision- of a court report will involve the work of physician,
psychologist, psychiatric social worker, probation officer and he^ad-master
in addition to the psychiatrist, but his will be the task of gathering the information together and weaving all the strands into a coheient whole which
will be a short clear summary for the guidance of the court. The psychiatrist

will hlve to recapitulate somettring of the emphases or approacn wnicn
have developed in the course ofthe history ofpsychiatry itselr. tne problem
must be viewed from the organic aspect, for conditions such
o,
"s "pi"pry
!ra!n damage may have a significant bearing. However, the more'common

finding is an absence ofany significant physical factors, although physique
and appearance are certainly of importance and organ inferioriti-es
-"y rc"a

to exaggerated compensations.
The descriptive school of psychiatry has also made its contribution,
and
ttre major classifications of insanity still have a value, although in work
with juveniles a diagnosis of this kind is rarely made. Dipth psyihology
has
been able to extend the value of a psychiairic opinion uv goi"g
beyond
description into the realm of explanation. And the wort orine fnalytical
schools has made clear some of the states of mind which are relevant.
They
have also elucidated some of the important environmental factors.
The
work of Freud has shown some of the mechanisms of neurotic disorders,
especially those concerned with the built-in figures of the parents,
the controlling super-ego, and has shown that extremes of superlego function or
lack of it can be significant. Jung's work has demonstrated riore
tn"
earlier stages of life, the primitive states of mind, of identification
"bout
and of
"possession" by the archetypes of ttre collective unconscious. These insights of psychoanalysis and analytical psychology huue
us to see
more of the effects of the lack of affection or proper mothering
"nabt.d on the
development of the personality. And if they have underlined
tnelroutems
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of treatment, they have also given strong leads as to the direction which
preventative work should take. More recently the behaviour-therapists,
working with concepts based on stimulus-response conditioning have been
claiming to tfeat both neurotic symptoms and delinquent behaviour. Amid
this welter of views many take refuge in aneclecticviewpoint,whichavoids
both ttre advantages and disadvantages of commitment and accords well
with the English dislike of theory and emphasis on practice. However, the
psychiatrist working in the field of delinquency often finds

tlat

his examina-

tion of patients is a somewhat negative affair, and he is able to make no
diagnosis in the ordinary sense of the word. He eliminates the presence of
organic disease, of psychosis, of neurosis or psychopathy. He may be left
with a picture which seems abnormal and he uses an ill-defined term such
as emotional disturbance. The different possible emphases or standpoints
in psychiatric thought include that developed from the existentialist philosophers. This highly subjective, sympathizing outlook embraces detailed obiervation and description of all the phenomena involved and aims to under'

stand the person's mode-of-being-in-the-world. working in this way it is
to establish a proper context in which the delinquent
behaviour can find its place and its meaning. It may thus fulfil its role as
a means of communication and, so long as tlere is someone to underStand
the language and respond, the behaviour may serve a positive function
both in the life of ttre individual and also within the social fabric itself, by
drawing attention to unrecogtrized areas of disease.
At the present time, then, the psychiatric role is primarily that of diagnostician or adviser, whetler it be to the court, to the probation officer, or
to parents, general practitioner, or children's officer. Secondarily, he functions as a therapist, and in this role is strictly limited. It is rarely possible to
carry out intensive psychotherapS let alone analysis, unless this can be
secured on a private basis. It is important for courts and referring agencies
to realize that the present Child Guidance Clinic, with its overworked
team, does not, as yet, show what are the real treatment possibilities with
some forms of delinquent behaviour. Thirdly, the psychiatrist must act in
his role as citizen, tax-payer and rate-payer, and try to influence ttrose
social measures and provisions which can have such an important effect
on delinquencies which seem to proceed from the reaction of essentially
normal pirsonalities to adverse social conditions. Here the remedy is the
reform of society, rathef than the attempt to ensure the conformity of the
individual to something external which needs to be changed.
sometimes possible

II.

P^trrnnNs oF DrTNQUEI.IT BgHAvIouR

(a) Srealing

in England at the present time would be an
by two or three boys together. Delinproperty
committed
e
against
offenc
The typical delinquent act
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quencies of all kinds are more frequent among males, some putting the
ratio as high as 10: I in favour of M: F. Among offences, those against
property predominate to the extent of being something like 6Gg0 per cent
ofthe total.
The laws of property demarcate this area of behaviour and endow it
with a great quantity of affect, for the protection of property is sometimes
pursued with even greater rigour ttran protection of the person and thus

indicates where society places its greatest value. Stealing, the typical delinquent act, brings out points already mentioned in a general way. In some
cases the main spring is individual psychopathology. In others social factors predominate. A study by J. Rich (19s6) of 200 consecutive cases
admitted to a London Remand Home delineated different types of stealing
in a most useful way. The marauding type of ofence, he showed, was an
unplanned affair, involving several boys, depending very much on circumstances, and committed by those who were essentially normal in their
psychology. Nothing particularly harmful was discovered in their home
background. coming mostly from the lower socio-economic level of society
it is possible that attitudes to property may be somewhat different from
those of the middle and upper classes. whether or not an offence is committed may depend on finding the unlatched window, or the unlocked car.
Goods on display may also prove too readily accessible. The influence of
the group, be it two, three, five or more boys will be important in generating both excitement and fear, the need to emulate and the need to avoid
being thought cowardly. Thus immature boys easily get caught up in these
escapades, and as easily seem to get caught by the police. They are not
essentially antisocial in their outlook, but may come from homes where
upbringing is lax and from neighbourhoods devoid of proper outlets for
youthful energy and interests. These groups are loosely knit, and could not
merit the label of gang. They are normal for this age range and in a sense
only accidentally delinquent. However, like ottrer normal gxoups such as
the adolescent street goups described by P. scott (19s6) they may evolve
into something different and undergoing a change of structure and purpose,
become sometling of a gang. This will probably be in order to meet the
needs of one or more individuals who are more highly disturbed than the
otlers and whose unconscious activity brings about a situation which
possesses the group, if only transitorily.
E.I-ewis (1954) writing about normal boys' groups has shown how a
group tends to form, having a balanced composition of extroverts, introverts, and a leader and possibly, too, a "medium,'. This latter person may be
emotionally disturbed, with ready a@ess to the unconscious. But in the
normal boys patterns of mythological significance were observed to be
acted out. so the gang may be gripped or possessed by primitive modes of
feeling, such as lead to behaviour which is "senseless" and destrustive.
Davidson and Gehman (1959) describe more structured gangs, and show
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how the gang has organization, roles, and functions which closely mimic
the organs of adult society. Almost without exception the gang members
were drifting and rootless, coming from broken homes and disorganized
neighbourhoods. Thus it can be seen that the gang has a positive function,
in attempting to create order out of chaos. Not unnaturally, bearing in
mind its genesis, it tends to orient itself around a paranoid axis, and gains
much of its cohesion by standing against its external enemies, be they adults,
police or other gangs. W. Golding (1954) describes in his novel, "Lord of
the Flies", the struggle for survival ofa group of boys stranded on an island, and delineates most skilfully the evolution of such a gang. The story
describes how the more stable, mofe rational and more civilized boys
gradually lost control.
The next type of stealing described by Rich was the Protsing type of offence.
This was more characteristically carried out by one boy alone or with one
other, and consisted of stealing, breaking and entering or taking and driving
away. Sometimes the objects taken have a value which is symbolic rather
than practical. These boys may be somewhat older than the marauders and
may come from homes higher in the socioeconomic scale. Like the marauding offences, these also will tend to cease as the offenders gf,ow up, although
the proving offences may persist for longer. The offence has a more firm
inner meaning and has to prove something to the person concerned. Hence
it can take place when he is alone. These offences can be committed by a boy
diagnosed as neurotic, and the inner conflict will b€ an oedipal one, centring
around the need for independence. Sometimes it will be in relation to a
struggle against Fatler, but a more common pattern seems to be where the
effort is emancipation from the over-possessive Mother. Talcoff Parsons
(1947) has commented on the social pattern in the Western World, where
the Mother is the significant figure in the home and functions as an agent
for socialization as well as the provider of comfort. The Father is often a

less meaningful figure, away at work for long hours and tired at home.
Andry's (1959) work has emphasized the importance of the Father and
shows the siguificant differences between the homes of delinquent and nondelinquent boys in this respect. So the boys in adolescence have a problem
with their masculine identification and have to break their close ties with the
Mother. Failure to do so may lead eventually to psychosis or else a pattern
of homosexual behaviour. Thus their struggle for independence is a highly
important one and those who are out-going and rebellious enough to be

delinquent, may, with help, win their way through to normal personal and
social adjustment. These ssnflicts, bearing on the adolescent drive for
independence, may provoke a gtett deal of guilt and this itself may help
to keep going a repetition of delinquent behaviour. Thus the guilt is temporarily relieved because the offence makes it understandable and punishment
follows discovery. Such a mechanism was described by Freud (1951). There
is of course an area of overlap with the marauding grouP, and again social
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conditions play a big part in determining the actual expression of these
inner conflicts. As the number of cars has increased, so have the offences
9f taking and driving away. A thorough study of car thieves by T.c.N.
Gibbens (1958) has brougbt out many of the features of these offences
which support its placement in the proving category and demonstrate the

neurotic element, including t,he repetitive nature of the offence and ttre inner
drive for punisbment. The 'Joy-riding" aspect contains semsthing of the
proving, too, for it shows the strength and independence of the boy, and
also something of the need for excitement which is common to the marauding ofrenders as well.
The third category described by Rich was the comforting type of stealing.
This begins early in life, in the home, and showed a positive Correlation
with separation from, and rejection by, the Mother. It is a type of stealing
which spreads outside the home and persists into adult liie. winnicott
(1956) writing on the Anti-social tendency, discusses this type of stealing
and its relation to deprivation. There is an element in it, he says, which
compels the environment to be important. The stealing is a going out to
look for something which has been lost. He writes:
"This is the search for an environmental provision that has been lost,
a human attitude which, because it can be relied on, gives freedom to ttre
individual to move, to act, and to get excited ... . The child provokes
total environmental reactions as if seeking an ever widening frame, a circle
which had as its first example the mother's arms or the mottrer's body.',
Thus the failure of mothering starts off the search which spreads through
each circle as it in turn fails to hold. winnicott describes a siries (..... The
mother's body, ttre mother's arms, the parental relationship, the home, the
family, the school, the locality with its police statioos, the country with
its laws"), often discovered in clinical practice.
The stealing is, winnicott says, hopeful because it is an active response
to a situation and the state of ego development determines whether such a
response is anti-social behaviour, rather than the development ofa psychotic
illness, based on regression and withdrawal. But the situation itself is a
basic one, where a sense of legitimate existence seems to hang in the balance.

sartre (1964) has studied J. Genet, an illegitimate person, both thief and
pervert, and brought out some of the essential features of ttris stealing.
He does this in discussing Being and Having. The illegitimate child feeis
no right to existence. "Being nothing", says sartre, "he possesses nottring.',

He has to say "thank you" for everything. Sartre defines the state thus:
"cast off of a society that defines being by having, the child Genet
wants to have in order to be." Gifts ease the situation, but enslave him to
ttre donor. For he has nothing as of right. Thus stealing is a way both of
having and relating to ttre owner of the object stolen. It is a unilatjral transaction, unlike buying, which requires a seller and purchaser. It is moreover
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a transaction where the stealer is in control and does not depend directly
on the other. R. D. Laing (1960) brings this out when he writes:
" The isolation of the self is a corollary therefore of the need to be in
control. He prefers to steal rather than be given. He prefers to give rather
than have anything, as he feels stolen from him: i.e. he has to be in control
of who or what comes into him, and of who or what leaves him . . . theindividual who is sure of his own being does not require to adopt such meastlres."
Rich describes a fourth type of stealing which he labels secondary offences. These are planned and measures are taken to avoid detection. Some of
these offences will be committed by those from the deprived group who are
now getting older and who will go on to form part of the body of chronic
offenders.

(b) Aggressioe Behquiour
The characteristic picture of a Juvenile Delinquent which contemporary
society paints for itself is not the unhappy stealer, lonely, ineffective and
unwanted.Itis, rather, the boastful, cowardly, violentthug, whose aggressive
behaviour is chiefly directed against the old, the weak and the unprotected.
That such a picture does not correspond to reality is easily demonstrated.
Baroness Wootton (1964) has observed:

Juvenile Court in which I presided for nearly twenty
years, I dealt with about seven thousand children and young persons.
The area covered by this Court reaches from the West End of London to
Fulham and includes some pretty tough districts. But in all my experience
I only had to deal with one case ofviolence thatendangeredlife, andprobably not more than about fifty cases of minor violence. I have not kept
precise records, but as I am very much alive to violence I think it highly
improbable that I should have forgotten any significant cases."
Even when it is realized that such an observation is based on experience
in one Court only and with a sample representative of nothing but itself,
such evidence helps to get the problem into some perspective.
Figures from a Remand Home in London point in the same direction,
with a vast preponderence of boys charged with offences against property,
and a very small number of cases of assault. Similarly, the Home Office
working party (1961) on compensation for victims of crimes of violence says:
"The majority of crimes of violence are unlikely to result in serious or
lasting disabilities."
C. Banks 0962) found that in studying 450 boys aged 17-20, offences of
violence occurred in 111} per cent. The single largest category was fighting
with other boys, followed by fighting with tie police as the next largest.
Again in the majority of cases there was no evidence of serious injury being
sustained. All this does uot show that aggressive behaviour is not a serious
problem or ttrat in a civilized society such behaviour is acceptable. It

"In the London
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may portend serious disturbance in the individual and
it has been noted
that in a series of adolescentmurderers (Gould, 1959);ll
*"roirg
;;v;ldl,
^r.otyp.
of what was eventua[y to happen. However the curreit
,t
.rrt
have.some meaning for society and it probabry rerates
t" f";;;;ch as the
unacknowledged destructiveness which is inhlrent in
tle massir" p."p*utions for nuclear warfare or the passivity with which road
a"utt.
rabelled
as accidents and accepted as inevitable.
"r"
Aggressive behaviour in the home is not always reported
as such, but may
come to right when ottrer problems are being discuss.d.
ih";;;
common
seems to be boys attacking their mothers or
else turning tn"ii L.t*"tio"
feelings onto their rooms or other objects. It seems
to be the situation which
occurs when unresolved oedipal tensions are present
and the fact of actuar
physical violence is a serious sign. cases where
a solitary boy directs physicar
aggression towards someone outside the home are
suggestive also of serious
disturbance and merit full investigation.All possibilities
must be considered,
organic disease, brain damage,- eprlepsy, hypoglycaemi",
;;U ;;sychosis.
unrecognized depression may_read to ugg.*riu" b"h"ri;ur,
"a ;hi;;;;n emerge
as suicide. Moods of intense despair occur ln disturbed
childr;;-; adolescents and suicidal risks are difficult to evaluate.
Outside the home. aggressiveness against other people
may occur in

conjunction with drinking and Bank's figures show that
tiis kiniof fighting
occ.rs among the older adolescents. It will usuany take prace
in groups or
an obvious nature such as a
milling
around
public
a
nouse
at closing
9loyd
time. Those involved are unrikely
to be Jnotiooully di;;;;orisvcuatrically disordered. outside the home much aggressive behaviour
is directed
towards objects, usually- p]lblic. property, ,ri"l u, .aifwaj
or pait equip-

ment. Destructiveness of this kind naturally raises a

il";g;Jp*se

from

adults, and is most rikery- to occur where groups have po-o,
u
id"ntin"atio,
with any part of the adult world. Such aglesiion, again', i;
.;;;
Iikely to
be a group phenomenon and, as alreadf-shown,'til
b""o."
;;p;;y
possessed bypathological emotions and
Lehave in a wi i;-*hi;t most of
the individuals comprising it will repudiate when in
u oorrrut state ornina.
Questions relating to boredom, lack of recreafional facilities ana negaure
feelings about ttre community are relevant in this connection.
nutlnvestigation is usually required and it is difficult to get reliable accounts
of ttrese
outbursts of aggressive behaviour. This again underlines
the fact that much
delinquent behaviour j.
directly obsirved
a"."r[tioos o;y otners
require careful evaluation."IFantasiejof violence "oa
are very common and ideas
about the_vulnerability of tle human body may, in young peopi.,
U" ,rai
mentary. This ignorance is accentuated by films and
tlbvis-lon wiictr suggest
withoui"fp"r"ouy
Fl1 " great deal of physical viorence "u, b"
infringing
"u.tuined
the integrity of the phy_sical body. The
true ."urioe ofi'ggr"..io,
may be harder to under-stand. winnicott (1956) has mentio;ed
iiis component of the anti-social tendency, and sies its
meaning ;til;
for ttre
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deprivedpersonastestingtheenvironmentforstrengthandstability.
n.-p. iuiig (1960) has shown that in an adult psychotic patient, violent
personal identity
U"n"nio* i"s important in the struggle to keep a feelingof
psychoticpatient
to relate. And we finilthat material fromthe
"upu"itv
"oa
the understanding of patients who are less severely ill'
.ioates
iit
o
oit
brutally in insanity
erl""g (1959) has said "the thingi that come to lightcontinue
to influence
they
but
i.-uio-niaa.n in the background in neurosis,
consciousness, nonetheless".

(c) Serual Delinqtmcies
diffiIt is not surprising that the onset of active sexuality is fraught.with when
especially
in
adolescents,
investigate
culties. These are not easy to
social agencies bring about referral to a clinic'

Alreadytheyoungpersonhasbeenquestionedabouthissexualbehaviour,

tilk

about it any more. The-permissive,
if direct
iri*af, atmosphire of the clinic may be singularly unproductive
and atsJgwlr
more
go
much
be necessary-to
;;;;;rt ;t; forced. It may general
mode
and
personality
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knowledge of
irrpi ,i n to gain u *or.
underpart_of
an
as
fit
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;f li;r;, into
ofattitudes or events. Thus an adolescent boy from a broken
series
,t"oa"Ui"
lo-" naa sustained numerous changes of house and school for many years.
and wants nothing so much as not to
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adolescence
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""i
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time
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occurring
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of
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Gsh to show off also occurs and
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hard to establish what the behaviour pattern actually
he
himself from within tle safety of ttre house. In others
u.v *iu
others
to
at
"-p"se
solitary woman,
does so in the street or park. sometimes it is to a

agroupoftwoor.or..Somethingoftheactmaybeinferredfromthe
aggressive component'
i.[tioo to it and there seems to be a definitely
positive, active nature, intendSometimes therefore tle exhibitionism is of a
may have a
irg io ."t" an impact, to shock, to communicate' At others it

of the tlreat of the other
deT"nrin" origin. Sartre (teSZ) discusses something
person. He saYs:
l.Th.o I am sucked into his orbit. My world dissolves and flows away
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'
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'
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some juveniles are charged with stealing female clothing. some are
found

it at home. Again, the shock of horror from thJadults will make
this difficult to discuss with the adolescent, but the context in which the
behaviour is set may be one where a crisis of sexual identity is present.
Bettelheim (1955) has described the behaviour of disturbed uoys ana girts
during adolescence, and their dressing up on special occasions] Abouithe
boys he writes: "soT: of them masquerade so well that people meeting
them on the street think they are girls. But the motivations]"guir,
ur. ,ot
simple. The disguise represents a desire to be, and to fnd ouino*
it feels
to be, a woman. But it is also an anxious and hostile caricature of women.,,
Bettelheim's observations suggest somettring of the purposive nature
of
the behaviour, and ifit can be understood as solution-r""ilog or problem
so.lving it is possible that more rational attitudes can be takJn up by
the
adults who are involved. During adolescence the conflicts and ambivalencies
surrounding the establishment of a firm sexual identity have to be resolved,
and it is a last chance to experiment, as Bettelheim has suggested,
with the
possibility of the opposite sexual rore. As with the exrrif,itionlsi,
such a
behaviour pattern in a juvenile may occur as part of a severe neurotic crisis,
with high levels of anxiety, but the possibility of the onset of a psychotic
illness
as schizophrenia has to be kept in mind. It may alternaiely be
part of-such
a picture more suggestive of psychopathy, where there is deficient
wearing

ego and super-ego development, and the behaviour represents uncontrolled

instinctivity, and failure to adapt to social reality.
cases of homosexual behaviour in juvenile boys sometimes come to light.
some of these are immature boys undergoing rate, or in a prolonged form,
the transient homosexual phase which in somi degree or otlier is ca-tegorized
as normal. Again, the behaviour may sometimes have an irrational
urgency
about it, and the lack of reality sense will suggest that this is a part of an

early schizophrenic breakdown.
- This weakening of ego function and activation of the unconscious, can
be described in Jungian terminology as the activation of the archetype
of the
Anima, the contra-sexual fgure normaily dormant in the male pry.n.. mi,
movement of the anima and weakening of the ego leads to much anxiety
and fears or beliefs about a change of sex. It is not possible here to go
into
details about the aetiology of homosexuality but tn" t"y will be found
usually in the parental relationships, particularly with the mother.
So far our discussion of sexual delinquencies has concerned boys only,
but in girls sexual misbehaviour is, proportionately, a much commoner
problem, but one which is described in different ways. The girl is
said to be
beyond control or in moral danger. There is a gr"at disrupiion of relationships in the home, with a hostile relation betwein mother and daughter. By
the time the problem is detected by a social agency it will be found-to be
of
long standing and hard to resolve. cases of rejection by the home may show
how the apparently sexual or genital behaviour is really an expression ofthe
l7+
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need for comfort and physical contact which is normally sought by a child
from parents. In a general way some of these problems, in boys and girls,
can be seen as the prolongation into adolescence, or the re-awakening at
this time, of early needs for comfort, security and contact. These needs,
then, or retardations of emotional and psycho-sexual development run into
the adolescent onset of physical maturity, and the adolescent is faced with
overwhelming problems of comprehension and control.

III. Tnmrlmcr

PossrsntflEs

We have already seen how it is possible to view cases as situated on a
continual scale, from one extreme when the primary disturbance seems to be
an intra-psychic one, to the other where the chief problem appears to lie in
social factors, and we can envisage some of the combinations which may lie
in between.
Hewitt and Jenkis (1945) have summarized much information in a useful
way by describing three behaviour syndromes, which correlated with appropriate situational patterns. They describe

(l)

unsocialized aggressive behaviour, associated with parental rejection.
(2) Socialized delinquency, associated with parental negligence and exposure to delinquency.

(3) Over-inhibited behaviour reaction, associated with family repression.

As with the different types of stealing described by J. Rich, these categories are useful because they already suggest something of treatment needs.

However, the first need of all is for a careful assessment of the problem,
which entails sometling like the child guidance clinic approach, so that
physical, psychological, family and social aspects can all be examined and
assessed. As soon as a child or young person has moved beyond the scope
of the school medical service and child guidance clinic, the possibilities
of a full investigation become less. Facilities in remand homes may be
similar, but it would seem that the prison medical service does not yet have
sUfficient resolrses. Before sentence to a Borstal institution is made, reports have to be received about the physical and mental health ofthe offender. But in the case of detention centres, which deal with an age rangefrom
l4to 2L years, it is possible for an offender to be sent straight from a court,
with no prior examination or assessment.
Treatment possibilities can be seen as divided into two broad categories;
the first being treatment, advice or support on an outpatient basis with the
delinquent remaining at liberty within the community. The second is based

on removal from home and placement in a special unit, school, children's
home or penal institution.
As has already been suggested, the different types of stealing show that
needs may be equally contrasting. The psychologically normal marauding
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type of offender will not require, as a rule, to attend a crinic but might be a
suitable subject for a probation order, along witheffortstofindandincourage him to use socially acceptable outlets for his enerry. If offences persist,
home or locality influences seem too much to be rCsisted it may be that
_and
later on a further report will be called for and placement in an approved
school considered. The proving type of offence may present in a more
disturbed person and the neurotic conflicts may be susceptible to psychotherapy.
At the present time it is important to remember how very restricted are
the possibilities for more than a limited kind of supportive therupy at most
clinics dealing with outpatients. For a small numGi a weekly ..sioo
-"y
be sufficient to build up a significant relationship and effeit some inner
ghange. At this age, the conscious resolution of conflict and gain in insight
is perhaps not so important as the development of a relationship, or creation
of a situation in which the on-going process of psychological development
can resume its march. It is important to recognize that if, in the case of
proving offences, such as taking and driving away cars, a probation order
is made and attendance at ttre clinic recommended, there will be a difficult
period in which further offences are possible. In the comforting type of
9ff9nce, with a history of deprivation and many changes of home ana icnooL
it is unlikely that psychotherapy at the intensity of once a week will be
helpful. The painful areas of sadness and suppressed feeling may be stimulated but not properly contained.
Peto (1954) has commented on this problem and ttre way in which psychotherapy would have to assist such a person, to internalize their conflicts;
become aware of tlem, and actually suffer, instead of making others do so,
In fact, such a patient might have to work through a painful neurotic stage
on the way to recovery. It is clear that such a course of treatment could not
be contemplated unless sufficient expert help were available to the patient,
if necessary, for a long period of time.
The psychiatrist's role is, usually, a more limited one in advising on placements and trying to interpret to others something of the needs of the
patient for at least a holding operation. It is not unusual for adolescent
boys who have spent years in care, to develop a great drive to find their
mothers, to try to grow some roots, to establish some kind of personal
history. In these cases, psychiatrist and children's officer
iorm an

effective team.

-ay

where a highly charged home situation has led to an assault on mother
or behaviour destructive to the home itself, it seems that, while psychotherapy
may be indicated, it must be coupled with removal from home as well. An
adolescent psychiatric unit might well be the right place. A suitable hostel
placement, if available, might be sufficient. c.ertainly some of these cases
find their way inevitably into the adult wards of the mental hospital. These
unfortunately can sometimes provide little more than a safe place and an
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a cooling-offperiod. Possibilities of psychotherapy, continuing education and the company of the peer group are obviously not easy to
provide in such a setting.
Problems such as these may not in any case present as delinquencies. For
the family may call in the general practitioner rattrer tlan have recourse to
the police.
Problems of in-patient or residential treatment are many. An institution
has to be very good in order to be better ttran even a poor home. Staffing
such institutions is extremely difficult. Generally speaking, ttre number of
delinquents seen in clinics who require in-patient treatment in a mental
hospital is very small. A still small, but larger number, would benefit from
care in a special adolescent unit. Some find their way to residential schools
for the maladjusted, others to the approved schools, Borstal institutions and
detention @ntres. Some of these have psychiatric consultants visiting
ttrem, but possibilities of treatment for individuals will be severely limited.
Even more difficult is the task of creating an environment in which emotional maturation can proceed, which entails steering a middle course
between too much freedom on the one hand, and excessive repression on
the other.

opportunity for

The polarization of the community into staff and patient or staff and
inmate gtroups is all too readily achieved. If the institution functions in this

way then the influences which bear most continuously and most heavily on
the individual boy or grl are those of tle inmate goup. Thus the very object of the placement can be frustrated from the beginning, and the less
disturbed, or less sophisticated in a criminal sense, may be adversely affected. Yet to achieve a more harmonious, democratic type of community
which avoids this polarization is almost impossible, for the general level of
social and cultural advance in the community at large has not yet reached
such a stage. It is interesting in this connection to think of the evolution
of ttre concept of the therapeutic cominunity especially in reference to the
Henderson Hospital, and the help it has given to people labelled as psychopaths or criminals.
In considering these various treatment possibilities we have touched on
those problems connected with the treatment of psychiatric disorders, and
the less specific cases coming under the heading of emotional disturbance. When we come to think in terms of the more normal psychological states, struggling against adverse social conditions, we come to that
area of discussion of treatment which begins to overlap with preventitive measures. In the case of individuals, there will be the obvious efforts
to secure rehousing or transfer of a family to a difrerent area; there will
be the search for suitable clubs and recreational facilities and so on. There
will be consideration of problems connected with schooling and the attempt
to get provision of extra tuition or remedial help, or even a change of
school.
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IV. PnE'vENTrox
Considering delinquent behaviour to be an area of human behaviour
defined by social rules and laws, any measures designed to influence such
behaviour may well be as complex as tle factors which bring the behaviour
into being. And as human society is always in a dynamic condition, one
cannot conceive offinal solutions. It is unlikely that any society could exist
wittrout some delinquent or deviant behaviour.
Many people now say that poverty having been eliminated, and a certain
level of social security assured for the majority of the population at least,
that crime and delinquency should have greatly diminished. But such a
statement is evidence of a misunderstanding of ttre nature of human behaviour. When man's physical needs are assured he does not thereby become
contented. He is freed for further struggle and conflict. Thus we see in
Western society, where the elementary necessities of life are reasonably
secured, that anxiety and conflict get centred around other needs, namely
the need for status and power. In recent years there has been an increasing
sharpness in the struggle for status and an increasing concentration in the
deposits of real power. As the peasant was displaced from his land and thereafter could only sell his labour to the owner, so in the modern industrial
state, the majority of the population have little or no stake in the ownership

or control of the means of production, in fact of the way in which their
working lives are governed. It is interesting to speculate about the meaning
ofthefts from factories and laboratories and so on, and to consider perhaps
a new formula, namely "they steal for status" to replace the old one "they
steal for love". For without real power or responsibility a man is diminished,
however much welfare services may care for him, and it is possible that some
forms of stealing are unconscious expressions of this dilemma, and thus
have a comforting aspect.
However, these considerations are not perhaps immediately relevant in
consideration of juvenile crime. But we can describe some measures
which would be beneficial, and are already accepted as desirable.
In the field ofeducation there is the level ofpractical difficulties, such as
classes which are too large. It seems certain that the last year of school life
needs special attention, with small groups learning by visits and discussions,
rather than by the formal class-room situation. In this way it might be possible to counteract the boredom and lack of involvement which are so regularly described. Then there is a level where we need to consider the content of education. The complexity of society with various ministries, offices,
officials, forms and regulations needs to become part of what is taught.
Behind that lies the problem ofa philosophy ofeducation, or what are the
basic values that are to be transmitted.
Then again on a practical level come the tasls of further education, where,
at present, such meagre resouroes are available that only a small minority
of people continue education into adult life.

tle
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A further aspect of prevention lies in the field of work and training and
recreation. Many offences are committed while young people are out of
work and problems ofjuvenile redundancy and unemployment which have
appeared elsewhere could well become serious. This will mean much more
effort to provide training, and State action would be required. Then again
the pitiful resources of our community in terms of swimming baths, gymnasia, playing fields, clubs and the like will need a great new investment of
money and interest to bring them into a proper state.
The controversy over the influence of mass media of communication
remains unsettled. But it appears that commercial media oriented towards
selling and profit making are unable to function without exploiting and
publicizing crime. Recent disturbances by opposing groups of adolescents
would seem to be very much of a social artefact, stimulated and shaped up
to form good headlines over a dull holiday period.
The detailed reporting of crimes, especially those connected with violence
or sex is likely to have a harmful influence on a small number of persons
struggling to control similar fantasies and urges. And yet ttre concurrent
attitudes of condemnation which go along with such reporting are likely
to frighten off anyone who would want to seek for help even before they
have broken down, or actually committed a crime.

V. CoNcr,usIoN
We have described Delinquency as a socially defined area of human
behaviour, and by adding the word Juvenile we simply restrict the area of
study to within the appropriate age range. We have seen how psychiatry
endeavours to work in the field, eliminating first of all organic diseases
which may account for anti-social behaviour. Then comes a description
of symptoms and natural history, followed by if possible something of an
explanatory nature. A further stage is to achieve an empathic understanding
of a person's mode-of-being in the world. Whatever the behaviour described,
whether stealing, aggressiveness, sexual misbehaviour, truanting or running
away, we have seen that it may involve states of mind which are almost
normal or those which are greatly disturbed.
Investigation is needed to find out in which cases the intra-psychic disturbance is ttre predominant factor, and this may also indicate the chief
mode of therapeutic approach. At the other extreme we saw that social
factors might predominate, and the therapeutic prescription be for better
houses, schools or clubs. The majority of cases lie in between the extremes
and thus call for a careful assessment of all the relevant factors. This approach means working in teams, with perhaps, the psychiatrist as chairman
or coordinator.
The work should result in the production of a useful report for the referring agencies. The various treatment possibilities are seen to be still
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with psychotherapy of an effectual,
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nature virtually unobtainable.
Preventive measures again range from the practicar, already obvious, to
those of a more metaphysical nature, which seem to indicate a need to examine the underlying philosophy of a particular society, in the endeavour to
see to what extent this itself has the effect of stimulating delinquent behaviour.
Jung (1959) has commented on influence of the unconscious mind and
its curious JanusJike quality. It looks back into the past, as indeed we do in
the effort to understand the present existence of an individual by going
into details of the history of himself and his family. The concept of the collective unconscious points still further back to those impersonal deposits
which contain the basic history of human experience. But the othei face
looks into the future, and this direction is a ress familiar one. Delinquent
behaviour springs out of the individual's own particular life history. But
like all human behaviour, it is purposive and points in whatever wayit can
to the future. It is by endeavouring to understand the true genesis and purpose
of the behaviour that we can hope to free the individuaifrom this need for
anti-social behaviour, and leave him able to develop himself to the fullest
possible extent, for his own sake and that of the society of which he is an
inevitable part.
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3

FAMILY AND SOCIAL APPROACHES
IN CHILD PSYCHIATRY

CHAPTER

1

The Role ofthe Family tn the Emergence of Child Disorders
Dy NITHAN W. AcKERMAN

INrnoouc:roN
The inclusion within this vohrme of a chapter on the role of family in ttre
emergence of child disorders marks something of a turning point in the
history of child psychiatry. New developments in medicine, psychiatry, and
the related behavioral sciences have propelled us toward this objective; of
these, two sets of influences stand out most sharply: (l) the recognition of
critical deficiencies in past attempts to correlate child behavior and family
environment, and (2) the rapid growth in the theory of personality. In our
time we are plunged into a phase of radical reorientation to the principles
of causation, diagnosis, therapy and prevention of behavior disorders.
This brings us flush against the challenge to embrace the dynamics of indivi-

dual and family development within a unitary theoretical framework. Are
we yet ready for this complex undertaking is the question!
By tradition, the study of human adaptation and associated conditions
of illness and health gravitated to one of two extremes, either to ttre processes of individual personality or to those of society. Accordingly, parallel
advances have been made in individual psychology and in the science of
society and culture. Paradoxically, however, the study of human adaptation
in the intermediate area of the family unit was long delayed. This is especially
striking when one realizes that the family is the critical link between the

internal forces of personality and the wider forces of society and culture.
Many factors contributed to this lag:

(l) The inadequate understanding of the dynamics of small groups;
(2) The long tradition of the privacy, t}re sanctity, the inviolability of the
inner life of the family, which hinders systematic study of the intimate
aspects of family

living;

(3) The weakening of the family bond, induced by such factors as the

impact of the industrial revolution, the tradition of "rugged individualism", and competitive achievement, all of which tend to atomize
the family, alienate its members and foster the sentiment "each man

for himself";
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(4) The inertia, conservatism, and biased beliefs of the community which
block critical examination of those elements in the systems of family
and community that contribute to social and mental disorder, while

continuing a traditional trend of quarantining and scapegoating the
victims of such conditions.
Surely, looking back on the past, it cannot be said that the role of family
has ever been ignored; it is rather that the emotional interplay of child and
family was conceptually approached in an atomistic and one-sided way.
The prevailing style of thinking tended to separate the child from his environment. The child as individual and the family as group were observed
and evaluated in parallel, though separate, spheres. Formulating the relation
between the two sets of observations became a matter of psychodynamic
speculation, a secondary task in conceptualization. This way of thinking
and doing in child psychiatry brought forth mainly unintegrated fragments
of insight. Characteristically, the literature identified the deviant, inappropriate attitudes of the mother and, less regularly and more vaguely, the
attitudes of the father. The conceptual orientation was mainly to the one-toone relation of parent and child, to the parent viewed as an external influencing agent, rather than to the family as an ongoing living unit with unique,
definable properties of its own. Seen in retrospect, the traditional theoretical
approach was an oversimplified one. It had built-in limitations which, in
effect, placed a stumbling block in the path of progress towards a unified and
precise correlation of child and family behavior. To this extent a significant
advance in the understanding of psychopathological states in childhood was
hampered.
Psychiatry as a special phase of medicine and the healing arts has an
ancient background. Modern dynamic psychiatry is something else again.
Dating back roughly half a century, it is an exceedingly young science, but
the psychi atry of children is even younger, covering perhaps a mere thirty
years. In this short span, remarkable advances have been recorded in the

understanding of the emotional development of a child in illness and in
health. There is this paradox, however; the very proof of a growing maturity
in this atea is the increasing clarity, confidence and frankness with which
we can now define the persistent gaps in knowledge, and identify the weaknesses and limitations of existing theories. At the present time, the entire
field of mental health practices for children can only be described as extraordinarily fluid. This is amply attested to in the tremendous range of studies
which find their way into print in child development, child psychopathology,
and in the applied fields of child rearirg, child education and therapy.
The impact of new perspectives can be discerned in two important ways:
whereas, at an earlier stage, child psychi atry tended to follow the doctrines
of adult psychiatry rather too slavishly, today the tail begins to wag the
dog to a startling extent. The expanding knowledge of the psychiatry of children represents an increasing challen ga, t potent catalytic force affecting the
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further evolution of the principles and practices of the psychi atry of adults.
At another level, the changing outlines of child psychi atry, influenced by
developments in the social sciences, stirs into being a new dimension in
mental health, the psychopathology and psychotherapy of the family unit.
Within this broader framework of the family unit, a powerful impetus
emerges to understand the processes of health as well as of illness, to colceptualrze the dynamic development of individual personality within the
development of the family group, and to co-ordinate the knowledge of the
psychopathology of child and adult. Inevitably, this brings a changlng order
to the tasks that lie ahead. It seems reasonable, therefore, to anticipate
that an evolving social psychology and social psychopathology of family
life will feed back and enrich both the psychi atry of children and of adults.
Looking to the future, we may talk increasingly of family psychiatry and
less of child psychiatry.
It is self-evident at the outset that huge gaps of knowledge continue to
persist in the area of the relations of child behavior and family environment. What we offer here is mainly a point of view, a way of thinking
and a method of studying the problem rather than definitive knowledge.
With full awareness of the risks entailed, we undertake to schem atize the
issues beyond the borders of what we are yet able to document scientifically.
It is in this spirit of presenting a working paper that we ask the reader's
forbearance. The focus of this essay then is to try, as far as present competence allows, to transcend the limitations of past attempts of this kind by
providing a more comprehensive conceptual scheme within which to define
the role of family in the emergence of child disorder.

HlsrorucAl BacrcRor,JND

A frank retrospective judgment of earlier efforts to illuminate the role of
family must bring the prompt admission of critical inadequacies. Knowledge
in the psychi atry of children has tended to accumulate in bits and pieces
rather than in integrated wholes. The deficiency of past approaches to the
role of family is sharply reflected in traditional patterns of clinical practice
and teaching. Personality disorders in children were classified descriptively

in terms of recurrent, identifiable symptom clusters. Symptoms were related
to organic defect, physiological imbalatr@, or to frustrated needs and associated conflicts and fears. The conventional standards of psychiatric appraisal of the child led with disturbing frequency to inadequate or erroneous
diagnosis. The single, most encompassing reason for this has been the difficulty of evaluating the role of family environment.
In psychiatric examination of a child patient, it is not possible to dissociate what is observed from the clinician who is doing the observing. Since
he cannot observe everything at once, he concentrates selectively on partial
phenomena, guided by his clinical hunches. What he sees depends on his
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selective attention, what he chooses to look at as well as what he chooses
not to look at. Clearly, this is one possible source oferror.

Following child guidance tradition, the labor of diagnostic assessment
was divided. The psychiatrist examined the child patient. The psychologist
did the testing. The social worker interviewed the mother, gathered and
interpreted the social or family history. The usual procedure consisted of a
sequ-ntial series of operations, clinical diagnosis of the child, historytaking, evaluation of mother, father, siblings. In the secondary task of integfating available information, another level of possible distortion arises;
ihe emotional influence of the family on tle child becomes a matter of conjecture. To be specific, when in our customary procedures we examine a
inild away from the parent, each parent away from the other, each ofthese
sets of daia being gathered by different persons at different times, and finally
undertake the task of integrating the separate findings, the resulting interpretations of the relations of child and family can be seductively faulty.
Empirical experience has shown how skewed and unreliable such conclusions
be. Failure to check the clinical examination of the child as individual
""o
against a further evaluation of the child together with parents and family,
oi fuilor" to check the appraisal of a child in an office interview against the
appraisal of the child in his home setting, may often lead to misleading diagnostic conclusions.
Alone with the psychiatrist, a child shows one side of his personality;
in the presence of parents, a child shows a different side. It is the social
structuring of the interview experience that predetermines, in large part,
the selective quality of the child's reactivity. Changes in the interpersonal
situation bring critical shifts in the child's response. The kind of information
we obtain about a disturbed child depends upon our way of getting it. what
appears in one interview situation as a serious psychoneurosis, or even as a
te-ndency to psychosis, may later prove to be an acute transitory disturbance reactive to current family trauma. Errors may also be made in the
opposite direction. A child may be diagnosed as showing normal emotional
riactivity when, in fact, the psychiatric interview simply fails to mobilize
the expiession of the child's inner pathogenic core. Thus, the qualifying
featurJs of the examinational procedure can a@ount for a range of errors
in the initial evaluation of a disturbed child.
The difficulty of judging a child's emotional response to his family may
be illustrated in another way. When a clinical history of the child is presented, certain components of the child's behavior are judged to be "reactive"
to the family situation. But reactive to what in the family situation? As soon
as one demands specificity in such judCments, it is seen that the isolation
and definition of the specific pathogenic features of the family environment
are no easy task. Often the distinction drawn between the reactive components in the child's behavior and other deviant responses presumed to be
rooted in the child's intra-psychic organization remains loose and vague.
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Inner and outer, past and present determinants of behavior are thus intermingled in an unclear way.
Still another difficulty can be seen in the way in which the child's clinical
record is organized. One part of this record deals with the onset of symptoms, a separate section with the child's development, another with the

psychiatric examination of the child, and still another with family background. Again and again, one finds that the psychiatric examination data
on the one hand and the social or family history on the other are dissociated.
The two sets of observations seem to be collected and interpreted in sepa-

rate contexts.

It

then becomes difficult to discern the relevant connections,
of deviant behavior in the child and
the psychosocial development of the family group.
The cogency of these considerations is reinforced by empirically documented observations:
stage by stage, between the emergence

(1) The emergence of psychiatric disorder in a child is regularly preceded
by family conflict. There is a demonstrable relation between confliit in the
child and conflict in the family. Psychiatric disorder in a child is a functional
expression of the emotional warp of the entire family; once the family disorder is internalized, the ongoing interaction of child and family affects
the further destiny of the child's illness.
(2) The psychopathology of the child is a response not merely to the
individual make-up of each parent, but also to a distortion in the evolving
identity representations of the joined marital and parental pair. Specific
disorders in the development of the marital and parental partnership are
followed by a subtle process of displacement and division of these pataogenic trends among the offspring; each child absorbs and reflects, in a highly
selective way, the sick qualities of each parent as individual and of thl
parents as a joined couple.
(3) If the child is treated and the family disorder ignored, the child again
falls ill.
(4) If the child improves, other members of the family may get either
better or worse.
(5) conflict and anxiety in other family members may block the progress
of the child's therapy. This is especially so if the child is the pawn of unre-

solved conflicts between the parents.

(6) If the family group is treated as well as ttre child, it becomes possible
to join the goals of therapy with those of prevention of mental illness.
other defects of traditional child guidance concepts and practices may be
summed up as follows:
(l) The unsolved problems of causation of child disorder;

(2) The unsolved problems of diagnosis and classification of child disorder; the difficulties of integrating descriptive, dynamic and genetic aspects

of diagnosis;
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(3) The tradition of excessive conformity to the standards of adult psychiatry; the one-sided emphasis on pathology; the failure to weigh pattrologic trends within the broader frame of total functioning
(+) tne failure to conceptuahze the circular feed-back aspects of the
relations of child and familY;
(5) The lack of standards for diagnosing the whole family; the failure to
assess the balance of health and sickness in child and family and to correlate
diagnosis of the child with diagnosis of the family;
(6) The failure to define the interplay of multiple disturbances within the

family group;
(7) The lig in conceptualizing "acting out" as a pattern of emotional
complicity in family relationships ;
(gi fne inadequacy of our understanding "secondary emotional gain" of
illness as family process;
(9) The complications of an artificial division of labor in the child GuidaocB Team; the special problems of "separate treatment" of child and
mother; the neglect of father; the failure to conceptualize mothering,
fathering and "childing" as interdependent role functions epitomizing the
identity of the family as a whole;
-psychosocial
(lO) The delay in integrating psychotherapy with social therapy of the
family; tle failure of an effective program of prevention of mental disorders
in children.
The recognition of such deficiencies in the conventional theory and practice of child psychiatry should in no way be surprising. They are the inevitable difficulties of a way of working with child and family, a way of gathering information. The positive values of clinical study of the child within
the usual pattern of child guidance operations have been amply demonstrated, but the limitations, weaknesses and distortions of such procedures are
less understood. More often than we like to admit, the essential truths concerning stages of child development and the influence of family become
twisted, when part phenomena are artificially separated from the whole for
the convenience and familiarity of a particular method of study. What
begins as an attempt to simplify the means of study brings in the end an
aggravated complexity. We must, therefore, be consistently vigilant lest the
procedures mislead us, give us false facts and pseudo-under"rr.to-ury
standing. Drawn into a blind alley, we may be led to incorrect conclusions,
faulty hypotheses, and a kind of theory-building that impedes ratler than
facilitates the discovery of the truths of child development. If we want to
understand the relations of child and family we must engage in direct observation of these very relations; we must study child and family together.
This offers a built-in corrective for a range of possible errors in clinical
judgment that derives from psychiatric examination of a child which is
pursued apart from the familY.
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Psychodynamic investigation of the interrelations of child behavior and
family experience have been given tremendous impetus through ttre discoveries of psychoanalysis. psychoanalysis pointed abeacon ligi't to the basic
needs of the child, the stages of emotional development, Ihe integration
of psyche and some the role of unconscious conflict. If placed in bold relief
the psychic bond of child and mother, the child,s fear oi abandonment
and
loss of love, his struggle wittr parental authority and fear of punishment,
and the balance between need satisfaction and nied frustration.
Freudian formulation of the psycho-sexual stages ofchild development, ho-

wever valuable in its own right, failed to provide a satisfactory framework.
A
critical difficultyresulted from the tendencyto dissociate the billogical and
the
social determinants of behavior. when a psychoanalyst alluded to a certain
psycho'sexual level, oral, anal orgenital, tlis carriea a dual
connotation: (a)
a specific level of instinctual organization, (b) an implied level
of ego development or total personality organization related to thi dominant levels
of instinctual drive. This is ambiguous and confusing. Missing in this rramewort

aretheidentityconnectionsofchildandfamily,thi relatiois of ego and superego with family interaction and the interplay of ttre child,s deflnses
against
anxiety with the family group defenses oiits integrity, stability ana growth.

In psychoanalytically

derived formulations, Jelective patierns of interwere suggested between ttre child's unconscious needs and parti"4oo
cularelementsofparentalbehavior,
or between the overt actions ofthe child

and unconscious wishes ofthe parent. clearly such correlations are partial
in nature- They hypothesize a relation between a piece of the child and a
pieceof theparent. This piece of the child is not
defined in proper relationto

the whole child, nor is the whole child seen in accurate perspective
with regard

to the whole parent, nor to the full breadth of the reiation between the
parents, nor to the psychosocial configuration of the family
as a whole.
Parental behavior is defined intuitivery in a spotty, incomplite
way, often

selectively and with prejudice. Frequintly neglecied, furthermore,
are the
inevitable processes of change a"rosi timi in parents and family.
clinical interest was usually focused ou the reration of specific types of
reaction in the child with specific parental attitudes, o"gl""t, r"l"ction,
harsh or inconsistent discipline, ouer-iodulg"nc", overprot"ction; arso,
the
connection of specific body responses in the child to-specific
anxieties in
the parent. some correlations were established with regard to the child,s
reactions to rivals for parental love and to parental punishment. Finally,
configl in the child was related to conflict between ciild and parent, and
\tween the parents. Today, one must be increasingly sceptical of familiar
cliches and stereotyped formulations concerning iie
response to
parental rejection, seduction, oedipal involvemeni, narcissistic
"hild', expioitation,
etc. No one of these "noxious" features of the environment
can be under-
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stood except in the context of a systematic examination of the dynamic
prooesses of the family as a whole.
It is true that psychoanalytic ideology assigned an important place to
family as the shaper and maker of the child's personality, but its theoretical
structure has thus far dealt mainly with isolated parts of the family, not with
the family as a living unit.
Psychoanalytic theory contains a profound riddle concerning the relations of individual development and family belongingness as they evolve
through time. How far is the child's personality individual? How far is it
familial and social? How far does the child's personality unfold autonomously from within, how far is it influenced from without? How far does
it move outward and forward, how far does it move inward and backward?
This is the riddle of the inner and outer face of personality, the mystery
of the relations of subject and object, the I and me. In psychoanalytic
theory we cannot be clear how far they are joined and how far they are
separate. Psychoanalysis reveals with uncanny clarity how the child falsifies
his image of family, but not how a child assimilates his correctly perceived
experience of the realities of family interaction. Psychoanalysis does not
adequately illuminate the merging of old and new experience. It does not
show how a child learns and grows, nor does it show the forward-moving,
creative expansion of personality. It focuses one-sidedly on patholory,
insufficiently on health.
From another standpoint the child was viewed as a pol5morphous per-

little animal, a pleasure-bent anarchist; the parent as antipleasure. The
parent and child were enemies locked in battle, each exacting sacrifice of
ihe other, or at best achieving an uneasy truce. Is sacrifice the core of
parent-child relations? It is so that what the child gains, the parent loses,
ihat what the child loses, the parent gains? Is love in family relations impoverishing or enriching? what is mainly revealed here is the competitive,
oppositional aspect, not the joining of child with parent and family. Psychoanalysis tended to dissociate the inner mental proc€sses from the forces of
the environment. It viewed social force and reality as a contaminating
influence. It dichotomized the biological and the social, conscious and unconscious, pleasure and pain, reality and fantasy. Psychoanalytic theory
moved from inside-outward and tended, until now, to neglect the circular
feedback aspects of the relations of child and parent.
Hindsight is, of course, easier than foresight. We can now recognize that
psychoanalysis, withits extraordinaryinsights, has given risetonew problems.

verse

it

is clear now that we must mark out the discrepancies between unconscious

andconsciousstriving,illuminatetheinfluenceofspecificcomponentsofpathogenic motivation within the frame of total personality organization, andfinal'
ly, relate the child's psychosocial response at each stage of development to
o d.fioitioo of the structure and function of the family as a living unit. The
proc€ssesaremultiple, complex, overlapping, difficultto control andinterpret.
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A question may be raised about our readiness to quantify data in clinical
research. How and what to measure must follow hypothesis finding and
testing. The traditional method of the physical sciences which distinguishes
dependent and independent variables and preserves the constancy of one
variable while observing the effect of altering another, is at present hardly
applicable to the problem of the relations of child and family. Nor can the
principle of rigid controls in experimental design be implemented. A furttrer
handicap is the inability to replicate in any exact fashion a particular, though
transitory, configuration of family relationships. For these reasons and
more, this field of inquiry does not yet readily lend itself to devices of
precise measurement. Again and again, psychiatry in general, and the
psychiatry of children in particular, have been critically assailed as being
pseudo-science. Continuing pressure has been exerted for "exact" research, for a rigorous test of assumed knowledge by scientific method. But
what is a true scientific approach to the relations of child and family? Ought
we not here to discriminate between science and scientism? unfortunately,
much of what passes as "scientific" in child psychiatry is merely scientistic.
We must separate the wheat from the chaff. Are we yet ready to quantify
data in the area of child and family psychiatry? Surely there is room for
critical doubt on this issue. What exactly shall we try to measure and how
shall we do it? Only after we have thought through, talked through, and
fought through the complex questions involved, only after we have achieved
a coherent, consistent conceptual framework, can we begin to consider the
challenge of measurement and verification. We need initially to be crystal
clear as to what it is we are looking at, before we can turn reasonably to
the task of precise validation. Otherwise, we are in constant danger of measuring wrong events, insignificantevents, or even ofperverting our definitions
of the problem to make them conveniently fit familiar and readily available
means of measurement. we are faced today with a plethora of statistical studies
that at the least are without essential value and, at the worst, are misleading. They may actually derail and delay the development of valid knowledge.
Clearly, the discovery ofnew and relevant ideas is ourfirst responsibility.
Still another set of difficult problems derives from the necessity of integrating the knowledge and methods of multiple disciplines. By the very
nature of the problem, it demands the contributions of all branches of
behavioral science. There is a prime need to integrate psycho-dynamics
and social science, but how shall we provide for this contingency? The
special complications of inter-disciplinary collaboration are extensively discussed in ttre literature. For the study of the clinical aspects of human relations problems, experience shows that one needs a special kind of social
scientist. For this need, one searches everywhere but, unfortunately, only
with rare success. Too often one is inclined to agree with the frequently
expressed sentiment that the best kind of interdisciplinary collaboration is
that which can be crowded inside one man's head.
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Tlrs CrrALr,BNcB
lVe are faced with twin tasks, each related to and dependent upon ttre
other: the design of a more satisfactory theoretical framework for the
emotional relations of child and family, and the creation of new methods
of clinical, social and experimental study by which to test and amend this
theory. For this puq)ose, tle older, more familiar methods will not work;
we need very much to discover new methods suited to the specific nature of
this problem. A clinically oriented exploratory interview with the whole
family seems to provide one such approach. Such an interview may be conducted in an office or within the home. It affords us new kinds of information
about the emotional relations of child and family. The observations thus
gathered and the related hypotheses can be applied to a range of special
studies. The data of family interaction can be examined from many points
of view, using different points of reference, depending upon one's special
interest. Forinstance, one canpursue a differential study ofthe characteristics of family interaction which are conducive to psychosis or to neurosis.
One can examine the features of family structure and function which
predispose to shared patterns of acting out, delinquency, drug addiction,
etc. One can examine adolescent problems as a symptom of family disorder.
One can examine the way in which the character traits, the anxieties and
defenses of the two parents are parcelled out among the offspring. One can
examine the relations of verbal and non-verbal communication in family
interaction. Interpretation of family process and change can be checked
against strategically timed interviews with selected parts of the family,
individuals or family pairs. One can compare and contrast a variety of
family types belonging to the same sub-culture. One can do ctoss-cultural
studies of different family types. One can objectify the findings in these
various approaches by the use of sound tape, moving pictures, TV, multiple
observers, etc.

CoNcrrru^lr, FnAMgwoRr
The basic need is for an expanded conceptual framework within which
to examine the inter-relations of child and family. fn this larger perspective,
the child is seen as part of the family, the family as part of the child. Without
the family, the child is incomplete; without the child, the family is incomplete. The child takes from the family what it needs for its growth and development. The family, in turn, takes from the child what it needs for its growth
and development. Each projects on to the other unwanted qualities. The
relations between the two are interdependent and interpenetrating. The
exchange of affect and influence is a circular one; it moves both ways, from
family to child and child to family. Any change in the behavior of family
brings a change in the behavior of the child and vice versa. As the family
evolves across time, the child must respond accordingly; as the child's
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personality emerges, so also must the family react. The correlation of child
and family behavior is differently determined for each stage of evolution of
the family group, for each stage of the emergence of the child's personality.
The circularity of adaptation at any one stage is, of course, influenced by
the quality of adaptation that prevailed in the antecedent stage. The perspective is an ecological one; the unit of behavior to be examined is the child
within the family rather than the child alone. The family environment is of
the essence of the child's emerging pattern of adaptation; child and family
are indivisible. This point of view gives full recognition to the need to interrelate mind, body and social behavior. It integrates representations of the inside and outside of the child's mind. It evaluates within a unitary theoretical
scheme conflict within and between the minds of family members. It defines
the effects of genetic and constitutional factors within the matrix of the
ongoing mutual adaptation of child and family group. It gives explicit recognition to the principle that social and cultural factors play a pre-eminent
part in the progressive organization of the child's personality. This, in
essence, is the psychi atry of the child within the broader matrix of a social
psychi atry of the family.
The significance of this shift in orientation is profound. It dictates a
movement away from the traditional, exclusive absorption with the individual manifestations of mental illness to an expanded concern for the relevant
processes of social interaction. It relates social health and mental health,
social disorder and mental disorder. It impels us to define the unit of pathogenic response within the larger framework of total adaptation, to weigh
sickness-inducing forces against those that maintain health. For these purposes, obviously, an explicit conception of health, however elusive, becomes
indispensable. The emergen@ of this perspective is historically reflected in
the step-by-step movement away from a prim ary con@rn with symptoms
to conficts and related ways of coping, to character structure, to the total
functioning of personality, to the relations of personality to social role
adaptation, and finally to the dynamics of family and culture patterns. It
interprets child-rearing behavior and mothering attitudes, not exclusively as
a function of the woman's personality, but beyond that also as an idiosyncratic expression of the character and quality of the family as a whole. Mothering is influenced by fathering, fathering by mothering, both in turn affected
by the circular interchange of parents with child, child \4rith siblings, younger
and older generations, and by the interplay further between the nuclear
family and kin. The influences of social class and culture pattern become
internalized in the characters of the parents and in the patterning of the
family. It is in this sense that the child-rearing needs to be viewed as a shared

responsibility.

Within this framework we are obliged to assess psychopathological
deviation in a relation to a normative standard of the emotional development of the child. We need to understand better what is a healthy child, a
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healthy motler and father, a healthy family, a healthy community and culture. Admittedly the achievement of such standards is a tall order, a most
difficult and complex undertaking. Some investigators shy away from the
enormity of the task; they say that health is so extraordinarily relative as
to defy description. Others go even further; they assert the position that health
in human terms is a sheer abstraction, that it does not really exist and, ttrerefore, we can have no scientific definition of health. However relative such a
condition may be, health is a human reality. Just as there are degrees and
depths of illness so, too, are there degrees and heights of health. If so, we
have no alternative, no excuse for avoiding the issue. Unless we make a
significant advance along this path of formulating normative standards of
development and health, there will always be some question as to how

far we

can really be clear and confdent concerning the validity of our presumed
standards of pathogenic development and illness. All things are relative:
what goes wrong makes sense only as we place it alongside of a conception
of what goes right in human development and adaptation.
The family "makes or breaks" personality. The family has the power
to enhance or impair the mental health of the individual. Interactional
processes in the family exercise a selective control of emotional expression,
supporting some channels for the release of feeling and restricting others.
The family strengthens some individual drives, weakens others. It satisfies
or thwarts personal needs. It structures the opportunity for security, pleasure
and self-realization. It patterns the lines of identification, thus molding the
emergence of the individual's image of self. It defines the dangers the individual must face in life. It lends specific form to conflict and may or may not
provide an experimental setting favorable to solution. The group life of the
family may intensify or lessen anxiety. It exerts a potent influence towards
suc@ss or failure of particular defense operations. Finally, it may strengfhen
or weaken the reality testing power of the individual. In turn, the individual
gives preference to those features of family experience which are friendly
towards and supportive of his personal strivings. He interacts selectively
with those aspects of family life which further his personal aims, values,
pleasure goals, relief of guilt, forms of defenses and solutions of conflict.
Family roles, then, are interdependent and interpenetrating. Behavior in
a family role is influenced from three sources; individual personality,
reciprocity of family roles, and ttre psycho-social structure of the family as
a whole. In triangular relationships one member may bind or disrupt the
unity of the other two. Emotional illness may serve to integrate or disintegrate family relationships, the illness of one member complementing that
of another or having antagonistic effects. The course of illness may be slowed
or hastened by the quality of family relationships. Some forms of illness
may be shared by two or more members.
Thechallenge is to interrelate the growth prooesses of childhood with the
developmental processes of the child's emotional integration into his family
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groupandsoci4lsemmnnily. It is the interaction and merging
of the biological and social forces, stage by stage, that molds the char-aderistics
of child

personality.

In the purview of
_history, the family approach to personality disorders
in childhood is propelled
into being by several
rorces: (l) the

rwolutionary transformation of the family pattern,"orrJrgiog
inducid 6y social change;
(2) the recognition of principle of contagion of emotional disturbance,
and
the intimate relation between social and mental disorder; (3) the greater
appreciation of the limitations of conventional procedures or aagnosis,
treatment and prevention that are restricted to the individual child; (a)
specific new developments in the behavioral sciences which include a
range
group dynamics, social psycholop[,
_small

of studies in ego psychology,

aatlropology 4ad semm rnication;
therapist in the modern community.

(, til

chinged

iole of tn. p.y"no-

Such developments, rapidly unfolding on the contemporary scene,
bring
a rising pressure for a method of study of the family groop
a behavior
system.

",

The family approach enables us to undertake a critical review of existing
concepts of causation of personality disorders in children. It leads to
more
precise criteria for evaluating disturbances of ttre central roles of
mothering
and fathering, for the assessment of marital and parental ssnfisf, the

efect
of child on parent and the functioning of the family as a whole. It makes
possible the understanding of the pathology of thelndividual
members in
the context of ttre life of the group. It illuminates the balance between ttre
integrative and disintegrative forces of family life. It makes possible
a
parallel assessment of sickness-inducing and health-maintaininglforces.
It
suggests some conceptual paths along which we may correct known
deficiencies in child and family guidance practices and in psychotherapy.
It
provides a scheme for integrating social ttrerapy ana psycnotnerapy in
family services. of focal importance is the clariication-oi those specific
components of marital and parental functioning that are conducive
to
pathological child development.

Cruro-Feurry DHcNosrs
The task of achieving a more precise correlation of child and family

requires the following:
(1) Criteria for the psychosocial structure and mental health functioning

of the family group;
(2) Elucidation of the stages of development of the family;
(3) A classification of family types according to theii mental health
functioning;
(4) A theory of child personality specifying the stages of development
in
terms of biosocial integration with the family group;
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system of evaluating deviant units of child behavior within the con-

text of total personality organization and adaptation to family roles;
(Q A classification ofpsychiatric disorders in children that can bejoined
with the principles of family diagnosis.
The psychoJocial structure and functions of the family group may be
evaluatid horizontally and longitudinally. In the horizontal or cross-sectional
view, we may examine the family from the following points of reference:
(1) The fuifillment, harmonization and balancing of the family functions;
iZi fn" typical family role relationships and patterns of complementarity;
(3) The conflicts and coping; the alignments and splits within the group;
ttre interplay between family defense and individual defense;
(4) The rdentity, stability, value orientation and growth of the family;
a model
iSi fn. discrepancy between the family's actual performance and
of healthy family functioning.
On a more differentiated level, we may evaluate marital and parental
adaptation, the fit of marital and parental roles, the parents as individuals,
the fit of parent with child, child with parent.
In the l,ongitudinal view, we may examine the family at sequential stages
of development and adaPtation:
(l) The stage of courtshiP;
(2) Early marriage;
(31 the e*pansion of family with the advent of the first child;
(4) The family with multiple children;
(5) The family in maturity;
(6) The dissolution of the old family and the creation of new ones.
w" -"y assess the family's capacity to ful-fiIl, harmonize and balance
its multipie functions according to the following items: (1) survival and
security,(2) affection, (3) the balance between dependency and autonomous
develoiment, (4) social and sexual training, (5) growth and creative development.

these are selectively safeguarded? which others
are neglected or distorted? Which are sacrificed so as to protect which others?
In othir words, what is theprioriry that the family assigns to ttrem and what
is the pattern of failure to achieve balanced functioning?
As a next step, we draw judgment on the typical family role relationships
and patterns oflfamily role complementarity. In the reciprocal role adaptations of husband-wife, father-mother, parent-child, child-sibling, we examine

we may ask: which of

the question of emotional complementarity with the use of five criteria:

(1) support of self-esteem, (2) need satisfaction, (3) co-operation in the search

ior soiution 6f ssnfisl, (4) support of needed defenses against anxiety,
(5)
support of growth and creative development.
' -We
emotional complementarity is preserved,

discern at what specific levels
at what other levels it is sacrificed. We draw a further judgment: in the emotional involvement of triangular relationships such as mother, father and
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child, does ttre need and anxiety of one member of the threesome invade
and
impair the emotional complementarity of the other two?
we classify role complementarity in ttrree broad categories: (l) lacking,
(2) partial, (3) complete.
we say there is a lack of complementarity or a negative complementarity
when there is a critical reduction at all levJh. we say complementarity
is
partial when it exists on some levels and is absent on-others'.
For example,
a satisfactory quality of complementarity in the items of need satisfaction

and support of defenses against anxiety, but a relative lack of complementa-

rity in support of self-esteem, co-operation in the quest for solutio-n of con-

flict and support of grourth and creative development. partial complementarity may contribute to the control of anxiety; ii may offset possible breakdown in one of the partners and yet limit growth uLtn or tte relationship
and of each partner as an individual. we say that complementarity is
higl
or relatively complete where there is emotilnat
io ,uu"o.pi.-.ot"tioo
stantial measure on all five items.
Thenextstage of family diagnosis is the identification of the main patterns
of cgnflict and coping_. conflict and coping are seen as twin aspects of a
single process. we define the main conflicts of the family only ii
the context of a parallel statem€nt concerning the ways of coiing *itn
conflict within the family emerges out of a struggle ueiwein one"oofli"t.
part of
the family and another about what the family is ana ought to be, how
the
family serves or fails to serve the needs of itJ members, ihut ttre members
do, ought to do or fajl to.
!o {or family. Family "ooii.t, revorve mainly
around issues of need satisfaction,
love expectation, struggle for control
or support of a needed.or preferred self-image. In the course-Jf such struggle
the family group may divide into competing factions. A conflict oi;a"otity,
values and strivings brings a split in ttre iamily which mobilizes one
segment against the other.. such splits may be horiiontal, vertical or
diagoni.
They may set male against female, mother and son against fathe."oa
a"rgnter' younger generation against older. The opposed factions may be equal
or severely unequal in power and position. if may be two against two or
three against one. It is rarely "all for one and or" fo, all". Tie breakup of
the family into warring factions distorts the execution and balance
of family
functions. Family splits of this kind are often organized as a ciuster of
interrelated roles, that of attacker or punisher, victim of attack,
the scapegoat, and the family healer.t
. we refer to coping with family conflict as family defense. This has as
its purpose the protection of the integrity and continuity of family
iunctions.
We identify family defenses tentatively as follows:
(l )Enhancement ofthe bond oflove,sharing, co-operation and identification.
f Acxrnulx,NlNnrax W..Pnejudicial Scapegoatingand NeutralizingForces in theFamily
Group, with Special Reference
Congress Issue, 1964.

to thtR;le oF.Family Healer,l

It. i.

sic. tsy*tat.
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(2) Selective shifts in family role complementarity in one or more of the
above mentioned criteria.
(3) Rigidification or loosening of the family roles.
(4) Reduction of ttre intensity of the conflict by means of manipulation,
coercion bribery, compromise, denial or esc,ape.
(5) Shifts in the configuration of alignments and sptts witlin the family
group and prejudicial scapegoating of one part of the family by another.
(6) Repeopling of ttre family, that is, elimination of one member or addi-

tion of anottrer.
(7) A significant change of environment.
We endeavor to mark out the interplay between the main family defenses
of ttre integrity and continuity of family functions and individual defenses
against anxiety.
We come now to the question of family identity. Family identity is what
the family stands for. It pertains to a dominant identity, a representation
composed of shared goals, values and strivings. Family identity is not and
cannotbeafixed or pure thing; it represents a fluid, continuously evolving
image of the family as a living changing unit. It is crystallized out of an

ongoing clash

of multiple,

competing, and co-operating partial identity

representations. It is molded by the manner in which each member struggles
to reconcile his personal identity and values with the shifting representations
of family identity across time. It refers in a special way to the direction and
contentof striving. Itanswers the question, Who are we as a family at a given
time and place and in a defined life situation?
The concept of family stability refers to the continuity of family identity
across time, the control of conflict and the capacity to change, learn and
achieve further development. It is reflected in tle quality of adaptability

and growth of family role relationships.

Family identity and stability must be considered together. Stability
epitomizes the family's capacity to protect the continuity and integrity of
the family's identity under the pressure of changing life conditions. It insures
ttre intactness of family adaptation in the face of new experience. This is
tle conservative phase of stability. The other aspect must provide for the
capacity to adapt flexibly to new experience, to learn and to achieve further
development. It represents the potential for change and growth. Effective
adaptation or homeostasis requires a favorable balance between the protection of sameness and continuity and the need to accommodate to change.
It requires the preservation of the old coupled with receptivity to the new,
a mixture of conservatism and readiness to live dangerously.
Within ttris theoretical framework it seems possible to outline the pathogenic areas of family conflict, those which push the homeostatic function

toward decompensation, aggravating the tendency to disorganization,
regression, breakdown of communication and emotional alienation; at the
opposite pole, we may define the potential in the complementarity of family
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role relationships for providing new paths of solution to conflict, establishing
effective compensation or compromise, fostering new levels of identification
and individuation, and thereby promoting health and growth. Thus we may
more clearly view the balance of forces within the family, those that predispose to breakdown and illness and those that protect health and fulfiilment.
The diagnosis of the marital partnership is a part of family diagnosis. To

be considered are: the capacity for love, mutual adaptation, adaptation to
external change and adaptation for growth.
We are concerned here with evaluating the role complementarity of the
marital partnership, the levels of conflict, benign and destructive, and the

patterns of coping. Worthy of emphasis here are two special features of defense: (a) the use of the marital partnership to compensate anxiety and
support one or both partners against the threat of breakdown; the use of

external relationships to mitigate marital failure, to provide compensatory
satisfaction. (b) The quality of integration of each partner into tlie marital
role and the fit of marital and parental roles.
The performance of the parental pair can be similarly judged by: l-the
complementarity of parental roles; the mutuality of adaptation , adaptation
to external change and adaptation for $owth , 2-the levels of c-onflict,
benign and destructive, 3-the integration of each partner into the parental
role, 4-the effects of parental behavior on the child, 5-the effects of the
child's behavior on the parents.
The final step in family diagnosis is the need to define the discrepancy
between the actual performance of the family and an ideal standard of
family functioning. One can assess: l-the fulfillment of strivings and
values,2-the stability, maturity, and realism of the family, 3-the presence
or absence of regressive and disintegrative trends , Lthe quality and degree
of successful adaptation and growth.
The question here is, how far does the family fall short of what it might

be, in the family's view of itself, in the community's view of family; and
finally in terms of a professional standard of a mentally healthy family unit.
In the longitudinal perspective, similar evaluations may be made for each
stage of the growth of the family, &s previously indicated; l-the stage of
courtship, 2<atly marriage, 3-the expansion of the family with the first
child, 4-the family with multiple children, 5-the family in maturity, 6-the
dissolution of the old family and the creation of new ones.
The child's adaptation to his family environment is viewed as a biosocial

process. Hereditary factors influence such qualities as physical type, affecti-

vity, motor reactivity, and intellectual potential, but the processes of socialization pattern the form of all behavior. The channeis of expression of
physiological need are or ganized by the social interaction of thl child and
parent, and by the typical interpersonal relationships within the family
group' The individuality of the child is incomplete; he develops only ;
relative autonomy.
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The stages of development of the child are viewed as advancing levels of
biosocial integration with, and difrerentiation from his family environment.
At each stage of maturation, his drive, defense, perception of self and others,
conflict and anxiety are conceived as inter-related elements in a unit of adaptafion. The body orifices, the skin, the activity of the internal organs and the
muscle systems are regarded not only as sourees of pleasure and means of
avoiding pain, but also as somatic agencies for the interchange of energy
between the inner and outer environment and as sub-verbal instruments of
communication. As the child develops, he achieves different levels of emotional union with, and individuation from his parents. rilhen a child acquires
speech, independent mobility and increasing realistic mastery of his environment, his identity is further differentiated by his response to his two parents
as a joined couple and by his relations with his siblings and grandparents.
For purposes of definition, the child's emotional development is divided
into stages. Each stage is conditioned by the previous stage, merges imperceptively into and overlaps the next stage. With maturation from one stage
to the next, the prooesses intrinsic to the previous stage do not cease but
become less prominent and are differently integrated into ttre dominant
patterns ofthe succeeding stage. These stages ofdevelopment are best identified in terms of the characteristic trends of adaptation.
(l) The immediate post-birth stage reflects mainly a vegetative adaptation.
The organism feeds, sleeps, cries when hungry. The integration of nervous
system functions is incomplete; perceptual responses are crude, relatively
unorganized and do not yet leave permanent psychic residues.
(2) The second stage is one of the primary biosocial union with mottrer.
Though physically separated at birth, the infant is totally dependent for
survival and development on symbiotic union with mottrer. It requires
nourishment, tender warmth, touch contact and stimulation and protection
from danger. At this stage the child's behavior alternates between the
extremes of helplessness and defenselessness and a striving for omnipotent
control. The urge f61 omnipotent mastery is conceived not as a function
of the child as individual, but rather as a function of the child's biosocial
nnion with mother. The child commands, the mother obeys; the mother
commands, the child obeys. The child is not yet able to distinguish the
mother's self from the own self. The mother functions not only as the source of
love and security but also as the perceptive and executive agent of the child,
communicating through her behavior her own affective interpretations of
the prevailing realities and also her devices for dealing with them. At this
stage the child is already capable of a tender, wann response to mother.
Premature, excessive, shocking or sudden withdrawal of mother induces in
the child feelings of panic, helplessness, fear ofloss oflife and outbreaks of
aggression.

(3) Thethirdstageis one of gradual separation of the infant's self from
mother's self. As the child matures there is progressively less panic and less
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aggression on separafion. The child begins to assert its separate self with
increasing firmness. As he becomes ambulatory, he develops the power of
speech and greater physical mastery over his environment. As the original
biosocial unity with mother lessens, omnipotent behavior gives way to an
increasing measure of real control and progressive testing of reality. Along
withthesetrendssocial discipline of the child assumes increasing importance.
The child comes to terms with parents and family. The mother's care and
control of the child are influenced by the quality of her relations with father
and family. As a child submits to parental discipline, he begins to internalize
social standards, at frst depending on ttre parent as an external source of
control, but gradually incorporating these standards into his own personality.
(a) The fourth stage reflects the child's differentiation of the two parents
according to sex, redirection of the child's love needs in accordance with the
parents' masculine and feminine qualities and ttre relationship between
them. In a parallel process, corresponding identifications emerge with each
parent. There is deeper internalization of functions of conscience, now
influenced by the distinction between male and female parent and the
emerging sexual identity of the child. The further stages of submission to
parental discipline are differentiated accordingly.
(5) The fifth stage is one of expansion of the emotional and social spheres
of the child's interaction with his environment beyond the confnes of his
immediate family, testing of social reality and learning in the context of
wider contact with peers and parent substitutes. This is a period of broadened
social growth, education and preparation for adolescence.
(6) The sixth stage is one of pubescent growth, bringing in its wake the
struggles of adolescent adaptation. Differentiated sex drives emerge and
there are reorganization of the lines of identification, realignment of group
allegiances and roles and anticipation of and preparation for ttre tasks of

adult [fe.

The role of family in the induction of child disorder rests on the emotional
hurts inflicted upon the child, the timing of these assaults and their duration.
The eventual outcome is determined by the maturational condition of the
child as organism, the vulnerability of the child's personality, and the healing
powers that can be mobilized by child and family together.

The more disturbed the family, the more are the relations of child

and family bound to the theme of sacrifice, an emotional sacrifice imposed

upon the individual as the price of membership. The child suffers this
sacrifice as the victim of a form of prejudicial scapegoating that is characteristic of the given family. In malignantly disturbed families the prejudice is,
in effect, the child must not be; in less disturbed families, the child must not be
different. The scapegoating of the child may revolve around a range of
prejudices which attaches to those qualities of the child that represent a
ttrreat to the parents. The prejudice may take tle form of an antagonism to
anything new, any expression of change or growth; it may be opposition
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to the assertion of difference, or to the expression of spontaneous feeling.
The prejudice may revolve around issues of conflict between the younger
and older generations. It may attach to ttre war of the sexes. It may become
connected with brain versus brawn, smart vs. stupid, fat vs. thin, light vs.
darkskinorto a variety ofhabits concerning food, clothing and cleanliness.
The emotional injury inflicted on the child may result in (1) a fundamental
threat to the child's survival, in terms of body injury, neglect, starvation,
physical or emotional, or both. (2) A pathogenic symbiosis of child and
paf,ent with a fixation of child's growth. (3) Susceptibility either to a major
or minor mental illness.
The emotional sacrifce that family exacts of the child as the price of
membership may be (1) relatively total, (2) partial and selective. In total
sacrifice, the child must not be. He has no right to live, breathe, eat or move.
The sacrifice imposed is extreme. The family maintains itself in a static
equilibrium at the expense of the emotional life of the child. The growth
potential of the child is impaired, warped or destroyed. It is this pattern
of emotional injury that predisposes to psychotic development.
In the case of partial sacrifice, the relations of child and family are bound
to the theme, the child must not be different.In order to assure security and
approval, he must conform by surrendering a segment of his individual
being. The family maintains its equilibrium by imFosing upon the child
this forced partial surrender. In this configuration of child and family, so
long as ssnfisf is contained and defenses are compensated, the disturbance
results mainly in psychoneurotic development.
In a deviant pattern of partial sacrifice, where defense operations decompensate andJhere is a relative failure to contain conflict, the outcome becomes
either exile or forced complicity in disordered family relationship patterns.
The result of this trend maybe (l) alienation of thefamily members, each
going his own way, (2) A pattern of sociopathic rebellion, indulgence in
alcohol or drugs, etc. (3) A perversion of family relationships to the goal
of power, degradation, and destruction, (4) psychosmatic disorder. Such
disorders sometimes serve the purpose of offsetting a complete breakdown
ofdefenses, and the outbreak of overt psychosis. By identifying patternsof
prejudicial scapegoating and the characteristic forced sacrifice, it becomes
possible to define those features of the family environment which act as
"sensitizers", "pressurizers" and "precipitators" of disturbance in a child.
At each stage of child development, the healing of conflict and anxiety may
be either healthy or pathological. It is when healthy healing fails that deviant
patterns in the child become fixed and persistent. As a child moves to the
next stage, new deviations may be superimposed and added to the clinical
picture. Thus, multiple types of pathogenic response and mixed symptoms
may emerge, referrable to different stages of development.
The child may react to threats in ttre family environment in one of the
following ways: (l) he may attack his family and attempt thereby to coerce
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gratification of need. In this category fall the aggressive conduct disorders
and the sociopathic forms of behavior disorder. (2) The child may withdraw
from contact with his family. In this category fall the recessive personality
developments and trends toward excessive preoccupation with self and body.
(3) The child may react with excessive anxiety, internalization of conflict
and with a production of one or another structured form of psychopattrolory :
(a) excessive anxiety with internalization and encapsulation of specific
conflicts as in the production of psycho-neurotic reaction, (b) excessive
anxiety, defective emotional control, decompensation of defenses, paralysis
or disorganization of adaptive functions which may induce sociopathic or
psychosomatic tendencies, (c) excessive anxiety, disorganization ofadaptive
behavior, arrest of development and/or regression and reintegration at a
primitive psychic level as in psychotic forms of reaction.
This range of disorders is represented in the following chart.
Psychiatric disorder in a child must be classified and correlated with the
specific type of family environment. The classification of family types accordding to mental health functioning is a complex undertaking. with the limitations of present knowledge we can only suggest a crude tentative grouping
of family types. From a genetic or developmental point of view:
(l) The healthy or expansiae growing family (see below).
(2) The accidental or unintended family-one that is forced by external
circumstances as, for example, in a marriage and family brought about by
pregnancy or other accident of life.
(3) The abortioe or temporary family-one that emerges out of a kind of
life adventure, a trial marriage, a conversion of a sexual affair, unintended
basically to endure or evolve into a normal family goup.
(4) The family of flight-one that results mainly from the urge to escape
from conflict with the family of origin or a kind of family that is brought
about as a rebound from a prior disappointment in love.
(5) Thefamily of expediency-one that derives from an arranged marriage,
a pact of security or one that has the purpose of joining two larger families.
From a functional point of view:
(l) The healthy family-a theoretical ideal. Mother and fatler have a
good fit both in the marital and parental partnership. They are able to share
realistic goals and compatible values. They share awareness of these strivings
and values, positive in emphasis rather than defensive. Compatibility is
achieved in a reasonable measure in the emotional social, sexual, parental
and economic areas. Conflict is not excessive, is under control and mainly
has realistic content. when conflict arises, the parents are able to co-operate
in the search for the solution or appropriate compromise. A transitory
disturbance does not involve an excess or persistence of accusation, guilt
feelings and scapegoating. There is empathic toleration of differences based
on mutual understanding and respect and also tolerance of residual immaturities that might be present in one or another family member. There is
l8r
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sharing of pleasure, responsibility and authority. There is reasonable fulfillment of goals, both for the family as family and for the development of
each member; There is appropriate conoern for the welfare and development
of other members of the family as well as for self. In the face of differences
the mutual, unreserved acceptance of one family member by another makes
these differences a stimulus for growth rather than a basis for conflict, or
alienation. The actual performance of the family reasonably approximates its
goals. Relatively high emotional complementarity among the family members
exists with no significant trends toward isolation, disintegration or regression.
(2) The.imrnature prctectiue family-the type of family which emerges out
ofan original need. One part needs to relate to the other in the role ofparent.

The relationships remain immature and protective.
(3) The competitiue family-one in which relationships beginning with the
parents are excessively influenced by motives of envy, jealousy and competitive admiration.
@) The family of neurotic complementarity-a type of family in which
the special neurotic needs of one parental partner are complemented by the
other; one partner serves as a healer of the conflicts and anxieties of the
other. The stronger partner in this arrangement is intended to provide
immunity against emotional breakdown in the more vulnerable partner. In
such fanilies children are exposed to the imposition of a special kind of
emotional sacrifice, one which requires them to surrender specific parts of
their being as the price of belonging and protection.

(5) The family of complementary acting out-orre in which the members
join a shared pattern of acting out of conflicted urges. There is unconscious
complicity in the acting-out pattern.
(6) The detached, or emotionally isolated fami$-a family in which a

tolerable balance is struck among the members conditional on maintaining
a required degree of emotional distance and isolation.
Q) The master-slatse family-a family with a characteristic role relationship: one. partner seeks omnipotent control of the other. The master needs
the slave; the slave needs the master. The one is aggrandized as the other
is demeaned. The natural goals oflove, sharing and identification are perverted to the goal of power to dominate, degrade, and ultimately destroy the
partner. fn essence, this is a symbiotic bond in which one partner expands
at the expense ofthe other.
(8) The regressiue family-a family dominated by a negative orientation
to life. There is a shared fear of and prejudice against life and growth.
There is a shared expectation of imminent catastrophe. There is an implicit
theme of total sacrifice. One member must surrender the right to live,
breatheand movein orderto assurethe survival of other parts of the family.In
its emotional orientation the family moves backward in life, rather than
forward. Its relationships follow tie master-slave pattern. This is the type of
family that iS most apt to produce psychotic disorder.
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CHAPTER

2

Family Yicissittdes in Relation to Personality Development
Dy

Ponul Horuex

Trts theories of personality which form the basis of the preventive and
remedial work of most child psychiatrists are now well known. For this
reason and also because they receive detailed discussion elsewhere in this
volume, they will be treated here only in summary form.
The upbringrng of a child has to provide both for his immediate needs
and for those that are more remote. In the interests of his adult well-being
a good deal of parental effort is dirested to introducing him to society's
demands, to inducing him to forego, postpone or ration instinctual satisfactions and gradually come to tolerate a fairly high degree of frustration.
But the parents, particularly the mother, begin by responding to his every
demand and continue through his long period of helplessness to supply
his needs, both physical and emotional.
It is interesting to note that the Oxford English Dictionary defines ..nurture" as (l) "moral training and discipline" and (2) that which ..nourishes".
To nurture in these two, often opposed, senses is the parents' function.
A further element of nurture, begun by the parents, though usually taken
over after a few years by professional teachers, is training in skills and
techniques for mastering the environment. In this, too, nourishment and
discipline are combined, but sooner or later, it provides satisfactions which
may serve as compensations for those the child has been obliged to renounce.
It is the contradictory nature ofthese two aspects of nurture which creates
the first and most fundamental problem in parent-child relationships.
Throughout childhood the forces of instinct are being confronted with
the demands of society. The history of the development of any personality
is the history of successive conflicts and their outcome. Thanks to the work
of psychoanalysts and ethologists a good deal has been learnt of the processes of socialization. These workers have alsoprovided evidenceofthe
strength of the resistance put up by the instinctual forces, of the mechanisms
brougth into play for dealingwith conflicts beyond the child's strength, and of
the persistence of these mechanisms in adult life in the form of neurotic
and personality disorders.
Probably no two people are exactly alike in their innate instinctual equip
ment and no two are subjected to exactly the same social pressures and,
consequently, no two personalities are identical. When a child is psycholog535
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ically disturbed the fault may lie with his make-up or with the demands that
have been made upon him-their nature, their number or their timing.
Child psychiatrists, whose understanding of personality development is
derived from their study of what goes wrong, are bound to pay attention
to abnormalities of make-up, to disease or defect of body which interferes
with the child's capacity to struggle with society's demands. These, however,
are not dealt with in this paper whose main concern is with some of the
psychological and social stresses to which the potentially normal child may
be exposed and with ways in which he may react to them.
Because his parents provide "nourishmeaf

"-lsvs,

basic security and the

conviction that he is valued and wanted in the world, the baby comes to
accept 'ldiscipline". Through identification with his parents, he gradually
acquires that way of controlling and criticizing his own behaviour that we
call the formation of conscience. In time, he comes to conform to some
social code of conduct (not necessarily that of the society in which he lives)
b@ause,

in the main, he is content to conform.

Intheearly stages, however, the child sees the parent as "good", when he
(she) is grving; bad, when withholding or demanding. The child loves the
good parent; hates the bad one. But the parent, the nourisher, is the child's
only comfort and protection against bad whether it comes from outside or
from the parent himself. At times, this may meanturning to one parent as an
ally againstthe other; but more often the child loves and hates the same person
simultaneously and ttren wants the almost impossible thing, that the parent
should be " good " by doing battle with his own badness on the child's behalf.
The infant equates discipline and hate (sometimes rightly) but expects his
parent's love to prevail. If this expectation is fulfilled, he will grow up with a
personality in which love prevails over hate-the first essential for mental

health. In general,theyounger the infant, the more unqualified and unconditional is ttre mother's love. Hence, a child who spends his first few years
in contact with a happy and contented mother will have this firm foundation to
his character, whereas one who lacks it will have the faults of what we now
call the "affectionless character." Bowlby (1951) gives the following list:
superficial relationships ;
no real feeling-no capacity to care for people or to make true friends;
no emotional response to situations where it is normal-a curious lack
of concern;
deceit and evasion, often pointless;
stealing;
lack of concentration at school.

Bowlby, in a well-known passage, describes the primary nourishing aspects of maternal care: "what is believed to be essential for mental health
is that the infant and young child should experience a warln, intimate and
continuous relationship with his mother (or permanent mother-substitute)
in which both find satisfaction and enjoyment. Given this relationship, the
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emotions of anxiety and guilt, which, in excess, characterize mental illhealth, will develop in a moderate and organized way. when this
happens,
the child's characteristic and contradictory demants, on the one-fiand,
for unlimited love from his parents and, on the other, for revenge upon
them when he feels they do not love him enough, will likewise remain of
moderate strength and become amenable to the control of his gradually
developing personality- It is this complex, rich, rewarding relationihip witir
the mother in the early years, varied in countless ways-by relations wittr
the father and with siblings, that child psychiatrists uoa ."oy others now
believe to underlie the development of character and of mental health".
A little further on, Bowlby continues "fathers also have their uses, even in
infancy. Not only do they provide for the wives and enable ttrem to devote

to the care of the infant and toddler, but...
...they support her emotionally and help her to maintain thatharmonious,
contented mood in the aura of which the child flourishes', (Bowlby, 1951).
In this formulation there are some tacit assumptions.'Not onty is it
implied thatthebodilyhealth of the child as wellasthatoftheparents,
thatttreir
economic and material conditions are reasonably good, uut atso inat
uoth
parents are capable, for as much time as may be necessary, of being
devoted,
"child-centred" parents, who not only put the child's welfare beiore their
own, but know how to strike the balance between the child's long and
short-term needs. They are expected to provide nourishment and discipline,
to know how to do this, and how to vary ttre proportions of these two ingredients at different stages of the child's life.
Few families can reach this ideal standard in all respects. while the child
themselves unrestrictedly

psychiatrist emphasizes.such factors as personality structure and inter-personal relationships, sociological factors, such as the presen"e or absence of
one or both parents, the ages of the parents, the number and spacing of
children; economic factors such as fluctuations of income, material conditions of working and living; medical factors such as frequent, severe or
chronic illnesses, disabilities or handicaps, and many other environmental
circumstances have a considerable influince for good or ill on family life
and so on, the opportunities given the growing ctrita to come to terms with
social demands and pressures.
The effects of some of the environmental conditions-over most of
which the individual has little or no control-may transform a normal
family into one that is abnormal in the sense thai the development of a
satisfactory personality is seriously jeopardised.t For this ..uroo, some of

f

There is no one standard or ideal personality from which deviations can
be measured.
!he.n gsfchiatrists speak of disorders or distortions of personality, they mean erfier that

the individual lacks some traits that are valued in hissocial
er6irp (.*;*o-pathic
personalities lack "normal" responsiveness to approval or
aisapprovai) irla"t the individual has acquired some socialry valued trait & traits only ;ith" ;;p"; or ni.
o*o
mental comfort.
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will be discussed later in this

paper. Assuming,

for the

moment, that environmental factors are reasonably good, there are still
many psycho-biological stresses to which the developing personality is
exposed, with the risk of permanent distortion. The child is particularly
vulnrrable at certain critical phases which highJight weaknesses and imperfections in the parents' personalities.

C\rnclr- PrntoPs rN DnvsroPlgNr
Childhood occupies a much greater proportion of the total life span in
humans than in any other animal. It is unique first in the length of the

period of absolute helplessness and then in the long period of dependence,
wUicn ir to some extent a social artefact. During this long time there are
many periods of special vulnerability to psychological stress.
girtn itser is a hazardous event wittr an appreciable toll of physical handicaps. There is little evidence for the existence of psychological birth traumata, tnoogh some psychoanalysts are convinced that they occur. What may
be disturbing to the child is the mother's part-partum depression, now
recognized as a comparatively frequent happening.
Once the baby is born, feeding, weaning, teething-all normal eventsmay be solnces of suffering with lasting consequen@s. Feeding difficulties
in older children-which are, in effect, conflicts between mottrer and childare often found to have their origin in the first few montls of life.
After these painful events, the first major encounter with parental demands is over toilet training. What is demanded is that primitive satisfactions connected with excretion be given up and tlis renunciation is made
at some cost to the child. The secure child makes a relatively small sacrifice,

but that of the insecure child may be emotionally crippling. Or, he may
make the renunciation only after a long-drawn out struggle for mastery
which may characterize all his future inter-personal relationships.
with walking, talking and increasing independence comes the phase of
..normal negativism" when the child tends to do-and take pleasure in
doing it-juit the opposite of what is asked of him. This may be the first
serious challenge to the parents' capacity to control their child and may
mark the beginning of hostility and conflict in their relationship with him.
The Oedipus phasb, too well-known to need description, may set in train
or heighten-bad relationships. Parents who are themselves secure and happy
in theii partnership are able to help their child through this peak of passionate
feeling. It is, however, one of the phases in child development which makes
the biggest demand on the parents'understanding and good'will. It provides
an oflortunity for an unsatisfied mother to seduce and exploit her son
(or fatler his daughter) but it is also possible tlat she will not be able to
iolerate the tyranny of the 4-yer old's love and will appear not only unsympathetic but positively hostile.
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this time tle boy is a rival for his father and this to some fathers con-At
stitutes too great a threat.
Beginning school, finding in teachers authority figures who may
outshine
rhe parents, moving to a world of which home is
io
longer theientre, all
tlrese may be critical
nelio{s which, tho'rgh potentiafly stiengt]enin g, may
damage the child's developing personality. siill more
L

".iti."t
As Tanner points out,
at ttris"dot".or""
time, ..the
for many various kinds of behaviour are still present and
m:utually incompatible drives and emotions can be simultaneouiy
aroused',
(Tanner, 1955). of the dif:ficulties facing t.he adolescent many
ariie from the
artificial prolongation of childhood. For many young peLpre it may be
12 years or more after they become sexually
-ature-teror" tnry achieve
adult status. In this time ttre young people snoua be making tneir nnu uia
for independencc; and it is now that flaws in character-strulcture and deficiencies in their relafionships with parents will be revealed. the quest
ror
independence may become rebellion, rebellion delinquency.
on tiie other
hand, the fear of independence may shade into neuroticism, neurosis into
mental illness. Cf. Stott (1950) and Marris (1953).
with its multiplicity of
potentialities

stresses.

PosrrroN

n

Fluu,y lNp SnuNc Rrvlrny

Probably one of the greatest normal stresses that any child has to
bear is
the coming of the next one. Maternal love may be indnite but time is
not:
individual care and attention given to one child is likely to mea, time
taten
from the others. The one most likely to suffer is the one who has just been
supplanted from his position as "the baby". If he is the frst-born, *s
sufferings will be great. To him mother, fathei and baby have formed
a complete
family-a charmed circle now ruptured by the co'ming of the second child.
This breaks into his fantasies of omnipotence, his fioturi., of possessing
the mother. He is likely to feel unwanied and rejected and the rlesentment
that--!: harbours against his mother may be traniferred throughout his life
to all "mother figures". Just how it affects him will depend orih"
stage he
has reached in the formation ofconscience. Ifno
has develJped,
h; will express openly all the anger that he feels."oo."i"o""
Should n. tau" reached
the stage where he has made some identification with his p*.rtr, he
will
find ways of punishing himself and incorporating self-punishment in his
personality.
Nevertheless, the frst child in the normal family has some compensations
in that the parents tend to value him more than any ottrer child. Sometimes,
indeed, ttre charmed cirle is so strong that the second child
does not break
He may be regarded, and come to regard himserf, as an outsider.
it.
'ltoIn this case, the elder child may escape so.e of the suferings oftherejected
though, since early life fantasy counts for more than rea[[, both children
18r.
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may suffer. A,child in any position in the family may be or feel himself to
be iejected, but sibting rivalry seems to be less distressing among the younger
chitdren of large families than it is for the first two.

Cultunu. DetnrurarN^e,Nts or Pmmr^1,r, Arrmnrs
This brief account of stresses to which almost every child is exposed is,

perhaps, enough to show how difficult is the task undertaken by responsible
pa."nis in bringing up a chitd. However helpless they may feel, they are not

intirely without equipment for the task. The mother brings to it her own
maternal feelings ara Uer memories of her own childhood and ways of
behaving learnf from her own parents. Good feelings learnt from good
parents 1n happy homes, are likely to perpetuate happiness down the
generations. Bad feelings, unfortunately, perpetuate unhappiness. Even

t h"o u woman makes a conscious effort to be a better mother than her own
was to her, she may be at a loss (as, for example, some women whose
childhoods were spent in institutions) for lack of a model or, in moments

of crisis, she may fall back on her bad model.
The environmint also provides help and support. The time-honoured and
accepted ways of dealingwith all the more important events in life provide
.."*" framework for members of a primitive society (Benedict, 1935). In
"our more complex and varied society there is not the same degree of security-the price of private judgment may be loss of confidence-but even
tL" -ori individualistic have the support of some cultural norms. Our
society is not so much composed of individuals as of small groups' each of
which may have its own culture pattern. Though never as uniform or rigid
in structure as a typical primitive society, there seem to be forces at work
in them making for stereotyped values as well as patterns of behaviour.
(The reasons for this tendency deserve more study than they have so far
received.)

Anthropologists find that among primitive peoples, all the members of
any given-society tend to be similar in personality structure. This similarity
is thought to be associated with the similarity of the child-rearing practices
employid by all the families of the society. Kardiner (1945) describes several
primitive communities in each of which a uniformity of child-rearing tech,iqu"r goes with a uniformity in personality configuration. West (in Karainer, tb+S) goes further. He finds the same association between personality
structure andchild-rearing practices in Plainville-"a living, rural, American
community". In his view, the prevailing personality structure of Plainville
makes for unhappiness, and social strife. This he attributes to the uniform
culture pattern of Plainviue which, in the up-bringing of children "places
a high value on cleanliness and early sphincter training, while it denies the
importance or even the existence of activities and feelings connected with

,.i". A-oog the consequences

are bowel neurosis, frigidity, impotence and
other psychosomatic disorders. In addition, "constellations formed in one
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domain do not remain localized; they spread over to other activities of the
individual... There is a connection between distortions in tlese primitive
activities and such things as the need ofthe less [socially] successful to create
scapegoats and the need of the more successful continually to augment their
margin of security... This society never loses its sense of inferiority. Those
whose activity is blocked in the sexual and self-assertive spheres carry a
heavy load of self-condemnation which is generally projected in the form of
hatred of those who achieve the approved goal of success." Plainville, in
West's view, is a sick society and the sickness is due to early experiences
which are culturally determined.
No doubt, this is an extreme case, but possibly only the leading species
of a large genus. Most civilized communities tend to have an obsessional
culture. Our own, among them, is a highly structured society in which
objects and possessions are valued and in which such things as order,
discipline, conscientiousness and cleanliness are regarded as important.
Feelings tend to be under-valued and feelings about sex tend to be denied
in the way West describes, cf. e.g., the Newsons' description of maternal
attitudes in Nottingham, Newson, H. E. (1963). The neuroses and personality disorders found in Plainville are common and, thus, it is likely
that this cultural unifonnity plays its part in bringing about mental disorders
and distortions of personality.
Our society may contain many fairly homogeneous groups in the same
way that the United States contains Plainville but, with occasional exceptions, ttrere is a good deal of movement between g[oups (whether, geographical, " racial ", ideological or socio-economic) and there is still some(though
possibly diminishing) tolerance of individual idiosyncrasy. Hence, in trying
to account for psychosocial disorders we have to look not only to the culture
pattern of the group but also to deviations of individuals and families from
the cultural norm. There are some respects in which all young children, if

they are to remain alive, must have similar experiences-they must be
housed, fed, kept warm and given medical attention when they are ill-but
even in ttrese respects tlere is a social gradient such that in the lower social
classes not only the mortality but also the morbidity of children is greater
ttran those with more satisfactory economic and material conditions.
Psychiatrists and social workers who pay attention tg human motivation
and the emotional causes of mental disorders have been inclined to tle view
that the socially unsuccessful are those whose emotional problems are the
most severe. There is in this view something akin to the nineteenth century
belief that poverty was the individual's own fault. Lady Wootton (Wootton,
1959)--has criticized this extreme view and pointed out that there are at
least as many social and economic causes of psychological trouble as psychological causes of social problems.
A family at the lower end of the socio-economic scale may, for instance,
go through a period ofpoverty when there are several young children and
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only one bread-winner. Rowntree, as a result of his comprehensive investiga-

tion in York in 1935, wrote "the greatest period of economic stress in a
working-man's life is when he has young children to support .. . working-class
people are liable to be in poverty during childhood and women are liable
to be in poverty during the time that they are bearing children" (Rowntree,
1941). In the 30 years that have passed since this study was made, poverty
has become less common and less severe, but as Carr-Saunders has shown
(Carr-Saunders, 1958) economic fluctuations still occur in the course of a
life-time and still impose hardships just at the time when there is the greatest
need for security. It must be remembered, too, that,anyone aged 30 or
over-that is, a considerable proportion of the parents of the school-children
of to-day-will have been afrected by the suferings of his early life in the
1930s. These painful experiences are bound to be revived even by mild
recurrences of economic stringency.

Possibly, too, this fear of poverty based on childhood experience is one
of the reasons why older people in our society so greatly value possessions
and material objects. Their attempt to inculcate these values in the young
may have a variety of unfortunate consequences in the form of conflicts
between the generations and lead to adolescent rebelliousness. Fear of poverty may also be one reason why women seek work outside the homeanother source for stress for young children (Yudkin and Holmes, 1963).
Few families will escape such stresses. Some, for instance are victims of
poor housing and over-crowding. On the London County Council's (fairly
generous) standard about one quarter of London families are over-crowded.
And many who are satisfactorily housed have been over-crowded in the
past. Crucial years in their early married lives and in their children's infancy
are spent in circumstances which lead all too frequently to a deterioration

of relationships.
h.r,xess rN TrrB

Pmerrs

A family can be regarded as normal when one of the parents suffers from
ill-health, but illness ttrat seriously interferes with the father's earning capacity or the mother's care of the home transforms a normal family into one
that is abnormal. The effect of parental illness on the children is due, in
part, to the resulting poverty and neglect: in part, to separation of children
from their parents, but probably even more to the anxiety into which they
are plunged. The reality of their situation is often bad enough, but their
fantasies of guilt and self-reproach make it a great deal worse.
The effects on children ofparental illness or handicap have not been sufficiently studied. In all separation of child from parent the child's terror is
that he will not see his parent again. If the parent has gone to hospital,
this terror must be intensified, whatever the nature of the illness and whatever
ill patient at home also overshadows the house-

the prognosis. A seriously
hold in an alarming way.
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young child does not get an adequate response from his mother, he

will make desperate efforts which may turn into

aggression in which all
control is lost. Here there may be the sequence of protes! depression and
apathy that, as Bowlby points out, occurs in mourning. very similar patterns
of behaviour are seen in children whose mothers are suffering from chronic
physical illns5s, handicaps (notably, deafness) or mental illness, patterns
which differ only in degree from those shown by children of affectionless
or narcissitic mothers (stott, 1950). A further development, when the mother,s
disability is long-continued, is the tendency of the child to identify himself

with her and so become incapable of responsiveness (Brown, 1961, and
Bowlby, 1960).
Traumatic in a difrerent way are sudden illnesses when, e.g., the parent
is taken away while the child is asleep or out of the house, and even worse
when the child is a witness of a disaster such as an accident, fit, heart attack
or haemorrhage. worst of all, when one parent attacks and injures t.he other.
The fact of death of a loved person, however tragic it may be, is for most
people less intolerable than the prolonged fear of his death. There are,
however, exceptions as, for example, when the child witnesses a traumatic
death or is ttre one to come unexpectedly upon the body.
Elsie s., a girl aged 10, had as parents a diabetic and nearly blind mother
and a father sufering from a disfiguring cancer of the face. He was sent
home for the terminal months of his illness and during this time a great
deal ofhis care fell to Elsie. The father's appearanoe, language and, above
all, smell were most offensive. Elsie showed many signs of strain but, when
he died of a haemorrhage as Elsie was tryrng to wash him, she became so
disturbed that she had to be admitted to a psychiatric hospital.
Christopher, aged 8, was the only child of a widow. Their bungalow
was the last of a group, relatively isolated, but passed every night by men on
their homeward journey from a public-house. They quarrelled and sometimes fought, terrifying christopher as they passed his window. His main
terror was however about his mother's health. she had "heart attacks" in
which she needed the help of christopher's grandmother. on these occasions
christopher had to fetch the grandmother and was alwayc afraid that they
would return to fnd his mother dead.
when finally the mother was admitted to a hospital for the chronic sick,
the child developed a severe depressive illness.
VtctssITUDEs oF THE

Nonuar F.lmLy

AND CTpREN's Rr^e,crtoNs

ro Trnrt

In those families-and t\.y are the majority-who escape the sufferings
imposed by poverty, bad foaterial conditions, or ill-heatih, at least two
hazatds remain; either the family's beliefs, attitudes or patterns of behaviour
are such as to interfere with normal development of personality, or the child
at a critical period of his life is separated from one or both of his parents.
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These are the two causes of trouble most often brought to the notice of
the child psychiatrist. His main concern is with tle way in which adverse
experiences in childhood lead to distortions of personality. But his problems
are not presented to him in ttrese terms. Of the children sent to him, some
two fifths are described as "difficult"-i.e. behaving in ways indicative of
aggression (Holman, 1953), perhaps anottrer one fifth will have educational
difficulties-usually failure to make progress at the rate to be expected from
estimates of their intelligence. About one fifth, too, will be suffering from
psycho-somatic or hysterical disorders. Of the remainder perhaps a half
show such problems as fears, anxiety states, or depression, leaving a miscellaneous group comprising a great variety of problems (and some of
them severe) but none occurring in more ttran a few cases.t

Among school children there is little difference between one age and another

in the proportion falling into each class. Among children under school age
difficult or aggressive behaviour is the only common reason for referral.
Apart from some of the uncommon conditions in the "miscellaneous"
Bfoup, these abnormalities of behaviour can be regarded as mechanisms
brought into use when the child's security is threatened. Nearlyhalf might
be called "pure protest behaviour", whereas in the rest there is a considerable
element of self-prmishment.
Aggressive behaviour is particularly common in children who have been
separated from one or both parents at an early age (Holman, 1953) and is
seldom found when the children come from homes tlat are not only intact
but also (in the judgment of the child guidance clinic staff) satisfactory.
Strong though the evidence is that those who protest most have most to
protest about, there is not a one-to-one correspondence between the child's
behaviour and the type of home he comes from. In some children aggressive
behaviour is due in part, if not entirely, to genetically or prenatally determined organic lesions or to illness or accident. Some children, there is little
doubt, are more robust than the average in resisting adversity, and some, as
sometimes comes to light in the course of treatment, have had unsuspected
help in the form of a warm human relationship at a critical time. The age,
too, at which adversity is experienced, or first experienced is of great
importance. Young children are more easily damaged and theirprotests are
more undisguised.
Difficult behaviour of all sorts is often attributed to the "broken home",
but a break when a child is in his teens is very different in its effects from a
break when he is an infant. The reasons for the break also have a bearing
on its influence on tle child: creditable breaks (e.g., when the absent parent
is serving his country overseas, or has died in its service, or even ifhe is in
hospital with a reputable illness) are less damaging in their effects than breaks

t

These classes, and the (very approximate) proportions in each, come from figures
collected over several years in the Baling Child Guidance Clioic. A difrerent picture might
be obtained from other, partisularly hospital, clinics.
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so shameful that the absent one may not be mentioned (in prison, in
mental
hospitaf starting o.y faryrilv far away or, worse stili, ciose ai hand). A
"
third important consideration
is economic: the child of a middle-class
family will sufer from the loss of a parent, but the working class child who
loses a par€nt may lose everything (Wynn, 1964).
The evidence for the
l1*ru effects on personality development of separation of a young child from both parenis or from the mother was fully
summarized by Bowlby (Bowlby, lg51) and in the past 13 years
much
has been added to the literature by Bowlby and ottrers. a. tni,
work is now
classical, it need not be dealt with in further detail but two comments
are
not, perhaps, out ofplace:
l. It is often assumed that the child separated from his parents (or mother)
is deprived of "normal" home care (curtis Report, te+oy. epart, however,
from special cases such as long-term stay in hospital
lwnen ine separation
is by no means the only_ disturbing factor) and, i.g., war-time evicuation,
it is not very common for a young child to experience separation from a
home that would provide a "satisfactory" up-binging. The children in
ttre
care of local authorities or of voluntary organizationi come, for the
most
part, either from families where one or both parents are missing (five
sixths
in 1956) (Grey, Para 1957) or from intact families that
r.ryt below
thc general level in providing for either the material or "rr
"h needs
the emotional
of their children.
2. separation from the father was rittre considered by Bowlby or by those
on whose studies he drew. Since l95l the effects of paternai deprivation
have been given more_ attention (Andry, 1960, Ainsworth, Andry et al.,
1962, Holman, 1953, Mccord et al., 1962). Three recent publications (Marris, 1958, wimperis, 1960 and wynn, 1964) have pointed out that children
witlout a father, more particularly those who are without one from an early
agc, suffer not only from the lack of a relationship and of a figure
with
whom to identify themselves, but also from the mist gross nnaicil ana
material deprivation. And not only this. If, as often ha-ppens, the mother
is forced to become the breadwinner, they are also, at ieast partially,
deprived of a mother. And from this very abnormal social envirolnment
a disprooortionately large number are separated for long periods from
their
family by being "taken into care,'.f

t

Wynn gives the following table:
Whereabouts of parents of Ctrildren iD Care in 1956

Both parents with child
Child with father (mother missing or dead)
Child with mother (father missing or dead)
Both parents missing

16'4 per oent
?0.2 per cent
25.9 per cent
37.5 per cent

One or both parents missing

83.6 per cent

or dead
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greater variety of behaviour patterns and disordere of thought and
feeling is found among children from homes that are "notmal" as well as
intact. These children have a more sheltered infancy, a better chance to
identify themselves with parent figures and to form a conscience. No home
can be perfect. There are few children who do not experience some demands
that ari too great for them, some frustrations which they cannot bear (or
on the other hand, excessive indulgence and lack of stimulus to grow up)
and to ttrese they will react, each according to his fashion or according to
the resources he can mobilize. Short-lived disturbances-unless unusually
violent---are not the conoern of the psychiatrist, but can be dealt with by
..parents, teachers, family doctor or others in daily contact" (Underwood
Riport, 1955) with the children. The problems that come to the psychiatrist
are serious and lasting in their effects on the well-being of the child or of
ttose around him. When these o@ur, it is presumed by the psychiarist
that they are reactions to equally lasting and injurious stresses. What, then,
are thesl stresses? First of all, it is a common-place but still important fact
that many marriages-perhaps one third (Blacker, 1957)-are unhappy. But
this only throws the problem further back: why are they unhappy? Some
as we have seen, because of circumstances over which the individual has no
control--accidents, incurable illness, for example. Rather more often, in our
society, one partner may be worn down and lose hope and vitality because
of cramped and ouer-crowded housing conditions. But many happy couples
-xtremely
poor material conditions. Here one of the main factors
are in
accounting for unhappiness must be neurosis or personality difficulties.
These ofcourse are due to the couple's own experiences as infants or young
which have had lasting effects and which will affect
children
- experiences
between them and their own children. "When a woman
the relationship
becomes a moiher, many of tle same forces which bound her as an infant
to her own mother are mobilized afresh to bind her as a mother to her own
infant " (Benedek, 1956, quoted by Bowlby, I 958). We now know, too, that we
could say very much the same of ttre man who becomes a father. In just the
same way as the mother, he carries over into the relationship with his child
patterns of feeling and behaving that were laid down in his own childhood.
Thus when one or both parents are neurotic, it is not only that the child
is brought up in contact with mental sickness, but that the neurosis compels
its victim toinvolve his child in it. And the more severe the mental disorder,
the greater the involvement.
Uental disorders are so numerous and take so many forms that it would
be beyond the scope ofthis paper to give anything approaching an exhaustive
account of them and the way in which mentally disturbed parents affect
their children. It is difficult, too, to say just what proportion of the adult
population is suffering from neurosis or other mental disorders. There

A
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seem to be agreement on a figrrre of about one ttrird being so affected
and

this fgure is in accord with Blacker's estimate of precariou-s marriages.
As Ackerman (Ackerman, 1956 and 196l) and other workers have stressed, the family is, for many purposes, a urit in which each member is
assigned his role both in conflicts within the family and in those between
the
family and the outside world. Neurotic adults have
-"oy *uy, of doing
this, and so, involving their children in their own neurotic patterns. Two
at
opposite ends of the spectrum may be mentioned. At one^extreme is
what
may be called the collusive type, where, for instance, there is parental
approval (conscious or unconscious) or even parental choice of an
antisocial r6le for the child. A similar collusion may ue present in a hypochondriacal family. Here the child is taught how to escape into illnesi by
the
parents who may, in effect, have selected this particulai pathological
mechanism for him.
In some families the_ parents are socially isolated, abnormally dependent
and immature. often the demands such parents make on their thildren
are
exceptionally light. They permit their children a long infancy sheltered
from
social pressure. It is only when pressure comes from the oot ia" world
that
these children begin to suffer. This is the story in some cases of school
phobia-as in the case of George, aged. r2ll2. This boy lived, as if on
an
island, in a cottage with his father, mother, paternal grandfatiier and
two
unmarried uncles none of whom had any contact witli the outside
world.
(The mother, for instance, could not ttrink of anyone outside the
family,
apart from two delivery men, to whom she had spoken in the past three
months.)
George had seemed a shy, quiet, passive child in his primary school,
but
had given no trouble. He managed his fust term in the secondary school,
but, after an absence due to illness at the beginning of the second term,
developed all the symptoms of a severe anxiety starc and was unable
to go
back to school. None of the five adults could see any reason why Georle
should go back to school, even when there were ro furth"r signs oianxiefi.
For 2tl2 years they completely out-witted the not incorsiieraute forces
marshalled against them.
At the other extreme, the r6le is that of scapegoat who is rejected. That a
parent should reject his child is, at first sight, hard to believe. However,
it
may not be difficult to sympathize with the father who has killed his hope_
lessly deformed child, or to understand the feelings of the man who
does not
believe that the child is his. That a mother snoJa recoil in horror from
her
seriously handicapped child is also understandable, but that she should
feel
implacably hostile to a perfectly normal child is less easy to understand.
It
is only to be explained in terms of her fantasies. In these the foetus may
be
regarded as an unclean foreign body forced upon her entirely against her
will. If it becomes a living child, then he is seen as a monster, a destroyer,
an evil thing. To some neurotic women men are contaminated, others
believe
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that all women are defiled. "I nevef thought anything so dreadful'could
happen to me" said one mother, when told that she had a beautiful little

aaugt ter and she continued to believe that she had given birth to an abominationl Seven years later she was sent to a mental hospital and the child,
deeply disturbed, went to a school for maladjusted children'
surprising number of parents express their rejection quite openly;
others reveal it in a more indirect fashion or the evidence comes from the

a

family doctor, teacher, health visitor or other social worker. The child of
rejecting parents tends to find just the behaviour that is most intolerable to
tn" pur"o(O. If a mother is obsessionally clean, her rejected child may be
if rh" ir houseproud, he is untidy or destructive; the rigid reject"n"opr"tic;
tends to be the father of the thief, the socially
clerk<hurchwarden
ing u""t
obscene language their rejected child may
the
by
are
shamed
uibitior15
use to neighbours and visitors. One 4-year old girl whose refusal of food
grandwas Ue*-Iog alarming explained it by saying, "Well' mY mothl, my
that
It
seems
long".
all
day
mother and my aunt talti of nothing but food
wished
to
most
have
they
what
when the pur.oir reject the child, he will reject
have
who
young
children
in
inculcate. This tendency is particularly marked
but what begins in infancy may persist
not yet developed
"
"ont"i.o"",
throughout chiidhood or reappear in adolescence-often in a particularly
intractable form which damages the young person as much as the parent

it is directed.
Morrrrn,aged 14, had appeared before the Juvenile court, charged with
being beyond the controt ofner parents. Six months later, having broken
ter iroUation, she was committed to the care of the County Council.
Hir father,-a lorry driver who was away from home a great deal, had
never wanted children and had been "furious" when the mother became

against whom
-

pregtrant with Maureen.
^ nua taken little interest in the child, grudged money for her clothes and
fr"
even for her food. The parents quarrelled incessantly about money. when
started school, the mother got herself a full-time job. she made

Maureen

rather casual arrangements for a neighbour to look after Maureen in tle
afternoons, but quite often the child was left in the street for 2 hours or
more after school.
Maureen was a healthy child, but was "born difficult". She had not been

to feed as a baby and remained a faddy eater. There were battles over
toiiet-training and even as a toddler she defied and disobeyed her parents
and "used shocking language." The father punished her severely and she
retaliated by stealing from him.
and
She was girr ornign intelligencewho did well in her primary school

easy

" school Place.
got a grammar

-

she was asked to leave the grammar
school, because the girls complained of her obscene language and the stories
of her sexual exploits. she was transferred to another grammar school where,

At ihe end of Maureen's first year
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very soon, there were similar complaints. She forestalled expulsion by disappearing from the district.
Eventually, she was picked up by the police in the early hours of the
morning in a caf6 of dubious reputation in "undesirable company,'.
She was then admitted to a children's Home and was found to be about
4 months pregnant.

A little after this time, her father died. The mother then openly lived
with a man with whom she had had a long-standing "friendship" during

her husband's lifetime.
The warden of the Home describes this girl as follows: "Maureen's goal
in life is what she calls 'kicks'. She must always be after excitement. She
can accept intellectually that drug taking, sexual intercourse, keeping company with Borstal boys or others temporarily out of prison are not desirable
ways of life for a girl of fourteen; but she freely admits that, given a chance,
she would do just the same again. Her pregnancy does not worry her in the
slightest. She does not fear pain, likes gettingjabs at the dentist, finds pain
just another kick.
She is at once utterly dishonest and honest. She is an extremely a@omplished liar and yet, can be utterly honestaboutherownlackof belief inthe
normally accepted virtues. she is of an extremely affectionate and demonstrative nature, hugging, kissing, lying in close contact with other children.
She excites them by her apparent maturity coupled with her 'wicked' life.
The mother is very voluble. she complains endlessly. She brings her man
friend with her and states openly in his presence that because of her religion
she would never have agreed to a divorce, though she had long preferred
this friend to her late husband. At the same time, she is bitter about the fact
that the council has not arranged for Maureen to have an abortion.
Maureen claims that she has taken every drug. She speaks knowledgeably
of heroin at a Notting Hill night club and says she took it over a period of
eight months. (This is confirmed by others.) She has a lot of money for
cigarettes, pep pills, etc., and her mother says the money did not come from
her. Maureen says her mother does give it to her and states that she never
steals. As she also states that she never does things we know she does, it is

not easy to decide.
Maureen says that she does not want to go back to live with her mother
and would like to get away from her old friends and go to a technical college to
learn languages. while telling us this, she is writing and ringing up her friends
telling them that once her baby is born, she will be back and asking them to
procure a stock of drugs for her return. she expects the baby to be adopted."
However, she was allowed a week-end at home and on her return was
no longer pregnant. The mother told the warden that she (mottrer) got
Maureen "two pills for f,16."
This is the very picture of adolescent rebellion. As soon as ttris girl knows
of the existence of a rule, she breaks it and seems to wish to injure all adults.
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With a rejecting father, an ambivalent motler whose moral standards are,
to say the least, muddled, what is to be expected?
Not all rejection is so complete or so open. Among middle-class families
and those who aspire to middle-class status where parents are ambitious
for their children, rejecting parents tend to be "over-demanding". Among
their children school failure (failure to work at a rate consistent with intelligence) is unusually common. Often, too, the child combines wittr school
failure some psycho-somatic or hysterical disorder: Andrew, the 9-year
old son of ambitious Polish paxents, a boy of average intelligence, is 31/z
years retarded in school work. He misses up to a third of each term with
asttrmatic attacks. Nevertheless, his parents continue to urge him to "make
an effort" to get a grammar school place and for the last year have been
having him coached twice a week. Even if he were working to capacity,
it is unlikely that he would get a grammar school place, but his parents will
not believe this. He is a wretchedly unhappy, friendless child, retreating
further and further into illness and, in all probability, into a life of invalidism.
On the other hand, a child who is succeeding too well in fulflling parental
demands may have recourse to the mechanism of "convefsion". Brian,also
aged 9 and of rattrer less than average intelligence was sent to the child
guidance clinic after he had had a number of fainting fits for which no
organic reason was found. Although his attainments are actually about 2
years above his mental age, his parents regard him and he regards himself
as a great failure. He is pushed, goaded to do homework and made to do
lessons with his father. He has now found an escape in dizzy spells, headaches

and faints.

Patricia, a girl of 6, was pushed by her parents not so much in the direction of academic success but towards social conformity. She was the " perfect

child", always clean, tidy, obedient, well-behaved, when suddenly one day
took and spent on sweets all themoney tlat was in her mottrer's handbag.

she

Over-protection, though often a genuine excess of normal parental solicitude, is at times a way of expressing rejection. Billy, t highly intelligent 7year old, came to the clinic because of two problems: he was terrified of
dogs and he was insufferably rude. To the kindest enquiries about his health,
his reply was apt to be unprintable. Neighbours were tending to ostracize

the family and would not let tleir children play with Billy. It appeared
ttrat the father was very strict with Billy and very frightened for the child's

safef. He would not let Billy climb trees, go swimming, ride a bicycle,
have any pet or even cross the quiet cul-de-sac in which they lived. He reinforced all his prohibitions with stories of tle dreadful fate of those who
disregarded them-tree climbers had broken their necks, swimmers had
been drowned, cyclists ended up having legs amputated and dogJovers died

of rabies. After a long period of treatment Billy's father admitted to his
resentment of Billy, almost amounting to hatred, and was able to see that
his "overprotegtion" was a form of sadism.
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The case of Daoid, a child of 6L l2,of rather more ttan average intelligence,
shows ttre way in which a child can become involved in tne neurotic
galtem of his rejecting mottrer and at ttre same time react in a way ttrat
defeats her conscious wishes.
is said by his mother to have been much wanted but, from the age
of_David
18 months, he has presented a feeding problem, eating so litile
that, according to his mother, from the age of 2 to the agJ of 5, he
gained no weight. From the age of 2 he has suffered from sevJre
"onsiipation lasting for many days but alternating with bouts of incontinence
and
soiling. The mother describes occasions when she has left him on his pot
for 2 or 3 hours only to have him defaecate copiously on the carpet
immediately afterwards. He has been terrifed of enimas administered in a
brutal and frightening way. Recenfly he has become constipated again.
The mother says she beats him to make him pass a motion. All her handling
of him has been aggressive. when he was 3 months old she found tha-t
"life was revolving around him,, and determined to stop it.
She herself has a history of gastro-intestinal disorderJin her own infancy
and childhood. She describes herself as a "cold fsh", is sexually frigi4
makes no friends and is glad that her husband is on ttre night shift for 6
out of each 9 weeks. She was ill throughout ttre pr"gnaocy, had a very
difficult labour and, although David was a littre under averagi birth weighi,
had a third degree tear. In conversations too lengthy to quote she revealed
that she was completely preoccupied with bowel function.
A visit to the child guidance clinic seemed to have a good effect on bottr
mother and child. David was free of both constipation and diarrhoea for
the fortnight before their second visit. Mother said she felt much better
"knowing that David was empty inside".
what these and other similar cases seem to show is that there is both a

quantitative and a qualitative aspect

to the child's reaction. He may be

submissive or he may be rebellious. This will depend on many ffogr, among
them on whether he has had a chance to identify himself with his parents
and begin to form a conscience or not. what seems to be much more completely determined by the parents is the sphere in which the reaction will
occur-the rebellious child unerringly finding the way to ..get under the
parents' skin ". Submissive children are very apt to take on a family pattern
of social isolation, abnormal dependency and refusal to grow up. tt"se
children mayhave no need to protest, because the demands on them
ally light. other apparently submissive children, such as Brian and"i"rorr.rpatricia,
eventually find the burden placed upon them too great. There may be an
explosive protest but far more often a retreat into illness.
Reactions such as these distress the child and disturb those around him.
once learnt, tiey become more readily available each time there is a recurrence of stress. At the same t:me, they tend to call forth a repetition of the

type of parental behaviour which provokes them and, thui, the vicious
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circle becomes complete. In both parents and children each recurrence
exacerbates guilt and anxiety which tend to intensify the pathological
mechanisms. In this w&y, they become part of the child's definitive personality ready to be used in difficult relationships with his contemporaries or
with the next generation.
Suuuanv
What has been attempted here is a brief account of a few of the environmental conditions influencing the development of personality. As is almost
inevitable, attention has been focussed more on noxious than on favourable
factors. Human up-bringing is made difficult and human personality is
bound to suffer because society demands sacriflces of the developing child.
The same social pressures impose on parents two mutually contradictory
attitudes to the child-on the one hand loving and " nourishing", oo the other,
educating and " disciplining". The long period of childhood dependence, with

its numerous critical periods of special vulnerability, ffi&gtrifies the difficulty of the task and provides an almost infinite number of situations in
which it is more likely that things will go wrong than that they will go right.
Some of these situations and some aggravating factors are described and
some of the ways in which children of different ages react to stress.
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Family Relationships, Fathers, and the Law
by R. G. Axpny
Trus chapter will deal with some of the complexities in family relationships
and with the role of the father, which has in recent years been overshadowed
by the importance placed upon the mother's role in the family. These problems will be related to the law on divorce and to the custody of children.
It would be fair to assume, taking into account current literature on the
subject, that workers in child-guidance clinics tend in the first instance to
look for the origin of disturbances in children's behaviour to the pathogenic role of the mother in particularo and are inclined to overlook the role
of the father, and indeed the whole subtle interrelationship of both parents
in the family group. Historically speaking this has not always been so,
for in the past there seems to have been a tendency to look for the origin
of behavioral pathology either in the child himself (on the assumption
that he was basically wicked, and also morally responsible), or in environmental factors other than those involving the direct parent-child relationship, usually placing the blame on poverty, malnutrition, poor housing,
etc. as major contributory factors. The aetiological role of inheritance
as an explanation of maladjustment has had its ups and downs, in the
delinquency field. For instance from Lombroso's atavistic theory, via twin
studies and others on inheritance and environment (Lynn and Gordon;
Shields; Sears, Maccoby and Levin; Sears, Rau and Alpert), and aspects
of Eysenck's (Eysenck a, b, c) bi-polar factor-analytical theory of introversion<xtraversion and neuroticism via the works on drive reduction
theory (Miller and Dollard; Hebb) to Trasler's modification by learning
(Trasler) partly based on Mowrer's learning theory (Mowrer). It seems rather
interesting in age when people no longer believe in single as distinct from
multiple causative factors, that the pathogenic parental role tends to be isolated and overstressed by comparison with genetic and other environmental
factors. What seems even more curious is that to some extent since Freud, S.
(Freud) and Freud, A. (Goldstein and Katz), and especially since Bowlby
(Bowlby), the alleged damaging role of the mother in preference to that
of the father or siblings is stressed as if these roles were stereotypically
static rather than dynamics entities.
555
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It is the intention in this chapter to look as dispassionately as possible
at some of the arguments and evidence in favour of some of the theories
mentioned, and in particular to relate such seemingly academic problems
to the reality situation of the Law Courts. For instance, in divorce and children's custody cases, judges must decide in favour of a mother or a father
either on the basis of their own experiences or prejudices, or on the basis
of psychological knowledge. As long as psychiatrists and psychologists of
various schools are still divided in this field, particularly with regard to the
relative importance of the father versus the mother, judges can hardly be
blamed for being sceptical of advice proffered by conflicting expert witnesses.
For under current British law, barristers have every opportunity of using
these disputes to further the interest of the particular parent, i.e. father or
mother, who happens to be their client. The point at issue is whether this
situation justifies the oft-haphazard methods which at present seem to be
employed in courts where judges are inclined to fall back on their owD corn:,
mon sense, or if under the influence of the modern maternal deprivation
theory, are in danger of overlooking the importance of the father's role in
view of the scarcity of information on this subject in the literature.
It is not intended in discussing tlese issues to offer a viewpoint hostile
to the LOGICAL application of the maternal-deprivation theory, but rather
to suggest that the maternal-deprivation theory in its PUREST form-without
taking cognizance of paternal roles is so over simplified as to be of doubtful,
use as a theory for realistic court work. It is hoped by bringing out the theore-,
tical points of dispute to enable judges, who have in the final instance to
find for one parent or the other in the best interest ofthe child, to base their
fndings on the results of current psychological knowledge. It is also intended
in this chapter to look into the manner in which most existing courts are
curently conducted and to suggest possible modifications based on psycho.
logical and psychiatric findings in order to ensure that the distress suffered
by a child involved in a disputed custody case will be minimized. The first
part of this chapter will deal with the theoretical issues involved and the
second with the practical and legal issues.
A.

CruTICAL Ex.q,MrNATIoN oF THE "MATERNAL-DEpRIvATIoN THtoRy" wITH

P^anucuLAR RnrrnrNcE To rHE RorB oF TIIE F^q.rHEn IN TIrE Fmnry

to the apparent
of the maternal-deprivation theory in the light of in-

Elsewhere the writer (Andry a? b) has drawn attention

oversimplification

vestigations made into the family-patterns of emotionally disturbed delinquents with behavioural disorders which emphasize the negative role played

by the fathers in the family relationship rather than offering evidence of

pure maternal-deprivation. It would perhaps be of relevance here to define
in simple terms what is meant by the maternal-deprivation theory:
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The original maternal-deprivation theory (which is closely connected with
John Bowlby's stimulating and originar work on +n juvinite thieves and
his book on the subject of maternal deprivation) seemed to imply:
(a) that a child's physical separation from his mother during ihl critical
stages of his life between 6 months through 3 years up to about
6 years, may have more or less damaging effects on him foi ttre rest of
his

life;

(b) that even where no physical separation has occurred, but faulty psychological mother-child relationships exists, then psychological lamage to
the child may ensue;
(c) that a great deal ofthese damaging effects depend on the intensity and
frequency and quality of the deprivation between mother and thild,
which is ameliorable, to some extent at least, by surrogate-mother figures
(including nannies and fathers);
(d) that whilst it is not clear whether such essential child-mother bonds are
mainly instinctive, the evidence in favour of tlis theory is fairly strong,
particularly in view of the works of ethologists, like Tinberg.o, Lor"or,
Thorp and others, and animal experimental psychologists, expecially
Harlow.
It is not the purpose.of the writer to disagree with all aspects of the original
.and subsequently modified maternal-deprivation theory but
to emphasize
the following points, which unless taken into account could detract considerably from the efficacy of the maternal.deprivation theory as a whole:
(i) the theory, though useful in some aspects, throws far too much emphasis on the two-way relationship between mother and child and tends to
overlook the fact that a child has from the beginning of his life concomitant, multiple relationships between himself, his rnother, his father,
and his siblings (and often other close relatives), and that a disturbed
or interrupted relationship between himself and his father (and/or
siblings) may, under many conditions, be just as harmful as a disturbed
or interrupted relationship between himself and his mother.
(ii) thc. maternal-deprilation theory, as a psychological model, is in danger
of being neither as flexible nor as comprehensive as other psychologiial
models which are gathered together under ttre general g"o..i" name of
personality theory. The latter emphasises an organism,s behaviour less in

terms

of a

single variable (e.g. maternal-child relationships) but in

terms of very many inter-related environmental and inheriied factors
(Vernon; Miller and Dollard).
(iii) the maternal-deprivation theory is in danger of becoming an oversimplified concept for it is often used not only where it appliis, but as a
general diagnosis for a much more complex combination of causative
factors. For instance, irrespective of whether a maternal deprivation
factor is present it can be seen that child-rearing practices which differ
subtly from family to family (e.g., some families are more tough ortender-
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minded than others, as Eysenck and others have pointed out); practices
from person to person within families, (some mothers are more toughminded than others, and this of course applies to the different qualities
of fathers); practices differ over a period of time according to the
beliefs or habits that a parent has at a particular stage in his life as
distinct from his or her previous or future behavioural and attitude
stages (for instance young and vigorous parents may get more relaxed
or iigia as they grow older, as Kagan (Kagan) Mussen (Mussen) and
others have shown); practices differ from sub-culture to sub-culture
(working+lass child-rearing patterns differ considerably from those of
the middle-class and include differences in speech-strategy patterns as
Bernstein (Bernstein) and others have shown; and practices difrer from
country to country (Ainsworth, Andry, Meadet al.li.e., from culture
to culture. For instance, Anglo-Saxon parents are said to be more aloof
than those of effervescent Latin countries, and European child-rearing
techniques, are by no means always similar (and certainly are different
to those of Polenesian, African, Indian, etc., as M. Mead and others
have shown).

(iv) the maternal-deprivation theory seems, paradoxically enough to be
at the same time both too much and too little linked with the genetic
component of the entwined theory of nature and nurture. Recently,
maternal deprivation theorists (Bowlby and Ainsworth) seem to imply
that motherihild bonds are so primary and instinctive as to take precedence, when the child is very youg, over all others, including fatherchild bonds. This seems arguable both in terms of cultural and crosscultural observations and on theoretical grounds of multiple as distinct
from single causation factor theory (Yarrow). The still unresolved question is ihis: is a child instinctively i.e. genetically bound more to his
mother than to his father (independent of such factors as tle 9
months' gestation attachments, etc.,) or is such an attachment mainly
environmentally enduced, due to the fact that fathers do not bear
children and that the majority of fathers, especially in most current
Western cultures, are away from home working. Thus, in the West,
mother-child relationships have a greater chance to develop closely
through feeding and other pleasure-goal reinforcements. But what of the
fathers who can take a close part in the child-rearing processes-do they
not have as good a chance ofestablishing an equally close relationship
with the child? (conclusive evidence either way is sadly lacking in the current literature on this subject.) conversely, many maternal-deprivation
theorists do not seem to place sufficient emphasis on the genetic components in tle child-parent relationship structure in so far as tle
ielationship between a child and his parent need not primarily be one
of pure environmental child-mother involvement but may also be
basid on such "accidental" non-environmental factors as the sex ofthe
a
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child, or whether she or he is an introvert or an extravert adequately
matched vis-i-vis the mother's introversion or extraversion. Temperament is very important-he may share with one parent genetically a
greater number of characteristics than with the other, or with one sibling

rather than with the others. Similarity in temperament may make
for better rapport between a child and some members of the family as
distinct from others and not necessarily mainly between the child and
his mother. Conversely the mother or ottrer members of the family may
find it difficult to relate deeply and easily to a particular child if his
innate temperament is basically different from her own.
Briefly, criticism of the maternal deprivation theory rests on the findings
of a number of studies made during the last l0 years, in which the following points have been made by a series of research workers (Ainsworth,
Andry et al.Mead et al.,) not all of whom agree with each other.
l. Deprived and non-deprived children were matched and it was found that
in a high percentage of cases no lasting effect was in evidence among the
deprived group, and that among the small percentage of those who had
been affected, research workers tended to blame the inadequacy ofpoor
types of orphanages as mother substitutes, more than the maternal deprivation factor.
2. Margaret Mead has observed that in some tribes, children are motlered
in the same proportion by several women with no ill effects.
3. Some research workers claimed that the genetic differences for instance
among delinquents are not taken sufficiently into account.
4. The writer (Andry (a)) in his study among 80 delinquents and a control
(which also included both parents) found through the medium of a
clinical questionnaire, that apparently only a very small percentage of
children came from maternally-deprived homes, but on the contrary found
that delinquents tended to express feelings of rejection from their father,
whereas the normal control group tended to say that they felt loved equally

by both parents. The apparent paternal neglect extended to inconsistent
child-training and a lack of physical and psychological communication.
On a sub-sample of thirty delinquents and an equivalent control, these
findings were supported on the whole by the parents themselves. In contrast to the control group, a picture emerged not of maternal deprivation, but of faulty relationships within the family and particularly with
the father.
whilst no suggestion was made that such disturbed paternal relationships
were the sole cause for deviant behaviour it seems plausible nevertheless,
that the oft-neglected role of the father may have accounted for a great
deal of the " variance ", had the study been subjected to a full factor analytical
study. (This in fact was done in a later study by the writer: ..The ShortTerm Prisoner", (Andry (c)) which tended to bear out the hypotieses with a
slightly older population of delinquents.) In fairness to the maternal-
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deprivation theorists (for instance Bowlby and Ainsworth), they have
pointed out repeatedly that few people claimed the maternal deprivation
factor as an irrevocable and necessary condition to maladjusted behaviour.
However, more recent publications show that the issue between maternal
and non-maternal deprivation theorists is still far from being resolved owing
to the differences of emphasis placed on the importance of the maternaldeprivation factor (Ainsworth, Andry et al.). Bowlby (B. Foss) shows in
recent works that he is inclined to find further confirmation of his theory in
animal ethology where some young animals appear to make their mother
their instinctive and primary love-object. Similarly Ainsworth agrees that
tle "attachment" behaviour of a child for the mother is its first and most
imFortant emotional experience and ttrat this radiates only later to other
people. On the other hand, R. Schaffer (B. Foss) and (Schaffer) feels that
this does not necessarily follow, a view borne out by Margaret Mead's
cross cultural experiences among groups which do not share the Western
approach to child rearing. She found among certain tribes which she investigated, that the children learn to get used to all sorts of parental figures.
Concerning the impact and durability of "attachment" behaviour between

mother and child, many maternal deprivation theorists have recently moved
closer to the Tinbergen and Lorentz "imprinting" theory (Tinbergen and Lorentz) relating it to Tanner's work (Tanner and Inhelder). This is in the belief
that humans, probably like chicks and other animals have the inborn capacity to form, at a crucial stage in infancy, a deep-seated attachment which
lasts throughout a lifetime with any love-object figure, but usually the mother
since she is more likely than anyone else to be around when the infant passes
through the crucial imprinting stage. However, as Gewirtz (B. Foss) rightly

points out, the theory of inborn "imprinting" seems to imply, perhaps
erroneously, an all-or-none state, whereas, following normal learning
theory, it is more probable that whilst special "stages of readiness" for
learning may well exist, the phenomenon is closely linked with environmentally challenging conditions for the child. This has been pointed out by Piaget
and his followers (B.Inhelder) in connection with the theory of developmental stages in psychological child growth. Further-a point often overlooked is that if pure inborn "imprinting" exists in the very young before
they develop speech (which is by no means certain according to Gewirtz
and others), then it does not follow as a necessary corollary that the effects
of such a phenomenon cannot be offset to a very great extent through the
later acquisition of language, with all the additional advantages that this
implies with regard to the laws of learning and reinforcement, at the nonverbal as well as at the verbal level. The importance of this has recently
been emphasized by Bernstein (op. cit.), though in a slightly different
context. Further, is should be noted that if the imprinting theory for very
young humans were valid, it could apply just as easily to the father, providing that such a father (or sibling or any other figure) happened to have
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been exposed often enough to the young child at the "right" time of
imprinting-a state of affairs which many a fatherly persoo may have
achieved with a degree of success in the present age when parents interchange child-rearing roles with increased frequency. After all, many a
modern father bottle-feeds and changes the infant, often without the

mother's supervision.
still on the controversial problems of nature versus nurture, p. woolf's
very careful study of the infant's smililg response seems to have important
implication. woolf (in B. Foss) found that the infant up to his first month
responded to stimulation with smiles just as much to the male experimental psychiatrist as to the mother (even though he saw less of the child
than did the mother) providing this was reinforced at a later stage by
a reassuring high pitched voice. suppose that the mother had faded out of
the child's lifespace and that the father, or the male psychiatrist, or the nanny
or grandmother had taken over, is it not possible to assume that the child
would have been increasingly conditioned to the substitute to the extent
that the comforting smiling response would eventually become associated
with the substitute mother? The important factor here does not appear to
be so much the instinctive bond between mother and child, but the extent
and manner to which a child is exposed to a genuine love object, irrespective
of sex. Admittedly, as it was generally the mother who, until ."cently, w",
entirely responsible for looking after the child, it seems but common sense
to assume that under such conditions "separation anxiety,'would be felt
more by a child when separated from a mother than from the physically
less involved father. However, in a modern age, where fathers have started
to shed aspects of their over-emphasized masculine role, perhaps inherited
from a nineteenth-century Anglo-Saxon culture, more in favour of the subtle
parental role previously confined exclusively to women (father pushing the
pram and bottle feeding the baby is no longer regarded as "sissy"), can it
still be maintained that mother-child bonds are more ..instinctive,' ttran
father+hild bonds? Is it not more likely that such special bonds exist in a
child sometimes with a father, sometimes with a mother or sometimes with
both, depending on the occasion, due to a combination not only of ..inherited compatability" but also to environmentally learnt relationships regulated for instance by the amount a " modern and warm-hearted " fatnlr (wiihout displaying a strong masculine protest in reverse) finds it easy to relate
to his child? On the assu'npfion that some such broad biological learning
theory model (not necessarily in conflict with Freudian or Bowlby's theoriesj
is more likely to explain and predict the complexity of most chita-parent
relationships than the restricting "pure" instinctive maternal deprivation
theory, it is proposed here to examine some of ttre family, culturafsub-cultural and institutional behaviour patterns in greater detail (it must be repeated
that without doubt the maternal deprivation concept has its valuable
though restricted use in explaining those special cases where it applies).
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In trying to understand child development behaviour, it is desirable to
keep in mina Uotn the distinction between, and the interrelated effects of,
..nalture and nurture" during the pre-speech and post-speech stages, and
also between "unconscious" conditioning and systematic learning in relation to these two stages within a very complex family setting'
To take some hypothetical examples first, before returning to some of the
evidence, might ii not be arguable that the maternal deprivation theory is
far too tp."ifi" and not sufficiently universal in accounting for some of the
followini family patterns? For instance, what would predictions be with
reference- to causality of behaviour in the case of a male child who practically since birth had been observed to be torpid, but who was born to a

known to have been a hyperkinetic baby maintaining her characteristic excitable behaviour pattern in adult life (scoring high on any extraversion scale), as well as to a father who, on the other hand was known
to have been torpid as a child like his male baby (scoring in adult life high
on an introversion test). Taking into account close chromosome matching
between child and father in terms of similarity in looks, colour of eyes,
somatotype, etc., might it not be possible to predict that, other things
being equal, such a child and such a father would probably operate on
a simitai ..wave-length" of introversion, whereas this is probably less
likely to apply in relation to the extraverted, hyperactive, often hysteroid,
though por.iuty kind mother. Let it be assumed further that such a child,
tnoogt oUrio.rity loved by his mother, is not only loved equally by his
fathei (whose balanced introversion may make him more emotionally
stable with a greater ability to communicate than is possible for his loving
but hyperactive-extraverted mother whose communication capacity are
to be relatively weak by comparison) but is also cared for to a con-

-oth".

"rrr."d
siderable extent by his iensitive

and "modern" father who does his share

of

changing nappies and bottle feeding.
Ir{funt-nofsuch a child have built up very close mutual ties with the father
throulh conditioning, long before proper learning, through speech communication, had been established, and as a result under situations of stress and
deprivation begin to develop greater separation anxiety vis-i-vis the father
rather than the mother (incidentally without such a relationship having to be
in any way latently homosexual)? Further, is it not likely that once speechcommunicating patterns are firmly established, as the child passes the
toddling stage, that the non-verbal and verbal communication between
father and ito *itt further strengthen the bonds between them in view
"t
(which may be more prevalent in some than in others)
of the combination
of circumstances in their backgrounds and relationships?
Leaving learning theory aside, it is interesting to note that psychoanalytical theo-ry is noiso dilierent in conceptualization when it comes to the

point of pionouncing on developmental stages and socialization processes.
iccordingly, boys niar the age of five, are said to identify themselves, via
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the resolution of the oedipus complex, with their fathers and according to
Melanie Klein (Klein) at an even earlier stage.
Acrording to psychoanalytical theory this is assumed to be a continuous
process and thought to be reflected in the boy's attempt to play ,.masculine',
roles within a cultural milieux which arbitrarily describes the boundaries of
"masculinity" (which incidentally are by no means static). Forin stance,
what was once considered as non-masculine acts such as fathers looking
after small babies, or men weeping or expressing their emotions in public,
are beginning to become incorporated as aspects of normal masculine behaviour under appropriate circumstances. There were, of course, times, as
there are indeed still cultures, where sex-role identification was held within
the simplest of boundaries-for instance women's and older girls' primary
role was to rear small children and attend to housewifely duties, and the
mens'role was to hunt and to train the older boys to become providers and
huntsmen. However, it is doubtful whether this is an entirelyl.instinctive"
pattern since under modern industrial conditions, a great deal of role interchangeability has taken place, encouraged perhaps by the gradual awakening

to Freud's theory that the adoption of an overtly masculine role is noi

necessarily proof of masculinity. It should be noted that even in a nonliterary society such as the Arapech, role interchangeability between mothers
and fathers does not appear to be instinctive, but seems to be learnt, and
because of its complementary nature apparently reads in the long run to
great family harmony.
The existence of shifts in role perception both within a culture over a
period of time, and between cultures, was recently emphasized by such workers as Bronfenbrenner and Devereux who in their American-German cross-

cultural studies recognize five different patterns. (i) patriarchal family
structure; (ii) Patrocentric family structure; (iii) Egalitarian family structure;

(iv) Matrocentric family structure; (v) Matriarchal family structure. with
regard to the patriarchal family structure-this follows the traditional line

in which the father is almost totally dominant in most spheres. This is almost
the same in the patrocentric family, although there is not quite so clear a
differentiation of roles. In the egalitarian family structure, thi parental role
is practically interchangeable. In the matriarchal family structure-and
this applies, though to a lesser extent, in the matrocentric family, the mother
is the more dominant of the two parents. The research showed that children
from these different types of families behaved in very different ways. (For
instance, Germans coming more from a patriarchal family structure and
Americans from a matriarchal family structure, showed considerable variations within and between the two cultures.) children from the egalitarian
family structure were, in comparison to the others, more considerate,
cheerful, liked by others, but had less sense of responsibility, were childish,
wilful, anxious and resistant to authority, and their standard of achievement
in school was fairly low. They were friendly well-adjusted chiidren, emol9,t
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a moderately lowlevelofachievement. Childrenfrom
family structures wete " leaders", hard-workpatrocentric
patriarchal
and
the
ing with a hich lJvel of achievement, but they were indifferent to others
uo-d *rr. inclined to be aggressive and sometimes hostile. They appeared
to have gained a sense of dominating self-control at the expense of a sense
of balanced adaptation. Children from the matriarchal and matrocentric
family structure, whilst showing a high standard of achievement, ambition
and rlsponsibility were found to be submissive, inclined to be shy and without too much interest in the opposite sex. The research showed not only the
differences in these family structures and the resultant behaviour of the
children within cultures but also between cultures. The results confirm the
findings ofmany other researchworkers in the child research field, namely, that
"optiium" amounts of "mothering", "fathering" and punishment exist,
uoi thut too much or too little of any of these can be harmful but that some
form of appropriate punishment not only helps character training, but relieves
feelings of-accumulated guilt and anxiety with a resultant positive effect.
Other cross-cultural studies bring out the complexities of child behaviour vis-i-vis parental relationships and inheritance factors, without being

tionally stable but with

committed primarily to a plain maternal-deprivation theor.Y model. For
instance, Mussen, Young,Gaddini and Morante (Mussen (b)) studied boys
of Italian descent in four different localities (Rome, Florence, Palermo and
Boston) and found that in a variety ofcultures, the son's behaviour, personality and attitudes are directly related to the degree ofaffection gtven to him
ui nis father. Those with insufficient affection showed poor social adjustments, were tense, unhappy and insecure and were lacking in confidence as
well as in affection towards their families and people outside the home. On
the genetic side, Lynn and Gordon (Lynn and Gordon) suggest that
Ameiican and Engliih middle-class mothers are more punitive than those
from the workingilasses. The authors suggest that the hereditary factors

of

extraversion

in children accounts primarily for their aggressiveness,

irrespective of whether the mothers have been punitive or not' and hence the
hereditary factor is probably a more important determinant of aggression
than the mother's punitive habits. This topic was also touched on, though
in a different context, by Schaefer and Bell and by R. shields (Shields) and
(Stott).
Sears, Macoby, Eleanorand Levin (op. cit.) and D. H. StottinBritain
He found

thaiit

is probably the underprivileged children who are more liable

to congenital impalrment which makes them more vulnerable to stress' That
child-parent separation as such need not necessarily be disastrous was
shown^ty Naess (Naess), by Hilda Lewis (Lewis), by A.D.B. and A. clarke
(clarke (a) (b))ana o. Millerin his therapeutic experiment, aswell as J. Howell
iUowett'(ay Ol (") (Ol (e)) the latterhavinginvestigatedthetherapeuticeffects
separati;ns (a theme which is especially familiar to juvenile
if
"nita-purent
court psycfiatristi who recommend, on occasion, the institutionalization
of children, ttrough rarely at too early an age)'
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None of this bio-social viewpoint (in contrast to the idea of ..instinctive
maternal-deprivation" theory) is to deny the natural and still-powerfulrole
of the mother regarding the rearing of very small infants. This is particularly relevant in the present pre-robot age when children are still born
of women and are not yet conceived in test-tubes, even though gestation
may one day take place outside the natural mother's uterus (recent experimental work with cows and other lower order mammals has shown that
in the future this might be within the realm of possibility). But what of
the future, when father's influence over his children,s development may
possibly increase as a result of automation? By then he will not only have
more leisure time to stay at home, but also more time from the moment
a child is born, or before, to devote himserf, if he feels like it, to the welfare of his child in a manner that partly for economic and partly for psychological reasons, has been confined only to women up tili now.
It is of course recognized that most average "normal,, mothers have a
special role to play in the bringing up of their newborn and for physiological

reasons the closest relationships are fostered (reinforced by conditioning-and
later learning paradigms), between mother and child throughout pregnancy,

and on parturition thlough breastfeeding, constant motfier-baty contact
well in excess of that of father. But what of ..abnormal" mothers ofwhichthe
psycho-analytical case-book histories abound and whichmay increase in
an
age which is undergoing vast social revolutions resulting in a trlgt incidence
of neurosis, of delinquency, of divorce-afl consequences of pirsonal and

social maladjustment.
The importance of attitude formation and sex-linked role behaviour tends
to be under-rated. Time plays an extremely important part in attitude formation as does the sex of the child and the personality pattern based on
chromosomes and environmental factors as discussed ia.lie.. A Mother's
reciprocal attitude to anxiety and separation between herselfand a daughter

might under some circumstances, have a deeper impact than vis-i-vis a
small son, who may already have started to emuhtJ the cultural, stereotype tough-minded masculine role of the father's world, where for instance
it is "not done" for little boys to cry when saying ..good-bye" to their
mothers Qeaving aside for the moment arguments of tle cross sex-linked
oedipal situation or the relative permanence of any damage to the unconscious). Following learning theory here, observations of
in rsraeli
"hildr",
Kibbutz's have repeatedly shown that even very small children
of either sex
can become conditioned fairly quickly to separations probably from
either parent depending on the cultural milieu and the skilis of conditioning and displayed forms of mental weaning. However, if the mother,
departing say for a stay in hospital, dramatizes the separation event, the
damaging effects are likely to be greater than when the departure is underplayed and non-verbal distractive techniques are employed or if the
child

is old enough to understand verbal re-assurances. In m-ore extreme

cases,
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conditioned to their separationanxieiy, (though the accumulation of some residual anxiety cannot be ruled
out) as court visitors know who have observed the behaviour of children who
in custody cases are being visited regularly by a parent of either-sex. Providing these visits do not violate the findings of the basic laws of learning, i.e.

it is quite possible for children to become

frequency, and effect-the children seem to adapt themselves to
what initially was a traumatic event. For instance, the parents through
trial and error must find the "right" intervals (bearing in mind the laws of
frequency and recency, between visits), for over-visiting can have the opposite effect and produce anxiety in the child that sensible parents attempt
to minimize. As stressed earlier, the enormous differences to be found in
with
the child before and after speech has developed must not be overlooked
separation
respect to the alleged exiitence and accumulation of maternal
urrii"ty (as well as paternal separation anxiety) which, as therapists know,
,o oiten be minimized through verbal explanation as well as non-verbal
"ur,
communication. Earlier, attention was drawn to the probable differences,
in some instances with regard to anxiety, between a girl separated from her
mother as distinct from a boy, who may already be taking cues from a
western stereotyped "tough" father, a role often re'inforced by the school,
especially through boarding-school placement (Himmelweit, H and oppenany
heim, A). Taking these permutations further, it should be recognized that
of
separaeffect
emotional
the
to
regard
with
vlriables
"
natural
amount of "
tion anxiety can be experienced under appropriate circumstanc-es by a boy or
girt Uott irom their lather or mother, depending on such factors as the
Itrength of the relationship between the child and both or one or the other
prr"it. Also, it must be remembered that it is highly unlikely that the bonds
of affection between a child and either parent remain fixed and constant,
vary
even though the all-over personality structure of humans is thought to
-little
abnormallyunder
course,
under normal (though not of
relatively
extremej conditions. The emotional attitude of the child is likely to change
according to varying conditions and the stage of maturity he has reached.

,.Lo"y,

For instince, it is often assumed, especially by analysts, that a shift from
the primary maternal love-object occurs with a child of either sex during
it o"aip"f stage, only to revert to the mother in the case of girls, and in the
complex.
"
case of Uoyr r*it"tr to the father on the resolution of the Oedipus
condition
static
final
a
are
they
that
follow
not
Ifthese shifts occur, it does
during infancy. In observing infant behaviour it can be seen that toddlers
go thiough various experirnental stages of playing one parent off against
offering one parent more open love than the other to test their
it e ott
"r-Uy
reactions. Ii,ruring an adult analysis, analysts have often enough testified to
the effect that at some stages patients are more inclined to select from their
maternal
analyst, be he male or female, the paternal, and at other times the
urp".tr'of the original parent-figure. In other words, a patient during the
parents
emotionally vaccilating ixperience of getting his relationship with his
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into perspective as a step towards maturity, is inclined to go through various
acting-out stages. Thus, in the same way as a child experiments with traumatic events during play, an adult attempts to work through his or her traumatized feelings vis-ir-vis not only the mother but also the father. couched
in less psycho-analytical terms, this means that one selects in life not only
different roles, but different facets of these roles which are constantly alteiing in the light ofeverchanging real-life experiences. Thus according to the
circumstances, it is sometimes the mothers, and at other times the fathers
who are felt to be the more dominant source of comfort. For instance, the
writer,whenaskinghis sample of children(Andry (a) op.cff.) which parent
they would prefer to deal with them when in trouble, found that in the first
instance they tended to choose their mother, but when in serious trouble
they preferred their father to deal with them as the ultimate source of
authority. There are numerous variations around this theme. Some children
work only through the mother, but others will pass through this stage to an
ultimate cathartic paternal relationship. others will work first through the
father to an ultimate maternal or paternal relationship according to the
emotional stage they have reached both in reality and in their fantasy life.
The literature is full of descriptions of the seemingly covert-homosexual
stages ofthe young; for instance in their peer-group, adolescent, gang-relationships which only later in life-often through a successful ,oa.riagetake on a relatively clear-cut cross-sexual bias on the parallel assumption

that the relationship between husband and wife has the same complementary
elements of security that the child felt earlier in his parent's rilationshii
(Argyle). In the light of these considerations, is it not probable that the
maternal-deprivation concept is far too specific and ovei simplified, when
applied to so many varying circumstances? Even where gross maternal
separation may have occurred, it seems distinctly possible for a really perceptive and sensitive father (or some other substitute) to breach the separation gap successfully and to neutralize the child's anxieties since fathers are
known to have successfully raised children who were neither neurotic nor

delinquent after they had lost their mothers in infancy.
So far, a child's relationship with only one or the other of his parents
has been discussed on the assumption that they are primary vehicles for the
formation of attitudes and anxiety. However, it must be iemembered that
in a close family with several children an enormously complex verbal and
non-verbal network is likely to have been built up between a child and his
sibling from a very early age which must be viewed in toto and not in
segmented child-mother and child-father relationships. In a family with
one child, there are three two-person relationships-father and mother,
father and child, mother and child; in a family oi fir" persons, there are
ten two-person relationships; in a family of seven, twenty-one. The number
of potential relationships in a family with three children, taking into consideration relationships between two persons and those between any one
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and combinations of two or more, is sixty-five (Elkin and Thibaut and Kelly).
This numerical factor, in itself, is likely to effect the particular character of

emotional relations and anxiety patterns. Coupled with this and following
the works of R. D. Laing and D. Scott, one can imagine the varying impact
of family members on a child due to differences in personality patternsboth inborn and environmentally induced-where it might be assumed that
according to some form of vector theory (as enunciated by Lewin), the child
resolves the conflicting variables in some compromise direction both to the
comfort of his inner life-space and at the same time as closely as possible
to the realities of an outer-life-space, endeavouring in this manner to avoid
the pains ofconflict through residual and cognitive dissonance (Festinger).
Accordingly, one can imagine for instance that in certain circumstances a
comforting sibling could be of enormous help in reducing maternal-separation anxiety, possible even to the extent of neutralizing it almost completely,
particularly if they are further re-inforced by a comforting type of father,
grandparent, aunt or uncle with a really deep capacity for giving comfort and
ior reducing anxiety. Clinicians will have come across many case-histories
of large h"ppy, say, Irish families similar to those observed by Woolf (the
Celts are said to be more emotionally expressive), where although the mother
died young, the children grew up with a great capacity to express warmth,
assisted in childhood by the comforting actions of warm-hearted fathers,
siblings and close relatives. Incidentally it is of interest to note that a religious belief in an eternal God is expressed as an all-comforting Father, and
not in Western cultures as a mother, whose worship appears to help reduce
depressions which are interpreted by some as being the result of primary
and secondary maternal-separation anxiety.
Before considering the pathological aspects of child-parent relationships,
it should be emphasized that the basic natural affinities probably existing
(though not automatically) between a mother and her child are not confined
ixcluJively to the mother but exist just as basically between the child and
the father. Therefore affinities between a child and either of his parents can
be reinforced or countered (explicable in terms of learning and psychoanalytical theory) depending on many circumstances (such as the attitude
of the parents towards an older or younger child as well as the child's towards ihe parents (Schachter). All forms are explicable therefore in terms
other than, as well as by the maternal-deprivation theory. case-histories
show repeatedly that some mothers, who hoping for a boy, were forced to
adjust to the arrival of a daughter, whereas the father of the little grrl may
have always hoped for a girl. Hence the pre'condition was laid which is more
likely to result in a closer relationship between the girl and her father rather
than inevitably between the girl and her mother. Similarly, a father who

had longed for a son (in contrast to a mother who had looked forward
to a girl or did not care much either way), may be assumed to have on the
birtbof his son that deep and instinctive bond that some maternal-depriva-
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tion theorists tend to claim primarily for the mother vis-i-vis any child.
whilst several other permutations exist, it is stressed that such initial reactions may or may not persist. There seems in children to be both degrees
of, and near absolute, feelings towards one or both or neither parent,
as the

writer found in his study (Andry) (op. cit.), where many non-delinquent

boys said they felt closer to both parents whereas delinquent boys tended
to
feel closer to their mother than to their father. Howevir, some delinquents

as well as non-delinquents unhesitatingly stated that a closer relationship
existed between him and his father, Ihus showing the indicidual
complexities involved in child-parent relationships which do
not seem to be
based automatically on a positive mother-+hild interaction pattern.
There are in all probability other conditions which may, iither initially
or more or less permanently, limit the bonds of deep affiction between a
mother and a child, leaving the field open in particular circumstances
for a
warm-hearted father to come into his own and exhibit demonstrative
and
protective qualities which he may have felt too inhibited to
express before.
For instance, some mothers giving birth to a child by a caesarian section
may feel cheated out of the natural feelings of the normal childbearing
process, and may express their resentment unconsciously
towards the child,
whereas other mothe.r_
be able to express their love for the child jusi
TaI
as much. or some ambivalent mothers who because they are poor
breast
feeders or give birth to damaged children, may rationaiize
such limiting
factors and hence have difficulty in expressing their love freely. It is suggested
here that the father's equally warm-hearted attitude towaids the
child in
parental combination with the mother (preferably reinforced
by sibling
and- relatives) is likely to make for an optimal amount of good
mental
health.

No doubt, there are many other factors which can prevent the positive
relationship between a mother and her child from developing effectively.
For instance, the attitude of a mother may initially have bein iery positive
but may have deteriorated as a result olthe chiid's negative reiction
towards the mother. If the child spurns the breast or begins-to behave
aggressively, the mother's warm feelings may turn to resentment and she
in her turn
may respond with anger or guilt or both. Again, there are many case
histories which indicate that many immature mothers ur"
with
children only as long as they are very young, but are incapabG
"o-p"t"nt
of coping
with children once they begin to express iheir owo individuality. such
mothers may enjoy having a series of small children whom they
can treat as

placid toys, but are often wholly emotionally dependent on their
husbands
to provide the effective responsibility for their chiidren,s emotional and phy-

sical upbringing. Indeed in such a case the father's role is essential
to effect
the balanced emotional development of his children, for unless the
mother
matures by his example, the children may find themselves increasingly
rejected by her.
l9a
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Most ctnicians have observed the capacity of some children--even those
maternally-separated-to select "security" from their environment and
adjust to the damage efficiently and quicfiy under propitious circumstances.
Good nannies, grandparents, etc., reinforced by particularly good fathers
may quickly minimize the effects of separation anxiety, especially if in the
firsi instance the mother has been unsatisfactory (e.g. immature or frozen).
In addition, it must not be forgotten that with children who are either very
small and not yet verbal, undergoing a separation-experience, it is ofenormous importance not only to provide substitute security in terms of an
adequate surrogate parent (male or female) but also of familiar objects
.o"h- * the room and house, the cot and blankets or the toys. It is often
forgotten that deep-seated damage is frequently effected not only by the
absence of the parent but also by the removal of deprived children to
unfamiliar surroundings such as orphanages or the co'respondent's home
in divorce and separation cases. It seems that children not only feel secure
in familiar environments but develop relationships quite separate from the
familiar security of their relationship with the mother, with people as well
as objects connected with the home and the surroundings, all of which
play an important though varying part in satisfying their need systems at
difrerent stages in their personality development. For instance (as mentioned
earlier), even small babies can be observed playing-ofr mother against father
to satisfy the need system of ttre moment, ttrereby showing that the baby

can invist emotionally

in his father when playing up

mother and vice-

vefsa. The child may soon come to learn that in certain situations it may pay

off to invest emotionally in the mottrer to the near exclusion of the father,
and in other situations to invest temporarily or permanently or spasmodically

in the father to the near exclusion of the mother. Again in some situations,
the child may prefer to invest emotionally in both parents. Very young
children can become conditioned to one or both of their parents going out
at night (be it for amusement or work), and may at some stage resent it
more-than at others. If the mother goes out regularly at night, for instance
to work, leaving a warm, demonstrative father in charge, it may well emerge
that a strong sqraration anxiety is expressed not so much when the mottrer
goes out regularly but on the very few occasions when the father unexpec'
iedly goes out too or instead of the mother During a crisis or following
emotional regressions children have been seen to cling not necessarily to
their mothers but where deep bonds exist between them, to demand their
fathers as well. Often it may be true that because in Western and many
other societies mothers spend most of the day with the children they become
for the babies the permanent security-making love object, and as a result
the babies tend to cling primarily to the mother in a crisis and only to
father as second best in preference to a third lesser-known person. However, a perceptive father knows how quickly this picture can change when
he has ihe opportunity of spending some time at home with his children,
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particularly during the "near-imprinting stages of learning readiness',
when even very small babies want to explore their relationships not only
with the mother but with any other human being close at h;d, be it;
nanny or a father. conversely, perceptive babies and small children will
quickly learn under which circumstances a mother or a father, or nanny,
etc., will be of comfort value to them. Almost contrary to the instinctive maternal deprivation theory, it is suggested that a perceptive baby
or child will learn sooner rather than later that it pays to plaie its emotional
investment not only in the one maternal figure, but in several, including
the father, nanny, favoured siblings and favoured relatives (Banduri
and walters). This is not to deny the latent danger of psychopathy,
where emotional investment, spread out among too many people, can make
for great shallowness in feeling. However, there are many people, who in
the heightoftheirmaturitycaninvest deep warmth not oniyin mothers but
with equal depth in their father, siblings and relatives, and at the same time
can show deep compassion even for the outside stranger who is in need of
comfort. It is suggested that such comfort-seeking strangers have at least
as good, if not more chance of finding comfort from a person who has been
the offspring of a secure relationship with both parents than with someone
who has simply never sufered from serious maternal deprivation. Individual

comfort-giving acts are often recognized by perceptive infants as emanating

from either parent or specifically one parent wno is not always necessarily
the mother. For instance, a crying baby's attention may be uulrt d practically every time on being picked up and held in front of a mirror oiplaced
on an adult's shoulder. If these mechanical comforting acts become associated with the father rather than the mother, a conditioning-response is set
up between crying and ceasing to do so as soon as the fathir approaches in
anticipation of being picked up. This is not intended to deny thaf there seem
to be higher order responses of mothering and comfort but rather to show
that they are not the only ones.
unfortunately, there is such a dearth of research material in this field
that one is constantly forced to fall back upon raised hypotheses and personal
observations. However, the writer has demonstratid elsewhere ttrat at
least under some circumstances a satisfactory relationship with both parents
rather than with only one is more likely than anything else to achieve a
mature well-balanced personality. This is not to deny the possibility that
a perfecfly satisfactory adjustment to life can be made by anyone who has
achieved a satisfactory relationship with one or the other of his parents, but
it is easy to deny tlat the maternal deprivation factor is the pre-requisite
to healthy adjustment-on the contrary it is only one-albeit important-of
ttre many factors which go to make up the complex system o1 a mature

humanbeing.

In this connection the manner in which a person chooses his marriage
partner can be ofrelevance, as an indirect consequence ofdifferent degreis
l9o*
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of childhood deprivation in relation to one or the other or both parents.
It could be that in the absence ofthe ideal close tie with both parents, deep
maternal ties are especially desirable for a girl to become in later life a satisfactory wife to a man, who having been maternally deprived in his youth,
particularly needs the element of mothefliness which she may have absorbed
by reason of her close relations with her mother. Again, it may be useful for
girls to have especially close ties with their fathers, if they are to make good
wives for latent homosexual husbands who tend to see in their wives a
quasimale figure (always assuming that such a girl will not be too emotionally frozen to be incapable of having a really effective relationship with
either parents or husband). Conversely, good husbands for latent lesbian
wives may well be men who had a closer relationship with their mothers, on
the assumption that the wives also feel more at ease with a slightly feminine
man. Again a partner representing the parental figure of the opposite sex
may be chosen, in an attempt to resolve late in life an oedipal relationship,
provided the personality is not too rigid and frozen.
The point is that in these and several other possible permutations some
matching and others not, with Freudian oedipal theory, it is obvious that it
is not only the mother-child relationship, but also the father-child relationship which is relevant in the multiple complexities of human nature
difficult to decide under what varying circumstances a person
is homosexual or bi-sexual and to what degree. Once again, this is not to
deny that some classic maternal-deprivation cases do exist which can play
havoc in later life and on occasions prove disastrous especially in marital
relationships.
where

it

is even

B. Trrs L^1,w, Cnu,oREN, AND Trrun MorreRs nNo Fmrnns
As long as a family stays united, the various normal cross-tensions between
a child, his siblings and both his parents (and between the parents and the
siblings) are assumed to find their own levels. Whatever insecurities may
exist in a child, be it due to the anxiety of losing his mother, father, or
siblings (in reality or fantasy), it is thought that the family group as a whole
acts as a security-enforcing agent, even if one of the members is temporarily
absent (in which case the emotion invested in the absent member gets
largely transferred to one of the other members, or becomes fantasized).
Naturally, if the preferred or "warmer" and more affective parent (the
mother or the father) is absent, a great deal of behavioural disturbance can
result (as experienced by working mothers and fathers who spend long

away from home-i.e. long-distance lorry-drivers and
sailors). However, research shows clearly that such absences need not be the
major cause of maladjustment (McGregor and Rowntree).
The family group (taking it beyond the basic triad of child, father and
mother, including in most circumstances, grandparents, uncles, aunts, etc.),

periods

of time
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probably follows behavioural laws which are similar to those evolved in
lelation to any group as enunciated by such workers as Bales, Bion, slavson,
Foulkes, Anthony, Ericson, and others. For instance, u .irild in lookini
at the leadership structure of his family is likely to find that at times the
family is more task-orientated than at others. Thus he finds that the mother
under certain circumstances (for instance, in matters appertaining to the
household) and father under other circumstances (for insiance as the final
authority in monetary and disciplinary matters) or both parents together
(under many circumstances) become the main decision makers. Hence
either parent may acquire particular status, respect and love (which may
or
may not coincide with a child's primary preference for one or other parent).
Following Bales' notion of the dual function of leadership in a groupi.e. instrumental (more task-orientated) and expressive (more interested
in achieving harmony), it seems that a child may look for both forms of
leadership. The former often being associated with the father and the
latter with the mother. Thus the withdrawal of the father from the family
group could therefore be just as damaging as that of the mother. Following Bion and others, families under stress probably develop their own
dynamic "healing" pattern where the "catalyst" function ls taken on
variously by one of the siblings and the role of the .,scapegoat,, occasionally or semi permanently by another sibling or by either paient. Following
Freud, these family patterns are often themselves refleclions of each of
the parent's own parental and sibling backgrounds which, according
to their fixations and the extent to which their oedipal relationship, *"ri
not fully resolved, may give rise to conflict in the next generation when
friction may be generated by the parent who has least resolved his oedipal
situation. As a result it is likely that a child will have a better affective
relationship with the parent whose own oedipal relationships have best been
resolved. Again this is not automatically or necessarily thi mother.
when families do not remain united, considerable additional stress is
naturally imposed upon a child (as well as other members of the family).
Thus he can come near to breaking point unless stresses are relieved or redistributed within himself or within what is left of his family and peer group.
Judges and magistrates are invariably called upon in divorce and subsequent
custody cases to adminster"justice"in the primary interest of the chiid to
enable him to come out of the stressful situation as lightly as possible
(E. Miller). This means, that the judiciary must rely partly o,
,.ore
"o--on
(alas often not based on the best in psychiatry), and the inevitable
personal
frame of reference which a judge or magistrate carries into a courtroom.
Hence it is important to highlight some of the psychological factors involved
in the hope that thus a psychologically-based judgement will be introduced
into judicial circles, based less on the combination of personal attitudes,
hunches and unconscious feelings of indignation, but more on science.
Therefore, it is important, in so far as judges are trying to be.,scientific",
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to ascertain whether their decision of, say, gving a child (or children) to the
divorced mother or father is related to the simple-structure "maternaldeprivation" theory (which would favour the divorced mother, even if she
*.i" unsatisfactory recipient for the children) or the complex "duo"o family theory, here advanced (which could favour either parent).
parental"
th" th.ory is based upon investigations into the whole complex range
relationship with both the parents and his siblings at the
of the
"hiid's
conscious and unconscious level as well as the deepseated parental and
sibling attitudes vis-i-vis the child. There is a great danger thatjudges and
magisirates may not always recognize that parental attitudes towards the
child are being simulated by one parent when in fact the other parent may
feel much more deeply for the child (feelings which are often reciprocated
subtly by the child himselo. Again, it is essential to recognize that a parent
with; guilt-ridden and immature type of super-ego might make-a plea to
keep the child because he or she feels it is the proper thing to do, and is
what the neighbours would think if a
-oi" "oo...ned with the stereotype of personal
feelings. How is a Judge to
with
than
struggle was not endured,
feelings and "sham"
pre-consciously-desired)
(i.e.
differentiate between real
measure emotional
to
attempting
(i.e. rationalized) feelings? Lie detectors,
alone in this civil
let
field,
criminal
the
involvement, are hardly feasible in
products, in
pentothal
or
other
sodium
of
field, nor is the application
the
surface of
beneath
lying
often
feelings
gauge
the
"real"
to
attempting
and which bear no relationship to conscious actions. Thus
"ons"ioo.o"ss
judges
tend to rely on the expert opinions of psychiatrists and children's
t".lfate officers or some will fall back on their own preconceived ideas on
the nature of the parent-child relationship often formulated as a result of
their own p"rsonil experiences in childhood. Can legally trained judges be
expected to know thai the level of diagUostic opinion among the so-called
experts can range from a skilful barrister presenting for one parent a psychiatric "maternal-deprivation theorist", and the barrister for the other parent
calling upon an expert who is less committed to the maternal-deprivation
theory, but more io the "duo-parental" theory which would give both
p"t ot at least an equal chance to claim their child? And how canjudges
take these "expert" opinions seriously when some barristers set out to
play. ofr one theorist against another in order to reveal their lack of unanimity

(some orthese problems have been discussed by Professor Sheldon Glueck)?

si.iturty, how far are judges aware that so-called experts have often
written iheir verbal evidence on the basis of a single interview, the child
often accompanied by only one parent? An investigation by an objective team oi experts, representing neither disputing party, conducting
prolonged observations of the child or children vis-i-vis both parents

is true that judges can order welfare workers to ieport back to them but at the same time it is equally true that
at preseni this is not a matter of routine; that welfare workers are neither

i. ror.Iy infinitely superior? It
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psychiatrists nor do they make it clear to which psychological school
they belong in relation to the controversial maternai deprivation theory.
Judges themselves unfortunately do not as a rule have peisonal interviews
fir1l with the child (or children) under dispute, then with one parent and the
child, followed by the other parent alone, then with the chiid, finaly with
both parents and the child. The inevitable conclusion must be that judges
should in future be assisted in these investigations by a full psychiatric team
consisting of a psychiatrist drawn from each of the opposing schools, as well
as other clinically trained workers in this field, such as psychiatric social
workers and clinical psychologists the latter being accustomed to giving personality and other tests with a high probability of objectively derecting lies
or emotional instability in either parent. This should help to objectify a
situation upon which hangs the happiness of children, ana rctp prevent a
child being sent to the "wrong" parent simply because this parent-was able
to put up a better "front" in court or was assisted by a more ..convincing"
barrister, or skilful solicitor.
It is suggested here that the present system is distinctly unsatisfactory,
although it isrecognized that it is not ill-will that has given rise to the present
situation, but rather that t.he judges, magistrates, barristers and solicitors
who usually act with a high degree of idealism and fair-mindedness, are
the victims of the traditions of the law's lack of time and finance.
It is recognized that individual judges with experience in this field spend
many conscientious and heartsearching hours in resolving trre present
predicament but it is difficult to see how such individual attempts can be
superior to those of a scientifically-based clinical team. Before considering
basic reform plans, it is necessary briefly tb examine the current legal position in Great Britain and elsewhere with the object of attempting to understand its historical origins, and in order to relate these in fulure io a system
which will make not only good legal but also good psychological sense
(James; Paxton; Cavenagh; Kahn-Freund; Rubenstein).
To begin with, it is salutary to remember that in Britain, both civil and
criminal justice is based essentially on an "a@usatorial" system as distinct
from the continental "inquisitorial" system, where it is essentially the task
of a judge (and not the barrister) to bring out facts and to go personally into
the minutiae of the case (Mannheim). oversimplffied, this means that in
Britain the tradition gxew up that the figure of justice in the guise of a judge
should listen blindfolded and impartially to the disputants on either side.
In so far as one advocate, on behalfofhis client, is cleverer than his opponent, he has a good chance of winning his case through sheer brilliance
of advocacy. It is not primarily the function of the judge representing the
blindfolded figure ofjustice,to ascertain "the truth" oflhe matter, tut to

dispense whatever seems fairest and equitable in the light of the facts put
before him. It is not his task to remove the brindfold and look at the disputants directly but rather to keep on the impartial blindfold in the know-
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ledge that two intermediaries exist on either side between him and the
disputees-a solicitor to prepare the case and a barrister to plead in courtwho can be relied upon to conduct most of the business objectively and
efficiently according to the legal rules (which they understand and will probably respect more conscientiously than can be expected ofthe ego-involved
disputing parties themselves). Thus the law attempts to keep the human
emotional squabbles down to a bare minimum whereas the psychiatrist
may aim to do exactly the opposite in order to observe the human dynamics
in action but as a result judges tend to make decisions through a thick
window put up by legal and other advisors with the danger that "the truth"
gets more and more diluted as successions of intermediaries come between
client and judge (as Sir Frederic Bartlett (Bartlett) demonstrated in his
psychological laboratory in a different but related context, and which was
confirmed recently in Chicago with simulated juror's behaviour under experimental conditions). This system in Britain is adapted from the criminal
to the civil side, since it is considered to be the fairest. In practice, this means
many things.
For instance, a potential divorcee with a deep-seated desire to claim his
children must in the first place show great perspicacity in selecting the right
kind of solicitor who is a top expert in this specialized field since it is he
who in turn is in touch with expert barristers known to have a knack of
presenting cases of matrimonial dispute better to some judges than to others.
Sometimes it is considered sounder strategy to choose a woman barrister,
as she may be more adept at enlisting the sympathy of some judges. The

bruised potential divorcee is thus forced to unburden himself in the first
instance to his carefully-chosen solicitor, rather than to the judge himself
as the final arbiter. This being somewhat analogous to the psychiatric patient
in the army who has to unburden himself first to the sergeant-major (often
well-meaning though not the final arbiter of the case but who has to decide
whether this is a case for the medical officer or not). To be fair, it is the
highly skilled and sympathetic solicitor who comes to live with the client's
problems (which are often as much psychiatric as legal) with only a legal
training to assist him. Often he is forced into a psychiatric role at the
beginning of a divorce case when he has to stand by until literally tearful
clients have called the proposed divorce on and off several times and has to
advise them on practical problems such as names, suitable domiciles, etc.
Thus solicitors (like sympathetic sergeant-majors) are exposed to thepsychiatric problems of their clients without themselves having the psychiatric
expertise or time to deal witl them exhaustively. In this manner neither
the solictors' nor the clients' stresses are relieved with any speed but on
the contrary, are likely to continue for many months. Near the time of the
final divorce, several intervening legal actions may suddenly spring up such
as alimony pending suit " hearings " (for a husband in charge of the children
even though he is found later to be blameless may still have to support his
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wife irrespective of whether his wife is contesting either his divorce

or custody of the children, on the outmoded assumption that wives can't
support themselves by work). Thus a vindictive wife may be advised by her
solicitor to take only a part-time job to demonstrate first her willingness
to work but her incapacity to support herselffully, and secondly her desire
to spend as much time as possible with her children in order to influence
the final custody case. In such a situation it would be difficult for a Judge
without the assistance of a psychiatric team to discover that the possibly
wealthy co-respondent may be keeping the mother in comparative luxury
anyway, or to ascertain whether the mother's feelings vis-l-vis the children
are genuine or simulated for the sake of convention. Again a ..guilty,' wife
and ambivalent or cruel mother may be advised by her solicitor to put in a
separate action before the divorce case comes up in order to try and claim
the children, thereby demonstrating for the benefit of the divorce judge in
the final action that she is not as black as the facts would make her. To complicate the present British position further, the judge may not necessarily be
the same person in all three independent actions. Thus there is no opportunity for a single judge to feel out the complexity of the case. What is more
the co-respondent may be a married, wealthy man in the process of deserting
his own wife and children, a position which is not generally revealed to a
judge during the interim actions but psychiatrically is of great importance.
Thus it is concealed that the co-respondent's solicitor, whose task is to win
the case, not to go into the psychiatric pros and cons of such conduct, may
have to advise-irrespective of psychiatric consequences-that the co-respondent inform his wife that he has no intention of returning to her, but if
she consents to the divorce on his terms, he will settle more money on her
and their children than he is legally obliged to. Thus, by way of indirect
blackmail, children of several families are drawn into a valid legal game of
strategy and counter-stratery, usually without psychiatric aid, by solicitors
whose training and function does not enable them to deal fully with the
emotional side of such problems and without full knowledge of the suspected
"manoeuvres" behind the scenes. A solicitor's task is to plan the best
strategy, under current British law, to help only his client (in this case the
co-respondent) achieve his wishes (quite irrespective of the fact that the
client in his present infatuation may not know what is best either for himself, his wife and children, nor for the home ofhis mistress which he has helped

to break up). A non-psychiatrically-orientated solicitor or judge may be unaware that the co-respondent in his immature inability to make a clean break
is for instance returning home occasionally to his estranged wife to tell her
of his sexual exploits elsewhere. This demonstrates that although he may be
legallyentitledto adivorce (ifthe wife agrees to sue him), it may be unwise
psychiatricallyto grant him one while he behaves in such an unsoundmanner.
The solicitor, like the sergeant-major, has primarily a non-therapeutic,
non-diagnostic task, which is to ensure that legally he has a water-tight
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case. Indeed, the solicitor, together with his barrister, will often take great
pains to ensure that certain information as mentioned above does not reach
the judge, for the latter may take a poor view of the vaccilating and indelicate

behaviour of a co-respondent which, thus in turn, may affect the outcome
and the main case.
Under an "inquisitorial" system, a judge could inquire normally into
such details, which would glve him deeper insight into the personalities
involved. However, under the British system, such relevant material would
be swept under the legal carpet, as irrelevant evidence, and nojudge would
hear of it. It is true that under recent legislation some form of collusion
between the parties is now permissible, provided the judge is informed of
it in the end. However, wide discretionary powers as to exactly what the
judge is told still exist among the conferring solicitors (the husband's, the
urife's, the co-respondent's and his wife's), and although facilities exist,
there is rarely a place for a solicitor representing the children nor for a
third party, for instance-grandparents, who may feel in the interest of the
children that they can see beyond the follies or lies ofthe disputants.
The solicitor and the barrister stand in some ways psychiatrically between
the client, the cbildren and the judge. According to the British legal system
it is the custom for the client to unburden himself to the solicitor (but not
the judge) of most information with regards to matrimonial difficulties
which will satisfy the former as being legally relevant from the point of
view of fighting and attempting to win the case, quite irrespective of the
psychiatric implications, which as such are constantly in danger of being
disregarded. It is then the solicitor and not the client who will present the
legal side ofthe problem to the carefully chosen barrister. Thus the barrister
gets his story second-hand and often he will only check on one or two vital
points with the client whom in some instances he may meet for the first
time ten minutes before the case begins. It is the barrister's and solicitor's
task between them to plan the strategy of battle in terms of an admixture
of law and case-law and not in terms of what the disputant may "naively"
think important enough from his personal point of view to place before the
judge. There is a dilemma here for if this were done, it might bring relief
psychiatrically to the client but could prove legally fatal and lose the client
the case.
The judge's task after all is to listen with a legal, not a psychiatric, ear.
Should the judge ask for more details of one of the people named in the
affidavit before him-the barrister himself may not always be in a position
to supply the information, and will have to enquire of the solicitor who in
turn may have to ask the client. This only serves to show how remote the
judge can be from the person he is to passjudgement upon, under the present
legal system: this applies also, to a lesser extent to the barrister. From the
psychiatric point of view there is much that is unsatisfactory under tle
present legal system and nothing perhaps quite so much as the question of
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of access, custody, care and control of the children involved in
divorce cases. The resolution of tlese problems tend to follow certain well
established patterns which may make legal sense but may do considerable
psychiatric harm to children torn between the love of both their parents.
The legal position is set out in clear terms in section I of the Guardianship
of Infants Act (1925) with reference to custody of the child vis-tr-vis either
parent. The act states clearly that it is the welfare of the child which must be
given paramount importance in the deliberation of these cases, and furthermore, that the rights to custody of the father and mother are exactly the
same. Historically it used to be the fattrer, as the head of the family who was
often given custody of the children especially if his adulterous wife was
considered to be the "guilty" party, or even if he was gurlty. (Also in Britain
and on the continent ttrere used to be a trend which is less clearly observable
now according to which, in disputed cases, fathers were given custody of
boys and mothers of their daughters.) In more recent years this paternalistic
practice has been considerably modified in favour of the mother, even if
"guilty", especially with reference to very small children, since it is the
welfare of the children that the court has basically in mind. In the eyes of
the law a mother would have to be morally very bad, or physically very
destructive, before her claim to custody would be ovedooked. However, it
should not be forgotten that in psychiatric terms it is seldom possible to
blame the break-up of a marriage on only one partner, and although ostensibly the "guilt" may be laid at the feet of a mother, the husband too may
also be to blame, at least partially. In such a case the judge may find the
wife to be an entirely satisfactory mother. At present it is the judge who decides
whether the mother is adequate or not, and even if she is the "guilty', party,
unless she is overtly very neglectful, she stands a very good chance ofgetting
the children, for without psychiatric expertise it is very diffcult to differentiate between the many shades and degrees of physical and emotional maternal neglect. However, if the same mother underwent prolonged investigation by a psychiatric team looking into the more subtle personality
dynamics, rather than for superficial signs of neglect, it might well emerge
that she was the less satisfactory parent. It is feared that without such
refined investigations that there is a danger that too many hit-and-miss
judgements are given by judges who though legally eminent and personally
humane can hardly be expected under the present system to display skills
in psychiatry as well.
settling

Allied to this is the whole question of the interrelationship between
custody, care and control, and access, ofdivorced parents and their children.
Normally, judges are rightly reluctant to allow a state of affairs to develop
which makes it easily possible for one parent to play off the other where
one has custody, for instance, and the other has the care and control.
where such conflicts do develop it might be a step forward in the direction
of reform at least legally (though some psychiatrists may disagree), to
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award custody to neither parents but to the state. Often, both disputing
parties can be relied upon to be civilized in putting their personal needs
second to those of their children. However, there must be many parents who

cannot be relied upon to be fully rational, especially at a time when their
emotions are deeply disturbed. Whilst under the imFact of the formal court
and its procedure, either parent can be in a great state of tension which
prevents them from being necessarily the best arbiters of the number and
frequency of visits in the best interest of the child, particularly as often these
decisions have to be made in great haste in the corridors of the courts during
an adjournment. Mostly these arrangements are left to the disputing parties
based on the advice of their lawyers, who try to ensure that decisions are as
fair as possible for the children. These often hastily worked out compromises, rarely based on psychiatric advice, are then made firm by the court
order of the judge. Again, on the face of it, this seems eminently reasonable
in that it is hoped that future squabbles are thereby prevented; but is it, when
no psychiatric advice is sought? Careful investigation carried out by a
psychiatric team might easily find that access granted often in a rule-ofthumb manner usually allowing 50 per cent of time in school holidays to
each parent, or alternate weekends, etc., is not necessarily the best for a
heavily traumatized child, made deeply unhappy by the break-up of the
home. On occasion, it may be more expedient from the point of view of
the children for one of the parents to visit the children less at the start, to
allow them time to adapt to the new regime. However, to make such concessions may be unwise from the legal point of view for the parent concerned
(particularlyif alater counter-action to reclaim the children is planned, for
instance, where access is regulated by court action before the divorce and
final custody ruling is made), for it may be legally foolish for a party to
forego visits-even temporarily-for fear that thus a precedent is created by
the time the final court case comes up. Conversely, there are times when it
may be highly desirable for the deserting parent (mother or father) to visit
the child frequently if the child obviously benefits considerably from these
visits. Again, however, it might make good psychiatric but bad legal sense
if the "non-guilty" parent allows the "guilty" parent increased access
because this might adversely influence the final custody decision. Further,
after the judge has made his order, and unbeknown to him, the "guilty" parent on a legal visit to the children may take the opportunity of these occasions either consciously or unconsciously to "get his' or her-own back"
on the spouse by encouraging the distress of the children. Under such circumstances children will not be able to settle down for a long time since
these frequent visits will continually re-open semi-healed wounds, representing the negative side of the learning laws of re-inforcement. Since it can
take a long time for a divorce to come through, a child and the parents may
suffer in this manner without psychiatric aid for as long as three years
or more, and even after divorce and custody has been settled, the court's
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decision can be challenged and is never final, thus placing the parties under
prolonged strain. This means that a "guilty" wife and ambivalent mother

anxious

to marry the

co-respondent, can agree to the husband having
ofthe children in order to gain his consent to the divorcel
but immediately it is obtained she can bring in a new action to claim the
children, thus prolonging strain even further. In fairness to the court at
present judges are inclined to move the children around as little as possible
and tend to leave them in the familiar surroundings of the ..matrimonial
care and control

home".

However, the point is that decisions of this psychiatric nature rest upon
the judges who are not psychiatrically qualified and who, in most cases, do
not as a matter of course consult with psychiatrists, let alone with psychiatric
teams.

on those ocassions when psychiatric reports are taken into account the
judge is generally forced to decide between the opinions of conflisliag
psychiatrists often carefully chosen by the lawyers representing both parents

for the very reason that they will support the view of the parent they represent and oppose the other. Rarely does ajudge under the sritisn..accusatorial system" use "inquisitorial" methods by talking the matter over exhaustively in camera with the parents themselves in order to gain his own impressions. He can, of course, do so or appoint a court-welfaie worker to investi-

gate the case objectively, but rarely have the latter sufficient time or
facilities

or even adequate training to deal fully with such a highly complex matter.
Also, their reports are confidential and it is not really possibli, under the
present system, for parents to see them nor to challenge their content and
to call in

further opinion to validate and test the findings put before thejudge.
system rprirgs from the fact
that custody matters can be dealt with by three r"pur"t" courts (and by
several judges or magistrates within each court at different times). skilled
legal advisors can help their clients considerably by deciding in which court
to start, finish or concentrate the case. conversely a person unable to afford
legal advice may apply for assistance to a
-ugistrat.r court when in fact
under certain circumstances he may have done better in the Divorce Division rather than the chancery Division of the High court. (n this conneca

A further complication under the present

tion a projected study by L. Blom-Cooper,

O. R. McGregor and A. R.
Ilersic on the social consequences of wives who live apart fiom their hus-

bands, is to be welcomed.)

A further difficulty under current procedure arises in connection with
the "co-respondent" or future-step-parent in connection with the divorce
and custody decision. Naturally, the co-respondent will be disinclined
to declare his or her intention of marriage while the divorce of the person
he or she wishes to marry is still in process. The correspondent obviously
wishes to remain protected from damages and from jeopardizing his or her
own possible divorce suits. This sentiment of anonymiiy is enJouraged to
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some extent by the court which infrequently involves "fringe" people (i.e.
people with only an indirect bearing on the case) in custody cases in-order to
compticate matters as little as possible. However, in view of the fact that
subsequenfly a "stepfather" or stepmother will play a considerable part in
the children's lives, surely it would be wise psychiatrically to look into what
manner of person the co-respondent is (if he or she is reasonably certain to
become a stepparent), before the judge makes a final ruling in custody cases?
In point offact third parties (such as grandparents) can of course enter
the pioceedings when they feel they have relevant information (usually on
behalf of their own relatives) which may influence ttre final outcome of a
custody case. However, such cases are rare, since they are not only costly
but thi substance of their complaint against ttre ottrer parent is often difficult to establish. In some ways this tendency to omit third parties is unfortunate since, for instance, a court welfare worker, if rOutinely interviewing as
many third parties to the dispute as possible, might gather much important
psychiatrically meaningful information. Under the present system this tends
io be ignored for fear of over-complicating the issues, since many statements made by third parties are not considered, from a legal point of view,
as strict evidence, but merely opinions and hearsay.
Again, psychologically speaking, it is regrettable that under present court
pra"ticer ih" opportunities are limited for "inquisitorial" investigations into
important facts which have a direct bearing on the case, but for some reason
or another are not brought out by either side. For instance, no paternity
blood tests are ordered by the court even when it is suspected that a male
co-respondent is, in fact, the father of one of the children of the disputant
to thJ divorce case. Whilst such tests do not always give absolute proof,
they may at times do so and naturally this will have great bearing on the
final decision as to who is to have the children. Admittedly this may not
always matter in the case of a child where the non-natural parent has
become devoted to the child and is a better parent than the real one, or where
the existing matrimonial home is better than the new one (where such a child
would be recogUized as legitimate and belonging to the "children of the
family"). However, the point is that where paternity can be verified, it is
usually a plty, not to mention dishonest, when all the facts are not ascertained and put before the court.
To revert briefly to the matter of custody, and care and control, (especially
if there is a danger of dispute over this among the parents, regretably from
a psychological point of view) there seems to be a tendency among many
ju{ges and parents to make a boarding school (for children of middle-class
divorcees) sirue as a convenient way out of the impasse-of deciding which
parent is io have care and control in the knowledge that it is easier to divide
the holidays equally between both parents. However, in this way, children
may be sent to boarding schools not only too early in their lives, but they
may also be totally unsuited emotionally to boarding-on the contrary they
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may require a great deal of extra care at home to overcome the damage
they have probably sufered through the divorce and the events leading up
to it. This is not to deny that some children of divorcees, irrespectivi o1
class background, may do beffer in a boarding ratler tlan a diy school
(P. D. stott) iust because such a school may piovide a more stable
background than a semi-divided home. In such cases, however, one would hope
for such a school to provide a psychotherapeutic environment (D. Millir,
op. cit.). However, the point is that it is dangerous to use boarding-schools
indiscriminately in order to avoid ttre complex psychiatric inveiigations
necessary to determine which parent is more ..akin,' to the chiid and
would make ttre better guardian. For these reasons, and many others,
"rule of thumb" measures are not suitable to determine the allocation
of children to the "right" parent--+ven thot'gh there has been a tendency
also in other countries to use such measure. The general tendency was to
allocate boys, once they had reached school age, to the father, on the
assumption that as it was they who carried on the family name, they needed
essentially a father-figure with whom to identify; and for giris to'be allocated to the mother for the same reasons. As was also statedlarter, in most
western countries during recent years, the patriarchal family structure seems
at times to have given way to the other extreme, to a matriarchal family
structure (according to u. Bronfenbrenner and G. Devereu:r, op. cit.) or i
some countries more healthily to a balanced equalitarian (mothei and iather)
family structure. Naturally, a balanced shift in the direction of the latter is
most welcome, but it is extremely important that current relevant sociopsychological research findings become knowledge in the courts,
logical and
for only then will it'be possible to achieve a rational as welias an equitabli
decision-making policy.
Most of the comments made here are of course applicable not only to
cases of divorce and custody but equally to ottrer caies where the
welfare
of children is of primary importance, including cases of adoption, ..cafe and
control", juvenile court cases, and where parent management (or the absence of it) is an integrate part of the proc€ss
Cf. Gibb;s).
As mentioned earlier, it is useful to recall that at present a number of
different courts can deal with parts, but not always all aspects, of cases
where child welfare is concerned, and that the procedure not only differs
but is probably child-centred in name only. This ii so because the psychiatric
team plays in most courts-with the exception of juvenile
,.ry
subsiduary role in the diagnosis and decision-maki"g process.
"ou.-t*u
A plea ii
made, therefore, for this policy to be reversed where oeioid, to bring it into
line with at least the psychiatric-team approach of the
luvenlle courts, but if
possible to take it one step further, and in the light of already existing
knowledge and practice in child psychiatry and psychology, to bring it into line
with the possible future development of family
-comiruniiyCooper,
"ou.t.-(Lonefoid;
Nicholas) and quite generally within the context
of
mental
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health (Caplan). It is not intended here to supply a fixed blueprint for future
Family courts or court proceedings which will at least be based on the
spirit of the child-guidance approach. However, it may be useful to take some
oi ttre following basic general ideas into consideration, especially with
reference to the lossibility of making family court tribunals where the bench
is presided oue. by ajudge who is aided by lay-assessors, thus changing the
putt .o of the High Court and divisions of divorce and chancery and ordi-

nary magistrates' courts.

rn tno first instance, in considering aspects of family courts, attention
should be given to the following three phases: (a) psychiatric teams and
pre-court investigations; (b) psychiatric teams: and the court procedure;

(c) psychiatric teams and post-court procedure. Secondly, thought must be
giu""-to the problem of whether different courts and procedure (such as
iragistrates', luvenile, chancery and divorce courts) ougbt to continue to
exisi separaie-ly with their somewhat different functions or whether there
is a caie for ihe gradual establishment of a uniform family court, and
whether more uniform procedures should be adopted which are geared to
criminology on the onJ hand and child-guidance and human-relationship
work on ihe other. Thirdly, to what extent will it be possible for lawyers
and judges to get together more often in the future with psychiatrists,
psyciotogists, piychiatric social workers and allied professionals in order
io-aUsorU from each other relevant basic psychological concepts for the
benefit of the parents and their children who come before the courts, not
only to seek justice but also to be helped to live through their traumatic
experiences as part of a therapeutic experience.
With regard to the first point, a great deal of thought will have to be
given as iL no* the law and para-medicine can best co-operate really

iffectively during the three outlined phases. During the pre-court stage,
solicitors who have been consulted by potential divorcees should perhaps
at once as a matter of routine, contact a psychiatrist (or clinically trained
and recognized psychologist) for consultation in much the same way as
solicitors consuli early with a barrister. (At present many people avoid
consulting a psychiatrist for fear that the opposition may lse _the visit in
court as u -.ur. of demonstrating their instability.) Only after such a
consultation has taken place, will it be possible to decide not only the legal
prospectsofsuchacase, but also the possible psychiatric damlg! or advaniages that would result from a divorce, not only for the sake of the children,
but also for the potential divorcees as well. This first step towards an allround diagnosis need not take very long, but would usually be followed by
a second and much more time-consuming step to help decide whether the
divorce should take place at all, whether a reconciliation is possible or even
advisable, and if so, what treatment could be provided. Alternatively if
there is to be a divorce, decisions must be made as to how the children
might be allocated, whether they are to have contact with potential co-
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respondents-and if so, under what circumstances-how visits of the parent
who has left the matrimonial-home are to be conducted, etc.
The point is that all this can only be gauged by imaginative trial and
error long before the case comes up before the court, not in thecurrenthitand-miss fashion where psychiatrist or marriage counsellors are occasionally
involved, but not as an absolute matter of routine, with the evidence arising
from these investigations being placed before the court. Thus there is a
need at the earliest opportune moment to impress upon the parties the need
for keeping to the suggested arrangements. It is important that during this
stage not only certain psychiatrists will be "statutorily" involved, but also
other qualified members of the para-medical profession whose status within
the framework of a genuine team has steadily improved in this century in
the same way as that of psychiatry itself (R. Andry). For instance, in their
final combined report (signed by each expert separately as an independent
piece of evidence), they will have to have satisfied themselves about a number of specialized points which no single expert is rikely to have had the
time or full understanding to do on his own. For instance, psychiatrists
would concentrate on the over-all personality pictures and decide whether
from a long-term point of view it would be possible to treat the parents
effectively for latent depressions. solicitors should make sure that under
certain circumstances, psychiatrists from opposing schools (psycho-analytical and non-psychoanalytical) will be involved at this stage (since if they
are not, it will make it that much easier for the solicitor representing the
"other side" to involve a psychiatrist from an opposing schoor). psychologists would wish to supply a great deal of factual evidence rather than
rely on clinical impressions alone, not only with intelligence-test scores,
but also with detailed personality tests, observation charts ofgroup dynamics (i.e. how each of the children behaved towards either parent, each
other, other family members in the home and towards potential stepparents who may be the co-respondents, etc.). They would want to administer known tests, for instance of introversion-.extraversion and neuroticism as well as potential ego-strength and other psycho-dynamic
variables (making it clear at the same time to which school of thought such
apsychologist belonged, unless he is an eclectic). psychiatric social workers
couldhave a great deal on which to report with regard to their visits not only
to the matrimonial home but also to that of the deserted spouse (which is
often a love-nest with the co-respondent frequently flying in and out), to the
deserted or semi-deserted marital home of ttre co-respondents, and to the
homes of grandparents and other interested parties, including in special
circumstances those of responsible neighbours who may wish to give sworn
evidence. special schoolmasters, geneticists (in case of disputed paternity
suits), probation officers, general practitioners, speech therapists and other
specialists (in the case of retarded speech or backwardness in the disputed
children) may well have very relevant information to give. All these experts
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should have the opportunity of meeting to be able to submit not only their
own documents, but a combined report as well, in the light of which the
solicitor in charge of the case can decide further with his client and the
barrister (and one or several representatives from the investigation team)
how best, if at all, to proceed with the court hearing, or if it is decided to
call it off, how best to arrange for treatment to proceed along the lines ofthe
recommendations contained in the team's report.
During the second stage, that is the actual court case, judges (or magistrates) should make sure that they have in front of them all the psychiatric
documents (including the experts' individual and combined reports) and if
necessary they should be empowered to empanel a new team or add new
members onto a team if they are in the least dissatisfied with the report.
Alternatively it may be expedient to make more extensiYe use of the court's
already existing powers by getting the bench to appoint a "gluardian ad
litem" quite automatically for every case and by getting him to empanel
a balanced psychiatric team and then to pass the team's confidential report
to the bench. The bench may then decide to handle the case more along
"inquisitorial" or along "accusatorial" lines, depending on the nature of
each case. (This concept was discussed between the author and Mr. Patrick
Gardner.) Further, should be encouraged to question any members of the
team or any person giving evidence to the team, should the need arise. In the
same way, they should

not hesitate to question the parents or the children

individually or collectively in an informal court room. However, it is important that such "inquisitorial" functions of the judiciary get combined
with some of the traditional legal safeguards in the British "accusatorial"
system where a distinct role should continue to exist for the barrister and the
solicitor. It should be the function of the solicitor to prepare the case and to
liaise between his clients and the clinical team, and for the barrister to direct
in court the trend of the arguments in favour of his client. In fact, this could
in future lead to two kinds of hearing in every case' First the informal hearirig in camera to enable the judge (and possibly his assessors) to acquaint
himself personally with all the parties, including the children. Secondly the
formal hearing where the parties (which ideally should include not only the
mother and father, but also older children, on occasions, and in exceptional
circumstances grandparents, so that a fair over-all picture can be obtained
and worked out), should be represented through a solicitor and a barrister.
Thus the over-all presentation of the case could remain in the hands of the
parties' solicitors, and barristers (with the psychiatric team-members remaining purely technical witnesses).
During the third stage-the post-court stage-the judge may decide (1) not
to proceed with a divorce or the award of custody, or (2) may defer decisions,
on placement for the being, but (3) may try out various combinations of
therapy either through the already empanelled diagnostic psychiatric teams
or, depending on the circumstances, by empanelling a new psychiatric
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treatment team under the guidance of the two opposing solicitors. After
such trial periods, & decree might then be made absolute or a discharge given
depending on the results obtained. [Jndoubtedly, if such a scheme gradually
came to be adopted, this would increase costs and time enormously. However, any scheme that may save marriages and lead to better mental health
in the children and their parents is surely worth the cost. Even if a divorce
ensues despite all efforts , zt least all parties could be satisfied that every
avenue of diagnosis and treatment had been explored, which is far from
being the case at present.
With regard to the second suggestion (as to whether family courts ought
gradually to take over the diverse functions of the chancery, and divorce
divisions of the High Court, magistrates and juvenile courts, or at least
strive towards the establishment of mo?e uniform procedures along the lines
suggested above) it is not possible here to explore this further since a great
deal would depend on the constallation and working of the progressive or
reactionary social forces, irrespective of political parties, in the community.
Law reform is in the air in the criminal field (Children and Young Persons in
Scotland, Gardner, G. and Martin, A.), this should make it easier now for
the civil field to join in this, &S society begins to demand it.
Ideally speaking, it is here felt that the family court should essentially
be a tribunal presided over by a judge, specially trained in legat social and
psychiatric work to be joined on the bench by lay assessors, one of whom
might be a psychiatrist, another a psychological social worker etc. Together
they could involve diagnostic and therapeutic agencies, being themselves

in a position of being able to evaluate complex behaviour from different
points of view.

Allied to this, is the third and final point which concerns the problem
frequent lack of inter-communication between lawyers, psychiatrists
and other qualified experts (Ormerod). In the past, various types of medicolegal societies (without incidentally extending membership to the newer
qualified professions) have served as a useful platform for inter-communi-

of

il

cation at a time when experts were less busy, and at times less knowledgeable
of detail than is the case today. However, with divorce figures constantly
rising, and the older established professions taking so long to absorb the
findings of the newer professions who make the most of the computer machine
?Ea, some new impetus is required. Although some lawyers may not be
interested to hear psychiatrists, psychologists, statisticians (Wilkins), computer forecasters, and others, debate the pros and cons and pitfalls of
such theories as " maternal " or " paternal " deprivation within a wider
framework of learning and instinct theory (Andry(a)), others may feel the
need for such intensified debate (Ormerod op. ctt.). In the same w&y, nonlawyers may wish to learn a great deal more about the finer legal points,
especially as it affects matrimonial and " patrimonial " cases. ft would seem
therefore that the time is fast approaching when it will be essential to
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SECTION

4

SOME THERAPEUTIC METHODS AND
PROPHYLAXIS

CHAPTER I

The Value of the Therapeutic Consultation
by D. W. WrNNrcoTT

There is an aspect of applied psycho-analysis which has come to interest
me more and more in the past two decades. This is the exploitation of
ttre
first interview, or the first few interviews. I am in procesJof publishing a
series of such interviews, and here I shall give one example, Ashton, aged

l2

years.

First

I

it

abundantly clear that what I am describing is not
an anarysis I do not adopt the procedure described here. Nevertheless I hold the view that in order to
ir"p"r" himself to
do this work the therapist should make himself thoroughly ramitiar wittr
the classical psycho-analytic technique, and should carry itrough to the
bitter end a number of analyses conducted on a basis of dail/sessions,
continued over ttre years. only in this way does the analyst learn what has to
be learned from the patients, and only in this way does the analyst master

must make

psycho-analysis.

If starting

the technique of withholding interpretations that have validity without

immediate or urgent relevance.
I would not say that a full-scale analysis is always better for the patient
than a psychotherapeutic interview. Treatment by psycho-analysis often
leaves the symptomatology untouched for a period ofltior" during which
social repercussions may infinitely complicate the issue; moreover, treatment
may necessitate the child's removal from a good-enough home to a strange
setting and this again is a complication that were betier avoided. In othir
words, ttrere are cases in which a quick symptomatic change is preferable to a
psycho-analytic cure even though one would prefer the tatter.
Apart from this, there is a vast clinical demand for psychotherapy tlat
is not related in any way to the supply of psycho-analysis, and therefore
ifthere is a type ofcase that can be helped by one or threi visits to a psychoanalyst this vastly extends the social value of the analyst and helps to;ustiry
his needing to do full scale analyses in order to learn his craft.
It is well-known that the first interview in an analysis can contain material
that will come forward for analysis for months and even years. Students are

20
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to make careful notes of first interviews, notes which can be used
at all later stages and which make possible a reconstruction of the analysis
in terms of the discovery of deeper and more subtle meaning in events and
free associations given in the first session.
That which I am calling the psychotherapeutic interview makes the fullest
possible use of this relatively undefended material. There is real danger in
this work, yet ttrere is danger of doing nothing at all, and the risks come
from the therapist's timidity or ignorance rather than from the patient's

advised

feeling of having been tricked.
The psychotherapist at this the stage of the first interview is a subjective
object. often a child will dream of the psychiatist the night before the day
of the interview, so that in fact the psychiatrist is fitting into the patient's
preconceived notion. In another language, the patient brings to the situation
i certain measure of belief or of ttre capacity to believe in a helping or understanding .person. Also he brings a measure of suspicion. The therapist
cashes in on what the patient brings and acts up to the limit of tle chance
that this affords. The patient goes away without having made an objective
perception of the therapist, and a second visit wiu be needed to get the
therapist objectified and shorn of magic.
There is a difference, then, between this technique and that of psychoanalysis in that whereas in the latter the transference negrosis gfadually
unfolds itself and is used for interpreting, in the psycho-ttrerapeutic interview there is a fore-ordained role for the therapist, based on the patient's
pattern of expectation. The diffculty often is for the therapist to do as well
as he could find himself allowed to do. Many patients do indeed expect to be
basically understood immediately, and it might be said that we either fit
in with this or else we work on the basis of "psycho-analysis or nothing."
Of course we cannot understand immediately unless we are briefed, and in
the first interview the patient is often willing and indeed eager to brief the
therapist, g1ing all that is needed for the deep sigpificant interpretation.
It orten happens that we find a child has given all to the psychologist
who is performing an intelligence test, and the fact that the material presented haJnot led to understanding (this not being included in the psychologist's aims) has proved traumatic to the child, leading to a strengthening of
iuspicion and an unwillingness to give the appropriate clues.t For this reason
I have always seen my patients frst, referring them to the psychologist
where necessary, after I have come to grips with the case by doing somettring
significant in the first interview or first few interviews.
I would say that it is a common thing for patients to go away from a first

interview disillusioned and unwilling to make a further attempt to seek
psychiatric help, because of the failure of the consultant to use tle material
presented. It is comparatively rare for a patient to be hurt by wrong inter-

t This espccially applies in T.A.T. tests in which the patient has reached to unexpected
ideas, feers, states.
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gretations made in a genuine attempt to use what is presented, the mistakes
in omissions being due to the limits that belong to all human endeavour. I
learned this from my psychotic patients (borderline schizophrenics) who
are remarkably tolerant of an analyst's limitations of understand.ing,
tlough they may be at the same time extremely intolerant of irregularitiJi

in the analyst's behaviour (his unreriability, an uneven performance-, display
through reassurance ofunconscious hate, bad taste, eti.).

TrcHNreuE

In order to make the most of a first interview the therapist needs to be very
careful not to complicate the situation. All sorts of things need to be said
and done which simply belong to the fact that the therapist is human and is
not sitting on a professional high-horse and is nevertleless aware of the
sacredness ofthe occasion. This is true regardless ofthe age ofthe patient.
A little g7rl,2l years old, saw me five times. she demanded that she
should see someone to ask about a fear which her parents could not
understand, and when she got some help from mi she insisted on
making further use of me until she had resolved her problem. Each
time she gathered herself together for the interview and after it she
emerged in a relaxed state. The fifth time, for instance, she came
up
(by train journey) curled up on her father's lap, sucking hei thumb
or her
father's fnger. she was very tense right up to her arrival at my door,
e.nd on entry she immediatery went into my room
and took up her position on the floor among the toys. After this interview she (now three
years old) was in a happy state as usual. she was interested inLverything
she could see on the way home by train. In the afternoon she wai playing constructively and with great satisfaction. In tle evening she made
one remark that was appropriate to the work of the session]
This was like a child's reaction to some analytic sessions but there
was, in a sense, more at stake, because of the distance of the child's
home from my room, which she actually talked about in the session.
Aboyof 6, with a relatively low I.e., the backwardness being secondary to an infantile psychosis, came to his first and only interview in a
state of apprehension. The mother wrote : " He naturally wanted to know
where we were going and we had to give him a definite answer because
of
his experience at 4 when he had his tonsils out. I didn,t quite know
what to
say' so I mentioned something about learning at schbol and his sometimes annoying habit of finger-sucking. Anyway he mentioned after the
interview with you ttrat you hadn't asked him about this. He seemedto
feel that I had misled him slighfly... When he asked againwhywe had gone
to visit you and not taken our other boys I replied that you were a friend
and that we thought he would enjoy meeting you, and we had only taken
20t
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him as he was our biggest boy. He was contented with this answer.
on that morning he had been very anxious to go straight to you and not
waste time on ProPosed shoPPing."
This boy made significant use of his interview, and came away
" delighted", and he was jealous of his parents when they came to see
me a few weeks later.

It is good to be able to prepare the parents beforehand, perhaps by'phone,
that it will probably be best for the child to be seen first. The fact is that the
parent -uy hur. to be neglected on this first occasion. It is the patient's
iight to be the patient, and if the parent cannot co-operate in this arrangemint then one needs to consider whether in fact the ill person may not be
the parent rather than the child. If it is the parent who is the patient, then
the parent should be seen first, in which case it may be best to do nothing
with the child, so as to avoid raising hopes that cannot be met'
It is axiomatic that if a proper professional setting is provided the patient,
that is the child (or adult) who is in distress, wilt bring the distress into the
interview in some form or other. The motivation is very deeply determined.
Perhaps it is suspicion that is shown, or too great a trust, or trust is soon
established and confidences soon follow. Whatever happens it is the happening that is significant.
A boy of 8 had a very rich interview with me; we had worked hard
and I had been able to give help on the basis of the clues provided. At
the second interview nothing happened at all. I allowed the boy his full
hour, and all I said was: "I don't know what is going on but I do
know that you have a reason to be in control of me. Last time you
helped me to help you; this time I can do nothing'" So we parted' That
evening this boy casually told his mother while he was in the bath that
a man had tried to assault him in the park; the mother said: "Did you
tell Dr. Winnicott?" and he said: "No!" in a surprised way, as if he
could not have imagined this to be an important thing to do. He had
in fact told me in a better way, by being suspicious of me and by having
me in his control. I saw him next day as an emergency case, and he gave
me another richly rewarding interview, reporting the incident and his
own imaginative homosexual yearnings, based on a relative fatherdeprivation.
The point in all this was the boy's communication through making nothing
happen, and my acceptance of this as a communication.

there is no clear-cut technical instruction to be given to the therapist
since he must be free to adopt any technique that is appropriate to the case.

The main principle is that a human setting is provided and while the therapist is free to be himself he does not distort the course of events by doing
iUiog. or not doing things because of his own anxiety or guilt, or his own
ne"d to have a su@ess. It is the patient's picnic, and even the weather is
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the patient's weather. The end of the interview belongs to the patient too,
except where there is no structure to the interview because of a lack of
structure in the patient's personality or in the patient's relating to objects,
in which case this lack of structuring is itself communicated.
A student attempting to study my personal technique would need to study
the way that I behaved in a long series of cases, and it wourd be found that
what I did in each example belonged to that particular case. I can give only
one example in full, and it must be emphasized that what I did here can only
be taken as a description of what I did in my contact with this boy.
I choose this one example with the greatest difficulty because it may be
thought that a set technique can be observed, whereas in order to gain an

impression of my technique many other examples need to be examined.
I hope that the only set feature that will be observed after a broad examination of my cases will be a freedom on my part to use my knowledge and
experience to meet the particular patient's need as displayed in the one session

that is being described.
one more general observation: it is necessary to do this work in a wider
setting in which there is opportunity for a case to slip over into another kind
of child psychiatry category. There is no need for any case to fail (except
where one lacks the necessary understanding, in which event there is no need
for self-criticism). If the psychotherapeutic interview should prove inadequate even underthe slogan:"How little need we do in this case?,'then a
more complex mechanism can be set in motion. The case can become one of
those that need the full child psychiatry system of management.
It is wise, however, not to think in terms of psycho-analysis for the cases
in which the psychotherapeutic consultation with its limited objective does
not succeed; better, if psycho-analysis is likely to be a practical proposition
to work from the start on the basis that psycho-analysis will be instigated. The
reason for this is that a high-powered use of the first interview tends to make
the initial stages of a classical analysis difficult, especially if the analysis
is to be done by someone else, other than the initial consultant who went
deep quickly in the first interview when attempting to make a diagnosis.

Corvrpr,nrp

AccouNr or

.e,

Trrrnepeuuc CoNsuLTATroN

Here is an example of a therapeutic consultation. There was a significant
in that the boy became able to go forward instead of continuing
regressively in his emotional and intellectual development, and in his use of
his good home and school environment. If the result had not been favourable
then the management of the case would have altered, and this would have
involved the boy's removal from the school to a home-from-home in the
London area, which alone would have made possible a full psycho-analytic
treatment. There were powerful reasons for avoiding this procedure.

result
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Diagnostically in this case the label must be: towards schizophrenia,
away from psychoneurosis, and not manic-depressive. Had he become more
ll the schizophrenic features would have become more organized.

Case of Ashton,

at 12 Years

This boy was referred to me by his General Practitioner.

"... exceptionally intelligent but unfortunately with most of the snags of
the people who approach a genius. He is very irritable, nervy and worried
about his health. He invariably becomes ill and runs a temperature
prior to returning to school. Recently he has developed habit spasms
and has become rather difficult to manage at home. In addition he has
been having great difficulty with sleep and a lot of trouble with night-

parents'views on coping with the situation are opposed . . ."
In this case I saw Ashton first except for a few minutes at the start when
I saw him along with his parents. The interview lasted an hour and a half,
in the course of which the father disappeared to fulfil an engagement.
At the end I saw the mother for two or three minutes, explaining why I had
to give the whole time to seeing the boy.
Ashton turned out to be a very exceptional person as a description of the
course of the interview will show. He had a married sister who has two
children; he is therefore an uncle.
I give the minimum of information in order to make the case suitable
mares.

. . . the

disguised.
It was not difficult to form a contact. I quickly got evidence of the fact
that this boy has a high intetligence, and in fact this applies to both parents

and to the boy's sister. There was paper in front of us and Ashton and I
started by playing squiggles. (We take it in turns to make a squiggle; the
other one turns it into something. It is a game without any rules at all.)

(l)

He turned my first squiggle into a fish.
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| turned his into a snake with a snake charmer.

-
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(3) He turned mine into a fish swallowing a turtle or a large jellyfish. He
was very amused at the squiggles which seemed to mean something
special for him.

(4)

I turned

his into a kind of dog.
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(5) He turned mine into a rabbit sitting down.

(6)

I

made his into a face.
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(7) He turned mine into a wooden clog.

(8)

20a

I

made his into a pound sign.

OP
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(9) He turned mine into a bottle opener.
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(10) I turned his into a kind of figure or doll and from this we discussed objects that people take to bed with them to keep them company. He told
me about his having had two teddies.
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<4)

(l l) He turned mine into a fish-head, like one in an advertisement
he knew.
At this point I could introduce the idea of dreams. " When you dream
do you see things like that (fish-head)?,,

(12) so he drew this. It is "a detail of a weird dream, very difficult to describe
o_rto draw. It is ghostly and moves". " It tied me up with pieces of string.
When I broke the string it looked at me rather nastily.;
It is difficult to describe the way in which Ashton took over the
interview. when he spoke it was in a highly sophisticated rather stilted

way like a much older and an erudite person. He operated, so to
speak, through the intellect, and had a quick grasp tr intellectual
concepts and of the relationships between ideas.
Ashton then went on to talk about his dreams and about nast5r
noises. "You can't draw them; it might be as if a house were fallini
down. once I had a nasty experience. I was in bed and as I could not
96
to sleep I was listening to music, that is to say, going through a symphony. I must have been half asleep because at a pause, when there
was a break in the music, the next bit came as a weird noise instead
of as the bit of music that was due." This seemed to him to be a very

20,*
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frightening state of affairs and it was quite clear by this time that music
meant a greatdeal to him because it deals with a chaotic and frightening
noise hallucination by displacing itThere was a pause here, and he recounted how in physics he once
made a machine " which was supposed to make sand pictures if you
made a noise." He went on to describe something that was very frightening. ..I turned over in bed and saw the curtains drawing themselves
to and fro. The worst thing was that in the dream the curtains were
left drawn to, but on waking I found they were not drawn to." Then he
said, as if to get away from the deep meaning of dreams: " Dreams'
you know , uri often governed by the day-before happenings. For in,tun.r, the bathroom light went off so I had a dream like that the next

night."

Aft.r this we talked about music and painting as a way of getting
control over hallucinations. Then he said: " Recently I did an abstract;
it was a rather complicated drawing, but I will take this bit out of it
to show you." At this Point he drew.

(13) (Detail taken from

*"

*.;k

As it turned out this was the main thing in the interview. I felt he had
trusted me with something sacred, he had almost given me the clue to his
abstract, although an absiract is by nature a hiding as well as being a demonstration of a constellation in the artist's personal pattern of inner eco'
nomy.t
I ventured an interpretation, hoping it might be right to some extent,
and I knew I must speak in terms of primitive mental mechanisms. I
said: "It could be a representation of simultaneous acceptance and
refusal."f
I saw the whole drawing and t would not have becn able to have used
Afterwards
f
tne'totA picture in the way that I uscd the detail,
t r coulo have gone oo to r"y that the object
attituaet of the parents

-

see

as the main theme was almost hiddeo'
w_as

himself in between the opposing

the letter from the referriog doctor'
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Ashton was very excited about this interpretation. He exclaimed:
"When I drew this picture I had no idea it could mean anything. I
know that it had to do with a picture I had seen the day beflre, of a
monster with the lady on the tip of its tongue.,,
Although I did not expect to be understood I made another interpretatiorl. I said: " This has to do with your love of your mother which
includes eating her. The monster in that case is yourr.lf." I said that
the object in the abstract could be the breast or the nipple, and that
the simultaneous acceptance and refusal could be a conflict in him
(Ashton) because of protecting the mother from being eaten and destroyed.

To my surprise he said: " I understand perfectly what you are saying,
but it is new to me." Then he went on to describe watching his nephew
taking the bottle. I found that he had not been told
1oi He had not
assimilated the knowledge) about breast-feeding, and he was very
pleased to have the chance to discuss this with so.n.one. As if
to clinch
the matter he added: " That reminds me of a story father told some
people, and I could not see why it was thought to be funny. This was
of a small child who had said: 'If I like something I eat it.,,,
Here I felt encouraged to talk and I gave him all I knew about oral
sadism and early object relationships, and the beginnings of the sense

guilt.

of

Ashton was now eager to communicate freely about things that interested him- He told me of a dream in which there was a ghost in the
house. To get rid of the ghost he used a rnagic formula which he was
able to spell out exactly. Some of the words were familiar (invisible,

spurious, matured); others were invented words. I could not make
accurate notes of this formula.
Next he told me of an earlier dream in which there was a car travelling
along with a man in it. " There was another in the car, either in front or
behind, and this man attacked the other. I rushed to his aid. The frightening thing was that I realized that both the men were myself.',
I knew this had been remembered specifically for mq to interpret.
What I said was: " That nicely gets you out of the clash between you
and father when you both love mother.,,
This was what he wanted because he went on to tell me another
dream of early years, a dream of a level crossing. " A train ran across

a level crossing and kitled an animal." From my point of view the
symbolism here was clear. It was a dream of the danger to the child of
intercourse between the parents. I said nothing, urd h. went straight
on with his own comment, which gave the characteristics of his own
personal defence organi zation He said: " f can see now that the important thing was the death of the animal, but what I remembered
until now was not the death of the animal but the noise of the train
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coming; and then I forgot that and remembered the music which keeps
the noise away." Here then was a clear statement of music dealing
with noise, and noise remembered in avoidance of the death of the
animal (child).
Together Ashton and I linked up this noise with the sound of the
parents in intercourse. He knew of laboured breathing in intercourse.
This led on to the further exploration of the antagonism between son
and father. In his curiously stilted way he said: " Is the son jealous of

the father's adult relationship to the woman or the father jealous of
the infant's infantile possession and intimacy?" He added: "I think
that in my case the accent is on the second of these two alternatives."
He then reconstructed the child's position in between the parents in
bed: " up to a certain stage he would be in possession of his mother;
then after a period of time the father resumes his adult relationship
with the mother and the child is the one eliminated, as the animal was
in the dream of the train and the level crossing."
It will be agreed that this boy's ability to take up ideas and develop
them was quite out of the ordinary.
I had to terminate this one-and-a-quarter hour interview because
it seemed unlikely to end by natural process. Ashton was quite willing

to go and he was obviously very satisfied with what had happened.

Subsequent Procedure

Four months later Ashton had his second interview with me. He and I
communicated again through a squiggle game but there was no significant
feature arising out of the game. This interview was necessary because of the
patient's need to get me down to my real size. I can do nothing except on
the basis of clues offered by the patient.
The parents came for a long interview and they showed that in spite of
high inietligence they had not understood deeply what was going on in their
soo. They made good use of what I was able to tell them of the interview.
Also they gave many important details which cannot be reported here because of the need to keep the case unrecognizable. Fortunately, it is not
necessary for me to give ttrese additional details in this description of a
psychotherapeutic interview in which significant things happened and which
led to a clearing up of the boy's main symptoms.
A full description, if it could be given here, would show Ashton as a boy
who has many of the general features of a schizoid personality, but who is a
near-genius. He had been degenerating prior to the date of the consultation,
and alter the first interview he went forward in all respects, and especially
in the special art form in which he is creative; moreover he ceased to find it
difficult to get to school from home, and he made excellent progress scho-
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lastically being in all ways in advance of his age except when hampered by
psychiatric disorder.

Corffncr
In this sort of case the interview cannot do all. At best it unhitches at the
place where the patient's development is hitched up. My interpretation of
my central theme of the abstract did precisely this. The increased understanding of the parents was of special importance, and a cessation of the
opposed attitudes that the referring doctor described andwhichthe boy showed
in his "abstract".
Also, very important in this case was the school's special effort to understand and to tolerate this odd boy's personal struggle alongwith an appreciation of his special talent.
It was with great relief to the parents that the case could be managed with
the boy still living in his home several hundred miles from the nearest psychoanalyst, without change of school. This metlod therefore justified itself in
ttris one case.

SuMM.q,RY

1.

A diagnostic interview must of necessity be a therapeutic one, since one

of the main criteria for diagRosis is the response that indicates the degree
of rigidity or relative lack of rigidity of the defence organi zation The
oYerall clinical picture may be deceptive without this additional key to
the assessment of the patient's personality.
2. A human setting is provided, and into this setting the patient brings and
displays the immediate strain and stress.
3. The psychiatrist is a subjective object, and the use that is made of the
interview represents the patient's capacity to believe in significant persons,
that is if the psychiatrist does not interfere with the pattern of the interview.
4. The psychiatrist needs to have training and experience based on long
treatments, in which the work is done on the transference material as it
gradually evolves, and which allows for the patient's objective perception
of the analyst.
5. In this work interpretation is reserved for the significant moment, and
then the analyst gives as much understanding as it is in his power to give.
The fact that the patient has produced the material specifically for interpretation gives the therapist confidence that interpretation is needed and
that it is more dangerous not to interpret than to interpret. The danger
is that the patient will feel confirmed in the belief that no-one understands
and that no-one wants to understand.
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"wild" interpreting; ttrough even wild interpreting may oonvey the idea of a wish to understand.
A girl of 10 said to me: " It doesn't matter if some of the ttings you say
are wrong because I know which are wrong and which are right." A little
later on in the treatment she said to me: "I shouldn't go on guessing if I
were you", implying that she could tolerate my not knowing.
7. The example given (Ashton) displays the following special features:
(a) Case of a boy, 12 years old, presenting clinically as a schizoid personality, with good home and a school that wished to cooperate. High

6. This is not

intelligence.

(b) Preliminary phase of play.
(c) Imagination leading to dream.
(d) Dream leading to auditory and visual hallucinations.
(e) Second phase in which the boy risked exposing the central tleme of
his "abstract." The interpretation of this in terms of conflict proved
to be the dynamic moment of the interview.
(f) Subsequent phase in which the boy followed up with rich material
which he had never hoped would be understood. This led to the
Oedipus complex.

(g) The boy used this interview in such a way that his main symptomatology cleared up. He remained somewhat schizoid in personality type,
but his tendency to psychiatric degeneration changed into a definite
forward movement in respect of his emotional development. Follow-

up: 5 years (1966).
CoNcrusIoN

Attention is drawn to the unique opportunity which a first interview
affords in psychiatry.

CHAPTER

2

Community Therapy
Dy

Srncr Lnsoucr

INrnopucrtoN

If we are to understand the psychiatric disorders of children and treat
them rationally, we must study their environmental features. child psychiatry.is in fact a chapter of pathology in which just to study the symptoms,
which manifest themselves essentially in behaviour, would neveriead to a
correct diagnosis. Behavioural disturbances in children are tre expression of
a complex and progressive situation which reflects difficulties in t-he family's
interpersonal relationships, and these can be studied only with reference to
a larger social context, taking into account the impact of iis various environments on the child's familial and personal life. This double situation-on
lhe 93e hand the slight importance and labile character of the symptoms
in child psychiatry, and on the other the importance of the family,s living
conditions and its place in ttre socio-economic and cultural coniext-has
led to the therapeutic and clinical distinction between structural and reactional disorders. For the former group, we speak of organization and structure, or at least pre-structure, in referring to the concepi ofneurosis, psychosis, or even disequilibrium and psychopathy. For these structural disorders
require personal treatment, either as an outpatient or in an institution. The
reactive disorders, on the other hand, call for therapeutic measures aimed
essentially at the child's family and environment, personal psychotherapy
being of only secondary importance.
This convenient schematic distinction has long remained valid and provided an important theoretical point of reference for the child guidance-"lini"s,
which seem specially organized fordealing with disorders of medium severity
in which the reactional element is predominant. In such cases one is led to
adopt bifocal therapy, aimed simultaneously at the child and his family and
ugyally applied by two different therapists. Nevertheless, even in these cases,
bifocal therapy has come in for a considerable amount of adverse criticism
in lhe past few years, and many authors have insisted on tle importanc.e
of family treatment, various techniques of which have been studied, io which
we shall return later.
609
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Further, the distinction between structural and reactive disorders seems to
be based on certain theoretical concepts ofpsycho-analysis, and particularly
those which regard the child's eafliest experiences as most decisive in explaining not only tle genesis but also the specific characteristics of its
oqective relationships. It is no doubt possible to explain this trend by
referring to the work of ttre so-called English school of Psycho-Analysis.
Melanie Klein(l) in studying child phantasies, sketched the picture of what
she called tle central depressive position, between paranoid and depressive;
in this way she defined the site of origin of psychoses and neuroses in the
child and ihe adult. In her opinion this central depressive position develops
during the second half of the first year of life, after which period the further
evolution of the child's psychic organization is more or less definitely fixed.
Similarly, John BowlbY,(2) who has studied the peculiar early relationships
between the child and its mother, regards the various manifestations of
anxiety in the child as a result of the traumata that may internrpt the organizationof a link which is established from the earliest days between the child
and its mother. This view is supported by the ethological references on which
this author bases his views.
Thougfu all psycho-analysts, whether child or adult, insist on t]e decisive
importance of thi first structural relations between the mother and the child;
though the geneticists have shown that the Ego is based on perception of the
object; though recent studies of communication tend to consider the objecthe result of a reciprocal reaction between mother and
tive relationJhip
".
child, most pJycho-analysts remain convinced that the organization of
personality in ine process of development is not solely a result of early
ixperiences, but that the external environment, familial and institufional,
continues to play an important part in these young children, even up to
school age.
In othir words, admitting that the psychological object or the real living
and inanimate objects which surround the child are ambivalent precisely
because of the neonate's immaturity which makes it dependent on these
objects, it should not be forgotten tlat in its behaviour, throughout t}te
stages ofmaturation, the child reacts notjust to objects, but to internalized
objicts as well as to its projections of these internalized objects on the external world. In other words, in development its ego is built up as a function
of the earliest experiences, but also as a function of the manner in which its

later experierceJar" related with these earlyexperiences, notforgettingthe
fact thai ttrese late experiences may modify the secondary elaboration which
occufs as part of childhood phantasies in connection with the very earliest
experiences.
These complex considerations raise some doubt concerning the validity

of

the relation between structural and reactive disorders. In any case, they
leave one thinking that reactive disorders in the strict sense of the termthose that are definitely connected with the child's life-conditions-must be
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highly exceptional. conversely, one must conclude ttrat in apparently
structural disorders it is essential not to neglect forms of treatment that

depend on the environment or can be applied through the child's conditions

of life, since at this age pathological lesions are stili so labile.
In this perspective, it becomes possible to understand Anna f'1sud's{3)

chronological study of the defense mechanisms of the ego. The most regressive
in the child's behaviour or phantasies do not suggest that these disorders originate at the beginning of life. we should also take into consideration the failures in maturation of ttre ego, and the consequent difficulties
of maturation brought about by the complicated vicious circles effected by
the pathogenic environment and the child's reactions to the images il
constructs from more or less pathogenic experiences.
w9 do not propose here to study the pathogenic factors acting at ttre
social level, except to note that the children's future seems to be decisivety
affected by the housing conditions and socio-economic and cultural level
of their families. Behaviour disorders and disturbances of adaptation are
often severe in families that are highly asocial or are victims oi the social
sgou_rg:! that accompany a low economic and cultural level (tuberculosis,
alcoholism, delinquency and crime, etc.).
on the other hand, if we consider ttre distribution of the community
services and the public who use them, it is clear that as a rule these services
touch only a relatively small part of ttre population for which they are intended viz. the part which, owing to its socio-economic and cultural level
and the pressure exerted on it by the community, has begun to be interested
and anxious about their child's troubles, whether at home or at school.
For instance, disturbances in a child's adaptation to school-life will
clearly cause more anxiety as the family's social and cultural levels rise.
some minor disturbances in behaviour seem to be of no significance whatever in families of low socio-cultural level. similarly, intellectual subnormality causes most anxiety in communities with sitisfactory economic and
cultural environments. In such communities, feeble-mind'ed children run
a considerable risk of being less well tolerated or even rejected. on the otler
hand, communities with an insufficient cultural level and a bad economic
level seem to produce more feeble-minded children than those in more satisfactory economic circumstances.
This question is complicated by the fact that the establishment of a community service always increases the morbidity rate or at any rate seems to
increase it, thus creating needs which the community had nitherto not felt.
Inchildpsychiatrythis apparent increase in the morbidity rate, due simply
to the establishment of a new service, has the effect of making ttre means
available to a community always seenl insufficient.(a)
In recent years, considerations of this kind have led child psychiatrists
to aim their therapeutic efforts at the community rather ttran at individuals,
by searching for the latent disorders that may be the most important for the
aspects
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children's future, and by treating the community itself as responsible for the
children's disorders.
These considerations lead us to study community therapy from two
angles, that of the milieu and that of the community as such:
1. Since the child's disorders cannot be regarded in isolation, there is
a need for treatment which takes into account its milieu of life, not only
that of the family but also that of the community institutions, which may
play either a pathogenic or a therapeutic role.
2. Preventive treatment of the community is one aspect of child psychiatry,
which acts either by improving the community's mental health, and accordingly the state of its constituent families, or by curing the disorders found
to be present in the communitY.

l. Milieu Therapy
In this section we shall only briefly consider the treatment of the family,
regarded as the living milieu of the child, but will give detailed attention
to what is nowadays generally called "milieu therapy".
(a) Family Psychotherapy<st
The activities of the child guidance clinics have almost always been organized on the basis of a simultaneous action on the child and its family. In
particular, when psychotherapy is organized, it is practically always associated with social case-work on the family and particularly on the mother, as
a rule through the intermediary of a psychiatric social assistant. This bifocal therapy is necessary because the parents must understand what is being
done for their child, but more particularly because the mother may still play
a peculiar pathogenic part because the special organization of her personality provokes reactions in the child. In most cases it cannot be said that
themother exerts an actual psychotherapeutic effect, but the aim is not only
to enable her to support the treatment being given and strengthen the reactions it provokes, but also to modify her understanding of her child's behaviour and modify her own behaviour, analysing it in the light of her own
past.

This practice, which is applied in almost all child guidance centres, has
stimulated some criticism. The fact that two people take part in the therapy
does not simptfy the position, although it may also have advantages.
Communication between the child psychotherapist and the social assistant

who deals with the mother is indispensable, though it often complicates the
therapeutic process, while both are commonly under the impression that the
professional secrecy indispensable with this treatment is not being respected.
The transference situation and the contra-transference attitudes engendered
are apt to become highly complicated and confused.
Some say that the complex interpersonal relationships existing within the
family would be better manipulated by a single therapist. Further, it has been
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proposed ttrat the family should be regarded as a genuine group whose
members would be treated as in group therapy. This was the origin orrumity
therapy, though its technical methods still differ considerably from those of
group therapy. Some look upon family treatment as only a supplement to
individual psychotherapy and psychosocial case-work. others iigard it as
indispensable, especially in cases where the treatment is aimed at deconditioning relations of the sado-masochist type which have become established
between the child and its mother. Thus, while family treatment sometimes
constitutes only a supplement to individual psychotherapy conducted along
its classical lines, in other cases it may be regarded as a specific form oi

treatment aimed at developing the family group as a whole and simultaneously. In the scope of this communication it is impossible to give
technical details of these various forms of family treatment, which most
authors think should be reserved for children of l0 years and over. with
most of these methods, the child patient is placed in the centre of treatment,
together with his mother. However, in other cases it is thought useful to
bring in the father, and sometimes even the patient's brotheri and sisters
also.

It goes without saying that the treatment is organized in this way not for
reasons of economy but only for tle sake of efficiency.
one might compare these methods of family treatment with those effected

through the mothers, either in the absence of their children or in the presof younger children. The promoter of ttris technique was Freud himself, who, in the first case of child psychotherapy that he published-the
case of little Hans who had developed a phobia for horses-treated the
child through his father as intermediary, advising him on the interpretations
he might give his son. Therapy of the same type has since been described
many times.
ence

(b) Milieu Treatment

This subject has been studied mostly in connection with institutional
treatment of children, where it is an indispensable aspect of the therapeutic
plan.(or It is in fact no longer possible to consider that an institution, whether
specialized or non-speciahzed, should limit itself to supplying the child
with an environment where it will be easier to apply the various forms of
therapy and re-education which analysis of the case shows that it needs.
This idea has no doubt played a part in the proto-history of the institutional
psychiatric treatment of children. But the organization of therapy planned
only to create the possibility for the child to receive the various forms of
treatment it needs, would probably lead to a muddle. The multiplicity of
tlerapies would in fact involve a danger that diffusion of transference phenomena would render the child's behaviour incoherent. The opposition between educational and therapeutic measures would make it possible for the
child to escape from both, on the one hand because he does not understand
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the differences in behaviour between his parent substitutes and his therapists,
and on the other because his complex reactions must provoke dangerous
oppositions between the two categories of staff who have charge of him.
In fact, institutional treatment must enable the child to develop and expand
in a favourable environment where the various forms of treatment given
are combined as harmoniously as possible and special methods of education
are organized. Further, the institution itself should become a ttrerapeutic
tool. In a sense the institution should become a therapeutic community to
which the child can effect what has come to be known as an institutional
transference.
How the ttrerapeutic climate of milieu therapy is to be organized naturally
depends on tle institution's social structure and ttre views of its management.
If ttre institute is small enough to be regarded as a single social group, but
is nevertheless equipped to offer various types of treatment and attract pa'
tients who need to be dealt from three different points of view of assessment
education and psychiatry, these children will naturally be grouped according
to their dormitories, school activities, leisure activities and other oocupations. A systematic grouping in "families" may be preferred. Whatever solu'
tionoftheeducative problem is adopted, and on whatever school ofpsychiatry the treatment is based, the principle of the modern institutional centre is
to facilitate and promote the child's development under specialist control.
Special forms of psychiatric, educational and social treatment can be applied
to meet the requirements of individual cases.

The concept of milieu treatment implies that the establishment itself is

it offers the possibility
of modifying this role and methodically adapting it to circumstances and
needs. In this way, the institutional @ntre becomes a true therapeutic tool

called on to play an active therapeutic part, and that

not only because the daily routine is organized so that the child must keep
to a regular time-table-which includes facilities for mental and physical
relaxation after work and makes it possible for the child to profit from recreative and cultural activities-but also because it serves as a therapeutic
instrument in all the situations, some of them unexpected, which result
from group life.
Both in theory and in practice, the importance of milieu treatment may
vary, but in any case, the miligu exerts a predominant influence in the child's

life.
The aim of milieu treatment is to improve the child's relations with its
social environment, first by making its reactions more realistic. All the fa'
cilities of the centre are brought into action to achieve these aims, and the
staff must therefore receive suitable specialist instruction. To some extent,
the staff has to play the parents' part and they must therefore be ready to
serve the children at all hours of the day or night, regardless of the hours
set apart for class instruction or individual therapeutic interviews. In so far
as the staffpromote the children's normal development tlrough giving them
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a social education-while constantly making use of the influence of inrcrpersonal relationships, they create a psychological and dynamic milieu.
In such a milieu there is no place for rigid authoritarianism; instead,
the aim should be a liberal way of life and a climate of tolerance, ttrough
this does not exclude a methodical organization of each child's daily life.
Intensive character and personality studies have led to the conclusion that
the staff, being adults, must present a firm attitude towards aggressive conduct, particularly when dealing with children who might otherwise develop
guilt feelings. An atmosphere of controlled freedom is a good general rule,
particularly because the complete absence of restraint sometimes favours
the disappearance of impulsive antisocial conduct. Modern methods forbid
a system of regulations and automatic punishments, but a liberal educational atmosphere does not exclude the application of moderate sanctions,
whichareacceptabletothe children and furnish ttrem with nonns that enable
them to assess their progress and learn to control themselves.
The therapeutic role of the milieu can be summed up as follows:
l. In the daily life of the institution, the staff who care for ttre children
create the desired therapeutic atmosphere by their attitude to one another
and the children and by ttre measures tley take.
2. The mere fact tlat, in a therapeutic climate, good relations between a
child and the adults are established, often has a favourable efrect on ttre
development of the persondity of subjects with severe deficiency symptoms.
It often proves impossible to modify their antisocial conduct without first
creating closer links between them and the adults, which then improve ttre
chances

of successful psychotherapy.

3. The efrorts of the re-educators and psychotherapists cannot so easily
be rejected by the child when it is exposed to them in a therapeutic milieu
ttran when the re-education takes place on ttre border-line of its life.
4. The fact that, in an institution, the child has sometimes to be subjected
to control or surveillance, may have a regressive effect. But tle constructive
effect of the milieu on the child's personality finally enables the child to
integrate its affective experiences in the situations created by its re-educational requirements. The formation of staple groups of children who take part
in the collective activities and derive satisfaction from ttre reciprocal reactions of gpoup life are in themselves a means of mutual education.

In this connection, Amado(?) has written: "It is their human relations
which serve as a common denominator of the different therapeutic and reeducative methods used in the institutions for maladapted children. . .If their
relations are good, the children's personalities may, by different methods,
be improved. If not, all attempts are doomed to failure."
"The relations ofthe adults to the children, and the relations between the
children themselves, are inevitably affected by the atmosphere of the institution. In its turn, this atmosphere largely depends on ttre relations between
ttre management and the staff."
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"A director can never pay too much attention to his attitudes, his reactions and his feelings, which together make up his style of management. The
same is true of his collaborators, as regards their handling of the children.
And, we might add, the same is true of the children's conduct towards each
other and of each child to himself."
Thus in organizing treatment in the institution it is best to avoid an accumulation of specialized psychotherapies and methods of education and to
favour milieu treatment as far as possible. In view of the important part
played by the transference phenomenon in psychotherapy and education,
the various elements in the child's treatment programme must be arranged
in hierarchical order.
There is a danger that the various psychotherapeutic or educational treatments may become numerous enough to overburden the child and limit its
experience of the collective life and the effects of the institutional milieu
on its development. Too many forms of individual treatment may have the
further result that the transference reactions become multiplied and complicated. In such cases the whole treatment programme should be given into
the hands of a single person.

The life of the children in a group may strengthen the resistances some'
times provoked by contact with members of tle staff, whereby some children
feel in honour bound obstinately to oppose all the staff's efforts. Hence all
the children must be convinced that everything done in the centre has a
therapeutic pulpose.
Too much insistence on the psychotherapeutic role of the institution sometimes suggests that individual psychotherapy, in the strict sense of ttre term,
is no longer used in such institutions, at any rate for most of the children
admitted to them. The indications for individual psychotherapy rather tlan
milieu therapy cannot be discussed here. Since the actions of all members of
the staff have a therapeutic pu4)ose, it is difficult to draw a precise line
between such actions and individual psychotherapy.
Just as the introduction of individual psychotherapy into an institution
gives rise to numerous technical problems, so gtoup psychotherapy or the
treatment of special therapeutic groups within the institution, using the
usual methods of psychotherapy is far from easy in a closed group. As a
general rule, ttre structure of the group depends on the personality of its
constituent subjects and its form of organization. The staff, being adults,
tend to construct groups of children in opposition to themselves and around
their own person, as a form of identification.
The teacher, who is already in charge ofa group ofchildren, should be the
real psychotherapist. When specialized group psychotherapists impose their
influence on the social groups already in existence in an institution' there
is a danger ofconfusing the roles ofthe teacher and ofthe psychottrerapist.
In the method of group psychotherapy described by Fritz Redl, under the
name of "Life-Space Interview",(8) a qualified psychotherapist or a teacher
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who is already apart ofthe group intervenes as opportunities arise, either
to reduce tensions or to interpret the situatiors ro ihat each child gains
a

better understanding of the working of his group and the institution.
Nevertheless, group psychotherapy can bepractised in therapeutic groups
chosen from among the children in the institution. whether in this case
the
methods used are verbal, psychodramatic or occupational, a therapeutic
group of this kind may be regarded and treated as a homogen.ou,
long as it remains closed. when, on the other hand, it bJcomes necessary
"riity ",
to form open groups of variable composition, it is preferable to restrict

their activities to studying the interpirsonal reactions which arise over
particular problems, or to analysing the group's concrete reactions
to the
behaviour of one of its members.
The use of the ordinary methods of group psychotherapy in the normal
conditions of life in the institution raises still other proble-ms, for instance,
whether it is advisable for a therapeutic
$oup to include the teacher who is
normally in charge of the children forming this group. His presence
fail to provoke complex reactions, but his absence may well give free "unooi
rein to
manifestation of aggression towards him, which
b" cintrolled much
""oin the group may be
better when he is present. Furthermore, the children
ashamed when their most intimate interpersonal problems areixposed
in the

presence ofthe others, since when the psychotherapeutic
sessioi has ended
they return to their daily activities in the same milieu. In practice it
seems
easiest to treat the acute problems that arise in a social group
ofchildren by
having recourse to the various methods which lead thJchildren to identify
themselves with one another or with their teachers.
As we have seeir, the technical development of the modern institution is
probably not conducive to the organization of multiple therapy in
any given
establishment. we have seen that the introduction of indiildual psychotherapy is not without its problems, and that group psychotherapy
does not
fulfil the requirements of either a therapeutiCctimati Lr milieu in"rupy.
To understand this, we must remember-and that will be our conclusion_
that the objectives of institutional treatment are highly complex: when a
child is placed in an institution, it is the task of the statrto teach it
to adapt
itself to society and at the same time to prepare the child,s environment
to
receiveitagain. up to a point this is a paridoxical process, because
by creating a therapeutic milieu, whether thai of an artificial family or
of a grouplife situation, the institution is offering the child membership oia healthy
community, whereas the ultimate p,rpose is to prepare the child for
reintegration into a less healthy society. in this environment-our
society-it
is the general public that will judge the child's behaviour, his powers
of
adaptation, his work and his emotions, and the child must thirefore
be made
capable of satisfying the norms and requirements of social life
or he will
soon be back in the institution. speaking less schematically, one might
therefore say that milieu treatment goes beyond the technique.
or ioai"lau"t
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psychotherapy and group psychotherapy. In organizing a therapeutic
l**unity, this method is aiming at preparing for the child's return to its
community life, but here we are confronted with the problem of the corlrrunity's own normality, to which we must now turn, trying to specify what
one might call "community therapy".

2. Community TheraPY

In this study which has led us from individual psychotherapy to tle psychotherapy ol the family group and thence to milieu treatment in the proper
sense of the wotd, we have seen that, since the objective of milieu treatment
is to prepare the child to regain its place in the community, so this community itsetf must be treated, to eliminate or at least reduce its harmful influences.

we must first try, from both the preventive and therapeutic points of view,
to define the objectives and methods of this community therapy'
In general, the study of individual cases leads us to conclude that the
activit-ies of a psychiatric treatment centre for children should include not
only the family Broup, but also the various institutions in which the child is
living or has livia. ihis practice carries the risk of expanding the centre's
activities out ofproportion, but it has the advantage of providing for the
organization of a rational therapy which will at the same time exert a pren itin. action, since what is done in the various community institutions is
liable to have a favourable effect not only on the child being studied and
treated, but also on other children in these institutions and their families of
origin.

be argued that there can be no efficient individual or familial
treatment unlesJat the same time community institutions to which the child
and its family belong are prepared for their therapeutic task. For instance,
what would be the use of re-educative measures to help the child overcome
his difficulties in reading and writing, unless ttre staff of the institutions are

Ii -"y

also capable of detecting the child's specific difficulties and eliminating them
Uy apptying special teaching methods. Similarly, the specialized activities
dy"hiatric social assistants may remain ineffective unless ttre commu"ith;
nity's ;o;-specialized social assistants are prepared for their tasks in the field

of mental hygiene.
On this viiw it might be proposed that treatment of the community and
its various institutions should in some way precede the organization of a
technical @ntre of child psychiatry. Before the child psychiatrists and their
collaborators saw the children and their families, it would then be necessary
for them to gwe up a very large part of their time to this treatment of the
community and oi its institutions. schematically, one might distinguish
three aspects of this preliminary treatment:
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(a) The treatment of key persons, including: the staff of
the institutions
and the teachers;
general practitioners and pediatricians
;
social workers;
nurses in day-nurseries and visiting nurses;

priests;
policemen, etc.

of this therapeutic set-up would be that if it is handled as a
- oneofdifficulty
form
teaching it may be sterile, whireas if it is handled as a form
of
treatment we may come to regard it as the cause the personality
of the people
who occupy these positions, whereas it is much beiter to treat them
simply
because of their positions, and not for the disorders that may
atrect ttreir
pers-onality. The psychorogical preparation of specialists in
riental health
has become one of the most important elements tf the community
services,

as witness the special efforts now being made among the physicians
('Balint<e ry.

(b) we might aim at including ttre institutions tlemselves
in the treatment
while studying the shortcomings of the organization that might
be ihe object
of a scientific approach, by making a serious analysis of the riorkinj
methods
employed, the relations between the adults who work there, and
be.-tween the
children who live there, and the interrelations between the adults
and the
children.
(c) Finally, tlis community therapy may cover some specific
functions, in
particular those of teachers or even parenis. The methods..prov.a
in what

may be called the "schools for parents,' are discussed below.
In the treatment of the community, so many experiments can be made
and
their objectives and methods are so numerousthai we must restrict ourselves
to a few examples which are particularly instructive because of their
relative
precision. The first example is the treatment which has been planned
in
various conditions in different countries for communities which
can be
regarded as underprivileged, whether because of their material
circumstances
or because of their transplantation under conditions that might be regarded
as traumatizing. As we know, at the periphery of some Almerican
towns
slums are being formed while the well-to-do population tend
to
move to
rec€ntly built suburbs.(l o)
These slums attract a population which includes many recent
immigrants
and coloured people, yl9 uI. underprivileged from tn"
point of
view. The numerous clinical studies made of this type ""ooo.i"
or popui"tioo
examples of "research action-. These investigations *o r"irty
"r"
parallel
to the epidemiological investigations into nieds, and are of tro
"tor.ly
types. one
type is concerned with estimating the health of ttre community
as ."i"itin
as possible, taking into account the various factors of
"Uy
mental pathology and
social integration. An example of this type of investigatioi is Remmie's
(Ed.) Mental Health in the Metropo;r'r.ttri -
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The other studies made of particular communities, especially displaced
communities, enable one to form an impression of their reactions to conditions of life, to their transplantations, and to their relationships with other
communities, and hence to plan therapy.
what was said in the introduction to this paper, about the apparent increase in morbidity that follows the establishment of a child psychiatric
service in a community, shows once more that the milieu must be prepared
for psychiatric work. It is also possible that certain groups whose conditions
or fre are particularly miserable, and who are especially preoccupied with
the material aspects of life, may not be accessible to psychiatric action in its
modern form. community treatment will involve working on the key people
with jobs in the community who may themselves become resistant. In preparini the community itself, its leaders must be convinced of the validity
anA efficacy of the psychiatric work and must follow the community's
example in using the tools provided for them.
Vaiious experiments of this type have been proposed, in the United
is
States, in Great Britain and in France. In France, for example, emphasis
anticombat
to
organized
clubs",
being placed on the value of "prevention
groups. on the
socia=t conduct in the particularly underprivileged younger
let
at a low rental
now
I
and
War
outskirts of Paris, houses built after World
and cultural
socio-economic
low
of
have been used to re-house families
and
buildings,
in
these
another
one
followed
generations
have
level. Several
be
approached
cannot
groups
who
asocial
constitute
now
the adolescents
by any of the traditional methods. The clubs that have been organized for
these youths in the best cases, teach their members the realities of their
problems and their community. If things work out as expected, these adolescents will grow up, aware of the severity of their lot and will themselves demandspeclafizedservices for themselves, their families and their community'
Therapy of this type always respects the principle by which, in a group
action, the leader or therapist must be regarded as a member of the group
and not as an outsider.
Schematically, this form of community therapy can be of two types,
according to whether it is based on the plan of some professional or functional gfJups, or whether it has arisen spontaneously, seemingly without any
precisJpreconceived plan. The former type is that commonly directed by key
peopte holding resplnsible posts in the community in connection with
neatth or by the parents themselves. Applicable publicity
idr"ution or
"Lild
to play a pafi in the formation of such groups and
likely
techniques are
they dispense. However, though these methods
in
the
ireatment
consequently
used, they are still somewhat unprecise.
often
and
ur" ,-d., dlvelopment
machinery for the distribution of news
modern
vast
the
In many respectq
(books, newipap".s, radio, television, cinema, etc.) has numerous disadvaniages, irstly b"iaur" they seem to cram the ideas they want to spread down
thl public's throat, secondly because they favour abusive rationalization,
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and finally because they often enhance the restlessness of those who have
charge of children without helping them to combat it. on the whole,
the
information should be limited, made as personal as possible and given a
positive orientation, so that teachers and parents gain the impression
that
although the child's gowth is associated with irregularities and crises, it is
nevertheless a continuous process taking place in a positive atmosphere.
The applications of publicity methods which closily approach a didactic
set-up have led to the introduction of innervations which come within
the
scope of this study of community treatment. From this aspect the
organization of uni- or multi-professional groups has become very important. Balint
has studied the organization of groups of medical practitioners in Great
Britain. Similarstablegroupshave often been organizediorthesocial assistants
and other professional bodies. In addition to thise longJasting closed groups
one can also organize open groups, whose membershif will va from
session
to session, or short-duration groups which have a mori instructional purpose.
For instance, in France, the parents' school organizes briefdiscussion groups
for the parents of children attending the same school.
Space will not allow a detailed discussion of the arrangement of these
groups, though some of the difficulties which arise in their oiganization
will
be briefly mentioned. Since they arc organized on a voluntiry basis, they
will clearly be frequented by people who have little to do or are too much
preoccupied with their personal troubles and their neurotic difficulties.
Instruction and discussion then tend to become replaced by more specifically
therapeutic necessities which warp the group life and maie the grtr.p
difficult to handle. when, as occurs more rareiy, groups are organized on a-or.
professional and compulsory basis, their spontaneifi and efficac] are clearly less.
Apart from these organized, uni- or pluri-professional, voruntary or
obligatory groups, the group activities of the community can be carried
out in other ways more likely to preserve their spontaneity and social
organization. clearly, these forms of therapy arise when the -group under
consideration is reorganized and recognize ihe rarge ofthe prJblems to
be
tackled. A few examples may be given of this typ" or actionl In the mental
health services of some French communities, tulk. are given to mothers
when they leave their children in cr6ches, known in France as ..les haltes
pour enfants", i.e. plac€s where mothers can leave their children
for a few
hours, for instance to go shopping. when they leave the children
there, or
when they come to fetch them back, a positive action can be exerted
on their
behaviour. Similar establishments have been included in the large new housing estates, together with cultural centres and ..bureaux for educational
orientation", where the parents can reveal their problems, often before a
group, so that the whole group acquires a more positive attitude
to educa-

tion.

The theoretical basis of this type of activity can be found in the work
of
Kurt Lewin,(r2) according to whom when individuals belong to different
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social fields any modifications in their way of belonging to one of these
felds is likely to afrect the otler social fields to which they belong. By this
method, one might achieve a modification, possibly superficial but nevertheless real, of the subjects' attitudes and prejudices.
clearly, these few examples do not exhaust the whole field of community
treatment. Just as in milieu treatment in its precise sense, the first aim is
to modify the atmosphere and influence more or less sharply circumscribed
gfoups so as to create a less pathogenic and more favourable climate. The
experiments mentioned above also show that it is difficult to separate therapeutic from preventive action where community treatment is concerned. In
this therapeutic action cannot fail to play a part in the discovery of
any
"ase,disorders, a discovery which must be made at a sufficiently early
mental
stage and be followed by active measures, if treatment is to be effective. In
the long run, the education and other instruction of members of the various
communities may play a preventive part in the field of mental health'
In any case, the specific therapeutic efforts made on both the individual
and group planes either in outpatient centres or mental hospitals, call for
activi efforts in the community, not only for preventive purposes but also to
avoid recurrences ofthe disorders observed.
CoNcrusroN
There is no need to regard the development of the more specific individual
forms of treatment as radically opposed to the development of milieu treat'
ment and communitY treatment.
Taking the study of interfamilial relations as an example, it is now considered that in addition to specific and highly technical individual therapy,
there is also a need for therapeutic metiods applied to the family group.
Whatever form of treatment is applied, milieu treatment is often neoessary,
and in particular, it constitutes the essential part of the Ueatment in mental
hospitals for children, however technically advanced individual therapy
may be, milieu treatment institutes the essential part of the therapy.
To prevent the recurrence of mental disorders, to prepare for the return
of a child separated from his family, to gain understanding of the psychiatric

treatment iiself, it is often necessary for the community to be prepared,
either ttrrough people working in education and child health, through the
families, or through those who themselves constitute the community, its
leaders or its members, such preparation can be given in an institutionalized
or spontaneous form.
Tlere is clearly no contradiction between these two types of activity, one
supporting the other and both being necessary. The proposed establishment
of a mental health service in France calls for preliminary classification and
education of the community, to make known its needs and resources and
prepare for this new type of action. once the specialized service has been
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established, its work should be supported and linked up with tle work of
key members of the community.
Taking into account the increasing tendency for psychiatry to cover tle
examination and treatment of the liminal states whith precede manifest
disorders, we are here touching one of the essential roots -of cultural transmission, the pathological effects of which may well be felt from generation

to generation.
This community treatment, with its various forms that are as yet only
vaguely defined, cannot pretend to be a specific and well-technified form oi
therapy, but its very existence shourd lead all socially active psychiatrists
working directly in the community centres to take its efforts iito account,
in both the therapeutic and preventive fields.
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Psychopharmacology in Childhood: o Critique
by LnoN

ETsTNBERG

Ir wowo be a tedious and unrewarding
sive review

to attempt a comprehenThe

of papers record clinical impressions, based usually on a
sample of heterogeneous composition in studies lackini those

preponderance

limited case

exercise

of the literature on psychopharmacology in childhood.

features of design which alone permit critical appraisal. Among thJwelter
of conflicting contentions, the drug house copywriter wanders freely, citing
selected references which favor his product and apparently augment its sales.
Yet, if the pitch sells, does not a good part of ttre fault lie with us, the
physicians, who are so readily persuaded by so little scholarship?
The remarkably high rate at which drugs are prescribed for the treatment
of behavior disorders in children, despite the paucity of evidence to sub-

stantiate their efficacy, draws attention immediately to certain features of
tleir treatment. Such heavy use implies t.hat complaints
about disturbing behavior must be quite common in medical piactice.
Alternative modes of treatment must be either unfamiliar to physiclans, or
unsatisfactory in their experience, or considered too burdensome to undertake. It seems Iikely that all tbree factors obtain. clearly, the frequency of
post hoc improvement must be high enough to sustain physicianJ in drugprescribing behavior; ttrat ttris apparent response to drugs is due to the
placebo effect has been demonstrated repeatedly by controlled experiments
but must needs escape the attention of the empirically oriented practitioner.
Thus, the frequency with which tranquilizers are prescribed points to a failure of medical education. For one thing, practitioners have been given
insufficient grounding as to the nature, coluse and treatment of psychi-atric
disorders in children. For another, in this field of therapeutics (as in others),
our educational efforts fail to meet our avowed goals of preparing medical
graduates for the judicious independent assessment of new agentsJ
these disorders and

f One important consideration tempers these critical strictures. The extcnt to which
the medical practitioner is harrassed by more patients than trs can comfortably managp
will restrict the time he can devote to the regular study of currentjournals and to tiroughtful
rcflection on the articles therein. The provision of a more adequate supply of medical
manpower must underpin any plan to upgrade practice.
2r oP
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With these considerations in mind, it would appear warranted to begin
this chapter by a brief recapitulation of critical issues in the design and execution of iherapeutic drug trials. Examples will be drawn primarily from studies
with which the author has first-hand familiarity. In response to the editor's
charge to provide guide lines for the practitioner to the choice of medication,
the second section will consist of a synopsis of the " psychoactive " drugs
that have found a place in the standard pharmacopoeia. This can be no more
than a personal and provisional synthesis of clinical experience sifted through
the uneven sieve provided by published research. The chapter will conclude
with an oufline of general principles applicable to the clinical use of drugs.

I. DsstcN oF TI{E TrcnePrtmc Tfulr,
However elaborate the design neoessary to attain it, the basic element in a
therapeutic drug trial is nothing more than a contrast of the results obtained
with and without the agent in question. Complexities arise in efforts to
control for the many variables other than the drug under study that can
influence outcome, either independently of, or in interaction with, the drug.
Thus a generalized design for such a study would include the following
features: the division of the patient population into subsamples so chosen
as to be approximately equivalent on variables relevant to outcome; the
administration of contrasting treatment schedules to the sub-samples, one
maintained (where possible) as an untreated group; the measurement of
change (improvement) in the patients by reliable and valid methods; tle
assessment ofthe confidence to be placed in the obtained results by the use of
appropriate statistical techniques; and finally, a straightforward report of
tlJ noaiogB. Let us now consider certain of the problems presented by each

of these design elements.
P atimt- Relat ed Variable s

Patient related variables that require to be taken into account are those
associated wittr demogfaphic characteristics, with the disease process itself

and with "idiosyncratic" factors. Demographic factors of importance
include age, sex, and social class, all ofwhich have been shown to influence
course and outcome. School phobia provides an example of an age effect.
In our own experience (Rodriguez et a\.1959) as well as in that of others

(Coolidge et al.1960; Warren 1960), schoot phobia in children of elementary
school age has proven to have a much better prognosis than the same presenting syndrome in children of high school age. A study of drug "x" in the
treatment of this disorder could result in quite misleading conclusions if the
drug treated group were either younger or older than the control group. The
nigh ratio of boys to girls in most psychiatric disorders of childhood (Bahn
et al. 1961,1962) suggests that sex is potentially a variable of importance'
though its precise meaning in this context is not clear. Moteover, as in
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adults (Hollingshead and Redlich 1958), social class interacts significantly
with the assignment of diagnosis, the choice of treatment, the likilihood oi
remaining in treatment, and the outcome of illness (Eisenberg 1962).
whereas the characteristics of age, sex and social class can be specified
(with an appreciable margin of error in the methods of assigning social
class), the problems related to diagnosis have thus far defied consensus. Not

only is there no common and completely satisfactory terminology, but there
is as well considerable disagreement between clinicians of the sami theoretical

persuasion on the diagnosis to be assigned a given patient. As a result, some
investigators have abandoned serious concern with diagnosis and rely instead upon symptoms; others employ a tlerapeutic procedure against a
heterogeneous group of patients and report overall outcome wittrout relationship to diagnostic subgroups.
No serious investigator elsewhere in medicine wourd propose such a
course. Even when his target is the relief of a nonspecific symptom such as
headache, he is careful to deal separately with the headacheJof migraine,
cerebral neoplasm, tension, etc. obviously, an agent efficacious for one may
bo completely ineffectual against another and harm the patient by delayini
his access to appropriate treatment. These considerationi appry with equal
force to the psychiatric disorders ofchildren (Eisenberg tesz). rne ttorough
follow-up studies of o'Neal and Robins (1958a, r958b) have demonstrated
that the long term prognosis of psychiatric disorders in children bears a
significant relationship to the nature of the presenting syndrome. The
relevance of diaposis to outcome in psychopharmacologic siudies has been
clearly illustrated in several of our own studies (cltryn el al. 1960; Eisenberg et al. 196l).
Table I contrasts the outcome for children classified as neurotic wittr
that for those classifed as hyperkinetic; in the latter category we include
overactive, impulsive, distractible children with behavior distressing to
othersbut associated with no apparent distress to the child (except for its
secondary consequences: reprimands, school exclusion, etc.). bxduded
from both groups were children with I.e. of less ttran g0, grosi neurologic
impairment, psychosis, or adjudicated delinquency.

T.lgE I
Outcome
Diagnosis

Total
Much Improved

Neurotic
Hyperkinetic
Totals

2l*

48

u
n

Somewhat Improved

No Change

t7

n,

6
2s

39

3t

7t

7t

to
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Noteworthy in Table I is the significantly greater likelihood (p < 0'01) of a
favorable outcome for the neurotic children. Comparison of treatment
efrects within diagnostic categories revealed that none of the three drugs

in the

several studies (meprobamate, prochlorperazine or perphenazine) yielded a result better than that obtained with placebo and/or
brief psychotlerapy. (If anything, children on active medication did less well
than the comparison groups when toxic effects were taken into account.)
Yet, the differences between the diagnostic groups is so great that, had
diagnosis been ignored, uneven allocation of cases to the several "therapeutic" regimens could have produced an entirely spurious impression of a

employed

therapeutic difference (i.e. had neurotic patients predominated

in tle

meprobamate treated group and hyperkinetics in the perphenazine treated,
the former agent would have appeared clearly superior when in fact no
difference attributable to drug was present).
These results have led us to deal with the two diagnostic groups as different patient populations. So high is the improvement rate among neurotic
children treated by brief psychotherapy, a regime well within the practicalities of ordinary office practice, that we have abandoned further psychopharmacologic investigations with such patients; an agent would have to
be spectacularly effective (given the limited sensitivity of clinical measures of
improvement) to meet the statistical criteria for superiority over this baseline
therapeutic regime. For ttrese patients, the relevant question becomes: Is the
apparent improvement a simple function of the "natural history" of neurotic syndromes in children or a consequence of the brief psychotherapy?
Recent results (Eisenberg and Conners 1964) suggest that the psychotherapy

is indeed efficacious.
On the other hand, the limited response of hyperkinetic children to psychotherapy and/or placebo demonstrates the need for more effective measures;
for these patients, CNS stimulants give evidence of producing a better outcome, as measured by objective tests as well as by clinical appraisal (Whitehouse e, al.19641' Eisenberg and Conners 1964).
The "idiosyncratic" (perhaps better termed "unknown") variables include those factors which can lead to outcome differences between untreated
patients apparently equivalent on all specifiable variables. That is, two schizophrenics (or neurotics or sociopaths) adjudged clinically to have similar
prognoses may nonetheless show quite divergent courses in hospital. There
is always present the possibility that the clinical investigator may be intuitively sensitive to subtle prognostic factors despite his inability to specify
them explicitly. To control such unwitting bias in assigning patients to
treatment regimes, it becomes necessary to insist upon the principle of random allocation (by coin toss or table of random numbers) to treatment
conditions within the major diagnostic groups. Furthermore, in view of the
possibility of variation in severity or course of illness-or in the skill of the
therapists with accumulating experience-in relation to time of year, con-
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trasting tr€atment

programs should be carried out synchronously.
For
grymqle, rlre "complaint value" of the child is likely to #rrriJf
,L
r"r,
behavioral traits, when good weather comes and
he is out of tre home for
more of the day
or when the school term ends and, with it, vexing ca[s
from the teacher. -Had drug "x" been given to the first
1o patients-seen from
September to February and "y" to thJnext 30 seen
rrom ivtarcn io Jury, the
study could well be biased.in favor of "y" by this
time or-yeaii""tor. cur",
coming to attention early in trre school year may
well be more severe than
those surviving without g1jo, complaint throueh
,h; ;;;; iL or the
term; the later cases, in addition, may show and
apparent-remissio-n
as school

ends.

Beyond these considerations, patient behavior is
subject to influences
quite beyond the contror of the investigator (a
death i, tn" family, the
providenfial arrival of a particularly resoi*cefulschool
t.u"n.r; the birth of
a sibling, etc.). one hopes that wiih random assignment
such intercurrent
variables will more or less distribute equany
u.t*l.o grlup., i, ,..uir. u
wise undertaking to keep carefur record-s of life
circumstances on each visit
to be certain that no major discrepancies between groups
exist (as may occ,r
if-one group
of income).

happens to share a co-mmon neighborhood or
a common source

Treatment Schedules

The-twg basic design strategies for teasing out the
treatment efect from
.
tle
ottrer intertwined variables are: (a) the patient
as his own control and
(b) the untreated or standard treatmint control.
The first pr;;;;;" econo_
mizes on the size of ttre clinical population needed
and offers the further
advantage of providing, at least nominally, comprete
matcning or patient
variables. However, the sequential naturi of thi ..own
contful,, design
(i.e. a period without medicaiion, followed by
one on drug, foflowed by one
on placebo' followed by one on treatment-or
some variant thereof) makes
two special precautions essential. unless one is dealing
with a stat; disorder
from which no one recoyers without therapy, we know
in advance that more
and more patients will be registered as r"cove.ea
the greater the rapse of
time (i.e. fewer and fewer schizophrenics in hospital,fi..g"r,h"
interval
after admission). To take this_into account, drujand pruou.-.r.ibe
given
in counter-balanced order so that har the
iatients ,.""iu. trr. oo. nrrt, mr
the other. secondly, the investigator must'be alert for p"ritio;
.tr;cts. The
ipnact of placebo after drug may be different from
that
before
;il;"
drug (rebound effects). In "own contror" designs, tn","qoiri-.ii
"f
tn"t
tl"
patients remain under observation for a consii'erably
I;^,;;;;;a
of
time
(at least twice as long) than in the standard
treatment control design makes
the problem of patients dropping out of treatment particul
a
ar hazard.
The practical probrems encountered with the ur" ^of
tht, il;
in outpatient studies can be illustrated from the
study of whitehouse erZ.
0964).
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phenobarbital,
The purpose of the study was to contrast the effectiveness of

..ifryfpi."idate and piacebo in the tr€atment of hyperkinetic retarded
cmftn. Each patient was to receive each medication for 4 weeks, the order

tle administration double-blind. However, 4 patients
a,opp'aoutafterthefirstdrugandgafterthesecond;itisofinterest
tnui o"fy 2 of the 13 dropouts o,it" o, methylphenidate at the-time of drop
of
ori u. compared with i on placebo and 6 on phenobarbital. Analysis
cases
19
,"rpoo.., to tne first and sJcond drug trials separately and of
ii.i "a uv all three drugs revealed consistent evidence of methylphenidate
superiosuperiorii, G < 0.05) ov-er phenobarbital with some evidence of its
on
based
iity our.-pi"""bo (bn z of tne 3 analyses)' A final analysis demonanother
in condition in passing from one medication to
were
"hong"
strated that both metnylphenidate G < O'OO2) and placebo (p < O'01)
methylphenidate
for
(p
O'20)
<
superior to phenobarbital but ooly a trend

counter-balanced, and

to'be betteithan placebo. Although the separate analyses tend to complefrom
ment each other, the asymmetry und d"cr.as" in sample size re-sulting
findings
of
the
interpretation
make
drop-outs
tl. $q"*tial and diffeiential
less clear cut than we had hoped for.
is a
The alternate research strajtegy, the one most commonly employed,
of
each
samples,
matched
more
2
or
grorp
ioto
patient
division of the total
preferred
the
Clearly,
condition.
treatment
in
a
different
placed
which is then
a.rig" includes a patient group maintained in an untreated condition. This,
have,
howiver, is not always attainable. Patients havg, as they clearly should
list
or
waiting
a
on
freedom of movement and those who are maintained
"Defectors"
deliberately denied treatment may well seek help elsewhere.
from
from a ,ruitiog list may difrer significantly in discomfort or initiative
no
may
"control"
those who acipt delay the fraciion left in the untreated
patients
the
when
population.
longer be repre-sentative of the initial patient
the
are-in an institution, and thus willy-nilly in the "control" condition,
seemed
This
course.
their
influence
very fact of denial of treatment may
in the
clearly to be the case in a study of tie effectiveness of perphenazine
Whereas
1962',)..
al.
et
(Molling
treatment of institutionalized delinquents
improved
the youngsters given either placebo-or perphenazine displayed
were
who
charts)'-those
symptom
on
parents
behaviorlas tut"a Uy house
signishowed
control"
an
"untreated
as
in a cottaie we naivily design.ated
instead of the random fluctuations we had
ficant woisening of t"t
"niir
environexpected to servi as a check on our instrument. In the institutional
offered
ment, the grapevine among the boys had it that getting the-medicine
depend
to
the prospeit oi an earlier dlscharge since length of stay was l5noJvl
oo udlurt..nt. Those who learied that thiy were being.denied the magic
elixir Lppeared to respond to this condition by increasing dissatisfaction
behavior disturbance. Clearly, this was l major flaw in the
condition
"orseqrrent
"nd
design of the experiment; in such a setting, an undisguised control
attention
our
called
vitia=rcs its intended features. However, serendipity had
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to the fact that not giving something to patients can be as meaningful to
them as giving something, when they know that such a decision has been

made.
The customary control is the use of the placebo : a piarmacologically inert
substance which resembles t.he active medication in external rori. rne iaeat
placebo would be one which would mimic all of the properties of the active
preparation except those relevant to its therapeutic acti,on. The customary
use of a pharmacodynamically inert substance suffers from the deficit
that
the subjective awareness
the physiologic change in state produced by
9{
the active drug is missing. yet, these non-specific effects of medicatio,
have a significant psychological impact on behavior (that is, if the patient
experiences flush or tachycardia after taking medication, this may convince

-"y

him of its potency and thus lead him to anticipate andexperience benefit,
even though no direct drug action on the basic disorder has occurred).
Placebo effects in pediatric drug studies can include effects upon the child,
_.
his parents and the physician. A very considerable literature iu, gro*o

,p

demonstrating the power of expectancy. If the patient or his family on the
basis of prior experience, of confidence in theii physician, or of a general
conviction about the potency of drugs anticipate consequences from taking
medication, this expectation can lead to a marked alteration in the subjective
state. These expected consequences may be either positive or negative. Thus,
there are placebo responders who regularly reporlimprovement-after taking
drugs and others who report increased distriss. Thi physician is no less
vulnerable to anticipations of the value of his treatm.rt.- ui, expectations
can influence the outcome of ttre experiment, either by the attituAe he conveys to his patient or by an unwitting bias that skews his judgment of outcome (even in so "objective" a problem as measuring the ulnavior of laboratory rats-Rosenthal and Lawson 1964).
The standard method for dealing with the unpredictable and ubiquitous
placebo effect is to employ a double blind design: active drug and placebo
Te made up to appear identical, coded, and administered in such a way
that neither the patient nor the physician is aware of whether drug or placebo
is being given (in most instances, the patient does not know thit a placebo
cgltrol is being employed, an issue that some have challenged as unithical).
while it would be absurd to conduct the initial clinical t i"t *itn a hitherto
untried medication by the blind method and thus lose the advantage of
increased sensitivity to possible effects, it is equally clear ttrat precise delineation of the role of a new drug requires double-blind studies if the initial
clinical trial suggests utility. Medical annals are replete with instances of
enthusiastic appraisals__of new treatments (from blood letting to tranquilizers) which were finally abandoned after extensive experienJe. Moreover,
so universal are placebo efrects in the treatment of piychiatric disorderi
that a critical reader will be highly suspicious of any rtray tnut includes a
placebo group and alleges ttrat no or inconsiderablelffects were
found.
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A final consideration anent the role of expectation is alertness to the
possibility of interaction between expectation and drug effects. It is customary to assume that placebo and drug effects are simply additive; that is,
that the amount of improvement in the placebo group provides a baseline

to be subtracted from the improvement reported in the drug group. However,
the expectancy or set of the patient can interacr differentially with medication so as either to enhance or inhibit the drug effect. The patient who anticipates sedation may respond differently to a stimulant from one who
anticipates stimulation. A drug may produce effects that depend upon the
attitude of the physician administering it and upon his relationship to the
patient. Experimental efforts to investi gate drug-set interactions are currently
under *uyby strategies that involve deliberate manipulation of set variables
(Fisher I962b; Uhlenhuth and Park 1964).
Methods of Assessment

For the clinician, the essential question is whether the patient improves
judges outcome with
under the treatment. In office or hospital practice he
judgment
his observations of
his clinical skills, integrating into an overall
the behaviorofttre paiient, the patient's subjective account, and the reports
from parents and oihers. Properly enough, this is the method most commonly usei in therapeutic studies. Outcome is scored in categories such as: much
iLproved, somelwhat improved, no change, or worse. Unfortunately, clinical
estimation of change is subject to a considerable margin of uncertainty
(reducible by pre-training ofiaters and by narrowing the focus ofthe rating
irom the overall to the specific); this "noise" in the measurement system
magnifies apparent withii group differences and hence makes it more diffi'
cdl on staiisticat analysis to detect potentially significant between group
differences.

More fundamental than even the issue of the reliability of a measuring
it yields
system is that of its oalidity; with what precision does the score

this,
correspond to the magnitude of the "feal" phenomenon? To determine
itself
as
phenomenon
we must agree upon dhe salient characteristics of the
well as op& u standard system for the measurement of those characteristics'
Much of the bitter controversy over therapeutic outcome studies in psychia-

from implicit differences in the criteria of improvement which
Uectoua technical ulgU-eots over measurement. What is to be the touchperstone of clinical success: reduction in symptoms, reduction in signs,
performancework
effective
more
sonality change, customer satisfaction,
some ot all and, if combined, in what proportion?
Discussion of the theoretical issues underlying criterion choice would
require a chapter in itself; the problem is stated here only to call attention
to'tt o.."rrlty for choice and full realization of the implications of that
" If the focus is on symptom relief, there is some burden on the investichoice.

try

.t"-,
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gator to demonstrate that the symptoms are non-trivial, and ttrat the relief
of symptoms "a" and "b" is not attained at the cost of substituting..x,'
and "y" (or at least that "x" and "y" are less disabling than the original
set). If "personality change" is taken to be crucial, this requirement must
be matched by methods of measurement that fulfll scientific canons; it is
simply to negate the possibility of investigation if the stance is taken ttrat
only the psychotherapist himself can assess personality ..in depth', (the
very nature of his involvement precludes a role as both plaintiff and judge).
In our outpatient studies, we have made use of crinical appraisal as the

central criterion measure, with recognition of its limited reliability but in

acknowledgement of its correspondence with daily medical practice. But,
at the same time, we have sought other independent methods of assessment
as cross-checks. A valuable source of information for school-age children
is,the teacher's report. In the child's life, she is assigned the rore ofjudge
of his academic progress, as well as of peer interactions and response to
institutional rules. she employs, by virtue of her training and her task, a
universe of discourse that may not readily be translatable into psychiatric
phraseology. If her estimate of change differs from that of the mother or of
the clinician, this is not necessarily a reflection of unreliability since she is

judging behavior in a setting substantially different from home or clinic
(and it is precisely this that gives her judgment value as an equally important
sounding on the performance of the child). In our experience, by an- hrge,
teachers tend to anticipate benefit as accruing to children from psychiatric
intervention. However, when teachers are asked to rate children on several
different treatment programs-and do not know which child is on which
regime-then the bias in favor of "treatment" should be distributed among
children on all regimes; under this circumstance, differences in outcome can
be related to type of treatment.
The mother is an important, although highly involved, observer of her
child's behavior. Her satisfaction or dissatisfaction with his initial behavior
and with the course of treatment is a key element to be taken into account in
rating outcome. Her report of improvement is, of course, subject to the
restriction that it may reflect a change in her response to his behavior, an
actualchange in his behavior, or both. Again, with the use ofcontrol groups,
differences in mothers' reports add valuable data. The treating physician,
though the most expert observer, has an investment in the outcome of the
experiment. His assessment of change in the child, while in part based upon
what he can see for himself in the clinic is also (and shourd be) influenced
by what the teacher and the mother report. Indeed, the mother herself is
influenced by the comment she receives from the teacher. Thus, although
it may be useful to treat the three ratings as separate sources of information,
they are not to be considered independent sources.
A clinical method frequently used in therapeutic drug studies is the
symptom list. The rater (mother, school teacher, ward attendant, etc.) is
2la

CP
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asked to estimate change in each of a list of symptoms chosen to cover the
spectrum of aberrant behavior. Symptom lists may ask for a simple "present" or '.absent" judgment or may require a semi-quantitative statement
of severity. The total score is employed as a measure of overall severity.
Its advantage lies in requiring of the observer relatively specific estimates
of the level of particular behaviors rather than a single global estimate. The
separate judgments, however, are subject to a "halo" effect; marked change

in a particularly troublesome symptom may lead to a report of improvement in other symptoms even though they have not changed. The most
serious deficit of the total count of the symptom list is its assumption of an

equivalence in the significance of symptoms, an assumption contrary to
clinical reality. Cessation in enuresis or headache is clearly not the same as
the disappearance of hallucinations or stealing. Yet, for all its limitations,
the symptom score has yielded useful results. Moreover, it permits study
in detail of those symptoms which have changed as contrasted with those
that have not (Conners and Eisenberg 1963).
A method of considerable utility, for groups of children who share a
common setting, is the sociogram. The children are asked to rate each other
by a scheme which gives a measure of "social standing". In the class play
oi Bot"", and Larsen (1958), children in the same classroom (or cottage) are
asked to cast their classmates in roles in a play, with both positive and
negative roles listed. By assessing the number of times a given child is
assigned positive and negative parts in the play, one can estimate his position
in tfie social structure of the classroom. In a study at an institution for delinquents (Eisenberg et al.1963), a before and after analysis ofthe sociogram
revealed significant gains in peer estimates for tle children receiving dextroamphetamine, gains paralleling the improvement independently recorded by
school teachers and house parents on symptom rating charts.
The uncertainties associated with clinical ratings suggest the importance
of psychological test measures ttrat can be objectively scored and assessed
for-reliability and validity. Whatever the utility of projective tests as diagnostic instruments, they have not been designed to measure change over the
short run. It would appear more fruitful to center on tests sensitive to those

psychological dimensions central to the treatment effort. The Porteus
Mares, scored as they are to penalizs thesubjectforlackof planninginthe
search for the exit from the labyrinth, provide a screen to detect impulsivity, a key problem in the hyperkinetic and distractible child. In two studies
(Conners ;t al, t96+; Eisenberg and Conners 1964), we have found that
hyperkinetic children treated with stimulants showed highly significant
improvement (when contrasted with placebo-treated patients) on Porteus
rcsi performance. It is noteworthy that there was a marked interaction
between drug effects and wechsler I.Q. level; children in the lower two of the
three I.Q. ranges in the study showed significant Porteus gains, whereas
tlose in the normal range showed no change. It is the children with impaired
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function who appear to respond to the stimulant, whereas those who are
functioning at a near optimal level derive no benefit (on this task) from
medication. In the same experiment, there was also a suggestion of an improved performance on paired-associate learning in the stimulant treated as
opposed to the placebo treated group; trese effects, at the border ofstatistical significance, require confrmation.
These test procedures obviously do not exhaust the range ofpossibilities.

other measures have been employed by Garfield et ar. (1963), werry (1964)
and others. The examples cited serve only to indicate the possibili8 of documenting impressions of clinical change by objective tests. A note of
caution should be added. Performance measures offer advantages in quantitation and precision but the investigator must still deal with the ultimate
problem of their relevance to the clinical state of the patient. Demonstration of change or lack of change in any given test bears on the question of
therapeutic efficacy only if the test perfomance can be demonstrated to
relate directly to the disorder from which the patient suffers.
Statistical Analysis
Except in those rare instances in which diseases have a regular, predictable
and documented course, the decision as to whether tle improvemint following treatment is to be ascribed to it must be based on a statistical analysis
of the results from an appropriately desigrred experiment. The choice of

statistical procedures bears an intimate relationship to the design of the
experiment and to the methods employed in it. The bio-statistician can
suggest ttre most efficient design, once the clinical questions have been posed,
and should be a participant at the planning stage rattrer than a consultant called in out of desperation after the investigator has been inundated
by obscure data. Fisher ( I 962 a) has demonstrated, by the use of an hypothetical experiment, the relationship between the method of analysis ofthe data
and the conclusions reached.
statistics are invested with no magic. No statistical manipulations can
compensate for failures in design and methodology. The patient sample
must be representative of the patient population from which it is drawn if
ttre conclusions from the experiment are to be generalizable. statistical
analysis then enables the investigator to make a statement of the probability
that chance alone could have produced the observed difference but, however
improbable, it remains a finite possibility. The more unreliable t.he methods
smployed in the experiment, the greater the likelihood of failing to detect
a significant diference when it exists. The bedrock of the experiment remains the accuracy of its methodology; bio-statistical elegance cannot
transmute dross into gold.
Reporting

of

Results

Theaimof the therapeutic trial is not only to determinc the efficacy of tle
drug but to communicate tlre finding to others. proper reporting thus be2l o*
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comes an important responsibility of the investigator. The report should
include a description of the patient population, the design of the study, the
methods used to measure change, and the results of statistical analysis, all
in sufficient detail to permit independent evaluation of their accuracy and
significance. In attempting to judge the value of the study, the reader has
only the paper (and the reputation of the investigator) to go by. The value
of the experiment is compromised when the report lacks sufficient detail
for an independent appraisal of the findings; the reader is left with nothing
more than an ex-cathedra pronouncement by the author. Far too many of
the papers on psychopharmacology in childhood suffer from such obvious
flaws in design and method as to make it impossible to evaluate the findings.

II.

SvNopsrs oF CunnrNr Dnucs

The drugs employed to modify behavior may be classified into: tranqilizers, sedatives, stimulants and "anti-depressants". The so-called "minor"
tranquilizers (meprobamate, hydroxyzine and the like) will be dealt with
as sedatives in view of the lack of evidence that they are more effective or
produce less sedation than the drugs traditionally classified as sedatives.
Tranquilizers

The most potent family of tranquilizers are the phenothiaztnes, of which
the most extensively used and best studied is chlorpromazine. The recent
co-operative study under the auspices of the Psychopharmacology Service
Center of the National Institute of Mental Health reaffirmed the value of
chlorpromazine in the treatment of schizophrenia (and found it to be as
effective as the newer phenothiazines). In our experience, similar dramatic
remissions under chlorpromazine therapy can be obtained with older children
and adolescents whose psychosis resembles the adult form. In the case of
autistic or younger schizophrenic children, the drug can be valuable in
containing destructive and aggressive behavior but is not associated with
remission of the psychosis. The quantitative reduction of symptoms may be
an essential step in making the patient available for other therapeutic efforts;
what final results are to be anticipated for the treatment of childhood schizophrenia by any of the available methods remains uncertain (Eisenberg
1957).Butitcan be stated that chlorpromazine is the drug of choice for psychotic syndromes in childhood.
In one recent controlled study (Werry et al. 1964), chlorpromazine
proved effective in the management of hyperkinetic pediatric outpatients, a
result contrary to findings with a somewhat more heterogeneous (and
probably more disturbed) group of patients (Garfield et al. 1962). We were
unable to obtain evidence for the effectiveness of prochlorp erazine or perphenazine with hyperkinetics (Cytryn et al. 1960; Eisenberg et al. 1961).
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we feel that, when a phenothiazine is wanted for a child, chrorpromazine
should be the first choice- Although all phenothiazines are
.upudrc orlr-*
ducing jaundice, blood dyscrasias, and ixtrapyramidal syndromes,
chrorpromazine would appear to have the widesimargin of
rur"ty. prochlorperazine and perphenazine should be used sparingly, if at
all, because of
the frequency of alarming side effects (tortic-ollis,lii.-,rr, ,od
rpyrumidal seizures). It is difficult to justify the use of any phenothiazine
"*t when
nothing more than sedation is desired.
Although controlled studies are not available, clinical experience suggests
that the rauwolfia dnrgs (reserpine and congeners) have about
the same indications but less predictable effects than (and to*i.ity about
the same as)
the phenothiazines. Reserpine should proiably be reserved roiptenottiazine failures
Sedatiues

Diphenylmethane deriaatiue-s (hydroxyzine and diphenylhydramine)
have

been used in the treatment of behavior disorders, uo*i"ty
o"uior.. uoa
hyperkinetic syndromes. whereas documentation for the vaiue
orhydroxy-

zine is limited to uncontroned clinical reports, diphenylhydramine
has
been shown to be effective in the management of a iariety
oipsycrriatric
syndromes (Freedman et al. 1955).It can be employed witf,
rehtive safety
(most frequent side effect: drowsiness) for symptom ielief
in young children.
Propanediol deriuatiues (mephenesin and meprobamate woula-appear
to
be about as effective as pheas!".bital (Laties and Weiss flS3y.
Atihougtr
these agents appear relatively safe in the recommended dosage,
iabituation
following prolonged use has been reported (and acute toxicitfrrom
a""iaental ingestion of large amounts).
There is as yet insufficient evidence to delineate the role of such
new
ac.eltl as chlordiazepoxide and, diazepam in treating children. Initial
clinical
trials have led to enthusiastic claimJof efficacy
@u1 what new d*g hu, oot
been so heralded?). These drugs are said to be efficacious in
chiliren with
cerebral palsy because of their ability to reduce spasticity, presuiauty
uy
inhibiting conduction through the internuncial pool in-itr" spir"t
cora.
Drowsiness, rash and withdrawal effects have beei reported.
The traditional sedativeg have long been availabG to physicians.
The
exciting results produced by the major tranquilizers in the ireatment
of

psychoses have led to the widespread assumption that
they have comparaute
effectiveness in dealing with neuroser aod behavior disorders.
However,
the available evidence suggests that phenobarbital is equal in effect
to the

so-called minor tranquilizing agents in the treatment of non-psychotic
-pheno6ardital,
psychiatric disorders.
because of its inexpensiveness, low
toxicity and relafive safetl, is to be preferred to the .or,
.*pensive) tranquilizers until better drugs are available.
"ioti"-1"oa
It is contraindicated

in the treatment of hyperkinetic syndromes because of its frequenfly
observed
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sedative or
consideris
of
drug,
neglected
much
a
hydrate,
chloral
Lypnotic is desired,

paradoxical action

in exciting such children. Where a potent

able value.
Ant t- c onuul s anfs (mo st usually diphenylhydanto

i

n) have bee n recom m e nde d

for the treatment of behavior disorders associated with electroencephalographic abnormalities. In view of the uncertain meaning of the association
between the behavioral abnormality and the electrical anomalies, it is
perhaps not surprising that so

little agreement has been achieved on the

iHrrupeutic role of these agents. When the behavior syndrome is a manifestation of temporal lobe epilepsy, clinical benefit from anti-convulsant
medication can be anticipated; in the non-specific abnormalities (such as
the 14 and 6 patteflr "more slow waves than normal for aga"r "moderate
disorganization of the record", etc.), most clinicians find that "treating
the EEG" is of little benefit (in changing the patient or the recording).
Stimulants

stimulants, such as dextroamphetamine z11d methylphenidate have their
greatest usefulness in the treatment of the overactive and distractible child
(Cooo.rr and Eisenberg 1964; Whitehouse et al. 1964). Toxicity is mani'

iested chiefly by anorexia and insomnia but can usually be controlled by
modification of dosage. Prolonged medication with these drugs can apparently be maintained without serious hazard, but it would seem the wiser
to diminish the use of these agents during summer periods when the
"ourre
demand for conforming behavior is less. It is the natural history of overactive and distractible behavior to diminish with age. Thus, periodic trials
of the effect of withdrawal of medication are indicated in the child on longterm treatment in order to determine the earliest period at which medication
can be discontinued. Although addition has been reported in the adolescent user of stimulants (with psychosis resulting from very large doses),
this does not appear a problem with the younger child on medically regulated
dosage.

" Anti-DePressant"
Anti-depressant medication has had relatively little use in child psychiatryA series of clinical trials reporting the remarkable effectiveness of imipramine
in the treatment of enureiis has been followed by four placebo-controlled
studies, two of which confirm, and two of which deny, its superiority over
placebo. Whether the contradiction is a function of dosage or age of subjects remains obscure as of this writing. The serious hazards associated with
the use of iproniazid and parnate would appear to preclude their use with
children wh-o, in any event, rarely exhibit depressive syndromes of psychotic

proportions.
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Th,narMENT

No drug should be employed without firm indication for its use, without
careful control ofthe patient to be treated, and without due precautions for
toxicity. with any potent drug toxicity is inevitable; to justify its use, the
severity of the presenting condition and the likelihood of benefit must outweigh the risk of toxicity. Toxicity studies on adults cannot be safely extrapolated to children because of differences in the immature organism. Clinical
decisions must be based upon data from pediatric studies.
An old and familiar drug is to be preferred to a new drug unless evidence
for superiority for the latter is preponderant. This principal Jf pharmacologic
conservatism is based upon the fact that unexpected toxicity from a new
agent may be apparent only after prolonged experience with its use (as in
recent conoern with the possibility that systemic lupus erythematosis may
result from long-term use of diphenyldantoin). This is not a statement of
pharmacologic nihilism. Drugs can make a decisive d.ifrerence in treatment
bu! their very potency commends us not to use them lightly.
Despite these cautions, drugs can be useful agents in the management of
pediatric psychiatric disorders when chosen appropriately and applied with
discrimination (Freedman 1958). They can be effective in controlling
symptoms not readily managed by other means and can facilitate other
methods of psychiatric treatment by allaying symptoms that disrupt learning. If they are not the panaoeas portrayed in advertisements, neither are
they the poisons claimed by those wedded to exclusively psychological
methods of treatment.
Every drug study reveals the potency ofplacebo effects; that is, benefts
occurring from the relationship between physician and patient and from positive expectations in the patient. These effects can be used to potentiate
pharmacologic results by recognizing that the prescription of medication is

an important communication to the patient and his family (Fish 1960).
contrariwise, they can_have a negative impact if the physician rigards drugs
solely as weapons to impose control or as measuris of despeiation. The
meaning of the transaction is determined by the attitudes or uoth participants, patient and physician. Skill in the use of drugs requires, in addition
to knowledge of their pharmacologic properties, sensitivity to their psychologic implications.

Drugs should be used no longer than necessary. Dosage should be reduced periodically with the goal of cessation of treatment if symptoms do not
return on lower dosage. Dosage must be individualized. Each patient is
metabolically unique. undertreatment, as well as overtreatment, &n result
in incorrect judgments about the appropriateness of particular drugs for the

patient.
The use of drugs does not relieve the physician of the responsibility for
seeking to identify and eliminate ttre factors causing or aggravatioi tn"
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psychiatric disorder. All of the currently available psychopharmacologic
treat symptoms, not diseases. Clearly symptomatic relief is not to be
"g.ot.
disparaged; indeed it will remain a major part of medicine so long as causes

are,unknown and cures unattainable in many diseases. However, symptom
suppression may also delay diagnosis and hence effective treatment. To
priscriUe drugs ior a child whose symptoms stem from correctable social,
iamilial, biological or intrapersonal disturbances without attempting to
alter the factors causing the symptoms is poor medicine'
In the foregoing there is no assumption ttrat psychotherapy is necessarily
any more of a spicific than drug therapy. It, too, has its s5mptomatic and
non-specific aspects; exacting proof of its efficacy remains to be supplied.
It, too, can act as an anodyne if not accompanied by searching_efforts to
correciuntowardenvironmentalstresses. The justification for psychotherapy
would appear to lie in its application to the modification of maladaptive
learned Litravior patterns. The patient may become accessible to psychotherapeutic methods only after symptom relief has been achieved by drugsbut wiether attained by drugs or by psychological means, symptom control
not an end in itself; it provides a climate in which the patient can learn

is

more effective coPing Patterns.

Medical evaluation-of new drugs regularly follows a sequence of initial
enthusiasm, growing disenchantment and reports of toxicity, premature calls
for discard, and a final sober view with appreciation of indications and
precautionj in use. Pharmacologic methods provide neithel the_ passport
io a u.up new world nor the gateway to the inferno. With thoughtful
selection, careful regulation of dosage and close scrutiny for toxicity,
they add a significani dimension to patient care. Their most valuable contribution to medicine may yet prove to lie in the stimulus they have provided
to biochemical and physiologic investigation of brain function in relation to
human behavior.
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CHAPTER 4

Behaviour Therapy and Conditiontng Techniques
by H. Gwvr.rNn Jor.lrs

hvnoouc-uox
Behaviourtlerapyis a term which, although coined comparatively recentstands for a ttreoretical and practical approach to the problems of

ly,

psychiatrictreatmentwhich has quite a long history. Interest in this approach
has revived in recent years, and it has become the focus of a great deal
ofcontroversy generated by the forceful advocacy ofsuch writers as Eysenck
(1960) and Wolpe (1958), and equally vigorous opposition from the ranks
of dynamic psychiatry. But behaviour therapy is not a clearly defined tterapeutic technique to be applied to equally well defined clinical conditions, and
to be accepted or rejected in toto in the way one might reach a decision concerning the use of a specific drug with specifc effects. Instead, the problem
presented is the assessment of the importance and range of applicability of
a related and developing set oftechniques and a particular theoretical approach to psychological illness and its treatment.
One difficulty in assessing the present status of behaviour therapy is that
it appears to be reaching the end of 6a important but initial stage in its
development. This has been the stage of individual case studies, illustrating
the practicability of the behavioural approach to treatment, and the stage
of tleoretical justification of this approach in terms of findings from laboratory experiments with animals. It is only now entering a stage of controlled
clinical trials to test the efficacy and the range of efficiency of these methods
and, equally important, a stage in which a wide range of relevant experiments will be carried out with human subjects and the actual treatment of
cases will be fitted into an experimental framework. undoubtedly the initial
phase has made a considerable impact on psychiatrig fhinking, and even on
practice. Some of. its effects are likely to be irreversible, but the ultimate
importance of behaviour therapy depends on the findings which will emerge
from the later phases. For reasons which will be discussed later, although the
earliest attempts at behaviour therapy were conoerned with children's fears,
its main developments have occurred in the field of adult psychiatry. Behavioural theory is, however, equally relevant to child psychiatry, and there
are indications already that this imbalance is likely to be rectified in the

future'

&3
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The concept of behaviour therapy derives from behaviourist theories
concerning the nature and treatment of mental illness, particularly neurotic
illness. Classically, of course, the term behaaiourism is associated with the
name of J. B. Watson. Watson reacted strongly against the use of introspection, which was the main method of enquiry in psychology during the
early decades of this century. Denying the validity of introspective methods,
he wanted to exclude all reference to consciousness from psychological
theory and to confine his studies to the objective measurement of observable
behaviour. Many at that time were growing impatient with introspection
and rallied to Watson wittr such excessive enthusiasm that behaviourism

rapidly became a cult. The very phenomena of conscious experience were
denied, environmental factors were considered all-important in determining
behaviour, and heredity was ignored. Not surprisingly, all this made behaviourism appear to the unconverted as an extremely nalve, crude and

mechanistic account of human nature, and it is this legacy which generates
much antagonism to behaviour therapy today.
In fact, despite his excesses, Watson did much to set psychology on the
path to becoming an essentially experimental science in the biological

tradition. Contemporary behaviourism, however, retains little of the content of his early teaching except the basic description of behaviour in terms

of

stimuli and responses. Experiments are still anchored to publicly observable
behavioural and environmental events, but these are frequently manipulated so as to ttrrow light on thenatureofcovertresponsesinvolvedinsuch
functions as thinking and feeling. Theoretical explanations frequently refer
to hypothetical processes which are considered to intervene between a
measured stimulus and response. The traditional .S-R formula becomes
,S-O-R, in which the O represents the state of the behaving organism with
which the stimulus interacts in evoking a response. Among the most important of the theoretical concepts which have been developed to describe
ttrat state are those relating to learning and habit-formation, and those
concerned with motivation. The heavy theoretical burden borne by habit
concepts has led to particularly intensive experimental investigation of
phenomena of learning, and modern behaviourist theories are frequently
described as learning theories.

Recently, the application of information theory and cybernetics in experimental psychology, and indeed in the general field of biology, has shown
ihat eren the S-O-R formulation is over-simplified. It has been shown, for
example, that responses may be determined as much by the absence of stimuli which might have been present as by the presence of the stimuli presented. A simple everyday illustration of this is the way in which a card player's
tactics are controlled both by the cards in and those absent from his hand.
Except in very artificial circumstances we do not make specific unitary respons-s to specific stimuli but constantly modify our ongoing behaviour by
iepeated adustments appropriate to the changing pattern of environmental
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stimulation. Feed-back information about the effects of earlier a_djustments
is.important in this process. Motivational states are important in
determining the general direction of sequences of behaviour, and the adjustments
are made so as to maintain the path towards appropriate maior a-nd
minor

goals.

Despite impressive advances, behaviourist theory, when applied to
complex human behaviour, suffers from the fact thai the maj#fundamental
experiments upon which it is based were carried out on animals.
The behaviour of an experimental animal in an artificial laboratory situation
can
seem very remote from the emotional distress of a psychiatric patient.
Most
certainly the use of language separates the human- being from all
other

species. Nevertheless, by allowing a high level of control of ielevant
variables

and fairly precise measurement, animal experiments do have definite
advantages- Findings may be applied tentatively to human behaviour
provided
that further research is undertaken to exploie the limits of this
Human behavioural research is now extending rapidly, aoo"pf,ti""tioo.
is already
contributing significantly to behaviourist theory.

Asrrorocy or Nnunosrs

while specific genetic mechanisms have been shown to be of direct imin psychosis, the role of heredity is more complex in neurosis
(slater, 1964, Shields and slater, 1960). Thi relatives of neurotics
are more
liable to become neurotic than the general population, but their
illness
might be of quite a different type, and it usualy occurs after exposure
to
some form of environmental stress. During the last war the incidence
of
schizophrenia remained constant, but that of neurosis rose sharply,
with
those who had shown previous abnormalities of personality succumLing
to
lesser degrees of stress than those of previously stable personality.Lamination of the evidence su€gests that non-specifc polygenic raciors mainly
determine an individual's predisposition to neurosis-(his neuroticism),
b.ut
an actual illness is precipitated by environmental factors. Both genetic
factors and the nature of the stress may partially determine the form
the
illness will take.
_ Learning may be defined as an enduring change in behaviour resulting
from training or experience as distinguish-d froi change, ,..uitiog
f.o*
processes such as maturation or temporary states
such as fatigue.f io
lear_ning process the precise nature of tne
"oy
in the form if behaviour
"h"nge
will be partly determined by the organism's
genetic constitution. As a neurotic illness is a behavioural change brought about by the experience of
environmental stress it is reasonable to suppose that leaming proorr".
.uy
be important in its development. If so, thclanguage and
find-ings of learnini
f An excellent aocount of processes and theories of rearning is provided by Hilgard
portance

(reso.
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experiments afe relevant to the explanation of its causation.
aetiological theory in these terms provides a valuable link bean
Certainly
tween aLnormal and general psychology and suggests fresh avenues for

tleory and

experimental research.
th" urgo-.nt tlat behaviour pathology is learned is most plausible when
applied t6 isolated, well-defined symptoms, and particularly when these are
p!-Vsical in nature. Allergic reactions such as asthma, for example, can become
conditionea responses evoked by visual or other stimuli which have become
associated witbthe presence of allergens (Dekker and Groen, 1956). Similarly, the histories grven by many patients suggest that exposure to incidental
stimulation, e.g. the smelland feel of a rubber sheet, when a child is sexually
aroused -ay be an important factor in the development of sexual perversions. These examples refer to the learning of maladaptive responses. Equally
important is the failure to learn adaptive responses. In normal development,
learns to control his urination, first when awake and ultimately
a
"ninasleep. The enuretic child fails to acquire this skill, or achieves such
when
precarious control that it readily breaks down.
Typically, however, neurosis is a complex disorder producing many
ry.lio.r *d affecting all aspects of a patient's life. Even so it may be the
proiuct of learning. Learning theorists, like psycho-analysts, stress the
importance of anxiety in the production and maintenance of neurotic reactions, but conceive of anxiety as a conditioned emotional response based
on feax. certain stimuli naturally evoke fear and, by learning the harmful
comequenc€s of certain other qfpes of stimulation, and individual's range
of feared stimuli is extended. Similarly, an intrinsically harmless stimulus,
if, by chance or circumstance, it becomes associated with a noxious situation,
6*o." conditioned stimulus producing emotional distress. This distress
"
"oo
has a motivating effect in that the sufrerer seeks ways of evading the disturbing situation and such avoidance responses' if maladaptive' become neurotiJsymptoms. In a more direct way, anxiety or fear has a disturbing effect
on tie i.*o,r., hormonal and muscular systems and interferes with normal
efficiency, particularly in demanding situations.
One of ih" f"* gineralizations deriving from experimental psychology
which is of sufficienfly wide applicability to be termed a "law" is the "YerkesDodson Principle" (Yerkes and Dodson, 1908, Broadhurst, 1959, Jones,
1960). Up to a certain optimum level, increased motivation increases
efficiency-of performance: beyond that level efficiency declines. Furthermore, th; greater the complexity of tle task, the lower is the level of motiva'
tion which-is optimal. Theie relationships are most striking when the motivation is based on fear or anxietY.
As already stated, the main experimental basis for a learning theory of
neurosis oomes from research on animals. Especially important are experi'
ments on .'traumatic avoidance learning" (Solomon and Wynne, 1954,
Metzner, 196l). A typical experiment of this nature would be carried out
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by confning an animar such as a rat or a cat in an apparatus so
designed
that a neutral stimulus,-say a red light, can be presented and fonowed,
after
a
lriel- interval, by a fairly powerful continuous shock to the soles of the

animal's feet. The animal then shows numerous indications oriright
and will
leap violently about the cage. A lever switch is placed so
that thlse random
movements are likely to trip the lever which switches off both
the light and
theshock. over repeated trials of this type the animal comes to
show clear
evidence offright in response to the lighi and before the
shock is received.

This fear reaction, which may now be spoken of as anxiety,
has become a
conditioned response to the originally nzutral light stimulus.
another erect
of practice is ttrat the animar learns io trip thelever n"ry q"i"uy after
the
shock is experienced. This is described
response. Ifthe experi-

ment is continued

^"io "r"op"

over_ further trials, this lever-tripping ,".poor"
occurs
progressively earlier in time until it occurs when the light
i-s switcnea on and
before the shock is experienced. Thus the escape response gradually
becomes
an aaoidance response which protects the animal from furiher
sno*. Avoidance responses, unlike the more usual learned responses

based on reward,
are very difficult to eradicate even when failure to respond in
tiie results
in no further shock. Theoreticaily, this persistence is eiplainea in
terms of
the relief from anxiety when the light is switched off: ..a-voidance
of shock,,
responses are at the same time ..escape from light,, responses.

The behaviour of animals treated in this ivay clearry serves
a useful
o"u.oti". This is because
ttre escape and avoidance responses are successfur",and
the
phying
an adaptive role as in many everyday human situations. "r*irty;;
wolpe lilsz-, ristj
and others have shown, however, that when animals are shocked
in circumstances in which effective escape or avoidance is prevented,
marked
behavioural disturbances occur which justify the term i.neurotic',,
in that
they are maladaptive and persist outside the experimental situation.
These
abnormal reactions are considered to be persistent, abortive
escape and
avoidance responses or direct manifestations of t,he
animal's fear and
anxiety reactions. consistent with this interpretation, ttrey
become exaggerated when the animal is exposed to stimulation associated
with the original
situation. Experimental neurosts of this type may also be induced
without
the application of direct painful stimulation. TLe classical experiment
in
this field, carried out in pavrov's raboratory (pavlov, 1927),
devA;;ed from
an experimental conflict situation. A dog was trained to discriminate
between circular and elliptical patterns of stimulation. The circle
was always
followed by a food reward and came to elicit a reliable
conditioned salivary
response. The ellipse was never followed by food, and produced
no salivaion. Then, by stages, the ratio of the axes of the e[ifse *.-piogr.*ir"ry
altered so as to increasingly resembre the circle, ,oiil th"
aiscri?inating
JTpore was no longer possible. There was an abrupt change in the dog's
behaviour: although previously docile, it began to iark viilentln
squear,
biological puq)ose, it can in no way be described
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and attack the apparatus. This disturbance persisted and the dogcouldnot

19214) have
be used for further experiments. other experiments (e.g. Miller,
functionally
is
tlerefore
and
shown that conflict evokes avoidance tendencies

akin to pain.

Ethical considerations forbid the wholesale extension of this type of
(1920)
experimentation into the human field, but watson and Rayner's
phobic
reaction
a
of
development
the
of
eaily e*perimental demonstration
in a ctria is in many ways analagous to traumatic avoidance training in
a white
animals. An ll-month oli boy, the now famous Albert, was given
unpleasant
other
or
fear
of
evidence
no
played
with
he
rat with which
a
emotional reaction. buring the training stage of the experiment, however,
the
anifor
reached
he
time
each
child
the
Uenina
loud noise was sounded
mal. Quite rapidly the boy started to show obvious signs of fear when the
rat wals trougtrt n"ar, und this emotional reaction persisted when he was
retested 4 months later. Once established, Albert's fear was not specific
to the rat but was also evoked by a white rabbit, furry toys, and even a ball
of cotton wool. This illustrateJ the phenomenon of generalization which
particular stimuaccompanies all forms of learning: a learned response to a
'also
range of stimuli
whole
a
by
powerfully,
evoked, although lesi
lus is
stimulus'
which to some degree resemble the original
Drawing the analogy from traumatic learning experiments, it is suggested
that a complex neurotic disorder may be considered to represent two interrelated types of learned response. Firstly, there is the primary emotional
either of
disturbance or anxiety whictr has physical and mental aspects,
may be a
which may be predominant in a particular case' Secondly, there
stimulastressful
the
avoid
to
attempts
represent
which
variety ofiesponses
recognized
commonly
The
experienced.
anxiety
the
to
reduce
henci
tion and
acdefense mechanisms quite likely represent general trends of behaviour
behaviour,
of
habits
quired in this way, but there may be more specific
of the
speectr and thougLi which become the more peripheral symploTs
in the
included
are
both
and
niurosis. Both types of response are leatned,
of its
aggregate
the
than
more
no
behaviourist's claim that a neurosis is
hypothetical
no
recognized,
are
symptoms. Although ideational responses
p.y"t i" mechanism underlying the symptoms is considered necessary. Even
ro, tt. distinction between the emotional and the avoidance responses may
be to some extent analogous with the Freudian distinction between an
..underlying neurosis" and its symptoms. In another sense, however, a
behaviourist would relate the concept;f an underlying neurosis to individual
difrerences in constitutional susceptibility to stress'
The behavioural analysis of neurosis does not exclude the possibility or
even the importance oi unconscious processes. Many experiments have
demonstrated that a response may become associated with an external
stimulus or class of stimuli without the learner becoming aware of any
connection between them. Conditioned emotional responses' acquired
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"unconssiously" in this way, may even be less adaptive andmorediffuse
than those s6pqmpanied by conscious awareness (Lacey et ar.,l9s4, L95s).
Thus a topic of conversation or even certain ways of thinking may become
emotion arousing stimuli and be unconsciously avoided in a way analogous
to an experimental animal's avoidance of a red light.
This notion is, of course, very similar to Freud's concept of repression,
and it is undoubtedly true that the behaviour theory of neurosis, although
very differenfly expressed, has many points of contact with psycho-analytic
theory. The differences, however, are not merely those of language oi of
emphasis. For example, in the behaviour theory, the equivalent of repression
is merely ttre avoidance of danger stimuli: in the absence of appropriate
conditioned stimulation, anxiety would not be expected to develop. According to Freudian theory, impulses which arouse feelings of guilt and are
therefore regarded as dangerous, and material associated with ttrese impulses, are notjust avoided but are energetically forced and held outofthe
field of consciousness into which they constantly struggle to return. This
theoretical difference may be illustrated by a fanciful analogy with a ball
floating in a pool. For some reason contact with tlis ball is dangerous to a
swimmer. The behaviourist swimmer will swim at the far end of the pool
from the ball and, if wind or current brings the ball towards him, he will
carefully maintain his distance His efficiency is impaired by the distracting
need to keep a vigilant look-out for the ball, and by the drastic reduction
in his life-space. By contrast, the Freudian swimmer will swim up to the
ball, grasp it firmly, and plunge it beneath the surface. There is, of cou.se,
a considerable upthrust tending to return the ball to the surface and the
swimmer is handicapped by the need to maintain his downward pressure
throughout his swim.
owing to the nature of the animal experiments upon which the behaviourist theory of neurosis is based, emphasis has inevitably been placed on the
stressful effects of direct painful stimulation such as electric shock. In everyday human life, of course, other types of stress are more common and more

likely to be important in the genesis of neurotic behaviour. conflict has

already been mentioned, and is a type of stress which is given great weight
in psycho-analytic theory, particularly when the conflict develops around a
person's desire to behave in ways which he has learned to consider immoral
so that the desire is accompanied by feelings of guilt. Miller (l9M) carried
out an extensive experimental analysis of behaviour in conflict situations
which enabled him to predict the behaviour of experimental animals with a
surprising degree of accuracy. He showed that conflicts are particularly
difEcult to resolve when they conoern ambivalent goals and th; individual
concerned vacillates between approach and avoidance. The type ofconfict
stressed by Freud fts into this pattern, but the behaviourist would expect
other conflict situations involving strong approach-avoidance motivation

to have similar effects.
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The concept of stress has been found necessary by everyone who has
attempted a theoretical analysis of neurosis, but it is a concept which is
very difficult to define in any precise way, as are the related concepts of
motivation and emotion. For the behavioural psychologist, as for the
biologist, the basic motives are the innate, physiologically determined, and
universal primary drives of hunger, thirst, sex, and escape from pain or
injury. These are unlearned, although their expression may be greatly modified by experience and training. It is clear, however, especially in relation
to human beings, that additional secondary motives are acquired by processes of learning. In advanced societies, except possibly for the sex drives,
the satisfaction of the primary drives is fairly readily achieved, and the
secondary motives assume great importance. Many acquired motives are
social in nature and, in particular, refer to an individual's social status in a
fairly technical sense. Whereas physiological motives are concerned with
biological survival, social motives are largely concerned with the preservation of status, but need not be less powerful than the primary drives. The
analysis of behaviour in terms of series of anticipatory adjustments controll'
ed by the flow of information from a changing environment has already
been mentioned. During normal activity, an individual is in control of the
changing situation in that his predictions are accurate enough to modify
his responses appropriately so as to maintain progress towards the goals
consistent with his state of motivation. Unpleasant emotional states arise
and a condition of stress may be said to exist when his control begins to
break down because he fails to anticipate events with confidence, or his
predictions imply some threat to his physical or psychological self. Positive
emotions are associated with consummatory behaviour of successful progress towards desirable goals.
A common souroe of stress, both in everyday life and in the laboratory,
is that known as frustration Frustration implies the existence of some obstacle or barrier which prevents progress towards desired goals, or lack of
the expected satisfaction when a goal is achieved. Conflict situations produce one type of frustration, but the barrier to progtess may take many
forms. Circumstances of living, the physical environment, or a person's
own physical or mental limitations may have frustrating effects. Much
human frustration is social in origin: people in authority and the formal
and informal rules of society impose many restrictions on an individual's
freedom of action.
Disciplinary frustration is imposed particularly heavily on young children
by the training and punishment procedures adopted by parents and others
during the socialization process. A great deal of experimental work (Dollard
et al., L939; Berkowitz, 1964) shows that, whereas stress in general tends to
evoke anxiety, frustration more specifically tends to arouse an aggressive

response. Social training, however, usually involves the punishment of
aggressive acts and Sears e, al. (1953\ produced an interesting analysis in
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tems of learning principles of the relationship to be expected between
methods of child-rearing and the amount of overt and covert (phantasy)
aggression shown later by the children concerned. A series offield experiments largely confirmed these expectations.

Childhood is also a period of intensive learning, during which multiple
potentialities become crystallized into core systems which, although subject
to a large degree of modification and elaboration, remain to some extent
constant throughout life (Hebb, 1948). The critical period hypothesis,
discussed elsewhere in this book, also suggests that lack of appropriate
types of experience, or inappropriate experiences at certain times in childhood, may have far-reaching effects on behaviour. Social learning, mediated
by such processes as imitation, is particularly important in personality
development during childhood (Bandura and Walters, 1963, Miller and
Dollard, 1945). Miller and Dollard's ingenious experiments also showed
that imitation may be considered as a secondar5r motive acquired by normal
learning.
Thus an analysis of personality development in terms of learning is by
no means entirely inconsistent with many psychoanalytic concepts such as
those of fxation, regression, and identification. Certainly from both types
of ttreory it would be expected that an individual's characteristic pattern
of response to stress, his defence mechanisms, would be established at an
early age. However, even though the aetiological roots of many or even the
majority of neuroses may reach back into childhood, the behaviourist theory
allows for the ab initio development of a neurotic illness in an adult of sound
personality when subjected to severe degrees ofstress. In these circumstances
the actual form of the illness and the nature of the symptoms will depend
partly on the nature of the stress and partly on the victim's personality, which
is itself partly determined by genetic factors and partly by his life-history.
Eysenck's (1957) findings and theories concerning the relationships between neurotic syndromes in adults and the personality dimension of intro.
version/extraversion are now well known. Dysthymic disorders in which
anxiety is prominent occur most frequently among introverts, while those
with "hysteric" disorders tend to be more extraverted or, at least, less introverted. The characteristic disorder of extreme extraverts is psychopathy.
An analogous pattern is seen in the psychological disorders of childhood.
Anxiety, depression, inferiority and related symptoms typically occur in
introverted children: extraverted children characteristically develop conduct disorders in which aggressive behaviour, delinquency and truancy are
prominent (e.g. Peterson, 1961). Eysenck accounts for these patterns by
postulating ttrat all children predisposed to neurotic illness are constitutionally endowed with a highly labile autonomic nervous system and therefore highly reactive to stress. Introverts are considered to be highly conditionable, again owing to constitutional characteristics, this time of the
central nervous system. The combination of these inherited tendencies
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favours ttre learning

of

maladaptive emotional reactions

in the

manner

already described. On the other hand, extraverts are considered to have low

conditionability and Eysenck suggests that ttris interferes with normal
socialization. An individual relatively unaffected by social training but
with labile emotional responses is likely to develop psychopathic patterns of
behaviour.
Behaviouristically orientated studies have also tlrown light on the relationship between stress and psychosomatic disorder. Many individuals
when subjected to severe or prolonged stress do not become overtly neurotic,
presumably because of a low constitutional predisposition, but may develop
physical symptoms of the "functional" type. Selye (1955) studied thephysiological effects oftrauma produced by severe physical assault or diseaseand
described the development of a general adaptation sydrome which chronically disturbs the endocrine system, particularly ttre functional relationship
between the pituitary and the adrenal cortex. He later extended his studies
to psychological stress and found similar effects. Contemporary physiological research, however, shows clearly that the central nervous system also
has an important role in severe stress reactions. Basic emotional mechanisms
are located in the hypothalamus and, normally, the cerebral cortex exerts
an inhibitory restraint on these lower centres, but also has excitatory and
directive functions when an emotion is aroused. Clinical observations of
the long-term development of chronic fear reactions strongly suggest progressive inhifilieo of these cortical functions.
Even mild laboratory stressors have marked, if temporary physiological
effects on human beings, and the individual differences shown in these
experiments suggest that individuals may be differentially susceptible to
stress-induced disorders of different biological systems, e.g. the vascular,
muscular or gastric systems (e.g. Lacey et al., 1953). More directly relevant
to psychosomatic disease, however, are tle more severe experiments carried
out wittr animals. Of particular note and possibly the only true example of
a psychosomatic preparation is the work of Brady and his colleagues (Brady,
1962). Experiments were carried out on monkeys, restrained in chairs,
who were required to press a lever at least once in each 20 secs. inorderto
avoid an electric shock to their feet. The intention was to assess the degree
of plasma corticosteroid elevation and certain animals were kept at this
test for as long as 6 weeks with alternating periods of 6 hours' work and
6 hours' rest. To control for the effects of shock alone, each experimental
monkey was paired with a control animal in an adjacent chair, but with
only a dummy lever and no possibility of controlling the number of shocks
which were received by both animals. Each of the first four experiments of
this type resulted in the death of the "executive" monkey during a work
period, and post-mortem examination showed that all had gross gastrointestinal ulcers. Sacrificed control partners had acquired no similar lesions.
Follow-up studies indicated that gastric acid is suppressed during a work
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period but is dramatically elevated during a rest period.
Further experiments showed that the precise time-pattern of stress
and rest periods is
very important in producing these effects.
Bnnlvroun Trenepy
considerable portion of this chapter has been devoted to
a discussion
of-A
ttre aetiology of neuiosis although ihe topic is treatment.
fni. i, because
so'called "behaviour
is very closely finked *itn trri, tvpe of aetio-tr.lup{"
logical theory. Indeed,
ail who substribe to tne theory.rrtiiro""t" tn"
therapy. The reverse is not neccssarily true, however, u"a
*ith quite
different theoretical view-s might fnd a place for behaviou. -""v
tt
in their
therapeutic annoury. Behaviour therapy aims, in real rife, to "T"py
nu,
been discovered about processes oflearning and unlearniog "ppii'r"nut
ir'ti"
labora_
Pv. ax therapy is concerned with the modification or u"n"u"tri, tn, uolearning of old behaviour and the rearning of new. whatever
th"
or
events culminafing in the appearance of the unwanted behaviour "o*r"
its removalshould, to some extent, involve the processes investigatea uy.t

learning.

a"ot.or

, one characteristic, then, of behaviour therapy is that it is applied learning
theory. Another is that it is symptomatic ttrerapy. In terms
orihe rreuaian
theory of neurosis this makes it, at best, an accessory tool
of limited usefulness. In terms of the behaviour theory, however, no t
."t
can be
ottrer than symptomatic as the symptomiconstitute the neurosis."ot
Er"o ,o,
it is important to recognize the distinction between two categories of
symp-

toms, the emotional responses and the avoidance r..poor"-r. iils
centra
to the theory that the emotional responses are motivating in nature
and, as
such, causally related.to the- avoidanc€ responses. It follo*s
then that, if
behaviour therapy is directed only at the refooval of the avoidanoe
responses, the emotional responses are likery to remain and
to proviJe-ine moti
vating substratum for the development of fresh avoiaaice ,"rpoo."r.
ro
otler words, even from the behaviour theory, one would predict a certain
measure of symptom substitution, or a tendency to r"ripr", -uot.r.
tne
emotional responses are arso eriminated. of course, i, ,o.",
especiany

monosymptomatic conditions, whatever the original emotional
,itu"tioo, u
peripheral maladaptive response may becomJ the main
stimulus which
evokes anxiety, thus setting up a "vicious circre,,. a tremoi,ior
exampre,
aav be an habitual expression of anxiety evoked by certain social situations.
The tremor draws attention to the individual concerned
and vastly increases
his anxiety which, in turn, exaggerates the tremor. A direct
attack on the
peripheral symptom may, in these cases, break the vicious
uoa proau..
lasting therapeutic benefits.
"ir"te
In practice, symptom substitution is a rare phenomenon, and probably
occurs no more frequently than a change in the pattern of
sgnptoms among

a
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untreated patients. With behaviour therapy, as with other forms of therapy,
relapses *" rrr mofe common. Eysenck (1963) accounts for both. relapses
anilspontaneous recoveries from neurotic illness in term of "extinction", the
ou-Jgiu"o to the process whereby a conditioned response is eliminated or
iose. Jt ength when the conditioned stimulus is presented repeatedly without the reinforcement (reward or punishment) associated with it during
phenomethe learning phase. Extinction is a well-established experimental
runs as
which
argument
Eysenck's
to
force
non, and tf,eie is considerable

follows:
(1) Neurotic symptoms which directly cause distress to tle patient are
reactions which are learned in tle manner described earlier
-auaupti""
^chapter
and mainly consist of conditioned responses of the syrain this
first

disordersofthe
-patheticne*oussystem.ThJseEysenckreferstoas"
(i) 1.ne main method of behaviourally treating disorders o_f 4:
(see later in

kind"'

type is to
reactions
parasympatherrc
,"*oditioo antagonistic
Bis chapter).
ttre sexual
and
homosexuality
alcoholism,
as
Juch
(3) Other symptoms,
disalthough
which,
responses
parasympathetic
deriatioos, are iearned
patient.Thesearerefe*edto
the
to
pliasurable
uppron.a ofby society, are
as-(4)
"disorders of the second kind".
The usual behavioural method of treatment of this type of disorder
is )iersion therapy (see later in this chapter) whereby antagonistic sympattretic

-responses

are learned.

1's) By..o"t also includes s)r,nptoms,

such as enufesis, and psychopathic

uenaviour, which essentially represent failures to acquire an appropriate
ie*n a ,.""tioo, within the disorders of the second kind, and classes the
methods of treating them with aversive therapy'
-iO Oi.ora"r, oith" first kind, being based on traumatic conditioning,
without the
*" op"" to extinction when the conditioned stimulus oocurscircumstances
chance
the
words,
In
other
original traumatic reinforcement.
extinguish
oiif" should provide a form of reality testing which tends tospontaneous
to
leads
tlerefore,
and,
the original learned emotional response
remissin of the symptoms. Spontaneous remission is, in fact, very common
in disorders ofthe first kind.
(7) When spontaneous remission does not o@ur, Eysenck arguesthatthe
prou"oid"o"" tealning has been so effective that the patient is completely
shown,
tected from chance reality testing. Avoidance responses have been
extinction'
to
resistant
be
extremely
to
experimentally,
and natural
igiTh. behaviour therapy aiplied to diso-rders of the first kindrelapses
after
proor.., of extinction uii ."t"uUV reinforcing. Therefore
situation
ir""t should not occur unless a fresh neurotogenic traumatic are rare
"ot
Eysenck quotes evidence indicating that relapses
is encountered.

in
these circumstances.
-(9)
Disorders of the second kind, consisting of responses which continue
to'produce immediately pleasurabie consequences for the patient, would
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not be expected to extinguish and, therefore, spontaneous remission
should
be and indeed is rare in this type ofdisorder.

(10) on the other hand, aversive conditioning is subject
to extinction
when treatment is discontinued and no furthei noxioirs stimulation is
applied. Therefore the relapse rate would be expected to be relatively
high
for disorders ofthe second kind.
Thus, in summary, Eysenck predicts a differential pattern of remission
and relapse for the two kinds of disorder, the frst kind showing
a high
level of remission and a. low lever of relapse, and the
second kind showiig
the reverse pattern. while admitting ttrat the evidence is imperreJ,
he claims
that the reported facts are in accord wittr ttrese predictions.
There are several points of detail in this argument with which the
writer
-.
disagrees. Disorders such as enuresis, for example, do not
fit easily into tie
second category: it is unlikely that the act of wetting the
bed is rewarding
in the same sense as the orgasm ofa sexual deviant. ihe behaviour
therapy
applied to this condition also differs in important respects from
the usual
forms of aversion therapy. Many chroni"
loog-rt""aiog:airoraers of a
phobic character continue to show no sign
"-od
of spJntaneouJ remission and
ever worsen, although the patient's mode of [f- provides a great
deal of
reality testing. Factors other than successful avoiiance .urith.o
be important in the maintenance of the symptoms. Most damaging,
however, is
the scepticism which must be accoidea to Eysenck,s clai-m iirui ..r"lupr.
should be rare or even non-existent" in tae behaviour tnerapy
oiaisorders
of the first kind. This is certainly contrary to the writer'* .ip".iloo and
is
not supported by Marks and Gelder's (1964) data from a comparative
study
ofthe results ofbehavioural and conventional routine tt"r"iv or-atched
groups of neurotic patients.
Despite these criticisms, it cannot be denied that extinction
must be an
important factor in both spontaneous remission and ..t"pr". eyrenck,s
prediction concerning the differential remission rate is almost
certainly
correct, and it is also likely that relapses in disorders of the first
kind,
although very probably more frequenf than Eysenck suggests,
are signifcantly fewer than in disorders of the second kind. The 6Jnurio*
theiapy
usually applied to the fust type of disorder is a form of counter-condifionini
which is itself subject to extinction, and may be antagonistic
to only partial
aspects of the total disorder. Relapse is, therefore, quite possible
without
great damage to Eysenck,s argument.
- Eysenck also suggests - important ways, derived from experiments on
learning, in which extinction
and, therefore, subsequent rerap'se,
u.
avoided. It has been shgwn empiricany that partia-r retnforciminr,-rgnt
i.e. the
reinforcement of a conditioned stimului o, ooty propirtion
oipre."ot"tions, randomly distributed, produces greatly increaiediesistance
"

i

extinc-

tion of the learned respo-n:e_. oaerrearning, i.e. the continuation of
training
beyond the point of initiar su@ess, particularry when carried
out over
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widely spaced trials, also increases resistance to extinction. One form of
overlearning which may be particularly valuable in avoiding relapse is to
provide "b6oster" periods of traioing at intervals after the termination of
ihe initial teatment and especially if the patient gives indications that he is
tending to relapse.
As to the actual techniques of treatment which go by the name of behaviour
therapy, there is no single method, or even a limited group of methods, but
manf,-and many more will undoubtedly be developed. It has already been
poinied out ttrat behaviour therapy is a form of applied learning theory.
-Experiments
on learning have shown a variety of ways in which responses
may be changed, diminished, or eliminated, and each of these suggests an
analogous method of treating neurotic s)mptoms. Learning remains a very
activJ field of research in general psychology, and future experimental
advances

will

suggest new approaches

to therapy. Equally important, an

experimentally orientated approach to behaviour therapy is likely to throw
fresh light on important aspects of human learning and also to produce
great iiprovrrrotr in the therapeutic techniques. In this chapter, a brief
u:*u.y is made of the most promising approaches so far reported, parti'
cularly those which are applicable to the treatment of children.
Oddly enough, although the earliest reports ofbehaviour therapy refer to
the treatment of chitdren, and children might appear to be the most likely
subjects of an essentially re-educative form of therapy, developments in the
field of adult psychiatry have, in recent years, greatly outstripped those
in the children's field. one reason for this discrepancy may be a high
degree of conservatism among contemporary child psychiatrists, but the
trJatment of children does present certain difficulties which do not apply
to adult patients. Typically, behaviour therapy requires a high level of cooperation and effoJ from the patient. An adult, presenting himself at a
clinic with various complaints concerning symptoms which cause him active
distress and interfere with his mode of life, is more likely to make this effort
than a child who may well not acknowledge any deficiencies in himself but
is brought to the clinic by a complaining adult. Rachman (1962) also points
out thai most childhood psychiatric disorders are ofthe nature ofbehavioural
deficits centred around the activities of eating, sleeping, elimination and
speech. These problems arise from a failure to learn an adequate mode of
*.poor.. He suggests that the fairly recent impact of operant conditioning
teclniques on bihaviour therapy may yield an approach particularly suitable to the building-up of behavioural defciencies in children'
SpnCmtC COTvpITIOMNC Th.r.lruENT Or ENURESIS

Operant procedures will be included in our survey, but possibly

a"

better

stariing point is the "bell-and-pad" behavioural treatment of enuresisMowrer and Mowrer (1938) employed this technique for the first systematic
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study of a "learning" therapy, and it also exemplifies a form
of behaviour
therapy specifically devised in relation to a detaiied behaviourJanalysis
of
a disorder. During normal child development, neural maturation
and learning
interact to establish cortical and other neural centres which enable
the child

to- exercise voluntary control in respect of both the initiafion and inhibition
of micturition. At first this control can only be exercised during the day,
the inhibitory centres becoming inactive during sleep. Later, holiever,
like
other areas ofthe cortex which control vegetative functions, ihese ..sentinel

points " become locally activated during s1eep. consistent
with the evidence
that enuresis may arise flom a variety of causis, this course of deveropment
Tay -be disturbed by abnormalities affecting any one of the interacting
functions. Anatomical abnormalities, biochemical dysfunction.,
neural
pathology or immaturity may prevent the developmint of adequate
"rrdsentinel
points, while emotional disturbance is likely to disrupt the
delicate balance
of innate and learned excitatory and inhibiiory reflexis.
Mowrer and Mowrer (1938) devised an apparatus for waking an enuretic
child immediately after the onset of micturition. This was achilved by
constructing a pad, on which the patient slept, containing two sheets of light
bronze gauze separated by absorbent cotton and connected in series
with a
small battery and a sensitive relay. The voidance of only a little urine
completed the circuit to activate the relay which completed a second
circuit to
ring an electric bell. contrary to a popular myth, the child receives no
electric shock and is merely stimurated by tt teti *Li"h .uy bsconsidered
" have modified
equivalent to an alarum clock. Later workers
and improved
upon the original apparatus in various ways, but the basic principle
remains

unaltered.
Jones (1960(b), 1961) points out that the bell, as an unconditioned
stimulus, evokes two simultaneous responses, waking and a reflex inhi!i116a
of the just initiated act of micturition. He argues inat in this way the

tem-

poral relationships are set up which will lead to these two resionses
becoming conditioned to the stimulation deriving from a full bladier
with a
pressure at the threshold for urination. Thus bladder pressure,
in addition
to becoming the unconditioned stimulus for micturitioo, b.*.r. ttre conditioned stimulus for the inhibition of micturition and ior an independent
response of waking. This imFlies that, as this form of training is
continued,
the threshold pressure for micturition is gradually raised uoith" threshold
bladder pressure for waking is gradualry iowered until, ultimatd,the
child
aw-akens spontaneously before urinating and, therefore, without
hearing the
be[. At a still later stage, most patierts become able to sleep throughout
the night without waking or urinating, possibly by a conceniation of
the
"waking" or arousal response on to the sentinil pliot. o""urc i, normal
development.

".

(1960(b) reviews the evidence concerning the therapeutic efficacy
_Jones
of this technique and concludes that "if widely adopted, tni specinc

22

con-

oP
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the inciditioning method of treatment is capable of significantly t"a*jlq
reAlthough
childhood".
of
ages
dence oi enuresis nocturna at the later
notbeenreported,
has
substitution"
lapses are not uncommon, "symptom
In general,
iil.gh severat authors pAa i"tii""tar attention to this point.treatment
by
successful
follow
changes
il;"bb personality and auitude
this method.
of Lovi.
More recent, better controlled studies support this view. The work
practical
and
theoretical
a
from
both
interes!
particular
Uona (fg64) is of
differs in several respects from that
;;t"i ;i view. rris taeoreticalheanalysis
the therapeutic effects to a type of
A; h;.r and, in particular,iine ascribes
with this view, he constructed a modified
In
oaroiA*." conditioning.
-,

incorporating a very loud but very brief (one second)
twin signal "
"pp"r"t
followed, aILr a minute of silence, by the gentle sound of
hooter-like noiie
versions
abrnz,etto summon the aitendant. This apparatus and other earlier
studies,
follgw-up
in
careful
enuresis-but,
*"r".q"arv efrective in controlling
reported
hadteen
than
relapse
of
incidence
Iovibond flund an even higher
surIf relapse is considered equivalent to extinction this is not
p*"iouJ,.
-priri"g
just
at
a
halt
to
come
must
prooess
uJ, in this situation, the learning
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dry
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of -ioi."t
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is based-on a fairly small group of subjects but
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In contrast to the highly specific "bell-and-pad" treatment, the next
least in
at
and,
disorders
of
runge
wide
a
to be considered is appticaUte to
behaviour
of
technique
popular
most
the
adult psychi afiy, has so far been
-strengthening
of incompatible
therapy. This ii ttre method described as tle
advocates,
main
its
of
(1958),
one
Wolpe
as
responses or reciprocal inhibitton
be treated
to
symptom
the
theory,
refers to it. According to behaviourist
that if
follows
then
It
situation.
stimulus
identifiable
is a response to some
becomes attached to
some different response, incompatible with the first,
strengthened,
the same stimulus, and this new connection is progressively
response corros'
then the probability of occurrence of the earlier abnormal
pondingly decreases and ultimately falls to zero'
unpleasant
Netrrotic responses, however, usually involve an intense and
and even
introduce
to
emotional state and it is, therefore, extremely difficult
this is
when
Even
more difficult to sustain incompatibte forms of behaviour.
In
these
increased.
anxiety
possible intense conflicts migHt be set up and
circumstances

it becomes

necess

ary to apply the generalization principle
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which merely implies thg gneration of gradualism. A simple example
is
that of a child who is afraid of dogs and is given poppy. The pufpy is
"
suffciently like a grown dog to elicit some fear but is ,uin"iiruy
unriie a irog
to make this fear slight.-Apart from its dog-like characteristics ihe puppy tas
a number of intrinsically attractive qualities, and its antics arJ [kJy to
produce a pleasurable response incompatible with and destructive
of the
anxiety. As, week by wee!, the puppy gradually grows into a dog, tlis
favourable reaction generalizes to ottrer dogs. ofcourse, for this apfroach
to be successful it is essential that the starting point is at a suffcienily low
level of anxiety for the antagonistic response to win out. Lazarus (jgsq)
describes his treatment of a child with an intense fear of dogs, datingfrom
a traumatic incident, who had reacted most unfavourably to his parents'
production of a puppy.
early example of this approach is provided by Mary cover Jones'
._ 4 _u..y
(1924) treatment of a 3-year-old child, peier, who r[o*.a great
fear of
rabbits and white rats. This fear was shown to extend to o{ects such
as
a fur coat, a feather, and cotton-wool, but not to wooden t6ys. circumstances had prevented watson, under whom Jones worked, from attempting
to eliminate the fears he had experimentally induced in his young subject,
Albert, and advantage was taken of peter's very similar ,"t*ut fears to
extend ttre experiment into a tierapeutic phase. Treatment was focused
on
the rabbit which was always present during a daily play period with peter
and three ottrer children, selected for their lack of flar. craauany peter
was
able to tolerate ttre rabbit at progressively shorter distances wien caged.
Later it could be free in the room and, finally, he was able to fondle the
rabbit with every sign of_affection. Apart from ttre play responses incompatible with fear, Jones made use of pleasurable eating responis in that, during
the later stages of ttre treatment, peter was seatedln u nign chair and givei
"candy" and ottrer favourite foods to eat. The rabbiti-n a wire cage was
brought as near as possible without arousing a response which interfered
with the eating behaviour.
A more recent example, entirely based on feeding responses, is described
by Lazarus (1959). The patient, an 8-year-old boy, hai acquired a strong
phobic reaction to all vehicles some time al'iter being involved in a motor
accident. The therapis!
first talked to the patient about trains, buses, etc.,
1t
and, whenever the child made a favourableiomment, casually offered him
chocolate. After a few interviews the boy discussed vehicles at length with
no sign of anxiety, and ttre treatment moved into the second phise. Toy
cars were introduced and a series of "accidents,' were arranged.-After each
"accident" the child was given chocolate and, despite evideice of a great
deal of anxiety initially, he came to enjoy the game. Later the original accident was discussed with the therapist while seaied in a stationary ir, choco-

late being provided as
\f9re. The final stage consisted of progressively extendedcarrides, wittr andwithoutthetherapist, andfinallywiinoittne cnocolate.,
22.
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S/olpe (1958) in his treatment, mainly of adulr, usually sets outto achieve
reciprocal inhili1ioo of anxiety by a technique of systematic desensitizatron
in which the graduated series of anxiety-provoking stimuli are imaginedby
the patient in response to the verbal suggestions of the therapist. Following
Jacobson's (1938) claim that muscular relaxation inhibits anxiety, the patient
is initially trained to relax and an " anxiety hierarchy " of stimuli is worked
out. Startingwith the least disturbing of these, ttre patient, while fullyrelaxed,
is asked to imagine the situation and the process is repeated until the
anxiety is extinguished and the next step in the hierarchy can be introduced.
Lazarus (1959) describes the treatment of a 9-year-old child by this
metlod. Following a series of deaths from illness or accident, witnessed by
her or involving her friends, this girl developed a variety of severe neurotic
symptoms centred around an unwillingness to be separated from her mother,
based on a fear ofher dying. Systematic desensitization based on relaxation
was employed, utilizing an anxiety hierarchy involving imagined separations
from the mother ranging from 5 minutes to I week. This was rapidly
effective and led to a clearing up of the related symptoms.
Therapy by the strengthening of incompatible responses has been used
very widely in adult psychiatry, and numerous examples of considerable
interest have been reported in the literature (see Wolpe, 1958: Eysenck,
1960, 1964). These include (e.g. Jones, 1956) cases in which it has been neoessary frst to treat peripheral symptoms by one means and then to treat
tte more central emotional disorders by another means. The majority of
reports concern the treatment of single or related groups of symptoms, but
this form of therapy has also been applied to complex neurotic states.
These reports illustrate many of the advantages of reciprocal inhibition

therapy but may not sufficiently well indicate its disadvantages and ttre
difficulties which are frequently encountered. These may be related to the
patient's symptoms or may be difficulties of a practical nature. Often, the
immediate stimulus for an anxiety reaction is not some easily recognizable
environmental situation but a recurrent thought which comes into the
patient's mind. He may be upset by and avoid funerals, cemeteries, and
other things associated with death, but also frequently just think of dying
apparenfly spontaneously, and suffer similal panic attacks. The external
stimuli for such thoughts are extremely difficult to recognizs. Even when the
relevant stimuli ate environmental they have often, by generalization, become numerous and complex. On the response side, too, there may be a
multiplicity of abnormal reactions. Instead.of a simple phobia there may
exist a complex phobic state with obsessional reactions, chronic diffuse
anxietn intermittent depression, and psychosomatic symptoms. In the
utriter's experience, depression, even when reactive to a general situation,
cannot in the same way as anxiety be brought,under experimental control
by environmental manipulation, and may interfere grossly with the course
:
ofbehaviour therapy.
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The main practical difficurty in apprying the reciprocal
inhibition

forrr of
of translating t-tre theore,i.J g.-o.rut--tion gradient into a real-life, finely graded series of stimuli. fr"rp".
,vrtematic
desensitization technique reduces this difficulty and he
claims tnai tni. ro.!,ghaviour

ttrerapy is that

of stimulus presentation is therapeutically supirior to real-life presentations.
Thgre is, however, some evidence that certain p"ti"nt","quii"'.o=i"
specific
real-life experiences before therapeutic change can oocur.
A
related difficulty arises when the neurotic
is so severe and widely generalized

thatit.is extremely difficult to"ondition
discover an appropriate stimuhis situation
which is far enough dow-n the anxiety hierarchy foi
the patieniio be sufficienfly at ease to aflow the reciprocai ioniuition process
io ilrgi".-rrvpooti"
techniques are then sometimes useful as an additional
form if control of
the patients' reactions.
SAflrc,rroN

Another behaviour therapy technique, ress popular and probabry
less
efficient, depends upon the principre of satiation.rn lauoratory'exfe.iments,
it has been shown that aresporse evoked repeatedly and at shori intervals
gradually loses strength and is ultimately extinguished.
After a rest irte.val,
the response reappears owing to the p-h"ro-"oo, of ..reminiscence,,
but
repeated series of massed extinction trials ultimately
etiminate tne ,"rpoor".
The therapeutic anarogue is for the patient to voruntarily
reproduce some
abnormal, usually motor response, such as a tic, as u"d;t.'t
;d as frequently as possible over repeated prolonged periods
or.urr.a practice.
usually some preliminary experimentatio-n is necessary to
tn"
optimal length and frequency of sessions and these are continueJ
".tuurirn
until the
desired result is achieved.
This technique has been successfully applied to the treatment
of children,s
1i::-(Jol!s, 1960(c); Walton, DOt) and &en to temper tantrums (Williams,
1959) although, in the latter case, it was combined
with other biavioural
techniques. The theoretical weakness of satiation therapy
is tn"t it would
not be expected to affect the conditioned emotional resp"onse
which originally motivated the motor behaviour. Therefore, it should
only te os"a utor"
in the "vicious circle" situation described
e pru"ti"ui *.ukness is

"*ii"r.
that the extinction of an imperfect voruntary
imitation of a comprex involuntary response .1I
completely geneialize to the involuntary res-19t
ponse its_elf. Dunlop (1946)
claims good therapeutic resurts from his apprication of a closely rerated technique described as..negative piu"ti""",
uot
he stresses the manipuration of conicious attitud",
-ori than extinction.
Oprn

lNr CoNoruoNrNc

TEcrrNrqurs

operant procedures have, as yet, been little used in behaviour
therapy,
particularly with children, but a growing body of

evidence suggests great
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and. especially
promise for the future. Onerant -c9nditi93ng in general
discussed in an
are
patients
psychiatric
child
relevance to the treatmenf of
recent review by Rachman (1962\'
excellent
io .p"r*t or ..Skinierian" conditioning (Skinner, 1959) the the
lrequency
conseof some chosen naturally occurring response is altered by varying
unlike
is
This
quences (reinforcementi feO back to tle Uelaving organism'
by
is
controlled
.'Pavlov-i'anl'
..classicat, or
condition in which a response

n*yiogitsantecedents.IntheclassicalexperimentscarriedoutbySkinner
human abnormal
and his colleagues, ir"f"ai"g most of th6se relevant to
a carefully conwithin
is isolated
;;y.hri&, th; inaividual uling studied
are automatiresponses
and the relevant
I1JU.J eiierimental
Emphasis
"o"iroo-.it
instrumentation.
ta "ootiooo,rsty recoraed by appropriate description of behaviour
and
""fiy
t. ;ild on the a"tuifra a"a pr"cise u"alysis
positive or
in terms of stimulus, ,".porri, reinforcement (which may -be
When
contingency'
reinforcing
theand
pt"itUiog)
*gatiue, rewarding oi
in the organism's bethe desired response' t"ircn may be complex, is not
,.p.rtoir. ii it iottoaot'd by a "shaping" procedure' This is
Uauiouraf

required is re"*.,ti"uva^successiveapproximationtechniqueinwhichany.response
which remotely resembles br is a component of the one
strictly
ioforc"a, and ihen reinforcement is restricted to progressively-more
beaefirrea ,.rpoo.".. Similar procedures are-used to train discrimination
to
is
trained
subject
twi"n sti-rti untn, Jtimaiety, the animal or human
possibly
but
specifc
highly
make very precise response in the presery; of
reinforcement
complex ,ti.ulu, p"tLtot. By the-careful manipulatign -of
long periods
for
maintained
be
iign oripuis of work may
".ry
""iti"gr""ir,
for very little reward.
have been
frtori of ttre experiments on abnormal human subjects so far
been
have
and
intention'
expeiimental investigaiions without therapeutic
presis
these
of
sample
A
pati.ents.
mainly carried out o; adult psychotic
their main implications: -.
entedin brief in order to
"ooiidet
studies of the oper'
Lindsley (1960) urd hi, associates have made detailed
rooms as
ant behaviour oi psycnotic adult patients by adapting !9tpi9

schizophrenics vary
man-size Skinner Uoxes. They haveihown that chronic
and a
their behaviour in Jutio" io vario,rs schedules of reinforcement

material'
of irceotives io"foaiog food, coins, projected qi$gr]at
thrown
even social Jtruism. In-the basic experiments, ylic\have
resthe
behaviour'
^*i"
deal oflight on the characteristics of psychglc
a great"oi
ashapingprocebv
(1960)'
Kigg et al'
;;;*;t simple-lwer-pressing,tut problem-solving
-a*.,
and social behaviour.
tnir-ioto
J.urrop.a
"oiitr*
mannef to a
curvilinear
in V utro found that operant iate is related in a
patient's clinical condition.

o,ia"

,*g"

Fersterandder'a"votrqozlcarriedoutoperantstudigonautistic
game' vendpinball

children, making .*p"A-""t4 use of devices such as a
successfully
ing machines, a kGdoscope, and a trained pigeon' They
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"shaped" a variety of responses, employingreinforoers similar to those used
by Lindsley. They suggest that social reinforcers may prove therapeutically
valuable when dealing with this type of child.
Flanagan et al. (1958) brought the stuttering of three adult patients under
experimental control. Aversive reinforcement in the form of a loud short
blast of noise following any stutter was employed. The stutter was totally
suppressed in one patient, and partially in tle ottrer two, but this suppression
was maintained only briefly outside the experimental situation.
Brady and Lind (1961) report an ingenious and successful treatment of
long-standing hysterical blindness in an adult patient. The patient was
rewarded with points exchangeable for canteen vouchers for correct resporxses to the presence of a light. He gradually learned to respond
only when
a light was on and this ability generalized to situations ouiside the experimental room until, ultimately, his sight was regained.
excellent example of ttrerapeutic "shaping" of a response isprovided
-byAn
Isaacs and Goldiamond's training of a catatonic schizophrenic who had
been mute for 20 years. It was noticed that the patieni made a slight
eyemovementwhen a packet of chewing-gum was accidentally dropped on
the floor. He was immgdialgl, rewarded with a piece of gum, and, using
the same reward, more frequent and more extensive eye ioviments were
gradually shaped. At a later stage the reinforcement was made contingent
upon various forms of vocalization until, eventually, speech was regained.
Award programme of training, inspired by operant mithods, was sucoessfylly applied by Neale (1963) to the treatment of a small group of encopretic
children. As the reaction of adults to soiling may have beerrewarding for
the child in terms of the attention gained, theie incidents were ignored
during the training except for the production of clean pants without comment. Successful defaecation in the toilet, however, was very promptly and
vigorously rewarded with praise, sweets, etc. The procedure was carlfufly
explained to the child and he was ensouraged to visit the toilet at specified times
but not to remain if defaecation was not successfully achieved within a few
minute_s. Later, he onlywent to the toilet when he eiperienced sensations
of
reclal fullness. This regime was successful in three oui of four cases treated.
These and related studies demonstrate that operant conditioning methods
31 E used to modify and control comprex andclinically relevantLhaviour
in both adults and children. By shaping procedures, new forms of behaviour
c1n be encouraged to emerge, even when apparently beyond the potential
ofthe individual concerned. A great variety orincentives has been investigated and many could be usefuny employed for therapeutic purposes.
The
importance of reinforcement contingencies and tt u^uitity oi appropriate
" p"tfu-r oi rrpoor"
intermittent schedules to maintain stable and endruing

have been repeatedly demonstrated.
The main advantagey
9f operant techniques

for the study of complex
human behaviour are their applicability to-ttre single case, the possiuility
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special
greatdeal
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L
efficiently,
them
appiy
experimental rooms are required.
-properly designed
From the iherapeutic standpoint, the main weakness of the studies so
far reported is that, although impressive demonstrations of laboratory
control of symptoms have been reported, the generalization. or carry-over
of this improvement into everyday life has sometimes been disappointing.
Possibly this is a consequence ofthe very precise nature ofthe training and
a transiiional " shaping " from the laboratory to ward, home, and work-place
may be necessary. Generalization from the clinical situation into ordinary life
certainly occurs in other forms of behaviour therapy and appears to occur
more rJadily with operant methods when, as in Neale's treatment of encopresis, the training is carried out in a semi-natural environment.
Throughoutthischapter,the emphasis has been placed on the treatment
of neurotic disorders but behaviour therapy, and especially operant conditioning techniques, are equally relevant to the treatment and training of
psychotG, braindamaged, mentally defective and other groups of patients.
Lioa.t"y (196a(a) has recently published a very stimulating and challenging
of the usi which may be made of operant procedures in the care of
"""oooi
mentally retarded children. He (see also Lindsley, 1964(b)) also draws a
valid diitinction between what he terms ttrerapeutic and prosthetic environments. Whereas a therapeutic environment is intended to develop behaviour
which makes possible a return to normal social life, a prosthetic environment must operate continuously in order to reduce the effects of permanent
handicaps. He shows how an experimental analysis of ttre relevant behaviour,
along operant conditioning lines, can aid the design of such an environment.

of strict experimental control of relevant variables and the

Avrnswn

TgcHNIQUES

The final type of behaviour therapy to be discussed is the aversive therapy
commonly apdi"A when the symptom to be treated is some form of behaviour, such-as u se*,ral deviation, which, although offensive to. society,
provides gratification for the patient. Noxious or painful stimulation is

applied while th" patient behaves in the undesirable manner or is exposed
a^nd responding to stimulation associated with the symptom, and is discontinuid when the behaviour ceases or the relevant stimuli are removed'
This type of therapy is very rarely applied to children, partly because child
patients rarely present with the types of symptom which have usually been
ireatedinthisway, and partly because of a therapist's natural disinclination
to subject children to strong electric shock or emetic drugs, the noxious
stimuli usually applied. It may, however, be quite as efficient to make use
of considerable milder and less obnoxious aversive stimuli, such as the mo"
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derately unpleasant noises sometimes used in operant conditioning. Experimentally determined, appropriate and extended schedules of reinforcement can more than compensate for the mildness of the stimulation.
outside the clinic, of course, unsystematic punishment is extensively
used in an attempt to control children's behaviour, but its effects are notori-

ously unreliable. The experimental findings concerning the efects of

punishment are complex and often conflicting (see church,leos;. A noxious
stimulus is usually defined in terms of its autonomic and behavioural effects,
but it is often difficult to decide whether mild intensities are aversive. They
may not be on a particular occasion, but repeated applications may have
marked effects. For obvious reasons few experiments of this type have been
carried out on human beings, and great reliance has to be piaced on the
findings from animal experiments. From these, Thorndike eaily discovered
that, although punishment tends to decrease the probability oi a response,
this suppression effect may only be temporary or may not even occur at all.
In some instances, punishment may even have the paradoxical effect of
strengttrening the response it follows.
Experiments involving noxious stimuration may be designed in three
ways, two of which have already been discussed in detail, i.i. escape and
avoidance. In the escape procedure the relevant response terminates the
noxious stimulation which precedes it. In avoidance sltuations the relevant
response prevents or postpones the unpleasant stimulation. The findings with
regard to these two procedures are fairly clear, and both may indeed be
regarded as reward situations, ttre reward being escape from
iunishment.
The third situation is that which may truly be described as punishment and
the one from which variable and conflicting findings usually emerge. In the
punishment procedure the noxious stimulus is iniiially abient uo-d i, produced by the relevant response.
From experiments of punishment a few broad generalizations may be

considered to emerge:

(l) Response suppression is greater when the punishment is directly
contingent upon the specific response and not applied in a general way to
the total situation.
(2) There is a definite and sharp punishment gradient, i.e. a relationship
between ttre degree of suppression and ttre time irterval between the response
and the punishment.
(3) similarly, there is a positive relationship between the degree of sup.
pression and the intensity of the noxious stimulus.
(4) In certain instances punishment may facilitate learning of a response.
There is one reported instance
prescribed
S-year-old

of a therapist (Boardman, 1962) who
a quite severe punishment regime in real-life situations for a
child with a fairly serious behaviour disorder. This was effec-

tive in a week and the improvement was maintained during follow-up but,

22a
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interestiugty enough, the paper aroused the ire of behaviourists as much, if
not mofe, than that of conventional child therapists.
Sears eral (1957) suggest that the punishment of children may be effective
if combined with positive reward for some alternative response but, alone,
it normally only aChieves a temporary suppressive effect. They also describe
unfortunate side-effects as when a parent, by physical punishment, presents
the child with a model of aggressive behaviour which he may copy. There
is, in fact, a demonstrated tendency for children who are subjected to a
considerable amount of punishment to display the aggressive type of behaviour problem, but a correlation of this type cannot establish the direction of any causal relationshiP.
In line with what is known about the various effects of noxious stimulation, an aversive behaviour therapy situation is arranged so that the stimulation is brought into as close a temporal relationship as possible with the
offending response, and with as many associated stimuli as possible so as to
genera6 powerful conditioned aversive emotional reaction. If the punishment follows the response it must precede or inhibit any gratification deriv'
ing from that response. Because of the gfeater reliability of escape and
aoidao"" fesponses when compared with suppression by punishment,
cessation of thi noxious stimulation is made to coincide as exactly as possible
with termination of ttre response to be eliminated, or with any behaviour
which has ttre effect of removing stimuli evocative of the behaviour being
treated. These time relationships are considered to be of great importance
as they are the main element neglected in the notoriously inefficient everyday
proceaures
of social punishment. To combat extinction of the therapeutic
-"fre"t,
ao intermittent reinforcement schedule should also be employed.
CoNcr-ustoN

No overall assessment is possible of the therapeutic efficacy of behaviour
therapy applied to children. Even with adults, controlled trials are only now

teing itarted and no firm conclusions can be drawn. Nevertheless the
literature now contains reports of apparently successful behavioural treatment of a wide range of neurotic conditions including phobias, hysteria,
sexual disorders, tics and tension states. The majority, however, afe con-

cerned with the treatment of relatively isolated qmrptoms, or related groups
of symptoms, in highly co-operative patients whose anxieties and symptoms
br readily shown to be reactive to aspects of the environment which
"o.rid
could be manipulated by the therapist. Few accounts are available of ttre

behaviour treatment of all the ramifications of the neurotic personality.
Behaviour theory, of course, is not only relevant to simple motor and
autonomic aspects of behaviour but also to complex verbal, social, and
even "thinking" behaviour, and experimental work in ttrese fields is making
impressive strides. Therefore it is of great interest to note ttrat some psycho-
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logists a1s linking these fields with behaviour therapy (e.g. Bandura" t96l;
Krasner, 1963) and carrying out studies of verbal and social learning in thi
therapeutic setting. This is a field of research which may add greatly to the
sophistication of behaviour therapy and bring ttre social relationship between patient and therapist into greater prominence.
In any form of psychological treatment, behavioural or otherwise, it is
essential ttrat the therapist establishes a reasonable human relationship
with the patient, based on respect, tolerance, sympathy and understandin!.
when behaviour therapy is prolonged, or involves much interpersonal
activity, it frequently happens that the patient develops a strong personal
attachment to the therapist. This may be exploited to reinforce learning, or
even utilized as a setting for social learning, but the stronger the interpersonal relationship the less clear is the distinction between bJhaviour theiapy
and conventional psychotherapy. Possibly, no absolute distinction is evei
valid as all forms of psychotherapy inevitably involve learning and re-education even if this is not an explicit goal. There is, however, a marked difference in the emphasis placed on learning, and behaviourist principles tend
to indicate more active treahent than is usual in psychotherapy. Attention
is also focused on the development of new responsei iattrer ttanihe ..understanding" of existing behaviour.
In summary, it would seem fair to claim that behaviour therapy has
established its right to be taken seriously, but offers no panac8a. It is a
developing, open system of theory and practice closely linked with the
rapidly expanding field of experimental psychology, and sharing the concepts and language of that field. It has already made a contrilution to
psychiatry by focusing attention on tle undoubtedly important learning
processes involved in the aetiology of neurosis and in its teatment. It has
also drawn attention to the importance of the role which overt behaviour
may have in these proc€sses. At the same time, an apparent neglect of tle
equally or more important roles of verbal and interpersonal factors is a
temporary consequence of its present stage of development and is being
rectified.
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CHAPTER

5

Opportunities .fo, School Psychologists in the Primary
Prevention of Mental Disorders in Childrent
Dy Gm,.l,.rp Ce,pLAN

hnmnv Prevention is a public health term denoting measures to reduce
the incidence of a disorder in the community, namely, to lessen the rate of
new cases of this disorder occurring during a specified period of time. In
contrast to Secondary Prevention, w[ig[ aims at lowering the frequency
of sick persons at a particular time by successful treatment of established
cases prior to that time, so ttrat the duration and therefore the number of
old cases is reduced Primary Prevention focuses not upon persons who are
sick but upon those factors which lead to sickness. At the present time we do
not know the etiology of many mental disorders, but we do have some
plausible assumptions regarding factors which are conducive or inimical to
mentally healthy f11a6fiening, and based upon these it is possible to develop
programs which may lower the risk of penlons reacting to life experienoes
in a mentally unhealttry way.
In the field of mental health a conceptual model borrowed from the
field of physical nutrition is helpful in clariflng some basic issues. We can
conceive of health, personality development and the avoidance of mental
disorders as depending upon the provision to the individual of adequate
supplies, physical, psychosocial, and socio<ultural, which are appropriate
to his successive phases of growth and development. Under-provision or
over-provision ofthese supplies in relation to his current needs constitutes
a pathogenic influence which may lead to an immediate mental disorder,
because the individual can find no healthy reality oriented way of coping
with the stress, and is forced to deal with it by the magic of neurotic symp
toms of by separating himself from the burdensome world of reality through
some alienating psychotic response. It may also lead to a weakening of
personality through the development of a pattern of evadirg the issue,
which may be successful on this o@asion, but may break down in the face
of some future difficulty. On ttre other hand, many individuals will master
t
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ttrecurrentpathogenic influence, because adequate supplies in the past have
given them psychological strength and resilience, and because they make
active use of alternative sources of supply in the present.
Primary Prevention of mental disorders has the long-term goal of ensuring
continually adequate physical, psychosocial, and socio-cultural supplies,
which both avoid stress and increase the basic capacity to wittrstand future
stress; and also the short-term goal ofproviding current help to individuals
wrestling with life difficulties so that they may find healthy ways of mastering
them.

The long-term goals and the short-term goals can be conceptually linked

by using the theory of Crisis. This theory focuses upon the phenomena
which are regularly manifested when an individual struggles with a current
life stress, related eittrer to the loss or threat of loss of his basic supplies,
or to a novel situation which challenges him beyond his current capacity. A
period of cognitive and emotional upset ensues for the individual, whose
previous equilibrium of behavior is disorganized by burdens and demands
which he has no ready way of escaping or mastering. He is said to be in a
state of personal crisis-he is usually confused, and he suffers from a rise
oftension and from a variety of negative feelings, such as anxiety, depression, anger, shame, guilt and frustration. The most characteristic manifestation of a crisis is that it is self-terminating-after a relatively short
period of a few days to a few weeks, the tension dies down, the negative

ieelings dissipate, and the individual achieves a new equilibrium. This oocurs
as a iesult of a complicated series of changes, both in the psychological

structure of the individual, and in his relationships with his environment.
These adjustments and adaptations suffice to deal with whatever problem
precipitated the crisis. Important for the current or future mental health

or tni individual is the pattern of his coping behavior during the crisis.
Studies(1,2,3) have shown that some individuals, during such a crisis,

struggle with their problems in an effective way and achieve a reality based,
culturally acceptable, pattern of adjustment and adaptation. These individuals emerge to a new equilibrium which is healthier than their previous
state. During the crisis they added to their previous Iepertoire of defences
and problem-solving methods some novel responses which have increased
theiriapacity in the future successfully to master new stresses. They are less
likely than previously to be forced to deal with such situations by magical,
regressive, or alienating mechanisms, which lead to mental disorder.
btherindividualsshowthe opposite picture. They do not cope adequately
with the crisis problems. They do develop novel responses, but these are
ineffectual-that is, they evade the issues, or they make use of magical or
regressive defences. They emerge to a new equilibrium which is mentally
lesi healthy---+ither an overt disorder, or an increased likelihood of future
disorder, becausetheyhave incorporated new neurotic or psychotic defences

into their problem-solving repertoire
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The previous history of a mentally healthy individual shows that
he has
passedthrougha succession of crises, some of them associated
with expectable transitions in his biological development or in his psychosocial
role_
the so called bio-psycho-social developmintal crises, sucf ai the socialization
-becoming
crises of early childhood, becoming a school child,
an adolescent,
getting engaged and married, becoming a parent, etc.-and iome
associated
with accidental happenings, such as personal illness, death of a loved
one,
natural or social disaster, etc. At each of these crises amore or less
significani
development of his personality occurred. The improvement in
his capacity
to deal with life in healthy ways has occurred in a ieries of spurts,
and during
each crisis a personality enrichment took place.
In contrast, the history of a mentally unhealthy individual shows a series
of crisis way stations, at each of which wrong p"ih, w"r" taken, so that
his
personality developed more and more signifcant weaknesses,
until a ..straw
broke the camel's back", and he emerged from a particular crisis
witn an
overt illness. Looking back at his life, it can be conieived that on
a number
of occasions it might have been possible for him to have chosen different
coping mechanisms and to have taken a healthier path in his life
trajectory.
This idea raises the question of what differentiates the group of effective
copers' who emerge from crises with improved mental healt-h fr6m
the group
of inadequate copers, who emerge witfi worsened mental health. Are
crises
states during which those with healthy personalities inevitably get
stronger
and those with unhealthy personalities get weaker? some light is
tf,rown upon
this question by attempts which have been made, maiily in the armed

services, to predict from personality studies how individuul,
likely to
react during, and after, particurar crises. Such studies, carried
".. out with
much energy in a number of countries, and using u"ri.ty of personality
"
tests, have been uniformly unsuccessful in making
piedictions,
except in extreme cases. It is clear that an individualis """ur"t"
reaction during crisis
is.influenced by the personality with which he enters the situation,
and by
a]l his past experience; but studies ofcrisis show that his coping paiterns
and
the crisis outcome are also influenced both by the vicissitui'es or the
life
events during the crisis pelod and their personal significance
to him, and
in addition by the details of his social interactions durtg the crisis. a person
rarely faces crisis on hr1 own. He is usually involved d-uring that period
in
relationships with his family and friends, and with professlonal
and non-

professional members of tris community. As his tensio-n
rises during a crisis,
he usually tries to elicit herp from theie people, and the ,igo"l,
o? distress
which he emits usually stimulate the laiter to intervene oo ni. behalf-a
complementary pattern which has primitive bio-social roots.
Moreover,

9l1ng the disequilibrium of a crisis an individual is more ,u.""ptibL to

influence by others than during his customary psychological
steady state.
This means that the failure o_f personality tests'to predict crisis response
is due to ttre outcome being influenced to a major degree by
the

details

of
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the developing crisis situation and by the nature of the material and poycho'
logical asslstance derived from significant others during the crisis period.
pirect studies of the reactions of individuals during crisis have corroborated
this. The way a mother copes with the oisis of the birth of a premature baby
is much influenced by the reactions of her husband and ottrer relatives, as
wellasbythebehaviorofthe hospital nurses and doctors, and by the help she
receives from public health nurses and pediatricians when she takes the
baby home.(l) The way a patient handles the crisis of a surgical operation
can be modified by the assistance he receives from doctors and nurses.(a)
The way a bereaved person handles the crisis of the removal by death of a
loved one is influenced by the reactions of his family and social group and
by the ministrations of his priest or clerg5man.(s)
This leads us to the realization that sinoe life crisis involves not only the
danger of provoking mental disorder but also an opportumty for improved
m"otal health, an important aspect of basic bio-psycho-social supplies is
training in crisis coping, and also the provision ofservices so that during
inevitable crises individuals will receive appropriate matelial and psycholo'
gical help to assist them to cope adequately with the cutrent situation, and
to improve their capacity to withstand future stress.
IuprtCATIONs FOR Pnrrr.my PnrtmnmoN IN ScnOOrs

I.

(r\

Ensurtng Adequate Basic Supplies

Physical Supplies

"Mens sana in corpore sano" is an accepted slogan in most schools in
this country, and there is little need to dwell here on this issue, which lies
more in thi province of the atlletic coach, the school nutse, and the school
doctor, than in that of the psychologist. It may be relevant, however, to
emphasize that those focused primarily on mental health must collaborate
actively with the workers mainly interested in physical health. In such instancei as inadequate nutrition of under-privileged children, disorders of
vision and hearing, or culturally based prejudice against exercise, psychologists should be alert to invoke the aid of the health workers for the bencfit
of chitdren who have first come to their attention. It is also necessary to
build up satisfactory relationships with the doctors and nurses so that they
in turn will call upon the psychologist for advice and collaboration in cases
of acgte and chronic physical illness. The treatment and rehabilitation of a
physical defect usually carries with it the opportunity for primary prevention
of psychological disorder.
(b)

Psy

chosocial Suppltes

The provision of mosf of these supplies, such as love and affection, a
balancs between gratification and control of instinctual wishes, appropriate
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balance between support ofdependent needs and the fostering ofindependence, and provision of personality role models and a prima[ group
as a
basis for identity formation, etc., takes place outside tne scnootin-tle
iamily
circle. on the other hand, especially in klndergarten and the earlier grades,

the school acts as an extension of the family group, the teacher u"irg
supplementary parent figure, and the other chilJren teiog acoessory sibling"
Ig*.r who can complement and, if neoessary, replace s-upplies which are
inadequately provided at home. Later on, as childrin
adolescence,
teachers become important non-parental role models,
"ppro""n
and the peer group
of children becomes an essential reference group foi the deveiopment of
values which are incorporated as an enrichment of personality. ttrougnout school fife the interchange with teachers and other children provides
an opportunity for developing interpersonal skiils, sr6 for the consensual
validation of a child's feeling about his own identity.
(c) Socioaitural Supplies
The school shares with the family ttre task of providing most of the basic
sociocultural supplies during childhood. Among community agencies its
role in this area is pre-eminenq and although ieligious ani rireauonal
agencies have their part to play, and general neighboihood and community
traditions and expectations have an important moulding effect on the child's
personality, it is the school, as the socializing instrument of the community,
which determines to a considerable extent how the child perceives the world
and its problems, and how he goes about dealing with ihem. The effect of
the school on the child is partly cognitiv+in developing and patterning his
perceptual set and his methods of problem-solving. Many people
believe
that the basic funstion of ttre school is in teaching children no* to oiot,
which in turn influences how they act and react. oj.."*,6, has criticized
the content and process of teaching which obtains in many schools in this
country. He believes they encourage children to develop what he calls ..a
surface approach", in which they react in judgmental and stereotlped ways
to the manifestations of situations, including the actions of otheis-. He has
suggested alterations in the content of teaching materials and in methods
of teaching, which foster a "causal orientation", that is an approach in
which the child attempts to understand the causes of the phenomena he
perceives, and to choose from among a fange ofalternative. iho."
reactions
thich are in keeping with the complicated nature of the presenting situation.
This "causal approach" is not taughr as a special oourse, but, ai ojemorr,
has shown, can be integrated in all phases of the scnool curriculum.
He
has evaluated the differenccs in those children exposed to this type ofteaching as compared to traditional instruction, and Las shown tnaf tne former
children are better able to deal with the confusion and ambiguity of a rtiffcult problem, and are more flexible in working out effective s6lutions-uoth

of which have positive implications for crisis-coping.
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Ojemann,s work points to a significant role for school psychologists
in collaborating with educators, in order to modify teaching materials and
methods so that children are better equipped with those problem-solving
skills which will help them deal in a mentally healthy reality based way with
future crisis situations.
The contribution of the school to the personality development of children is, of course, not confined to the cognitive area. Both the inculcation
of values, which influence motivation, and the development of skills to master and exploit feeling are an essential aspect of education-the so-called
character-buitdingupon which good educators have always placed so much
emphasis. In relation to improving a child's capacity to deal in a mentally
neittry way with life's problems, particular importance is to be ascribed to
traininghimto withstandfrustration and anxiety, to persevere with problemsolvingin the face of difficulty, to confront his problems actively and maintain them in consciousness despite their unpleasantness, and to be able to
ask for help and use it without a weakening loss of self-esteem.
The work of a group of psychologists associated with the Bank Street
School in New York, and reported by Barbara Biber,{zr is a good example
of the contribution of psychology to tle understanding of the mental health
implications of the total pattern of the educational process and of the school

setiing-what Biber calls "the 'organized complexity' of total school
functi,oning", that includes not only intra-classroom processes but also the
value system and psychological atmosphere of the school, "the interaction
patterns among staff, between parents and school personnel, and between
ihe school and its community". Biber and her colleagues show how all
these factors influence the moulding of the child's developing personality,
with particular reference to psychological resilience and robustness, which
oot only a basis for effective functioning and creativity, but also a bul"r"
wark against mental disorder.
The work of Ojemann and Biber points to a significant role for psychologists in the school system as participant observers of school life with reference to its general imflications for the present and future mental health of
the children, and as resourceful persons who can advise on modifications

which may improve the provision of psychosocial and sociocultural supplies.
The primary actors in this process are the school administrators and teachers.
They are the people who initiate and maintain the educational progtam and
determine its setting, in response to their own personalities, training, and
professional experience, and to the prescriptions and demands of the community. They have always been interested in the "character building"
aspeci of their work, and they have developed humanistic traditions to deal
*itn thi.. In recent years many educators have become aware of the specialized researches and thinking of psychologists and would be interested in
exploiting this added resource in developing new approaches to their educaiional goals. On the other hand, psychologists must move cautiously in
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this area, first, because we are relative newcomers in
this field and have as
yet little scientifically validated knowledge upon which
to base specific

advice, and second, because mental health, although ou,
goal, is not the primary goal of education, and ,ori.ti-", "ni"t-p*fessional
must'yieta preced91ce to other goals, such as technical proficiency or social
ionformity,
which the community enjoins upon its schoor ,yri"-. vtor"or"r,
administrators and educators may feel threatened by the demands
of psychologists
for changes in traditional patterns, and may be ambivalert uod
uncertain
about possible unfortunate and unexpected side effects orcnaiges
whicn
are advocated by those who lack expeit knowledge of education.
Nevertheless, psychologists may achieve major mental health goars
if
they can develop relationships of mutual trust with educators
so that the
latter will invoke their help in regard to adding a new mental
health dimension_to-their planning and program management. The contribution
of the
psychologists will occasionally be in the form of specific
advice about course
or curriculum content and timing, but more oftin it will take the form
of
putting forward a point of view about the psychosocial
and sociocultural
needs of children which the educators may ind useful in
on their
own, t9 a more sophisticated decision. This point of view "omirg,
shouli'wherever
possible be. backed by communication of research
findings, such as those of
ojemann(o) and Biber,tT) and this means that school pJychorogists
should
act as channels of information and as interpretors, to the educators,
of
significant research and professional thinkinj gt."o.a rro. prf"nological
and mental health literature, and from conferences such as
thi iresent.
Psychologists who are interested in this approach may benedt
from certain principles and practices of community &ganization which have
been
found useful in community mental health. In tt ir fi"td we have
discovered
that in order to be optimally effective as professional consultants
and expert
resourceful persons it i.s important not to campaign actively
for our own goals
with missionary or reforming zeal. such behavior tends to arouse
resistance
among members of other professions with different value
systems and

traditions-which is particularly unfortunate if they happen io n"u"
,ot
only the responsibility but the authority to rejeci discordant erements.
Instead, we try to make ourselves available to our colleagues
and to offer

help on their terms in relation to their current felt needs. ri'ttr"tv
ritue, they
learn what we have to offer, and begin to respect our
competence and our
point of view. we take care not to trespass beyond the boundaries
of our
sanctioned roles, that is we do not tell inem aiw tney
stouiJ maiage tn"i,
affairs, and we show our respect for their areas of prlfessional
rr""
b/ 19, presuming to judge .;i eir functioning. Instead *" ,tuv ,t "o-p.t
i"try within
the limits of what we have^been specifically asked to do in-the
community
by virtue of our own professional trainini and experience.
on the other
hand, we do try to arrange for our roles iot to become
circumscribed so
that we get shut offin a corner. Instead, we try and obtain
sanction to move
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relatively freely within the system, so that we can establish proximity with
colleagues with whom we c&.n interact and build up the mutually respectful
relatio,-nship which is the essential prerequisite for being asked for meaning'
ful consuliation assistance. The permission to move around in the system
is also important bepause it provides us with the opportunity to learn at
first hand-how our colleagues perceive their problems and deal with tlem'
inner
since this knowledge is essential if we are eventually to understand the
will
which
replies
those
of
the
nature
and
us
ask
questions
they
ofthe
meaning

have sifoific"o." fo. them. Probably the most important insight is that
gainingthe acceptance of members of anottrer profession and learning how
Ihey operate within their system is often a lengthy process. It cannot
Ue nurriea. It is rarely a smooth process. We have to develop a common
ground rules of interaction and behavioral
1"ogo"g", mutually acceptable
-of
communication. We have to get to know and
free channels
"Ioi
"o"i,
that we have to overcome personal and
means
,arf"t each other, which
view of each other. This is a two-way
our
distort
*ft*A stereoqTes that
patience
on both sides. For instance, many
and
process and requires effort
psychologists are mind readers
that
fantasy
ieachers have the stereotyped
and ttreir socially unacceptweaknesses
personality
and will ferret out their
anxiety and defensiveto
some
leads
naturally
This
desires.
able instinctual
ness in relating to a psychologist. on the otler hand, many psychologists
imagine that tiacherJwho do not share their systematic knowledge of the

of psychology are ill equipped to understand and deal with interpersonal matte$. This may lead to a belittling attitude of superiority, which
they may unsuccessfully try to hide, and which may blind them to the eviaence tnat the teachers have ttreir own conceptual systems for gUiding their
handling of interpersonal transactions, which may not be so elegantly
as tle fsychologists, but which in many cases may be not less
"*pr.rr.?
efrective as a basis for action.

laws-

II.

Helping children to cope

with crises

ensure adequate basic physical, psychosocial,
are long continuing and are directed to the
which
supplies,
and sociocultural
effect on all children, the present section
its
and
community
school
entire
deals with short-term activities focused upon specific children or groups of
children, who are currently upset, or in whom it is possible to predict upset
in the near future. There is a link between these short-term activities and
the ongoing program of ameliorating the school environment, because every
individual rur. ihould also be considered in relation to its general implications; and repetition of cases of similar types in certain grades or at charac-

In contrast with efforts to

teristic timeJ in the school year should always stimulate the consideration
of general policy changes which may attenuate the hazards or challenges so
th; they may be less burdensome. It is not possible or desirable to prevent
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crisis altogether by obviating threat, loss, or challenge, but if these can
be
in intensity or sometimes postponed till individuals have acquired
greater problem solving capacity, there is more likelihood that
the crisis
will be adequately handled and will lead to a healthy outcome.
reduced

(a) Identification of

a

Crists

The recognition of crisis depends mainly upon observing signs of the
relatively sudden onset of cognitive and emotional disequilibiuriin a
child
whose previous pattern of functioning was known to be fairly stable.
classroom teachers are in an excellent position to identify crises in their students
because oftheir hour-by-hour and day-byday observation of their behavior.
A child's functioning is not static. He showj minor variations of emotional
response and cognitive efectiveness. Some children are more unstable
in
this respect than others. Teachers, however, learn the expectable and consistent styles of each of their children, and can identify marked deviations

when they o@ur.

It is probable that crises only achieve signifcance as turning points in
personality development when they have a duration of at least seieral
days,
and when their intensity is such as to lead to observable rise of tension,
lowered effectiveness in learning, and signs of negative feelings, such
as
anxiety, depression, anger, shame, and guilt, which are not cons-onant with
thecurrentrealitysituation. children in iuch states of turmoil should not be
thought of as emotionally disordered or ill, even though they are cognitively
and emotionally disturbed. The disturbance is the sign tnai mey are
wrestling with a problem which is for the time being insoluble, *i it usually
does not last longer thanL6 weeks. If a disturbance lasts for a longer period
it probably is not a crisis or reaction to a current problem, but-is a true
emotional disorder, which represents a stabilized ouicome of a crisis. Temporary crisis upsets occur both in mentally healthy and mentaily unhealthy
children. It is therefore sometimes difficult to differenti ate a oisis in a
neurotic child from some endogenously provoked exacerbation of his

chronic symptoms.

Jvlost psychological screening instruments will not diferentiate children
in
crisis from those with stable emotional disorders, so any systematic screening program, such as that developed in Catfornia,ta, ei *i11 scneen out not
only the emotionally disordered but also those child'ren who happen to be in

crisis at the time.

Identification of crisis is facilitated not only by observing the response of
a child, but also by knowing that he is currently confronted by the loss
or
ttrreat ofloss ofa source ofbasic bio-psycho-social supplies, or b! a challenge
which burdens his readily available resources. similar environmental
situafions will not evoke crisis in an children, since the subjective meaning
of the situation will vary from child to child because of iis cultural and
personal background, and because some children may have learned
in the
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past to handle such a situation with relative ease. It is possible, however, to
identify situations which are likely to provoke crisis in a significant proportion oi children, and this enables us more easily to diagnose that certain
behavioral upsets are likely to be signs ofcrisis, and also to predict that when
such situations occur a certain number of children will become upset.

As previously indicated, these hazardous or challenging situations are
of ffi; main types-regrr larly occurring biopsychosocial transitional points
arrd accidental happenings. The so-called developmental crises occur both in
relation to expectable endogenous changes associated with biological and

psychological gfourth and development phases which are more or less linked
wiin cnronotogicat age, such as the stages of personality development des-

cribedbyFreud,{lo)Piaget,(ll)andErikson,(")andalsoinrelationtothe
regular succession ofevents associated with a child's school career' such as
thi transition period on entering kindergarten, between kindergarten and

first grade, on leaving the early grades-usually during fourth gr19e, between
junioi high and senior high, during the last year before college, etc. A
.o*.y of a school population should show a number of regularly occurring ieaks in the incidence of children in crisis related to the consonance of
transitional periods in biopsychological and school career development
phases.

Superimposed upon these

will be the

accidental

situations{a) family

probiems associated with such events as illness or death of a family member,
Lirtn of a sibling, economic insecurity, change of father's job, mother going
out to work, change of address to a new neighborhood, etc.; (b) personal
illness of the child, which may be hazardous in itself and may be associated
with added burdens because he may miss critical learning opportunities
which may not be repeated; and (c) problems in school, such as status or
prestige change due to academic or athletic failure or suocess' loss of relation'
.Uip *itn a significant teacher or a school friend because of illness or death

or because of moving to another class, etc.

(b) The Role of the School Psychologist
The preventive activities of school psychologists in relation to crises in
childreicanbeconsideredunderthreeheadings: (1)DirectAction, (2)Indirect
Action and (3) Research.

(l)

Direct Action

Here the psychologist intervenes directly with individual children or groups

of chitdren, eitler while they are in crisis, which is called Preventive Intervention, or before a crisis occurs, which is called Anticipatory Guidance
or Emotional Innoculation.
(l a\ Preaentiae Interaention
The psychologist may intervene in the case of an individual child during
a crisis, or he may deal with a group of children, all of whom may be in
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crisis due to a common hazatd or challenge, such as an impending
exam or
the problems of transition between high school and college-.
The essence of Preventive Intervention is that the pJychologist knows
elough about patterns of effective and ineffective copingihat hJ can identify among children in crisis those who are using pooi c6ping mechanisms,
and with whom he then interacts, so as to influence th; ; adopt more
effectivecoping patterns. Klein and Lindemann(r3) have described some of

tle techniques involved.f
It appears that every situation of hazard or challenge is associated with
its own characteristic succession of psychological tas=ks, which "the child
must master in-the appropriate order in order to deal eflectively with the

total situation.(3) Psychologists are building up a fund of knowledle derived
from experience with various crisis situations and the range of re-actions to
them, upon which they are basing the identification of unhealthy responses,
and working out the details of alternative mechanisms which they inhuence
the children to utilize. This influence is partly educational and parily psychotherapeutic-it is energized by
ego-supportive relatioo.nip'between
"o
psychologist and child, and the leverage
or ttris is used to direci the child
to confront his crisis tasks in a r6ality based way. we still do not know much
about this process, and there is a need for further research and empirical trial.
In addition to the detailed responses which are specific t^o each crisis
situation, wehavereason to believe that there are certain global patterns of
coping that appear applicable to most crises,(2r and that Jan be iecognized
to be adaptive or maladaptive. In generar, the psychologist should influence
children to confront ttreir crisis problems activeiy rather ttran to evade or
deny them, which implies maintaining the probiem in consciousness, actively collecting information about the factors involved and how to deal
with them both by personal observation and thinking and by asking others
who have been through the experience or who know of people who have.
The psychologist should influence the children to allow themselves to feel
and_express the negative feelings associatedwith the crisis,rather than
suppress

or deny ttrem. He should counteract any marked tendency to release tension
by blaming others or themselves for the difficulty. He should assist ttre children to master their expressed feelings both by their own efforts, and in

interaction with himself and with significant others in their environment.
He should help the children become aware of their state of fatigue and manage their coping efforts accordingly, so that they take sufficientiest periods,
and yet so that they return to dealing with the pioblems as soon as they have
recovered their strength. The psychologist shoula also influence the children
c1{s to ask for appropriate help from their families, teachers, and friends,
In
both in handling feelings and in dealing with the material aspects of their
lasks; and he should be especially active both in encouraginj the children

t I have discussed certain of the practical issues in my recentbook An Approach to com_
mtmity Mental Health.(r)
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and in influencing their families and friends in those cases where he sees
any reluctance to ask for help or to offer it. Wherever possible, the psychologist should intervene not only with the children in crisis but also with their
families, to whom he should ofrer his support and active guidancp.(r)
Many of these suggestions for crisis intervention are probably what most
psychologists might spontaneously think of doing in offering a human helping hand to an upset child and his family. It is hoped that as we get mofe
experience in this field, and as we subject the process of Preventive Intervention to further detailed scrutiny, we may refine our techniques. The
measures I have suggested are derived from researches we have conducted
at Harvard School of Public Health on families dealing with the crisis of
the birth of a premature babytt' 2' 3) from Lindemann's studies on the
crisis of bereavement,(5) from the researches of Janis on the responses of
adult patients to surgical operations,(a) and from a study ofthe reactions of
high school students coping with the anticipation of college carried out by
Silber, Hamburg and their colleagues at the NIMH.(l4)
It will be noted that I do not advocate trying to uncover the causes for
poor coping, as one might do in analytic psychotherapy. The essence of
Freventive Intervention is to ameliorate the final common path of the coping
mechanisms by "here and now" influence, which alters the child's thinking
and behavior, rather tlan to identify and influence the underlying causes of
ttrese mechanisms. It is important that the child should behave adaptiveln
and not that we or he should understand why he was previously behaving
maladaptively. During crisis his coping is the end result of a multitude of
factors pushing and pulling him in various directions. Our minimal intervention brings this balance of forces down in a healthy direction. We are
enabled to do so in most cases, despite all the counterbalancing forces in his
past experience and personality, because we are intervening at the crucial
moment when the iron is hot, and when he is most susceptible to shortterm influence. The same influence exerted when the child is not in crisis
would have very little effect on his behavior or attitudes.
(1

b) Anticipatory Guidance or Emotional Inoculation

Identification of regularly o@urring hazardous situations in the life of
school children allows us to focus our preventive attention on populations
of children who in the near future wilt be exposed to the risk of crisis, e.g.
children about to enter kindergarten or high school, or children facing the
uncertainties of attempting to get into college. Not all children in the population will react with crisis, but on the basis of past studies psychologists
may be able to predict what proportion of them will suffer. If the rate of
crisis is likely to be significantly high, the psychologists may decide to
intervene ahead of time in order to prepare the children to cope more
adequately with the situation when it arises. In addition to this group ap-
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proach with predictable hazards, psychologists may be alert to identify ahead
of time stress situations in individual children, such as a child who has to
enter hospital for elective surgery, or a child who faces impending separa-

tion from a parent-a fatler, who may have to go out of the country on
military service, or a mother who may have to enter a tuberculosis sanitarium, etc.
Lindemann has shown that the psychological work of mourning by means
of which a bereaved person adjusts to the removal from his life of a loved
one, who is a source of satisfaction of his basic psychological supplies, may
sometimes be partially accomplished before the death oocurs. He calls this
Anticipatory Mourning.(s) There is some evidence that bereavement is a
more difficult crisis to cope with, if the death is unexpected, and if Anticipatory Mourning cannot take place.
Janis,(a) studying the adjustment of patients to surgical operations, found
that those with the most successful psychological outcome had accomplished
a certain amount of active worrying before the operation, so that when the
real crisis began they had already achieved some mastery of their feelings
of fear and frustration. He suggested the term Emotional Inoculation for
active intervention with patients before their operations in order to stimulate ttrem to carry out some anticipatory "worry work".
In public health, Anticipatory Guidance has long been used, especially
in well-baby clinics to prepare young mothers for predictable problems which
they will probably have as their babies grow and develop, and in prenatal
clinics to prepare pregnant women for the stress of labor and delivery.ttr
Psychologists may base themselves upon these and similar studies and
practic€s in working out procedures of focused intervention with individuals
or groups of children before a crisis. The essential element in this method
is to arouse ahead of time as vivid an anticipation as possible of the details
ofthe predictable hazard or challenge and ofthe unpleasant emotions and
fantasies which are likely to aocompany it, while at the same time offering
support and guidance in the rehearsal of ways in which these stresses and
strains may be handled. If carried out successfully the term Innoculation
is a most appropriate name for the process, since what is involved is the
introduction of an attenuated stress which stimulates the development of a
protective response that subsequently can be used to counteract the greater
stress ofthe real life crisis situation.
The main technical problem is how to evoke ahead of time a vivid foretaste of the real experience. The further away the crisis is, and the more alien
from ttre child's past experience, the harder this is to do. The use of emotionally toned words and detailed step-by-step descriptions are useful in individual and group discussions, and psychologists who are skilled in the technique may utilize the dramatic impact of role playng. Some workers may
be concerned about overdoing this type ofapproach and scaring the children
unduly by underlining the gorey details, but this is rarely a seriousdanger,
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since a competent psychologist will be observing carefully the effect of his
efforts on the children, and he will be active in offering support in handling
their reactions. Some children, who are excessive worriers, may not be
suitable for this procedure, and in their cases it may even be appropriate
to reduce their anxieties ahead of time in order to help ttrem achieve the
self-confidence to master the crisis problems. In all cases it is important
to help the children gain a realistic view of what is likely to happen and to
free them from the exaggerations produced by fantasy elaborations. It is
also important to underline the availability of help and support during the
crisis itself, and to stimulate a hopeful outlook by discussing the limited
nature of the difficulties, ttrat is, by counteracting any tendency to stereotype a possible bad outcome as an inevitably global catastrophe.
The best time to do Anticipatory Guidance is when some current event
is evoking feelings similar to what can be predicted for the main crisis,
which means that the feelings are being stimulated by real experience rather

than artificially by discussion. For instance, in a recent progxam of Anticipatory Guidance for Peace Corps Volunteers the feelings of deprivation
aroused in them by parting from family and home town friends when
coming to their Training Center provided a realistic foretaste of the more
intense feelings of isolation and loneliness they could imagine they would
feel when they would go overseas on their assignment. A discussion of the
future situation tlerefore used their current feelings as a meaningful takingofr point.

Another strategic time to do Anticipatory Guidance is in the earliest

stages of the crisis, or immediately prior to its onset. At this time the impact
of the stress is beginning, but it is not yet overpowering. This is a transitional

stage between Anticipatory Guidance and Preventive Invervention. From
a certain point of view all Preventive Intervention can well be considered
Anticipatory Guidance for future crises, since we must remember that we
are intervening currently, not merely to help someone cope with the present
difficulty, but also, and perhaps more important, to help him develop healthy
coping skills which may enable him to withstand possible greater stress in
his future life.

(2) Indirect Action

Here the psychologist attempts to provide emotional support and guidfor children in crisis, not by interacting himself directly with them,
but by stimulating and guiding the other school workers to do so-mainly
the educators, but also the school nurses, doctors and guidance personnel.
He may accomplish this in three main ways, by (a) Teacher Training,
ance

(b) Training of Educational Supervisors, and (c) Consultation and Collaborotion. In order to save time we will focus only upon the interaction with edu-

cators. Similar principles apply to interaction with the other workers.
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(2a) Teocher Training
Psychologists should, wherever possible, commuaissle appropriate knowoi, of preven-

Iedge about crisis coping patterns of children and about

-iit
tive Intervention and Anticipatory Guidance to school
teachers-both
through participation in pre-professional training and also in on-the-job
training of school staff. A basic tenet of the community approach is tiat,
wherever possible, preventive work should be carried o"i uy tl. large number of non-specialized line workers rather than be restrictid to thi highly

trained specialists, who are always too few in number to cover the field.
In the schools, the classroom teachers are the most appropriately placed
workers to identify the early stages of crisis in children, indihey can often
intervene effectively by offering adult support and guidance at ttre most
strategic time. In fact, many teachers do this every day without any special
realization of the mental health implications of their hllp. psychologisis can
introduce some professional self-awareness into this process by sharing witn
teachers our increasing body of specific knowledge in this field, andly
so
doing enhance what is currently going on. In this indeavor there is the
iossibility of a sisnifcant danger which must be consciously avoided. It is
important that the psychologists take care not to influence teachers to
utilize techniques which are-not in keeping with their traditional teaching
role. It would be most unfortunate if teachers felt impelled to become
psychotherapists, or
to -act as proxy-psychologists. thi best safeguard
against this is for psychologists
to provide teacheis with information about

the relation of crisis coping and mental health and about adjustive and
maladjustive coping patterns, and leave the working out of teihniques of
Preventive Intervention and Anticipatory Guidance to the teachers ttrems9l-ves. This approach may be usefully augmented by learning how certain
gifted teachers handle these problems either in the ciassroo.l, with indi-

vidual children, and then communicating this to other teachers
of effective preventive work which they may try.

as an

example

(2b) Training of Etfucatiorul Supensisors
The approach here is similar to that wittr teachers. It is singled out for
special mention only to emphasize that in order to maximize lhe effect
of
his efforts, the psychologist should always try and operate, asitwere,..upstream". The supervisory group in the school systenmust be convinced of
the importance of primary prevention so tlat ttrey will sanction and encoruage the teachers to engage in such activity. The psychologist should
focus as much effort as possible on adding to their knoitedge, Jo th"t th"y
in turn can disseminate the information to their teachers.
(2c) Consultatton and Collaboration
Adding to the knowledge of teachers and supervisors will lead to best
results in practice if the psychologist freely offeis his servicps to support,
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in implementing their develop'
ing insights and skilli in relation to specific children. In their early attempts
aiprevJntine activity teachers may wish the psychologlt to share responribility for tle case in point. A child or a group of chi]dr9n may be sepai","r, .r jrintly dealt o,itn ry both teacher.and psychologist..If they work
..pui"trfy, the isychologist should spend asignificant part of his time telling
tnL, t *d& rrn"i nr is doing, and invoking the teacher's supplementary
more and
assistance. With increasing experience the teacher may take over
of his
technlgues
out
work
may
.or. ,.rpoosibility for futurJ cases, and
he
when
help
consultation
for
only
own. EvJntua[ tle teacher may ask
gUrde, and

if

necessary collaborate with them

case, although the psychologist should
an especially complicated
-him

"o"orot"rs
by sharil,S responsibility or accepting all
uf*uy"of"r to ibackstop"
problem'
difficult
really
a
for
the rlsponsibility
fully elsewhere.Gsr Although
consultation
of
techniques
discussed
I have

-vp'.,.otpapermakessou'i"ramentionofthistechnique,Ibelievethat
it should be a major focus of effort among school psychologists.
(3) Research

do not wish to end this chapter without making brief reference to the
in tle field of primary prevention. I
research role of school psychologists
-.y.t"-t
tle necessary personnel and
provide
will
nop"-tlut some school
with adequate research
projects
formal
of
funds to allow the carrying out
the job demands will
of
nature
the
commonly
a".igo. I envisage that more
and will
practitioners,
as
mainly
operating
be
will
Ue si.n that psy-chologists

I

have little time

or .*rgy for

research.

I

do believe, however, that alert,

iot r.rt A, and sophistiJated practitioners can make major contributions
to knowledge by informal studies, or at least by studies which are not rigor-

ously desifred. tnere is at present a tremendous need for exploratory
i*.itig"tiJ'. in this field, and no group is more strategically placed than
in
school-psychologists to undertake this tatk. This is especially the case
has
Caffornii wheri the work of Bower, Lambert, and their colleagues
blazed so imPortant a trail.
I have timi only to mention four topics which seem especially appropriate
to explore at the Present time:
(ufe s,rvey oftn" typ"r ofsituation which recur in the school setting as
precipitators of oirir, *a tn" characteristics of the children in whom these
as age'
situations most commonly provoke crisis, in regard to such variables
sex, socio-economic class, and ethnic backgpound'

(il) foUo*-up studies of coping patterns of children in successive crises
of different types, to see whettrer 16"re are consistent styles of coping, and
whether, andunder what circumstan@s, changes in style occur'
(c) Dlvelopment of improved methrcds of Preventive Intervention and
.q;ticipatory Guidance by psychologists and teachers, and definition and
description of the techniques.
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(d) A preliminary approach to evaluating the results of intervention techniques in relation to changes in patterns of coping with future crises, and
in relation to changes in general behavior in the school setting.
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551, 555,612

teams

426

Clinical experience 340
Clinical observer, objective 9G9l
Clinical studies l1z

Commonwealth Fund fellowships

Child guidance clinics 4, 13, 23-24, U6,
guidance
guidance
guidance

Classification of mental disorders 25l-269
Claustrophobic element in school phobia

Cluttering

Child care practices 14, ls
Child custody cases 55G588
Child development, see Development
Child-family diagnosis SZI-S3Z

services

Chromosomes 457, 469, 480
chronic emotional stress relation to illness
Chronic illnesses 20

Characteristics, general, examination of

fantasies

475

36

Character

Child
Child
Child
Child

body

Chromosome aberrations 472, 494
Chromosome patterns, analysis 472
Chromosome research, advances in 36

lZG, 136, 637

syndrome

l4l

Cholesterol studies of brain tissue 349

Chromatin

Crrebral mechanisms 289

palsy

140,

Chlordiazepoxide 637
Chlorpromazine 636-G37

Cerebral asthenia 292
Cerebral damage 329

Cerebro-asthenic
Cerebro-asthenic

of

to be observed in

Chloral hydrate 638

Central nervous system 651
Centromere 472
Cerebral apparatus 292

Cerebral

703

Co-ordination of hand and
Coping, conflict and 523
with crises 67 B
Correlational data 34t

Correlations of behaviours 164

of lg, Cortex

of

eye

125,

285, 286, 289,290,291
Cortical development 235
Cortical function 289
Cortical mechanisms 284
Court cases 55G588

136
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processes 152, 153-167

CrOches 621

Cretinism

psychoanalytic theorY 51-68

10

Cries and clicks, linguistic development of
297, 298

Crises

with

678

of

679

preventive activities

logists

of

theory

of school

psycho-

680-687
672-674

studies

categorization

357

540

Cultural factors, affecting development
in mental subnormalitY 384

168

Deafness 127, 144, 315
in babies, screening test

for

prevention 503-505
treatment possibilities 500-502
301, 316, 324
314

oi in child's life 19
Depression 59, 423, 426, 439, 453, 544,

Dependence, conflict
651, 660

261, 343, 350, 357, 360
173, 570

children

Destructiveness 497
Detention Centres 500, 502

Development, changes in 98
comparative approach to early 183-232
critical periods of 345, 538
cultural and sociological factors affect-

ing

I 68-171
experiences affecting 174
167 -17 4
influences

of

on

abilities

157

intelligence, dePendence

language

159
locomotion 159

l3l, l4t

Difficult behaviour 544
Diphenylhydantoin 638
Diphenylhydramine 637
Diphenylmethane derivatives
458
Discipline 536

Diseases,

communicable

12

Disorders, coding of 309-318
requiring Psychiatric helP 26-27
Displacement activities 219

Dissolution of communication 296,
300-308
556-588

Divorce

DNA

Dogs

458

346

Dominant inheritance 462
Down's syndrome 36, 476,478

Dreams 97, 176
Drive develoPment 45

Drugs and drug theraPY 335, 443, 625
interaction with Wechsler I.Q. level 634
medical evaluation of new 640
principles of treatment 639-640
synopsis of

of

637

Diploid

current

636

therapeutic trials 626-636
methods of assessment 632435
patient-related variables 626

4@7
longitudinal studY l5l-177
of
of
of
of

637

Disergasras 252

Dementia praecox 323

lines

50

43-50
phenomenological level 263, 264
Diagnostic observations 7l
Diagnostic profile, examPle of 45

130,

133

see also Bereavement; Parent, loss of
Decision makers 573
Delinquency 167, 443, 453, 489-506, 569
patterns of 492

Deprived

of

Differential diagnosis of mental status

Death 21, 543
instinct 55-56

Deprivation

159

aPProach 35
methods of 2l
of mental disturbances of children

Diazepam

Deaf mutism 315, 316

infantile

of

comprehensive

Cultural determinants of parental attitudes

Dementia

Developmental Profile 44, l3l
Developmental status, observations
Developmental trends 165

Diagnosis l4l

152, 157, 342

of age norms 154

Cruelty

25
526

Dextroamphetamine 638

Critical periods 220,222,345, 538
Cross-sectional

of

tendencies 49

developmental 680
identification

stages

Development examination l7
Developmental forces versus regressive

570

coping

research

159

reporting of results 635
statistical analYsis 635
treatment schedules 629
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305, 314
301, 302, 304, 305, 308
Dysphasia 309, 3l I
Dysphemia 309, 310

Dyslalia

Dysthymic disorders 651

705

Epidemiological records 267

Epidemiologists l8

Epidemiology, in assessing and developing

for mentally subnormal

services

Epiloia
Early experience, effects on later behaviour
339-368

Echolalic speech 325
Education, difficulties 544
evolution of basic principles l5

reciprocal, between paediatrician and
psychiatrist 40

464

Ergasias 252

zone

Erotogenic
Escape

response

55, 63
647

aids to classification 265

Ethological
Ethological
Ethological
Ethological

approach
instinct

research

Ethology

Exhibitionism 498

Experiences affecting

definition

234

development

of

modelling

of infant,

219

193, 222

188, 189-193

Ego, conception

235

264

theory

Educational supervisors, training in primary prevention 685
Egalitarian family structure 563

of

399

relationship to child psychiatry 266-269

Etiological agents 1l
Excretion, processes 60

development

174

Experimental neurosis 647
Experimental studies 152

46, 65
66

Extinction

methodological approach

233-249

Electroencephalographic abnormalities

654

Extrapyramidal dysarthria 309
Extrapyramidal syndromes 313
Eye and hand co-ordination 134-137

638

Emergency care and treatment 23-24
Emergency room, value
23-24
Emotional dependence on parents 158
Emotional deprivation, effects
143
Emotional development 243, 526, 569
Emotional disturbance
416, 657

of

of

ll,

infection association with 35
secondary to physical illness 20
Emotional expression 297
Emotional inoculation 682

Emotional stress, chronic, relation to illness
36

Emotional temperament I I
Encephalitis Lethargica 258
Encopretic children 663
Endocrine system 652
Endogenous behaviour 217
Endogenous

factors

212

Enuresis 638, 654, 655
specific conditioningtreatment 65G658
Environment, child and, interaction be-

tween

153

Environmental factors 214, 5M
influence of 17 5-177 , 202
scope and limits of 167, 168
Environmental mechanisms 19
Environmental preferences 20
Environmental problems, stressful l8
Enzymes 458, 467, 468

Family, abortive or temporary

531

accidental or unintended 531
associated responsibility for 18
backgrounds of school phobic children
423

competitive
conflict

532
513, 523

in

crises, onset

of illness related

to

36

defenses 523
detached, or emotionally isolated 532
deviations from normal life 172-174
disorder

in

disturbed

5l

3

527

emotional response

healthy

to

512

531

history, biographical 22-23
recordine by paediatrician l8

identity

524

immature protective 532

in relation to personality

development

535-553

master-slave 532
of complementary acting out 532
of expediency 531
of flieht 531
of neurotic complementarity 532
performance assessment 525
position in 539
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Family, abortive or temporary (cont.)
psychotherapy 612
regressive 532

relationships 555-590
role in emergence of child disorders
509-533

conceptual framework 518-521
historical background 5l l
problems of theoretical orientation
515

size effert on mental development and
behaviour l7O
socio-economic factors 541-542

stability

524

structures

531-532

vicissitudes of, reactions to 543-546
Family<hild diagnosis 521-532
Fantasies 58, 176, 304, 497
beginnings

of

57

of child patients 56

Father
death

of

437

in child's development
loss

of

sociological observations 451

Fatherless

families

174, 451

362, 363, 419, 544, 595, 643, 646,
652,659
Feeding experiments 204
Fels Longitudinal Study 164
Finger prints 476
First aid care 23
Five-column analysis 107

Fixation
Foster

points 4748

children

Foundlings

353, 384

355

Four-column analysis 106
Freezing

attitude

Frustration

297, 313

650

Frustration tolerance 49
Functional psychoses 323

Gametes 458, 475

General characteristics, examination of
49-50
General quotient 140, l4l
Generalization principle 658

Genes

36

383

Genetic family

history

18

of intelligence

Genetics,

459

of mental deficiency, see Mental deficiency

Genital phenomena 6l
Genital sexudity, early development
Genital stage, girl 64

of

6l

Gesell developmentalexamination 17

Girls, development

of
in

64

64-65
Goodenough draw-a-man test 355, 356,
357

Grief 2l
Griffith's mental development
126-13l
Group therapy 613,
29

influences

on

scale

617

153

retardation of 36
Guilt 453454, 486, 537, 552, 562, 649

173

545

role of 537, 555-572
Father-child relationship 555-572

Fears

of mental retardation

endowment, unfolding of 256
factors in mental subnormality

Growth

539

contribution to pathogenic interactions
425

causes

counselling 481487

oedipus complex

563

groupings

tYPe

Genetic
Genetic
Genetic
Genetic

457, 462, 467, 469, 483

Genetic assessments 4748

Hallucinations 58,262
Hand and eye co-ordination 1341137
Handicapped children l3l , I 3Gl 37 , 139,
547

Haploid

Hate

set

458, 473, 481

536

Head-banger 236

Hearing 133,315

see also Deafness

Hearing and Speech Scale 127, 133
Hearing mutism 315

Height during adolescence 154

Hemizygous 469

Hereditary factors 525, 564
Heredity, in neurosis @5
influence of 1l
influence on physical disease
Heterozygotes 462, 465

18

detection of 483
Hierarchical theory, Tinbergen's 192
Home observations 79-80
Homes, intact 546
Homologous movements in phyletic species
192

Homosexual behaviour 494, 499, 572
Homozygote 462,465

Hospitalization 20,35V352
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Hospitals with university affiliation 25

Hottentotism
Housing 546,

poor

of

555

genetics

459

637

Hyperkinetic syndromes 637
Hypnosis, dream translation

in

subjects

97

techniques

661

Hypothesis formation and prediction g6
Hysteria 259, 260,305, 316, 651
Hysterical aphonia 317
Hysterical dysphonia 318
Hysterical mutism 316
Hysterical syndrome 314

theory

to

responses
159
values
12

of

Interdental sigmatism 302,307
Interdentalism, multiple 306, 307, 308
Interpretative observers 85, 96-97
Interviewing, techniques 22

therapeutic

78

conflict

Introversion

Iproniazid

345, 560

cabbage

Intelligence quotient (I.Q.) l4l, lS7 , 158,
354,359, 459460, 495, 496
constancy of 142-148
of adopted children 168
range of mentally subnormal 3G9406
Intelligence tests 364

62

562

Introversion-extraversion 75, 585,

Indecent exposure 498
Independence, conflict of, in child,s life lg
Infant, and child behaviour, long-term observations on l5
174

3G37, 159

Intra-uterine environmental factors l8
Intra-uterine situation 53, 57
Introjection 60, 63, 66, 258

Immunological reactions l8

anoxic

of

Intrapsychic

Identification 66
Idiolect, fluctuating 305
Illegitimacy 354,355, 399
Illness in parents 542
Imipramine 638

Imprinting

361

development

542

under

Intelligence

301

Hydrocephaly 472

Hydroxyzine

707

I.Q., see Intelligence quotient
Isochromosome formation 474

Isolation
Jealousy

417
60

Karyotype 472,

234

development tests 158
ego of, methodological approach
233-249

6jl

638

475, 478, 480, 484

Kleinian theory of bad objects 241
Klinefelter's syndrome 473, 475, 478
Knox cube test 355, 357

nocturnal waking 162
relationship to objects 59
sucking activities 55
testing, time involved in 140
see also Babies
Infant mind, nature of 234

Laboratory, observational 78

Lalling

301

Language, development of 159
longitudinal study of 160
Latency period 64, 66, 67

Infant mortality, high 12
Infantile autism 324
Infantile dementia 314
Infantile neuroses 47
Infantile sexuality Gl

Lateral sigmatism 307
Leadership 57 3
Learning and learning theory 219, 220,

Infection association with emotional disturbances 35

Libido

Inferiority

651

Instinct

baby

54

Intellectual achievement and maternal pro-

tection

172
,{

45

of

object 45
Life instinct 55-56
Life-Space Interview 616

535

Institutionalization 352

239

distribution

examination and state

Inheritance of disorders 459
Inorganic to organic transition 7l
Instinctive and nutritive needs of

339, 340, 344, 349,360, 363, 364, 644,
645, 649,651, 653, 656, 657

45

Linguistic development 280, 300
of cries and clicks 297, Z9B
Linguistic disorders 296
Linguistic forms 305
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Mental Development Scale l4Gl47
Griffiths 126-13l

Linguistic patterns 305
Linguistic theory 296

Lisping

306

of

Mental disorders, classification

Locomotion, develoPment
Locomotor capacity, maturation of 197
Locomotor development of babies 132
Locomotor items, observing of 137

Locus

159

458

Longitudinal studies 151-177, 342

of

251-269

in parents 546
prevention

of

37

Mental disturbances, diagnosis of 43-50
Mental health, change of attitude towards
38-39
needs of

patients

26

European group of 164
of emotional growth 15

Mental illness, in childhood 323
onset of symptoms 327-329

of language 160
of maturing children
of speech 160

Mental Measurements Year Books
Mental retardation 287, 328

Love

severe

159

26

of

165

genetic causes
36
12
systematic studies

516, 536

of

Mental status, differential diagnosis of
MacNaghton rules 491
Maladaptive reactions 654
Maladjustment 336,357

inhibition of speech due

Malnutrition

17

4,

555,

67

to

130, I 31,

birth weight 386, 389,
134

4

Manic depression 256,262, 416
Marital partnership, diagnosis of 525
Marriage, unhappy 546

Masculinity
Mastery of

563

tasks 4647

Masturbation

11

Maternal and child relationships 17
Maternal care and mental health 3
Maternal deprivation 173, 556-572, 574,
s75

Maternal protection and intellectual ach-

ievement 172

Matrocentric family structure 563

Maturation

257, 260, 526

Maturational delay 32
Maturational lag 329
Maturational phenomena 17
Maturing children, longitudinal study of
159

Maturity scales 162

Meiosis

458

Memory

360

Mendelian patterns 462
Mendelian ratios 486

Mental assessment, very young children
13l-137

Mental deficiency 301, 316
genetic causes 462
genetic counselling 481487
genetics
457488
specific harmful genes 462
Mental development 244

of

141

Mental subnormality 369-4ll
causes

of

390

380

classification

369

compulsion and services for 404
cultural factors in 384
epidemiology in assessing and developing services for 399
genetic factors in 383

I.Q. inconstancy 378
I.Q. ranges 369406
prevalence and prognosis

of

mild

373,

393

prevalence and prognosis of
391

social class

severe 370,

factors 381, 389, 390, 396,

397

Mental tests for babies and very young

children

125

Mephenesin 637
Meprobamata 637

Merrill-PalmerLongitudinal Study 164
Mesencephalic

areas

258

Metacentric chromosome 472
Metaphysical formulations of Freud 55
Metapsychological Picture 44
Method of difference, Mill's 238

Methodology 340
Methylphenidate 630,

638

Milieu therapy 5, 612-618, 622

Mill's method of difference 238
Mind, infant, nature

Mitotic divisions

of

234

458

Mongolism 36, 371, 392, 461, 476,
478, 479

partial

479

477,
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Monkeys 348,652
Monosomic condition 477
Moral behaviour 263
Moral judgements 261
Morphological disorders 300, 301
Morphological systems 299, 30O
Mosaicism 474 475,478,479, 484

Mother, death of

immature

437

569

Mother-child relationship 219, 3G4, 537,
555-572

Mother-infant relationship 54-55,

219,

221, 242, 349

Mothering, psychopathic 341

Motor apparatus, subcortical 285
Motor behaviour 292
Motor centers, subcortical 284
Motor co-ordination, achievement of 204
Motor development 327
Motor disturbance 326
Motor excitation 279
Motor habit, automatized 291
Motor hearing mutism 3 t 6
Motor patterns 216
Motor reaction 281, 288, 289

sensori

287

Motor response 279,280, 282,286
Motor stereotype, inert, influence of

Mourning

276

21, 450451, 543, 683

Muscular co-ordination 326
458, 484
Mute psychotic child 326

Mutation

Mutism 325
akinetic 316
idiopathic

3I 5

primary

239-244, 247, 248

object-relationship 244-246
secondary 247
versus

Narcissistic exploitation
Nasal sigmatism 308

Nature, bifurcation

Neglect

Neuro-mascular disorder 258
Neuro-physiological factors 214
Neurosis, aetiology of 645-653
basic causes of l l
behaviour theory of 649
behavioural analysis of 648
theory of 653
Neurotic child of twentieth century I I
Neurotic disorder, complex 648

Neurotic illness I I

News distribution media 620
Nocturnal waking in infants' 162
Non-communicating child 326

Non-differentiation

57

Normal negativism 538
Noxious stimulation 66+666
Nursery schools 16l, 447
Nursing couple 54-55

Nurture

535

Nutritional deficiencies l8
Nutritional problems 4
Nutritive and instinctive needs of

baby

54

Oakland Growth Study lS4, 156
Object libido 45
Object-relationship 240, 241-244, 248
versus primary narcissism 244-246
Objective clinical observer 90-91
Objective observation 161
Objective observer, as disinterested specta-

tor

89

in contemporary literature 9l-94
Objectivity, evaluation of 94
Objectivity-subjectivity dilemma 7Z
Observation of children 7l-122
analysis of process 108
child's pathology effect 80

Myxoedema t0
Narcissism,

109

of

51 5

101

357

Neonatal changes 53-54
Neonatal phase 197
Nerve cells, lack of nutriment 10
Nervous disorder, prevention of 26
Nervous system, instability of 1l

malfunctioning of l0
Neural process 283, 285, 287, 288, 289

Neuro-dynamics 281, 286, 287, 289
Neurological disorder, constitutional 309

cognitive versus phenomenal reportingl 04
defenses and differences
t0l-102
dilemmas
72-74

direct

of

7

of

6

direct and indirect 74
example of methods I 18-121
five-column analysis 107

four-column analysis

home

106

79-80

illustrations of process I l0-l

indirect

7

I5

6

naturalistic or controlled 77
to develop deeper vision l2l
of developmental status 159
reports 8l-86, 105-106, I l9-l2l
ten-column analysis I l5
need
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7t0

Observational attitudes, conflict of 89
effect of perceptual equipment on 99
Observational experieo@, synthesis of
101-106

Observational laboratory 78
Observational methods 85
Observational research, problems of 74-77
Observational situation 77-78
Observational task, by symbolic shorthand
82

of

82
lessening
specialized recording equipment 82
89
Observer, attitudes
ll7
background and develoPment

of

of

genesis

of

97

interpretative 85,96-97

objective, as disinterested spectator 89
in contemporary literature 9l-94
objective clinical 90-91
observing the 73
parent as 7 5

photographic 85
recording objectivelY
role

of

ll7

80-81

of

compulsiveconditions 258

Oedipal involvement 515
Oedipal period 60, 538
Oedipal relationships 577
Oedipus

complex 6l-62,

girls

287, 288, 289

Omnipotence, conditional and uncondi58

Ontogenetic development 185
Ontogenetic studies 192, 193, 194, 212
Operant conditioning techniques 661-664
Oral erotism 306, 3O7,311, 312, 313,314

Oral pessimism 341
Oral trauma 308

Organic to psychological transition 7l
Organic disorders, causative 35
Organism and its environment 102

Orphanhood

double
reaction

438,

U3

449

to

3l-32
present-day relationships
prevalence studies 30
shared interests 33

of

16

specialization 29-30
Palmar dermatoglyphics 480

Paragrammatism 300

Paralalia 301, 302-304,

305, 316

305

Parasympathetic reactions 654
Parent(s), as

observer

7

5

attitude of, cultural determinants 540

Olegergasias 252

tional

goal of 27
historical evolution 9
liaison with psychiatry 3941
out-patient clinic, analysis of 100 cases

Pararhesis
63, 67, l2O, 563,

64-65

Oligophrenia

contribution to child psychiatry 17-27
dealing with entire organism l0
definition of modern 16

Paranoid-schizoid 262

566

in

Paediatrics 9-28,294L

13

86-89

Observing the observer 73
Obsessional

Paediatricians, concepts of early 9
consultant in all aspects 29
decision of 32-33
primary prevention by 37
psychological emergencies 24
referring of children to 30
role of counsellor by intuition 22
secondary prevention bY 37

training in psychiatry and psychoanalysis

subjective 9+96
training

Overt behaviour 72

M4

Ossification 156
Over-crowding 542
Overlearning 655
Over-protection 550

emotional dependence
illness in 542

on

158

of

l7l, 172
influences
435456
loss

of

reaction

to

M4

of

437
significance
see also Bereavement

mental disorders

role

of

in

546

537

Parent<hild relation 365, 516,

535,

ss5-572

Parent-infant relation 333

Parieto-temporal cortex 290
Parkinson's disease 284

Parnate

638

Partial reinforcement 655

Pathological types 461
Patients, mental health needs of 26
study and care of /a-25
treatment of phYsical sYmPtoms 24

7tl
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Patriarchal family structure 563
Patrocentric family structure 563
Perceptual orientation 8l

Prevention

Perphanazine 63G637
Persecutory anxiety
Personal-social scale
Personality, aspects

4ZG

of developmen t l3Z

of

167

characteristics, stability of 361
development 4H7, 164-167, 516, S7O,
651

family in relation

difficulties
disorders

to

520,535-553

tests

of

529

of

l@

535

Phonasthenia 317, 318

Clinic t4

of parent-young

relation-

185

153

Physical disease, heredity influence
Physical growth 153-156
Physiological variants 460
Physiopathic theories 257

on

lg

G7

s

685

Primary reaction patterns

17 5

Primitive functions, rhythmical Z9B
Privacy, observation as invasion

Prochlorperazine 63G637

Projection

73

342

Psychiatric aspects of juuenile delinquency 3
Psychiatric disorder 5l 3, 531
terms of 257
Psychiatric help, disorders requiring 26-27
Psychiatric training 25-26
Psychiatry, adult 256
integration with medicine l5
liaison with paediatrics 3941

of development 60
Psychoanalysis 24, 186, lB7, ZlB, 256,
264, 430,515, 516, 593, 597

approach

186

retrospective l5
techniques 334

theory

51-68, 218,220

treatment

Plainville 54f541
541-542, 555
Praecox,
324
Precoded categories, utilizing
85
Prediction, hypothesis formation and 86

of

of

60, 258

theory and practice, influence

Pleasure-pain principle 60
Porteus Maze Test 355, 356, 357

Pregenital sexuality 6l
Prenatal development 52-53

4

Psychic life, stages

652
630, 631

D.

67

Protophrenia 332

Phylogenetic relationships 190

Poverty

training

studies
Prostitution M3

in

Placebo

supplies

686

Prospective

206
Phyletic species, homologous movements
192
Phylogenetic analysis of behaviour 183

Pituitary

685

Prolonged early experiences 3Sz
Propanediol derivatives 641

Phonemic system 301
Phonological disorders 301-308
Phonological system 299
Photographic observers 85

Phylogeny 192
Physical development

training

emotional inoculation 682

teacher

Phylogeneticcontrasts

678

sociocultural supplies

protein-free diet in 127
Philadelphia Child Guidance

ship

consultation andcollaboration 685

crises

psychosocial

Phase development 45
Phenobarbital 630, 637
Phenothiazines 63G637
Phenylketonuria 126, 146, 461, 466, 4g3

Phyletic levels

anticipatory guidance 682

research

166

theories

Primary prevention in schools 671497

implications for 674-{187
physical supplies 674
preventive intervention 680-682

546

with organic base 530
effects of early experience 339-36g

prediction

620

educational supervisor

531

t'unctional

clubs

intervention 68H82, 684, 6g6
Primary narcissism 239-244, 247, Z4g
versus object-relationship 241 246
Primarynon-disjunction 473
Preventive

of

14

309
Psychoanalysts 610
Psychobiology 23

theory

of

13

Psychodiagnostic approach to problems of

very young children l2S-l4B

Psychogenic

disorder

302

Psycholinguistic research 283
Psychological problems, scheme

bracing

38

for

em-
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Psychological states 266
Psychologist's fallacY 73
Psycho-metric testing 12
Psychopathic mothering 341
Psychopathic theories 257
Psychopathic unfolding 256
Psychopathological behaviour patterns
2s2
Psychopathological theories 265

Relaxation therapy 315
Remand homes 500

Repression

Reserpin

Retrospectivestudies 152,342
Rhythmical primitive functions 298

Psychopathology 10, 261, 262

Sampling
Satellites

drugs and physical treatment 335

management and

treatment

332

residential care 336
therapeutic provisions 335
Psychosomatic approach 33
Psychosomatic comPlaints 233,236
Psychosomatic disorders 24,248
Psychosomatic disturban@s 34

etiology

of

Psychosomatic
Psychosomatic

25

hypothesis 239

problems

32

Psychosomatics 156

Psychotherapeutic interview 593
307

,

308, 318,

501, 502

343

472,480

66t
Schizophrenia 245, 255, 323, 327, 330,

Satiation

331, 335, 337 , 445, 636, 645, 662, 663
mistaken susPicion of 67
School phobia 413434, 547
age and sex distribution 418
anxiety and dePression 423
claustrophobic element in 426

failure

421

incidence

417

management and treatment
onset of overt illness 419

truants

Puberty 67-68,266

and adolescent growth sPurt 155
Punishment 564,650, 665-666

Rats 202,203,346
Rauwolfia drugs 637
66

Reaction patterns, Primary 175
Reactive behaviour 512
465

Reciprocal inhibition therapy 658-661
Reduction division 458
Regression 4749, 162,329, 422, 460
Rejection 453,454,515, 547,548, 550, 551

Relapses 65+655
Relationship, theories

of

4ll

414

Schools

539
161

primary prevention

24

inheritance

4Tl,

School psychologists, opportunities in primary prevention 671-687

nursery

Reaction-formation

419

familY background 423
fear of leaving home (mother) 422
fear of other PuPils 420
fear of school 419
fear of school work with expectation of

psychopathological formulation 425
psychotheraPy in 429
relationship to psychotic states 416

Psychotic disorders 305
Psychotic mechanism 262
Pubertal paraphonia 317

Recessive

illness

established

pathogenicfamilial interaction 425
prognosis and follow-up studies 431

in school phobia 429
Psychotic child, mute 90

Rape

166

fear of teacher 42O
general clinical features 417

Psychosomatic symPtoms 310

Psychotherapy 305, 306,

inkblots

Rorschach's

Psychopathy 453454, 571, 651, 652, 654
Psychopharmacology 625-641
Psychosexual develoPment 6l
Psychosis in childhood 323-338
differential diagnosis 337

649
637

research

671487, 678

686

sociocultural supplies
teacher

265

in

anticiPatorY guidance 682
consultation and collaboration 685
educational supervisor training 685
emotional inoculation 682
implications for 67+687
physical supplies 674
preventive intervention 680-682
psychosocial suPPlies 67 4

training

Schoolteachers 38

685

67 5

7t3

SUBJBOT INDEX
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary

narcissism

Security

542, 570

Speech 133, lU

247

nondisjunction
prevention 671

475

complex development

coordination

deictic

Sedatives 637
Seduction 515

inhibitory function of 279
longitudinal study of 160

565-566, 569, 570, 660
349

aberrations 473
anomalies 461

Stimulants

Showing off 245
Sibling rivalry 539

6s2

of

83

307

for

ob-

662

Social class, and brain damage 387
and mental subnormality 381, 389, 390,
396,397
Social interaction, consequen@s of early 214
Social matrix 268
Social releasers 191
Social system, inadequacies of 12
Sociological factors affecting development
168

Sociometric techniques 16l
Somatic non-disjunction 474
Somatopsychic disturbances 33

Somato-typing

19

Somesthetic perception 199
Somopsychic complex 252
,S-O-R formula &4

Spasticity

637

309

Subcortical connections 285
Subcortical motor apparatus 285
Subcortical motor centers 284

observer 9+96

Subjectivistic-objectivistic revolution 98
Subjectivists, analogies of 95
Subjectivity, evaluation of 94

265

servation 78
" Skinnerian " conditioning

220

in animal behaviour research 198-203
Stress 538, 539, 546,551, 564, 573,650,

Subjective

Situational analysis, preparation

3ll

638

Stimulation

Stuttering

pregenital 6l

level

283

Stealing 492-496

infantile 6l

Sigmatism 306,

of

Stammering 301, 303, 304, 309,
Statistical analysis 635

646, 664

Shorthand for observers, symbols

Simian

313

semantic aspects
therapy 301, 304

Splitting 426
formula 6M

limitation 471

Sexuality,

phobias

,S-R

Sex-linked disorders 484
Sex-linked dominant diseases 471
Sex-linked inheritance 469, 483
Sex-linked recessive diseases 471
Sex-linked role behaviour 565
Sex-role identification 563
Sexual delinquencies 498-500

deviations

patterns, rhythmical 312

see also Communication; Voice
Sphincter morality 63

chromosomes 458, 469, 472, 473

Sexual

273-294

in pathology of brain 282-292

Separation and separation anxiety 19,
4lgl7, 422, 424, 544 545, 557,561,

Sex

function

disorders 325
echolalic 325

Sensori-motor co-ordinations 2Ol
Sensori-motor reactions 287

behaviour

281

277

directive

Semantic difficulties 257
Semantic test 256
Seminars on child guidance 4

Sex
Sex

of

310

Subjectivity-objectivity dilemma,T2

Sublimation potential 49
Submetacentric chromosome 472
Submissive

Subnormal

children 551

child

314

Subnormality, mental, see Mental subnormality
Sucking activities,

infant's

55

Suckling, mental processes and develop-

ment of 57
Suicide attempts, dealing

with 23
634

Superego development 46,
Surgery, new techniques 22
Symbiotic child 324

Symptom substitution 653

Syndrome-shift 236, 237, 248
Syntactic systems 299, 3W

Tantrums

661

T.A.T. tests 594

SUBJECT INDEX

714
Teachers, training

in primary

prevention

Teething

Twins

243

Temperament, emotional I I
Ten-column analysis I l5
Testing, babies 137

infant development

of

technique

597-607

of

44

observations 7l
service,
216

planning

5

sectetion l0
Thyrotoxicosis l0

Tinbergen'shierarchical theory 192
Toilet training 60, 169,171,542

Training, facilities 4
of child psychiatrists
of observers 86-89

27

G280, 291, 292

279

Verbal program, regulating function of
Verbal response 281
Verbal signals 276,288
measuring effectiveness of 275-277
Vineland Social Maturity Scale 162
496, 497

Virus diseases of mother
Visual signal 276
measuring effectiveness
Vocal pattern 297
Voice disorders 317-318
see also

18

of

275-277

Communication; Speech

16

Tranquillizers 636
Translocation 477, 478, 479,480

oral

inhibitory

Violence

Thyroid dand, malfunction 10

Trauma 238,310,

Verbal instruction

280
78

method, choice

Thwarting

47 5

167-168, 384

Unconscious processes 648-649

595

interview

Therapeutic
Therapeutic
Therapeutic
Therapeutic

414

158

young children 137-l4l
Therapeutic attitude 266
Therapeutic consultation 59!608
example

Truants

Turner's syndrome

685

329, 652

Weaning 60, 169, l7l,34l
Widowhood 45H51
World Health Organization 3-8, 251, 254

308

Traumatic experiences 174, 240, 247
Traumatic situation 62, 63

Tremor

653

Triggering

function

Triploidy 480
Trisomy 476,480

Yerkes-Dodson Principle 646
Young children, testing of t37

278, 279

Zygotes 457,458,

473, 476
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